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It always takes time to get the mind of a people accustomed to any change in conditions, and it took a long time
to get the mind of our people, as a whole, accustomed to the
fact that they had to alter their attitude toward the forests.

The conservation of natural resources is the fundamental
problem. Unless we solve that problem it will avail us little
to solve all the others. To solve it, the whole Nation must
undertake the task through their organizations and associations, through the men whom they have made specially responsible for the welfare of the several States, and finally
through Congress and the Executive.
PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT

Foreword
The history of California, its resources, its people, its development,
has been for many years an intriguing subject, not only to those who
can claim to be part of it by right of nativity, but also to those who
have migrated to this fertile land of opportunity. The romanticism
of the Gold Rush, the challenge of empire-building and the struggle
for water have received their share of attention in historical writings.
Remaining for the most part untouched until this writing has been
the story of forestry in its relationship to California Government. Its
central theme involves the origin and development of laws and policies pertaining to the conservative use and protection of the forest
and other unsettled areas which we refer to collectively as wild land.
The story is perhaps not so earthshaking as that of the Gold Rush
but, we submit, the surface treatment of these lands has been of more

importance in the building of the California of today, and its importance will increase during the future years.
As histories go, California Government and Forestry covers a relatively short span of years, although it commences before California
became a State. Throughout this period there were those who had
selfish motives and those who had the public welfare in mind when
they were shaping Federal or State legislation to control and manage
the State's forests and wild lands. And, of course, there were others
in high places who were indifferent toward the vital natural resource
problems of their day.
Many of us are content to disregard the past and to accept "what
is" as a sort of natural phenomenon, looking only forward for change
and progress. California Government and Forestry brings to us with
considerable impact the conclusion that the favorable status of forestry today in California is the result of the vision and effort of many

persons who passed from the scene before their work could bear
fruit. From the fact that the philosophies and programs of these
pioneers in forestry influence our actions today stems the cause for
starting this book. Recently a legislative interim committee asked
for information about a certain policy that had been discarded for a
decade. It was a most complicated policy and its background was
lost in a maze of incomplete records. Fortunately, the author of this
book was not only available to describe it, but was practically the only
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person capable of bringing it to life again because he had worked on
its original application. Research into this area of the past brought

out the importance of knowing and understanding from whence
comes the basic authorities under which government operates today.
From this small beginning further historical research was encouraged by William S. Rosecrans, then Chairman of the State Board of
Forestry, a national leader in forestry matters, and himself a student
of California history. Further encouragement to continue and expand
the project came from many sources including DeWitt Nelson, Di-

rector of the Department of Natural Resources, educators in the
Forest School of the University of California, Federal and State
forestry officials, and the Forest History Foundation, to name a few.
This volume is brought to a conclusion upon the creation of the

Division of Forestry for the principal reason that here ended the
long and sometimes difficult period leading to the formation of a
single firm forestry agency in State Government. The story thereafter is rich in the drama of struggle and discouragement and material success. It is, however, largely the story of that one agency
and its responses toward the economic, political and natural forces
which began to grow in number and complexity during the 1920's, a
fact which will be evident to the reader in the last chapters of this
book.

C. R. Clar is eminently qualified as an author for this comprehensive work. He was born "in the redwoods" of Sonoma County just
after the last great trees of that area had been milled, many of them
by his father. His grandparents were early California pioneers. After
attending public schools of Sonoma County he was graduated from
the University of California in 1927 with the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Forestry. He was promptly hired by State Forester M. B.
Pratt to constitute all of the "technical staff" of the loosely organized "Board of Forestry" which at that very time was becoming the
Division of Forestry in the new Department of Natural Resources.
Although some of his friends questioned his good judgment in entering upon this venture, they were much in error. The opportunities
to "work up" in the organization came rapidly. From 1941 until 1953
he occupied the position of Chief Deputy State Forester, during a
period of progressive and drastic alterations in State forestry operations. From the latter date he has been Assistant Executive Officer
for the State Board of Forestry. It was through such experiences (in
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which it was my own privilege to share throughout most of 30 years)
that he obtained the foundation upon which his qualifications to write

this book should be judged. He was often at hand when the forces
which create law and policy were being shaped in high places. Such
actions were prominent through the Depression years, after the attack
on Pearl Harbor, and especially during the development of the basic
forest fire protection system of the Division of Forestry, which is
still commonly referred to as "The Clar Plan."

The author has dealt with his subject here without bias or favor
toward any of the parties: politicians, legislators, Governors, Boards
of Forestry, or State Foresters. He has faithfully searched the records

for the facts, believing as the historian Polybius so aptly put it,
"Directly a man assumes the moral attitude of an historian he ought
to forget all considerations, such as love of one's friends, hatred of
one's enemies. . . . He must sometimes praise enemies and blame
friends.

.

.

. For .

. .

if you take truth from History, what is left

but an improfitable tale."
We believe that it is an interesting story, in spite of the great multiplicity of facts and facets embraced in its telling. And for those of
us who are charged with the responsibility of guiding and performing
the day to day operations of State Government in forestry affairs,
this new-found knowledge of how and why we conduct ourselves as
we do is of genuine practical benefit. We believe it will be of benefit
to many others as well.
F. H. RAYMOND

State Forester
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Chapter One

Forest Use in Spanish-Mexican California
Law, dating from Spain and Mexico centuries back,
was present to superfluity, though to tell the truth
it was modestly applied.
H. H. BANCROFT

Through the long centuries there was just the pleasant rich land,
the sunshine and rain, and the Indians who required such a little of
the bounty around them for their simple sustenance. And there were
the animals, countless thousands, probably in greater numbers, it has
been said, than the world had ever supported elsewhere. The Indians

hunted and trapped the animals but most tribes went to the oak
forests to gather acorns for their food supply. Others fished and some
found their chief sustenance in seeds.

The forests grew. Trees matured, became old and fell to rot and
return their bodies to the forest soil. Young trees stretched into the
open forest canopy and grew to maturity. It was a quiet world. There
was little in the deep orest to attract the Indians. Sometimes there
was fire. Generally, the fire was caused by the rather rare lightning
storms. Sometimes the Indians, by carelessness or design, caused the
forest to burn.
The Imperial Court of Spain eventually laid claim to the land from

the vantage point of New Spain far to the south beyond the mountains and deserts. The mysterious and unknown land of California
might have been an island; or it might have been where El Dorado,
the Golden Man, dwelt; or more important, it might have been where
the coveted Strait of Anian met the Pacific Ocean after it had bisected
the North American continent.
Spanish concern about the possibility of a foreign nation discover-

ing that precious and mythical waterway and thus establishing a
direct and restricted trade route from Europe to the Orient was one
of the principle inducements for Cabrillo to make his difficult voyage
of discovery northward up the entire California coast in the year 1542.
The Spanish Court maintained a constant interest in new treasures
and new land which could be dispensed as royal patrimony, but the
physical occupation of California was not worth the required effort for
[31
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another 200 years. During that time the silk and spice galleons returned to old Mexico from the Philippines in a sweeping arc out of
the North Pacific without even establishing a port of call along the
California shore.
Gradually foreign pressures began to develop and venture inward
from the far frontiers. The Russians were inching around the Alaska

island chain. English, French and even Dutch explorers and freebooters were a genuine threat, and Drake's pillaging voyage was
especially disturbing.
California was essentially a buffer land and as such the time came

for its occupation. In a very general statement it might be said that
the entire Seventeenth and first half of the Eighteenth Century were
spent in establishing a tenuous hold upon the desert land and up the
California Peninsula as far north as the mouth of the Colorado River.
This was done by the Jesuit missionaries, assisted by scarcely enough
soldiers to hold in check the often warlike Indians.
And then by land and by sea in 1769 the advance was made upon
Alta California. There were a few soldiers under Portolá and a few
clerics led by the Franciscan Padre Serra. The indefinite Bay of San
Francisco was their destination. Their intent was to cling to the outposts of empire by establishing a chain of missions where the land
could be developed and the pagans Christianized and civilized. From
this difficult beginning there eventually flourished the Spanish occupation of California which endured for three-quarters of a century.
For generations the mines of Old Mexico and the other Spanish
New World colonies had been pouring out fantastic quantities of
precious metal. But Alta California possessed no known treasures.
There were no pearling beds above the Gulf of California. The little
gold flurry around present Newhall in 1842 was quite insignificant.
Even the discovery of quicksilver at New Almaden came a short year
before the American conquest. On the day the first gold nugget was
plucked from the mill race at Coloma the final treaty of peace was
being drafted at Guadalupe Hidalgo.
If any article of commerce predominated in causing the settlement
of California it was not precious metal, nor silk, spice, nor agricultural produce. It was fur. Along the streams of the western half of
the continent the rough mountain men were setting beaver traps.
Russia, France, England and the United States, sometimes openly
and often covertly kept an eye or a finger upon their movement. But
the greatest magnet of all, the fulcrum of delicate international bal-
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ance, was the peaceful sea otter which desired only to be allowed to
sleep face up in the undulating kelp beds along the rocky ocean shore.
With this latter attraction exposed to foreign vessels, some of which
were little better than pirates so far from home, the Spanish came to
meet the challenge. That challenge persisted until the sea otter had
been hunted into virtual extinction.
As individuals the Spanish rarely entered into the actual hunting
and trapping of fur. Yet, beginning about 1785 there developed a paramount colonial policy of encouraging Indians to gather sea otter pelts
with the several missions acting as clearinghouses. The pelts were
then traded in China at high prices for quicksilver which was needed
in New Spain.

After the first difficult years there was food in great plenty in Alta
California. Beef meat was of little economic value since beef tallow
and hides soon became the primary market export of the colony. The
missions imported and developed a great variety of fruit and vegetable products, and grain was available in surplus.
Yet the adobe houses of California knew neither glass window nor
fireplace. Kitchens were little more than outside shelters where food
was cooked in clay ovens or in a pot or spit over an open fire. It is
said that the first fireplace and chimney were raised in the province

by George Yount in the Napa Valley about 1835. Perhaps such a
thing was accomplished by Hartnell at Salinas a few years earlier. At
any rate, it was not built by a native Californian.
As a generalization it might be said that the Spanish had arrived
here in two long steps which did little to change their traditional use

3nd respect for the high forest. Originally they were a dry land,
.4editerranean people who, because of necessity, had developed a
culture in which other materials were substituted for wood. Scarcity
enhances value.

Based upon the above premise, one may dare to conclude that the
Spanish and Mexican Governments in California exhibited more of-

ficial concern for the forests of their public domain than did the
Americans during no less than a half century following the conquest.
Perhaps this is an illusion springing from the difference in basic con-

cept of the Spanish law, of Roman heritage, wherein the power to
regulate and punish rests completely in the hands of the sovereign and
his agents as opposed to the American background of English com-

mon law. The latter, even as adapted across a great wild continent,
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tends to hold the citizen responsible for respecting the property of
others.

It would be well to recognize at once that settled Alta California
was not identical in area with the American state of today. It extended from Sonoma in the north to San Diego. Regardless of the
indefinite claims of sovereignty, the Spanish were actively interested

only in a strip along the seacoast some 40 miles inland; and the
length of it was a weary distance even for the world's finest horsemen.

In the latter years of Mexican control it is true that land grants
were made in the Interior Valley and north of Sonoma, but most of
the grantees represented the growing Anglo-Saxon element in the
country. Such names as Sutter, Bidwell and Lassen are universally
recognized among them.

During most of the Spanish régime foreigners were forbidden to
enter the land and they were not especially welcome later in the
Mexican province. This was a policy in line with the original reason
for settlement, namely, national security. In later years the policy
was relaxed, probably because it was impossible to enforce. About
one-third of the immigrants were Americans and they all seemed to
be lumped as "Anglo-Saxons." Some were just far-wanderers and adventurers. Some had good personal reasons for putting half a continent or more between themselves and their homeland. Others preferred any dry land to their ship when it touched the California shore.
Many adopted citizenship, religion, and wives from the local families.
Some became greatly respected community and business leaders in
old California.

Very few among the Spanish were skilled artisans or craftsmen
("mechanic" was the common American term of that day). They
were essentially of the military caste turned rancher. Even the solemn
John Bidwell unbent enough to declare that the Calif ornios did nothing that could not be done from the back of a horse.
People and the Forest

This writing of the Spanish-Mexican era is intended to be an account of how the forests of California were used and abused or respected and conserved prior to the time of American occupation. A
number of disconnected incidents have been gathered and presented
in approximate chronological order along with a minimum background of history. The latter is deemed essential for a reasonable
understanding of the so-called fQrestry incidents.
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There are three major phases or aspects of the forestry story. These

are: (1) physical use of forest products; (2) forest land protection,
which, of course, in California primarily means fire protection, now
and 150 years ago; and (3) actions of government regarding forest
use and protection.

A rapidly increasing tempo of forest use started when the Anglos
began to arrive. It has been ever thus. But first, let us review a few of
the sparse records in respect to fire, the destroyer.
Wildfire

It would be difficult to find a reason why the Indians should care
one way or another if the forest burned. It is quite something else
again to contend that the Indians used fire systematically to "improve" the forest. Improve it for what purpose? Actually, they spent
little time in the high forest. Yet this fantastic idea has been and still
is put forth time and again because somebody's grandfather said that
that is what happened.
Indians did ignite fires in the grass and shrubs as the following
described incidents will amply attest. However, they were probably
careful not to destroy a vitally important acorn crop in the process.
Consider the diary entry of Captain Fernando Rivera y Moncada
at Monterey on October 3, 1774:
There carrie a fire from the west that was burning the forage of the
countryside, and as it neared the Presidio, the soldiers, servants and even I
went out to fight it, not because of the danger to the houses but to preserve
the grass for our animals. We managed to extinguish it. The heathens are

wont to cause these fires because they have the bad habit, once having
harvested their seeds, and not having any other animals to look after except
their stomachs, they set fire to the brush so that new weeds may grow to
produce more seeds, also to catch the rabbits that get confused and overcome by the smoke,1

It is to be noted in the above that the Indians had no livestock.
This was true until they could successfully steal some from the
whites, a crime apparently far more severely punished when perpetrated by Indians than by the gente de razon. In brief, the Indians
had no reason to be concerned about either the destruction or the
improvement of livestock browse through the use of fire.
Driving small game and especially grasshoppers with fire was a well

known Indian practice. Larger game, such as deer, required a
stealthy approach to close distances. An open forest must have been
See notes at end of chapter.
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a poor hunting ground. It is quite probable that Indians used fire as
a weapon in their own unenthusiastic warfare and there are several
recorded cases where fires were set to harass American soldiers.
More than likely, most fires in the high forest credited to Indians
were the result of carelessness or indifference just as their successors
upon the land ever since have been responsible for fire.

We can be quite certain that the first fire control regulation in
Alta California, in respect to nonstructural property at least, was
proclaimed by Governor Arrillaga in 1793.2 Writing from Santa
Barbara on May 31st of that year to Father President of Missions
Lasuén, the Governor said,
Because of various complaints that have reached me about the serious
damage that results from the fires that are set each year in the pastures by
Christian and Gentile Indians, and having been informed not only by various
officials but also by different mission fathers that the aforesaid damage is true,

I have taken measures to publish the enclosed proclamation which I am
passing into your hands with the entreaty and charge that you please inform

all the mission fathers that they are to contribute for their part to the
observance of such a just proclamation not only by warning the Christian
Indians, and particularly the old women, not to become liable for such
offense, but also by threatening them with the rigors of the law, trying in
cases of fire to clear the way for corporals of the guard to have Christian
Indians help them to cut off with all possible determination the fire that
may threaten their vicinity, to which end I authorize to the comandantes
whatever may be expedient in carrying out this order.

Also I should notify you that on my way here from San Diego, at the
Missions of San Juan Capistrano and San Gabriel, having called the natives
together, I instructed them in the presence of the reverend mission fathers

about this my proclamation and the penalties that would be incurred by
infractions of it. I shall do the same at the missions on the way to Monterey,
for I should like to see my wishes, which are directed toward the common
good, partly if not wholly carried out.
May Our Lord Keep You, Most Reverend Father.
Mission Santa Barbara, May 31, 1793.
José JoaquIn de Arrillaga

With this letter the Governor enclosed the following proclamation:
DON JOSE JOAQUIN de ARRILLAGA, CAPTAIN OF CAVALRY,
INTERIM GOVERNOR AND INSPECTOR COMANDANTE OF
UPPER AND LOWER CALIFORNIA
With attention to the widespread damage which results to the public from
the burning of the fields, customary up to now among both Christian and
Gentile Indians in this country, whose childishness has been unduly tolerated,
and as a consequence of various complaints that I have had of such abuse,
I see myself required to have the foresight to prohibit for the future (availing myself, if it be necessary, of the rigors of the law) all kinds of burn-
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ing, not only in the vicinity of the towns but even at the most remote distances, which might cause some detriment, whether it be by Christian
Indians or by Gentiles who have some relationship or communication with

our establishments and missions. Therefore I order and command all
comandantes of the presidios in my charge to do their duty and watch with
the greatest earnestness to take whatever measures they may consider req-

uisite and necessary to uproot this very harmful practice of setting fire
to pasture lands, not omitting any means that may lead to the achievement
of the purpose which I propose in this order, to which effect they will publish it in their respective jurisdictions with particular charge to the corporals
of the guard, commissioners, and magistrates of the towns that they exercise
equal vigilance in trying to advise the Christian Indians and the Gentiles of
the neighboring rancherias about this proclamation and impressing upon them

that those who commit such an offense will be punished, and in case some
burning occurs, they are to try immediately to take the most appropriate

means to stop the fire, or failing that, to direct it into another direction
which may result in less damage, apprehending the violators, of whatever
class or sex, who would be punished in accordance with the degree of malice

there may be on the part of the offenders; and in order that there may be
no obstacle to the observance of this order. I beg and charge the Reverend
Fathers, priests of the missions, that they do their part in instructing the
Christian Indians not to commit such transgression. And in order that it
come to the attention of all and that nobody may allege ignorance, I order
that this decision of mine be published by proclamation in the presidios as
well as the missions and towns of this province which is in my charge, making it be known to all classes of Indians, Christians as well as Gentiles, and

repeating its publication annually, with the full understanding that whatever lack of observance may be noticed in this matter (which is) of such
great interest will be worthy of the most severe punishment.
Given in Santa Barbara May 31, 1793
José Joaquin de Arrillaga

On June 2, 1793, from Mission San Carlos, Father Lasuén replied
to the Governor with the following message:
GREETINGS, SIR. Señor Governor: My dear sir: I have received the proc-

lamation which you sent me dated the 31st of last month, ordering the
prevention by all possible means of the horribly destructive fires which are
experienced every year in this country. Two days ago, after it was published
here, I sent it to Mission Santa Crux with a little corollary of mine for the
other two missions of the north, advising that in all three a copy be made
and put in the archives and that its publication be repeated annually as you
direct. I will do the same (with God's help) in the future with the rest of
the missions. In all of them all possible efforts have been made with the
greatest earnestness toward the remedy of this conspicuous damage, and
from now on, by virtue of your opportune proclamation, they will be con-
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tinued with greater hope for the desired effect. The mission fathers of the
missions at which you have stopped must have been very grateful to you for
having deigned to instruct the Indians yourself in the obligation of abstaining from such excess and the punishment they will incur if they do not comply. That exhortation will no doubt give great weight to our own and will
perhaps make them effective. I wish to thank you now for being of a mind
to extend the same favor to the remaining missions. And with the mission
fathers of all (the missions) I repeat that I am at your disposition. God
keep you in His Holy Grace.
Very sincerely yours

Father FermIn Francisco de Lasuén

Scattered reports tend to indicate that these Indian fires originated
in grassy lands rather than timber although, of course, many must
have escaped into heavy vegetation.

Many years after the Arrillaga order, General M. G. Vallejo was
bearing the brunt of very real antagonism from the aggressive tribes
north of San Francisco Bay. In June, 1836, the astute general had
chastised the Gaupo people and forced them to sit down and make a
treaty of peace. This so-called Treaty of the Seven Tribes contained

one brief article in respect to fire. How unfortunate that the story
behind these few words is not available. They are quoted as follows
in the English translation:
The fields shall not be burned in time of drought on any pretext whatever, but if this is done by other tribes the contracting parties shall not be
held responsible, but they shall do all in their power to prevent it.

It is quite possible that the Spanish stockmen engaged in some
burning of chaparral. But there was little inducement of an economic
nature to extend rangeland by this method. A scarcity of browse was
more likely to have been alleviated by the slaughter of wild horses.4

Undesirable chaparral was more likely to have been ignored than
modified and grant boundary lines indicate that such a course was
followed.

Naturally, the early Spanish were helpless in the face of large
conflagrations. But fires in the open range or timber must have nevertheless been deplored. In the Mexican era there seems to have been a
letdown in governmental authority or interest.
The French observer Duflot de Mofras has recorded an important
impression of forest and grass fires which should be noted for its
omission of blame upon the Indians for deliberate firing of the woods
and grassland. Not only does he give a vivid description of a forest

fire through which he passed (probably in 1841) on the trail from

Santa Cruz to Santa Clara but he also indicates clearly that he
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gathered information about fires of earlier days.5 Said Duflot de
Mofras in part,
Occasionally the traveler is amazed to observe the sky covered with black
and copper colored clouds, to experience a stifling heat, and to see a fine
cloud of ashes fall. Such extraordinary spectacles are caused by prairie or
forest fires started by careless Indians or white men who, after lighting camp
fires, forget to extinguish them upon departure. Frequently such fires smolder

for several months, and spread from one end of the province to the other.
These in fact often seriously handicap travelers who are overtaken by fires
out on the plains where the grass is nine or ten feet or in the forests where
the trails have not been broken
During the Spanish régime, when fire broke out the companies from the
presidio and hundreds of neophytes from the missions arrived, armed with
axes, and within a short time were able to extinguish the flames. Such is
the negligence at the present time that recently when the forests at Point
Pinos, only 200 or 300 feet from the houses at Monterey, caught fire, not
the slightest attempt was made to extinguish the flames.

These few recorded incidents constitute very meager evidence upon

which to reconstruct either the official or popular attitude toward
uncontrolled forest and range fires in colonial or provincial California before the American conquest. However, the casual reader who
feels inclined to render judgment in this respect would be well advised
to keep one very important thing in mind. The measuring stick upon
which any such judgment is based should be the decidedly tarnished

record left by two or three early generations of Americans and not
today's hard-won standard of conservation ethics.
Structure of Government
In order to understand how the official government of the Spanish-

Mexican period acted in respect to the use or protection of forest
lands it is necessary to become acquainted with the general structure
of that government. The basic foundation for it was, of course,
Spanish and New World law. But it would be a most tedious task of
dubious value to search out old Spanish and Mexican forest laws.
Their practical and accepted features are naturally reflected in the
composition and acts of the frontier government.
There was no violent change in the method of government after the

revolution in 1822, yet a general deterioration in control is quite
obvious. No doubt, among the primary reasons for this were the following: there was a local disinclination to respect an unsettled Mexico
City government to the same extent that a royal governor had been
respected; rivalry and contention persisted between the northern and
southern portions of Alta California; the dominant local families had
become too much interrelated by blood and marriage to seriously
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undertake the task of self-government; an increasing immigration of
aggressive foreigners definitely foreshadowed the eventual doom of
Mexican control regardless of any other causes.

At any rate, next in importance after the basic law came the Governor who was generally an appointee from outside California, at
least in Spanish days. He was the supreme political, judicial and
military authority on the local scene. At first he needed only to hand
down his own orders and proclamations, and orders from Mexico; but
after 1822 it is observed that the Governor generally published and
enforced the reglamentos or regulations of the seven-man legislative
assembly called the diputacion which had been elected from among
the local great families.
The ayuntamiento was a powerful city council somewhat resembling a board of supervisors of a small county since it governed an

area generally embraced by a square four leagues on a side, thus
involving some 200 square miles in total. The ayuntamiento of the
township made its own rules for the forest land and products. The
alcalde was the executive officer with responsibility for enforcing
local laws and regulations. To assist him he might appoint a juez de
cam p0, a field judge, or sometimes a guardabosque or forest warden.
The cutting of wood and grazing of stock was supervised and regulated by the latter official.
Crown land, that is, public domain outside of towns, rancho grants,
or mission holdings, was supervised locally by a military officer.
In the 1830's the law of termino municipal was established. This

provided that some four square leagues could be set aside for the
exclusive use of the inhabitants of a particular pueblo. Nonresidents
were not permitted to graze livestock or cut wood upon such reservations or community forests.6 All settlements were not pueblos, of
course. Some held status as missions while others were presidios.
It was in 1830 that the first presently known provincial assembly
order regulating commercial woods operations was enacted at Monterey. However, long before that time the wood of California had been
fabricated into form for human use. Without question, the construc-

tion of very creditable dugout canoes by North Coast Indians was
the first wood manufacturing project of material value in the vicinity.
Early Wood Use

The first use of lumber by white men must have been undertaken

by Francis Drake wherever he landed in 1579 to repair his ship
Golden Hind preparatory to braving the Pacific crossing. It is also
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an interesting fact that Sebastian Cermefio, in from the Philippines
landed at Drake's Bay just 16 years later to do the first prefab assembly work in California. His vessel was wrecked there and the crew

assembled preshaped planks into a launch for emergency use.7 A
couple of centuries later the Russians possibly engaged in the first
local prefab construction just a few miles farther north, as shall be
mentioned.

The Spanish began constructing small sailboats and rowboats
very soon after settlement was made at San Diego, Monterey, and

San Francisco Presidio. But it seems that the work of one Juan
Bautista de Ayala deserves recognition as the first boat construction
by a white man in Alta California after the CermeIio incident. This
young lieutenant was ordered to explore the strange new San Francisco Bay and especially to determine if it were connected by water

with the original bay of St. Francis farther north. So in 1775 at
Carmelo River his men constructed a cayuco dugout from a redwood
log and with it made the first known passage of the Golden Gate.8
The first serious attempts at construction of seagoing vessels were

undertaken about a quarter century later and these will be related
after consideration of the general situation in respect to uses made of
wood by the early white inhabitants of the new land.

Anyone acquainted with old Spanish California architecture naturally associates the structures with handmade sun-baked adobe
bricks and crudely fashioned fired tile roofing. Lesser buildings were
thatched with tule. Nevertheless, rafters and ceiling beams, lintels and

door frames were of wood. Oak, pine and redwood were certainly
the most sought out species for this purpose although such species as
sycamore and even cottonwood served at times. It has been said that
sometimes the length of an available beam dictated the dimensions
of a large room.

Axe and adze were common tools for hewing beams, but it is remarkable that the earliest Spanish settlers brought whipsaws with
them. These must have been crude instruments since they were only
about four feet long and were equipped with a cross handle at one
end long enough for two men to work side by side. Later, around
1820, American whaling ships brought and traded seven-foot saws
which were made for one- or two-man operation.9

These whipsaws were an important piece of lumbering equipment

and their manner of operation should be understood. In order to
fabricate boards a log was adzed on one side and the line of cuts
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marked out. Then the log was hoisted onto a crude rack high enough
so that boards could be ripsawed lengthwise, one man above and one
below the log. Two men would accomplish from one to two hundred

feet of lineal sawing in a day of hard work. Before power-driven
mills were constructed these sawpits were often referred to as sawmills. The name Sawpit Canyon or Gulch is often noted on maps to
indicate where some long forgotten hand sawing project occurred.
Naturally, the easiest available logs or lumber was utilized. Sometimes that meant import by sea, even from foreign ports. And that

was especially true in later years when the demand was for well
finished products such as window and door frames or furniture. But
around most of the ranchos and missions there was a tree growth of
some quality that could be utilized. If not, wood material was dragged,
carried, or carted in or transported by ship along the coast.
The vicinity of Presidio San Diego was naturally short of easily
available construction timbers. So when the fort at Point Guijarros
was built between 1795 and 1800 near the entrance of San Diego Bay,
timbers from the mountains around Santa Barbara and Monterey
were shipped down.1°

At a much later date this import business caused Augustin Olvera
to try to develop his own local lumbering operation east of San Diego
on Cuyamaca Mountain. He petitioned for land, and on August 11,

1845, received Cuyamaca Rancho for that purpose. But Cesario
Walker failed to meet his contract with Olvera to build a waterpower mill at a place on the mountain called Mitaragui because of the
fierce objection by the local Indians.11

The construction of Mission San Diego and the fine adobe residences about the plaza up into the 1830's required importation of
timbers from such sources as Cuyamaca, Volcan Mountain and Corte
de Madera. The last name, of course, means "the place where wood
is cut." Probably most of these timbers were dragged down the rough
miles by oxen, or on narrow mountain trails sometimes lashed on the
back of oxen. And the story continues unshaken that Indian manpower was also used to transport hewed timbers from the mountains.12
The first structures at the Spanish settlements were practically
always crude and temporary, as one might expect. Here is an interesting building episode in respect to San Diego Mission involving the

use of several woods. One might guess that Coulter pine, incense
cedar and Frémont poplar were the species used. Father Engelhardt
informs us: 13
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Considerable building was done during the year 1780. The most important
structure to rise on the arid hillside was a new church. . . . The adobe walls
were three feet thick. The beams were of pine and the rafters of poplar. Poles
of alder or rough boarding covered the rafters and over all were placed tules.
To insure the roof against another fire the tules were covered with a mass
of earth. . . . while the church received sufficient light through four windows
which, like the sacristy window, were protected on the outside by a grating
of cedar wood. Within, each window had its shutters of planed boards.

The capital city of Monterey could draw on the bishop and monterey pine of the hills immediately surrounding the village. And no
later than the 182 0's the redwoods of Sur River and the lower Santa
Cruz Mountains were tapped by whip sawyers. The Account Book of
La Purisima Concepcion (1806-34) refers to many poplar and pine
logs trimmed and quartered in the local Solomon Hills.

San Francisco Presidio and Mission Dolores obtained fuel wood
and construction timber more easily from the Mann redwoods and

heavily wooded Angel Island than from Santa Cruz in the early
days.14

The Spanish craftsmen and Indian neophytes produced and fabricated the commonest necessities of their simple pastoral life. Their

use of wood was probably less advanced than their handling of
leather and fabrics. But in church fixtures and religious art, wood
was used consistently from earliest days. Furniture pieces were few
and crude, and probably included chests, benches, tables, chairs and
bedsteads. Working implements such as pickling vats, barrels, ox
yokes and saddle parts were also made. Such things as plows, and
carts were incredibly crude. Wooden fences were almost nonexistent
and probably were little needed other than as ranch corrals.15
On the other hand, many adequate small bridges were constructed

throughout the Spanish-Mexican period, beginning with the several
pole bridges which the Portolá party found it necessary to construct.
Perhaps the most formidable of these engineering problems was met
by one Sergeant Pico who was commissioned to bridge the Pajaro
River in 1816. On that job "all the lumber used was hewn by hand,
there being no sawmill."

The industrious Russians at Fort Ross and Bodega from 1812 to
1841 were far better craftsmen than the Spanish and eventually the

latter found it expedient to trade a little with the intruders. The
Russians, aided by Aleut hunters brought down from Alaska and
local Porno Indians, built some remarkably comfortable houses as
well as the chapel and stockade. They worked up redwood trees as
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plaza church was under construction and foundation timbers were
needed. Chapman had been a logger, shipwright and carpenter in his
State of Maine, so he was sent into the Arroyo Seco with a crew of
mission Indians. There in Millard Canyon on the west shoulder of
Mt. Lowe they felled and hewed trees and rolled them into the canyon. One day's work consisted of fighting off a sharp attack by local
Indians. Joseph Chapman distinguished himself in fighting and in
supervising the work crew. The logs were hauled to the plaza church
by ox team under his supervision.
The illiterate Chapman married and settled into the Mexican com-

munity most happily although it is said that the language he developed for himself was an unintelligible mixture of Spanish, English
and Indian dialect. There is no question but that Chapman was a
master craftsman and an able director of Indian laborers.
Ten years before the shipbuilding episode occurred, that is, in
1821, Chapman was sent up to Mission Santa Ynez to construct a
water power grist mill. At that time he was still apparently regarded
as a prisoner. Then in 1822, or sometime later, he was recalled to
San Gabriel to build a grist mill there. In combination with the grain
grinding machinery it appears absolutely certain that there was also
established some type of lumber cutting saw. It is only logical to
assume that Chapman and his Indians installed it.22 It is not impossible that some type of mechanical saw was established in the
West at an earlier date, perhaps at another mission, but no such incident is presently known to this writer.
In the Annual Report of Mission San Gabriel, dated December 31,
1823, and signed by Fathers José Sanchez and José Maria de Zalvidea
there is found this rather isolated entry:
The house was completed in which will be placed a machine for sawing
lumber [nia'quina para serrar madera] and for a forge. Likewise a mill for
grinding wheat.

In a similar report at the end of

1825,

the same parties state,

There was built a mill for grinding wheat, another for sawing lumber, both
operated by water power [los dos de agua] .

In Spanish the word inadera has a much broader meaning than
lumber and might refer to products chopped, split or sawed from
wood. But it definitely does not mean firewood as might be inferred
by one familiar only with the American use of the word wood.
Dufiot de Mofras is not always to be implicitly trusted, especially
where he relates information secondhand. But he was first of all an
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intelligence agent and not a free-lance journalist. When he visited
San Gabriel eight years after secularization there is no question but
that he was told that "two grist mills and one mechanical sawmill
[scierie mécizanique] were at one time in operation at the mission." 24
No evidence has been found regarding the sawmill as to type or ca-

pacity or method of operation. Researcher Webb emphasizes the
Anglo-Saxon structural features in Chapman's work. That is quite
plausible. For 200 years water-powered sawmills had been built and
used in the forests of New England. The first known sawmill built in

the Northwest was installed by the Hudson's Bay Company near
Fort Vancouver in 1828.25 Possibly sawmills were used at an earlier
date to make sandalwood lumber in the Sandwich Islands, and the
first assumption is that the San Gabriel equipment was introduced

from that location. The islands were a natural crossroads trading
center for all Pacific ports, east and west, during this period.

In the year 1830 or '31 the energetic Father Sanchez had an
Indian crew far out in the wild land building a chapel way-station
or asistencja called San Bernardino where it could serve travelers
coming off the desert through Cajon or San Gorgonio passes or over
the Mojave Trail and also parties moving up from the south past
Temecula.
A few months earlier the American William Wolfskill had arrived

in California by way of New Mexico. From the Governor of that
province Wolfskill had obtained a permit to trap nutria, which both
apparently assumed were beaver and which were actually sea otter.
And to hunt sea otter one needed a seaworthy vesseL Thereupon a
deal was made whereby the Indians felled trees and loaded the logs
onto ox-drawn carretas for transport to San Gabriel. This operation,
which must have been in big cone spruce, is thought by Beattie to
have constituted the first lumbering in the San Bernardino Mountains.
Since it is commonly reported that Chapman shaped the ship timbers at the mission it is entirely logical to assume that the sawmill
was used for this purpose. At any rate a 60-ton ship was assembled
and launched at San Pedro beach and christened Guadalupe after
Mexico's patron saint.26
Early Regulatioizs; 1813, 1830

It has been mentioned that only with difficulty can the old laws
regarding forest conservation be ascertained. Many of the local regulations and proclamations have been irretrievably lost through time

and such catastrophes as the San Francisco fire. Some actions that
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would be of primary interest in a specific study such as this writing
have naturally been touched upon as mere passing incidents by such

scholars as Bancroft and Hittell. However, from about 30 of
Bancroft's handwritten work notes have come clues for further investigation and records complete enough to be used throughout this
writing wherever the author could, within the limits of his knowledge,
apply them somewhat intelligently and more or less chronologically.27
Consider the decree of June 23, 1813, from the Collection of the

Decrees and Orders of the Courts of Spain. In a translation which
is a bit too literal the decree reads as follows:
In the woods [montes] and plantations of the community there will be
under the charge of the ayuntainiento the vigilance and care that the constitution prescribes guarding with careful attention the conservation and repopulation of them with most exact observance of the regulations that rule
on the subject, in all, that it not be revoked or modified by subsequent laws.

At the rather late date of August 17, 1830, the Provincial Assembly adopted the first known local reglamento regarding lumber and
firewood. Whether or not this regulation applied to the public domain
as well as city council jurisdiction is not easily determined. The payments mentioned were undoubtedly a diezmo "tax" which will be
considered later. The substance of the regulation is as follows: 28
This regulation is for the attention of buyers and sellers of wood products.

[Prices were set forth as being proper for various sizes, dimensions and
cubic volume of wood].
Bark shall not be included in establishing dimensions of wood pieces. No
large piece of wood shall be destroyed in order to obtain a small piece, that
is, there shall be no wanton waste.
The buyer is to be responsible for making payment for cutting and transportation of lumber and firewood to the beach [seaport] or destination.
Inhabitants of the territory are to have the privileges granted by this regu-

lation and they are to make payments into the municipal fund. Such payments shall be held by the clerk of the ayuntamiento until further disposition
of them is determined.

About this time we find a specific interest in preservation of ornamental trees. In February of 1833, the able but ailing Governor José
Figueroa "learned that certain trees, which had been planted on the

sides of the road and formed a part of the beautiful alameda from
Santa Clara to San José were being cut down for firewood. He ordered

the vandalism to cease instantly and took measures that nothing of
the kind should be attempted for the future." In the winter of 17991800, Padre Catalá had directed work crews of a couple of hundred
Indians in the planting of these trees.29
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It was to be a long, long time before such high authority again intervened in the cause of highway beautification in California.
Early Anglo Residents Use Wood

With the coming of foreigners who became permanent residents it
was natural that wood was utilized more intensively in their residences
and other structures, even though thick adobe was consistently used

for wall construction. Wood was harvested more actively by the
Anglo-Saxons, not only for their own use but soon for local and
foreign markets. This activity began ever so slowly at the close of
the 1820's, with a few men nibbling at the edges of the redwood
forest.
William Hartnell, the wistful English scholar and resident business
agent, was declared to have used roof shingles in the reconstruction of

his Monterey home in 1827.° Heretofore, only tile seems to have
been used by the Californians And when Hartnell, the man of many
careers and offspring, built his Alisal Rancho residence east of present
Salinas early in 1832, and the structures for the region's first college

the next year, he certainly used shingles and probably also constructed a genuine fireplace.31

It seems that the Alisal construction was the handiwork of the
padre and his Indian crews from up at Mission San Juan Bautista,
and probably the source of timber was the headwaters of Corralitos
Creek. This area had been properly granted to Jose Amesti of Monterey as early as 1823 and confirmed in his name in 1844.32 Nevertheless, the area seems to have been a favorite logging ground for most

anyone in spite of the hot tempered and influential citizen Amesti.
Such a statement naturally leads to the introduction of the remarkable Thomas Oliver Larkin.
Larkin occupied a unique place in Mexican California history. He
came reluctantly and with the intention of not altering his personal
life to conform with local customs. He was always considered an
American and in fact he was the only United States consul accredited
to the Province of Alta California. He was apparently well liked and
highly respected, and in trade and business ventures he seemed to
meet no obstacles.
Larkin entered early into the lumber business. No historian claims
that he engaged in the first retail lumber trading in California, but

while hazy evidence surrounds the activity of other persons the
Larkin record is clear. He was hiring gangs of whipsawyers in 1834
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Sutter's Sawmill
John Sutter's whipsaw pit in Amador County (1845) was commonly called a sawmill.
Sugar pine sawed here by hand was intended for building flatboats to barge grain from
New Helvetia to San Francisco nay. Note how logs were rolled over pit from "landing"
at the rear. (Courtesy California State Library.)

to saw redwood lumber in the Sur River country, and keeping meticulous accounts of their labor and credit purchases at his store.33 Practically all of his sawyers had Anglo-Saxon names, and it is obvious

from the accounts that they had a fine taste for rum and muscatel
wine.

One of the Larkin employees was the Englishman William R.
Garner, who at age 23 jumped ship at Santa Barbara in 1826. He
was arrested and taken to Monterey. Soon he was liberated and
promptly began a career whipsawing lumber. Bancroft says he
worked for Larkin in 1833. Much of his time was spent on the
Amesti Rancho and from that place we find him addressing a letter
to Larkin which he headed, "Red Woods July 7th 1839." It is revealed that he was producing "shingles, planks, boards and joists"
on order when Amesti told him to cease operations and vacate. Garner

told Larkin that he was not in the least concerned and, in fact, intended to "put on another saw." From some source, Larkin had
apparently secured a five-year cutting privilege there.
Between 1842 and '45 Garner is said to have hired gangs of 100 to

200 natives (presumably Indians) to whipsaw for him in his own
business down on the San Francisquito Rancho southeast of Carmel.35
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For some reason several noted historians make the "hearsay"
statement that an Irish immigrant named James Dawson produced
the first lumber commercially in California. This he was said to have
done at Bodega about 1835 with his whipsaw. Why the activity of
Larkin and others, and even the dubious statement of Duhaut-Cilly
at Fort Ross were disregarded seems strange.36 Even the described
reglamento of 1830 should have been indication enough that lumber

products were being handled commercially at that date. Probably
milled lumber was produced and sold in 1835.
Be that as it may, the Dawson story has several interesting aspects.
Vallejo had induced Black, McIntosh and Dawson to settle on land

in the Bodega vicinity and thus move in with the Russians who
claimed this region and had a settlement of their own there.37 But
when McIntosh went down to Monterey alone to make claim for
Estero Americano Rancho he neglected to include his partner Dawson

in the deal. It is possible that some citizenship technicality was involved but this did not deter the Irishman from giving his recent
Scotch friend a terrific beating. Then he neatly sawed their cabin in
half with his whipsaw and moved his half elsewhere.

Several biographers state that George C. Yount introduced the
first roof shingles into California in the year 1833. That claim is subject to considerable doubt. But good evidence indicates that 20,000
split and shaved shingles were made by Yount in the summer of 1834
for Captain A. B. Thompson of Santa Barbara to shingle the building
which later became the San Carlos Hotel. Incidentally, the distinction between a shingle and shake was a matter of length, the former
being 18 to 24 inches and the latter 3 or 4 feet long. Redwood was

naturally the earliest popular splitting wood until after American
occupation when sugar pine was intensively utilized.38
Then there is the happy little story about Yount wandering up to

Sonoma where he sought employment with General Vallejo. This
incident probably occurred in late 1835 or early 1836. When asked
what he could do, Yount tried to explain that he could make shingles
for the roof of the great hacienda then abuilding. Vallejo knew nothing of shingles, so it was said, but he hired Yount and was well
satisfied with the finished job. When asked what he wished as wages
Vount asked for a few heifers and half a league of land in lower Napa

Valley. The Lord of the North rejected such a modest request and
offered four square leagues. At length they settled on two, and the
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Caymus Rancho of 12,000 acres was thereupon granted to George
Yount in March, 1836.
Such a deal would have been natural. There was little coin in circulation for wage payments. The land belonged to practically no one
except the Indians who were a decided nuisance from the white man's
viewpoint. It was a policy of the Mexican government to locate de-

pendable naturalized citizens along this frontier to help protect it

from Indian depredations and to discourage such intruders as
Russians, English, and Americans.
However, in this particular case the best reporting witness was one

Charles Brown who was hired by Yount to help make the shingles
and roof the house. Brown was paid $25 a month and found, with

payment in goods. Brown says simply about Yount's deal with
Vallejo "I don't remember the price he got under the contract." One
would think that Brown would have heard of the Caymus grant story
if anyone did.

It is also possible that Brown was responsible for the common
reference to this as the first shingling job because he commented 40
years after the event, "Those shingles we made were the first that

had been seen in the country." The country his term embraced
could well have been limited to San Francisco Bay and northward.
At any rate, Yount settled at Caymus which has since been named
Yountville. There, because of the thousands of very tough Indians,
he built first a Kentucky log blockhouse and then a fort. This type of
construction, including the fireplace and chimney, was said to have
been the first of its kind in California.
At an unknown later date Yount also constructed a water driven
flour and lumber mill at Caymus. James Clymans, who traveled
through the Napa Valley in 1845 and '46, relates the following in his
diary: 40
July 14, 1845 . . . arived at Mr. Younts ranch or farm on a small stream
running a saw and grist mill her we sat down to a Breakfast .
March 31, 1846 . . . Mr yount is an american that has been in the
mexican country for 13 or 14 years and has a Flouring and saw mill in
opperation both of which are profitable. .

On October 9, 1843, Yount petitioned for a grant on present Howell
Mountain, eight leagues north of Sonoma. He declared that he wished

to build a sawmill, "the only use which can be made of said place."
Governor Micheltorena approved this La Jota Rancho grant with the
provision that adjacent settlers (colindantes) would not be deprived
of the privilege of cutting wood thereon for their own use.41
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Among the T. 0. Larkin documents the following letter may be
read.42 It was addressed to that merchant and signed on behalf of
Yount by J. Gantt.
Caymus 11 Nov. '47.

Dear Sir:

I am about to build a saw mill on my "mountain tract" and will require
some iron suitable for that purpose.
Will you so far oblige me as to send either to San Francisco, to the care
of J. C. Davis; or to Benecia, to the care of R. Semple, twenty feet of bar
iron four inches square (let the weight be what it may) and draw on me for
the am't thereof.

In passing, it is interesting to note that John Sutter had received
from Larkin just a few months earlier the iron he needed for the
construction of Coloma sawmill.
First Commercial Mill

About the time Yount was engaged in making shingles for Thomp-

son, another well known Anglo-Saxon and naturalized citizen of
Mexican California was constructing what surely must have been
the first commercial, water powered sawmill in the province. This
was a full decade after the installation of the little mill at San Gabriel.

John B. R. Cooper, half-brother of Thomas Larkin, was also a
trader in California as well as a ship captain. He had arrived from
England about 1823. Unlike Larkin he sought Mexican citizenship
and was given several grants of land. He was married to Encarnacion,
sister of General Vallejo. Larkin and Cooper were jointly engaged in

numerous trading ventures including the transportation and sale of
lumber up and down the coast and with the Sandwich Islands.
In 1833 Cooper obtained Rio Ojotska Grant on the American River
in what was completely wild country.43 This land he soon exchanged

for El Molino (the mill) Rancho in Sonoma County. In 1840 he
also claimed Rancho de Quentin in present Mann County and later
Rancho El Sur below Monterey.
It was at Molino that Cooper constructed in 1834 what appears to
have been the first commercial sawmill built in California. This water

power grist and sawmill cost $10,000 to construct, a considerable
sum at the time. The structure was washed away in the very wet
winter of 1840-41. It was built on the south bank of the present
Mark West Creek (once called Mill Creek) about 1,000 feet from
its junction with the Russian River, or precisely at the east edge of
the present Mirabel Park, a commercial campground. The river at
that time was called by the Russians the Slavianka, and by the
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Spanish the San Sebastian. A lagoon to the south of the mill was
dammed to furnish water power.44
It is not known what type of saw was installed or how much lumber
was produced here. There is plenty of evidence, however, of Cooper's
dealing in lumber during the period. Prices varied from around 50 to

100 dollars per thousand for redwood lumber at this time.
The saw must have been of the sash type which was generally

called "up and down" by later Americans. The terms Muley or
vertical-gate might indicate a later refinement of the same principle,

which was simply that of lifting a rather crude ripsaw in a frame
and then cutting on the downstroke. Sometimes two saws were put
in the frame. A single saw would produce from one to two thousand

board feet daily depending largely upon the efficiency of the log
carriage. This was the type of mill constructed by James Marshall
at Coloma 13 years later.
There is a particular aspect of the establishment of the Cooper
mill worthy of some consideration. Why did he go so far into a very
wild country to build this mill? It is true that the site was highly
satisfactory in respect to power and timber. But a man in Cooper's
position could and, as a matter of fact, did operate in much more
accessible sites. Lumber had to reach tidewater to be of any economic

value at this date. It could conceivably have been rafted down the
Russian River, but not easily. There was no land transportation
except by prehistoric wooden carretas drawn by oxen. A full decade
after Cooper built his mill the first American freight wagons were
brought to California. The shrewd businessman Cooper went into
debt to construct his mill on the frontier where the new colony at
Sonoma was in constant danger of annihilation by the Indians.

It is quite likely that the Indian threat was shrugged off as a
temporary nuisance by these pioneers. However, another danger was

much more real, at least in the mind of Vallejo, and that was the
assumption that the Russians intended to settle in the Santa Rosa
Valley.

Sonoma had been occupied as the first step in counteracting the
Russian expansion. Vallejo went to Fort Ross in April, 1833, to
scout the Russians. On this expedition he built a temporary presidio
approximately where Cooper's mill was built a few months later.
Here, too, a peace was negotiated with the local Indians. In 1834
Governor Figueroa personally approved a spot about three miles east
of the mill as the intended site of a new colony which was clearly
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intended to be a buffer to the Russians. The inclination of Vallejo
to gather his in-laws including Cooper, Bale and Leese, and other
trusted grantees, along the northern frontier has sometimes been
interpreted as a selfish grasping of land resources. That might have
been true to a certain extent. The more obvious fact is that this was
one of the most critical political crossroads of his nation at the time.
And Cooper chose, or was persuaded, to make a very considerable
financial investment on the land of a far frontier.4
Who built the next power driven sawmill in California is likely to
remain a mystery. It is possible that Captain John J. Read (or Reed
or Reid) did this at his Rancho Corte de Madera del Presidio in
present Mann County.
There is no question about the operation of saw-pits around Sausalito and Mill Valley in the 1830s and '40s. Captain W. A. Richardson, for example, who founded San Francisco City, settled in Mann
County in 1836 and "built a house of boards which had been whipsawed at Corte Madera by the Indians." A steam mill was operated
in this vicinity as early as 1849 by one Robert Parker and associates.
But the records are conflicting as to whether the Irish sea captain
John Read built a waterpower mill in 1834, or several years later, or
definitely in 1843. In the latter year he was engaged in constructing
an elaborate home when he unfortunately succumbed from a bloodletting treatment by an amateur doctor.

J. P. Munro-Fraser says that Read, who had arrived in 1826,
moved to the Corte de Madera site in 1833 after having been run
out of the Cotati area by Indians. "His first house on this ranch was
a small one, constructed of split boards, which were placed on end
and was covered with shakes. . . He erected his sawmill in 1843
a sash-saw driven by water power . . . located in the ravine
about one-half mile southwest of the Read ranch house . ." There
seems to be no question but that boards for the 1843 house were
.

.

sawed at Read's mill, however.4G

H. H. Bancroft says, "Soon after 1840, Read opened a mill at
Corte de Madera, and Isaac Graham another near Santa Cruz." "
In opposition to these late dates, Hendry and Bowman draw upon
testimony in the land case of 1868, Bolton vs. Reynegan. José de la
Cruz Sanchez, brother of Reed's widow (in this document the speii-

ing was Reed), testified that the mill was built in 1834 and put in
operation the next year, One Pablo Briones stated that in 1837 no
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mill was there but that its construction was begun that year by wood
choppers who occupied a shanty on the spot.48

In 1887 and 1888, publishers Bell and Heymans of San Francisco
brought out two booster type publications pertaining to Mann and
Sonoma Counties respectively. They quite positively state that the
John Read mill was built in 1834 and they also produced in both
publications a sketch of the ruins along with a precise description of
location. It is notable that no mention is made of the Cooper mill in
these articles. This latter material does not have the appearance of
substantial evidence.49

Santa Cruz Foreign Colony and Further Regulations

About the time Cooper's mill went into production the government
at Monterey reacted to the fact that the foreign element was chopping deeply into the control of the province. This irritation was related by Bancroft as follows:

50

On the 13th of May, 1834, a despatch from San Francisco was read in the
assembly at Monterey, stating that a number of foreigners were occupied
within that jurisdiction destroying the forests. The jefe recommended measures to preserve the woods and a change in the reglamento of August 17, 1830,
imposing a tax on timber.

The dispatch to the diputacion made an impression and by November 3, 1834, a reasonably precise decree was published by Governor Figueroa.51 In essence the decree read as follows:
Each respective ayunta'miento shall take measures deemed necessary to
accomplish the preservation of the forest as set forth in the Spanish Court
Decree of June 23, 1813.
The exportation of timber from the territory is forbidden.
Timber which is taken from one port to another must be by express
written permission of the alcalde, and the number of pieces specified.
For any fraudulent transportation the guilty party shall pay a fine equal
to twice the value of the timber (as judged by two experts). The fine shall
be paid into the municipal fund where the fraud is discovered.
Captains or Masters of vessels upon which lumber is transported are to
be responsible.
All national and foreign vessels, upon application to the Captain of the
Port and with a permit from the alcalde, may provide themselves with such
lumber as they may require for ordinary use and for repairing damages.

The second item above appears to have been ignored, or at least
circumvented, by the Anglo-Saxons it was specifically intended to
regulate. During the Spanish régime trade with foreigners had been
rigidly curtailed. Why lumber exportation was now forbidden instead
of used as a source of government income, through the cutting fees
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already established, is difficult to understand. One logical conclusion
is simply that the government had determined to preserve the forests
of Alta California by prohibiting excessive use.
Information about the harvesting fee (levied on volume produced)
comes largely from Bancroft's work notes. The term for the "tax"

was diezmo, and its origin and use are very cloudy except that
Bancroft declares that this was an impost of 5 percent and not a
tithe as indicated by the term. Incidents mentioned later give clear
evidence that the cutting fee was not modified by the Decree of 1834.

In order to understand the influence of the foreigners it is necessary to digress briefly into the story of "Captain" Isaac Graham and
his jolly boys of the Santa Cruz Mountains. These people must have
been the foreigners referred to in the assembly discussions of 1834.
The Santa Cruz brethren were largely freedom-loving souls who
had taken leave of passing ships or had been erstwhile trappers. Some
of them had married "daughters of the country" and settled down
in the mountains between Branciforte and Yerba Buena. Lumbering
was their main occupation, at first with whipsaw, axe and adze. Later
they constructed substantial sawmills

Isaac Graham was probably born in present West Virginia, although he is variously described as having been a trapper in Kentucky and Tennessee. For good and sufficient personal reasons
Graham traveled overland to California in 1833. He settled at Santa
Cruz and there proceeded to exercise his inborn quality of leadership
over the foreign colony. Perhaps the potent aguardiente de trigo
which he brewed commercially enhanced his local social standing.

In 1836, Graham organized a company of riflemen and joined
Governor Alvarado in one of the common political upheavals. This
was regrettable in the long run from a Mexican standpoint for these
affairs were all pretty much in the family and rarely was anyone
seriously hurt. The incident served to emphasize the weakness of the
prevailing structure of government in California.

By early 1840 the Santa Cruz boys had so disturbed Alvarado's
sense of official dignity that he demanded a wholesale arrest of alleged insurrectionists. Historical records are conflicting and obscure
on many points of the "Graham Affair," but in April of 1840 about
47 men were shipped to Old Mexico for trial. They were returned in
July, 1841, or July, 1842, or on both dates, in better shape than when
they departed under duress.52
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The date of Graham's return to Monterey could have had a bearing on the actual date of his construction of what is often and erroneously referred to as the first sawmill in California.
The great political fact involved here is that the United States,
England and France all dashed in with emissaries, usually naval officers, to demand restitution of rights, damage payments, and formal
apologies for their abused citizens, regardless of the fact that the
alleged insurrectionists had no license to be in the country in the
first place. The Mexican régime must have recognized this sordid
affair as a forewarning of certain doom.
In the meantime, the tempo of exploitation of forest products began

to quicken rapidly at the close of the 1830's.
In 1839, Minister of Interior Romero of Mexico issued a paper in
which he pointed out the evil results of repeated droughts. Harvests
had failed and cattle had died. Said he, tradition and experience indicate that devastation of the forests and denudation of hills and mountains are influential causes of drought. Therefore, said Romero, cutting of forests should be restricted; replanting of trees should begin.
Legislation to accomplish this was recommended.53

On June 12, 1839, a message had been received from Romero
"recommending by order of the President that the forest be not so
carelessly destroyed as had been the rule, for this has caused scarcity
of water and consequent famine."

At this time the municipal council at Santa Barbara adopted a
decree forbidding the cutting of timber in neighboring woods without

a permit. In 1841 the government at Monterey again reminded
owners of sawmills (sawpits), "Mexican as well as foreigners," that
payment of cutting fees must be made into the municipal fund of
the jurisdiction in which they worked.54

Also at this time a series of intensive lumbering operations began
in the Angeles District, or more specifically, in the San Bernardino
Mountains. It is quite possible that in one of the operations the third
power driven sawmill was put into operation in California.
Available records tend to indicate that the following situation prevailed in government in respect to the control of forest harvesting
during this period. In the Santa Cruz redwood region the emphasis
was upon a collection of a production fee. No doubt this was because
operations occurred within the jurisdiction of city councils. What
type of permission was required in order to cut on nonprivate land
is difficult to say. On the other hand, attempts to acquire a permanent
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grant of land for the primary purpose of cutting timber were not
uncommon. Grants were made only to citizens or husbands of citizens until the last years of Mexican control. At that time the strict
rule was modified to include worthy foreigners.
In the south, where timber was growing almost exclusively on the
public domain or former mission holdings, the method of acquiring
cutting privileges was from the Governor through the District Prefect.

North of San Francisco Bay the two feudal lords, Vallejo and
Sutter, went their separate ways and pretty largely dominated every
activity to suit themselves.
Lumbering in the Southern Mountains
The first known formal request to cut timber on the public domain
came from San Gabriel under date of February 24, 1839, through

the Southern District to Governor Juan Bautista Alvarado. The
translation of the original request is quoted in full as an example of
this type of document. Fortunately, it is also possible to recount the
story of why this request was made and what followed thereafter.55
I, the Citizen Juan Bandini, before Your Excellency, respectfully represents: That needing some timber for building purposes and for other matters,

I propose to open a road to a cajon or canada in the Sierra behind the
Ex-mission San Gabriel, which caflada is near the Cajon of Muscupiabe or
of los Mexicanos, situated near the place called San Bernardino, and as for
said enterprise, it is necessary to be at considerable expense. I ask of the
Government the right of the exclusive use of the same for thirty years, so

that I may be reimbursed for said expenses. Therefore, I pray Your Excellency to be pleased to grant my petition, same being pleased to admit this
on common paper for want of sealed paper.

One does not delve far into Spanish California history before encountering the aristocratic Bandini family, whose old San Diego
adobe residence is still well preserved. Juan was at various times a
member of the Assembly, a delegate to the Mexican Congress, and
Secretary to Governor Pio Pico. At the time of this request he had
recently been administrator of the secularized rich Mission San
Gabriel. There is little question but that Bandini went into the exmission property in the hope of recouping the family fortune. It is
also said that he suspected that gold might be discovered in the
San Bernardino Range.

Whether Bandini deserves criticism for his handling of mission
property is another story. W. E. P. Hartnell, the inspector of missions appointed by Governor Alvarado7 thought so at first but then
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acknowledged that Bandini had done the best he could in a difficult
situation.
The hapless Indian neophytes were supposed to have certain basic
land rights whether they could or wished to exercise them. The point

is mentioned in order to show why the secularization project had a
bearing upon the several special lumbering permits described here.
It is not surprising that the Governor would move cautiously in
granting more privileges to Bandini. In 1838 Bandini had received
Jurupa Rancho adjoining present Riverside City, and in this year of
1839 he obtained the adjacent Rincon area. And that is why he required lumber to build the pretentious dwelling he did later build
there.

Letters regarding the cutting application were passed back and
forth all summer Where was the land? Was the land vacant? A Committee on Vacant Lands visited the area and recommended granting
the petition. This was certainly wild land, and raids from marauding

Indians constituted a critical problem in the area. But surely the
Cajon Pass must have been well known for half a century; the San
Bernardino asistencia had been built; the Muscupiabe were a known
Indian tribe of the vicinity.
Finally, on December 18th, the Governor granted an exclusive 20year cutting privilege to the said Bandini, and "no authority or individual shall impede him in the matter."
The old Mojave Trail was improved enough to be used as a skid
road, and timber felling was begun on the mountain summit at the
head of Devil's Canyon in the vicinity of what has since been known

as Saw-Pit Canyon. Beattie indicates that logging began in 1841.
It is not unreasonable to claim that here began the first substantial
lumbering operation in ponderosa pine in California if not in the
entire Pacific Coast region. Logs were snaked down the old Mojave
Trail by oxen and slid into Cable Canyon where they were loaded on
carretas for further transportation. On the downhill drag the log was
placed in a fork made from the crotch of heavy limbs, apparently to
prevent the log from rolling. These brakes were called lizards.

Bandini himself continued lumbering until he departed for San
Diego in 1843, and thereafter until 1848 other parties supervised the
job for him at "Bandini's Corte de Madera."
Bandini's loggers very soon had company, but in just which direc-

tion they were operating is not known. The first inclination is to
place them in Lytle Creek under the well-timbered area presently
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called Sansevain Flat. But there is better reason to believe that the
newcomers were operating 20 miles or so to the east in Mill Creek
Canyon or in the Santa Ana River itself. The evidence points strongly

to the fact that this project required water power to run a saw, and
that it was the victim of a flash flood in the winter of 184 1-42.
Bancroft left a work note which referred to Juan Ramirez having
government permission to establish a "timber felling concern in the
Sierra of San Bernardino." Strangely, that record is not found in the
land grant archives; but of more historical value is the subsequent
request for an eight-year extension of time by another interested
party. Quotations from that request to the Governor dated Angeles,
September 30th, 1843, explain what happened.57
The Citizen Luis Vifias, a resident of the Pueblo de Los Angeles in this
Department, before Your Excellency, respectfully and in due form of law
appear and say: That on the 30th November, 1841, the Government of the
Department granted permission for three years to the citizen Juan Ramirez
to cut wood at San Bernardino, and for that purpose there was legally formed
a company composed of the proprietor thereof, Pedro Sansevain and myself.
In effect it was thus done and begun at the date when permission was given,
incurring on my part all the expenses necessary for the undertaking of the
opening of roads, transportation of machinery etc.
Nearly two years after the establishment had been made it did not pay
costs, nevertheless, making further expenses it was at last put in running
order; but unfortunately when we expected to gather the fruits of so much
labor, a heavy squall upset the machinery, overthrowing it from its place,
and leaving it covered with the timber which had been cut. The large quantity of stones, mud and other rubbish cast by the storm, gives no hope of its
being soon refitted, wherefore the partners, convinced of this fact, have
separated and ceded their rights in my favor. .

The petitioner asked for an extension of eight years after the yet
unexpired year, which would allow him through 1852 to "set up again
the said establishment." This was Jean Louis Vignes, the Frenchman
who became famous as a vintner in the San Bernardino region. His
young nephew, Pedro or Pierre Sansevain was also noted as a viticul-

turist, but at the date of the above request he was well involved in
trying to obtain land near Santa Cruz for milling flour and lumber.
Possibly his mill on the San Lorenzo River was already under construction.
An examination of dates set forth in the Vignes petition indicates

definitely that the mill was constructed no later than the winter of
1841-42 and possibly earlier. Note that the partnership was "done
and begun at the date when permission was given." Note also that the
Vignes letter was written "nearly two years after establishment" of
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original machinery. All necessary evidence is at hand to indicate that
here was a water-driven sawmill which, just as Cooper's mill in the
north, suffered destruction in an unexpected flood. In a San Bernar-

dino stream bed this would have occurred typically after the first
heavy fall rain had struck a recently burned watershed on higher
slopes. The Vignes description of the result of a flash flood could
hardly be improved upon.

The authors Beattie note that the only mill operating in the San
Bernardino area in 1832 was a Vignes mill on Mill Creek, "handling
hemlock trees at the mouth of the canyon." There is no reason to believe that this was not the original milisite.
Beattie's several references to hemlock can apply only to Pseudotsuga macrocarpa, which is more commonly called big cone spruce,
though without any superior logic since it is neither hemlock nor
spruce. The species is, however, hardy enough in resisting drought
and fire to descend lower on the southern mountains than other conifers except the recognized desert species.
On December 19, 1839, Governor Alvarado received an application to cut timber on "a very small tract, it being only half a league"
(about 3,000 acres) in the vicinity of Ex-Mission San Luis Obispo.

This was from one Inocencio Garcia, who had a large family to
support, and therefore he begged the Governor to favor his petition.
Said Garcia, "The land is close to Rancho San Simeon . . . which
land I will plant with pine, as I desire to go into the lumber business."
Here surely was the first time in California that timber culture was
declared to be a policy of land management.
And then to protect his rear, so to speak, Señor Garcia let it be
known that Hartnell had made the "slight insinuation that the concession of said land would be prejudicial to the neophytes." Garcia
was sure this would not be. Governor Alvarado apparently agreed
and he granted the lumbering privilege with the clear understanding
that no grant of land was involved.58
Santa Cruz Redwoods and Graham's Mill

An example of the early lack of distinction in terminology between

power and hand sawing equipment is found in the appeal of John
Coppinger for the beautiful Rancho Caflada de Raimundo which includes the present community of Woodside in San Mateo County.
Coppinger (Copinger) was an Irish lad who disliked his junior officer's berth in the British Navy enough to drift into the Santa Cruz
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Mountains about 1832. He married "a daughter of the country" and
became a rather substantial local citizen.
On July 25, 1839, Coppinger wrote officially to the Governor as
follows:
I pray Your Honor to be pleased to grant me a Caflada situated in
the mountains at which place there is at present a saw mill. . . . I have
been living upon said place for the last four or five years.'9

It is quite probable that Coppinger himself had erected this "sawmill" very soon after his arrival. When José Antonio Alviso applied
for a grant in the same canada in 1835 he stated that there were two
foreigners there cutting timber. It can be presumed that these foreigners were Coppinger and "Bill the Sawyer" Smith. The latter is
said to have founded the Santa Cruz aggregation of foreign woodsmen. He was certainly the pioneer among them since he had arrived
in 1823.60

This particular region along the eastern base of the Santa Cruz
Mountains was naturally the major source of construction wood for
the San José settlement at an early date. In 1833 Domingo Peralta,
from across the bay, petitioned for some land south of present Searsyule Lake. By this time the name Caflada del Corte de Madera had
already become fixed and indicative of the early timber exploitation

in that spot. Even John Sutter, from distant New Helvetia, sent a
man down here to make shingles and lumber for him in 1841.61
The whipsaws were busy in the eastside Santa Cruz redwoods in
1841. Coppinger had received his grant by 1840. When San José authorities asked about taxing his lumber they were advised by Monterey on February 16, 1841, not to tax that which he cut on his own
ranch except any quantity shipped out of the bay. Among other government correspondence there was a note from Antonio Suliol in November asking the prefect if he could ship away a hundred thousand
feet of lumber (probably to the Sandwich Islands). And in December
62
"There is great disgust for want of regulation in the matter."
Under the circumstances men like Isaac Graham were inclined to

become impatient with government procedure. Be that as it may,
Graham is most often erroneously credited with having built the first
sawmill in California at dates varying from 1841 to 1845. The most
substantial date would appear to be 1842, about the time, or a little
later than the Vignes mill was operated at San Bernardino. It also
seems certain that Danish blacksmith Peter Lassen was the chief construction man on the mill which was built on the west bank of Zay-
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ante Creek, a tributary of the San Lorenzo River, seven miles above
Santa Cruz City. Lassen received from Graham 100 mules, either as
payment for labor or as his share in the project.
There is a great sufficiency of references to the Graham mill. That
is why the precise date of its establishment may never be known.63

Duflot de Mofras made an entry in his official report about the
Santa Cruz area which can only cause one to wonder how he came by
the information. The Frenchman was in this region sometime between
May and October of 1841, according to Bancroft. He mentions only
Graham by name and then only as a leader who could overwhelm the

official government if he chose. Since the "Graham Affair" was a
warm issue of the moment in which France involved herself, this
statement is not surprising. Yet Graham was mentioned as a ranch
owner and not as a millman. Anglo-Saxons of the region were declared

to be principally engaged in cutting wood or working in sawmills
("mechanical sawmills," as a matter of strict interpretation).
In speaking of Branciforte village, de Mofras says,
The houses are scattered over a vast area covered with vegetation. Seven
brooks pouring down from the Santa Cruz Mountains serve to propel mechanical sawmills, water the pastures and enrich the fields ripe for cultivation.57

It is not at all impossible that Duflot de Mofras was inspired by
his young countryman Pierre Sansevain in respect to the glorious commerical prospect involved in water powered lumber and grist mills in
the Santa Cruz area. Pierre, or "Don Pedro," was in Los Angeles on
July 3, 1843, when he wrote to the Governor, saying that he desired

to build a sawmill and had found a suitable place on "land known
by the name of Rincon where flows the River of San Lorenzo, in
the neighborhood of the Mission of Santa Cruz, bounded by the
sowing grounds of Don Guillermo Higgins and the Rancho called
Seyanti." 65
There was considerable correspondence about Sansevain's French

citizenship and the vacancy of the land, but the matter was settled
by October, 1844. It is interesting to observe, in view of several historians crediting Sansevain with operating a sawmill in 1844 or '45,
that this official expediente (collection of documents) contains the
following statement: "c * * that in consideration of the large sums
he has expended in the lumbering he has established on the land petitioned for, he may be permitted to cut timber until he shall obtain his
letter of naturalization."
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That entry was dated November 20, 1843. Sansevain could have
been a closer contemporary of Graham in sawmilling than is commonly believed.

California Timber and French Designs

Early French interest in the timber of California is evidenced by
two official and confidential documents which have recently been
translated and printed as historical writings.65'
Because of the Graham affair the French warship Danalde entered
Monterey harbor in June of 1840, prepared to demolish the city if
the alleged mistreatment of French citizens proved to be true. The
actual result was an entirely congenial visit and a report to his government by Captain de Rosamel regarding the sorry state of government in California as he viewed it. California was a fertile land populated by people who wished only to sleep or ride a horse. She was
ready for conquest by the first people who would take the trouble
to seize her.
Only a couple of items in his interesting report are of concern here.

He was very much impressed with the quality of timber and wood
products easily available around Monterey Bay. There his men felled
three trees and made them into yardarms. Said Captain de Rosamel,

"On Point Pinos at Monterey, you find large and strong timbers
suitable for masts * * * A mile inland I have seen pines which can
be fashioned into mainmasts for three-deckers."
Secondly, the French officer left a record which enlarges upon the
decree of 1834 in respect to the use of wood for ship repair and fuel.

He reported, "Warships need only a permit which allows them to
cut all the timber they wish. Commercial vessels must pay two pesos
for each tree cut."
The other historic document is one of the confidential unpublished

chapters of Dufiot de Mofra's Exploration. It is impossible to say
how much excitement it caused in French government circles. Possibly very little. It was called "The Easy Conquest of California."
de Mofras also dwelt heavily upon the disintegration of Mexican
government and the ease with which France could conquer "her part
of this magnificent heritage." He even declared that a justification
had been provided by the murder of a Frenchman by an Indian at
the McIntosh cabin. This was to be an extension of the Dawson
quarrel, with General Vallejo cast as the villain.
The vital part of this fantastic proposition was the potential value
of California wood products to France as described by de Mofras.
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From here Tahiti and all the other French Pacific possessions could
be supplied with structural timber Most important, France could be
freed from her dependence upon Norway and other nations for naval
supplies "whose free exploitation here presents the greatest facility."
Mixed with his vague ideas of conquest was the recommendation of
peaceful land acquisition for timber harvesting. Someone of authority should be sent to California and here get in touch with immigrant
French settlers and especially to deal with John Sutter. And further,
It would be indispensable that this person be accompanied by two Engineers,
one of naval construction, the other of the school of forestry, so as to make

a thorough technical study of the numerous species of trees suitable for
building timber, of their mode of employ, of their quality, means of preservation and transportation to France.

Duflot de Mofras was so intensely interested in his project that he
took pains to advise the engineers to be acquainted with the very
new process of Boucherie for the preservative treatment of wood.
Ship carpenters should also be brought along because even at a wage
of three dollars a day they could not be found in California.
Such were the serious dreams and designs of French agent Eugene
Duflot de Mofras in 1842.
First Steam Mill

Fortunately for historians, the establishment of the first steampowered engine in California is well documented and unchallenged.
Captain Stephen Smith of Baltimore brought his trading vessel into
San Francisco Bay in 1841 and looked about him. Unlike many visitors to that desolate spot he apparently had some vision of the future,

for he determined to return and produce lumber for local use and
exportation. Midyear 1843 found him again off the California coast,
now having aboard a simple steam engine, a crew of mechanics he
had collected here and there, and a Peruvian-born bride of 16 summers.

The vessel put in at Santa Cruz and obtained hewed construction
timbers for the combined lumber and gristmill which was under construction by September at Bodega on the Estero Americano Grant of
Edward McIntosh.66

What arrangement was made by Smith to acquire the site is not
known, but it is noteworthy that McIntosh had by this time, that is,
during 1841 constructed on the public domain about four miles northeast (near present Freestone) his own water-driven flour mill. James
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Black, who settled this country with McIntosh and Dawson, testified
that a lumber saw was added by McIntosh in 1843. It is not impossible then that this little known sawmill started operation practically
as early as the better publicized Graham mill at Santa Cruz.67
While Stephen Smith had been gathering sawmill equipment on the
East Coast, John Sutter had dismayed the Mexican government, and
especially General Vallejo, by purchasing the livestock and practically
all property of the Russians at Fort Ross and Bodega. Whether or not
Sutter belived he had acquired an interest in land (which the Mexicans with considerable justice claimed the Russians never possessed)
is open to debate. But Sutter was never the one to make the worst of
his usual bad bargains without a struggle.
In the spring of 1842 Sutter had put his able young assistant John

Bidwell with a crew of whip sawyers to work on the Bodega redwoods where James Dawson had whittled away a half-dozen years
earlier. It was only logical that late the next year Bidwell was sent
by Sutter to Bodega to evict Smith from the property. Captain Smith
was not only a man of determination; he was soon favored by the
Mexican government with the grant of huge Bodega Rancho, westward to the ocean, embracing 35,000 acres.
The fine Spanish hand of General Vallejo in support of Smith was

indicated in the spring of 1844 when the General appeared as the
guest of honor at the gala festival opening the Bodega steam mill. On

that day wheat was ground into flour and baked for serving with
barbecued beef. Huge redwood logs were ripped by the saw as the
boilers wheezed and puffed. Vaqueros, Indians, Spaniards and Anglo-

Saxons watched and feasted. The expansive Lord of the North extolled the marvels of Yankee ingenuity and predicted great days to
come in California.

During the next few years the mill produced considerable lumber
which was hauled by ox team to Bodega Bay for shipment by sea.
There is no record, and little probability, of Smith having made a
payment of the diezmo on this production.
In November of 1849 a circular saw was installed in the Smith

mill. It is to be noted that during this year several circular saws
were installed in mills throughout California, including the first one
reported in a Sierra pine mill. However, the first such saw is believed
to have been used in California a couple of years earlier. In 1854
the Smith mill burned and was not replaced.
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Declining Mexican Control

While Smith was installing the foundation of his mill at Bodega,
three prominent citizens in the southern district petitioned the Governor for the privilege of cutting timber on the public domain of San
Antonio Creek along the present boundary of Los Angeles and San
Bernardino Counties.°8 On October 10, 1843, Tiburcio Tapia, Ignacio
Palomares, and Nepomuceno Alvarado jointly asked for the exclusive

right to cut timber for five years upon two square leagues of land.
They needed timber sufficient for "building houses on our ranchos
and for other improvements." The timber in view must have consisted
of big cone spruce.

Tapia was a prominent figure in early California history, having
recently been president of the Los Angeles ayuntamiento. He was
currently the owner of Cucamonga Rancho which was separated from
Palomares' San José Rancho by the southerly course of San Antonio
Creek where it flowed from the foothills

A conditional cutting permit was granted to the trio by Prefect
Dominguez. Then on November 20, 1843, Governor Micheltorena
wrote:
It is understood that permission asked for is granted provided that it
does not result in prejudice to any property or Aspiration or to the inhabitants of the neighborhood or to any mission.

Here again, as in the case of the La Jota Grant to Yount, this
Governor made it clear that other local residents were not to be precluded from all rights of use in the forest.
Throughout the year 1844 records indicate trouble in collecting the
production fees around Santa Cruz. In July the alcalde at Branciforte
was instructed to shut down all saw-pit operations which were slow

in making payment. Isaac Graham and Henry Neal (Naile) were
named as principal parties disregarding regulations. In August, San-

sevain and others claimed that they had agreed to pay only $15
monthly and not 5 percent of lumber value. Governor Micheltorena

ordered them to appear before him on September 12th and show
cause.

On February 24, 1844, the City Council of Monterey granted the
request of Gil Sanchez to establish a sawmill in the Caflada Verde in
the public land (ejidos) of the city, provided he paid the city 10 percent of the value of the timber sawn. Sanchez was a big landowner
in the Santa Cruz area at the time.
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After 1844 more and more Anglo-Saxon faces appeared at the
ranchos and pueblos of Alta California. Wagon trains plodded in from

the Oregon Territory and labored over the Sierra passes and across
the southern deserts. The course of political events was inevitable and
certainly would have been considerably more orderly had not the gold
madness agitated the westward course of American Destiny into the
notorious Gold Rush epoch.

By 1845 a goodly proportion of the hardy immigants from the
States had naturally turned to work in the woods to earn a livelihood.
But the historical record of where and when little power-driven saws
were set down in the gulches and canyons of the Coast Range becomes too dim to follow with accuracy.
Dr. E. T. Bale, former Englishman and husband of Vallejo's niece,

built a sawmill with the help of one Kilburn in the Napa Valley
across from the famed flour mill which still stands. It is said that this
sawmill furnished lumber for the early building of Napa town and
that it was constructed in 1845 .
One source claims that Vallejo built a sawmill on Sonoma Creek
near the present Glen Ellen in 1845. Such a mill was known to exist
there with certainty in early 1848.°

It is said that a water mill was built at Alma near Los Gatos as
early as 1845 by one Buffalo Jones. However, another historian says,
"In 1847, William Campbell commenced to build a sawmill in Arroyo
Quito in San Jose Valley, about ten miles west of town. It was the first
in the valley." 71

In 1845, the Provincial Mexican Assembly and Governor Pio Pico
began debating the matter of forest regulations. The hour was late.

Fragile Spanish pride must have been burning with the anger of
frustration at their inability to control the trend of affairs. Under
this stress the last formal act of record pertaining to the harvesting
of forest products was determined by the diputacion and decreed by
the Governor on May 23, 1845. Its meaning is not entirely clear. It
seems that where public domain or other "common" lands were not
at hand, local government could, through eminent domain proceeding,
acquire wood for local needs.72

A literal translation of the Assembly order of 1845 is quoted as
follows:
The governing commission presents an opinion concerning the consultation

of the first Court of Justice of Los Angeles, about the cutting of lumber;
concluding with the following proposals.
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That cutting of lumber be prohibited, with the exception of those who
obtain the consent of the owners of the lands on which it will be done.
That on public lands lumber may be cut for the public service and if those
do not exist nearby the communities, the municipal governments will propose by means of order established by law, the acquisition of fire wood
and any other kind of woods for common use from private properties and
making previous compensation.

That with respect to the use of dry wood for fire wood, the rules established to date be observed.

Conquest, Gold and Increasing Forest Exploitation

In 1847 Charles Brown and Dennis Martin each built sawmills
which are said to have been the first in present San Mateo County.7
Also, in August of that year Salvador Vallejo made a contract with
William Baidridge for the construction of a mill on Napa Creek.74
In March, 1847, the first known circular saw was put in operation

in California by the American occupation force at Monterey. The
region's first newspaper, Californian, said on March 27, 1847, while
commenting upon the development of a "military works" in Monterey,
A Saw Mill, with a circular saw, propelled by four Mules, erected near the
works, excites great Interest. A grist mill will be added the coming week.

On May 2 9th, in the same paper after it had moved from Monterey
to San Francisco, the following advertisement was placed by a wellknown merchant who, incidentally, very soon thereafter went bank-

rupt in the languid commercial atmosphere that prevailed a year
before the gold discovery.
LUMBER
WILLIAM A LEIDESDORrF has made arrangements for supplying

the Town with Lumber, persons wishing any kind of lumber
can have their order executed by leaving them at his Store.

And then in August of 1847, began the construction of the fateful
lumber mill at Coloma by the quixotic empire-builder John August
Sutter. In a way Sutter was the most prominent lumberman of the
Mexican era although the aura of gold tends to hide that simple fact.75
He did not deal in quantities of lumber as did Larkin or Cooper and
many of the Santa Cruz producers. In fact, his own lumber requirements were so great that it is doubtful if he ever sold a single board.

But he did range over northern Alta California from Fort Ross to
San José, from Redding to the Mokelumne River, sending out his
whipsawyers and oxcarts to make and bring lumber to New Helvetia.
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Sawyer gangs were sent into the Oakland Hills to make redwood
boards for transport by launch up the Sacramento.
Beginning in 1840 his men tried unsuccessfully to raft logs down
the Sacramento and American Rivers for collection at the fort. Con-

tinuously until the Coloma site was selected in the spring of 1847
there was a determined search for the ideal waterpower milisite,
especially where sugar pine could be obtained and where transportation of lumber by water was possible. Sutter was, of course, the undisputed pioneer in the entire northern half of the Sierra front. 'The
great San Joaquin Valley was largely swamps or marshes and occupied only by the native Indians and animals and, perhaps, by a
few furtive renegades beyond such little law as might have bothered
them in the settlements.
Sutter welcomed the immigrants to his "colony" in the great valley.

Two of these who are worthy of mention in this story of forest use
were Peter Lassen and William Ide, he who was later touched by fate
at Sonoma and became for a fleeting moment the only President of
the Republic of California. In mid-November of 1845, Ide had just
arrived at Sutter's Fort with his overland train and met Lassen who
had recently settled upon a claim on Deer Creek in later Tehama
County. When Ide mentioned that he had brought with him a circular
saw and mill irons, a bargain was made between them to construct a
sawmill on the Lassen land.76 The proposition failed for some personal reasons. And what appears to have been the first sawmill venture in the Sierra Nevada region and the first construction of a mill
with a circular saw in California, failed to materialize.
James Marshall built the first mill in the region at Coloma. It was a
sash saw and the plant was well constructed. It sawed only a few
boards for Sutter in the spring of 1848 before the gold stampede
overwhelmed him.

In July of 1846, American Military Forces occupied Alta Calif ornia and the three and one-half year interim period of somewhat indefinite occupation status began. Lawmaking and enforcement at
local level remained with the alcalde system which became increasingly unpopular with the Americans. With a difficult transition period
made chaotic after the gold discovery there was practically no official attention paid to making or observing conservation laws. Wher-

ever private property was coveted by an overwhelming force of
squatters, the government in practically every case yielded or was
corrupted into favoring the force of numbers. That is a long and in-
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volved story having little direct bearing upon the story of the forest,
except as it may be understood in the following broad generalities.
Wherever no squatter pressure existed, the ancient laws of private
property prevailed. Upon the public domain and common lands there
was practically no control or regulation of any kind to hinder occupation or use until the new State began to gain civil control through
the delineation of county districts and the appointment or election of
resident civil officers. Later the Federal Government took up the
herculean problem of disposing of and then protecting the remaining
public domain.

In the meantime, lumber cutting increased at a rapidly expanding
rate to meet the demands from the mines and the growing settlements.

Lumber production in Oregon and Puget Sound was given a great
impetus in the California market.

Shake splitters of unpleasant memory wandered through the
Sierra and coastal forest selecting perfect sugar pines and wasting
the near perfect. Many of the early Anglo immigrants suffered as
severely at the hands of the new American immigrants as did the old
Spanish families. For example, a half-million dollars worth of timber
was taken from Coppinger's Caflada Raimundo before the grant was
confirmed by the U. S. Land Commission. In 1853 there were 15 mills
operating on this single grant.77

The languid Spanish-Mexican era had come abruptly to an end.
The distant respect for the high forest was no longer in evidence. In
a few years only the lovely Spanish names remained upon the land
to mark the time when those people had come and ruled here.
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Committee, E. B. Ricks, ed. First series 1825-28 (Toronto, 1941). p lxxiii

and p 288. A second mill was built near Portland in 1831. Thanks to
State Librarian, Olympia, Wash. for research.
Hittell, op. cit., vol II, pp 156-157.
Alfred Robinson, Life in California chap 7.
W. W. Robinson, The Forest and the People, (L.A. 1946), p 9.
G. W. and H. P. Beattie, Heritage of the Valley, (Pasadena, 1939), pp 27-28.

Engelhardt, Mission San Gabriel, p 154, says, "There is no allusion in mission records to this wonderful feat."
Special thanks for collection of Bancroft work notes on forestry subjects and
microfilm thereof (deposited Cal. State Library) to Bancroft Library Director George P. Hammond, Mrs. Julia H. Macleod, Robert H. Becker
and other Bancroft staff.
The Decree of June 23, 1813, filed at Bancroft Library under J 409 A 24.
From original Bancroft file C-A 59 pp 166-7; trans. Javier Escobar, Mexican
Consul, Sacto.

Hittell, op. cit., vol II, p 170; see also his vol I, p 617. Bancroft file C-A
45 p 117 preserves date of Figueroa order. J. N. Bowman gives date of
planting quoted; he also determined present trees on site are not original
planting (letter to author 8/24/1957).
Susanna Bryant Dakin, The Lives of William Hartnell, (Stanford Press
1949), p 120.

Dakin, op. cit., p 154.

Mildred Brooke Hoover and H. E. and B. G. Rensch, Historic Spots in
California, (Stanford Press, 1948), p 268.

U. S. Land Case 175 S.D. Corralitos Rancho, U. S. Dist. Court, S. F.
Bancroft and others are apparently in error as to date of grant. No mention
of conflicting wood use is found in the record.
"Day Book," Larkin Papers, MSS, p 122 and other entries. Bancroft Library.

Larlein Papers, ed Geo. P. Hammond, (UC Press, 1951), vol I, p 15.
The Pioneer (San Jose) April 27, 1878, p 1, a biographical sketch of Garner.
The same paper in August, 1910 mentions Englishman Edward Watson who

arrived in California in 1824, established a sawpit around Santa Crux in
1836, another near Pacific Grove in 1844.

Garner married a local girl, settled at Monterey, and was eventually
killed by Indians near Mariposa. It is interesting that his son José needed
an English interpreter in order to converse with Frémont about the event.
Munro-Fraser, Hist. of Sonoma Co. p 49, says 1834. Hittell, op. cit., vol II,
p 277, gives no date. Bancroft, op. cit., vol VII, p 76, says 1835. John S.

Hittell gives 1838 in his Commerce and Industry of the Pacific Coast
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(S. F. 1882), but this writer's early dates of several events do not appear
reliable.

T. H. Hittell, op. cit., vol II, pp 277, 280.

The Life and Adventures of George Nidever 1802-1883, ed. W. H Ellison,
(U. C. Press, 1937) pp 34-36. Nidever did not meet Yount until about
Christmas of 1833. They went otter hunting in January. Then, says Nidever, "A few weeks after our return to S. F. Yount took a contract from
A. B. Thompson . . . He offered to hire me but I informed him I was not
in the habit of working for wages."

Clarence Cullimore in Santa Barbara Adobes states that Thompson built a
residence in 1834 which was later converted into the San Carlos Hotel.
Alta California of June 15, 1853, in an article about a large sugar pine indicates that length made the distinction between shakes and shingles. See
also Brown, cited below, in this respect.

Charles Brown, "Early Events in California" MS, 1878, Bancroft Library,
pp 8-9. See also
Ellen Lamont Wood, George Vount (S. F. 1941) pp 67, 91.
Chas. L. Camp, ed. James Clyman, American Frontiersman, 1792-1881, (S.F.,
1928), pp 171, 201.

Charles L. Camp, "The Chronicles of George C. Yount" Cal. Hist. Soc.
Quart., vol II, 1923, pp 52-54.
U.S. Land Case 34 ND., La Jota Rancho, U. S. Dist. Court, S.F.

The first State Forest, acquired in 1930 and named Las Posadas, includes a small portion of La Jota Grant. Possibly Vount's mill cut ponderosa pine from this site.
No. 330, part 3, vol V, Larkin Papers, MSS, Bancroft Library.

According to Dr. J. N. Bowman the name Ojotska was the Spanish phonetic
spelling of Okhatskaia a Russian word meaning "hunter," so used because
Russians from the seacoast had been in the region. Jedediah Smith named
the river the Wild because of the elusive Indians. Sutter is said to have
named it American because he perceived that it would be a gateway for
overland migration.

It is strange that neither Bancroft nor Hittell mention this sawmill. MunroFraser mentions it briefly in his Hist. of Sonoma Co. op. cit., p 57.
Honoria Tourney in her History of Sonoma County (S.F. 1926) vol I, p
321, specifies the year as 1833 and the cost as $10,000. She also places the
mill in a stream too far west.
The principal authorities in this case are:
Patricia M. Bauer, "California's First Power Sawmill," The Timberman,
Sept, 1956, p 102, and

G. W. Hendry and J. N. Bowman, "The Spanish and Mexican Adobes and
Other Buildings in the Nine San Francisco Bay Counties," (1940) p 136,
MSS, Cal State Library. These U.C. professors found a mortised foundation piling of the original mill. The same manuscript states that Cooper
erected a sawmill in 1847 at an unidentified site in Mann County to cut
lumber for the U. S. Army.

Vallejo's early activity in the Santa Rosa Valley is described in M. L.
Lothrop's Ph.D. dissertation, (U. C. 1926), "Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo,
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Defender of the Northern Frontier of California," and more popularly by
Myrtle M. McKittrick, Vallejo, Son of California, (Portland, 1944).
Congressman Juan Bandini in Mexico pushed for the establishment of the
buffer colony.

Munro-Fraser Hist. of Mann, op. cit. pp 385-8.
Duflot de Mofras (Wilbur, op. cit. vol I, p 236) seemed quite impressed

with Read in the fall of 1841 but he contributes only confusion when he
relates how huge pieces of Read's pine are "brought down to the sawmills
at Yerba Buena."

Bancroft, op. cit., vol VII, p 76.
Hendry and Bowman MS ofr. cit. p 142.

Sonoma County and Russian River Valley, (1888), p 25 and Mann County
Journal (1887) p V, both pub. by Bell and Heymans of S. F. Probably
original source was Historical Atlas of Sonoma County, pub Thomas H.
Thompson (Oakland, 1887).

Bancroft, California Pastoral (1888) p 441.
The Decree of Nov. 3, 1834 was reconstructed from several Bancroft work
notes which apparently came from diputacion records.
Hittell, op. cit. vol II, pp 266-274.
Bancroft, Hist. Cal., vol IV, pp 2-35.
Alfred Robinson, Life in California, p 187.
Hittell, op. cit., p 364.

In view of Hittell's having published his history in the same year that
the California Forestry Commission was created (1885) it is interesting to
observe this lawyer-historian's regret that matters of "supposed greater
importance" diverted the provincial government from "putting Romero's
valuable suggestions into effect."
Bancroft work notes.

"Expediente 81, Spanish archives," trans. vol VI, p 484, MS, Cal State
Archives, Sacramento.
Beattie, op. cit., the principal source, pp 6, 45-46.
For a valuable description of Bandini, see chapter 27, Dana, Two Years
Before the Mast.

Before any uninformed reader arrives at a harsh opinion either pro or con
on the mission secularization project of 1833-37, he is reminded that as
these words are written, a century and a quarter later, the issue of the place
and privileges of American Indians is still being debated in the U. S. Congress. The missions were established as an aid to Spanish settlement but
primarily to Christianize and make citizens of the natives. For information

on the thankless, hopeless task of the respected scholar Hartnell as
Visitador General of Missions, read: Dakin, The Liiies of Wiltiam Hartnell,
(1949).

"Expediente 175, Spanish Archives," trans. vol VII, p 590, MS, Cal. State
Archives.

Beattie was obviously not acquainted with this archival information
when he states (op. cit. p 196), "All the timber obtained during the thirties
and forties was hand-hewed and all planks were hand sawed in sawpits."
3-77713
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He does (p 79) relate Ramirez to the difficult job of bringing big timbers
out of upper Mill Creek in 1847.

Edward N. Munns, of the U. S. Forest Service, in 1916-17 was making

a study of tree growth rings to establish fire history. He informs the
author (letter 9/7/1957) that evidence of cutting in big cone spruce during the decade 1830-40 was noted in Devils, Arrowhead, Cable, and all the

canyons immediately above San Bernardino. It was not until 1851 that
the industrious Mormons settled and engaged in timber operations. They
built their first mill on Mill Creek in 1853.

"Expediente 51, Spanish Archives," trans. vol VII, p 317, MS, Cal. State
Archives.

"Expediente, 220, Spanish Archives," trans. vol III, p 368, MS, Cal. State
Archives.

F. M. Stanger, History of San Mateo Co. (S.M. 1938) p 70. Hittell, op. cit.,
vol II, p 276, names Smith as the founder of the foreign group.
Stanger, op. cit., p 64.

Sutter-Suflol letters, MSS Cal State Library; Sutter sent Sebastian Keyser
to work in the woods near San José, presumably on behalf of Sutter who
agreed to pay Suflol for goods purchased by Keyser.

The references to Coppinger not paying the diezmo and the Sufiol lumber
are based upon garbled Bancroft work notes made from correspondence
between officials at Monterey and San José.

It is the author's opinion that Isaac Graham's widespread personal notoriety
had much to do with his recognition as the first sawmill builder in California. It is, of course, well known that once such a claim is printed its
authenticity is commonly accepted with little question. There follows a
bibliography of source material on the Graham mill.

Santa Cruz Sentinel, article of Aug 5, 1865, gives construction date as
1842.

T. F. Cronise, The Natural Wealth of California, (S.F., 1868) p 48, says
1841.

W. W. Elliott Co., History of Santa Cruz County (S.F., 1879), p 11,
says, "not later than 1842 or 1843."

Leon Rowland, Annals of Santa Cruz, (S.C., 1947) p 115, gives early
history of grant; fails to recognize Graham's absence in Mexico. Rowland states the "foreign" settlement originated here in 1835.
Rev. S. H. Willey, A Historical Paper Relating to Santa Cruz, July 4,
1876, (S.F., 1876). This Centennial speech should have an authentic
foundation. Vet Willey said (p 20) that Sansevain built the first mill
in 1845 and then Graham soon after. In his audience was a former
Graham employee.

Ruby J. Swartzlow, "Peter Lassen," Cal. Hist. Soc. Quart., Dec. 1939.
Author believes mules were a wage payment to Lassen and not for
purchase of share of mill.

John Bidwell, "Recollections of the Days of 1845-46," (printer unknown; copy in Royce scrapbook. "In Memoriam John Bidwell," Cal.

State Library). Speaking of Lassen in 1844, Bidwell said he had
sometime before sold out his sawmillthe only sawmill in
California at the time . . . in Santa Crux, taking his pay in mules
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. . He started this mill, I think, in 1842, and sold out his part in
the early part of 1843 to Isaac Graham and Henry Nail." (Note:
Bidwell was probably in advanced age when this recollection was

recorded).

Wilbur, o. cit., vol I, p 217.

"Expediente 508, Spanish Archives," trans. vol V, p 540, MS, Cal. State
Archives.

65a. William Finley Shepard trans. and ed. of "Upper California" by Joseph de
Rosamel; "California Prior to Conquest: A Frenchman's Views," Cal. Hist.
Soc. Quart., March, 1958.
George Verne Blue trans. and ed. of "The Easy Conquest of California"
by Duflot de Mofras; "Unpublished Memoirs of Duflot de Mofras," Proceedings of the Pacific Coast Branch of the American Hist. Assn. 1928,
pp. 89-102.

Munro-Fraser, Hist. of Sonoma Co., pp 52-56.
Hendry and Bowman, MS, op. cit., p 276.

In the Californian, March 8, 1848, a correspondent wrote that the
Smith mill could at this time grind 300 bushels of grain daily and produce
much lumber. Two saws were then in operation. They were probably sash
saws in one frame.
In 1958 the Smith mill site is indicated by a faded NSGW marker approximately one mile northwest of the general store at Bodega and a couple
of hundred feet beyond the sawmill which is now operating on the knoll
where the Russian flagpole stood and immediately east of the ruins of the
Smith adobe.

Hendry and Bowman, MS, op. cit., p 283.
"Expediente 429, Spanish Archives," trans. vol V, p 189.
MS, Cal. State Archives.

Hendry and Bowman, MS, op. cit., p 357. The authors quote the date of construction as "safely in the middle '40's."
Pacific Rural Press, Aug 2, 1884, p 89, says, "In 1845 that brave old pioneer

and honorable gentleman, General Vallejo, built a sawmill on Sonoma
Creek. . . ." Yet Charles H. Shinn in his "Pioneer Spanish Families in
California" (Century, Jan. 1891) states that the planks for the Vallejo
home called Lachryma Montis were whip sawed by hand in the mid-1850's.

The Vallejo "Documents for History of California" MSS, Bancroft Library, contain articles of a contract of lease for this mill, Vallejo to M. D.
Ritchey, dated March, 1848.

Richard C. Wilson in "Early Day Lumber Operations in the Santa Cruz Redwood Region", The Timberman, May, 1937, refers to Jones. His authority
is uncertain. Wilson was on the staff of the Cal. Forest and Range Experi-

ment Station and the background material for his article was developed
under a W. P. A. research project into old documents and newspapers. His
file furnished several clues for this writer. The reference to Campbell's
mill is credited to "Hall's History" in a Bancroft work note. Presumably
this referred to Frederic Hall's History of San Jose and Surroundings
(S. F. 1871). This writer could not find therein the subject described.
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Archives of Cal., MSS., vol 61 F.F. 152-153, Bancroft Library. Thanks to
James S. Holton, Sacto. State College for translation. Bancroft work notes
give several interpretations of decree.

History of San Mateo County (S.F. 1883) pub B. F. Alley Co. p 144.
Pacific Rural Press (bc. cit.) states that James Peace built a sawmill in
southern San Mateo County in 1846. Dr. F. M. Stanger (letter to author
11/1/57) doubts this and supplies the name of Brown. Charles Brown
had purchased part of Coppinger's rancho in 1840; see Brown MS, op cit.
p15.
Vallejo "Documents . . ." MS, op. cit., vol XII, No. 313.
Aubrey Neasham, "Sutters Sawmill," Cab. Hist. Soc. Quarterly, June, 1947.
C. Raymond Clar, "John Sutter, Lumberman," Journal of Forestry, April,
1958.

Simeon Ide, The Life of William B. ide (Claremont N. H. 1880) pp 45-46.
Mill or bar iron seems to have been the term applied to cast ingots used
as raw material by blacksmiths and millwrights.
Hist. of San Mateo, Alley, op. cit., p 145.

PART TWO

THE FORMATIVE YEARS

Chapter Two

American Occupation and Early Laws
Hence forward, California will be a portion of the
United States.
CoMMoDoI

SLOAT, July 7, 1846

In the first days of July, 1846, Commodore John D. Sloat, commanding the United States Pacific naval forces, ended the years of
feints, pressures and moribund negotiations among the not always
certified representatives of several nations in respect to the political
fate of Alta California. Now the actions of American land armies in
the Valley of Mexico far away had tipped the delicate balance, and
Sloat issued his proclamation of occupation and raised the American
Flag at Monterey.

Only in the south was there armed resistance, (with no discredit
to the valor of the defending Californians if the whole truth is told).
And there, with the Cahuenga Capitulation in January of 1847 came
an end to physical resistance.
For 3 years there endured a peaceful period of military occupation wherein the system of law making and enforcement rested upon
the old alcalde courts of Mexican California. To the increasing AngloSaxon element this was not a satisfactory government structure, especially when the abrupt impact of the gold strike accentuated the need
for greater practical recognition from the distant "States." As a matter of fact, the mining areas established their own codes of law with
opinions and judgment resting largely with the jury.
A constitutional convention was convened in September of 1849
and did a creditable job of producing a constitution in view of all the
conditions then existing. Several members of the old California f amilies were honored members of this body.

Under dubious authority the first assembly of elected delegates
began to gather at the Pueblo de San José on Saturday, December 15,
1849. This was the first formal meeting of the California Legislature.
The State of California did not officially exist, nor could anyone declare how this unusual geographic and political area was bounded.

After a few days delay a quorum of delegates had arrived and
translators were appointed to serve the bilingual body. Peter H.
[55]
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Burnett was formally recognized as Governor. John C. Frémont and
the politically astute William M. Gwin, an immigrant from the southern states, were duly elected U. S. Senators and sent off to Washington
where Congress was in bitter debate over admitting California as a
slave or free state.
Nine months later, on September 9, 1850, California was admitted
to the Union without having endured territorial status. The goddess
Minerva, sprung full-grown from the head of Zeus, was engraved on

the Great Seal to typify this transformation. Typical also of the
dominating interest at the time was the miner at work in the background of the seal. Gold and the gold seekers were in the political
ascendancy. In the great triangle formed by the northern and southern mines and San Francisco the drowsy Spanish days were gone.
The local need for lumber increased rapidly with increasing population and mining activities. Sawpits and makeshift sawmills sprang
up where they could most conveniently find logs. Ownership of land
was hardly a deterrent to any woods operation. If the land was unclaimed it is doubtful if there was actually a law prohibiting use of
the land resources. The old landlords were powerless in the path of
mass immigration regardless of the recognized validity of their title.
"Squatters rights" was a formidable political battle cry in the early
days of statehood.

The inauguration of a new state government into this vast and
isolated land would have been difficult enough without the mass
pressure of immigration and near hysteria of the gold rush to compound the confusion. Consequently the raw history of the early development of local and state government is sometimes more colorful
than honorable.
To what extent the Federal Government should or could have aided
or controlled the development of California Government is a ques-

tion beyond the scope of this writing. Nevertheless, there may be
observed in some of the quoted early laws, and especially in the
numerous legislative resolutions, the tentative gestures of an infant
State often appealing to the parent government for assistance and
sometimes seeming to test or question the limit to which local government might enter some new area of responsibility.

In respect to the federal public domain the central government
moved painfully slow. The disposition of the forested land in the
original public domain constitutes a large part of the story of forestry
as it is interwoven into the California Government structure. This is
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a point worthy of emphasis. Much will be related hereafter about
the shaping of conservation policies upon a national level. It will be
observed that state policies often developed parallel with or became
inextricably involved with related actions and policies that flowed
from Washington. The inter-relationship still continues.

During the first decades there was this primary question: What
should be done with the public domain and how should that be accomplished?

In the actions of Congress as well as in the language of the California Constitution, the primary tenet of public land disposition appeared to encourage the settlement of the land by the family homesteader. This well-meaning policy contained a vital practical
weakness. Much of the arid, mountainous, forested West could not

be economically settled and exploited in small land parcels. In a
pioneer society, at a time when industrial expansion was passionately

desired and rugged individualism was a solid virtue such a paradoxical situation quite naturally led to fraudulent processes in the
procurement or exploitation of much of the public lands. In the
specific instances that is a story of jurisprudence beyond the present
discussion. As an incident of government development the reasons for
such cases of fraud and the means recommended or adopted for correcting them are worthy of attention.
Congress and the Public Domarn

It could hardly be an exaggeration to say that no single issue was
more vital to the future development of the State of California than
the disposition of the public lands because such a vast preponderance
of the State was in the public domain at the time of the American
conquest. Obviously then, the development of forestry policy and
laws by the State Government hinged very largely upon the actions of
Congress in respect to the forested public domain in the West. That
is a long and complicated story. In brief, it may be summarized as
follows.

The first federal gestures toward the preservation or extension of
forest trees (after the early provisions that insured the production
of naval stores), were intended to help establish plantations of trees
on prairie lands. Even California's Senator Cole introduced such a
bill in Congress in 1867. Such planting projects or inducements to
plant pretty generally failed.
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As for the western public domain, the lumbermen, miners and
stockmen of the West were simply not concerned about conservation of natural resources. This was a time for harvesting the bounties
of nature. The great majority of other western citizens felt likewise.

"Opening the West" meant the rapid development of industry.
Ise 1 says,
Underlying to some extent the exploitive attitude of the West was the idea
that resources which could be appropriated, in some way pried loose from
the public domain, belonged to the West; while those which remained under
Federal control belonged to the East.

Such an attitude was no doubt firmly fixed and widespread in
early California. It can not, however, explain away the healthy acquisitive spirit which caused not a few bold new citizens of the
Golden State to employ highly questionable means to come into possession of the desert, swamp and overflowed, and school lands which
had been ceded to California.

Eastern congressmen on their part were not entirely concerned
about the future welfare of western posterity. They recognized from
first hand example that "inexhaustible" forests could disappear with
amazing rapidity, and their own future lumber supply was obviously
to be found on the western public domain.
Congress repeatedly rejected two propositions; first, that agricultural lands could be segregated and set aside within the public domain
for family settlement, and secondly, that forest, grazing and mineral
resources could be harvested without separating the land itself from

government control. Prior to the provision for the designation of
forest reserves by executive order which was enacted belatedly and
somewhat circuitously in 1891, the congressional procedure for disposing of the public domain was through laws sincerely intended to
prevent private land monopolies. The monumental exception to this
policy is, of course, evident in the grants for railroads, canals and
roads which represented in total an area twice the size of California.

As for management or protection of forested public lands, the
strong opinion was that the government was powerless to accomplish

such a huge task. Regardless of the technical accuracy of such a
conclusion, the low moral tone throughout the Nation and especially
in government in the post civil war years would certainly have contributed to the burden. The proper course, therefore, appeared to be
'Dr. John Ise, The United States Forest Policy, 1920, Yale Univ. Press, 395
pages, the principle reference source.

See also Thomas C. Donaldson, The Public Domain, 1880, G. P. 0., 544 pages.
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in making it easy for any adult male citizen to settle and live upon

a quarter, a half or a full section of government land and by his
industry make it bloom and at the same time earn title thereto.
Thousands of plots of land thus became honorable family homesteads. Many more were claimed for the purpose of consolidation

into large single ownership or for the temporary exploitation of
standing timber.

Among the several federal land distribution laws there were the
following: the Pre-emption Act of 1841, the Homestead Act of 1862,
the Desert Land Act of 1877, the Timber and Stone Act of 1878, the
Carey Act of 1894.
The two laws which resulted in most condemnation from the strong

conservationists were the Free Timber Act of 1878 and the Timber
and Stone Act. The former vague law soon ran into trouble because
its apparent intent was simply to allow miners to use timber growing
on bona fide mineral land. The history of this law has little application
to California, however, since the law was not effective in the Pacific
Coast States.
The Timber and Stone Act provided that any citizen acting on his

own behalf could secure 160 acres of public domain at a price of
$2.50 per acre if he would occupy and settle the land. Undoubtedly,

this was the most abused in practice and consequently the most
criticized of all the actions of Congress in the public domain issue.

An important point to keep in mind was that during this period,
except for the local distribution of timbered state lands and whatever
sales the railroad companies may have conducted, there was no legal

manner in which a large timber operator could take possession of
mature timber growing upon a sizable area of land. The public
domain was locked up.

Numerous bills had been introduced in Congress to provide for
the sale of public timber. Among Californians in Congress Senator
Conness in 1865 had introduced such a bill; Representative Johnson
in 1869; Sargent in 1871; Page and Pacheco introduced bills in 1873;
and again a bill by Sargent in 1878 passed both houses.
Of course, great quantities of timber from the public domain were
simply cut and used locally or sold in the market without any pretense of obtaining legitimate title to it. When this was done on a
small scale it is doubtful if it occurred to anyone that such timber
was technically stolen property, at least, that was certainly true in

the early years. When the operations were conducted on a large
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scale for commercial purposes they were not publicly condemned
until the government was ready to point out the fact as a crime and
initiate action to prosecute the violator.
State Government Develops

The progressive development of State Government took its course
as true democratic government must and should, that is, it was pushed
this way and that by the prevailing pressure winds of the day. However, one fundamental trend or influence will be observed in respect
to the entry of State Government into forestry affairs and, of course,
most other similar activities. Government action was essentially cau-

tious and conservative. Without doubt, a reluctance to establish
offices of government to provide a public service or enter into the
field of private regulation sprang from two sources. One consisted
of the conservative outlook of the particular dominating groups of
the time and the other is found in history. During this long period
government simply did not enter into many of the service fields
which presently are accepted as integral parts of State Government.
It will be observed that the county units were very much treated
as district areas constituted essentially to perform the workaday tasks
of government out upon the ground. The source of revenue necessary
to perform a service was, after all, derived from the county tax collections. The weakness of this system, especially as applied to forest
fire protection, will form a major theme of this writing.
But wildfire as a public nuisance brooked no parliamentary dalliance. Here was a menace which deserved attention and received it
at the very first session of the California Legislature. The State did
not become directly involved, since this was a case where the failure
to exercise personal responsibility could be pointed out as a crime.
Naturally, many of the early statutes were patterned after those
of other states. The words prairie and plantation immediately mark
Section 142 of Chapter 99 of the Statutes of 1850 as an importation

from beyond the Sierra. This section of the long act known as
Crimes and Punishment reads as follows:
If any person or persons shall wilfully and intentionally, or negligently
and carelessly set on fire or cause to be set on fire any woods, prairies, or
other grounds in this State, every person so offending shall, on conviction, be

fined in any sum not less than twenty dollars, nor more than five hundred
dollars: Provided, that this section shall not extend to any person who shall
set on fire or cause to be set on fire any woods or prairies adjoining his or
her own farm, plantation, or inclosure, for the necessary preservation thereof
from accident by fire, by giving to his or her neighbors notice of such intention.
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The Third Session of the Legislature first met at Vallejo and later
adjourned in Sacramento in 1852. At this session the act concerning
crimes and punishment was amended by strengthening several portions. The act of "procuring" the setting of a fire was made a crime.

"Lands" was added to the places where a fire should not be set.
A "court of competent jurisdiction" was specified as the necessary
place of conviction. The possible fine was raised to $200-$1,000, and
a 10-day to 6-months sentence in the county jail was prescribed. It
is interesting to note that now in the amended law the actual penalty
was to be fixed "in the discretion of the jury trying the case." Also

in the amended version of the law before a fire was to be started it
would be legally necessary for the responsible party to give "reasonable notice to his, her, or their neighbors." The Legislature in 1852
thus made this law much more practical of enforcement in California.
Surveyor-General's Early Reports

At the First Session of the California Legislature, in fact five
months before California was an admitted State, the Act of April 17,
1850, instituted the office of State Surveyor-General and prescribed
his many duties. He was supposed to make surveys and maps, suggest improvements for internal navigation, determine how much and
where was state-owned land, recommend methods of draining marshes
and preventing floods.
In addition to this the Surveyor-General was to be responsible for

collecting and reporting agricultural statistics, a duty difficult to
reconcile with the legislative interest in the semiofficial Agricultural
Society to be discussed later. However that may be, agricultural statistics were reported by the Surveyor-General into the next century. Of

more direct interest was the requirement in the 1850 law that the
Surveyor-General should advise the Governor by December of each
year of his "plans and suggestions . . . for planting, preservation,
and increase of forests and timber trees."
In December of 1850, Surveyor-General Charles T. Whiting reported to His Excellency Governor Burnett in about 700 words all

that he knew. The report was not kindly received. Said Historian
Bancroft of Whiting at a later date, "he seems to have been a humorous character, though his humor appears grim."
Said the Alta California about the report, on January 16, 1851, "It
is emphatically the little end of nothing whittled to a point."
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Said a select committee of the Senate at about the same date: the
report is "unsatisfactory, undignified and discourteous" and should
be tabled. The next year there was a new Surveyor-General.2
What no one seemed to recognize in 1850 was that the scope of
duties as prescribed was fantastic. No one actually knew where the
boundaries of the State were and most of the county proportions were
vague. County surveyors were supposed to collect information upon
subjects which they knew little about, and for which duty they received inadequate reimbursement. They soon said as much. Several
complained about the harassment of wild Indians while they worked.
Whiting's report seems to have been made in all seriousness as
read this century later. He did not think the State would spend the
necessary money for improvement of navigation so he recommended
none. He believed that the settlement of land claims was paramount.
Then the settlers would drain their own swamps as needed. He did
not know how much arable land the State contained nor had he heard
how many head of livestock there were. He was not aware of any
agricultural diseases, but, "The grasshopper has been very destructive in some localities; and as a preventive, I would recommend the
extensive introduction of Turkies."
In this hapless mood the Surveyor-General presented the first official American report upon the forest situation In California. Said he,
I know of but one method of planting and preserving forests
of timber trees; viz.: put the seeds in the ground and protect
the shoots by a fence or ditch.
Occasionally the county officials commented in general terms about

the forest conditions. In 1852, the Assessor of San Luis Obispo
stated that, except in the vicinity of the mission, there was plenty of
pine and oak in the hills. In the valleys were cottonwood, sycamore,
willow and alanor and eye (the latter remarkable for its durability
as fence posts). Probably these two last were alder and buckeye.
Santa Cruz reported that several mills were doing a good business
in cutting redwood lumber and many persons were occupied in getting
out fencing and shingles.
2 The third Surveyor-General, S. H. Marlette, in 1854 reported to the Senate that
after studying the vast and complicated requirements of his office as set forth
in law he was amazed that he had been considered qualified to hold the office.
His second source of amazement, said he, was that his salary was to be as much
as three-fourths of that received by a Senate page.
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In 1854 Plumas County just declared: "Forests inexhaustible."
That year from Tuolumne came the report that "the mountains

contain the finest timber, spruce, pine, hemlock, sugarpine, etc.,
abounding in almost inexhaustible quantities. Many mills are now
engaged at different localitiesin sawing lumber for this and the
Stockton markets. Nearly, if not quite all of any worth in the neighborhood has been cut, whilst very much of the finest will, perhaps
(from its inaccessibility) remain forever undisturbed by the hand
of man."
Thirty-five years elapsed after Mr. Whiting's first suggestion about

the preservation of the forest before another Surveyor-General
deemed it proper to make a very serious proposal in that direction
in his official report to the Governor.
1852-1864

By 1852 the population of the State had risen to 225,000. Quite a
number of the fortune seekers had returned home as the majority
had always intended to do. Many decided to stay in California. San
Francisco and the East Bay flats were rapidly growing into cities.
Redwood City was the main lumber center on the Peninsula. Loggers
were still nibbling at the edges of the great redwood forests of the
Russian River and its tributaries. The Contra Costa Hills were being
intensively logged.

Said the California Daily Chronicle of San Francisco, editorially
on April 13, 1854, of that area:
Soon the whole neighborhood will be cleared of growing timber. Already
the fairest and largest trees have fallen before fire, axe and saw. Those magnificent pillars which form so strange a crown to the mountains, when seen
from San Francisco and the bay, are slowly disappearing.

In 1853 there was the first cession of school land as an aid to education from the federal public domain to the State of California. This
consisted of each section 16 and 36 of the townships as they were
officially surveyed, with lieu (substitute) selections granted where
the designated land was legally occupied. At this time also there was
constant pressure upon the Federal Government to expedite the ceding
of the so-called swamp and overflowed, and the tide and marsh lands.
These grants of the public domain were commonly referred to as
state lands. That term is still in use, but after operational agencies of
State Government began to acquire land by gift or purchase for highways and other public works, forests, parks, and administrative sites,
some confusion in the term "state lands" could easily occur.
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The disposition of the original state lands of a forested nature became a subject of interest to conservationists again and again throughout the years. Those officials having responsibility for the disposition
of the lands seem to have had a single goal in mind, which was, of
course, precisely legal and formally charted for them. That goal was
the sale of the ceded lands to private parties at no less than the price
generally specified in the federal terms of surrender, namely, one and
a quarter dollars per acre. The income thus derived was generally
invested in local government bonds.
Says W. B. Greeley in his book Forests and Men:
The forest story of America begins with the tradition of free land. Free
timber was part of the tradition. It seemed to be inexhaustible. Everyone in
authority was anxious to get it out of government hands. It is not surprising
that venturesome spirits on the frontier took the trees just as they took the
beaver pelts or panned gold nuggets from the rivers.

In respect to nuggets it is interesting to note that in 1852 the State
Surveyor-General could report that the people of the State wished
the placer lands to remain "free forever" from private control. At the
same time they probably would have voted to turn over the timber
land to private ownership. Yet there was no government procedure to
accomplish the latter, except as the land came first into state control
or to private persons through some homesteading device such as the
Homestead Law of 1862. Tinder that act any head of a family or
person 21 years or older could acquire 160 acres after five years of
settlement and farming of the land.
In his inaugural address on January 10, 1862, Governor Leland
Stanford had something to say about the public domain. As he spoke
he was surrounded by dark clouds, literally and figuratively. Rain
had fallen for days. Water stood five feet deep over J Street north
of the partially constructed Capitol. News of Indian troubles along
the north coast concerned the lawmakers. Much greater troubles
were rumbling across the land, and even in California there had been
public violence over the slavery issue. Stanford's strong Union sympathy had accounted for his election after a bitter campaign. In the
mountains of California this year there were 167 steam sawmills and
162 water power mills busily cutting 166,000,000 feet of lumber and
28,000,000 shingles.

Even as the Governor spoke his interest must have been upon the
Railroad Act which was approved by Congress a few months later.
Under this law Stanford and associates received a tremendous land
grant as encouragement for the development of a transcontinental
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railroad. The fundamental interest of Stanford the empire builder is
obvious in the Governor's words. Nevertheless, this is the first official
acknowledgment that an unnecessary waste might be occurring in the
forests of California.

Said Leland Stanford:
It cannot have escaped the attention of those familiar with the timber
regions of this State, that there is a great and unnecessary waste of our
stately forests. It is doubtful whether these lands, or the timber upon them,
can ever be of considerable avail to the General Government. In consideration
of the vast importance to our State that the timber should be preserved from
waste, if deemed desirable, it would not, I believe, be asking too much of the
General Government, to solicit from her the cession of those lands. I, therefore, respectfully suggest to the Legislature, for consideration, the propriety
of petitioning the National Government for the cession of its proprietary
rights in those lands, the proceeds of which, when sold, to be devoted to the
fostering of education and the support of eleemosynary institutions and works
of internal improvement.

Here was no glimpse of state or national forests to come. This was
rather an echo of some opinions that the Federal Government had
no claim to the public domain under any circumstances after a state
was duly created. Be that as it may, there appears to have been no
response from the Legislature or elsewhere to the Governor's warning about the great and unnecessary waste in our stately forests.

The first state law prohibiting trespass upon timber land appeared
as Chapter 273 of 1862. A portion of the bill read as follows:
Any person or persons who shall wilfully commit any trespass, by cutting
down, or carrying off, any wood, or underwood, tree, or timber, or by girdling,

or otherwise injuring any tree or timber, on the land or possessory claim of
another person, or on or along any public street or highway, or on the commons or public grounds of any city or town, without lawful authority, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

That was very well except that a proviso was added which exempted from the law the area of 21 counties scattered throughout the
entire State. It seems reasonable to assume that the free use of wood
and timber was not yet to be regarded as a crime over much of California. In 1872 this law was absorbed into three codes being created

then. The substance of the original law may currently be found in
the Penal, Civil, and Civil Procedure Codes without, of course, any
provision for exempt areas.

On April 27, 1863, Governor Stanford signed Chapter 467 into
1w. This act prohibited the cutting down, destroying or carrying
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away ot timber upon land granted to the State and listed as swamp
and overflowed, tide, marsh, or school land, for the "purpose of selling or in any manner disposing of the same for money or any valuable
thing." Fines collected were to be paid into either the School or the
Swamp Land Fund.
In 1864, Governor Low approved a couple of forest laws of historical interest which are baffling unless the background is known.
It was this way. There was a great civil war in progress; many con-

sumer products were no longer being shipped to California. So in
1862 the Legislature passed an act entitled "An Act for the Encouragement of Agriculture and Manufactures in California." Money
premiums were offered upon a great list of articles for the "first" of
specified quantities produced in Calif ornia.3 Pitch, turpentine and
rosin were among the listed articles. As a result, during the year 1864
there was collected 350,000 pounds of pitch which was converted
into 7,000 gallons of turpentine and 1,150 barrels of rosin.

The State did not object to the tapping of trees on state land and
the national public domain. There was, however, an objection to all
destructive tapping. Chapter 147 of March 2, 1864, described the
depth and length of acceptable cuts on trees upon "Public Lands of
this State." Then the law very neatly (and with dubious constitutionality) classified such public lands as all lands except those which
the accused could prove that he owned or upon which the owner had
given him permission to tap trees.

The Act of March 2d went much farther and seemed to legalize
the felling of trees "in good faith for the purpose of manufacturing
the same into lumber, firewood, tanning, for agricultural, mining, or
tannery purposes." Possibly "good faith" meant noncommercial purposes. The law cautioned against wasting timber or cutting in excess
of current need on these public lands. It was explicitly forbidden that
any person should fall [sic] trees for the sake of the limbs for firewood or charcoal when there was no use for the trunk of the trees.
Section 6 proclaimed that the act did not apply to the clearing of
mineral land to work it, nor to lumbering operations.
Surprisingly, the list included paper made from cotton and paper from other
materials. Since November, 1856, Samuel P. Taylor's paper mill in Mann
County had been turning out an excellent grade of rag content newsprint and
finer grades of paper, and also the new-fangled paper bags. This successful mill

was the first of its kind west of the Mississippi River. It endured until the
depression of the 90's.
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Promptly it was realized that old pitch cuts might convict an inno-

cent party, so on April 4th, another law (Ch. 330) was enacted to
exclude prior cutting from the Act of March 2d.
These laws are difficult to follow, but their next brush with the
Legislature really adds to the confusion. When the Trespass Law of
1862 was transferred to Section 602, Penal Code, in 1872, there
followed a Section 603 which made an exception of the turpentine
work as set forth in the 1864 laws. Among specified acts which did
not involve trespass was the "gathering of pitchon public lands"
and other cutting "in good faith."
That was all very well except that a proviso then excluded such
privileges when committed on state-owned lands called swamp and
overflowed, tide, marsh and school lands, plus the Yosemite Valley
and Mariposa Big Tree Grove grants. This would seem to leave only

the national public domain as the area upon which the law could
apply. And yet that was a likely situation in 1872. At that time the
State was engaged in a lively real estate business with its own new
possessions and the Federal Government was certainly not bothering
about the remaining public domain. At any rate, the peculiar law was
repealed in 1901 when its value had long since disappeared.
Early Attempts to Save the Redwoods

The largest redwoods of the Sierra provoked enough respect and
awe to cause a few official gestures, such as the setting aside of Manposa Grove and passage of the dubious state law prohibiting the cut-

ting of 16-foot giants. But many groves of very large trees were
logged, and that with questionable financial success.
It is a curious lesson in legislative behavior to follow the course of
state and federal actions as years progressed and attempts were made
to preserve the Calaveras and Tuolumne Big Trees after the land had

so casually been released to private ownership. And in 1852 a

f as-

cinating future for the coast redwood region was obviously considered
very seriously by the young California Legislature. First, however,
mention should be made of a peculiar attitude of mind which seemed
to prevail among many of the immigrant citizens of California.

This was the strange declaration that California was lacking in
natural timber resources. The varied sources of the reports indicate
that most of the authors were speaking in good faith. For example,
there was James Clymans who was mentioned in respect to the Yount
mill. Clymans had come down the entire length of the Sacramento
Valley and roamed at least from Mount St. Helena to San Jose. He
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had heard about the fine qualities of redwood "which was never
found on the plains " As for other timber, his diary for 1845 relates,
Callifornia as a general is scarce of valuable timber. . . . Red Firr grow
in considerable Quantities in some of the mountains but is likewise hard and
gnarled. . . . the mountains are generally all covered with impenetrable

thickets of evergreen shrubbery which is of no use to the farmer or mechanick.

It is understandable how a visitor along the coast or in Southern
California, or even within the Great Valley could fail to appreciate
the unmeasured billions of feet of unsurpassed coniferous timber
growing in the Sierra or North Coast. It is, however, difficult to comprehend how that ignorance could persist for several years after the
Civil War as evidenced in the Agricultural Transactions quoted a
few pages ahead.

At any rate, we can do little but assume that Henry A. Crabb of
San Joaquin County acted with sincerity and the interest of the
public welfare at heart when he introduced an unnumbered joint
resolution into the Assembly in 1852. (The handwritten copies of
which are deposited in the State Archives.) This joint resolution concerning the redwood lands of the State reads as follows:
WHEREAS the lands of California are sparsely wooded and timber for
building purposes is extremely scarce and difficult to be procured and
WHEREAS there is good reason to fear that the rapidly increasing demand for the same will soon exhaust the supply if precautionary measures
in regard thereto are not adopted at an early day, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED That our Senators in Congress be instructed and our
Representatives requested to make every honorable effort to procure the
passage of a law whereby the settlement and occupation of all public lands
upon which Red Wood is growing shall be prohibited and the Red Wood
timber shall be declared to be the common property of the citizens of Cali-

fornia for their private use and benefit provided such timber shall not be
made the subject of trade and traffic.

Before the Assembly adopted the resolution the concluding provision was amended out. Ostensibly thereafter all of the redwoods were
to be changed from a state park as first intended to a public woodlot,
or so it would appear.
When the Senate considered the measure it amended away all lands
below a very specific degree of latitude just south of present Healdsburg. This was probably the northern limit of land subdivision sur-

veys at the time. In 1852 the land to the north had hardly been explored. Because of lack of a voting quorum in the Senate the resolution failed to receive final adoption when brought to the floor.
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A similar, milder, and much more intelligent proposal was presented to the Congress in 1879 by Secretary of Interior Schurz in his
official Report. Naming the two redwoods by species, he declared that
their waste and destruction was such as to cause apprehension that
these species of trees, the noblest and oldest in the world, will entirely disappear unless some measure be taken to preserve at least a portion of them
I would therefore recommend that the President be authorized to withdraw from sale or other disposition an area at least equal to two townships
in the coast range in the northern, and an equal area in the southern portion
of the State.

There was no response to this plea of the Secretary. Eight years
later the State Board of Forestry assumed leadership in a state project to save some redwoods in their natural state. The effort was unsuccessful. At this time the strongest endorsement for the board action came from a most unusual source, as we shall see.
The First State Park

In view of the presently existing relationship of common objectives
for public lands set aside as national and state forests or national and

state parks it is well to note the initiation of a government policy
involving heavily forested land which was especially suitable for
public recreation.

On June 13,

President Lincoln approved a congressional
act authorizing a grant of land to the State of California which embraced the Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Big Trees Grove. The
law contained certain terms regarding the care and supervision of
1864,

the area for public recreation.
On April 2, 1866, Governor Low signed into law Chapter

536

of

that session. This was an act of acceptance and agreement with the
federal conditions. Thus did the Yosemite Valley become the first
state park in this Nation and probably the first such dedication of
land in the world.

The Governor and eight men appointed by him were to become
"The commissioners to manage the Yosemite Valley and Mariposa
Big Trees Grove." They were to make rules and regulations for the
management, improvement and preservation of the area. They could
appoint a resident guardian who could be paid not in excess of $500
per year. Annual reports were to be transmitted through the Governor to the Legislature. The commission was virtually a corporation
since the creative law said it could sue or be sued.
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The commission was not sued but it was roundly condemned for its

alleged failure to properly care for the park. United States Cavalry
was used to patrol the area from 1881 until 1914. By 1906, upon the
urging of John Muir and others, the area was returned to the Federal
Government. In 1914 the Department of Interior assumed supervision
and two years later the National Park Service was created.
The unsettled situation at Yosemite had an interesting effect upon

the first draft of the Forest Protection Act of 1905. Had not the
management of Yosemite been under contention at that time it is
quite probable that this area would have been placed uiider the supervision of the newly created State Board of Forestry.
Board of Agriculture Transactions

The dominant place that agriculture would assume in this new
American State was probably anticipated even before the conquest.
As early as 1853 there was incorporated by legislative act a California State Agricultural Society. In that act is to be found the basic
authority for the annual State Fair.
In 1863 the law was amended to provide for the election, within
the society, of a Board of Agriculture. The authority and duties of
the board included the collecting and diffusing of information calculated to aid in the development of agricultural, stockraising, mineral,
mechanical, and manufacturing resources of the State. Before each
legislative session the board was required to furnish the Governor a
"full and detailed account of all its transactions . .
In the printed Transactions for the years 1868-69, Board President
C. F. Reed briefed the status of agricultural affairs for Governor
H. H. Haight in 35 pages, of which more than seven were devoted
to the condition of the forests.

This report is now as fascinating as it was then lugubrious. Quite
obviously, the words were intended to shock the citizens and their
elected officials into some prompt action. Nevertheless, the responsible author must have believed his own story. Contemporaneous publications show that he stood with the most scholarly company in
believing that the very life of an agricultural society, and thus every
high civilization, depended upon the maintenance of a landscape covered at least one-third by high trees. This opinion will be observed
as late as 1887 in Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 3.
It is also to be noted that there is no mention here of the 1868 law
which did to a certain extent provide an inducement for roadside
tree planting through a system of county bounties. Probably that
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law was considered to be of no great consequence in view of the total
problem. It was, however, indicative of influential opinion of the time.
There follows a brief summary of the forestry portion of the official report of 1868-69 presented by quoting excerpts from the printed
document.
TREE AND FOREST CULTURE

We have frequently called the attention of our agriculturists to this subject, and have at different times urged action in its behalf by the Legislature.
No more important subject can be named for legislative encouragement or
for energetic action on the part of the people. . . . Whoever takes the trouble
to look this subject fully in the face, and reflects upon the future of California, must feel, as we do, that something should be done, and that immediately,
looking to the substitution of new forests in the place of the old ones in our
State, now so rapidly being consumed and destroyed.
we have thoughtlessly come to regard our supply of these materials
as inexhaustible. The facts are quite different. . . . California is far from
being a well timbered country. Nearly all the timber of any value for ship
and general building purposes, or for lumber for general use, is embraced

within small portions of the Coast Range or the Sierra Nevada districts.
Redwood, the most valuable timber in the State, and probably in the world,
taking all its qualifications into consideration, is principally confined to the
counties of Mendocino, Sonoma and Santa Cruz. . . . Humboldt, Trinity,
Kiamath and Del Norte embrace nearly all of the balance of the timber value
in the Coast Range. It is mostly of an inferior or hybrid redwood, spruce and

pine. The lumber district of the Sierra Nevada, is principally embraced in
the Counties of ElDorado, Placer, Nevada, Sierra, Plumas, and Siskiyou.
Calaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa contain only scattering clusters of valuable timber, though some of the largest and finest trees in the world are found
within their borders.

It is therefore safe to estimate that not over one-twentieth of the
State is covered with trees valuable for timber or lumber.4

It is now but about twenty years since the consumption of timber and
lumber commenced in California, and yet we have the opinion of good
judges, the best lumber dealers in the State, that at least one-third of all
our accessible timber of value is already consumed and destroyed! If we
were to continue the consumption and destruction at the same rate in the
future as in the past, it would require only forty years, therefore, to exhaust
our entire present timber supply. This, in itself seems like a startling proposition, but let us look a little farther and we shall find truths and considera-

tions more startling still. In the twenty years to come we shall probably
more than double our population. .
we are now just entering upon an era of active public improvements
all requiring the use of heavy timber and lumber. . . . The building and
equipping of railroads . . . in our State has really but just commenced.
One of the worst features of the settlement of new countries by Americans

is the useless and criminal destruction of timber. In our State this reckless
and improvident habit has been indulged in to an unprecedented extent. . .
Three-twentieths would have been a conservative estimate.
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In the above statements . . . we have taken into account only such timber as is fitted for building and for lumber for general purposes. As for hard
wood, fit for wheelwright purposes and agricultural and other machinery, we
may say there is none of it on this coast. . . For ornamental work we have
a limited supply, the California laurel being very superior.

Taking all the agricultural counties of the State together, including the
cities and towns with them . . . it is doubtful whether . . . they will be
able to supply their own demands for fuel for ten years to come.
. . To illustrate . . . while there is within an area of twenty miles from
either of the Cities of Marysville, Stockton or Sacramento a plenty of wood
for a year or two's supply, and it costs but two dollars a cord to have it cut,
yet the present price of wood in each of these cities is about ten dollars
a cord
. . These facts show how extremely expensive and oppressive it would
be to undertake to supply the cities of the State with wood from the distant
mountains. And yet, what other resource will be left a few years hence? California should become . . one of the greatest manufacturing States of the
Union; but where will we obtain the fuel to generate the steam that propels

the machinery?

In twenty years we will probably have four thousand miles of railroad completed . . . consuming one million seven hundred and ninety-two
thousand cords of wood per annum. This, added to the increased consump-

tion for all the other purposes of life, will make rapid inroads into the few
sparsely wooded portions of our State, if there should be any trees left standing at that time.
The first effect of the scarcity of lumber and wood will be to enhance the
cost. . . The cost of lumber for building and fencing, in most of our agricultural districts, obtained as it is at a distance of hundreds of miles, is even
now so great that our farmers are among the poorest housed people of any
agricultural community in the Union where the country has been settled an
equal length of time. .
The cost of lumber and of wood is already discouraging every mechanical, every manufacturing, and every commercial
industry of the State, for the use of these articles is in some way an important element in them all.
. . we believe we are within bounds of truth when we state that not over
one-eighth of the entire surface [of the State] is covered with trees of any
description whatsoever.6 It is the opinion of the best judges, founded on historical facts, and a long series of observations and experiments, that at least
one-third of the surface of any country should be forests. . . Fire has
undoubtedly been the original and active cause of so great a proportion of
prairie or untimbered land within our borders. Being once destroyed, the
consequent climatic condition of the country has prevented a reproduction
of the original forests.

.

That the nakedness of the earth's surface is the cause of the extreme wet
and dry seasons in our State, and particularly of the destructive floods .
can not for a moment be doubted by any one at all acquainted with the laws
of nature. . .
The remedies for existing and impending evils . . are two fold. The
one preventive and the other restorative. . . . The press should take up the

Two-eighths would have been correct.
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matter . . . . The Legislature should exert its utmost influence and authority
to dissuade and prevent the continuance of practices so threatening to the
prosperity of our commonwealth. It should call the attention of the General
Government to this subject .
Liberal bounties or premiums should be offered for the cultivation of
forests and woodlands on every farm and homestead throughout the agricultural portion of the State and means should be taken to secure the reproduction of the native forests in the mountains . . . for it will require thousands
of years to reproduce a full grown forest tree. . . Other States are engaging in the enterprise with energy and success, and that too, when the necessity
is not half as great as ours.
If we are not careful, Europe will, in a very few years, own greater

forests of our valuable redwood trees than California ever could boast
of.

In the Transactions of the State Agricultural Society for the year
1872 is an article by J. W. Jones entitled "Arboriculture, or Tree
Culture." Its author was concerned about promptly getting on with
the business of planting trees in California. He presented what he
believed was the first description of what is now called a seed drill.
He recommended welding a chisel onto four feet of hollow gas pipe.
The chisel would be thrust into the soil and a seed or two dropped

down the pipe. The China-berry tree (of the genus Melia, closely
related to the familiar umbrella tree), was strongly recommended for
widespread planting. The author's main object was to "dispense with

the expensive and useless process of nursery culture altogether."
Said the author,
That the local Governments of many of the State will encourage the planting of trees as a work of necessity, will some day be understood; and that
Congress will some day awake to the great importance of the matter is to be
expected; but, in the meantime, if it require one-third of the surface of the
earth to be covered with trees, to produce and maintain a congenial state of
the atmosphere and a healthy existence, much must be done by private
enterprise.

Congress did awake in the year of 1873 and the Timber Culture
Act became law. This progressive legislation was hopefully sponsored

by representatives of the Prairie States. Through the planting and
care of trees on 40 acres as prescribed a settler could acquire title
to 160 acres of public land. Unfortunately, the law was so sadly
abused as a method of acquiring land that it was soon repealed.
Numerous homesteaders used this act to obtain land in California,
perhaps many in good faith. It is more likely, however, that most
settlers of new land during this period were more concerned about
clearing land than in planting it to forest trees.
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Forest Legislation, 1 868-81

The first mild state law to encourage the production of trees was
enacted in 1868. The law might be considered indicative of the intent
of the Legislature to keep State Government well separated from
direct public service. On the other hand, practically all revenue was
derived from local property taxes at this time, and the several counties must have been looked upon essentially as the action arms of
State Government and not as small units of more or less independent
government.

This law of 1868 was Chapter 498 and it bore the significant title:
An Act to Encourage the Planting of Shade and Fruit Trees Upon
the Public Roads and Highways of the State.
Any board of supervisors was permitted hereby to pass a formal
resolution authorizing the planting of specified kinds and qualities of
fruit or shade trees upon designated public roads. The planting could
be done by citizens owning land adjoining such roads. In order to
qualify under the law (and board resolution) the planter was required to file an application with the supervisors. Four years thereafter he could file a certified notification of the number and quality of

living trees. At that time it was mandatory for the county to make
a payment to the planter, from the county general fund, to the extent
of one dollar for each such thrifty growing tree.
There is no known record of any response to this law. It would be
interesting to know if the inclusion of fruit trees in the act came
about as an inspiration from Europe where roadside fruit trees were
sometimes planted as a little insurance against a possible famine.
In 1869 F. A. Hihn of Santa Cruz tried with his Assembly Bill
No. 184 to secure a law to punish negligent acts which could cause
damage to another person. This bill, titled An Act to Prevent Forest
and Field Conflagrations, proposed that it should be a misdemeanor
if anyone between June 15th and November 1st entered upon land
belonging to, or claimed by another person and built a fire upon the
land or discharged firearms without having obtained written consent
from the owner to do so. It would also be unlawful to carelessly or
wilfully allow fire to spread to "land belonging or claimed or occupied by another person." This bill cleared its first two committee hearings and then died.
In the early '70's California was conscious of its advancing stature
within the victorious Union. It could boast of a population of 600,000.

The Capitol was practically completed Railroad trains traveled to
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the East. The first permanent buildings at the University of California were completed. Bitter antagonism still persisted in respect
to the Civil War issues. Most of the forest land of the State was still
in the public domain. In 1872 there were 205 steam and 123 waterpower sawmills cutting 265,000,000 feet of lumber and 191,000,000
shingles annually.
This was the time when the first criminal law, or more accurately,

several laws were enacted to prevent the wilful or careless destruction by fire of wooded land and other property. 1871-72 was also the
legislative session in which a State Forester and a State Forestry
Commission were almost established in State Government.
In considering the latter proposal it seems worthwhile to part the
curtains of time just a little to see what manner of individual could
have fostered such a dubious proposition in this period of forest land
exploitation. There must be some significance in the fact that he was
what might be termed a "big city politician" just as was the more
successful James V. Coleman a decade later, and for that matter,
even George Pardee 30 years later. His name was Robert Julius Betge,
State Senator from San Francisco, a merchant 40 years of age in 1871.
The Sacramento Union of December, 1871, prints some interesting
comment about the man and his forestry legislation. In respect to the

second quotation below it might be noted that Betge is not listed
among Civil War army officers. Possibly he served in the California
Militia. Following quotations from the Union portray the picture,
if one can separate sarcasm from admiration.
There is no doubt that Senator Betge is a great statesman. His eminent
services during the last session prove it . . . [yet] we are of the opinion
that the majority of the merchants of San Francisco would rather trust their
than to the aspiring
interests to the guardianship of a practical man
genius of statesman Betge . . . We have nothing to say against Betge .
but we cannot help a natural distrust for the aspiring statesman.

On the next day, December 16th, an editorial devoted 15 inches
of fine print under the heading "State Forester." It told about how
Betge in his travels must have been scrutinizing the countryside and
observing the destructive hand of man upon the natural landscape.
Accordingly, Senator Betge, stepping out of the beaten tracks of the mere
politician proposes to devote himself to a measure that has the sanction of
the supplying the wide waste with groves,
the highest statesmanship
the replenishing the country with forests where they have been cut away.
The proposition is remarkable coming from a resident of a city, where the
want of a forest tree is not so immediately felt, and from a Senator who, if
the popular appellation be correct, is also a soldier and a General.
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. . But we are afraid that the warmth of a soldiers heart for some needy
friend has betrayed Senator and General Betge into going too far in his proposed drafts upon the State Treasury.

Senator Betge introduced his Senate Bill No. 15 on December 14,
1871. The bill was promptly referred to the Committee on Agriculture from whence it did not emerge. Yet an interesting thing happened for that period. The Senate ordered the printing of 480 copies

of the bill and presumably also a "Memorial to Forest Bill." The
latter was signed by Betge as author. The printing of the latter document was most unusual since even the printing of bills prior to 1880
was not accomplished except upon resolution of one of the Houses.°
Senate Bill No. 15 is briefed below in enough fullness to give its
complete sense. It will be immediately obvious that the single purpose of tree planting was all that was intended by this pioneer legislation.
Sec. 1. There is hereby created the office of State Forester. The Governor
shall appoint some competent person . . whose term of office shall be four
years . . . and whose compensation shall be three thousand dollars per
annum . . . and who shall be allowed for traveling expenses actually incurred . . a sum not exceeding two thousand dollars per annum.
Sec. 2. The State Forester shall gather, procure, and exchange, and import

the seeds of timber and forest trees, and shall distribute such seed so acquired, free of any charge . . . to the County Forest Boards hereinafter
provided for, and also to any citizens . . . who may have proper facilities
for the culture of such trees . . . and for this purpose he is authorized to
expend a sum not exceeding five thousand dollars per annum.
Sec. 3. The Board of Supervisors in each County shall constitute a Forest Board . . . and may frame and enforce such rules and regulations
and may enforce same .
Sec. 4. The State Forester shall have printed . . . circulars descriptive
of the trees . . and proper instructions as to the best methods of planting
and cultivating . . . . The actual cost of printing and distribution of such
circulars . . shall not exceed one thousand dollars per annum.
Sec. 5. The State Forester shall establish in some suitable place . . a
nursery for the planting of such seeds . . . and the acclimatizing of foreign

or exotic trees, the expense of which shall be borne by the State of California, but shall not exceed four thousand dollars per annum

. .

. The trees

For example, Assembly Bill No. 184 (Hihn) described above, may be seen only
in the handwritten original now deposited in the State Archives. Tn that day
the three "readings" of a bill must have been a practical necessity. The author
has not observed elsewhere any similar memorial being written by a member
for attachment to a bill under consideration. It is possible that someone made
a personal payment for printing the memorial. The Senate Journal is silent on
the subject, as are local newspapers. A copy of the printed memorial is bound
with copies of Senate bills of 1871-72 deposited in the State Library.
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. . to the Forest Boards . . . accordfor the sole purpose of replanting them

on public grounds . . . but the removal thereof from said nursery
shall be without any cost to this State.
Sec. 6. The State Forester shall visit each county seat . . . at least once
in each year . . . and shall . . . give proper instructions to all persons desiring the same in regard to the proper methods of planting and cultivating
such trees . . . . It shall be his duty to gather and obtain . . . all information in regard to soil and climate of each county .
Sec. 7. The State Forester shall file with the Secretary of State a semiannual report .
Sec. 8. Each and every agricultural and horticultural society which receives aid . . . from this State, is required to award a special annual premium, amounting to ten per centum of all moneys so appropriated . . . for

the largest and best plantation of forest or timber trees planted and grown
subsequent to the passage of this Act.
Sec. 9. It shall be lawful for the Board of Supervisors . . . to levy a
special tax . . . to constitute a . . . Forest Tree Fund, to be expended

in the planting of (forest) trees along public roads where necessary
to protect such roads from the sun.

The memorial was printed on 230 numbered lines of easily legible
type. The subject matter was typical of that day. Here, a half dozen
years after the Civil War, it is interesting to note that "our mining
excitements, our land speculations, our railroad furores, and other
minor agitations have had their day and are gradually subsiding"
and it was time to promote the general welfare especially in respect
to agriculture and horticulture.
The usual proof was put forth or "facts" were assumed in respect
to the necessity of trees to bring forth moisture from the sky and
to modulate its flow within and upon the earth. The active shelterbelt planting of the prairies was stressed. Much of the reported beneficial result of trees would no doubt be accepted as readily this 90
years later as it was then. There could be a little more hesitation in
accepting the fact that forest trees reduce human "ague and rheumatism and catarrhal disturbance" or "malarious poisons due to the
decomposition of vegetable matter."

The eminent botany professor, H. N. Bolander, then Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction and President of the State Horticultural
Society, was quoted in respect to the obvious conclusions that more
rain fell where forests were heavy. Said he, "It is my firm conviction
that if the redwoods are destroyed and they necessarily will be if not

protected by a wise action of our governmentCalifornia will be-
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come a desert in the true sense of the word. On their safety depends
the future welfare of the State . . ."
A prophetic comment was entered into the memorial about the
great good that could come to the San Francisco Peninsula by planting
trees on its drifting sand dunes. The idea for Golden Gate Park was
here born. And as might be expected, the possibility of introducing
valuable hardwood species to California was emphasized. The greatly
increasing demand for lumber and other wood products was taken to
indicate that, "before the lapse of another 25 years all our available
timber will have been exhausted, and building and manufacturing
material will proportionate'y advance in price."
Senator Betge concluded by saying that the enactment of his bill
would not only set an example for our sister states but would also
bring many richly deserved blessings for many future generations
of California.

Something political happened at the turning of the year. The
smothered Senate Bill No. 15 emerged on February 12, 1872, as
Senate Bill No. 242. It contained the new feature of a state commis-

sion. It is also to be noted that whoever may have been General
Betge's "needy friend," he was about to take a salary reduction of
$900 a year.
All of Senate Bill No. 15 remained intact as printed. Added to this
were Sections 1, 9 and 10 as quoted below.
Sec. I. The Governor shall appoint three competent persons who shall
. The said Board shall conconstitute a Board of Forest Commissioners
tinue in their office for four years . . . The said Commissioners shall, immediately after their appointment and qualification, elect some competent
person to the office of State Forester, who shall hold his office at the pleasure
of said Commissioners, and shall receive ... the sum of $175 per month
.

.

.

Sec. 9. State Board of Forest Commissioners . . shall meet to transact
the business of their office once in three months, and shall act without any
compensation or charge against the State.
Sec. 10. The State Forest Board shall be authorized and empowered to
make such rules and regulations in carrying out the provisions of this Act as
shall not in any way conflict with other laws already in existence.
.

The Sacramento Union in the mentioned editorial of the sixteenth also told of
Bolander's hope of establishing an arboretum and tree nursery at the University
to test his theories, provided he could secure a little land for the purpose and
also persuade a watchman to contribute his service as a nurseryman. On December 20th, the Union referred again to Betge's bill and this time quoted
Arthur Bryant, President of the Illinois Horticultural Society. "The question
has never been decided if forests have a decided effect in inducing rainfall."
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The new version was passed by the Senate on March 9th by a vote
of 24 to 10. On March 26th the Assembly passed Senate Bill No. 242
by an unrecorded vote. The bill was transmitted to the Governor.
By his failure to take action Governor Newton Booth allowed the
first bill to create a California State Forester and Board of Forestry
to die in his pocket.
In this same session a small law was enacted which made it a mis-

demeanor to enter upon the property of another in about a dozen
counties and chop down trees to secure wild honey (Ch. 227). There
was also an attempt (S. B. 128) to require applicants for the purchase of school land to give affidavits of clear intent to settle upon
the land and not engage in speculation or acquire it for transfer to
another agent. Such a well-intentioned but impractical bill was spared
what surely would have been an ignoble life had it become law.

The legislation of 1872 most often remembered throughout the
years were the damage and trespass laws in the form of Chapter 102
and the Penal Code sections of that year. On February 13th, Governor Newton Booth approved Chapter 102. It read as follows:
Any person or persons who shall wilfully and deliberately set fire to any
wooded country or forest belonging to the State or the United States, within
this State, or to any place from which fire shall be communicated to any
such wooded country or forest, or who shall accidentally set fire to any such
wooded country or forest, and shall not extinguish the same, or use every
effort to that end, or who shall build any fire, for lawful purpose or otherwise, in or near any such wooded country or forest, and through carelessness
or neglect shall permit said fire to extend to and burn through such wooded
country or forest, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction before a Court of competent jurisdiction shall be punishable by fine not
exceeding one thousand dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or
both such fine and imprisonment; provided that nothing herein contained
shall apply to any person who in good faith shall set a back fire to prevent
the extension of a fire already burning. All fines collected under this Act shall

be paid into the County Treasury for the benefit of the Common School
Fund of the county in which they are collected.

Now, while this particular law was being ground through the legislative mills a closely related law was being born in the new collection
or coding of statutes into a Penal Code.8 One section of the new code

was to have great significance and a much amended life in affairs
related to wildfire. This new section was numbered 384. It read as
follows in 1872:
384. Every person who wilfully or negligently sets on fire, or causes or
procures to be set on fire any woods, prairies, grasses, or grain, on any lands,
is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Not a chaptered statute; approved February 14, 1872.
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Note the omission of a specific penalty for violation of the above
law. Ordinarily, Chapter 102 should have been dropped and its salient
features written into the new code, since the major value of codifica-

tion is the elimination of scattered acts. This did not happen here.
Even more strange is the fact that both pieces of legislation remained
intact and unmolested in the law books for 30 years and then action
was taken to amend both of them at once. This occurred in the ses-

sion of 1901, and is described with the other legislative action of

that particular period. Even then old Chapter 102 was neither
amended nor repealed. It remained on the law books as a bypassed
relic until the Legislature in 1955 eliminated it in a general cleanup
of useless statutes.

In 1872, Section 600 was also enacted into the Penal Code. This
read as follows:
Every person who willfully and maliciously burns any bridge exceeding in
value fifty dollars, or any building, snowshed, or vessel, not the subject of
arson, or any stack of grain of any kind, or of hay, or any growing or standing grain, grass, or tree, or any fence, not the property of such person, is
punishable by imprisonment in the State Prison for not less than one nor
more than ten years.

In 1901 this section was amended. "Tule land or peat ground of the

value of $25 or over" was added as property embraced by the law.
In 1945, Section 600.5 was added to broaden the area still farther
by including forest properties.

On March 12, 1872, the Governor approved a bill involving the
new Political Code. This law contained a very interesting Section
3345 which read as follows:
Whenever the woods are on fire any justice of the peace, constable, or
road-overseer of the township or district where the fire exists, may order
as many of the inhabitants liable to road poll-tax, residing in the vicinity,
as may be deemed necessary, to repair to the place of the fire and assist in
extinguishing or stopping it.

This citizen impressment law seems to have been legally effective
long after the Forestry Act of 1905 made it practically unimportant.
In that later law, firewardens were granted authority to "call upon
able-bodied citizens between the ages of 16 and 50 years for assistance in putting out fires." But the old law of 1872 was not repealed
by Legislative action until 1939.
Mention has already been made of the absorption of old laws into

new codes in this busy legislative session of 1872. Two other Civil
Code sections enacted this session should also be mentioned in passing although they probably were generally applicable to city and
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farm lands. Section 833 proclaimed that the owner of land whereon

the trunk of a tree was located was the legal owner of such tree.
Section 834 said that a boundary line tree was the property of both
owners.

In the legislative session of 1874 an interesting law of doubtful
constitutionality was enacted as Chapter 250. This act in its original
version still reposes quietly in the Public Resources Code. The law
is short and direct.
Any person who wilfully cuts down, strips of its bark, or destroys by fire,
any tree "over sixteen feet in diameter" in the groves of big trees situated
in the counties of Fresno, Tulare, or Kern, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and
is punishable by fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than three
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail of not less than 25
days nor more than 150 days, or both such fine or imprisonment.
Upon the arrest and conviction of any person for violation of Section
4504, the party informing is entitled to one-half the fines collected.

During the session of 1874 a determined but unsuccessful attempt
was made to recede the Yosemite Valley and Mariposa Big Tree State
Parks to the Federal Government. Eventually, such a thing came to

pass but not with the same spirit and intent exhibited during the
last quarter of the past century. Here was no desire for the Federal
Government to take over management of a public recreation area in
the place of the State. The intent was to open the region for private
settlement.
Senate Bill No. 338 of 1874 would simply have repealed the 1866
act of acceptance. Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 42 and Senate

Concurrent Resolution No. 48 are believed to have urged that Con-

gress open the area for private entry. Unfortunately, no copy of
either resolution is known to exist at the present time. Neither was
endorsed by both Houses.9

In 1874 there was also an attempt to enact a fire trespass law in
almost the identical words of the unsuccessful Assembly Bill No. 184

of 1869. In A. B. No. 692 of 1874 only San Benito and Monterey
It is necessary to understand that legislative resolutions are not laws, but
sometimes they can have a powerful effect as an expression of opinion. Either
house may take action within its own body through the medium of resolutions.

A concurrent resolution must receive a plurality vote by both Houses to
become effective. When such a resolution is addressed to the Federal Government it is termed "joint." During the early years this distinction is not obvious.
On the other hand, resolutions were a common form of expression where now
only statutes approved by the Governor can be legally effective. For instance,
in 1883 the Lake Bigler Forestry Commission received an appropriation from
the Treasury by mere resolution.
4-77778
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counties were named as the area to be affected by the law. The bill
passed both houses and was killed by the Governor's pocket veto.
These two unsuccessful bills appear to have served at least as educational background for Chapter 318 of 1876.
On March 23, 1876, Chapter 318 was approved by Governor Wil-

liam Irwin. This act involved the breaking of fences and general
matters of hunting and trespass on "inclosed" private property. Section 8 was obviously involved with the "no fence" controversy which
was to endure for years. Only that portion of the law concerning fire
is quoted below.
Sec. 3. Every person who wilfully enters upon the inclosed land of another for the purpose of hunting, or who discharges firearms or lights camp-

fires thereon, without first having obtained permission of the owner or
occupant of said land is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 5. Every person who, upon departing from camp wilfully leaves the
fire or fires burning or unextinguished, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 8. Section three of this Act shall not apply to the Counties of Los
Angeles, San Diego, Sutter, San Benito, Del Norte, El Dorado, Yuba, Humboldt, Amador, Tuolumne, San Luis Obispo, Plumas, Lassen, Siskiyou, Modoc,
Shasta, Trinity, Sierra, Placer.

About this time some concern was shown for the lumbering industry in respect to logging operations. In 1872 when the Penal Code
was created, one of the new sections (356) was adapted from New

York law. This prohibited the defacement or alteration of marks
and brands upon logs. In 1876, Chapter 58 made the malicious plac-

ing of metal objects into saw-log material a felony. This became
Penal Code Section 593a.

During the session of 1877-78, the right of placing liens upon
lumber products to collect wage and contract debts was granted to
woods workers. In the same session came Chapter 415 which was
called, "An act to establish a scale for the measurement of logs."
With this law the Spaulding scale was made the legal standard for
California except in the redwood region above Sonoma County. The
modern version of this law is found in the Business and Professions
Code.

In 1881 George C. Perkins, of the magnificent full beard, was
Governor of California. Two actions by the California Legislature
during 1881 indicate clearly, though not specifically in words, that

the protection of the great wildiand area in the State was still a
project too formidable to be undertaken solely by the State or even
by local government. This attitude is reflected in Assembly Con-
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current Resolution No. 15 and in the fire protection district law of
1881.

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 15 was approved by both
houses and filed on March 4th. This type of legislative action was,
of course, intended to express an official opinion. It seems logical to
suppose that this gathering of ideas had a very real value in smoothing the path for the creation of the Lake Bigler Forestry Commission
during the following session. At any rate, the concurrent resolution
read as follows:
Whereas, the forests of this State are being rapidly destroyed by reckless
and wasteful cutting; by the neglect to use any means of replacing the trees
cut down; by the ravages of goats and sheep, preventing the growth of young
saplings and brush, and by various other causes; and whereas the effect of
such destruction is to cause injurious changes in climate, resulting in a constantly increasing severity of the seasons, with rapidly alternating periods
of extreme rainfall and total drought, and in sudden and devastating floods;
and whereas in addition to the climatic changes so induced the direct effect
of such destruction is to bring about the speedy extinction of many species

of trees most valuable for timber, some of which species are peculiar to
this coast; and whereas the greater part of such destruction is being effected in unauthorized acts of individuals on the public lands of the United
States, now therefore be it resolved that the officials and representatives
of the State of California are hereby requested to do their utmost to endeavor to obtain legislation by Congress which will check such destruction
of the forests and remove the causes thereof so far as may be practicable,
and be it further resolved that the State of California shall cooperate with
the General Government in taking such steps as shall lead to the preservation of forests and to the extension of the areas of distribution of more
valuable species.

Another situation had come to a head in 1880 when legislation was
enacted in a field of natural resource conservation closely allied to
the principles of good forestry. The hydraulic gold mining operations
of the central Sierra had caused destruction of natural river channels
and silting devastation to such an extent that it could no longer be
officially ignored.

In 1880 the Legislature (Ch. 117) created a three-man Board of
Drainage Commissioners and provided for boards of directors of
drainage districts. A tax was levied upon hydraulic miners and a low
statewide property tax was levied for the purpose of securing funds
for erecting levees and clearing stream channels. In 1893 the tech
nical position of State Debris Commissioner was authorized and an
appropriation of a quarter million dollars made for matching federal
debris control work.
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In the meantime, Congress in 1888 and again in 1893 authorized
the appointment of Army Engineer officers as commissions to investigate and recommend action in respect to hydraulic mining and its
debris problem in California.
It would seem to be a reasonable assumption that this obvious ex-

ample of costly physical damage following promptly upon the destruction of mountain watersheds constituted a powerfully persuasive
factor in the establishment of the federal forest reserves. It is a little
strange, however, that the specific case is so little mentioned while
the fundamental principle of watershed protection was, and has been,
such a prominent conservation issue for so many years.
Rural Fire Protection
Anyone first delving into the rather cluttered collection of fire pro-

tection district laws as they are printed in the statute books at the
present time will be puzzled by a seeming paradox. It is often stated
that the first such law was enacted in 1923.'° Yet there are currently
from time to time fire districts formed under the popular provisions
of the fire protection district act of 1881. That law presently resides
in the Health and Safety Code beginning with Section 14001.

In the early days the granting of authority by the Legislature to
the several individual cities to levy and collect taxes for a fire department was a common and necessary procedure. Then some of the
rural communities began to recognize the ineffectiveness of purely
volunteer fire protection forces to protect the town structures.
The Legislature was petitioned and the act of 1881 was approved
as Chapter 36 of that year. Note the title: "An act to allow unincorporated towns and villages to equip and maintain a fire department, to assess and collect taxes, from time to time, for such purpose,
and to create a Board of Fire Commissioners." The body of the law
stipulated that its purpose was to "protect property from fire."
A few years later the law was amended to limit the district bound-

ary to within 1- miles from populated areas. No doubt, the wellknown tendency to creep out and absorb taxable property had
brought protests from the landowners on the fringes of some districts.

Be that as it may, the act of 1881 was clearly a small town fire department authority. Forest lands were not served by any law in the
This statement, of course, disregards the creation of the Tamalpais District in
1917, which was a single and specific act and not a general grant of authority
for the formation of districts.
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matter of organized protection, and meagerly in respect to authorizing leadership for unorganized fire protection in time of emergency.
After the 1923 fire district law was in effect the old law was shorn
of its village limitations and the area which might be embraced became "any unincorporated area in this State." This broad scope, and
above all, the independence of the district fire commissioners from
direction by the county supervisors has made this amended act of
1881 a popular legal vehicle for the formation of rural fire protection
districts.
A Gentle Stirring Throughout the Land

The early prophets of natural resource conservation raised their
voices in a wilderness which was to a great extent considered more
nuisance than useful. Dr. Ise says that prior to about the time of the
founding of the American Forestry Association at a Chicago convention of interested persons in 1875 there were no groups of partisan
pro or anti conservationists. Thereafter, this association became the
rallying point for the drafting and advancement of protective forestry
legislation.

A few visionaries in the early 1800's had warned against the profligate waste of the Nation's resources. They were unheeded then and

largely forgotten now. In 1849 the U. S. Commissioner of Patents
said in his report, "The waste of valuable timber in the United States
will hardly begin to be appreciated until our population reaches
50,000,000, then the foliy and short-sightedness of this age will meet
with a degree of censure and reproach not pleasant to contemplate."
Two rather profound treatises made an impression, at least in academic circles, in the years 1865 and 1868 respectively. Reverend
Frederick Starr published a book entitled American Forests, Their
Destruction and Preservation. George P. Marsh wrote a book, excerpts from which are to be found quoted in various writings for
several decades after its publication. It was called Man and Nature
and then reissued under the title The Earth as Modified by Human
Action.
The most positive response followed a paper presented at a meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1873.

Dr. Franklin B. Hough of New York spoke upon Tile Duty of Governments in the Preservation of Forests. A committee of the society
was appointed at this same meeting to petition Congress to create a
committee of inquiry into the forest situation and to memorialize the
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several states as to the need for legislation leading to forest preservation. On the committee were such distinguished scientists as botanist
Asa Gray, Professor E. W. Hilgard of Ann Arbor, later to become

practically the father of soil science in California, also Professor
J. D. Whitney, State Geologist of California.

A congressional committee was indeed created and, of more importance, Hough was appointed to a new position in the Department
of Agriculture called Agent of Forestry. He thus became the first in a
line of officials later called Director of the Division of Forestry, then
TI. S. Forester, and currently Chief of the Forest Service.
Although there was no land under Hough's supervision he did exert
considerable influence in an educational way. Several of the Secretaries of Interior, notably Carl Schurz, evidently harbored considerable sympathy with the idea of treating the public lands with some

thought for future needs. Schurz introduced in 1877 a system of
special agents to detect and prosecute timber trespassers, which was,
however, not very successful. Hough produced three valuable volumes known as Reports. They were published by the government in
the years 1877, 1879, and 1882 respectively.
From this time onward the gentle stirrings among the pedagogues,

the scientists and a few far-seeing politicians began to gather the
strength of concentrated public opinion for a demand upon the legislative bodies to do something positive about insuring timber resources
and healthy watersheds for American posterity. This, and the value
of reserving for perpetual public enjoyment the rare wilderness areas
had come to be recognized as a rightful American heritage. It was in

the interest of all of these public values, but especially the latter,
which caused the California Legislature in 1883 to create its first
genuine forestry agency. And that is described in the story of the
Lake Bigler Forestry Commission.

Chapter Three

Lake Bigler Forestry Commission
The Tahoe Problem: How can the beauty and recreation value of the
forest-lake area be preserved in the face of demands for lumber and sites
for new homes, new commercial establishments and for more facilities
for both residents and visitors?
Sacramento Bee, January 12, 1957

In 1883 George Stoneman, a Democrat, sat as California's fifteenth Governor. He was a native of New York, graduate of West
Point, and a veteran of the Mexican and Civil Wars. He had served
in the latter with the rank of Major General. (In 1942 the Army
honored this able administrator when it named Camp Stoneman in
Contra Costa County).
On February 6, 1883, Assemblyman James V. Coleman introduced

his Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 31. The resolution was
passed by both houses and honored by Governor Stoneman. Its subject was "relative to the appointment of a commission to inquire into

and report upon a plan for the preservation of the forests on the
California shore of Lake Bigler."

The resolution declared it to be the duty of the State to preserve
from destruction "the most noted, attractive, and available features
The local Indians called it "Tahoe" which meant big water or high water. In
1854 the beautiful lake was officially named Bigler in honor of California's
third Governor. There was little enthusiasm from the people. T. H. Hittell
in his History of California says, "In 1861, while Downey was Governor,
there was an attempt in the Assembly to change the name from that of
Bigler to the fanciful one of Tula Tulia, but it failed; and the old name
remained. There was, however, no good reason, on account of anything that
Bigler had ever done, why the lake should be named after him; and people
by degrees began to call it by its more beautiful and appropriate Indian
name of Tahoe."
In 1862 William Henry Knight compiled for H. H. Bancroft a printed map of
the Pacific States. He put no name on the Lake of the Sky or Mountain
Lake, as it was variously called in early days, until persuaded to use the old
name of Tahoe by a couple of San Francisco newsmen. Then lie informed
the Department of Interior that "Lake Tahoe" was now official. Federal
documents of the period indicate that the national government consistently
used this name. The State Legislature thought differently and in 1870 legalized the name Lake Bigler by statute. But law springs from the people. In
about 20 years Bigler was forgotten. The act of 1870 was repealed in 1945.
87]
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of its natural scenery

.
. for the health, pleasure and recreation of
its citizens and tourists." The resolution also decried the "rapidly
.

proceeding denudation of the forest" along the shores of Lake Bigler.
The Governor was directed to appoint a commission of three citizens who should serve without compensation and who should develop
a plan and make a report. Three thousand dollars was appropriated
to pay for a secretary and incidental expenses.
On March 8, 1883, the Lake Bigler Forestry Commission was appointed. This was an historic day for forestry in California Government which must not have been recognized then anymore than it has

been during the ensuing years. Regardless of its title, authority, or
accomplishment, here was in fact the origin of the first State Board
of Forestry in the Nation. Note the names of the appointees for they
shall appear soon again.

James V. Coleman,12 Sands W. Forman and Charles M. Chase
were appointed to the commission. E. W. Townsend was selected to
act as secretary.
The Lake Bigler Forestry Commission labored and brought forth
a 7,000 word report which was duly transmitted to the Governor.
Their comments, written in the fascinating flourishes of the day, embraced subjects ranging from the steppes of Russia to the changing

weather observed in the coastal redwood region. Nor was the denudation of the watersheds of Southern California omitted. Said the
commission, "i' * * many once powerful nations have dwindled into
insignificance in consequence of their neglect of this lesson which
nature imperatively demands we should learn."

When they got down to business, the commission had great hope
that a practical exchange of lands could be arranged wherein federal,
state school and railroad lands on the California shore of Lake Tahoe
could be consolidated into what they sometimes termed a State Forest
and sometimes a State Park.
The preservation of this lovely gem in California's coronet is urged, first
as a fitting beginning in the direction of forestry legislation; second, because

it is the duty of the State to keep for its people's enjoyment this perfect
resort; and third, because such an attraction as Lake Bigler brings thousands
of desirable visitors within the State to the State's profit and renown.

Destruction of forested land by fire was not disregarded or underestimated in those days. It was simply one of the several threats to
a vast virgin forest too large to be adequately managed or even fully
12

See end of chapter for biographical sketches of commission members.
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appreciated by the increasing number of persons struggling to obtain
personal fortunes in the new State.
Many thoughtful citizens recognized that the time had arrived for

government to take some heed for the welfare of posterity in this
process of exploitation of natural resources. Among such citizens at
least a few responsible lumber operators were to be counted.
A considerable portion of this first official report of its kind was
devoted to urging the Governor and Legislature to continue and to
expand the official state interest in the forests.
We also recommend that the Legislature create a permanent State Forestry
Commission. * * *

It was stipulated in the request that such a permanent commission
should devote itself to:
Preventing the unlawful cutting of timber,
Encouraging the replanting of denuded land,
Collecting useful information concerning the adaptability of different species
to California,
Determining the best method of planting, caring for and treatment of timber
trees,
The free dissemination of forestry information to the citizens of the State.

It would be difficult to determine what resulted from the work of
the Lake Bigler Commission. In view of the lack of official interest
shown by the State Legislature at that time, and thereafter for 75

years, one must conclude that the people of California have only
themselves to blame if they regret the prevailing land ownership and
use status around that "lovely gem."
Mr. Coleman introduced Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 15

on January 23, 1885. The resolution referred to the report to the
Governor and the recommendation that Congress do something about
the land status. It was proposed that the California representatives in
Congress should introduce bills which would do two things. First, it
was requested that land in specified townships which was claimed by

the Central Pacific Railroad (or other persons then holding such
grant lands) be exchanged for lieu lands elsewhere of equal value and
similar character; such lieu exchanges should be as near to the specified land around the lake as practicable. Secondly, it was proposed
that a bill be written whereby Congress would transfer all remaining
public domain in specified townships to the State "for the purpose of
a public park."

The Committee on Yosemite Valley, Mariposa Big Trees and
Forestry recommended that the resolution be approved and it was
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passed by the Assembly by February 21st. On March 4th, a Senate
committee recommended "do pass," but the Senate apparently felt
that the future of the Tahoe region could take care of itself. Assembly
Concurrent Resolution No. 15 died there.
The commission recommendation does not seem unreasonable, espe-

cially since the Federal Government was to make practically all of
the land sacrifice for the public welfare in this case. Congress could
be impressed with the desirability of preserving unique recreational
areas. Yet this project failed.
It was a long time before a very small portion of the Tahoe shore

became a State Park. Apparently there was never a serious attempt
made to create a federal park there.
Fourteen years after the Lake Bigler Forestry Commission concluded its work, on April 13, 1899, the first block of federal forest
reserve was withdrawn by executive order and called the Lake Tahoe
Forest Reserve. This was a relatively small area approaching the
lake for a couple of miles along the southwest shore. On October 3,
1905, the approximate remainder of the Tahoe National Forest was
set aside and reserved from private entry. But the grand opportunity
to create a national or state park embracing the whole Lake Tahoe
Basin was lost when the State Senate declined to adopt the Coleman
resolution of 1885. The proposition is not known to have been raised
ever again.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
JAMES VALENTINE COLEMAN was born in Brooklyn, Feb. 13, 1851. His parents

were natives of Ireland and James V. throughout his life never forgot his Irish
ancestry. His father was well educated, but of more material effect was the fact
that his mother was the sister of William S. O'Brien, one of the four "Bonanza
Kings."

The family soon moved to Georgetown, D. C., where James attended George-

town University. He was graduated at age 17 with probably the institution's
most brilliant scholastic record. He received a law degree from Washington University (D. C.) but never practiced.
Young Coleman came to California by way of Virginia City at his uncle's suggestion. Before entering into the business of earning a fortune he spent some time

instructing in Latin at University of Santa Clara. In 1907 that institution conferred an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws upon Coleman. Without doubt, the
honor was well deserved.

Coleman was a profound Latin and Greek scholar and fluent in the use of
Spanish and French. He was an eloquent speaker as well as writer of the English
language. Like his father he gained fame as an erstwhile Shakespearian actor.
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Coleman developed the rich Angel's quartz mine in Calaveras County and much

property in San Francisco. He built a mansion at Menlo. Mr. Coleman was
married twice, his first wife having died in 1885. His son James V. Junior currently retains an elaborate horse farm in San Mateo County.
Coleman was a strong Democrat, much in demand at party conventions, both

State and national. In 1891 he was in line for nomination for Governor but did
not succeed. He represented San Mateo County in the Assembly from 1883
through 1885. In 1887 he resigned from the Board of Forestry to devote more
time to business affairs.

Mr. Coleman belonged to practically all of the prominent clubs of the Bay
area. He was known for his many philanthropies. He made one gift of $40,000
to Georgetown University to establish a museum. Coleman was an excellent rifle
shot and an ardent yachtsman. He died in San Francisco on April 13, 1919.
There seems to have been no particular reason why this eminent citizen should
have been the one to lead State government into the field of forest conservation.
SANDS W. FORMAN came to San Francisco from Illinois with his parents in
the 1850's. He attended Santa Clara University and later went into newspaper
work in San Francisco. For a time he was foreign correspondent for American
papers. Foreman helped organize the Bohemian Club and became its first secretary. He was well known as a poet and literary critic in California. Foreman
died on December 14, 1901.
CHARLES METAPHOR CHASE was born in Baltimore of old American colonial

stock. He came to San Francisco in 1852 and tried his hand at gold mining in
Calaveras, surveying and printing in San Francisco, and other business ventures.
He was a member of the State Board of Agriculture for eleven years as well as
the Board of Forestry for two years.

PART THREE

1885-1905-SUCCESS, FAILURE AND HOPE

Chapter Four

The First Board Era Begins
The pine tree sings in the Sierra a song that is echoed in the rich rustle
of grain on the distant plain. Let us not forget that though so far apart,
the interests of the plain are entwined with those of the mountain, and
without forests we may also be without farms.
ABBOT KINNEY

The year of the great breakthrough came in 1885. Californians in
Congress could thereafter, if they wished, inform their colleagues
of the East that now the forest resources in this State would receive
proper local treatment. A State Forest
Commission was created by statute.
There is surprisingly little written evidence as to what argument influenced
the Legislature and Governor, but the
fact cannot be denied that partisans on
both sides of the conservation fence

could justify the creation of a State
Board of Forestry. The sensible or the
sentimental layman, abetted especially

by the irrigationists in the valleys,
could point to the obvious inertia of the

Federal Government in managing the
mountain lands. At the same time any

James V. Coleman

self-centered business entrepreneur supposedly had little to lose in the creation of a local commission which
was subject to local control.

Governor Stoneman had nothing to say about forestry in his
message to the Legislature in 1885 although the report of the Lake
Bigler Commission was surely in his possession at the time, and he
must have known that fellow Democrat Coleman had the Board of
Forestry bill drafted and ready for introduction.
In a further spirit of conjecture one might wonder why the State

Senate would turn down the relatively simple Lake Bigler Park
proposition after it was recommended to them by their own committee on March 4th and after their having passed the Forestry
Board Bill on February 25th. The establishment of a park around
[95]
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Tahoe would have been cheap and presumably popular. Coleman's
commission had been informed in preliminary contacts that both the

Department of Interior and the Central Pacific Company were
agreeable to relinquishing their land for the purpose of creating a
public recreation area.1
It is quite possible, on the other hand, that the general disenchantment over the alleged mismanagement of Yosemite Valley State Park

contributed to the lack of enthusiasm in the Senate as a whole for
the Tahoe project.
Twin bills were entered to create the Board of Forestry. Senator
Lynch of San Francisco introduced Senate Bill No. 198, and Mr.
Coleman presented Assembly Bill No. 36. The latter was passed by
both houses with practically no opposition and was signed as Chapter
11 by Governor Stoneman on March 3, 1885. In accordance with the

custom of that era the law was thereafter known by the date of
approval rather than the logical chapter designation.
The act provided that there should be three persons appointed by
the Governor to serve four-year terms on the Board of Forestry.
The fixed term for the commissioners, instead of the usual "pleasure
of the Governor" tenure, was no doubt a deliberate move to assure
reasonable life for any Board appointed. Yet that condition could
have been a strong contributing factor in the dissolution of the Board
in 1893.
The Board could hire a secretary and pay him not more than $125

per month. Other assistants could be hired, and printed biennial
reports were to be issued. Five thousand dollars were appropriated
for the two years beginning April 1, 1885.
The Board was authorized to collect and disseminate statistics in

regard to forestry and tree culture and to make investigations. It
could "assist in enforcing and carrying out all national and State
forestry laws, as far as practicable; to act with a special view to the
continuance of water sources that may be affected in any measure
by the destruction of forests near such sources.

.

.

.

"

One wonders if the term "as far as practicable" reflects a wistful
acknowledgment of an impossible task, or simply that the respon-

sibility for law enforcement rested primarily upon county and
federal agents.

Among the few printed comments about the creation of a new
agency in State Government, that of Pacific Rural Press (March
1

Pacific Rural Press, Jan. 24, 1885.
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7th) was probably the longest and sharpest. That publication had
continuously been a strong advocate of good forestry practices and
watershed protection, especially as such was declared to affect the
welfare of the farmer and rancher. One of its heaviest literary contributors on all aspects of proper forest protection and planting was
Abbot Kinney of San Gabriel. In turn, the Press presented him to
the Governor as its type of candidate for a seat on the new commission. Possibly that outspoken endorsement was instrumental in
his selection a few months later. At any rate, promptly after the bill
creating the Board of Forestry was signed by Governor Stonernan
the Press said in part:
Hitherto, forest protection has been largely a delusion. The U. S. Government agents have been instructed to do something to protect the timber,
but in many cases the result has been to fill the pockets of the detectives
and hoax the government and not arrest the destruction of trees. .
We imagine that the creation of a State Forestry Commission composed of

gentlemen who are informed upon the needs of forest preservation and
extension, and gentleman of such character and position that they cannot be
corrupted and not timid enough to be frightened, will exert a great influence
to accomplish the ends desired.

There was, incidentally, another progressive forestry bill proposed
in 1885. It was strictly in accordance with the Prairie State concept
of forest conservation and it received little support in the California

Legislature. Perhaps the recognized abuse of the federal Timber
Culture Act had some effect upon the lawmakers or possibly the idea
of tax exemptions was unkindly received. In essence, however, this

proposal was to appear several times again, and might even be
regarded as the grandparent of the constitutional timber tax exemption amendment of 1926. Allen Henry of Chico introduced the
measure as Assembly Bill No. 154. Its important feature reads as
follows:
There shall be exempt from taxation, except for State purposes, of the real
and personal property of each taxpayer who shall, within the State of California, plant and suitably cultivate one or more acres of forest trees for
timber, the sum of $100 per annum for each acre so planted and cultivated
for the term of fifteen years; provided that the trees so planted shall not
exceed 15 feet apart each way, and shall be kept in a healthy and growing
condition.

The remainder of the bill provided for the procedure of making
exemption claims and settling claim disputes before the board of
supervisors.
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A Board Appointed

On the first day of April, 1885, the first appointed commissioners
met in the Academy of Sciences at San Francisco and elected James
V. Coleman as their chairman.2 Dr. Albert Kellogg and Charles M.
Chase were the other members, Sands W. Forman was made secretary.3 Thus, three members of the Lake Bigler Forestry Commission
continued to serve with the new State Board of Forestry.

No doubt Dr. Kellogg obtained the first meeting room at the
Academy of Sciences. Thereafter, the Board of Forestry moved into
Room 42, Nevada Block, at the northwest corner of Montgomery and
Pine Streets. From January, 1888, until 1893 the Board headquarters
were in the Flood Building.
In view of the genuine concern for broadscale watershed protection in Southern California and the relative public indifference to the
timber lands of the north, it seems unusual that the membership of
the first Board of Forestry should have been composed of residents
of the San Francisco Bay region. Possibly Governor Stoneman looked

upon this new board simply as an extension of the Lake Bigler
Forestry Commission. The following year, upon the resignation of
Chase, the south acquired a most competent representative in the
person of Abbot Kinney. Coleman stepped down from the chairmanship and Kinney was at once elected to that position.
First Biennial Report, 1885-86
The FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT of the first California State Board

of Forestry consisted of more than 230 pages of fine print. As might
be expected at the time a great deal was said about trees and shrubby
vegetation, both native and introduced. Later commentators are inclined to belittle the scope of interest and the activity of these early

Boards of Forestry. It may be argued that much of such criticism
is not well founded. That matter will be discussed later in respect to
the Board dissolution.
This was a logical time to inventory the practical situation confronting them and that was precisely the course of action adopted
2 In 1916 the State Constitution was amended to prohibit the questionable
practice of seating elected legislators upon commissions of an executive
character. A good example of why this was done is to be observed in the
dissolution of the Board of Forestry in 1893. The Lake Bigler Commission
was essentially an investigative body.
See biographical sketches at end of chapter.

In September Forman was sent as the official Board representative to the
American Forest Congress at Boston.
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by the Board. Two engineers were hired for the purpose, there being
no such thing as a trained American forester in the Country. Hubert
Vischer was sent into the redwood region. He was probably a civil
engineer. Mining Engineer Luthur Wagoner was assigned to report
upon a portion of the Sierra Nevada forest.
Members Kinney and Kellogg each contributed writings upon the
vegetation of portions of California for the REPORT. Other interested

citizens prepared small studies of local forest conditions and also
prepared generalized vegetation maps.
On May 19, 1886, at a Board meeting in the Palace Hotel, Abbot
Kinney "had come to the conclusion that one of the most important
acts to be done by the Board, should be the preparation and publication of a forest map of the entire State, showing the amount and kind
of timber standing in the different counties, and its commercial uses
and value."

This project was carried through and reported upon in the first
two BIENNIAL REPORTS. Among the many contributors thanked by

the Board was the State Engineer, William Hammond Hall, who
made available his unpublished base maps. This was the same individual who, exactly 40 years later, greatly irritated the Board of
Forestry by his outspoken advocacy of light-burning to protect the
forests.

It can be reasonably assumed that these maps of native vegetation
were of inestimable value during the joint federal-state forest study
of 1903-07, and were, in fact, the foundation for the State Forester's
published type map of 1911.
Report on the Redwood Region

Hubert Vischer spent three and one-half months on the north coast.
He assembled an amazing amount of general and statistical information upon the geography, climate, and distribution of flora in the area
and also regarding the harvesting of forest products.4
A footnote in Vischer's report mentions what may have been the harvesting of
the largest volume of wood material ever to grow upon one spot of this earth.
One measured acre at Guerneville, Sonoma County, on the so-called Big
Bottom, produced by the crude mill-run of that time 1,431,530 board feet of
Redwood. Armstrong Redwood State Park is a remnant of this stand.
Vischer estimated that throughout the region only about 28 percent of raw
material felled came out as commercial product. Since 37 percent is recovered
dressed lumber at the present date his estimate must have been conservative.
Yet three large operators promptly took objection and insisted that 70 to 75
percent of raw wood was utilized; see Sc'noma County and Russian River
Valley Illustrated, 1888, pub. Bell and Heymans, San Francisco.
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Vischer was of the opinion that much of the forest land would
eventually be cleared for small farm sites in spite of the difficulty of
clearing in this area. Broadcast firing of brush and underbrush was
common. Escape fires from debris burning during logging operations
were declared to destroy logs intended for the mills Local residents
claimed that the entire timber area of Mendocino County was swept

by fire at least every five years while farther north the climate
seemed to result in fewer widespread fires.
Considerable sowing of grass seed in the vicinity of Humboldt Bay
interested Vischer. He hoped that this method of converting timber
to agriculture would be widely followed because he was sure that
heavy undergrowth would otherwise result. He appears to have been
convinced that broadcast burning by Indians in the past had preserved the high forest by eliminating thick growth on the ground.
Very probably he was actually witnessing a far greater use of fire
and disregard of wildfire in this area than any generation of native

Indians had ever seen. Vischer's own official report should have
caused him to stop and recognize this paradox.
But Vischer did not recommend more fire as a protective method.

One effectual method and only one, said he, suggests itself. He
recommended blocking out the forest which was deemed essential to
preserve. - This should be "separated by strips of waste land, wide
enough to insure no spread of fire from one belt to another." But he
was immediately forced to admit that such a major firebreak system
could be applied only where timber was owned by the government,
because "private holdings . . . always cause complications."
Hubert Vischer was the first state forestry official to test his lance

against the wildfire dragon of the north coast. In view of the difficulties encountered by his numerous successors in that region it
must at least be conceded that he was a perspicacious observer.
Consider the following paragraph abstracted from his report.
It is conceded that fire may be a useful agent, butreal danger threatens
from its careless use, due precaution should be exacted in the interest of the
public good to guard against its misuse.Restrictive supervision, is at best
an unwieldy tool, and generally useless for lack of enforcement. If, in conjunction with a system of practical forestry, some competent official were at
hand duly authorized, firstly, to aid in checking fires when running, and afterwards compelled to trace its source and cause, and if resulting from avoidable
causes to fasten the responsibility where it belonged, much evil might be
avoided. The moral influence exerted by the mere existence of some person
upon whom it were incumbent to make proper inquiry would in itself go far
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towards making the carelessly disposed more careful, and obviate many
fires. Total prohibition, under legal statute, of all use of fire, in the writer's
humble opinion, is unsalutary. Illicit practices are always the hardest to guard
against, especially where partially countenanced by local public sentiment.

Vischer's comment upon state school land is indicative of a serious
weakness in an official system. He reported upon the policy of making
sales of this land in many cases with a down payment of 20 percent
of the land sale value, that is to say, 25 cents per acre. The purchaser
could make future payments pretty much at his own option since the

State received an interest payment on the unpaid balance. Often
the timber was stripped from the land with the claimant simply
defaulting thereafter in further payments. This practice was, however, prohibited by written law if not by proper inspection.
Vischer also commented upon the trespasses into government timber. In conclusion, he remarked, "This report, unless it has missed its

mark, can hardly fail to create the impression that, as regards our
forests, matters are in a bad way, and that injudicious legislation is
responsible for much of the bad state of affairs."
Forested School Land Issue

In Chapter Two it was briefly indicated that conservationists in
and out of State Government repeatedly deplored the disposition of
much forested school land in a manner which might in retrospectbe
more properly classed as wanton dissipation of public property. The
bill of particulars published in the FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT could
well have been the first official complaint of that nature originating

within State Government. There were to be many more, as this
writing will reveal.

The full story of the acquisition of land from the Federal Government and its disposition remains to be written. Nevertheless, it would
be well to consider at this point the attitudes that must have shaped
the policy of State Government in respect to the school lands. Land
for settlement or exploitation was in urgent demand in spite of the
vast reaches of the State. At the same time public burdens such as
the construction and maintenance of new roads and schools must
have pressed heavily indeed upon the new citizens. Therefore, popular political expediency would seem to have required advocacy of
three steps as follows: press the Federal Government continuously
for the cession of the utmost of public domain to the State, or at least

open it for settlement; make the land available for private use as
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cheaply as possible; relieve the burden of school support from the
local tax rolls to the greatest possible extent.5
The first cession of school lands to California was made by Con-

gressional Act of March 3, 1853. Briefly, this law provided that
within six months after each Section 16 and 36 was surveyed it was
to be advertised for sale and disposed of at not less than $1.25 per
acre. Whether or not the State could depart from this basic federal

requirement in disposing of the lands poses a legal question too
technical to discuss here. In passing it is to be noted, however, that
just such a proposition was repeatedly made by the several Boards of
Forestry.
By the time the FIRST BIENIAL REPORT was printed in 1886 the
practice condemned by Vischer in respect to stripping timber from
the land after an applicant had made a down payment had stirred the
Legislature to try to prevent this abuse. Chapter 154 of 1885 provided that "timber lands belonging to the State shall be sold for cash
. . . at the full price fixed therefor by law." The SurveyorGeneral and Register of the State Land Office was charged with

only

responsibility of enforcement.
There is sufficient evidence to indicate that the State Land Office
was not always conducted with high efficiency during this period, to

say the least. It would appear from the Reports of the SurveyorGeneral for the periods 1884-86 and 1886-88 that this particular law
was disregarded. The two successors in this office complained of the
great expense of legal proceedings to collect the unpaid annual interest due on state land purchases. Tithe land was of value the debt was
always paid. On the other hand, the lands reverting to the State were
found to be of no value and the State also suffered the cost of legal
proceedings.

It must be stated, however, that both Reichert and Willey, the
respective surveyors-general, in these reports recommended in identical words that an examination be made of the remaining school lands

with a view of discovering their quality and grading their value, in
order that the lands might be sold at an approximation of their true
value instead of $1.25 an acre.
Bills were repeatedly and unsuccessfully introduced into Congress by members
from California to secure school aid in the form of 5 percent of the income
from sales of federal land within California. There was also argument that
four instead of two sections of land per township should hve been ceded for
cbool support,
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More than this, in 1886 Willey recommended to the Governor that
State lands known to be timbered should be withheld from sale entirely, and

that a concurrent resolution should be adopted at the next session of our
Legislature requesting our delegates in Congress to endeavor to secure the
passage of a bill withdrawing from sale all unsold United States lands
returned and known to be timber lands.
I make this recommendation because of the fact that the denuding of the
mountain sides of the forests is reducing in amount the water in the springs
and watercourses along their sides, and rendering disastrous floods possible
by the too sudden precipitation of the Winter rains into the different water
courses.

Governor Stoneman briefly referred to the Surveyor-general's
recommendations in his Biennial Message of January, 1887. He
expressed no personal opinions.

It was not until the legislative sessions of 1915, 1917 and 1919
that Surveyor-General Kingsbury seems to have been able to prevail
upon the Legislature to grant his office the authority to demand a
realistic income from the sale or lease of state lands. The biennial
reports of the Surveyor-general for that period speak very plainly on
the subject.
Whatever may have been the forces behind the scenes or woven
into the basic legislative policy established for handling state lands,
there can be found no official sympathy for the repeated proposals
that wooded state lands, either the residue of school land or other tax
delinquent parcels, should be managed as State Forests, with the
income from them being paid into the State School Fund.
In its FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT the Board of Forestry's plea in
respect to public land was extended to include the federal domain.
It was declared:
In our opinion no more sales should be made of Government or State
timber land not fit for agriculture. Such lands should be permanently reserved

from sale and the control of cutting be placed in the hands of national or
State forestry officers. The cost of license to cut timber should at least cover
the cost of supervision and care of the forests by its guardians.

Pacific Rural Press on July 16, 1887, said, "It is reported that the
work of the [Forestry] Commission in stopping timber-cutting on
school lands has been quite effective." Presumably this referred to
cases of trespass. How it was accomplished is a mystery since the first
law enforcement officer was hired by the commission that month.
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Watershed

There seems never to have existed among the early American
settlers in the lower San Joaquin Valley and south any idea but that
the perpetuation of a cover of vegetation upon the precipitous mountains was vitally necessary to ensure a flow of increasingly valuable
water. The REPORT told of a resolution before the Board "signed by

many of the most influential residents of the southern part of the
State" urging the commission to use its influence and authority to
prevent the removal of trees in the watershed above the San Gabriel
Valley.

The lowly chaparral, so bitterly despised elsewhere, was obviously
appreciated for its soil holding capacity although it is probable that
the high forest was regarded as being much more valuable for the
"production" of water. The situation was summed up as follows:
This brush, together with the trees, also preserves the country from the
formation of destructive torrents and floods, and modifies the desert winds,

which are already at times detrimental to vegetation. These brush lands
nearly all belong to the Government, the State, or the railroad, and being of
little direct value will probably long remain their property Every year disastrous fires sweep off vast areas of this mountain covering. These owners
set no watch and take no heed of their property, and the fires run into and
destroy timber as well as the brush. This careless and wasteful destruction of
the forests is injuring the climate, the agriculture, and the future prospects
of Southern California.

Wagoner's Report

Luther Wagoner was hired as an assistant to Vischer. His report
was short but appears to have been prepared with equal personal
honesty. He could offer little positive evidence that mining activity or
lumbering along the Sierra foothills had made considerable change

in either soil erosion or the flow of water. A vigorous regrowth of
"underbrush" soon followed the removal of timber and could have
been influential in minimizing such changes, he presumed.
Wagoner stated that timber of a quality now fit for sawing was to
be found 10 to 15 miles east of its original location. He prepared a

map showing the original and then current westward limit of
merchantable timber. It was his opinion that the retrogression was
moving at a slower pace for two interesting reasons. The present
(1886) line "is near the heart of the original forest" and the "demand
is not so great as in former times." What Wagoner failed to report,
or perhaps to even recognize, was that his re-established lower forest
boundary was very likely based upon early cutting in sheltered fingers
of timber extending down stream courses.
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In respect to forest fires Wagoner reported as follows:
There is perhaps no part of the forest but which has been ravaged by fires.
The burned trees in remote parts show that at some time fire has passed over
the woods. As to their origin, no definite information can be had in the lower
and central zones, but I think it can be safely affirmed that at an elevation of
three thousand five hundred to five thousand feet (the region of the sawmill,
post and shake business) the people are reasonably careful to prevent fires,
because it would be injurious to them, as the woods always contain logs,
wood, shakes, and posts that would be destroyed in any extensive fire above
this elevation. The stock men (cattle and sheep) are charged with deliberately firing the forest so as to clear underbrush and afford a crop of grass for
the ensuing year. More of this burning is done on the high Sierras than
elsewhere. I have found it very difficult to get exact information from the
citizens about this matter, and further than the general statement given
above they do not like to go.
In my opinion the only possible way to stop the burning will be to have a
special agent to enforce the law against offenders, as public opinion is too
apathetic at present to regard it as a serious matter. The damage done by
shake makers has been so often mentioned that it will only receive a notice.
The greater portion of the timber is stolen directly from the public lands and
the matter could perhaps be reached in this way, if desirable

Wagoner stated flatly that reforestation in the Sierra area should
begin with the planting of hickory, ash and other needed hardwoods.
The Board of Forestry was indeed enthusiastic about the planting
of hardwoods and especially eucalyptus. The appendix of the REPORT

contained a special article entitled "Tree Culture Experiments." It
was submitted by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company. One claim

made by the company was that since extensive plantings had been
made in the vicinity of Delano the hospitalization of railroad workers
because of malaria had been greatly reduced.
A modern forester would immediately presume that the absorption

of excess surface water by this tree was a happy deterent to the
breeding of mosquitos. Probably that is just what occurred. But it is
not likely that such an idea prevailed in 1885. The mosquito was not
suspect until around 1900. On the other hand, it had long been an
accepted fact that the odors of eucalyptus counteracted the poisonous
miasma arising from swampland.

As part of the inventory of forest conditions in California the
Board transmitted to each county a questionnaire containing nine
questions.

The comprehensive questions pertained to the area that had been
cut and the products harvested, the area that had beeii destroyed by
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fire and what means were being employed to prevent such destruction. It was desired to know what type of regrowth was appearing

and what possibility there might be for success in planting tree
species. Changes in weather due to deforestation was also a subject of
question.

The Board of Forestry regretted that only a fourth of the counties
had replied. A scrutiny of the questions would lead one to believe that

the Board was guilty of considerable understatement when it was
admitted that proper answers would require investigation and research. More than this, the REPORT reveals the opinion that
those living in the midst of great primeval forests, where the axe of the
woodman and the surge of devastating flames have not yet done irremediable

damage, the importance of replying to our inquiries did not sufficiently
commend itself. Or we may, perhaps, attribute their silence to this: that even

now, too many consider the timber resources of our great State well nigh
inexhaustible, or at least a subject that need only vex the minds of generations yet to come.

The general impression regarding fire obtained from the answers
was that mature timber was little damaged while young timber was
being destroyed at a great rate because of many forest fires. Campers
and hunters received the preponderance of blame. Some correspondents suggested stronger law enforcement, even to the extent of paying
informers. Some believed that local officials should be established to
prevent fires.
Since California had a law (and that is all it could claim in a listing

of forestry accomplishments up to this time), the Board printed on

canvas the provisions of Section 384, Penal Code, for posting
throughout the State.
At the time of this REPORT there were a very few European trained
foresters in the United States. A few universities were giving general
courses in forestry subjects. It was not until 1898 that the Biltmore

Forest School and Cornell initiated complete courses leading to a
degree in forestry.
The California Board of Forestry recognized the scarcity of trained
men as a practical difficulty confronting the advance of forestry. It
therefore announced that it had persuaded the University of Southern
California to inaugurate a forest school. The Board was ever hopeful.

It said, "If this school is carried on as it has been planned, it will
be of great value and will be the one complete forest schooT in the
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United States. We hope that the University of California at Berkeley
will advance the great interest of forestry in the same way."
The appendix of the FIRST REPORT reprinted much of the forestry

material in the 1879 Report of the Secretary of Interior with the
comment that it was abstracted from the annual report of U. S.
Forestry Agent F. B. Hough. It would be a reasonable assumption
that the latter was actually the principal author of this particular
writing. In brief, this official document could be described as a sharp
indictment of delinquency of Congress in failing to solve the problems of fire and timber depredations occurring on the public domain.
The secretary recommended the repeal of current government timberland sale acts and the substitution of laws which would permit the
sale of all the timber required for domestic and commercial purposes

without transferring title to the land. He also pointed out the fact
that in states where timber was largely in private possession there
were state statutes which made the setting of fires a highly penal
offense. But there was no law of the United States providing specifically for the punishment of such offenses when committed on
public lands.
It was also again recommended that the President appoint a quali-

fied commission to study forest laws of other countries that they
might develop for Congress a plan that would accomplish the proper
preservation and cultivation of forests in the United States.
Arbor Day Proposed

Nebraska had established an official Arbor Day in 1872. The
California Board of Forestry earnestly wished to have a similar
official holiday written into California law and the FIRST BIENNIAL
REPORT reproduced the bill which they intended to recommend in

the next legislative session in 1887. Senator Rose of Los Angeles
obliged with his Senate Bill No. 41 and Mr. Wright of Stanislaus
introduced Assembly Bill No. 105.
The former bill designated February 22 d while the latter declared

that the last Saturday in January should be Arbor Day. Both proposed that a prize of $1,000 be granted by the State to the most
6

Pacific Rural Press on August 14, 1886, quoted correspondence from Kinney
declaring that the U. S. C. School of Forestry "is progressing finely and
growing in popularity." This enthusiasm was generated by a couple of lecture
courses. Dumke in Boom of tile Eighties in Southern California, p. 248, says,
"Abbot Kinney urged the university to found a school of forestry, but his
plans never matured."
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successful planter of "trees in forest form." The Senate bill was
amended to appropriate $2,000 prize money and was passed by both

houses. Governor Bartlett chose to veto the measure. Nor was an
Arbor Day law enacted during the ensuing 23 years.
Actually, the first unofficial California Arbor Day was being celebrated in grand style around San Francisco Bay about the time the
BIENNIAL REPORT went to print. Adolph Sutro of San Francisco
personally set the day as November 27, 1886. He furnished planting
stock and so did U. C. Professor Wickson Thousands of Bay area
school children participated in planting ceremonies. Yerba Buena
Island was a center of festivities. Speeches were made by Generals
M. G. Vallejo and 0. 0. Howard, poet Joaquin Miller and Adolph
Sutro.7

1887 Legislation

One very important forest law was enacted as Chapter 35 on
March 7, 1887. Senator Rose introduced his Senate Bill No. 142
apparently with the idea of increasing the authority of local law
enforcement officers, but it was amended into the following:
Section 1. All members of the State Board of the Forestry of this State,
and all assistants now employed or hereafter to be employed by said Board,
are hereby endowed with all powers of peace officers, for the purpose of
making arrests for any violation of any law applying to forest or brush lands
within this State, or prohibiting the destruction thereof.

The laws applying to forest and brush land were painfully meager,
but here the State of California had taken a long step toward recognizing an official obligation regarding the respectful use and care of
wild land resources. State officers could now be appointed to collaborate with federal officials in the job of preventing depredations upon
the public domain if this were deemed wise, and it was. The second
section of the new law made a biennial appropriation of $29,500 to
the Board of Forestry. This sum represented nearly four times the
first appropriation. Such a gesture must have been hailed by conservationists throughout the Nation. Yet this amount was not sufficient
to meet the plans being formulated by the hopeful California State
Board of Forestry.

In the fall of 1886 the Board announced that its next attack on
Congress in respect to providing some responsible disposition of the
Pacific Rural Press, Sept. 4, Dec. 4, 1886.
Bulletin 2-G, 1927, Cal. State Dept. Education.
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public domain would be through the State Legislature (Pacific Rural
Press, Dec. 4th). Sponsors were obviously not reluctant to introduce
a resolution written by the Board in the legislative session of January,
1887. Three documents were all worded the same. Wright of Stanislaus and Gould of the high Alpine district introduced Assembly Joint
Resolution No. 8 and Assembly Joint Resolution No. 4 respectively.
The concurrent resolution of Senator Rose was adopted on March
4th. Why this was not called a joint resolution is impossible to say.
Incidentally, it will be noted that U. S. Senators, being the elected
delegates of the Legislature, were always "instructed" how to behave
in Congress, rather than requested.

Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 3 of March 4, 1887, read as
follows:
WIIEREAS, The interests of California like those of all countries, necessi

tates the reservation of a certain portion of land in forest for the best
interest of the agriculture; and whereas, the proportion of land in the greater
part of California in forest is already much less than is deemed necessary by
scientific men; and whereas, the land laws of the United States and of this
State applying to forest lands, are unsuited to the honestly conducted lumber

trade, and fail totally to guard against waste or destruction by fire, and
provide no protection for a future lumber and fuel supply, or for the preser-

vation of the watersheds of our State; and whereas, when these laws are
good, the absence of adequate machinery for their execution forms a bar to
their utility, and thus fraud, dishonesty, and waste are rife, and robbery of
the timber of the General Government and from the State school lands is
common; and whereas, these practices and wrongs should cease; therefore

beit
Resolved by the Senate and Assembly of California that the Senators in
the Congress are instructed and the Representatives of this State in the
Federal Congress are hereby requested, to use their utmost endeavors to
improve the present land laws applying to timber land, and especially to pro-

vide for a definitive survey of said lands, for the purpose of ascertaining
what portion thereof, if any, should be reserved to secure a permanent and
continuous supply of timber and fuel for our citizens, and to protect the
agriculture of the State from injury and destruction by flood and drought.

There is no acknowledgment of receipt of this resolution in the
Congressional Record and no action seems to have been inspired by
it in Washington. The Board of Forestry was not deterred, however.
A much stronger direct approach to Congress was carried out before
another year had passed.
Second Biennium

Governor Bartlett died unexpectedly in September, 1887, and was
succeeded by Republican R. W. Waterman. In the story of the dissolution of the Board of Forestry it seems that Waterman must have
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been a contributing figure although the act occurred after he had been
out of office more than two years.

Mr. Waterman was interested in extensive mining and railroad
properties throughout Southern California. His main residence was
near Arrowhead Springs above San Bernardino.
Historian Bancroft, writing with both the advantage and disadvan-

tage of a contemporary, rated Waterman highly. There is ample
evidence that he worked hard in the governorship and made a special
point of inviting opposing interests to express their viewpoints. In
that day the spoils system was an accepted fact of political life. Yet
it appears that Waterman caused no precipitate upheaval among
officeholders after the death of Democrat Bartlett. Nor did he seem
to exhibit a disproportionate interest in any particular cause or industry while he held office. The sparse evidence available in the

forestry story leads one to believe that personalities rather than
partisan politics were at the root of the trouble, at least in the
Waterman administratkn.
In 1887 two major changes occurred on the Board of Forestry.
The esteemed scholar, doctor, and botanist, Albert Kellogg, died at
age 74. In May Governor Bartlett appointed James Bettner, a "careful business man" generally listed as a resident of San Bernardino
but sometimes of Riverside. He entered into the commission work
with evident vigor. Bettner's untimely death within the year could
have been a much greater misfortune for that agency than his respectful colleagues realized at the time.
In November James Coleman decided that his many business interests required more of his time, so he resigned from the Board of
Forestry after 3 years of service. The SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT
referred to him as the "father of conservation on the Pacific Coast,"

and with considerable merit, it must be admitted. Another busy
business man was appointed in his place when Governor Waterman
selected John D. Spreckels of the prominent sugar manufacturing

family. Mr. Forman continued on as Secretary to the Board of
Forestry.

In May of 1888, after the death of Bettner, Walter S. Moore of
Los Angeles was appointed to the commission. Abbot Kinney remained as the active and influential chairman.
In 1887 the Board of Forestry acquired a considerable staff of
specialists. From the subsequent news articles about the activities
of the head forester it would seem that this official was the fore-
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runner of the executive officers in the State Forester's position after
1905. However, BIENNIAL REPORTS of the old Board do not indicate

that any overall superior authority was vested in the head forester.
Three men were hired for the position in the following order: Howard
R. Lee in December, 1887, Thomas H. Douglas in May, 1888, and
William S. Lyons in July, 1888.
Lyons must have been a trained botanist. About the beginning of
1891 he was termed superintendent of stations (nurseries). At that
time Allen Kell was called head forester and finally executive officer.
In July, 1887, E. L. Collins was hired as special agent which meant
chief of law enforcement. He was an attorney. Sometimes the term
special agent was later used to designate his assistants, who were also
referred to as detectives.8 Said the New York Post on the previous
November 29th, "California has become aroused to the necessity of
preserving her forests. . . . even the forests of California cannot
forever withstand the reckless waste which has always characterized
her people."
H. S. Davidson was hired in August, 1887, as the engineer replacing Hubert Vischer. His primary project was the continued mapping
of native types of vegetation.

The distinguished botanist J. G. Lemmon was hired at the same
date to study and write upon the forest trees of the State, and with
him his wife who was a talented artist.9 Unfortunately, it was technically impossible at this time to reproduce in color her precise and
delicate sketches of plant specimens. These people prepared a forestry exhibit for the Mechanics' Fair in San Francisco that year and
also proceeded to gather specimens for a permanent exhibit at the
office of the Board of Forestry.

One of the last official acts of Governor Bartlett was the appointment of a three-man commission to attend the Forest Congress in
Springfield, Illinois, in September, 1887. It consisted of the naturalist

John Muir, poet and writer Joaquin Miller and James Bettner. Mr.
Miller did not go for some reason but the long paper he prepared was
presented and also printed in Pacific Rural Press on September 17th
(see also issues of August 20th and October 15th).
8 Visalia Delta, Aug. 11, 1887. Pacific Rural Press, May 18, 1889.

° In the legislative session of 1852 an unnumbered bill was introduced to hire
C. A. Shelton "to make a botanical collection of native trees, plants, shrubs
and flowers of the State of California." This was certainly the first such
gesture in that direction. (State Archives, Sacramento.)
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Also during this period the Board made a practice of donating free

packets of forest tree seed, with the request that reports upon the
growth history of plantings be returned to them.
Report oiz the Forest
In the SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT, Botanist Lemmon produced an

excellent illustrated report on the pine species of California and
Engineer Davidson extended the subject of the forest inventory with
his description of vegetation and cover type maps of the northeastern
counties.

Davidson commented widely upon the entire range of forestry
affairs of the day without revealing any startling new situation. He
condemned the use of the Timber and Stone Act for the acquisition
of large timber holdings, and he had much to say about careless
starters of fires.
Just what Davidson believed in regard to the fairly common theory
that forests caused rain by drawing moisture from the air is difficult
to establish. What he doubted in his report to the Board he presented
as a fact in a later document prepared as an argument for Congress.
But there was no question about the value of the amazing genus
eucalyptus. Davidson declared that its planting offered a fine pecuniary investment, it made an effective windbreak, transpiration of
moisture from the leaves increased air moisture, in arid regions the
trees served as heavy producers of dew. Furthermore, eucalyptus
planted in swamps arrested malaria when the subsequent drying of
soil reduced the noxious effiuvia of decaying vegetation. The latter
was blamed for causing the emanation of malarial vapors. It seems
that the strong odor of the tree was no longer considered to be the
counteraction which defeated malarial vapors.
Aside from this, two new products from eucalyptus had been dis-

covered, reported the engineer. Water strained through blue gum
leaves was said to produce a fluid which prevented and removed
incrustations in steam boilers. This was being used worldwide in
steam plants and ship boilers. As a byproduct of this fluid a valuable
antiseptic oil was being produced for medicine and especially as an
aid to surgery.
One comment by Davidson which apparently excited no interest
(except as reported in Pacific Rural Press February 4, 1888) was his
suggestion to the Board of Forestry that the Congress should be
requested to set aside lands around Mount Shasta as a national park.
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In the last week of July, 1887, the Board of Forestry met and
considered several important matters including the proposed nursery

at Livermore and what was probably the first official petition to
establish what later became the California Redwood Park at Big
Basin.14

Thomas Magee of San Francisco appeared with a long paper for
presentation to the Board. All of the sins of the government and the
users of forest land were exposed therein, along with recommendations for their correction. Among other things Magee proposed that a
law should be enacted making government timber available to the

highest bidder in lots of 5,000 acres. It was his opinion that an
investment in a sawmill required assurance of cutting stock growing
on an area of that size. Magee bitterly condemned the damage caused

by sheep on the forested public domain and the lack of any tax
revenue to any level of government from this land use. He proposed
that sheep grazing be entirely prohibited from the government lands.

The Board was also honored by the presence of U. S. Senator
George Hearst. The Senator presented his views upon the forest
situation in California which he declared was personally known to
him from his own travels throughout the Sierra. He deplored what he
termed the ruthless waste of the timber. Sheep and goats caused the

most damage and fire was most harmful to mature timber, said
the Senator. Young trees would continue to appear with reasonable
protection.

Hearst had no faith in the Federal Government ever handling the
supervision of public timber reserves. He therefore felt that the Congress should deed to the State all public lands above the 2,800 foot

level. A proportion of the trees should be sold and the remainder
protected. Perhaps Senator Hearst visualized the first ranger districts
when he declared that there should be "stations where officers would
be located and detailed to watch the forests and guard them against
fire and spoliation."

The Board of Forestry adopted a resolution declaring that it intended to present to the American Forest Congress in September an
appeal to all of the States and the Federal Government to cease the
sale of all government timberlands and to sell only the timber and to

protect the land. It should be noted that during this period such a
program as practiced among the Canadian provinces was often the
subject of discussion among conservation groups in the United States.
14 Pacific Rural Press, July 23, 30; Aug. 27, 1887.
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Sunrise in Big Basin

R. S. Smith, editor of the Redwood City Gazette, came before the
Board of Forestry on that July day in 1887, apparently as the chief
sponsor of a project to set aside a "public preserve" of about 20,000
acres in San Mateo County south of Pescadero. He asked the Board

to request the Legislature to give consent to the setting aside by
Congress and the condemnation of private lands for this purpose.
The Santa Cruz Sentinel had estimated that private land could be
purchased for $15 per acre, and presumably the bulk of the area was

in private ownership at this time. This point must have been indefinite because around the first of February, 1888, the Board of
Forestry instructed Mr. Collins to "proceed at once to gather information as to the extent of the redwood reserves in San Mateo County
and the probable cost of purchasing it for a state or national park."
At any rate the Board seems to have informed Mr. Smith that it
would inspect the area, and also that an experimental station would
be established and maintained there by the State if the site became a
public park.15

On the eleventh day of November, 1887, Board of Forestry members Kinney and Bettner attended a convention of fruitgrowers at
Santa Rosa. As usual these men hammered at the importance of
forest conservation for the general public and for agricultural interests in particular. They must have dwelt emphatically upon the
desirability of establishing a redwood park in San Mateo County
although the printed record of the meeting does not reveal their
words. A resolution offered by Mr. Gilbert Thompkins of Alameda
and adopted by the convention is eloquent enough in its meaning.
It reads as follows: 16
"Whereas, The rapid destruction of the redwood forests of this State will

entail permanent loss to the beauty of our coast counties, and already
threatens the water supply and consequently the fruitfulness and healthful-

ness of those counties; and whereas, the perpetuation of a large tract of
coast redwoods will be of continuous economic value and of continued and
increasing interest to science; be it

"Resolved, That the Eighth Convention of California Fruit Growers
hereby indorse the effort of the California State Board of Forestry in seeking

to secure the reservation of such a tract of redwood forests, and recommended their protection to the earnest consideration of our Representatives
in Congress."

15 Pacific Rural Press, Feb. 26, July 30, 1887; Feb. 4, 1888.
16 Third Biennial Report, State Board of Horticulture, p. 156.
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Bettner's travel expense claim for trip into Big Basin. Note two

Board members' signatures of approval.

An old expense account reveals the fact that on November 17,
1887, Kinney and Bettner journeyed into the Big Basin on their
promised tour of inspection. No record of any action following that
trip is known to exist. A decade was to pass before strong conservation forces, of which botanist William Dudley of Stanford was pretty

much the leader, concentrated upon this park project and saw it
successfully concluded in the legislative session of 1901.
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Fruit, Forests and Memorials to Congress

It would seem that Abbot Kinney never lost an opportunity to
write or talk about one of his numerous interests, the cause of forest

and watershed conservation. At the Fifth Annual Fruit Growers'
Convention in Los Angeles in 1885 he presented a paper entitled
"Forests and Fruit-Growers." As usual in his addresses he roamed
the world and all history to drive home the vital necessity of conserving, preserving and improving the vegetation on the mountains of
California.'7
Under the spell of a strong personality it is well known that strange

resolutions are often adopted at conventions of every type. On the
other hand, it is quite logical that these tillers of the soil would be at
this particular time the most vocal and sincere supporters of forest
conservation. Not only were many of them dependent upon upland
watersheds, but all of them required box shook in quantity and at a

reasonable price for the harvesting and transportation of their
produce.

At any rate, H. P. Livermore was enough inspired by the Kinney
message to propose
That it is the sense of the fruit growers of California, in convention assem-

bled, that special protective legislation should be had by our State and
National Legislatures looking to the protection of all existing forests and
encouraging the creation of new ones; for the suppression, by severe penalties, of the devastating influences now rapidly deforesting the country.

The resolution on motion was adopted by the fruit growers
assembled.

The endorsement by the Fruit Growers' Convention in 1887 of the
San Mateo redwood acquisition project has been mentioned. At that

same Santa Rosa convention, following a warm endorsement by
President Ellwood Cooper, Mr. Kinney talked about "Our Forests,
Their Destruction and Its Danger." 18
Promptly then Judge Stabler, being "much instructed by the
essay," offered a resolution to "request Senators Hearst and Stanford,
and the Congressmen of this district, to use all proper means to secure
the passage of the Forestry Bill recommended by the State Board of
Forestry . .
17 Bien. Report, Board Hort., 1885-86, pp. 118-128.

Pacific Rural Press a year later printed the conservation plank developed for
the Democratic Party and commented that from its tone Abbot Kinney must
have been the author.
18 Third Bien. Report, Board of Hort., pp. 112-128.
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The convention adopted his resolution. The mentioned bill must

have referred to Congressman H. H. Markham's pending H. R.
10430. That legislation will be described further under a special head-

ing. First, it is necessary to consider the next immediate order of
business on the convention floor at Santa Rosa on the afternoon of
November 10, 1887.

Mr. Bettner arose and described the situation of the State being
deprived of rightful income from the school lands and the plan of
the Board of Forestry for the management of such lands. He offered
the following resolution to the convention:
that all unsold school land and other timber belonging to the State and in the
State of California, should be withdrawn from entry and sale . . . and placed
by the Legislature under the control and management of the State Board of
Forestry, and full powers granted to that Board to control the sale, renewal,
and preservation of the timber upon them, providing that all funds accruing
from timber sale, or otherwise, shall be turned over to the State School Fund
by said Board, after the necessary expenses for sale and management shall be
deducted.

This resolution indicated the line which was to be followed by the
several Boards of Forestry for the ensuing 40 years. At Santa Rosa a
mild debate followed Bettner's presentation. As printed on a couple

of pages of the Board of Horticulture Report it constitutes a brief
but valuable record of the attitude of the intelligent laymen of that
day in respect to the forest situation in California, including a passing

reference to hydraulic debris. Then Mr. Bettner's resolution was
adopted.

rithin two months of this convention the State Board of Forestry
quite obviously made good use of another gathering of horticulturists

at San Jose when there was launched a "Memorial to the Fiftieth
Congress." That incident will be described after the Markham Bill
in order to attempt some chronological listing of related but distinct
events which were occurring practically simultaneously. However, in
order to do full justice to the fruitgrowers a couple of later appearances of forestry subjects on convention agendas are mentioned now,
somewhat out of chronological order.
On November 8, 1889, E. W. Maslin of Loomis delivered a very

short address to the Fruit Growers Convention at Fresno.'9 He
described the devastation resulting from uncontrolled fire running
through the public domain of the Sierra. "Nobody seemed to care;
the land belonged to the Government, and what is everybody's busi19 Annual Report, Board of Hort., 1389, pp. 461-2.
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ness is nobody's business. In a few weeks a forest 10 miles long and
a mile wide was burnt, never to be reclaimed within our time."

Nomadic sheepherders and careless lumber operators were also
blamed for starting destructive fires. Soon a "Memorial of the Fruit
Growers of California to the U. S. Congress" was presented and
adopted.
The resolution described the great need of preserving the mountain

forests in order to insure continued water and prosperity for the
agricultural and domestic establishments of California. The Congress
was urged to speedily enact a law which would cause the policing and
preservation of the watersheds of the State.

No formal reference to forestry subjects appears again until two
essays were recorded in the Annual Report of the State Board of
Horticulture for 1891 (pp. 324-329, 399-403). Both were somewhat
sentimental talks about the redwoods by convention delegates. Both
emphasized the unhappy state of forest destruction.

Mr. John H. Fowler of Santa Rosa not only recommended the
purchase by the State of cutover redwood land to be held as managed

State Forests; he also recommended a property tax exemption for
owners willing to hold and restore such land during a regenerative
period. In both of these proposals this gentleman was very probably
the unknowing pioneer in two great forestry issues of the future.
Fowler also sounded the call for some millionaire who wished to "live

in grateful remembrance in the hearts of the people" by purchasing
and preserving a thousand acres of redwood forest as a park. He
asked, "Shall the glory of the redwood pass away in the nineteenth
century?"
Congressman Markham's 1887 Bill

Federal legislation pertaining to the forested land of California will

no doubt be the subject of a well-earned doctor's degree for some
future scholar. Only a few of the introduced bills can be mentioned
here. For example, there was H. R. 1225 by T. L. Thompson of
Santa Rosa in the fall of 1887 which would have acquired protection
for the forest lands belonging to the State and United States. Other
bills appeared to say one thing and actually meant something quite
different.
The earliest known federal bill which came as a direct response to a

Board of Forestry request was Representative Markham's H. R.
10430, introduced on January 10, 1887. Markham was a resident of
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Pasadena and therefore well acquainted with Abbot Kinney His
action now in this respect should be kept in mind, for Markham as
Governor six years later played a vital role in the history of forestry
in California.
When Markham was elected to Congress, Kinney directed to him a

sort of fatherly open letter on what would be expected of him on
behalf of the people of California in the field of natural resources.
Markham agreed with the principles advocated by Kinney and his
reply was printed.20 Mr. Markham offered the information that he
had personally witnessed the detrimental effect of deforestation upon
two farms owned by his brother in Wisconsin.
The bill introduced by him in 1887 followed the steps specified by
the Board of Forestry. It was proposed that public lands in California

should be surveyed and those not of agricultural quality should be
reserved from private use and "permanently maintained in forest for
the welfare and best interests of the people in the Commonwealth."
It was proposed that entry for agricultural homesteading should be
with certifications from the claimant and two witnesses under oath
that the land was in fact of an agricultural quality.
It was further proposed that the sum of $50,000 be appropriated
by Congress for withdrawal on warrant by the State of California.
Any necessary portion of this sum could be used, in addition to local
income from the forest land, for management of the lands by the
forest commissioners of California. It was expected that income
would be derived from the sale of timber and fuel and from pasture
and hunting privileges. Not only would "robbery" be prevented under
this act, but an "honorable means of conducting the tan-bark and
lumber business" would be provided. Forest products could be permanently assured, watersheds protected and the climate moderated.
It is notable that "lands covered by trees or bushes" were to be
considered forest land under this proposed act.
The bill was very positive in that the forested public domain was
to be placed only temporarily under state control and "shall not be
alienated from the United States Government."
Mr. Markham's bill was read twice and referred to the Committee
on Public Lands where it apparently died.
Three years later Abbot Kinney, who was no longer a member of
the Board of Forestry, must have had this bill as well as several
20 Pacific Rural Press, June 6, July 4, 1885.
Board of Forestry lsr BIENNIAL REPORT, p. 35.
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resolutions and memorials in mind when he made the following public
declaration: 21
One rather striking commentary on the representative character of the
Federal Senate, which in theory is supposed to represent the States in their
sovereign capacity, was the fact that neither of the ambassadors of California
to that august body paid any attention whatever to the instructions sent them
by the State Legislature, whose servants they were supposed to be.

Board Memorial to the Fiftieth Congress

The State Board of Forestry must have been quite busy in midwinter after the Santa Rosa Fruit Growers' Convention getting ready
to direct a broadside at Congress. When the American Horticultural
Society met at San Jose in national convention a stalking horse was
at hand to carry the message.
On January 20, 1888, that body adopted a resolution which was
signed by five national delegates. One of them was Abbot Kinney of
California. This was the memorial to Congress. In essence it was an
extended version of the legislative resolution of the preceding year,
already quoted. But the memorial was merely the vehicle for its
attachments (to be described).
One strange aspect of the episode is the failure of the Board's
SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT or the next to make the slightest mention

of it. The Congressional Record makes no mention of it, although the

memorial must have reached Washington because John Ise (U. S.
Forest Policy, p. 111) says, "The California State Board of Forestry
addressed a memorial to Congress in 1888, calling for reservations,
but spoiled the effect of it all by asking for state ownership."
Ise should be challenged on that point. California asked for control
of the timber. Perhaps Ise meant that this was no time to disturb the

desultory progress toward the establishment of federal forest reserves. Be that as it may, this Board of Forestry was the legally
constituted body to speak on behalf of California and that is what it
did. Those who have contended that this agency withered away
because it failed to assert itself would have done well to reconsider
this memorial of 1888 and similar expressions from the Board of
Forestry.
Considering first the wording of the resolution itself, the reader is
warned of the evils which would follow the destruction of one-fourth
or one-fifth of the forest area in a given locality. These evils included:
21 Annual Report, Board of Hort., p. 148.
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irregularity and uncertainty in the rainfall, diminished wood and lumber
supply for the future, diminished humidity of the air, diminished health of
the peopleespecially through the production of malarial diseasediminished springs and summer flow of streams used for navigation and irrigation,
increased extremes of heat and cold, of drought and flood, and in mountain-

ous countries like California, causes the production of torrents that carry
debris from the denuded water-sheds to cover and destroy fertile valley
lands below.

The resolution of the Horticultural Society then "calls the attention of Congress" to the vital importance of the subject and
requests that all government timber lands be withdrawn from sale or entry

and that the Mining Act granting timber to locators be repealed until a
definite survey shall have ascertained what portions of the public forest
should be permanently reserved for the best interests of the nation, and that
when such forest areas shall be definitely ascertained, they shall be set apart
and managed in accordance with such regulations as have been suggested and
verified by the experience of other nations. The questionable means necessary
to obtain large bodies of timber lands, now so energetically practiced, to-

gether with the waste and destruction, and fires, makes this or a similar
measure one of urgency.

That was the essence of the resolution itself, and under the
conditions and opinions then prevailing it could hardly have been
challenged by any reasonable person. It then appears that the Board
of Forestry borrowed the Horticultural Association resolution, made
three attachments, and had the whole printed by the State Printer for
public distribution in pamphlet form under the title Memorial to the
Fiftieth Congress of the United States, Presented by the State Board
of Forestry of California.22

A three-page Presentation of Facts was signed by Kinney, Bettner
and Spreckels. Most of this attachment blasted two federal mineral
land entry laws which were scandalously abused. For a few dollars in
entry fee the exclusive right of timber was obtained and in numerous
cases not the slightest pretense was made toward mineral exploitation.
And this was not all. Said the Presentation:
Other causes contributing to the destruction of the timber are THE FIRES
caused by stockmen and sheepherders, either purposely to clear the country
from brush and undergrowth, or accidentally. The shake-splitters, who pay no
respect to lines or claims and generally cut several of finest-looking sugar
pines before one is found which will split, causing thereby a great waste of
the most valuable timber; and last but not least, the Chinamen, who of late
years have created great havoc, cutting down in great numbers the balsam or
silver fir, for no other purpose than to obtain the balsam, or gum of this tree,
which is shipped by them to San Francisco, or presumably for medicinal pur22 Copy in Documents Section, State Library, bound with early Board of Forestry
REPORTS. The term Association above, instead of Society was a Board error.
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poses, to China. The tan bark gatherers who destroy the tan-oak for the bark

alone, leaving the entire tree with this exception to rot, or in fires to contribute to the burning of the whole forest. All of which fraudulent and
nefarious practices committed on lands belonging to the United States the
State Board of Forestry is unable to prevent for lack of powers vested in the
Boards.

As a "means of preserving the remnants of the forests of California" the Board proposed five steps to be followed. In brief, these
would have Congress amend or suspend the several laws under which
the specified abuses were occurring. The If. S. Surveyor-General
should examine the unoccupied lands chiefly valuable for timber and

classify them as to their fitness for cultivation. Forest lands thus
segregated should be permanently withdrawn from entry and then
should be "placed under the exclusive protection of the State Board
of Forestry. Full and special powers to be conferred to the Board to
prosecute depredators on lands placed under the protection of the
Board."
That was as close as the Board of Forestry came to suggesting that

forest land should be ceded to the State. One of the attachments
moved a little closer, however. The three-page report of Engineer
H. S. Davidson listed numerous "facts" and concluded that
There can be no question but that whatever is necessary to the prosperity of

a people, and belongs to the people, should be preserved for their public
welfare.

In establishing a system of "forestry laws" for California, it is necessary
that the citizens of the State have administrative control over its forest.
If the forests of California belonged to the State, it would be within the
power and province of the Legislature to provide for their protection.

One wonders what the Board of Forestry would have done if the
Congress had "called its hand" and transferred complete control of
the forested public domain to the State of California. The three eminent gentlemen could not have been so naive as to think that the Legislature of this period would have provided funds and laws to either
protect or hold and manage such lands. There is ample evidence in
the record before and after 1888 to indicate the opposite.
Among Davidson's listing of facts were such items as the estimated
acreage burned over in 1880. This was claimed to be more than three
hundred and fifty thousand acres, an entirely reasonable estimate.
The loss in 1887 was said to have exceeded this.
The greatest cause of fire was said to be escaped campfires. Sheepherders were said to build large and uncontrolled fires around herds
to keep wild animals away. Hunters, especially Indians, were said to
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carelessly and deliberately cause many fires. Intentional burning to
improve browse was condemned.

Forests prevented the too rapid melting of snows and the consequent floods of spring. But equally important, forests caused rain, as
anyone could see; where dense forests grew, there the rainfall was
heavy. "A fact," said Davidson, "not much disputed by authorities
on the subject." Davidson was not careful here. Such a "fact" was
not universally accepted.

Another attachment was written by Special Agent Edward L.
Collins. It consisted of a couple of pages pointing out weaknesses in
existing laws and the practical impossibility of enforcing them adequately.
Turning back to the Board's Presentation we note in its conclusion
that the copy of a proposed federal law was probably also included
with this educational package. Unfortunately, there is no identifying
reference to the particular bill, except that it was "already introduced

into Congress at the suggestion of this Board." Furthermore, the
Board now believed that the bill should be "amended to conform to
our riper experience as herein recommended." This must have been a

reference to the Markham Bill which had just begun its short and
unsuccessful life in the files of Congress.
Law Enforcement
The reports of Engineer Davidson and Special Agent Collins in the
Board of Forestry SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT adequately describe

the hopes, actions and disappointments of state forest law enforcement in 1887 and 1888.
Edward Collins joined with federal agents in bringing legal action
against trespassers upon the state and federal public domain. One

lawsuit hoped to recover as much as two million dollars for the
government. But the statute of limitations hampered much of this
legal work. Nevertheless, the Board of Forestry reported that
increased private interest in the timber crop was causing lumber
operators to use more care with fire, and increased law enforcement

action was causing a greater adherence to the legal procedure of
acquiring timber land.
Collins was frustrated in prosecuting most fire law violations because local juries demonstrated more sympathy for local defendants

than respect for the letter of the law. He told of one case in San
Mateo County where several thousand acres of valuable redwood was
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burned for spite. Guilt was obvious, but the jury felt that the verdict
would have been too harsh so they freed the accused man.

At that date the court of jurisdiction was determined by the
penalty incorporated in the statute. Unless the penalty called for
$1,000 fine or one year jail sentence the case was to be tried in a local

rather than superior court. Collins recommended that Section 384,
Penal Code, be amended so that "we could reasonably expect to
empanel juries whose members reside far enough from the scene of
the depredation as not to be in sympathy with the defendant and his
acts." Such an amendment did not become law until 1901.
Collins also recommended that a law be enacted prohibiting the use
of fire for land clearing during the months of July through October.
He also wished authority for the agents of the Board of Forestry to
obtain depositions and affidavits in line with their work.
During the summer of 1887 the Weekly Delta of Visalia (Aug.
11th) commended the work of the Board of Forestry in apprehending
fire setters and timber trespassers. Not so the Press and Horticulture
of Riverside which apparently believed that law enforcement was the

complete solution to forest fire prevention and control. In midwinter that paper 23 condemned the Board of Forestry for not jailing
incendiaries and thus ending local watershed fires.
The Forestry Commission seems to be a useless figurehead so far as practical
work is to be done, and their whole duties consist in meeting once a year and
passing resolutions.

It was further suggested that local people might have to take
matters into their own hands and hang some fire setters. Life must
have been trying at times for Special Agent Collins.
When the Board of Forestry measured its budget against the newly
granted authority to engage in law enforcement work some plans had
to be made within the means. It was decided "to organize a forestry
police, with a paid chief and assistants and volunteer aids." Collins
was, of course, the chief.

Letters were transmitted to county surveyors, and to sheriffs of all
the counties asking the former to work as volunteer subagents and the
latter to recommend worthy citizens. Since there was not sufficient

money to pay regular wages, the Board intended to pay for actual
work performed at the rate of four dollars per day.
Other letters were directed to lumbermen, millmen, county boards
of trade, and postmasters. These letters appealed to each group to
23 As reported in Pacific Rural Press, Dec. 31, 1887.
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post notices or to take some voluntary action to aid in the prevention
of fires and encourage the legitimate harvesting of the forest
resources.
Several of these subagents transmitted reports which were printed
in the BIENNIAL REPORT. One of the most fascinating was from

G. D. Hines who apparently ranged over Northern California and
told the Board all about it in elaborate Victorian rhetoric. But he was
thinking. He proposed that volunteer forestry wardens be appointed
throughout the State to work at all aspects of forestry. All county
supervisors should be designated as ex officio forest wardens. Hines
visited schools in his district to encourage an interest in forest conservation among pupils.

One of his proposals undoubtedly was dismissed as being a little
radical in 1888. He recommended that a law be enacted to permit
forestry wardens to impress men to fight fire with the men to receive
pay for such service. The Hines' verbiage was rather stilted, but
many a forest ranger for long years thereafter would say amen to the
following mouthful from Agent Hines:
It frequently happens on the occurrence of forest fires that the laboring
classes are so occupied with their industrial pursuits that they have not the
time to remain at the scene of the fire, after a partial extinguishment, long
enough to completely subdue it. In such instances, there should be some
power to command the services of unoccupied men to put out the fire in its
incipiency, and to remain at the scene of the conflagration until it is completely controlled.

The law of 1872 permitting the drafting of men subject to poll tax
had only required assistance to stop a fire and not to patrol it. Hines
had put a finger on a very weak point in forest and range fire control
which was not to be adequately solved for another 40 years. Even the

authority to employ and pay emergency firefighters, a need so
ardently sought by State Foresters for years, was not a fully satisfactory solution to the problem of guarding against the rebirth of fires
once the excitement of the first attack had subsided and the farmers

and townsmen had departed to attend their respective chores and
duties. Perhaps the ancient principle of citizen responsibility in time
of peril to offer aid without remuneration was at the bottom of the
long struggle to regard forest fire suppression as somebody's business
instead of nobody's. From whatever cause, the result in material loss
from fire has been tremendous in the State of California

At the close of 1888 there was no recorded evidence that all was

not serene and progressing pleasantly within the family of men
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building the destiny of government forestry affairs in California. The
tasks before them were mountain high and the unsolved problems
were many and complex. The Board of Forestry seemed to be undaunted, however.

Abbot Kinney was the strong man. Of that there cannot be the
slightest doubt. Possibly because of that fact Governor Waterman

and Board of Forestry Chairman Kinney came to a fork in the
political trail in the early spring of 1889. Their parting was unpleasant. Now for the first time the meaning of the law providing for
appointments of four-year duration to the commission was tested
and rejected. At the pleasure of the Governor, Kinney was relieved
of his commission in office.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
DOCTOR ALBERT KELLOGG (1813-1887) was born in Connecticut. He arrived in
San Francisco in time to become a charter member of the Academy of Sciences
in 1852. He was a physician and also operated a pharmacy. Apparently, his first
interest was botany because he wrote and illustrated many articles on native flora.
At his death he was said to have been the leading botanical authority of California. The native black oak bears his name.
ABBOT KINNEY was one of the most remarkable men ever to serve upon a California

Board of Forestry. He was born in New
Jersey in 1850, from a line of distinguished
early American ancestors. He came to California in 1880 for his health and soon became
active in civic affairs, real estate, and growing

oranges near Pasadena (Kinneloa). Prior to
this he traveled about the world, sometimes
on government business.
In California Kinney was commissioned to

report upon the condition of the Indians. He
was active in the creation of Yosemite Reserve. He was appointed to the Yosemite State

Park Commission in 1897. He founded the
Pasadena free library. Kinney wrote half a
dozen books and many articles. The federal
4hhn

tariff, local government, irrigation, eucalyptus

planting, and forest conservation were some

of his subjects. He conducted a small publishing business. But he also found time
to write books on education, morals and proper living, religion and the rearing
of children.
Kinney was closely associated with the conservation work of John Muir and he
was the adviser of Governor Pardee in forestry matters. In 1900 he published a
thoroughly sound book entitled Forest and Water. At that date, Mr. Kinney was
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Vice President of the American Forestry Association; President of the Southern

California Forest and Water Society; President of the Southern California
Academy of Sciences. Mr. Kinney died on November 4, 1920, at Venice, a
community which he had developed as one of his many business interests.
JOHN DIEDRECH SPRECKELS (1853-1926) became the "sugar king" after the

death of his father, Claus. He had many other business interests, especially in
San Diego. There he built a hotel, a street railway, a water company and other
establishments. He donated the pipe organ in Balboa Park. He also was vitally
interested in a steamship line to Honolulu and the San Diego & Arizona Railway.
No doubt Mr. Spreckels was a public-spirited citizen, but it is questionable
whether he contributed much more than the prestige of his name to the Board
of Foresty. At any rate, several biographers do not even mention the appointment.
Little appears in the record regarding his specific activities.

WALTER SCOTT MOORE (1850-1919) came to California in 1874 and soon
became active in real estate and insurance in Los Angeles. He obtained a law
degree but never practiced. He was a member of the city council and was once
Collector of Internal Revenue. As a Republican he ran unsuccessfully for
the State Senate and also Office of Secretary of State. Mr. Moore married into the
old Sepulveda family. It was said that he was proud of having been designated
the first chief of the Los Angeles Volunteer Fire Department and being a member
for many years thereafter.
JAMEs BETTNER, JR., was born about 1840 in Riverdale, N. Y. His forbears had

played a part in the Revolutionary War. It is evident that his mother's Southern
heritage influenced the family attitude during the Civil War because a son of
James, born in New York State in 1865, was named Robert Lee. Incidently, this
son, who was one of several children, lived in Riverside until his death in 1937.
James Bettner was qualified to practice law before New York State courts.
Apparently he disliked this profession and through technical schooling he later
qualified himself as a civil engineer. After having worked on the construction of
the Northern Pacific Railroad through Montana, Bettner suffered ill health and
decided to go to California. He arrived in the Riverside area in 1876 just when
the big move was on to introduce navel oranges into the heretofore barren uplands
around present Riverside City. Bettner planted an orchard during 1877 in what
is now a residential portion of the city. He later took part in establishing the first
fruit exchange and also the first public library of this area. At Riverside, in the
spring of 1888, prominent citizen James Bettner passed away at the untimely age
of 48 years.

Chapter Five

Senator Moffitt and Associates
Spin, spin, Clot ho spin,
Lachesis measure
And Atropos sever
The Thread of Destiny.
SONG OF THE THREE FATES

The act of 1885 had clearly specified that each Board of Forestry
member "shall hold office for the term of four years, and until his
successor shall be qualified." Kinney had been appointed in May of
1886 by Democrat Stoneman. Kinney was

certainly interested in politics and probably was publicly recognized as a prominent member of the Democratic Party. It
is very doubtful, however, if he ever indulged in petty partisan sniping of a nature
that would have irritated any professional
politician. That practiced writer said what
he thought about the despoilers of the forest in the most expressive words he could
command. For him the subject was obviously larger than party politics.
F. J. Moffitt

During his 34 months as a member of
the Board of Forestry, from May, 1886,
until March, 1889, Kinney had served 16

months under Democrats Stoneman and Bartlett. Then after Water-

man had been in office 18 months the Governor simply relieved
Kinney of his commission by executive prerogative. A little later the
Governor found that it made a difference who was the object of his
pleasure in such an action. The four-year statutory designation for
membership seems to have been utterly ignored by all parties.
Kinney was bitterly disappointed at his dismissal and it is natural

that he visualized the immediate collapse of all state effort in the
field of forest conservation. There was certainly a general degeneration in the work of the Board of Forestry but that fact is not at all
to be detected in the tone of the two BIENNIAL REPORTS printed at
the end of 1890 and 1892, respectively.
'3o]
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The object of Republican Governor Waterman's executive pleasure
was another Democrat and a powerful one. This was State Senator

Frank J. Moffitt of Oakland, a political gadfly not yet 30 years of
age. Said the Oakland Daily Evening Tribune of February 27, 1889:
The Governor today tendered a handsome compliment to Senator F. J.
Moffitt by directing a commission to be issued to him as a member of the
State Board of Forestry.

Why Moffitt should have cast his eye on this honorary office is not
known. There is no evidence that this dominating politician of strong
likes and dislikes had anything but a casual interest in the work of
the Board of Forestry. If such were not true he alone could certainly
have preserved the Board. Instead, the circumstantial evidence leaves
no other conclusion than that this man allowed it to perish within his
powerful hands

Moffitt must have been an outstanding character, feared, hated
and certainly respected. Said one biographer,1
His strong personality and evident ability in whatever field he chose to
venture soon attracted for him the attention of men high in public affairs.
He was a man of great personal force and magnetism. . . . it was said
of him that he dominated the State Senate as no man had ever dominated a
like body. . . . He made enemies, had a revengeful nature, never forgot an
injury and retaliated in various ways, sometimes to down his antagonist and
He had a mental grasp and hold of public
again by heaping coals of fire.
affairs which made him a remarkable figure in politics of that day.
.

.

When the Board of Forestry met in the Flood Building on Monday, May 6, 1889, new member Moffitt made his first appearance.
Walter Moore was duly elected to sit as chairman in the place of
Kinney. Mr. Spreckels was present to complete the Board attendance.2

It seems that the next order of business was a motion by Moffitt to
present to the City of Oakland 40,000 oak seedlings for planting in
the city parks and to offer 50,000 trees to San Francisco for developing Golden Gate Park. The resolution was adopted.

Forman and Lyons were advised that they were to continue as
Board employees. Moffitt then named three special agents to be hired
as assistants in law enforcement work.
Gwinn, Oakland and Environs, (1907).

2 Each news report of this meeting differs in some respect from the others.
Pacific Rural Press, May 18th, says Moffitt was made chairman. See also
San Francisco Daily Examiner and Oakland Daily Evening Tribune foe
May 7th.
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It cannot be said with absolute certainty, but it appears from
news reports that Senator Moffitt was the dominant member in
arriving at the determination to abandon Chico and Santa Monica
nurseries. Said one account:
As the Chico Board of Trade [chamber of commerce] have signified their
intention to provide for the experimental station in Butte County, the board
resolved to make no appropriation for this station. It was also resolved to
spend no more money on the station at Santa Monica.

In view of the next item of business such a policy is most perplexing. Moffitt announced that his colleague State Senator Dargie
of Santa Barbara would present a site of 25 acres to the Board to be
used as an experimental nursery.

Of course, neither of the two primary stations was abandoned.
Why the situation arose is difficult to imagine. In the case of Chico it

would appear to have been caused by a lack of funds according to
the Chico Enterprise of April 26th. But at no other moment of the
biennium was the Board any more solvent. It had just received its
regular appropriation. Nevertheless, the newspaper reported in respect to a meeting of the local board of trade:
L. H. McIntosh was appointed a committee to hire teams and plow to
cultivate forestry grounds at the expense of the Chico Board until the State
funds were available, in order to preserve what is in danger of dying out.

Here was no commitment to undertake the permanent maintenance

of the Chico State nursery and arboretum. Santa Monica station
must have been the pride of the deposed Abbot Kinney. No indication of why it was scheduled for abandonment has been discovered.
Regarding the budget, there is evidence that the Board of Forestry
had great hopes for extensive development in the nursery system.

Pacific Rural Press (Jan. 26th) reports that Head Forester Lyon
made an appeal before an Assembly committee for an appropriation
of $111,300. The Visalia Delta (Feb. 7th) urged the Legislature to be
more liberal. However, the funds actually made available remained
constant at $15,000 for each year during the next four and one-half
years.
Tbe Forestry Muddle"
At this chronological point in the history of California government

and forestry it is necessary to descend into the squalid atmosphere
of a petty political quarrel in high places which reflects no glory on
anyone who allowed himself to become involved in it. For the cause
of forest conservation it was devastating.
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First, however, consider the words of the unhorsed knight fretting
away beyond the smell of this battle. Abbot Kinney produced a long
public letter which was inspired, said he, by the many people who
continued to correspond with him about forestry matters. Regrettably, "My official life ended on March 4th when the Governor severed
me from the Board."

This letter was printed in early May of 1889. By that date
the gentlemen around the Capitol had already been maneuvering in
combat for a couple of months.
As usual the great crusader preached a long sermon on the need
for forest conservation. His letter required a 20-inch column of fine
print. Kinney told of the good work that had been done by the Board
of Forestry. Now the stations at Chico and Santa Monica were to be
abandoned. And further:
Forest fire setters were being prosecuted and the public forests protected,
when suddenly the whole laboriously erected edifice collapses like a house of
cards. It is discouraging. The whole forestry work of the State is at a standstill.

Then he told of the generous and noble spirit of Joaquin Miller
who had offered to resign his position on the Board of Forestry if
Kinney could be reappointed in his stead. But, "Mr. Miller is himself
one of the best men in the State to be on the Board. When the present
unpleasant difficulties existing on the Board are ended, this will be
seen."

Most unfortunately, the difficulties were not so easily ended.
Joaquin Miller, respected citizen, poet and lover of nature, was
worldly enough to investigate first and then refuse to become the
innocent pigeon in a shooting contest among professional politicians.
He declined to take an oath of office as a forest commissioner when
the honor was offered to him on March 20th, "vice Moffitt removed"
(as noted in State Archives).

The most complete record of "how all the trouble came about"
may be found in a long article published by the San Francisco
Examiner on November 26, 1889, under the heading THE FORESTRY MUDDLE.
Pacific Rural Press, May 4th; Visalia Delta, May 9th.

Ten years later Kinney was still smarting. In Forest and Water he made the
somewhat exaggerated statement, "Under Governor Waterman the Board of
Forestry was used for the reward of political partisans and neglected forestry
entirely."
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THEY WERE ONCE THE BEST OF FRIENDS. BUT THEY DO NOT SPEAx AS THEY

PASS BY. Will Governor Waterman be able to oust Senator F. J. Moffitt of

Alameda from the Forestry Commission? It is one of the ends and aims
of the present administration, but thus far it has been unsuccessful, and
Moffitt, backed by a majority of the State Board of Examiners, is still ruling
the roost. Waterman has already appointed two successors to the Oakland
Senator, but neither has been able to establish himself

The reason for the quarrel is really well reported in the newspaper,

although, of course, its details have been of no concern for half a

century. The fuss started over the appointment of friends, and
friends of friends, to various political offices. Moffitt seems to have
had his hand on a pretty effective shutoff valve for the Governor's
flow of favors when names of proposed appointees were presented
for Senate confirmation. Moffitt also seems to have generated enough
legislative power to demolish a Waterman veto which in itself was

probably the Governor's counterthrust at a Senate which "sat" on
his appointments. The last bitter insult was felt by Waterman when a
bill to provide for the painting of his portrait was allowed to fall by
the wayside, presumably for lack of the Moffitt blessing.

The above reference to the Board of Examiners related to the
required certification of claims by two Board of Forestry members
for expenditures made from the forestry budget.
According to the Examiner article, when Moffitt was "dismissed"
from the Board of Forestry he consulted a couple of attorneys who
advised him that the Governor had no power to remove him. One of
the attorneys,, incidentally, was a worthy Republican who suffered
deep personal injury because he was not appointed Insurance Commissioner as promised. Spreckels and Moore decided to stand by
Moffitt. Later Waterman swung Moore the other way after a personal
talk.
Soon after this Moore directed a clerk to have George E. Plummer
of Alameda County o.k. a bill as a member of the Board of Forestry.
Plummer had on June 1st signed his oath as a forestry commissioner
"vice Joaquin Miller, failed to qualify."
Now the Board of Examiners accepted Plummer's certification but

the State Controller would not. Spreckels and Moffitt thereafter
signed the incoming bills and the Board of Examiners apparently
argued each one through its own unhappy house, even as the Governor objected to their official recognition of them based on Moffitt's
signature. Alack and Alas. Said the Examiner in conclusion:
In the meantime, Spreckels is a very busy man, Moore is away off in Los
Angeles, Plummer has never been seen about th Forestry rooms, and Momtt
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has been practically the Commission, appointing his own fire inspectors and
agents and having a good time all to himself, while Waterman gnashes his

teeth at his inability to rid himself of a thorn in the side of his administration.

Nor did the Governor remove the thorn before he left office and
politics, probably with considerable personal relief, at the end of
1890.

Proposed Legislation in 1889

House Speaker and prominent Democrat, Robert Howe of Sonoma
County, would have abolished the Board of Forestry in a few words

with his Assembly Bill No. 588 of 1889. It was not favorably
received.

Two commission bills were introduced at that session. Assembly
Bill No. 276 would have amended Penal Code Section 384 so that
specified penalties for violation would have been severe enough to
bring the accused before a superior court. However a careful reading
of the bill makes it appear that the igniting of vegetation upon "any
land" was deliberately changed to involve only federal or state lands.
In other words, damage caused by an escape fire from private lands
would not be a crime under this section of law. At any rate, the bill
did not progress far.
Twin bills were introduced to accomplish Board of Forestry aims
in respect to state school land exactly in accordance with the Bettner
resolution approved by the Fruit Growers' Convention in 1887. It
was proposed that the State Surveyor-General should withdraw from
entry all forested school land. Then the Board of Forestry was to
protect such land from fire and improper or unauthorized cutting,
with a view to preserving the permanent forest value. Forest products could be sold and the land rented under regulations established
by the Board. Income was to be paid into the State School Fund.

Neither of these bills was recommended with favor in its first
committee assignments and thus they perished.
Third Biennial Report

The technicians apparently carried on their work with enthusiasm
in spite of the brawling going on within and around the State Board
of Forestry during 1889. At least, the BIENNIAL REPORT for 1889-90
S. B. 575, Caminetti of Amador-Calaveras.
A. B. 538, Brierly of Los Angeles.
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would indicate as much. Demands for planting stock from the nurseries exceeded anything anticipated. Problems of distribution natu-

rally increased with the demand and quantity produced. Charges
were made for much of the stock, although much was furnished free
to schools and other public agencies, and also apparently for street
and roadside planting. Homesteaders on timber culture claims were

among interested applicants for planting stock. Lyon doubted if
many of them really understood the provisions of the law or would
be able to produce successful plantings as required to secure their
claims.
There seems to have been no further discouragement toward devel-

oping the Santa Monica and Chico stations. However, the private

nurserymen in Southern California began to protest what they
claimed was unfair competition from the State of California.5 One of

the actions they quoted as violating basic state law was the sale of
planting stock to the Los Angeles City Park Commission at less than
the retail price. Presumably there would have been no objection if no
charge had been made for the material. This is an interesting point
inasmuch as the belated Nursery Law of 1917 provided that state
planting stock could be distributed only for public planting, and then
at not less than the cost of production.
Head Forester Lyon replied to the private nurserymen with an
argument intended to convince them that their business was actually
enhanced through stimulation in planting as well as by the technical
information made available through test plantings and the establishment of public arboretums
Board of Forestry Bulletins 5, 6 and 7 made their appearance in
1889. No copies of Bulletin 4 or 5 are known to exist, but Number 5
was highly commended at the time by Pacific Rural Press (January

12, 1889). The booklet was said to emphasize the value of the
mountain forests and watersheds, especially to farmers and irrigators
in the valleys.
Apparently the bulletin brought forth a resolution from the Merced

Board of Trade which was printed by the Press as an example for
other communities. Merced requested the Governor and Legislature
to be generous in supporting the forest "experiment stations" and to
promote planting in general and the "efficient and conscientious work

of the State Board of Forestry." The Merced resolution must have
Pacific Rural Press, October 5, 19, 1889.
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reflected the cost of transportation from the Sierra forest even at that
relatively late day when it declared that "the native timber and fuel
supply of the San Joaquin Valley is wholly inadequate to supply the
demand"

Bulletin No. 6 was released in September. It contained growth
statistics about eucalyptus and acacia on different sites in Southern
California. This booklet was printed and identified in the THIRD
BIENNIAL REPORT. However, Bulletin No. 7, which is incorporated
in the same publication from pages 195 to 201, is not identified as
also being a separate bulletin.
The great bulk of the BIENNIAL REPORT, other than Lyon's nursery story, is involved with Botanist Lemmon's intensive study of the
cone-bearing tree species of California.

The Board of Forestry in its transmittal note to the Governor in
the forepart of the REPORT as usual pointed out the evil effects of
fire, timber trespass and the delinquency of the Federal Government

in the latter's neglect of the public domain. This treatment was
termed "felonious negligence" and "a crime which cannot be condoned." Hope was expressed by the Board that now with excellent
maps showing the forested regions of California some positive action

would be taken to intelligently deal with the preservation of the
forests.

The rapidly increasing recreation value of much of California's
mountains impressed the Board. "Our State is fast becoming a
world-famed center for tourist travel and both winter and summer
resort." One important feature of recreation was hunting and fishing.
It was declared that fire protection as a measure to preserve fish and
game was not heretofore properly appreciated by lawmakers.
The Board was pleased to report that lumbermen were practicing
better utilization of trees and were "unsparing and self-sacrificing"

in their efforts to suppress forest fires. It was believed that with
close economies and the reduction of unnecessary waste the lumbering interests would be able to flourish longer than the time estimated

by Department of Interior statisticians. At least, that could be true
for the Sierra timber Redwood appeared to be foredoomed to complete cutting before 1930. One important reason for this prognostication was the favorable name that redwood lumber was making for
itself in eastern markets. However, it was also noted that this species
reproduced vigorously from stump sprouts on good sites providing
the cutover land was not burned several times successively.
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It was hoped that the Legislature would strengthen the fire laws so
that some practical law enforcement could be accomplished. Careless
clearers of land should not be held guiltless when escape fires caused
damage to neighboring land.

The firewarden system inaugurated by the State of New York
aroused the envy of the California Board. This was a paid system of
patrols, but the resultant savings were declared to be well worth the
cost.

With utmost seriousness the words quoted below must have been
prepared for the attention of the Governor and citizens of California.
Fifteen years were to elapse before a realistic attack on the problem
was actually launched, with no great credit to the State of California
for its early part in assuming the burden.
So far as practical, we have endeavored to establish a similar service; but
in view of the enormous territory under supervision, no fully effective results
could be expected that did not entail an expenditure of $100,000 per annum.
Even then, no service could be prolific in results that did not aim to subdue
all fires in the timber district, wherever or however originating, and irrespective of individual, State, or Federal ownership, and it becomes a moot question to determine if even the higher aw of necessity and self-preservation is
sufficient to justify the recommendation of a policy of burdensome taxation
upon ourselves to make good the Federal shortcomings, and preserve, at our
cost, the timber integrity of the public domain.

The next words in the REPORT might reveal why the California
Board was induced to transmit its memorial to Congress in 1890.
There is a hint here of federal aid for State Forest fire protection.
The President of the United States, impressed with the importance of this
matter, submitted a message to Congress urging upon that body the necessity

of some provision to properly police these lands, and correspondence has
been had by this Board with the Department of the Interior, urging our
claims for recognition in event of such provision being made.

In total appearance such public statements gave little outward
evidence in the THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT that the State Board of
Forestry was not enthusiastically pursuing the heavy duties naturally
resting upon that honorary commission.
Second Memorial to Co-ngress

In its introductory remarks addressed to Governor Waterman in
the THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT, the Board of Forestry let it be known
that "our best energies have been enlisted in the effort to induce some
action from the General Government tending to a proper administra-

tion of their timber lands within this State, as much a matter of
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public policy as of equitable relief to our people and your Board,
upon whom is now imposed the onus of combating the destructive
agencies at present tolerated upon federal territory."
To shake up the General Government the Board had "drafted a
memorial to Congress . . . setting forth the urgency of the plea,
embodying a few of our most salient grievances . . . and suggestions
for their redress." 6
The slightly veiled pride of the California commission in its singlehanded effort to "combat the onus of destructive agencies" appears

several times in this REPORT. It is difficult to visualize this as a
demoralized state forestry organization, as charged in other reliable
records of the time.
The representatives in both houses of Congress were lauded by the
Board for a persistent effort to secure enactment of a Federal law in
accordance with the Board recommendations. The general public and
press in California were declared to have given strong voluntary sup-

port to the petition. Certainly Pacific Rural Press on January 11,
1890, was one of these. It declared on its front page that the memorial was "well calculated to open the eyes of the lawmakers to the

culpable waste of valuable property which should be summarily
checked by adequate legislation." Also included in the article was a
somber engraving of post-logging debris entitled "Shocking Waste of
Timber." It was noted that this lugubrious work of art accompanied
the memorial to Congress.

During this period numerous bills were being fruitlessly introduced into Congress for the purpose of making a sensible disposition
of the western public domain. Probably Thomas J. Clunie entered
his H. R. 8459 early in 1890 in response to the general approval of
the California memorial, or maybe at the specific request of Moffitt.

However, the Clunie Bill went a little farther along a different
route. He would first have had all public timber lands withdrawn
from entry then classified into commercial forest, agricultural land,
or watershed. The second class would then be submitted to sale by
the Department of Interior while the remainder would be "declared
forever the inalienable forest reserves of the United States." Further6
7

The memorial is printed in the REPORT, pp. 67-7 1.
Democratic Congressman Clunie of San Francisco was one of the advisers who

informed Moffitt that Governor Waterman could not remove him from the
Board of Forestry. Clunie had formerly represented Sacramento in the State
Senate.
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more, his bill would have provided for a system of reserve land
management under a Commissioner of Forests.
The memorial itself consisted of 2,400 words, and the signature of
W. S. Lyon at the end with those of the state commissioners indicates
very logically that he was the author.

The primary theme of this document involved the danger of a
decreasing water supply in California and the Southwest because of
mistreatment of the watersheds. The depredations of timber trespassers was regrettable, but during a 10-year period it was "insignificant as compared with the standing timber and young forest that
is annually swept away by the combined evil agencies of fire and
sheep."

The Department of Interior was castigated for not posting fire
warning signs as required and for failing to prosecute violators on
this government land, which being part of the Nation's heritage "of
incalculable value to the people of this Country, demand as careful
stewardship and wise management as do the moneys in the public
treasury."
The Board of Forestry recognized the difficulty of framing laws to
meet the desires and demands of the several industries interested
in the forest lands so it offered a few opinions on the subject.
First, it was urgently necessary to repeal all timber entry laws and
withdraw federal timber lands from sale until the natural watersheds
could be delineated. Thereafter the timber lands not included in the
watersheds could be released for sale, although the Board declared
that no reason could be adduced to show why the repeal of entry
privileges should not be in perpetuity for all federal forest land.
Secondly, the timber on federal lands when fit for harvest should
be sold, but not the land. Here a strong appeal was entered to
transfer management of the lands to the Department of Agriculture.
The next item in the memorial is surprising in view of the nationwide disrepute into which several of the homesteading acts had fallen
because of their fraudulent abuse. It was proposed that a wise effort
be made to expand the benefits of the Timber Culture Act, even to
the extent of granting immunity from taxation for all time upon lands
"consecrated" to tree production. This proposal would have been extended to benefit owners of foothill and mountain land which could
not be converted to cultivation because of poor quality or a lack of
irrigation water.
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This proposition naturally led to a petition for national forest tree
nurseries in the nonagricultural sections of the arid West. One must

conclude that the burden of growing tree crops upon the natural
savannah woodlands, and the chaparral and desert lands weighed
heavily upon the responsible guardians of the water, forest and
agricultural resources of the West at the end of the Nineteenth
Century.
The Forest Congress Views With Alarm

From far off Quebec came a plea for California to set its house in

order in respect to forestry affairs. This appeared as a resolution
from the American Forest Congress directed to the California Governor and Legislature in September, 1890.
Such a plea from such a body would indeed indicate that things
were in a sorry mess at Sacramento. Perhaps they were. Yet there is

a circumstantial peculiarity about the fact that the Hon. Abbot
Kinney was among the few delegates from California attending this
national convention of the American Forestry Association.
The resolution "Regarding the State Board of Forestry of California" declared that
WHEREAS it has been suggested that policial considerations may lead to
a discontinuance of said board, or to such a reduction of appropriation
as must necessarily hamper its work or curtail its usefulness.
the Council and Members of the American Forestry Association .
view with alarm the possible occurrence of such a contingency .
and while this Association does not desire to pass judgment in regard
to the efficiency . . . of the work of said board, we earnestly hope and pray
that any discontinuance or limitations . . . if contemplated, will find vigorous
opposition from every fair-minded legislator, and that efforts for an extension . . in this first and foremost American forest administration will alone
.

meet with success.

No comment or recognition of this resolution is known to have
been expressed in the State of California. The attitude of the new
Governor in 1891 toward the Board of Forestry and its work is
actually not evident from any known records. However, it can be
reported that the usual biennial budget was made available without
any struggle.

Before dismissing that particular Forest Congress it might be
noted that another resolution was adopted there in which the government was begged to set aside a permanent reservation of Big Trees

in Tulare County which were in danger of being converted into
lumber.
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Yosemite and Sequoia Reserves

It is a point of note that the two original extensive forest reserves
carved from the public domain in California were not brought into
existence under the executive authority granted to the President six
months later. On September 25 and October 1, 1890, the huge Sequoia and Yosemite National Reserves were respectively created by
federal law. They embraced an area of about a million acres.* Sequoia

was designated as a "park" and Yosemite as a "forest reservation."
It is doubtful if a dozen people in the Country made any distinction
in the terms, and certainly not Congress. The Board of Forestry, and
presumably most people in California, seem to have promptly referred to the reservation as Yosemite National Park.
The important matter was that the great area was reserved from
private entry and use. The Department of Interior, aided by U. S.
Cavalry, was instructed to prevent fire and trespass in the reserves.
The creation of the reserves was due to the persistent demands of

organized agricultural groups in the San Joaquin Valley abetted by
nature lovers, many of whom were eminent local citizens such as
David Starr Jordan of Stanford. It was not until 1892 that the latter
element incorporated itself into an association called the Sierra Club.
John Muir was elected the first club president.

The wholesale blocking out of land for inclusion in the reserves
caused much complaint within a few months. Mining and agricultural people declared that they were grievously injured without good
reason. Able Congressman A. Caminetti toured the park in the fall of
part of it with Allen Kelly, Executive Officer of the State Board
of Forestry. Caminetti introduced legislation to alleviate the hardship
cases but public clamor in California caused the proposed legislation
to fail in Washington.
1891,

As a result of the setting aside of the two federal forest reserves,
the California Legislature and Governor enacted Chapter 106 in the
Session of 1891. This was in effect a declaration of consent. The
important feature was a stipulation that "no further sales of school
lands within the exterior boundaries of the tracts so reserved
shall be made by the State."
In its next session the Legislature was not so amenable.
* General Grant National Park was also set aside as a forest reservation by Act of
October 1, 1890, an area of 2,536 acres. None of the original laws mentioned

the size of the reservations. Sequoia was said (Report of N. P. S., 1916) to
have embraced 161,597 acres; Yosemite about 986,880 (Calif. Lands (1958)
Dana and Krueger).
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Forest Reserves by Executive Order

For more than 20 years Congress had been receiving official
reports and public petitions begging that the public welfare and
posterity be recognized in the disposition of the public domain.
Numerous bills had been introduced to accomplish various degrees
of preservation or management of the forested land, including those
demanding a wholesale cession of lands to the several states. Little
was accomplished, as has been repeatedly noted heretofore. Then in
1891 the Forest Reserve Act became a reality largely by procedural
accident.

John lse says ". . . the first important conservation measure in
the history of our national forest policy cannot be credited to congressional initiative, but to a long chain of peculiar circumstances
which made it impossible for Congress to act directly on the question." 8
What Congress apparently felt that it must accomplish was some
revision of such land settlement laws as the Timber Culture, Preemption and the Desert Land Act. Briefly, the story is that this
vexing problem in a general bill was handed to a conference committee of the two houses to iron out. It happened that there was no
member who was especially opposed to the idea of forest reservations. It also happened that several men including Dr. B. E. Fernow
had persuaded the committee to include a little rider which would
permit the President to set aside from the public lands areas "wholly
or in part covered by timber or undergrowth, whether of commercial
value or not."
The whole bill under consideration was a long one. It was contrary

to rules to attach riders to bills in conference, but the Senate was
ready to close the session. Senator Plumb, the committee chairman,
was from Kansas and he had other things to do. He urged prompt
passage of the amended bill. And so the bill was passed in the
Senate. Over in the House there was some quibbling because the bill

had not been printed. It is odd that McRae of Arkansas, who later
introduced a splendid bill for the management of the reserves, was
about the only member who challenged the forest reserve amendment, and that was because it invested too much power in the hands
of the President. However, the bill cleared Congress on March 2,
1891, and was approved by President Harrison the next day.
8

The United States Forest Policy, pp. 109-118.
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On the last day of March the President set aside the Yellowstone
Park Timberland Reserve.9 At the end of December, 1892, the second reserve was created. This was the San Gabriel Forest Reserve
which extended from Pacoima to Cajon Pass and embraced more
than 550,000 acres.

In February of 1893 the great Sierra Forest Reserve of more than
four million acres was proclaimed. It embraced the southern half of
the Sierra Nevada. In the same month the San Bernardino and Trabuco Reserves involving about 800,000 acres were set aside. No more
forest reserves were created in California during the next four years.
Unfortunately the act of 1891 had not provided for anything other
than a withholding of the reserved land from private use. No sensible
system for management or use of the reserves was developed until
1897. It must be acknowledged that a considerable number of genu-

ine friends of the theory of holding forested government land in
public ownership definitely desired such lands to be set aside in their
natural state and left unmolested. Many persons very sincerely believed that any considerable use meant a deterioration of watershed
value. And that was the primary argument for the establishment of
the forest reserves in the first place.
Some State Legislation in 1891

In the Session of 1891, three bills appeared in the California
Legislature for the purpose of abolishing the Board of Forestry.
Langford of San Joaquin County introduced Senate Bill No. 294
which was very simple. It declared: "The Act of 1885 is hereby
repealed."

A Committee on Commissions drafted Assembly Bill No. 753
which would also have repealed the old law and turned over to the
State Board of Agriculture all property held by the Board of Forestry.
George Robertson of the Del Norte-Siskiyou District, through his
Assembly Bill No. 754, would have transferred the "jurisdiction,
powers and duties" to the Board of Horticulture, which would thereafter be known as the State Board of Horticulture and Forestry.
None of these bills of abolishment advanced far in the Legislature.
However, they certainly justified the fear of the American Forestry
Association that the state organization was sick unto death.
In this session an interesting rural fire law was enacted as Chapter
253. This law read as follows:
Yellowstone National Park was created in 1872 by act of Congress.
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Every person who starts a fire in bay, grain, stubble, or grass, without first
carefully providing, by plowing or otherwise, for the keeping of said fire
within and upon the premises upon which it is started or set out, and by
reason of the non-providing of such barrier any property of an adjoining or
contiguous resident or owner is injured, damaged, or destroyed, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

Note that the crime established here was not specifically related to
the escape of fire nor to the failure to create a fire barrier, but only
in respect to the lack of such a barrier if and when a fire had escaped
and damaged adjoining property. In 1901 this law was transferred
into the Penal Code as Section 384a and at that time the mentioned
peculiarity was eliminated.

Once more an attempt was made in 1891 by twin bills to reserve
the forested school lands and place them under permanent management.10 The content of the bills was briefly as follows:
All state lands mentioned in the Political Code (which were in fact
the unsold portions of some 500,000 acres of school land, plus lieu
selections) which were timbered or wooded were to be withdrawn
from entry and sale. The portions more suitable for agriculture than
for fuel or timber were to be reopened for sale provided an applicant
produced an affidavit swearing to the nonwooded status of the land.
The Board of Forestry was to assume control and management of
the wooded reservations. The Board was empowered to rent such
lands for grazing and sell at public auction the standing timber and
fuel, subject to such rules and regulations as the Board might impose
"in the interests of a proper and continuous forest policy." All money
income was to be paid into the State School Fund.
Neither bill progressed far in the Legislature.
More Trouble at Chico Station
Two biographers of the eminent John Bidwell tell of an unpleasant

situation at Chico Forestry Station which is not so much as hinted in

any records left by the State Board of Forestry.1'
Said Dr. Hunt, ". . . the splendid gift was sadly neglected by the
State Commission, apparently for reasons which may be ascribed to
political red tape." Hunt quoted the Chico Enterprise of January 13,
1893, which said,
10A. B. 613, Kellogg of Humboldt.
S. B. 656, Goucher of Fresno.
' Rockwell D. Hunt, John Bidwell, Prince of California Pioneers (1942).

C. C. Royce, John Bidwell, A Biographical Sketch (1906). Colonel Royce had
been general superintendent of Rancho Chico since 1888.
6-77773
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The absolute deed was given more than two years ago, and the result is that
nothing but weeds is grown on four-fifths of the land. The citizens of Chico
and General Bidwell have been badly fooled by the Forestry Commission,
and the $10,000 to $12,000 a year which this humbug costs the State is just
so much money thrown away.

Colonel C. C. Royce reported as follows,
Twenty years ago he carved a tract of thirty acres out of his great ranch and
presented it to the State as a Forestry Station for the planting and testing of
tree seeds and tree growth. Of all his public benefactions this was the only
one concerning which General Bidwell was ever known to express disappointment or regret. At the time of the gift a State Forestry Commission existed
for which the Legislature was accustomed to make biennial appropriations of
$30,000. As with many another public body, the appropriation came to be

principally absorbed in the salaries, transportation expenses, etc., of the
Commission and its employees, and very little found its way into the supposed objects and purposes of the law creating the Commission, at least so
far as the Chico Forestry Station was concerned.

Further complaint was made by Royce of "the dissemination of
noxious seeds" from the site having been a menace to surrounding
land, and Hunt refers to the "inroads of Johnson grass."
In view of the inexcusable delinquency of another Board of Forestry or State Forester in failing for 15 years to even so much as
inspect the land granted as a state park by Mrs. Bidwell in the same
vicinity in 1908, anyone should hesitate before rising to the defense of
the State's representatives long since departed. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that here was a public body experiencing troubles far greater

than keeping the Johnson grass off a 30-acre tract in Butte County.
Even without its political troubles, internal and external, one wonders
if General Bidwell and his fellow townsmen could have been com-

pletely blind to the great government issues of management and
protection of mountain lands throughout the length of California
which harried the first Board of Forestry.

Consider the statement of the Chico Enterprise in respect to
throwing away $10,000 or $12,000 a year. If that were true, one is
forced to assume that from a total annual Board of Forestry budget
of $15,000, there would certainly have remained little to squander
elsewhere.

As a matter of fact, a rough division of expenditures listed under
nursery items (including salary and expense of the Head Forester
and value of distributed stock) would indicate that no more than
$3,500 a year would have been a realistic expenditure charge against
Bidwell Station. As an offset there was some nursery income.
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Hunt says that when the nursery was turned over to the University
in July, 1893, there were only eight acres on which 4,000 trees were
growing in plantation form as well as nursery beds.12
The Forestry BIENNIAL REPORTS include brief but enthusiastic
reports about the Chico Station. By 1889 there was hope of making
this a distribution point for planting throughout the northern portion
of the State, and also there was hope that "depleted school lands"
would be made available for experimental coniferous planting stock
transplanted from this nursery. Over 15,000 experimental plantings

had been made in the nursery and an additional 30,000 seedlings
were ready for distribution in the coming season. Landscaping and
road building were started and further similar work was intended in
order to beautify the grounds.
In the last REPORT of 1891-92, the hopes of the earlier report seem
to have been fulfilled. Over five carloads of planting stock had been

distributed for highway planting, to various clubs and to public
institutions. It was stated that "quite 30 acres of the plantation are
now permanently set to forest trees. Driveways have been laid out
through the grounds, and with the natural growth of the arboretum,

it will, in a few years, become an object of beauty as well as of
interest." So wrote the superintendent of stations in his last report
to the State Board of Forestry.
In further defense of the old Board of Forestry it is interesting to
observe that one of the common comments or charges regarding its
failure to survive was that it devoted too much time and interest to
education and nurseries and not enough to the major land management problems.

Whatever the justification of charges (the sources of which have
grown obscure in the ensuing years) it was to be a long time before a
state forestry organization again resumed production of forest plant-

ing stock. Today in the City of Chico park system an interesting
arboretum may be visited where the old Board of Forestry broke
virgin soil with high hopes so many years ago.
Fourth Biennial Report: 1891-92
There is no evidence in the FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT issued by

the State Board of Forestry at the close of 1892 to indicate that the
agency was to be unceremoniously extinguished in a short half-year.
12 Hunt obviously quoted from the report of Charles H. Shinn who took over the

nurseries for the University in 1893. Yet Shinn's report was not unduly
criticaL It was very probable that the Board of Forestry was in no financial
position to properly care for the station during the spring of 1893.
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The only mild indication of internal strains is to be observed in the
report of Secretary Forman where he noted a small budget deficiency
which could have been caused by a change in the fiscal year period.
However he, and the letter of transmittal signed by the Board, made
it plain that the "Honorable Board of Examiners" had made a diversion of funds "not anticipated by this Board."
The Board exhibited pride in its accomplishments during the past
two years, especially its examination of the entire western watershed
of the Sierra Nevada. It was pleased to report the progress made in
the establishment of federal forest reserves.
Great stress was laid upon the importance of securing the passage
of federal legislation to provide for a sensible system of management
for the reserves. It was urged that California Congressmen be requested to do everything possible to secure enactment of the Paddock

Bill then before Congress. This bill was printed in detail in the
BIENNIAL REPORT. Why so much emphasis was centered upon this

well-prepared bill authored by Senator Paddock of Nebraska is not
clear, except that it might have seemed to show the most promise for

success at the moment. The Board of Forestry was not alone in
California in its voluble support of this particular legislation. The
provisions of the Paddock Bill were very much in keeping with the
ultimate legislation upon which the present U. S. Forest Service is
based. However, in Congress in 1892 the bill was not well treated.13
The Board of Forestry pleaded for further reservations of Sierra
redwood groves and suggested that either the State or Federal Governments could manage them.
A new superior official with the title executive officer made his
appearance at this time with the Board. His name was Allen Kelly.
Kelly reported at length about the forest reservations existing and
proposed, and especially about the situation at Yosemite. There is no
question but that the Board of Forestry considered itself to have a
governmental responsibility in the establishment of this park and in
settling it into some status of management and use which would
satisfy the majority of residents and industries within and around
the reserve. As a matter of fact, Kelly seems to have been the negotiator between Congressman Caminetti and the unhappy citizens of
Mariposa County in an endeavor to make necessary legal and administrative adjustments.
' John Ise devotes much more space to the turbulent history of a similar bill
which was introduced at the same time by McRae of Arkansas; The U. S.
Forest Policy, pp. 122-128.
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In his report upon the persistent forest fire devastation, Kelly
proposed to the Board of Forestry that a firewarden system be
established. The Board responded favorably and their words on the
subject should be noted because their official report does not coincide
precisely with the words quoted by Governor Markham within a
month or two of the printing of the BIENNIAL REPORT. In speaking
of fire the Board said:
The State should either employ a sufficient force to patrol and efficiently
protect the forests, or adopt some other method of protection. A solution of
the problem may be found in the bill prepared by this Board and presented
in this report, which provides for the appointment of Fire Wardens in every
county, who shall be paid by the counties for actual services rendered.
If the State can stop the wanton destruction of forests by fire it will do more
for the cause of forestry than it has ever done.

Kelly added to this statement several interesting comments. He
suggested that the State probably should bear the burden of fire
protection upon all the forest lands and "prevent the careless and
wanton destruction of the forests by its own citizens" while the
Federal Government was solving the problem of general management.
Then he mentioned that the cost of salaried patrolmen would exceed
any appropriation that the Legislature could reasonably be expected
to make.
It was therefore proposed in the bill which he drafted to make each
county supervisor an ex officio firewarden, and to allow the boards of
supervisors to designate fire districts and appoint district firewardens.
The firewardens should be paid, from county funds, not in excess of
two dollars for each day actually spent on fire duty, and they should

be allowed to incur necessary expenses against the county to the
extent of one dollar daily for each person hired to suppress fires.

No action of trespass in the line of duty could be brought by a
landowner against men properly exercising fire suppression duties. The
Board of Forestry should furnish a sort of general supervision of fire
control work, gather fire statistics, make rules of fire prevention and

publish and post them throughout the State.
Then Kelly became much too enthusiastic for the political good of
his organization. He said:
It is not only impossible, under existing conditions, to detect violators of
the law, but it is futile to expect the officers of this Board to accomplish,
with the means at their command, anything appreciable in the extinguishment of forest fires. An adequate force of forest guards, if appointed and
paid by the State, would require the appropriation for salaries of a sum of
money, the mere contemplation of which would appall the Legislature, and
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it is doubtful if a salaried patrol would do the work effectively. Private
interest rather than public spirit supplies the only protection against the
spread of forest fires at present.

Such honest words are easily twisted to suit political ends. Nevertheless, there is evidenced here and elsewhere in this last biennial
report a maturing of judgment and understanding of the place of
government, and especially State Government, in the great uncharted
field of forest conservation as it stretched before these pioneers. This

is exhibited in the words of another new employee, a statistician
named Fred M. Campbell. Campbell stressed the need for western
men trained in forestry who might then go out as evangelists among
the people. He urged the University of California to establish a Chair
of Forestry, and suggested that this Board memorialize Leland Stanford to provide for a professor of forestry at Stanford University.14
In the foreword of the REPORT the Board of Forestry acknowledged that no comprehensive plans for a system of forest manage-

ment would be determined by them for several reasons. First, fire
protection was recognized as the primary goal for the perpetuation
of forests in California. Secondly, no forest land was in the possession
of the Board and no provision was made for practical on-the-ground

studies in proper forest use. Thirdly, the matter of settlement and
control of the forest land must come before any scientific studies on
how to maintain the forest.
Such comments viewed in distant retrospect emphasize a certain
injustice in the fact that this first Board of Forestry faded away and
remained under the dark cloud which has enveloped it for nearly half
a century.

Returning to Campbell's report there is found the only official
reference to a source of political opposition to the work of the Board

of Forestry. He was mentioning the incredibility of a State appropriating no more than $15,000 annually when its fire loss was estimated to amount to $15,000,000.15 His point was that European
14 Firm plans to do that were made at Stanford, possibly after the enthusiasm
generated by a rousing visit of Gifford Pinchot in 1903. But the financial loss
caused by the earthquake in 1906 eliminated the proposed School of Forestry. (As related to the author by S. B. Show, an interested student there
at the time.)
15 Such estimates of forest fire loss must have caused Kinney to object to
"customary exaggeration" in recounting fire damage. Said he, "The truth is
bad enough. We need no exaggeration to impress upon our people the danger
of uncontrolled fire." Forest and Water, p. 54. Many able men since Kinney
have puzzled over the difficult statistical problem of estimating abstract as
well as delayed fire damage.
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foresters would not believe such a thing possible. And furthermore,
they, the Europeans,
would be in no condition at all to receive the further statement that at each
recurring session of the California Legislature the strongest opposition to
even the most meager appropriation for the Board of Forestry comes as a rule
from the very section of the State in which are located these magnificent
forest areas.

The fourth and final BIENNIAL REPORT of the California State

Board of Forestry was concluded with a worldly 20-page article
entitled "What Is Forestry?" by the eminent Professor B. E. Fernow.
Perhaps there were a few more gasps in the line of duty from the
expiring organization. But they were not exposed to public view.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Fa&NcIs JAMES MOFFITT was born in Oakland on October 16, 1859. He
attended schools in that vicinity. In later life he used the name Frank exclusively.
There can be little question about Moffitt's intelligence and ability. He possessed
both to an uncommon degree, but these faculties must have been exercised recklessly whenever he was slightly thwarted. The Oakland Tribune in his obituary
referred to Scotch and Irish ancestry and declared, "His temper was hot and his
impulses explosive but his judgment was cool and his mind calculatingcontradictions of character that constantly misled people and which caused him to be
misunderstood."

The paper also mentioned "his power over the minds of others" and "a frankness almost brutal, coupled with a warmness of heart, a loyalty to friends, and
generosity rarely to be found."
In his youth, Moffitt worked as a reporter on several Bay newspapers. Soon he
became publisher of the Oakland Sentinel. He forged ahead in local politics and

became a deputy sheriff of Alameda County in 1882. He earned a political
reputation as campaign manager for George Hearst in the successful senatorial
race.

Moffitt was elected to the State Assembly at age 25. From 1887 until 1891 he
was a Member of the State Senate. From early '89 until mid-1893 he obviously
dominated the State Board of Forestry although he did not seem to care about
being chairman.

In 1894 Moffitt gave up newspapers and active politics to concentrate upon
business in the East Bay. He made many investments but was probably most
involved in developing a public water company. Newspapers spoke of his fortune
of near a half million dollars at his death which occurred as he entered his fortysixth year, after long illness, on November 24, 1904. There is no record of Moffitt

having concerned himself with anything involving conservation of natural resources after the demise of the Board of Forestry in 1893, and nothing of Moffitt
as an individual in that respect after 1889, as a matter of fact.

Chapter Six

A Painful and Ignominious End
Forest management by the State, whether wise or unwise, is to bear its
fruits, bitter or sweet, of good or ill, of prosperity or adversity, too far

in the future of this commonwealth to attract, of itself and now, the
attention and the thought of the busy people of the State and induce
them to action.
FRED M. CAMPBELL, FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT

Henry H. Markham was born in New York. He was a veteran of
the Civil War and was wounded during Sherman's famous march.
He moved to Pasadena because of his health. There he eventually
became a successful attorney, banker and respected citizen. Markham
was elected to Congress as a Republican and was so generally popular

that no Democratic opposition was entered against him at his re-

election. He declined to run for a third term. The care of war
veterans seemed to have been a passion with him. However, during
his term as Governor, which began in 1891, the noisiest issue was his
fight to compel the Southern Pacific Company to pay the State back
taxes amounting to $1,300,000. This was a considerable sum and the
company was a powerful political force. Against all opposition, including the Attorney General, he won out and the taxes were paid.
During the first two years of his administration there is no evidence

that Markham took any interest one way or another in the forestry
situation. For a resident of Southern California this seems unusual.
There was no lull in the propaganda drumfire emanating from that
region against watershed fires, destructive logging in their diminishing timber, and the intensive sheep grazing within and around the
forest reserves. Frank Moffitt was no longer in the State Senate but
he was still a member of the Board of Forestry. His activities were
apparently so routine as to escape the public and official records. His
interest was turning more to personal business.
It would seem that Markham, the popular new Republican Governor, could have injected new life into the State Board of Forestry,
if necessary by insisting upon a complete change of membership.
Markham's biennial message to the Legislature in 1893, quoted
below, clearly indicates that he did not choose to assume the slightest
[152]
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leadership in what had no doubt come to be a politically unpopular
cause. That portion of his speech related to forestry is quoted in full.
I urge each member of your honorable bodies to read the report of the
State Board of Forestry, in which they speak at length of the utter futility
of employing fire agents to preserve the forests. They say that the number of
agents which their appropriation has permitted them to employ is "necessarily absurdly inadequate." The executive officer of the Board, in his report
printed in full, says that unless some more effective means are devised for
preventing and extinguishing fires, not only forest preservation, but forest
restoration, will confront the State, and that the sum necessary to employ an
adequate force under the present system would appall the Legislature, and
then it is doubtful if the work would be effective. Both he and the Board
recommend that a law be enacted providing for fire wardens in each county,
to be appointed by the Board of Supervisors, who shall be paid by the day
for the time they are actually employed, and who shall have power to call
upon the citizens for assistance in fighting fires, etc. There is certainly no
doubt in the mind of anyone that we should devise some means, if possible,
to preserve our forests, as many of our great industries depend upon a constant and abundant water supply. To insure this, the timber which shades
and protects the source of supply and equalizes the flow of water during the
winter must be preserved.
Whether the system suggested by the honorable board is a feasible one, is
a question that you must decide. But whether you adopt this plan or not, it is
evident from their report that an appropriation for fire agents to be employed
by the present board is a waste of money. The executive officer of the board,

in a written report made at the request of one of the members of the board,
which report is now on file with the State Board of Examiners, among other
things says that he has "never seen nor heard of a fire agent except through

the medium of their salary bills," and he is satisfied that "some of them
have put in bills for months where they were not even nominally rendering
any service to the State." He further says, "The fire agents are utterly inefficient, and I advise the immediate discharge of every one of them," which

I may add, the Board did. If in your wisdom you should adopt the plan
suggested by the Board, or should provide some other method of endeavoring

to preserve our forests from the ravages of fire, I then see no good reason
for continuing the existence of the Board of Forestry, as the experiment
stations can be placed, and very properly, under the State Board of Agriculture or State University. In the event that you are of the opinion that State
supervision is a necessary feature of the plan you may adopt, I think the
Fish Commission is the proper body to take charge of the matter, and, in
fact, the President of the Board of Forestry has suggested this course to me.

The reference to the waste of money for inefficient "fire agents" is
hardly a proper subject for a Governor's public biennial message unless he is ready to prescribe a remedy, or unless, perhaps, he wishes to
use it as a convenient political tool. And incidentally, there is practically no evidence to be found elsewhere that a system of paid wardens
or agents was used by the Board, except for the few detectives who
were apparently full-time assistants to Collins, the law enforcement
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chief. However, it is more than likely that some deserving friends in

the hinterland were put on the public payroll in this manner. It is
doubtful that the audience of politicians was severely shocked by the
Governor's revelation in this respect on January 3, 1893. On the other
hand, then, even as now, his words must have sounded like a half-

apologetic judgment of execution garnished with a few platitudes
about the necessity of preserving the forest.
There was little comment in the public press about the Governor's
message in respect to the forestry issue. Old Friend Pacific Rural
Press came forth with a long editorial in its February 18th issue
which may be regarded as the most informative and reliable exposition of the prevailing situation at the time. The causes of the commission downfall will be discussed as a whole a little later. In respect
to Governor Markham's message the Press said:
Thus the Forestry Commission came into the halls of the legislature with

the death-damp on its browin most fit condition for burial, one would
think. Though something has been done looking toward the obsequies, the

funeral director has not yet been chosen and the corpse lies in state in
Sacramento.

Now, though the forestry work of the State has fallen into such hard lines,
we do not lack faith in State forestry. The work was well conceived.

The fall of the Forestry Commission carries down with it all these measures and interests . . . unless the legislature makes some provision for their
continuance. The forestry stations will lapse into ruins.
We think the legislature owes it to the people that some better solution of
the question should be brought forward than has thus far appeared.
This is certainly a painful and ignominious end for a great State undertaking.

Two bills were introduced for the reorganization of the forestry
commission. Neither progressed far in a Legislature which undoubtedly knew what it wished to accomplish.
Anderson of Sacramento introduced Assembly Bill No. 792. This

bill would create "a commission known as the Horticultural, Viticultural and Forestry Commission, which shall be composed of six
persons holding positions at the State University." The persons were
to be the President of the University and professors of biology,
botany, chemistry, entomology and agriculture. For their services a
small addition to annual salary was provided as well as incidental
expenses. The duty of this commission was to examine, experiment
with, and make notes upon vines, plants, and shrubs for the general
benefit of the State. The following words in the bill took care of
forestry in a grand if somewhat indefinite flourish: The commission
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shall devise such means as will best protect the forest domain of the
State.

Flint of San Benito introduced Senate Bill No. 728 "to create the
office of State Forester, and provide for the protection of the forests
from fire

.

.

.

It was provided that the Governor should appoint, with the advice
and consent of the Senate, "a suitable and competent person. . . for
four years, unless sooner removed for good and sufficient cause." It
was to be the State Forester's duty to "do any and all things within
his power to prevent the destruction of forests by fire, or by other
unlawful means, and to encourage the preservation of forests and
consequent maintenance of the water sources of this State." As compensation, the official was to receive $200 per month.
Every county supervisor was to be an ex officio firewarden, and in
bad fire areas the supervisors could establish districts and appoint
citizen firewardens for the area. Tithe supervisors failed to appoint
wardens, the State Forester could do so. Wardens were to be paid $2
by the county for each day of actual fire work, and assistants to them
should be paid $1. Since wardens were required to take action to
suppress fires, each was given authority under this law to "call upon
any person in the territory in which he acts for assistance." Failure
to respond made the citizen liable to fine.
Trespass charges could not be brought against persons going to
extinguish a forest fire, and the warden in charge could cause fences
to be destroyed, furrows to be plowed, and backfires set to check a
running fire.

In each county where more than one acre had been burned within
the year, the supervisors were required to report to the State Forester
in respect to area burned and property damaged; as well as the cause
of the fires and measures taken to suppress them. The State Forester
was required to include such information in his annual report.
One section of the bill provided for the printing and widespread

posting of rules for the prevention and suppression of forest fires.
These rules must have been intended to include such few laws as
existed plus some suggestions about good citizenship. Certainly the
State Forester as described in this bill could make no rules. Then in
its next section the law gathered up in a very slipshod manner part
of the Penal Code relating to fire. It referred to wilfully or negligently setting fires to "any waste or forest land belonging to this
State or to another person, whereby the said forests are injured or
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endangered." When fires were allowed to escape to lands "of another
or the State" it appears that "an injury" would have to occur before
the guilty party would be liable for the specified penalty as well as
for property ñamage. The bill was concluded with an appropriation
of $10,000 for the biennium.
One thing was obvious. Any state forestry commission was out of
the nursery business as far as the Legislature was concerned.

Langford of San Joaquin again proposed simply to extinguish the
Board of Forestry (S. B. 199). Price of Oroville matched him with
Assembly Bill No. 97. All 51 Assemblymen and all but two of the 31
Senators voted for the Langford Bill. Governor Markham signed it as
Chapter 187 on March 23, 1893. The law was brief and final.1
An Act to repeal an Act entitled; "An Act to create a State Board of Forestry, and to provide for the expenses thereof", approved March 3, 1885,
and the Act amendatory thereof, approved March 7, 1887, and to make an
appropriation for the maintenance and preservation of the property of the
said Board of Forestry.

All of the real and personal property of the Board of Forestry was
transferred to the Department of Agriculture of the University as of

July 1st that year. The sum of $4,000 was appropriated to that
agency for the support and preservation of the forest experiment
stations.

Thus came to an end the first phase of State Government entry
into the protection and management of forest resources in the State
of California, and to the first Board of Forestry established by any
state in this Nation.
What Had Happened?
For half a century the question has been asked, "Why was the old

Board of Forestry legislated out of existence?" The simple answer
has almost always been that it became involved in political squabbles.
Sometimes there was outspoken suspicion that selfish interests strangled the righteous screams sent forth by the Board to safeguard the

Nation's forest heritage. The raw facts are elusive.
Later it was determined that the Act of 1887 could not be repealed through this
action. In 1921 that law was repealed with other useless statutes.
In the 1893 Session two other bills associated with the forest were introduced

without success. S. B. 47 provided that no entry upon private posted land
could be made without permission for the purpose of hunting, fishing, gather-

ing honey, or the felling or destroying of trees (see Chapter 318 of 1876).
S. B. 15 would have limited the regular daily work period in woods or mill to
10 hours.
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Consider again the Pacific Rural Press editorial already quoted in
part. The article declared that sentiments "favoring the lopping-off

of the Forestry Commission have been most pointed and pronounced." Little blame was fixed on the Governor by the Press
because the Board evidenced a "disposition to commit legal hankari" when it submitted its final report. And furthermore,
The forestry commission must unquestionably be pronounced a failure so
far as any finished work in the advancement of forestry is concerned. It has
been during recent years a most conspicuous example of appointive errors.
The members of the board, though gentlemen of quality and eminence in
legal and business lines, were apparently without the slightest convictions,
knowledge or taste in forestry.
So far as we know the personnel of the State Board of Forestry was composed of men who could do anything and everything else in the line of public
executive work better than they could conduct a forestry enterprise. . . . It
is only too bad that they did not retire at the beginning and not fritter away
a vast sum of money, waste years of valuable time and bring one of the most
important lines of Government work into disrepute, making it stink in the
nostrils of the people so that the Governor could think of nothing else to do
with it than pass it along for the experts in stale fish to appropriately bury.

The matter of the cost of this agency could have played a more
important part than has been commonly believed. In July of 1899,
at a meeting of the American Forestry Association in Los Angeles,
W. S. Melick gave a short address regarding the State and forestry.
Melick referred to "54k months of political turbulence," and to the
"very large expense of $33,495, which was spent on forest stations."

2

The total appropriation to the old Board was approximately
$120,000 for all purposes. Nursery property donated and deeded to
the State was valued at $50,000 by Abbot Kinney, who claimed that
this was something unique in state business. It was also disregarded
as a credit to the Board of Forestry.
Governor Markham could very well have regarded the dissolution
of the Board of Forestry as a desirable economy move. This was a
time of serious business depression and his budget was becoming
embarrassing. Markham had pledged in his campaign that the State's

share of property taxes would be kept below 50 cents per $100
2 Melick had been an Assemblyman. Later he was Secretary of the State Board of
Examiners The time figures he quoted in this speech are difficult to reconcile.
Probably the money figure was a correct grand total for nursery expenditures.
But it is amusing that Melick criticized Governor Budd for his veto in 1897
of Melick's attempt to give nearly twice as much to the State University for

nursery maintenance as the annual sum which had been expended by the
Board of Forestry. See The Forester, vol. 5, pp. 179-181. The Board of Forestry was in existence for 96 months.
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valuation. In 1891 the tax was 44.6 cents; by 1893 it had climbed
to 57.6 cents. Markham had been forced to veto numerous appropriation items in his overall successful effort to hold down state
taxes.3

B. E. Fernow was Chief of the U. S. Division of Forestry from
1886 to 1898. In 1898 in an official report he wrote,4
but by 1891 political complications and perversion of the moneys
appropriated undid the good work of the first board, and the office, as well as
the functions, were abolished.

In his Brief History of Forestry (1907), Fernow spoke of grafters
and scandals in the California affair. The foundation for his charge
is not known. Fernow had no direct field contact with the California
situation, although the small fraternity of conservationists throughout the Nation must have communicated extensively. Probably the
harsh Fernow words are based only on the same public statements
and news articles quoted in this writing.
Charles Howard Shinn, 30 years after the event, declared that the
old Board "drifted away from its own first start and larger aims and
became more of a Southern California institution" concerned mainly
with the "care of a small arboretum on Chico Creek and another one
in the Santa Monica Canyon."
It would be interesting to know if Shinn's personal opinion of the

ebullient Abbot Kinney somewhat colored his charge of Southern
California domination in spite of the fact that any drifting away
from larger aims came about after Kinney was removed from office.
There is no evidence in the BIENNIAL REPORTS of sectionalism on the

part of the Board at any time.
Ten years after 1893 the able Ernest A. Sterling assumed direction
of the joint forest survey in California. In a feature news article
(San Francisco Chronicle, Jan. 1, 1905) he stated that the Board of
Forestry had been a bureau of education which did good and faithful
work in the beginning, but when it fell under political influence its
usefulness ceased. Said Sterling,
See Governor Markham's Second Biennial Message, 1895, p. 28.
H. R. Doc. 181, 55 Cong. 3d, p. 183.
Quoted from Univ. Cal. Chronicle, April, 1923. Shinn was Inspector of Agricul-

tural Stations for the University in 1893 and assumed direct control of the
forestry stations. Santa Monica had grown to 20 acres by this time. Shinn
was a notable literary and forestry figure for most of his 90 years (18521942). He was the first Head Ranger of the North Sierra Forest Reserve.
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The beginning made in 1885 had no solid foundation; it was empirical,
without a public sentiment or definite object to back it. Farsighted individuals in regions where forest destruction was beginning to have its effect on
the water supply realized the necessity for action, but the general public was

scarcely ready for State Forestry. Hence it was only natural that a policy
formed without knowledge of the needs and desires of the State should have
failed.

Culminating in 1933 a great national study and plan for American
forestry was conducted by the U. S. Forest Service and popularly
called the Copeland Report after its author in Congress.6
Speaking of the parallel cases of Colorado and California, this
report declared that a vigorous early start was made to preserve
irrigation water, and at the same time stop a great waste of timber.
Further, in both States the crux of the difficulty in trying to formulate a
program of public action to preserve the forests was the fact that they were
principally a part of the public domain. The difficulty thus created was not
merely the lack of authority of the State over Federal holdings. It was the
powerful antagonistic interests adverse to forestry which stood to benefit
from Federal inattention, indifference, liberality of the laws relating to the
disposal of public lands and the use of the timber from them, and laxity in
the administration of these liberal laws.

After this was published the principal editor, Herbert A. Smith, a
man of long experience in forestry and recognized professional integ-

rity, began to develop some doubts about the quoted words in the
case of California. There were certainly "powerful antagonistic interests" fighting the establishment of reserves and National Forests
every step of the way, and especially in Colorado. But this antagonism was not clearly established as affecting the California Board of
Forestry.
So the curious Mr. Smith corresponded with State Forester Pratt

in 1934 to learn more about the case in point. He learned nothing
except that two prominent early figures within the newly reconstituted California State Board of Forestry admitted that they had no
clear idea as to why the old Board of Forestry had been dissolved.
These men were George Pardee and Francis Cuttle, of whom much
more will be related in the story ahead.
Smith came to the conclusion that "politics rather than a wrong
direction of effort seems to have been chiefly responsible for the
downfall of the Board of Forestry."
A National Plan for American Forestry, Sen. Doc. No. 12, 73 Cong. See vol. 1,
pp. 750-753.

Correspondence filed with minutes of the Board, State Forester's Office.
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Plenty had been said and printed about the despoilers of the public
domain by the old Board of Forestry. A charge of delinquency in
performing what the Board considered to be a sacred duty in that
respect appears to be most unjustified. The oniy reasonable question
can be: Did the accused turn and retaliate at the source of Board
authority, namely, the State Capitol? It is doubtful. Business and
political ethics would certainly not have hindered such a reaction,
especially in that day. The salient fact was that there was little of
concentrated organization among either stockmen or lumbermen.
This was an era of rough industrial individualism. Sheep and cattle
raisers were practically at war with each other in some regions.
Redwood and pine lumbermen were in fierce business competition.
Yet many of the most responsible lumbermen were entirely in Sympa-

thy with what the Board was trying to accomplish. Probably the
majority simply ignored it.
While it is hardly to be expected that the regeneration of forests by
planting could have caused universal excitement in the midst of so
much virgin timber and clearing of new agricultural land, yet this
was a time for experimentation. Everything seemed to grow in Cali-

fornia, and why not hickory and ash? State bounties had accomplished the planting of 10 million mulberry trees in Riverside County

to launch California as the silk center of the world. In brief, the
justification and accomplishments of the experimental stations estab-

lished by the Board of Forestry should not be judged harshly from
the superior position of the present day.
As to antagonism and organized opposition to the work of the
Board of Forestry, there was only the passing complaints of the
nursery industry. That did not appear to be of devastating proportions.

It seems most likely that the old State Board of Forestry died in its

frail youth because not enough of the busy citizenry cared about
its continued existence.

Chapter Seven

The Decade of Official Indifference
The struggle between central authority and individual rights has run
through forest history from the beginning.
W. B. GREELEY

During the past half-century numerous writers have borrowed the
words quoted below to succinctly describe the decade of California's
official indifference to her forest lands. State Forester Lull borrowed
them in 1906 for his FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT of the new series. It
was 15. S. Assistant Forester Sterling who composed them in the
latter part of 1904. He declared:
From 1893 to 1903 forestry in California was at a standstill, yet this period
was one of marked need and rapid development along other lines. It was the

decade during which the lumberman from the Lake States and Southern
Pineries flocked to California to invest in timber lands, and during which
time California disposed of the bulk of her sole forest possessions by the sale
of school lands at the ridiculously low price of $1.25 per acre. Similarly it

was the period during which land fraud flourished, whereby much of the
public timber land in California was lost to the National Government and
the State.

It would be difficult to refute the general accuracy of the brief and

comprehensive statement. On the other hand, forest conservation
made several labored and important forward strides on the national
scene during this period. And in California the very depth of official
inertia lent impetus to the development of conservation campaigns by
associations composed generally of influential business and profes-

sional people whose interest lay primarily in the future economic
welfare of the State.
In Washington the Federal Timber Culture Act had been repealed

and the Homestead Act amended. A great area of national forest
reserves had been created from the public domain by executive
order.1

This setting aside of land caused bitter resistance from many
groups and factions, especially throughout the West. It is against this
national background of events that the legislative progress or lack
of it in California should be judged during this period.
1 The controversial Timber and Stone Act of 1878 was not repealed until 1955.
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In the California Legislature a few bills of a forestry nature were
introduced. As might be expected, many of them were related to the
newly created forest reserves in this State. In 1893 three bills and in
1895 one bill would have extended the same provision made in 1891
for the Yosemite-Sequoia reservations in respect to state school land.2
That is to say, the State would make no further public sales of school

land within the forest reserves in order that such lands might be
incorporated into the reserves, with the State receiving indemnity,
probably in the shape of lieu selections. This proposed legislation was
not kindly received by the Legislature during either session.
Yosemite received some attention in Sacramento of a nature which
was probably instrumental in blocking whatever legislation Congressman Caminetti introduced into Congress to adjust land boundaries.3
The State Senate would not adopt its own Joint Resolution No. 21

in 1893. This long resolution was essentially a bill of particulars
listing the sad fate that had befallen the County of Mariposa with
the creation of the Yosemite Reserve. The citizens who were dependent upon the acquisition of minerals, timber and stock range were in

dire straits. There were hints of misrepresentation of facts in the
original act of withdrawal in respect to Big Trees and watershed
being of importance in the western portion of the reserve. And
further, unless Congress granted a road right-of-way between Manposa village and the park there would be perpetuated the nuisance of
a toll road.
In 1895 the Legislature adopted Senate Joint Resolution No. 4.
This resolution appealed to Congress to deny passage to a bill which
would have allowed the Secretary of Interior to alter boundaries of
Yosemite National Park. The Legislature acknowledged sympathy
for the intent of the bill but begged for a specific law to be enacted
after open public hearings.
Then Chapter 96 of 1895 appropriated $50,000 for a free wagon

road from the town of Mariposa into Yosemite Valley. It is to be
noted that the road construction was to be handled in every respect
by county officials since the new State Highway Bureau had come
into existence just this same year.
2 1893: A.B. 812, Dodge of Oakland.
SB. 718 and 738, Earl of Oakland.
1895: A.B. 126, Coleman of Markleeville.

' It would be interesting to know why Representative Otis of Kansas introduced
H.R. 8445 in 1892 to repeal the act creating Yosemite and thus open it to
settlement,
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Senate Joint Resolution No. 1 of that session was also adopted.
Therein the Congress was urged to pass the current version of the
McRae Bill (H.R. 119) to "protect the forest reservations and secure
favorable conditions of water flow." The essence of this legislation
involved a system of management and use of reservation lands rather
than simply protection which was often presented as a separate
matter.4

In Senate Joint Resolution No. 1 of 1895 there were a few words
which might have indicated the basic official sympathy for the principle of federal forest reserves within the State of California. The

resolution declared that the effect of passing the federal law in

question would add greatly to the wealth of the Nation "and particularly to the State of California."
In 1895, the genial and popular James Herbert Budd, Democrat
and attorney from Stockton, was inaugurated as the nineteenth Governor. He is credited with having given the State a commendable

administration. He even accomplished a tax reduction as he had
promised during his campaign. But the subject of forest conservation
hardly seems to have reached him, at least as indicated by the surface
record. During 1897 neither he nor the Legislature was bothered by

the need to consider any type of forestry legislation so far as

is

known.
Congress Recognizes the Federal Lands

After the law of 1891 had provided that the President might
establish forest reservations from the public domain, tight and bitter
factions of opposition began to develop throughout the West. The
outspoken criticism and energetic attempts to liquidate the reserve
system continued into the first two decades of the Twentieth Century,

and probably reached a peak in the political quarrel that saw the
elimination of Gifford Pinchot from the Chief Forester's position in
1910. That there were powerful factions and strong-willed individuals on the other side of the controversy is self-evident in the continued existence of the National Forest System.
Probably the most intensive opposition to the national reserves was
generated from time to time in Colorado. On the other hand, it is
pretty well acknowledged that California developed the least heated
4 For example, Caminetti in 1892 introduced legislation to obtain fire protection
for all the federal lands, including reservations and parks (HR. 2647).
Grove L. Johnson of Sacramento introduced HR. 9143 in May of 1896 for the
purpose of establishing a system of administering the forest reserves.
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opposition to forest reserves among the western states in company
with Utah. The importance of the mountain watersheds in those states
was a dominating factor in developing an atmosphere of reasonable
harmony.5

Considerable administrative order was finally brought into a
chaotic situation by 1897 with the enactment of two federal laws. The

most simple was a fire protection act which pertained to the public
domain and not to the proclaimed forest reserves or parks.
On February 24th the President signed a law (29 Stat. 594) which
made a misdemeanor of the act of wilfully or maliciously causing fire

to be set in any timber, underbrush or grass on public domain, or
leaving unattended a campfire near timber or any inflammable material. Conviction in a U. S. court could result in a $5,000 fine or two
years imprisonment. For failure to totally extinguish a campfire a fine
of $1,000 or one year jail term could be handed down. In 1900 the
term campfire was sensibly amended to read "fire." Congress very

sagely provided that fines collected under the act were to be paid
into the local school fund of the county of the offense.

The tortuous development of a law for the management of the
reserves is a much more complicated story. Very briefly, it came about
this way. Numerous bills for the purpose had been introduced as has
been mentioned heretofore. Yet there existed a great emotional mud-

dle which pretty much caused a stalemate in Congress.6 Then the
American Forestry Association, with some help no doubt, prevailed
upon the Secretary of Interior to request the National Academy of
Unquestionably, the personal prestige of George Pardee after 1902 affected the
general attitude of California citizens.
The Western aspect of the episode has been well presented in an unpublished
doctoral dissertation by Elmo R. Richardson (Ph.D., U. C. at Los Angeles,
1957), "The Politics of the Conservation Issue in the Far West, 1896-19 13."
See also Ise, U. S. Forest Policy, chapters 5, 8, 9.
A sharp example among numerous diatribes against the forest reserves can be

read in House Report 1814 (5 4th Cong. 1st). This came from a Southern
California Congressman in 1896 in support of his apparently simple bill to
clear land titles for early settlers in the reserves. But the report violently
blasted John Muir, and "one man" (which probably meant Pinchot but could
have referred to the President). Such persons were misguided by "sentimental
emanations from forestry clubs having some knowledge of foreign countries
from reading books." Also damned were "great lumber and water corpo-

rations" which had engineered the creation of forest reserves for their own
selfish exploitation.

6 Ise devotes all of his chapter 3 to this story: U. S. Forest Policy.
See also Gifford Pinchot, Breaking New Ground (1947).
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Sciences to appoint a committee of experts to investigate the entire
problem.
This was done in the summer of 1896. Five very distinguished men

were selected. The youngest, and certainly the most important in the
long run, was little known at the time. His name was Gifford Pinchot
and he had recently returned home from a French forest school. The

leader was heavy with honors as a botanist and dendrologist. He
probably never did understand the meaning of forestry as a practical
science. This was Professor C. S. Sargent of Harvard.

After a three-month survey and over Pinchot's protest, Sargent
recommended to President Cleveland that some 21,000,000 acres of
additional public domain be set aside as forest reserves. On February
22, 1897, the President did as Sargent advised. Then the fun began.
During 1896 the Congress had been embroiled in the problem of

the reserves with the western delegates practically unanimous in
trying to crack the tight protective shell, or better yet, eliminate the
reserves entirely. The legislative vehicle which became the bone of
contention was an appropriation item in a Sundry Civil Bill. Actually
this bill specifically had little, if any, to do with forest reserves in the
West. The bill was amended, reamended and then pocket vetoed by
the President.

After the big withdrawal by executive proclamation in 1897, as
noted above, the fight became even more intense and the same legal
vehicle was being used. McKinley became President. He called a

special session of Congress in March of 1897. Thereafter, many
Members of Congress had a finger in the muddy water but it appears

that Senator Pettigrew of South Dakota deserves most credit for
bringing the issue to an acceptable compromise. As a matter of fact,
the bill was eventually smoothed out in a conference committee of
both houses about mid-May, 1897. It was passed to the President for
his approval.
On June 4th, the President signed the law which placed the forest
reserves under the management and protection of the Department of
Interior (30 Stat. 34). The Division of Forestry in Agriculture was to
provide technical advice, and the Geological Survey was to provide
surveys and maps. Fire protection and other regulations could be
determined by Interior, and it was also stated in the law that state

laws would be applicable for violations committed on the federal
reservations.
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The western men obtained as their price for the legislative compromise a suspension for nine months of the most recent Cleveland withdrawals. A certain degree of harmony at last prevailed. Not the least
thing accomplished during the birth pains of this first comprehensive
forest management law was an awakening among the American public

that the Nation was engaged in a peculiar new business of rather
amazing proportions. This was a new something called forestry.

The Department of Interior was given little to work with in its
huge and uncharted task of managing and protecting the forest
reserves. Unfortunately, that agency of government has probably
suffered more than most from the selfish attention of politically inspired friends. With the many devoted and able public servants in the
organization there were some who were disgracefully inept and a few
that were dishonest. Abbot Kinney wrote in 1899,
Last year was the first time that the federal government has recognized its
duty to manage and care for these reserves. While the patrol appointed under
the usual political methods was imperfectly organized and not effective, still it
was a step in the recognition of a plain duty.

Kinney's friend, George H. Maxwell, Director of the National Irrigation Association, was even less enthusiastic. He wrote:
Year by year our noble forests are being devastated by fire or some other
destructive agency and water sources which are the very life of whole communities impaired or ruined and a great majority of people pay no more heed
to a forest fire than they would to a falling star in the heavens.

Something had been done by the Federal Government for the forest

reserves. It did not satisfy many progressive people in California.
7

Both quotations from Kinney's Forest and Water, pp. 21, 226. This book embraces practically anything out of doors that took the author's fancy at the
time. It is, nevertheless, a splendid record of conditions in the Sierra Madre

at the turn of the century. As usual Kinney gives gratuitous advice in all
directions. For instance, he detailed specifically (page 101) where five crews

totaling 36 men were needed to protect the southern mountains from fire.
Probably he was the first person to condemn a fire control system depending
upon the hiring of emergency pickup labor which he termed "exigency crews."
It required about 30 years for State Government to make a fiscal recognition
of his contention in that respect. Kinney insisted that trained foresters of high
mental and physical caliber were necessary for regular assignment to supervise
districts of the forest reserves. He also advocated "signal stations" on mountain peaks to watch for fires and communicate by means of heliograph.
See also Pacific Rural Press, July 7, 1900, p. 12, in respect to U. S. D. I. delinquencies,
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Least of all were they satisfied with their own State Government. In
the unity of the people's voice lies democratic strength. It was natural
that groups should begin to associate in order to exercise a strong
voice. The beginning of that trend is obvious in the action of the State
Board of Trade in San Francisco in the fall of 1898. The following
resolution was adopted by that businessmen's organization.8
Whereas, The destruction of California forests by fire is a burning issue
which commands the attention of this board; therefore,

Resolved, That the California State Board of Trade requests [from] the
Yosemite Commission, the federal superintendents of forest reservations,
the Sierra Club and other organizations and public authorities concerned, cooperative action with this board to secure from the Legislature of this State
such action as will secure the adequate policing of our forests and the just
punishment of all persons guilty of forest arson.

The response was prompt and eventually quite effective. At least
three associations of citizens interested in water and forest conserva-

tion were formed. The number is stated indefinitely because it is
difficult to say how and when one group merged with another or
quietly died for a little while and was then rejuvenated under another
name.

During this period of seven or eight years when citizen associations

largely substituted through voluntary effort the leadership which
government declined to exert, several historic trends or conditions are
evident. In general terms they may be listed as follows.

The major impetus which caused the formation of these citizen
groups developed around San Francisco Bay and was maintained
there, at least during the time of the project under discussion. Southern California established separate local organizations. However, that
region was always strongly represented in this particular statewide
conservation movement both within and without what might be called
the parent organization at San Francisco. Evidence probably could be
found to indicate a segregation of regional units in this type of movement in Southern California beginning about this time. This would
be especially noticed in the cohesion of a Los Angeles County Chamber of Commerce and then the formation of the Tn-Counties Committee a little later, as shall be described.

A new element made its appearance among the northern citizen
groups. This was representation from the lumber industry which con8 The Forester, Dec. 1898, vol. 4, p. 255.
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tamed thereafter to play a substantial part in the development of state
forestry legislation.9

Lastly, one might venture the opinion that the greatest single force
in originating and guiding this citizen conservation movement in California would have been found in the person of that most controversial
figure ever to cross the historical stage of American forestry, namely,

Gifford Pinchot. At this time he was busy practically everywhere
across the Nation initiating surveys of forests and forestry conditions.
During the past several months Pinchot had been the new Chief of
the Division of Forestry in the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
In commenting upon the number of meetings and conferences on
forestry and irrigation held during the summer of 1899, Pacific Rural

Press told of Pinchot's presence at the Los Angeles convention of
the American Forestry Association and then the San Francisco
meetings.'°

Pinchot everywhere stressed the need for knowledge about the
actual conditions in the various forests before wise regulatory or
administrative forest policies could be developed in the United States.
This year he had field crews working in the State of Washington, and
a small crew in the California redwoods.1' He hoped that Congress
could be prevailed upon to extend such surveys, especially in Cali-

fornia. The Press presumed that local representatives in Congress
would concentrate upon that subject during the winter.
The editor of Pacific Rural Press noted this as a good and promising event
(Dec. 12, 1899). That same month The Forester printed what probably was
the first general public article by a California lumberman. It was called "The
Practical in Forestry," by Wallace W. Everett of San Francisco. He declared
that a thorough canvass of large operators disclosed no opposition to wise and
practical lumbering regulations. However, the timbermen demanded: state or

federal inspectors or supervisors (1) trained in both practice and theory,
(2) paid enough to discourage their corruption, (3) selected for the job on
the basis of technical and not political qualifications; and also (4) an equality
of regulations to govern the pine and redwood regions because of their current

business antagonism, (5) reforestation by required private planting rather
than acquisition of cut-over lands by government. Everett made two other
sage observations. He noted that it was difficult to generate much enthusiasm
for reforestation in the face of such enormous quantities of virgin timber, and
that watersheds in cut-over redwood were probably as well protected by the
dense ground cover as by the original high trees.

10 Editorial of August 12th. The failure of this magazine to mention the two
organizations formed in San Francisco in 1899 to promote state and federal
water development is difficult to comprehend.

1 R. T. Fisher, "The Work of the Division of Forestry in the Redwoods,"
Sierra Club Bulletin, vol. 3, p. 200.
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The California Society for Conserving Waters and Protecting Forests

On January 21, 1899, in the hail of the State Chamber of Commerce in San Francisco there was held a meeting of 54 delegates with
credentials from 24 organizations. Included were horticultural and

agricultural societies, the University of California, Yosemite State
Park Commission, Miners Association, Sierra Club, and both boards
of trade and chambers of commerce.12

At this meeting there was organized the California Society for
Conserving Waters and Protecting Forests. J. M. Gleaves, U. S.
Surveyor-General, was elected president. Among three vice presidents
was Abbot Kinney An executive board of 17 was chosen. Resolutions
were adopted requesting the Governor to appoint a nonsalaried commission to study and report by the time of the next legislative session

upon the status of water and forest conditions in California. The
current Legislature was requested to institute a school of forestry at
Berkeley.

At this point it is necessary to introduce Governor Henry Tuft
Gage who served from January, 1899 through 1902. Gage was a
Republican attorney from Los Angeles. Perhaps his most prominent
client was the Southern Pacific Railroad Company. The fact that that
organization for years dominated California politics, and to a considerable extent national politics, is a well recorded fact which can
hardly be avoided in any discussion of California government during
the decades before and after 1900. It must be reported, however, that
the company did not exert any open and specific influence upon f orestry legislation that appears in the written records.13
Into the Legislature on the rather late dates of February 16th and
17th twin bills were introduced to accomplish a forestry investigation.
12 The Forester, Feb. 1899, vol. 5, pp. 39, 65, 136.
13 Thirty years after Gage, a high and universally respected S. P. Land Department official served ably on the State Board of Forestry.

For a critical review of the Gage administration see the S. F. Chronicle for
Aug. 22, 1902. After the elaborate Pardee inauguration that paper noted that
Gage walked alone from the Capitol to the railroad station. Perhaps this
Governor was unfortunate in that two quarrels arose with newspapers during

his administration after gag regulations were attempted by State Government. Gage was appointed Minister to Portugal some years after he left the
Governor's chair.
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Two weeks earlier a somewhat similar bill had been introduced in
respect to a water study.
R. N. Bulla of Los Angeles introduced Senate Bill No. 667 to
perform the forestry work. W. B. Lardner of Auburn introduced
identical legislation as Assembly Bill No. 892.
The irrigation bill was somewhat more comprehensive. It specifically called for joint federal-state surveys necessary for the
development of dams and reservoirs. Although the commissioner was
to receive no salary, the sum of $10,000 was to be made available for
the joint surveys.
The forestry bills provided that the Governor should appoint five
persons to act as water and forest commissioners to investigate and
report upon the best and most economical methods of preserving the

forests of California from destruction by fire and for preventing
the denudation of mountain water sources. The commission was to
receive neither compensation nor expense money. Two years after it
had submitted its official report it would cease to exist.
In an editorial of February 2 5th, the San Francisco Call endorsed
the two bills. It told of many fires burning uncontrolled throughout
the State and mentioned a dozen in the forks of the American River
alone. The forestry bill was safe in that "no salaried and costly position can germinate in it." The Legislature was admonished to give
early and general consent so that the Governor could appoint the
commissions as authorized.

A little later the Call told of a special committee of the Society for
Conserving Waters and Protecting Forests journeying to Sacramento
to wait upon Governor Gage on behalf of this legislation.14
The committee was granted a 15-minute interview which length-

ened to an hour and a quarter. The Governor promised his hearty
support and promised to send a special message to the Legislature
endorsing the conservation legislation then pending. This news article
also stated that the irrigation bill provided that no legislative action

could be taken upon a proposed donation of a million acres of arid
land to the State from the United States until a report was received

from the intended commission. The printed bill in original and
amended form did not contain such a provision and the idea is somewhat preposterous on its face in view of the continuous petitions for
the cession of public domain lands.
14 As quoted in The Forester, March, 1899,
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The Senate forestry bill perished when it left its first committee
without recommendation five days after it was introduced. The Lardner Assembly bill was unanimously passed by the Assembly on March
14th. After a second reading in the Senate it died there.

The irrigation bill (Assembly Bill No. 619 by Fairweather of
Reedley) did pass both houses and was sent to the Governor on
March 18th. By March 29th Governor Gage killed it by pocket veto.

There is no record in the journals of either house regarding any
message transmitted by the Governor to the Legislature in respect to
any of these bills.
In its June issue The Forester garbled a report by saying that two
bills reached Gage's desk. It justifies his negative action by saying

that the bills did not reach him until after the Legislature had adjourned and that no appropriation had been made. It is difficult to
comprehend the first excuse and the second point is not true unless
the printed history of the session and the filed copies of bills are
erroneous. Of course, no appropriation was involved in the forestry
bills which died without reaching the Governor.15

The San Francisco Call of April 8th could have been the source of
The Forester article but it did not attempt to explain the Governor's
action. Both articles told of the appointment of honorary unofficial
commissions and it is to be noted that both publications used the term
Water and Forest Society rather than the longer original name. It
would be interesting to know if that was a significant modification in
view of changes ahead.
The Phantom Commission of '99

Since the proposed state forest and water commissioners were nor
to receive pay or expenses the society which advocated their official
creation determined that it would appoint its own commissions and
accomplish the intended work anyway. This it did with the further
intent of strengthening itself with members and money as time pro
gressed.

The appointed honorary commissioners without portfolio, or at
least without official warrant, were not without qualifications. In15 No reference to other forestry bills is made in a listing of bills vetoed. Another

veto of this session which caused an emotional stir and did little for the
popularity of either Governor or State Senate was Gage's veto of a sentimental bill to name the California poppy the State Flower. The Assembly
overrode the veto but the Senate would not.
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deed, they were undoubtedly recognized as the most eminently qualified men available in the State of California at the time.
As Commissioner of Irrigation there was selected Professor George

Davidson of Berkeley whose learned writings upon the subject of
water and its use constitute a lengthy and valuable source of information pertaining to that era.
The Forestry Commission consisted of Professor E. W. Hilgard of

Berkeley, Professor William Dudley, head of botany at Stanford,
Abbot Kinney, well-known conservationist and man about Southern
California, Warren Olney, Sr., San Francisco attorney and soon-to-be
mayor of Oakland. The last and most interesting selection among this
distinguished group was George Towle of Placer County, a prominent
and progressive lumberman of that region since the 18 50s.1°

There is no known record of what was accomplished by this
phantom forestry commission of 1899. Probably the size of the task
before it was so grossly underestimated that these otherwise busy men
failed to penetrate far into the proposed project. The known fact is

that before the end of the year, two different and substantial
organizations similarly dedicated were organized and effective in the
northern and the southern portions of California. The need for membership and money had apparently prevailed over the eminent qualifications of the representatives of the transient California Society for
Conserving Waters and Protecting Forests. For an organization born
with such rich prestige of membership it is remarkable that it faded
so quietly from the pages of history.
Forest and Water Society of Southern California

On March 8, 1899, the Southern California Academy of Sciences,
probably at the instigation of Abbot Kinney, called a meeting in the

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce quarters for the purpose of
organizing a Forest and Water Society. The object was to work
toward the preservation of surplus water in Southern California.
Towle Brothers Company has passed its first continuous century of family
operation and is currently known as the Auburn Lumber Company. The
present president and grandnephew of George Towle, Wendell Towle Robie,

at the time of this writing, is chairman of the California State Board of
Forestry. A further interesting coincidence is the fact that Ernest Dudley,
nephew of Dr. William Dudley, was appointed to the Board of Forestry in
1931.
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Kinney was elected president, W. H. Knight was secretary. Vice
presidents were elected to represent respectively San Bernardino,
Ventura and Los Angeles Counties.17

In May of 1899 the society was incorporated and the organization

was enlarged and reorganized into the Water Association of Los
Angeles. Richardson says, "The association's subsequent activities
were tireless and limitless."
The difficult point to determine is to what extent this organization

worked with or within the California Water and Forest Association
during the next half dozen years. Certainly the two organizations
were traveling the same road. Their object was to secure federal and
state cooperation in advancing the cause of forest and watershed

conservation and developing water storage and transportation
systems.

California Water and Forest Association

Not even the jungle fighting of Americans against the insurrectionist Aguinaldo nor the foundering of the U. S. cruiser Charleston
on a Philippine rock could detract from the news of the big meeting.
San Francisco newspapers of November 14th, 15th and 16th featured
the story of the Flood-Storage Convention.

The Chronicle said 300 delegates from all over the State would
come; the Examiner said 500. The latter was probably more correct
for the assembled delegates overflowed the Maple Room of the Palace

Hotel by 10.30 on the morning of Tuesday, November 14, 1899.
Presiding officer William Thomas moved them to Metropolitan Hall.

It was said that Attorney Thomas and a local bank had instigated
the calling of this statewide meeting through the California Association for the Storage of Flood Waters.
Mayor Phelan welcomed the group which then settled down to
listen to papers delivered by J. B. Lippincott, local chief of the U. S.
Geological Survey, and a host of others, such as Elwood Mead and
San Francisco City Engineer Marsden Manson, who was incidentally
a doctor of philosophy as well as an outspoken friend of forest con17 Los Angeles Times, March 9, 1899.
Pacific Rural Press, March 2 5th, May 13th.

The Forester, April (vol. 5, p. 91).

Elmo R. Richardson thesis, op. cit., pp. 35-37. Richardson says John Muir
instigated this organization through correspondence with Theodore P. Lukens

in the winter of 1898. Muir was despondent over the failure of the Sierra
Club to support his fight to keep all livestock grazing out of Yosemite. Sheep
grazing in the southern mountains was a bitter issue at this time.
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servation. University of California President Wheeler was there and
five official delegates selected from his faculty staff. Professors Hi!gard and Wickson were among them, also Davidson, Cory and Jaffa.
Said Chairman Thomas, "I think that if the delegates to the con-

vention should form a permanent organization it would do much
toward forwarding the work in hand, than which none is more fraught
with importance to California." That seems to have been the conclusive opinion.
The newspapers devoted pages and columns to speeches and proposals and even a sharp debate between irrigationist George Maxwell
and a representative of the sheepmen. On the second day the Chronicle printed a special banner headline across page 9, WATER STORAGE
CONVENTION, and filled that page with sketches of delegates and
verbatim records of speeches and resolutions, all of which required

about half of page 11 too. This was a big and important meeting.
Probably for size, statewide representation and concentration on a
single subject it has not been exceeded in the ensuing years.

Not until Thursday did the newspapers use the word forest or
forestry. Then the report of the Committee on Resolutions was
printed in full. Among many other recommendations was this,
The preservation of existing forests and the forestation of denuded area is
strongly recommended to Congress by extending the reserves and by all other
possible means.

Also it was agreed that the all-important permanent organization
to further the work of enhancing and co-ordinating federal and state
effort in developing water protection, storage, and transportation
facilities should be known as the California Water and Forest Asso-

ciation. And that was done. The Honorable William Thomas was
elected president.
Later that gentleman said of the association, "We are all colonels;

there are no privates. With a membership like this behind us we
ought to command the attention and respect of the Legislature."
Gaining the respect of the Legislature and also the Governor was
the major purpose of this organization. The story of how that was

accomplished and not accomplished will be related somewhat in
chronological order as events occurred during the next seven years.

Soon there were 5,000 members in the association. Their names
were practically a roster of Who's Who in California at the turn of
the century. University presidents Jordan and Wheeler were prominent, along with more than 100 faculty members of their institutions.
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The two U. S. Senators were members as was the Liutenant Governor,
numerous appointed and elected state officials, most of the supreme
and superior court judges, more than 100 county supervisors. Many

important federal officials were also members. It is notable that the
great majority of members were not dedicated conservationists of the
John Muir type, nor were they financially interested in specific water
using projects. Probably each one of them was genuinely concerned
with the place of water in the continued prosperity of the State as a
whole.

Headquarters for the association were established at the Mills
Building in San Francisco. A monthly magazine called Water and
Forest was published and distributed to more than 168 towns and
cities. Toward the end of publication in 1907, issues were brought out
quarterly. Always at the masthead was printed the association seal:
a tall tree with the rising sun behind, and in a surrounding circle the
words, Moisture Means Millions.

Unfortunately, the files of the association were completely destroyed in the fire of 1906. Few libraries possess a complete file of
Water and Forest. Nevertheless, any student of natural resource conservation in California is advised to seek out this concentrated source
as the rich vein of information for that period.
The primary goal of the association as expressed in 1899 was to
secure enough local money and to secure matching funds and interest

from the Federal Government so that necessary plans and studies
could be developed to initiate a wise and long term development of
water storage and transportation within the State, and to secure state
legislation to expedite and supervise proper water conservation
and use.
The first place to obtain money, since the Legislature and Governor

had failed in this respect, was through popular subscription. In one
drive the sum of $10,000 was raised in San Francisco alone.'8

While the subject of forest conservation had been practically
ignored at the first great conference, it was not long before it demanded a major share of the association's interest. Promptly a letter
was directed to the source of knowledge, Gifford Pinchot in Washington. The question was asked: How far can the State of California
go in protecting its water supply through the control of forest lands
18

Again the name of John D. Spreckels appears in the story of conservation with
his contribution of $1,000 to this worthy cause.
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now in private ownership? With the question was printed part of the
answer which the association expected to receive,
Obviously, we must look to the Nation for legislation affecting the public

forest areas, but it is equally clear that the control of private lands
assuming that public authority may be exerted over them at all . . . lies
within the jurisdiction of the State.

From the beginning the association pledged itself to co-operate
"with the two universities and the National Government until such
time as the State should have an administration of its own." At the
close of the Pardee administration the primary hurdle had been surmounted and the association, as most such organizations do, faded
away and ceased to exist.

There can be no doubt, however, that the California Water and
Forest Association was the major factor in bringing about the great
progressive strides in wild land conservation during the years 1903
through 1906, and very probably in the selection of two high type
candidates for the gubernatorial race of 1902. In the course of half a
century the association has been practically forgotten. Its monument
is observed only in the accomplished fact of one of its early slogans,
"To work for the building of a Greater California."
Further Legislation of 1899 and 1901

Mention has been made of the controversy about sheep grazing at
the turn of the century. This constitutes a story in itself, and especially in respect to the development of management regulations for
the new forest reservations. In brief, however, it may be said that the
nomadic sheepmen, who had for many years roamed the California
mountains at will and largely without paying a grazing fee, were now
confronted not only with competitors within their own ranks and, of
course, cattle raisers but also with the more sentimental conservationists, irrigationists and city water users, and even a serious lumberman here and there. Added to this in recent years there had been a
lack of sufficient rainfall to produce adequate feed.
In the State Legislature of 1899 the livestock industry did at least
obtain enough sympathy to secure the adoption of Senate Joint Resolution No. 22. The recital of the resolution told of the plight of stockmen of the San Joaquin Valley area. And, therefore, the President of
the United States and his Department of Interior were respectfully
petitioned to allow the owners of cattle, sheep and horses to pasture

r
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on the Stanislaus, Mariposa and Sequoia Forest Reserves during the
year of 1899.19
Also adopted was Senate Joint Resolution No. 9 which expressed
exactly the same point in respect to that portion of Alpine County
within the Stanislaus Reserve. It was declared that most of the area
did not bear commercial timber and should never have been set aside
by President Cleveland. Furthermore, there had not been any devastating fires in the region, so would the Federal Government please be
good enough to abolish the forest reserve status of that area or at
least make it possible for stock grazing to be carried on as it had in
the past.
There was a compromised and temporary relaxation in the prohibition of grazing on the part of the government, undoubtedly in
response to these official resolutions.

In 1899 what appears to have been a perfectly reasonable county
firewarden bill was introduced by H. S. Blood of Calaveras County.
His Assembly Bill No. 619 would have authorized and directed every
board of supervisors, upon the petition of 50 taxpayers of the county,
to appoint an officer to be known as the firewarden. It would be the
duty of that official to prevent and extinguish fires and to prevent
injury to the forest from fire. The supervisors should pay the firewarden a salary not in excess of $75 per month. The warden would
have the power under this act to hire assistants "whenever necessary
in case of danger" to prevent and extinguish fires and pay them not in
excess of $2 per day. Public officials of the county were to assist the
firewarden to perform his duties.
This bill was passed by the Assembly and then, as seemed to be the
fate of this type of legislation at this time, it died in the Senate.2°
In 1901 the Legislature improved the Penal Code in respect to
criminal fire damage. Two bills reached the Governor's desk and he
vetoed one which presumably would have been an unnecessary duplication of the bill which he approved as Chapter 158.
19

20

In 1897, President Cleveland created the Stanislaus Forest Reserve (691,200
acres) and San Jacinto (737,280). McKinley in 1898 created Pine Mountain
and Zaca Lake (1,644,594), and in 1899 the Lake Tahoe (136,335) and

Santa Ynez (145,000 acres).
After 1905 many so-called county firewardens received such legal authority as
they possessed only from the fact that they were voluntary state firewardens.
In 1927 (Chapter 238) those counties having duly created boards of forestry

could empower the county forester to supervise fire protection outside of
cities and fire districts. It was not until 1955 that a belated law gave supervisors authority to appoint and provide for county firewardens.
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Assembly Bill No. 4 would have amended old Chapter 102 011872

by changing the description of location of origin of a criminal fire
from federal and state land to "any wooded country or forests within
this State" and by making illegal the act of leaving a fire unguarded.
This bill was vetoed. The approved Chapter 158 added some subsections to the important Section 384, Penal Code, as follows.21
Every person who starts a fire in hay, grain, stubble, grass, weeds,
or woodland, without first carefully providing, by plowing or otherwise, for
the keeping of such fire within and upon the premises upon which it is started
or set, whereby any property of an adjoining or contiguous resident or owner
is injured or destroyed, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person who upon departing from a camp or camping place,
wilfully or negligently leaves fire burning or unextinguished is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

Another important general law of 1901 increased the penalties for
violation of the above subsections and other laws and thus brought
them all within the jurisdiction of superior courts.

Two different resolutions identical in purpose were adopted in
1901. Both Senate Joint Resolution No. 15 and Assembly Joint Resolution No. 14 referred to the pending legislation before Congress for
the purchase by the Federal Government of Calaveras Grove. The
California delegation was instructed to work for its passage. The State
on its part pledged itself to Cprovide for the expense of management
and maintenance of the same."
The Assembly version spoke of the imminent destruction of the
grove and directed Governor Gage to telegraph Senator Bard to present the desires of the Legislature before Congress.
A very important legislative victory was scored by the persistent
advocates of a State Park purely for public recreation at Big Basin
in Santa Cruz County. Although Governor Gage could not be persuaded as to the need for practical studies into the water and forest

situation, he and the Legislature approved the very large sum of
$250,000 for the purchase of this land as a park. The new law
(Chapter 162) also provided for the appointment of an administrative
California Redwood Park Commission, consisting of five men includ21 A.B. 4, Melick of Los Angeles.
Chap. 158 was A.B. 764, by Committee on Revision of Laws.

Sec. 384a was itself a modified version of old Chap. 253 of 1891. The latter was
not repealed until 1955.
A layman may be confused to find these Penal Code sections re-enacted in 1905

without apparent amendment. The reason involved some flaw in the code
which might have made them unconstitutional. A wholesale correction was
made by re-enactment.
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ing the Governor. The future of that park was very much involved
with the State Forester and Board of Forestry prior to 1927.22

In view of the widespread distrust and dislike for the federal
forest reserves in many places, Senate Joint Resolution No. 6 is very
interesting. Of course, the resolution was entirely sensible, and the

quality of management currently being furnished by the Federal
Government left a great deal to be desired. The interesting aspect of
this document rests in the harmonious legislative acknowledgment
that the forest reserves were here to stay. No doubt the Water and
Forest Association was making its presence felt at Sacramento. The
resolution was introduced by Senator John F. Davis of Jackson and
was adopted at the early date of January 23, 1901. It read as follows:
WHEREAS The United States owns in California 8,000,000 acres of forest
reserves; and

WHEREAS More timber is destroyed in the State every year through
forest fires than is needed for five years of economic use; and
WHEREAS Roads should be constructed and maintained that forests of
enormous value may be accessible and may be protected from forest fires;
and

WHEREAS The services of trained foresters are needed that only trees
ripe for the ax may be cut, thus introducing a system of forestry successfully
used in European countries, and
WHEREAS The inauguration of forestry as an income-producing industry
would give employment to hundreds of men, notably soldiers honorably discharged from the government service; and

WHEREAS Even a portion of the millions of acres of government reserves, under a system of forestry would yield a revenue sufficient in amount

annually to purchase all the groves of sequoias (giant trees nowhere else
existing in the world) now owned by private parties, therefore be it
RESOLVED by the senate and assembly of the State of California jointly,
that on behalf of the interests of the United States government itself, we
urge an appropriation by the congress of the United States of money to be
expended in the accomplishment of the objects named in the above preamble,
and we inst:ruct our senators and request our representatives to use their best
efforts to accomplish the purposes herein recommended.

Senate Bill Number Seven

It remained for Senate Bill No. 7 of 1901 to give Governor Gage
a walloping administrative headache. The bill will be recognized as
the new version of Lardner's bill of the previous session. Senator
Edward Wolfe of San Francisco was Chairman of the Committee on
Forest and Water Conservation. On January 10th, Wolfe introduced
Senate Bill No. 7 which was stated to be an act
22 The exciting story of how this land became a State Park may be read in The
Acquisition of California Redwood Park, by Frank E. and Florence W. Hill
(San Jose, 1927, 56 pages).
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to Provide for the Joint Investigation with the Federal Government, of

Water Resources of the State, and the Best Methods of Preserving the
Forests Thereof; Appointing a Board of Water and Forest Commissioners to
Conduct Such Investigations on Behalf of the State, and Making an Appropriation for the Expenses of Such Investigations.

It was provided that the Governor should appoint three citizens,
no two of whom should reside in the same county, for a two-year term
without compensation. The commission could, however, hire a secre-

tary at a salary of $100 per month.
The commission was to have power to enter into contracts with the
proper department of the Federal Government for the purpose of
making topographic surveys and a joint investigation and report on
the water resources of the State, including the best method of developing, controlling and utilizing the water, and also the best method
of preserving the forest. It was provided that expenditures made by
the State should not exceed those of the collaborator for each aspect
of the work.
It was also provided that the commission might "make experiments

for preserving the forests as may seem best to them." Employees
would be granted the privilege of entering upon private property in
the performance of their duties, provided no damage was done.

To accomplish the proposed work an appropriation for the biennium of $107,200 was provided; however, after spending no more
than one-half that sum the first year, it would be incumbent upon the
Governor to certify to the State Controller that he had received a
satisfactory report of accomplishment from the commission regarding
the first year's work.
Quite obviously, the Water and Forest Association wrote this bill.
The January issue of Water and Forest magazine printed an editorial
under the title "The Firm of California and Uncle Sam." Here it was
predicted that the work which was started with private funds would
now be continued by the State.
Nothing can defeat the continuance of this work except the hostility or
indifference of our State authorities, and, happily, no such calamity is anticipated. So far as is known, not one single voice has been raised in opposition
to the demand for a State appropriation of $107,200 . . This means the
splendid results obtained during the past year shall be increased tenfold in the
next two years. . The Governor and the Legislature who shall inaugurate
officially this plan of State and National cooperation . . . will have an enviable place in the hearts of our citizens and in the history of California.

It cannot be said that the Legislature was more concerned with the

widespread influence of the bill's sponsors than its own place in
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history. The known fact is simply that Senate Bill No. 7 passed with
only one dissenting vote in each house and was sent to the Governor
on March 7th. Governor Gage vetoed the bill on March 16th.

On that date the Governor transmitted a veto message to the
Senate (Senate Journal, p. 1267). He tied his veto directly to the
relative merits of Senate Bill No. 7 and Assembly Bill No. 873. The
latter provided for the purchase of the Big Basin redwoods for park
purposes. He explained that Senate Bill No. 7 might produce beneficial results for the State and under other conditions he might have
approved it, but both bills as laws would result in an injustice to the
taxpayers because of the excessive cost involved.
After mature consideration, and in view of representations made by
numerous citizens, he had decided to preserve the magnificent redwood trees which were otherwise likely to be destroyed. Now "poor

and rich alike might enjoy the pleasures of these grand groves of
nature." More than this, Gage "felt it my duty to slightly overstep
the lines of strict state economy inaugurated by the Republican Party
and obligatory upon me" when he approved the redwood park bill.
On a motion to override the Governor's veto the Senate voted to
sustain it by a vote of 24 to 6.

The wrath and disappointment of the association must have descended heavily upon Gage for this unexpected reversal at his hand.
And in the gubernatorial campaign of 1902 the Democrats, not being
burdened with budget justifications, seized upon the incident and
declared in their official platform:
We denounce the veto of Senate Bill No. 7, which provided an appropriation
to be expended by United States engineers in co-operation with an unpaid
State Commission, in exploring reservoir sites, investigating irrigation problems and planning a comprehensive policy of forest preservation. We demand
the prompt re-enactment of this measure by the next legislature.

Gage was obviously smarting under the criticism two years later
when he made a rather wistful defense of his action during his fare-

well message. This was on January 7, 1903, the day before the
Pardee inaugural celebration. The retiring Governor explained that
he believed the appropriation which would be required through the
enactment of Senate Bill No. 7 would have placed too much of a
burden upon the people of California. Specifically he declared,
I favor also the passage of laws carrying substantial appropriations to effect
these objects, but I do not favor the creation of commissions with undefined
powers and unlimited authority to control the work and to expend according

to their own private views appropriations made for these necessary and
beneficial purposes. Public work must be subordinated to public control.
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There is nothing to be gained by trying to rationalize the Governor's statement at this late date. The only mystery about it is why
he felt such words were necessary under the circumstances.
Attitude of the Miners; 1902

Mineral exploiters have always maintained an important political
and economic position in California and also enjoyed special privileges under federal law. The surprising thing is that so little evidence
of friction between dedicated conservationists and gold mining inter-

ests is to be found in public records. This can be pointed out as
especially true during the days when hydraulic debris was recognized
as a public nuisance during the very time that the Federal Government was setting aside vast areas of land reserves in the public
domain.

The Eleventh Annual Convention of the California Miners' Association, held in San Francisco in November, 1902, furnishes some
interesting information as to the prevailing attitude of general sympathy among the leaders in that industry.23

The Resolutions Committee wished to have it known that the
association was favorably disposed toward reservation of forest land
by the Federal Government, and this was quite an admission in view
of the intensely bitter opposing view held in many other parts of the
West. At the same time this convention wished to go on record as

opposing the establishment of the following reservations: Lassen
Peak, Klamath, Mount Shasta, and Diamond Mountain. It was declared that these areas were not necessary for the protection of
watersheds which affected either navigation or agriculture.24

Also it was resolved that the presently reserved land should be
reclassified into the categories of mining, timber and agricultural land
so that mining lands could be held open for mineral locations.

This convention was precisely in agreement with the Water and
Forest Association when it resolved,
That we recognize the fact that the future welfare of the State depends in
a large measure upon the development of its water resources and the preservation of its forests; therefore, we favor the immediate and thorough investi-

gation of, and report on, our water resources, and the best methods of
23 See Proceedings

. .

., pp. 67-69, 157-161.

24 For the view of an irrigationist on this resolution see Pacific Rural Press, Dec.
9, 1902, p. 364.

In 1898 the San Francisco Board of Trade had resolved to request establishment of forest reserves in watersheds west of Mt. Lassen: The Forester,
vol.4, p. 115.
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improving and developing the same; the collaboration of the Federal and
State governments in such investigations, and the proper appropriation therefor by our State Legislature.

Mr. A. D. Foote of Grass Valley presented a paper entitled "Protection of the Forests." He referred to the reputation the miners had
earned in some quarters in "destroying forests and tearing down the
hills upon which they grew." For that reason he particularly urged

the members to come forward as protectors of the forest to stop
forest fires and the consequent sudden floods which "far more than
hydraulic mining, have made our valley friends think we are sending
the mountains down upon them."
Consequently, the following fascinating resolution was adopted,
That this Association hereby instructs its Committee on Legislation to
formulate a proper bill, and urge its passage through the Legislature, to
appropriate such sum of money as it may think necessary for the purpose of

paying the expense of a fire patrol to be placed under the control of the
University of California.

The record of further discussion on this naive proposition reveals
that the School of Forestry (which was, of course, little more than a
dream at this date) should be able to easily "organize and control"
such a statewide fire patrol at "trifling expense."
A Time for Change

Opposition toward the entry of State Government into the protection and regulation of privately owned forest land during the decade
preceding 1903 must have been deeply fixed in the legislative body,
and especially in the State Senate.

However, with the new century there also developed a great
national trend in progressive government. Theodore Roosevelt, the
champion of wild land conservation, was in the White House. And
with the coming of a vitally progressive new Governor in California
the old lassitude was forced to give way. The change was positive but
not violent. It came in studied forward steps. That is probably the
only way progress could have been made.
Added to the general groundswell of public opinion there was the
dominant argument of vital statistics. Public calamity is always more
effective in shaping public opinion than stuffy plans. The fire seasons
of 1903 and 1904 contributed dramatically to the cause of fire protection, for it was estimated that during 1904 no less than 800,000 acres

had been burned over by wildfire in California. It was time that
something was done about the situation.

George Cooper Pardee
"A Nation such as ours, with all of the great resources that have been and still
are ours can not help but be great. But if these resources be wasted this Nation,
like others that have gone before it, must crumble and fall into dust. . . . We
put on the uniform; we shoulder the musket; we follow the flag in times of war
and do not hesitate to suffer and die for the benefit of our country. There are

greater problems and crises than those of war. They are the crises and the
problems of peace."

Address Before the President's Joint Conservation Conference
December 9, 1908, Washington, D. C.

Chapter Eight

Governor Pardee and Friends
For there is hope of a tree, if it be cut down, that it will sprout again,
and that the tender branch thereof will not cease.
JOB 14:7

January, 1903

George Cooper Pardee took office on January 7, 1903, as California's twenty-first Governor and the second to be born in the State.
Pardee was born in San Francisco in 1857. His family moved to the
Eleventh Street residence in Oakland when George was 10. Here was
his home for the remainder of his life, except for such interludes as
the occupation of the newly acquired Governor's mansion at Sacramento.

Pardee attended local schools and received both bachelor and
master degrees at the little University of California. In Germany he
received a degree in medicine. He returned to Oakland in 1885 where
he practiced as an ear, nose, and throat specialist, that is, when he
was not engaged in some political endeavor. In 1889 he served on the

Oakland Board of Health. Then he served two years on the city
council. During 1893-95 Pardee was Mayor of Oakland. In 1898 he

made an unsuccessful bid for nomination to the governorship. In
1899 he declined Democratic support for election to the U. S. Senate.

When Pardee was nominated and elected Governor it must be
acknowledged that he was not hindered and probably was considerably helped by the political machine that seemed to dominate California regardless of party or candidate. That Governor Pardee had a
mind of his own, which did not please the bosses, is evident in his
failure to receive the renomination in 1906 which he had every good
reason to expect.'
1

Theodore Staniford, whose doctor's dissertation (U. C. 1955) "Governor in the
Middle," depicts Pardee as a specialist in compromise and peaceful co-operation, told this writer that the 1906 incident converted Pardee into a fighting
reformer. This fact was obvious during the progressive movement on both a
local and national scale. See The California Progressives by G. E. Mowry;
see also the typed "Political Reminiscences of G. C. Pardee" in the Alice Rose
collection, Stanford Library. But Pardee will be observed as the compromising
chairman of many a commission in the pages which follow. Nonetheless, the
"redoubtable doctor" could well claim the honor which his admiring associate,
M. B. Pratt, consistently conferred upon him"the father of natural resource
conservation in California."

[ i8]
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Just how and when Pardee became so impressed with the need to
conserve the forest and water resources of California is not known.

Now and then he would tell a small story of his boyhood which
indicates his early observation of the treatment of the natural landscape. Of course, the dedicated activity of the California Water and

Forest Association was just about at its peak when Pardee was
campaigning in 1902. Nor was he confronted with a straw man in
respect to questions of natural resources (or anything else) in the
shape of Franklin K. Lane, the Democratic candidate.2
No doubt, 1902 was a time in history when a candidate for the
Office of Governor of California would do well to be informed and
sincere about his views on conservation. Pardee was well qualified in
that respect. As the Chief Executive of the State, Governor Pardee
was a most able and progressive public administrator in all respects.
The things that needed doing seemed obvious to him
During his later years Pardee was handicapped by chronic illness,
a situation, which he deplored. Doctor Pardee died in Oakland in
1941. His principal monument, other than the political record, is the
Pardee Dam in Calaveras County. This dam was a unit in the water
system of the East Bay Municipal Utility District, the management
of which was headed by Pardee during the last 15 years of his life.
Pardèe had objected when the State Board of Forestry attempted to
name the Latour area the Pardee State Forest (a sincerely affectionate, but nonetheless presumptuous gesture. This block was school
landuntil 1945).
George C. Pardee was one of California's great native sons. He
deserves a proper biography to preserve the record of that greatness.
There was a tremendous inaugural parade and celebration when
Governor Pardee was sworn into office. On the front page of the
Sacramento Record Union of January 8, 1903, there was this banner
headline:
GOVERNOR GEORGE C. PARDEE DELIVERS

His INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Pressing Need of Protecting the Streams and
Forests of California From Destruction
2 Lane was a personal friend of Pardee and onetime fellow U. of C. student. He
was City 'Attorney of San Francisco ii 1902. In 1905 Roosevelt appointed
Lane to the Interstate Commerce Commission and Wilson made him Secretary
of Interior, 1913-20. A mountain peak is named in Lane's honor in Rainier
National Park and a State Park in the California redwoods.
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There followed the Governor's speech, of which about 1,200 words
were devoted to the forestry situation. He spoke about the waste of
natural resources, the fraudulent land claims, the need for Congress

to provide sound legislation for the public domain, the danger to
second-growth timber because of fire hazard in logging slash. Said
Pardee,
I call the attention of the Legislature to the instant need of some action to
protect our present forests and promote the growth of new ones in the place

of those no longer ours. Let some protection be given; at least let the
danger of fires, as set forth above, be guarded against by all possible precautions.

The next day the same newspaper devoted a full column in an
editorial regarding the new Governor's message about the forest
situation. Said the editor,
That portion of Governor Pardee's message relating to the destruction of
the forests in this State will be read by persons intelligent upon this subject
with peculiar gratification, . . . It is most gratifying evidence of progress

toward the preservation of forests that at last a Governor of the State of
California is able and willing to treat this subject with precision and emphasis, and at the same time, with an intelligence which would do credit to a
professional forester.

The editor then took up the logging slash issue and gave the
opinion that landowners should be held responsible for abatement of
the fire nuisance.
On the other side of the continent two powerful and influential men
were determined to do a great deal about forest conservation. In the.
White House was young and energetic Theodore Roosevelt who, by
the chance of a maniac's gun, had come into the Presidency in the
year 1901. This was not quite where it was intended such a crusader
in government should have found himself. It can be assumed that
Roosevelt and Pardee came to appreciate each other, for the Governor was later endorsed throughout the West as a Vice Presidential
candidate to run with Roosevelt.3
Gifford Pinchot was Roosevelt's strong-minded Forester during the
period. In all he served from 1898 until 1910. Pinchot's title during
In an editorial regarding Pardee's biennial message to the Legislature, on
January 3, 1905, the Sacramento Bee said, "Whatever the Governor has to say
he says in plain unmistakable language. In this respect, he shows much of the
forthright determination and direct honesty of President Roosevelt. You do

not need a miscroscope to hunt for the views of either a Roosevelt or
Pardee. You know full well what each means."
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this period changed from Chief of the Division of Forestry (1898-

1901) to Chief of the Bureau of Forestry (1901-1905) to the
Forester of the Forest Service in 1905. No evidence was found to
indicate that Pardee and Pinchot had met prior to 1903 but there
can be little question of their genuine friendship thereafter. On Feb-

ruary 16, 1905, Pinchot attested to this in a letter to Governor
Pardee. Said he,
The cooperation you have given the Government work, and the Bureau of
Forestry in particular, has been one of the pleasantest things I have come in
contact with since I came to Washington.4

Some Forestry Legislation of 1903

In the Legislative Session of 1903 that friend of forest conservation, Grove L. Johnson of Sacramento, introduced Assembly Bills
No. 74 and No. 755 Much will be related about the latter bill after
lesser legislative matters are considered.
Both of these bills were duplicated in the Senate by Wolfe of San
Francisco with Bill No. 31 and No. 28, respectively. Neither of the
Wolfe bills progressed far in the Senate.
Assembly Bill No. 74 (and Senate Bill No. 31) would have per-

mitted the State to reserve and manage those lands under state
control which were suitable for forestry purposes, including tax delinquent land. Obviously, this issue was still alive in spite of the fact
that no particular state agency existed which could specialize in forest
management.
From the Pardee letters, Bancroft Library.
Nor did Pinchot alter his opinion of Pardee during the remainder of his life. Tn
his autobiographical Breaking New Ground (1947), Pinchot mentioned Pardee
three times as follows: (page 350, regarding the famous Conference of Governors of 1908) ". . . ex-Governor George C. Pardee of California, one of
the best friends Conservation ever had"; (page 406) " . . . Governor Pardee
of California, one of the pillars of the conservation movement . . . "; (page

419, regarding the National Irrigation Congress at Spokane in 1909, after
Ballinger had spoken and left the hail) "In his absence ex-Govemor George C.
Pardee of California, one of the ablest, most fearless, and most useful public
servants of his generation, a strong defender of the T. R. Conservation policy
rose to reply. He minced no words. 'It is about time,' said Pardee, 'that the
plain, ordinary, everyday, God-fearing, law-abiding, patriotic people of this
country should receive some little attention in the disposal of these things.'"
5 There is no obvious reason why this eloquent, successful, and highly irascible
city attorney should have sponsored conservation legislation in Congress and
the California Legislature. Grove was the father of Hiram, with whom he
quarled bitterly for a time.
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Neither bill reached the floor for a vote of the Legislature in 1903.

That body was, however, quite willing to endorse the creation of
National Parks in the Calaveras and Tuolumne redwood groves at
federal expense. Senate Joint Resolution No. 11 (Knowland of Oakland) urged Congress to give favorable attention to a bill then before
Congress which provided for the purchase of land for the parks. But
the Congress failed to respond.6

Three resolutions were introduced into the California Legislature

in 1903 which were antagonistic to the further creation of forest
reserves. Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 7 (Coggins of Shasta
County) and Assembly Joint Resolution No. 5 (Leininger of Trinity)
were identical. The former was adopted by the Legislature. Assembly

Joint Resolution No. 4 (Howard of Colusa) was similar in essence
but proposed different action from the two others. It will be described
after the successful Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 7.
The preambles of these three resolutions declared that a commission of the General Land Office had withdrawn from entry over seven

million acres of government land in California as proposed forest
reserves. Final action had not yet been taken by the President to
make the reserves permanent. Many people of the State were declared to be affected by the proposal, "including mining, stock and
agricultural interests." It was also pointed out that "the financial
interests of many counties of this State will be seriously disturbed
and greatly impaired." The permanent establishment of these reserves, "under present existing reserve laws, will cause great and
lasting damage to many of the aforesaid interests and counties, and
will be the means of advancing the ulterior designs of persons and
corporations not well disposed toward the welfare of this State."
Therefore, through Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 7 the Legislature:
requests the boards of supervisors and district attorneys of the several
and various counties affected by the creation of the proposed reserves to take
immediate and concerted action looking to the gathering, compilation and

tabulation of data, information, statistics and maps, showing the injurious
effects of the creation of such reserves, for presentation to the President of
the United States, the Department of the Interior and the Commissioner
of the Land Office.

6 The following November a similar bill was introduced into Congress with the
endorsement of most of the California delegates and with nationwide pressure
built up by the Outdoor Art League of California. That association had transmitted letters to organizations and influential citizens throughout the Country
asking help to secure passage of the "Big Tree Bill." See Forestry and Irrigation, Dec. 1903. This effort, too, failed to succeed.
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Assembly Joint Resolution No. 4 used the same background and
then addressed itself to the President, the Congress, and the Department of Interior. It was proposed that final action on the reserves be
postponed until a special commission could make an investigation and
report upon the status of all the land involved. And that is just what
happened, except that instead of a citizen commission of dubious

qualifications there was substituted a crew of able technicians as
prescribed by Chapter 155 of March 16, 1903, soon to be described.

In Northern and Central California the general opposition to the
creation of new forest reserves, where heretofore none had been
created, in some places had progressed so far that several boards of
supervisors had appropriated funds to fight the establishment of new
reserves The California Water and Forest Association believed that
most of the opposition arose through ignorance of the purpose and
intent of the Federal Government, rather than because of the agitation of a relatively few persons who were locally known to be making
improper use of the public lands. Therefore, the association in 1903

gave widespread distribution to a 48 page pamphlet in fine print
entitled Should the Forests Be Preserved.

Most of the material and pictures in this booklet were borrowed
from the magazine Water and Forest New material consisted of
President Roosevelt's brief speeches at Stanford, Sacramento, Redlands, and Carson City during 1903. There was also a rather clever
introduction which listed the several objections to the creation of
federal forest reserves with simple arguments refuting them Then
:there was an apparently sincere invitation to all persons who had a
genuine personal grievance to correspond with the association

In an editorial in the issue of January, 1904, entitled "A Disappearing Opposition," Water and Forest magazine stated that not a
single protest had been received.
The clamor in the press has subsided. Apparently the whole opposition to
the establishment of the Northern California reserves has collapsed with the
better knowledge that has come to the former opponents of the plan.

As that issue of the magazine was going to press on December 22,
1903, President Roosevelt proclaimed the existence of Santa Barbara
Forest Reserve, an area of 1,838,323 acres. It was a year later before

he proclaimed the creation of Modoc and Warner Mountain Reserves, the first reservations north of Lake Tahoe.
A system of management for the reserves was as yet in an early
developmental stage. Although the Department of Interior was tech-
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nically responsible, printed articles of the day indicate that Pinchot
was becoming increasingly regarded as the important source of knowledge and authority on the subject. Some of Pinchot's remarks at this
time indicate that he did not as yet consider the forest reserves to be
a complete and separate responsibility of the Federal Government in
which the several states would take no part in local supervision and
cost of care and management.
Forest School Situation

Time after time after 1886 Abbot Kinney wrote articles which
mentioned the success of the forest school he presumed be had
founded at the University of Southern California. Intermittent lecture
courses had been given on subjects involving what might be termed
general forestry as applicable to the Southern California mountains.
Mr. Kinney should be honored for his tireless and selfless enthusiasm.
However, this lecture series did not in fact constitute a forest school.
In midsummer of 1903 the University of California inaugurated
summer lecture courses in forestry subjects at Idyllwild in the San
Jacinto Mountains under the supervision of Professors Jepson and
Stubenrauch. They stated that their primary object was to correct the
sentimental views which were so prevalent and to bring an understanding of the economic principles underlying the science of forestry.7

On its editorial page of November 11, 1899, Pacific Rural Press
dwelt at length upon the "Profession of Forestry." The article referred to the recent speech delivered by Benjamin Ide Wheeler at his
inauguration as President of the University of California. Among
needs for required expansion Doctor Wheeler specifically cited that
of instruction in forestry. Undoubtedly, Professors W. L. Jepson and
E. J. Wickson had urged this action upon Wheeler, as had the California Federation of Women's Clubs led by Mrs. j. G. Lemmon.

In October, 1903, Water and Forest printed an article entitled
"Forestry in California" by Wickson. In a box the opinion of President Wheeler, as quoted below, was prominently displayed.
Forestry In The University
The University of California is ready and anxious to undertake instruction

in Forestry. There is frequent enquiry from students who wish to devote
themselves to the work. The demand too for trained foresters is making
itself heard. A School of Forestry might be opened if $10,000 were available
for its support the first year, and $15,000 the second. This money would be

'Forestry and Irrigation, Aug. 1907; also Club Life, May, 1902, Jan-JUly 1903.
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returned to the State many fold through results that would accrue in a few
years. The amount needed is indeed insignificant as compared with the enormous interests involved. I have suggested to a number of individuals who
have made enquiry concerning suitable objects of beneficence the endowment
of the study of forestry but have always been met with the reply that this is
something the State should provide.

This pronouncement was both an echo of failure and a notice of
future intent. Eight months earlier, bills had been introduced into the
Legislature by Ralston of Melones (Senate Bill No. 20) and Walsh
of Oakland (Assembly Bill No. 260). These identical bills called for
an appropriation of $25,000 for the biennium 1903-05 for the "estab-

lishment and support of a School of Forestry at the University of
California." Neither bill received favorable action in committees of its
own house.

The pattern of failure thus established was to persist for a surprisingly long time. It was, however, exactly in keeping with the lack of
interest in practically all phases of forestry which would have required direct State action and expense.
Stockmen's Protective Association Formed

Around 1900 there were formed a number of loosely organized
citizen groups for the purpose of providing mutual assistance in
times of wildfire danger. The Stockmen's Protective Association was
probably the best organized when it came into being on May 15, 1904.
On that day a number of landowners from around Stockton, Tracy
and Pleasanton met at Livermore and created an association which
declared it intended "to promote the stock and range interest of its
members, especially for protection against fire."
The area of their concern extended from lower San Francisco Bay

eastward to the San Joaquin Valley, from Mt. Diablo to Mt. Oso,
embracing a quarter million acres of highly inflammable grass and
brushland Numerous and devastating range fires in that region had
forced the stockmen to work together for the common good.
The counties of Alameda and San Joaquin made appropriations to
assist in the protection work and occasionally other government units
also contributed. Down through the years the successive State Foresters appointed firewardens and offered material assistance. In fact,
the first State fire lookout was built for, and in cooperation with, the
association.
For more than half a century the Stockmen's Protective Associa-

tion has continued to pursue its original purpose with increasing
efficiency while population increase in the vicinity has tended to make
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structural protection more and more a matter of primary concern.
Under what legal status the association continued to function during
its early years is not entirely clear.
Authority for a Joint Forest Survey
Johnson's Assembly Bill No. 75 and Wolfe's Senate Bill No. 28 of
1903 were introduced at the request of the Water and Forest Association in the exact form of the ill-fated Senate Bill No. 7 of 1901.8
The Senate bill died early without leaving a committee. Assembly

Bill No. 75 was amended twice in the Assembly and once in the
Senate after it was passed to that house. The technical amendments
all involved the water aspects of the bill. However, the unkindest cut

reduced the total appropriation for the biennium from a proposed
$107,200 to $60,000. Of this sum, the forestry project was allotted
$15,000. It was reported that Governor Pardee, in spite of his keen
personal interest in the bill, conceded to the amendments and reduction in the appropriation for the sake of necessary economy.
On March 11th the bill was sent to Pardee for approval and he
signed it as Chapter 155 on March 16, 1903. A prominent milestone
had been reached in the tortuous progress of forest and water conservation in California.

Pursuant to this law the State of California was now to enter
agreements with the proper federal agency to make maps, gauge
streamfiow, survey sites for reservoirs and canals to utilize flood
waters and to distribute water throughout the State. Each particular
project was limited as to expenditure and each state expenditure
required equal federal matching.
A major amendment in the final law disposed of a proposed appointive commission to represent the State and substituted for it the
State Board of Examiners. This was probably a better idea anyway
for such an investigative project.9 There was no particular public
response to the new law. Undoubtedly, it met with general approval.
8 The San Francisco Call on Feb. 24th indicated the direct influence of the association in this legislation while Water and Forest merely endorsed it vigorously.
9 The Board of Examiners was certainly the most powerful single entity in State
Government since it consisted of the Governor, Secretary of State, and Attorney General. It had been created by statute in 1856 primarily to pass upon all
claims against the State. In 1911 the Board of Control succeeded the Exam-

iners. In 1921 the Department of Finance was created. However, it was not

until the great reorganization of 1927 that this latter executive unit was
assigned dominating authority for the preparation and control of budgets and
practically all forms of agreements entered into by the numerous agencies of
California Government.
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In respect to the forestry project the law stipulated the following:
The State Board of Examiners are hereby empowered to enter into contractswith the chief of the bureau of forestry of the department of agriculture for the purpose of studying the forest resources of the state and their
proper conservation, and especially with a view to formulating a proper state
forestry policy, to the extent of fifteen thousand dollars.

The work which followed the enactment of Chapter 155, 1903, will
be referred to as the story of the Joint Survey of the Forest Situation.

Chapter Nine

Joint Survey of the Forest Situation
Forestry in the United States is still in its infancy. We have no system
of forest management. Forestry with us is without form and void. The
making of a forest system of management is before us in its entirety.
ABBOT KINNEY (1900)

On April 20, 1903, the Governor, Attorney General and Secretary
of State, meeting as the Board of Examiners, devoted some time to an

informal discussion about the manner of proceeding with the joint
forestry investigation authorized to begin on the first of July.1
On June 24th, Board Secretary W. S. Melick mailed to W. C.
lodge 2 copies of the contract of agreement between California and
the Federal Government with the request that they be sent on to
Washington for approval. lodge was addressed as "U. S. Forestry
Agent" at the Occidental Hotel in San Francisco.3

This same letter requested that the Board of Examiners be kept
informed of progress during the study, and it also expressed appreciation for an expected visit by Gifford Pinchot.
Some three weeks after the board meeting the subject of discussion
was well recorded in an article printed in the San Francisco Chronicle
of May 30, 1903. This feature story read in part as follows:
That California is attracting the attention of the Federal Government just
now is shown by the fact that Gifford Pinchot, head of the U. S. Forestry
Bureau, has a corps of his ablest men at work in California investigating
forestry conditions. When Mr. Pinchot arrives next month it is expected he
will formulate a forestry system for California. The points to be considered
are:
How to prevent destruction by forest fires.

How to permit the carrying on of the lumber industry and yet allow the
forests to grow and improve.

1 Information regarding Board of Examiners activity at this time, unless otherwise stated, is found in the board letters and minutes, State Archives,
Sacramento.
2 See biographical sketch at end of chapter.

No copy of the contract is known to exist in California but it is said to be
deposited in the Washington Office of the Forest Service.

The Forest Service might claim the (pre-earthquake) Occidental Hotel on
Montgomery Street, between Bush and Sutter, as its first "headquarters" in
California. It appears that there was little liaison between Pinchot's men and
the Department of Interior field offices.

['951
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The best methods to be pursued in reforesting the denuded areas of the
southern part of the State.
Pasturing in forest landwhen to be permitted and when forbidden.
These plans are declared by Secretary Melick of the Board of Examiners
to be the most important steps ever taken in California touching the forestry
problem. . . . These matters will be accomplished, it is expected, by suggest-

ing laws to be enacted by the State of California and by the United States
Government.

The newspaper Version of the proposed study is essentially correct.
Two other items were also proposed. A map was to be drafted showing the distribution of forest and brush cover. There was to be prepared a plan for the administration of state forest lands. Specifically
the contract called for a study and recommended revision of state fire
laws Finally, all records and reports were to be filed with the State
Board of Examiners.4
The Chief of the Bureau of Foresty did not arrive in California in
June as anticipated in the Chronicle article. On August 25th Melick
wrote to lodge again as follows:
Your note saying that Mr. Pinchot is expected today is received. Governor
Pardee will be here all of this week, and I am sure that he can see him at any

time. I hope that Mr. Pinchot can arrange to spend at least a full day and
night in Sacramento so that the different members of the Board can have a
clear understanding of the policy and work. Also if he can possibly do so, it
would be well if he would call upon Attorney General U. S. Webb, in the
Call Bld., 12th floor.

We are looking forward to renewed interest in forestry by reason of Mr.
Pinchot's visit.

lithe letter was mailed on August 25th as indicated, the secretary

should have saved the stamp. The Board of Examiners met at ii
in the morning of that day in the Governor's Office. Present also were

Pinchot and his assistants, lodge and A. F. Potter.5 The bureau
chief briefly outlined the proposed survey and informed the Governor
that already he had 17 men at work in California. It will be remem-

bered that the bureau was engaged only in technical investigative
From memo of J. N. Diehl to Region 5, April 26, 1956.

Albert F. Potter was a local boy who made good. His father had been a Sacramento merchant during the gold rush. Albert was born in Amador County in
1859. He went into the cattle business in Arizona where Pinchot first met and
enticed him into the Forest Service. Said Pinchot, "He was the cornerstone
upon which we built the whole structure of grazing control." Upon Pinchot's
dismissal Potter, who was not a trained forester, was leading candidate for the
top job, but he stepped aside in favor of H. S. Graves. Potter came to Sacramento for the Fifteenth National Irrigation Council in 1907, and again in
July, 1919, with the Secretary of Agriculture. He retired in 1920 and died on
the first day of 1944.
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work at this time, while the Department of Interior was responsible
for management of the forest reserves.

According to San Francisco Chronicle news articles, Professor
Pinchot was well attended by the scholars of the Bay area. A select

group, including university Presidents Jordan of Stanford and
Wheeler of California, tendered him a banquet at the University
Club on September 1st. On September 10th, Pinchot delivered the
last of a series of forestry lectures at Berkeley. In the meantime, he
had also talked to students at Stanford.
The joint survey went forward. It was conducted by young men
in a young profession, inspired by a new cause and a dedicated leader.
That was well, for the ultimate goal toward which they worked has
hardly been attained during the ensuing half century. Nevertheless,
their pioneer labors were adequate enough for the needs of the day.
No single and comprehensive document embracing the California

study was ever compiled, and it is doubtful if the variously related
written reports were ever collected between one set of covers.

Trying to accomplish such a thing more than 50 years after the
completion of that complex study is obviously no easy task. Never-

theless, what appears to be the principal documents will be listed
with some discussion of contents, along with the names of crew personnel. To complicate the picture further it is necessary to acknowledge official and unofficial progress reports along the way, the story
of developing legislation, and the eventual merging of co-operative
lumber company investigations with the original government study.
During the first two years of the survey it is most logical to assume

that all possible forces were being applied at the proper places in
Washington to have the management of the forest reserves transferred to the Department of Agriculture.6 It is also reasonable to
assume that during the California survey much in the way of federal
administrative policy and practical management procedure was developed by and for the men who were destined to supervise the National
Forest System.

As a matter of fact, the survey got away to an early start in that
specific direction. It might be argued that the question of northern
forest reserves was a separate and distinct federal problem. It was
6 A reflection of this is found in Secretary Melick's letter to Charles H. Shinn on
January 25, 1904. While relaying Pinchot's good word for Shinn's forestry

work he also remarked that Mr. Pinchot "seemed to think that the forest
reserves would be placed under the charge of the bureau by the present
Congress."
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not so reported by Hodge. Furthermore, as has been mentioned,
there was no precise determination at this date as to what part State
Government was to play in the management of the reserves. The
intensive study in Southern California, largely on behalf of irrigation
interests, was conducted primarily upon federal lands. In addition,
of course, the physical intermingling of state and privately owned

lands within the forest reserve land parcels so unified the fundamental study of wild land problems that it would have been difficult
and pointless to undertake an investigation of land of one particular
ownership class.

At any rate, a week before the official work whistle blew, that is,
on June 23, 1903, the Sacramento Union devoted a 14-inch column in

the fine print of that day to the subject headed "Forestry Investigations." The article stated that the U. S. Bureau of Forestry had set up
headquarters in Sacramento under A. F. Potter. His area of interest
would embrace Northern and Central California. At this particular
time, the status of the provisional government withdrawals was disturbing to some people and gratifying to others. The Legislature had
reflected this popular interest by the adoption of the quoted joint
resolutions of the 1903 Session. The newspaper article expressed the
situation in the following words.
It is probably as close to the truth as it is now possible to get to say that
the central and northern foothill and mountain communities, considered
in the aggregate, are about equally divided in sentiment concerning the
creation of the new forest reserves.

In describing the intended work of Potter and his staff it was declared that the investigators would invite public testimony in order to
ascertain what portion of the lands should be included within permanent forest reserves and what portion excluded. All facts would be
ascertained relative to
. character of the forest growth, old and recent, brush covers, devastated
areas, reforestation by natural processes, action of forest fires, probable cost
of artificial reforestating, extent of the damages by reason of the same, rainfall, water flow, and much other matter of a similar character, with a view to

cooperation by the Federal Government with the State of California in
establishing a sound forest policy.

. . . The investigators will hear all citizens
who come forward with properly ordered arguments for and against estab-

lishment of the reserves.

.

.

At present there is a deal of friction throughout the timber region concerning the declaration of the forest reserves. The [Sacramento] Union's
exchanges from the north and center [of the State] are replete with debates,
suggestions, statements of communications, many of them intemperate, many
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conservative, but all evincing profound concern by the people relating to the
subject. It is certain that there is a very sharp issue as to what the governmental policy should be.

Progress Reports

The first public report of progress was printed in Water and Forest

for October, 1903. There was an article by Ralph S. Hosmer, in
charge in Southern California, and also a bulletin from the bureau.
Twenty men were at work on the joint investigation. Hodge was
directing the job from San Francisco. In January Hodge formally
reported to the State Board of Examiners. That report appears to
have been quoted in full in the May, 1904, issue of Water and Forest.
Melick acknowledged receipt of the report on January 2 5th, informing Hodge in Washington, "It is great work that the bureau has
done and is doing in California."

Mention was made of a colored map of vegetation, involving
17,250,000 acres. It is not known if the original work sheets exist
However, there can be no question but that these data were used by
State Forester Homans for the excellent generalized cover type map
of California published and distributed by him in 1911.

According to the lodge report, the survey attacked five major
problems, as follows. Hodge was concentrating upon (1) state cooperation (a term not explained). Presumably he worked closely
with Alfred Potter and Ernest A Sterling. Potter was involved in
reserve boundaries. Sterling had arrived in September to consider
fire protection.

In the south William L. Hall was now in charge since Hosmer had
been sent to Hawaii. L. C. Miller's crew was studying chaparral and
watersheds. W. J. Gardner had a group working on forest reproduction. This concentration on the southern watersheds was called the
forest replacement study. Finally, there was a special consideration of plantations called (5) co-operative planting of eucalyptus.
Growth and site studies embraced plantations in the San Joaquin
Valley as well as Southern California.
Several of the youthful assistants were Cornell men and among
them was Gerard B. Lull. It is understandable how the exotic tree
On two sheets, scale 1 inch equals 12 miles. Timber and woodland-brush shown

by solid color and crosshatch. Copy in State Library. This was the only
production coming from a state office as a result of the forest survey.
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from Australia in this strange land could have made a deep impression upon the boy from the East. California Government and eucalyptus were to be much involved with the next decade of his lii e.8
Albert W. Cooper prepared a general outline of accomplishments
of the joint study for the State Forester's FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT
which covered the period ending at December, 1906. This official
document has become about the only commonly known record of the
investigation. In this writing Cooper made the significant statement
that a forest map had been made covering 21,000,000 acres, and
further
the results of the past cooperative work . . . have been embodied in some
seventeen comprehensive reports and maps and in about forty-five special
papers, most of which are now in the hands of the State Forester.

More will be said about that listing of documents after further
consideration of some of the projects which were the subject of the
reports.

Cooper made another progress report on the work of the joint
study at the same time. On December 7th he appeared as the repre-

sentative of Pinchot at the annual convention of the California
Water and Forest Association in San Francisco. There he read a
paper entitled "Work of the Forest Service." This was printed in
Water and Forest in January, 1907.

Without doubt, the great hope in Southern California when the
survey began was to develop a method of securing a high forest on
the chaparral slopes. It was believed that trees would increase the
outflow of ground water and at the same time provide greater protection for the watershed. Some interesting correspondence exists
8 Several others among the young foresters on the survey were destined to live and
work in California. Two who have assisted the author are Wallace I. Hutchin-

son and Robert W. "Bummer" Ayers. For the aid of possible future research
the admittedly uncertain list of names of crewmen is extended as follows:
Walter B. Hadley, Robert Black, Roland D. Craig, George W. Peavy, Robert
Rosenbluth, Leslie L. White.
M. B. Pratt worked on the McCloud study in 1905. Several others will be mentioned as authors in later text, just as some have been mentioned above. An
accurate listing is made difficult by the fact that other unrelated Bureau work
was in progress in California during this vitally important period of transition.
More than half of these forest assistants and student assistants had obtained, or
were working for degrees from Yale Forest School. The common scholastic

pattern of the time called for two years of graduate work to earn a M,F.
degree.
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between Pinchot and Pardee during 1904 on the subject of "reclaiming" the chaparral. However, before long a vital new concept was
developed by the survey crews, namely, "that brush cover is a very
good conserver of moisture in the absence of a tree cover." It was also
agreed that fire had caused the chaparral to extend its range and that
the artificial regeneration of a high forest in this area would be slow
and difficult, and even impossible unless fire could be eliminated.

In the north the survey was more involved with the lumber industry. For that reason it was not long before two progressive operating companies, and possibly a third, joined in the work under terms of
co-operation not revealed. Whatever they might have been, the State
Board of Examiners Report for 1905 devoted an unusual amount of
space in explanation and commendation of the ventures. These cooperative projects will be discussed at lengthY
There was a vast lack of knowledge about the methods or, for that
matter, even the possibility of obtaining successive crops of timber.
It was soon recognized, however, that the control of fire was a primary problem.
Eucalyptus and tanoak were examined for their commercial possibilities. The young U. S. Forest Service (which, of course, had been

the Bureau of Forestry before 1905) went so far as to establish
at the University of California a testing laboratory for eucalyptus
wood, including the study of methods of preservation.
The Calaveras big trees were appraised by the investigators as an
aid to the groups interested in the establishment of a State or National Park. The effect of grazing upon forest lands was the subject

of a special study. The result was said to have led to immediate
grazing regulations within the forest reserves.
One investigation which was to have a long history, even unto the

present day, was that aspect of economic lumbering and marketing
which involved the taxation of timber land. The Board of Examiners
was obviously so impressed by initial findings that it declared in the
1905 report,
Hodge is credited with furnishing the material in the official board report about
the forest study. The San Francisco Chronicle, January 1, 1905, and Sacramento Union, March 26, 1906, also describe the company projects.
The third operating company was the Sugar Pine Mills of Madera County. The
report referred to intended experiments in which slash disposal and residual
seed trees would be studied on separate logging compartments of that com-

pany. No records of such investigations have come to the attention of the
author.
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The tax law, if literally enforced, would impose a severer burden of taxes on
a lumberman who left his cut-over land in good condition than on one who
slashed his forest with no regard for second-growth.

Diamond Match and McCloud Studies

The Diamond Match Company had just entered the lumbering
field in California when the forest survey began. The company seems
to have had an unusual interest in maintaining a continuous harvesting operation. A co-operative project was negotiated with the Bureau

of Forestry men and E. A. Sterling undoubtedly arranged for the
field studies out on the ground around Stirling [sic] City in late 1903.

Here in the rich pine belt of Butte County the Diamond Match
Company was at that time constructing a very elaborate milling
plant. Sterling declared that the study was unique in the history of
California lumbering. There seems to be no doubt of that. The concurrently conducted project at McCloud in Siskiyou County appears
to have concentrated almost exclusively upon fire protection whereas
in the Diamond project investigations in silviculture and utilization
of timber were stressed. At any rate, the fact that the company hired
Harvey C. Stiles in January, 1904, as a company forester is convincing evidence of its progressive attitude. Probably Stiles occupied the
first such position in industry along the Pacific Coast.1°
About 80,000 acres were embraced by a fire plan in which trails
were developed throughout the area and telephone lines strung along
them. Call boxes were established, especially at points of extended

visibility. One such point was Bald Mountain which surveyed the
Stirling plant. If, as indicated by Hutchinson, this site was subject to
more than transient occupation in the summer of 1904, it could well
10 Board of Examiners Report of 1905 and newspapers have already been quoted
as sources of information. The Chronicle, January 1, 1905, article was written
by Sterling about the whole California forestry situation. It was a full page
Sunday feature article with cuts and color sketches.
W. H. Hutchinson in 1958 wrote for Diamond Gardner Corporation a 32-page

brochure entitled California Heritage which, with his letter of March 27,
1958, to W. C. Branch, U. S. F. S., constitutes the primary source.
The Diamond Match Company again became involved in a special effort to
prevent and reduce forest fire loss in this area in 1929 when the North Butte
Fire Protection District was created by co-operative agreement between the
company, the U. S. F. S., and State Division of Forestry. The parties each
extended annual fire control expenditures to reach the combined sum of
10 cents per acre. Three cents was the approximate average cost at the time.
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be claimed as the first forest fire lookout in California and probably
in the Nation.11

Another probable first for the Diamond Match project in 1904 was
its employment of a gang of seven men to remain constantly ready for

fire duty while they were occupied at routine jobs around the mill.
Two "firewardens" rode the trails throughout the summer.
Something in the way of patrols and firebreak construction had
been accomplished in Southern California during the previous five
seasons, but that system was certainly not as concentrated as the fire
prevention effort expended at Stirling City and McCloud, principally
at company expense, during the summer of 1904.
The McCloud co-operative study embraced about 300,000 acres, of

which 43,000 acres had been logged at that time. In 1903 the company had expended $3,000 fighting fire, and in 1904, $2,500. Most
fires were reported to have been caused by unextinguished campfires
and lumbering operations. Before getting down to a system of fire
protection the foresters made a yield estimate and management cost
study in order to satisfy themselves that protection could be afforded
and that continuous lumber production was practicable.
The plan itself was reduced essentially to checkerboard firebreaks
and adequate patrol. Tool caches were set out and company telephone
lines extended throughout the area. Signs were posted, because it was

felt that the enlistment of public sympathy was an important fire
prevention factor.

Wherever feasible the breaks, 200 to 400 feet wide, were constructed along existing railroads and roads. Reduced to a fire season
basis the cost of fire protection came to three cents per acre for the
first season. Extended expenses under different rates of compounded
interest were also calculated for the benefit of the company.
Logging slash was recognized as the supreme fire hazard, and the
investigators made this comment:
If the accumulation of debris on cut-over lands were disposed of, the
danger from fire would be greatly reduced, and any fires that started could
11 The Southern Pacific Company in 1878 established a lookout at Red Mountain
on the present Tahoe National Forest exclusively for the purpose of reporting
fires endangering its snow sheds. Most such fire would undoubtedly have been

caused from trains, yet uncontrolled forest fires would also have been a
hazard. The State of Maine, after commendable nationwide interrogation in
1958, made claim to having built the first forest fire lookout station in the
year 1905. In California the Forest Service built its first lookout in 1907 on
Shuteye in the Sierra Forest.
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be far more easily controlled. The cost of piling and burning slash may, however, prove prohibitive, and it is only by experiments that its feasibility can
be determined.

After a very successful fire season in 1905, the McCloud Company
extended the protection system to all of its holdings in 1906.

This project was reported in Forest Service Circular No. 79 in
1907 under the title The Control of Forest Fires at McCloud, California. Albert W. Cooper and Paul D. Kelleter were the authors. It

was noted that the work was performed in co-operation with the
State of California.
Manuscrijit and Other Records

Forest Service Circular No. 79 about the McCloud study was the
second of two printed official documents arising from the joint forest
study. The first was issued in 1906 as Forest Service Bulletin No. 69.
A. W. Cooper was the author. The title was Sugar Pine and Western
Yellow Pine in California.

On April 2, 1906, Chief Forester Pinchot transmitted this latter
document to Governor Pardee and said,
This report is the first submitted under the terms of the cooperation entered
into by the State and the Forest Service. Two other reports, one upon forest
conditions in California, the other upon the value of chaparral, together with
a forest map of the State, are nearing conclusion, and will be submitted to
you when completed.

It would appear from the quoted statement that the small bulletin
on the McCloud study was not in Pinchot's mind at that time as a
product of the joint study. It appears further that the other intended
reports were not printed. This is especially obvious when one examines the manuscript on file and observes that space and titles were
provided for anticipated pictures and maps in the proposed printing.
Before this manuscript is discussed reference is made to two other

conditions. One is the growing stature of forest fire control as a
technical problem. That subject will be enlarged upon when Sterling's
work is considered. Secondly, there was the matter of the budget and
the termination of the joint study. First, however, it might be well to

consider briefly the contents of Sugar and Western Yellow Pine in
California.
The bulletin was almost exclusively a treatise on the botanical and

silvicultural features of the two valuable lumber species, but not in
the manner of the Lemmon dendrological reports. The economics of
lumbering and forest management was the essential core of this study.
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Nevertheless, or one might say, that being true, the place of fire was
stressed heavily.
In order to indicate the first conclusions developed from a scientific
observation by trained foresters in this forest area in respect to fire,
the following is quoted.
It is safe to say that the effect of fire on the virgin forest has been that of
thinning it. The greater part of California's pine forests today are not producing within 25 per cent of the timber which the land is capable of producing. Forest fires in California are usually ground fires, and as the mature trees
of all species are more or less fire resisting, these fires seldom kill the timber
outright, nor does a single fire greatly affect the virgin forest as a whole. It is
their repeated occurrence and the cumulative effect that does the harm.

In respect to a system of fire protection for the pine forests, Cooper
concluded:
The initial step to any practical system of managing the sugar and western
yellow pine forests of California must of necessity be an adequate and effective plan for protection against fire. To remedy the existing conditions, two
methods present themselves. The first, which is general and lies largely within
the province of the State, consists in the establishment and proper enforcement of good fire laws and in the education of the public to a realization of
the damage caused by forest fires. The second, which is more specific and lies
within the province of this report, is the formulation of definite plans of fire

protection for definite timber tracts, whether public or private. . . . The
first step toward protection from fire should be the burning of "slash" on
lumbered areas as soon as possible after lumbering takes place.

At this point Cooper repeats some of the conclusions reached at
McCloud. Obviously, it was believed by these investigators that
debris could be successfully burned before or after the fire season
without any considerable piling or bunching of slash. This vitally
important problem has persisted in one phase or another up to the
present day.

In respect to the budget, that subject is entered here as an apparent digression because it seems to have had an important effect upon
our primary interest of the moment, namely, reports upon the several
phases of the co-operative work.
The field work seems to have been pursued vigorously for about
two years, that is, from July 1903 to about the middle of 1905. Then
the compilation and publication of material must have extended into
1907.

For the biennial period starting in 1903 the sum of $15,000 was
appropriated to meet the State's share of the work. Then in 1905
another $10,000 was appropriated through Chapter 157. Probably a
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great deal, if not all, of the latter sum went into preparation of the
scattered reports. The Board of Examiners official report published
in December of 1906 gives the following information.
For nearly four years the Government has been cooperating with the State.

In the forestry [investigation] no more money is wanted for cooperation.
The work has been brought to a point where with adequate provision it can
better and more properly be carried on by the State Board of Forestry. The
importance of this work cannot be overestimated.

The Board of Examiners controlled the state purse strings and was

in fact the Board of Forestry at this time. Its report as quoted is
positive in one important respect. The executive branch of State
Government was firmly on record as having accepted a considerable
responsibility on behalf of forest conservation in California.
The National Archives contain eight typewritten documents, vary-

ing from 20 to more than 200 pages, pertaining to the joint forest
survey.

Two of the most valuable for this history were essentially side
products of an administrative nature. Extended quotations from them
will be used in reference to the Act of 1905 and the early problems of
the State Forester. These papers were as follows: "National Forest
Reserves for the State of California," 19 pages, by E. T. Allen, and
"A Report on a Forest Policy for the State of California," 80 pages,
by W. C. lodge.
The largest among the six papers on the survey, and one obviously
scheduled to be a bulletin, was also written by lodge. This document
of more than 200 pages was called "Forest Conditions in the Sierras."
The others were as follows:
"Forest Conditions in Southern California," by R. S. Hosmer;
"Forest Description of Siskiyou County," by Paul D. Kelleter;
"Report on Chaparral and Timber Conditions of Shasta County,"
by Louis C. Miller;

"Report on Chaparral in Northern and Southern California," by
Miller;
"Forest Description of Mendocino County," by Clinton G. Smith.

Microfilm copies of each of these papers on one roll are now on
deposit in the State Library.
How does this list reconcile itself with Cooper's statement about 17
comprehensive reports and 45 special papers, and Pinchot's promise

of two additional reports? It would at least appear evident that Mr.
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Pinchot's reports on forest conditions and chaparral were put on
paper ready for the printer.
One thing above all else is certain. Any of the documents transmitted to the State Forester or to the State Board of Examiners has
long since vanished as such records so often do from busy administrative offices. On the other hand, it is strongly suspected that diligent
searching of Forest Service files at every office level might very well
unearth many of the mentioned 45 special papers.'2

It would seem quite likely indeed that all of these short papers
were condensed at Washington into the several papers now in the
National Archives.

Fire: Tool and Destroyer

Much has already been written in this book about the dominating
importance of wildfire in respect to use and preservation of natural
vegetation on the mountains of California. At about the turn of the
century a new aspect was added. The direct entry of government into
forest and watershed conservation gave rise to a further complication in the relationship between fire, the wild land, and the population. Government, through its firewardens and foresters, arrived on
the ground to find itself very much in the position of an umpire in a
well advanced and not always gentle game.
The complications of that time are not entirely smoothed out and
reconciled a half century later. But the issues can now be approached
with a reasonableness which did not always prevail.
The natural phenomenon we call fire can, in its various times and
places, arouse practically every human emotion, ranging from some
deep and primitive satisfaction which is radiated by an autumn campfire to the gripping terror that spreads with the desperate cry of
"fire" in the night. A great deal that has been written and said about
fire in the wild land is tainted with much emotionalism, sentimentalism or stubborn personal beliefs about the history, the habits, and the
12 For example, Wm. Mendenhall, retired, and Donald R. Bauer, forest supervisors, furnish the author the following list of such short papers recently
found in Forest Service offices. Three papers by L. C. Miller, "Chaparral as
a Watershed Cover in Southern California," "Arroyo Seco River Drainage
System," "San Gabriel River Drainage System"; Roland Craig, "Trees of the
San Gabriel Reserve" and "Lumbering in the San Bernardino Forest Reserve,
1903-04"; W. I. Hutchinson, "Fires in the San Gabriel Timberland Reserve-

Arroyo Seco Watershed"; Sterling, "Fire Conditions in the San Gabriel
Canyon"; Peavy, "Damage by Rabbits at Planting Site in San Gabriel
Reserve."
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Largely as a result of this multiple interest the government forest
agencies find themselves often in the dual role of advising and assisting the landowner because he is engaged in a work having a public
benefit, while at the same time they may be enforcing regulations
regarding the manner of his use of private property as prescribed in
laws which were developed to protect the same public interest.
The latter condition is especially true in the matter of fire protec-

tion for the very good reason that fire is not alone a tool. It may
abruptly become a destroyer. When an uncontrolled fire can be regarded as a public nuisance it has generally reached such a stage that

its abatement requires immediate organized effort that can be furnished only by some public fire control agent. Because of the tendency
of fire to escape its intended limits, government has involved itself in
the use of fire while it yet may be regarded as a tool of value by the

owner of land. The relationship between State Forestry official and
the landowner who wished to use fire as a land clearing tool has a
long and colorful history. Only the early stages of that story will be
covered in the time period covered by this book.
E. A. Sterling and Fire

The very able Ernest A. Sterling, as has been noted, was assigned
the task of preparing legislation which would once again establish in
California Government a department which could concern itself with

the public interest in the forest and watershed lands of the State.
Hodge, in his report to the Board of Examiners in January, 1904, had
said,
The question of State or County organization in the matter of fire protection is being investigated. Suggestions for legislation will be proposed in time
for Governor Pardee to recommend them to the Legislature at its next session.

Much of the detailed history of that legislation will be related in
the next chapter.
That Sterling had prepared himself well for the job by looking into

past history is evident from the excerpts which have thus far been
quoted from the revealing article he prepared for the San Francisco
Chronicle just at the time the Legislature of 1905 was ready to convene. For the moment it is important to note that Sterling recognized
forest fire protection to be the primary issue which must be met and
solved in any attempt to write adequate state legislation.

The relationship of the lumberman to fire occupied much of
Sterling's thinking. It is observed from his writings of the time that
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the theory of light-burning as a fire prevention measure was being
tried and endorsed by some of the lumbermen who were seriously
concerned about protecting their investment in standing timber. However, there seems to have been at this time neither a fixed name for
the practice nor a clear conception of how to go about putting it into
effect.

In the Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1904 there
was printed a Sterling article called "The Attitude of Lumbermen

Toward Forest Fires." The entire Nation was embraced by his
writing, but California was strongly featured. Of course, this was not
one of the co-operative publications of the joint survey, but Sterling

had obviously borrowed from the Diamond Match and McCloud
studies.

Said Sterling, "The general attitude of lumbermen toward forest
fires is one of hopelessness, coupled with indifference." He did not
mean to imply that the lumbermen did not care. Rather, the problem
was just too big, once fires grew beyond the incipient stage. Sterling
was more inclined to place blame upon the states which were collecting taxes on the timber and not recognizing some obligation to aid in
forest protection. Said he, "While lumbermen should have done more
for themselves, the laws which should have given them encouragement and assistance have been wanting or totally inadequate."
While the early references to light-burning were sometimes quite
muddled, the subject had been developing in many minds as a method
of forest protection.13

The lumbermen recognized that logging debris was a serious fire
hazard and so did everyone else. Apparently, some hoped to run
broadcast fire over a recently logged area and thus eliminate the
slash, while others seemed to feel that numerous light fires ignited on
the ground in the high forest would make it less vulnerable to uncontrollable holocausts during adverse weather.
13 The earliest printed correspondence noted by the author came from Mt.
Shasta area as reported by Pacific Rural Press, August 27, 1887.

On September 23, 1902, the San Francisco Call published a letter by H. J.
Ostrander regarding the great hazard the "protectionists" were allowing to
accumulate in the forests of California, apparently by just making an effort
to prevent and suppress fires. The Call strongly endorsed the correspondent
in an editorial. In Water and Forest of October, Marsden Manson published
a logical rebuttal argument. This case was a sample of the rumbling that was
to continue and grow for more than 20 years, and which still continues in
subdued tones.
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Sterling seemed to be more hopeful of finding a cheaper method of

slash disposal than has been yet discovered by foresters up to the
present day. The use of fire to eliminate a debris hazard on the forest
floor is a little muddled in his writing of 1904. He spoke of sincere

efforts made by T. B. Walker in Northern California and another
operator in Georgia in the practice of what later came to be termed
light-burning. No doubt this particular burning was conducted in the
uncut forest because Sterling mentions the effort made to protect the
base of mature trees. However, it was his opinion that these companies "have not developed a wholly satisfactory system."
Slash disposal after logging was something else again. Sterling
obviously referred to the McCloud study when he said, "Experiments
are now being made to prove the feasibility of burning slash as it lies.
It is thought that by selecting favorable weather conditions and burning in small blocks or broad lines the fire can be easily controlled."
For the January, 1905, issue of Water and Forest Sterling wrote a

more localized article entitled, "The Place of Lumbermen in California." When he arrived at the theory of light-burning (which he
refers to as "the Indian burning system") he clearly shows that the
several years of concentrated thought in the joint study had hardened
his early convictions. Said Sterling,
Is there a greater theorist in the world than the so-called practical man
who generalizes for a whole State from what he sees in his own backyard?
Assuming that we want the park-like forests with no potential young growth
which the advocates of the Indian burning system urge, I should like to have
them suggest a practical system for the whole State, based on such theory.
Did they ever figure out what it would cost to burn over thirty million acres
of forest land carefully every few years, and have they looked into the effect
on young growth and water conservation?
There is to be considered, too, the moral effect if such ideas were given out
broadcast. If the forests should be burned over, why should anyone extinguish

his camp fire, or put out a match before throwing it into the brush? To
systematically burn the slash after lumbering, and to carefully use fire on
limited tracts under proper conditions is strongly to be recommended, but
general public statements to the effect that we should prevent forest fires by
burning over the forest floor, is liable to lead to misunderstanding and most
lamentable results.

It will be remembered that Sterling at this date had just accomplished his primary mission which was the writing of a State Forest
Policy Law. For that project the great joint federal-state forestry
investigation was a most valuable background. The Board of Examiners had rightly said that the importance of the work could not be
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overestimated. Sterling expressed his own opinion in the following
words:
The subject was taken up by clubs and associations, and the sentimental
and commercial interests both demanded better care of the forests, in order
that their scenic and economic value might be preserved. With this point
reached, there arose the danger of ill-advised action. If the Legislature bad
attempted to formulate forest laws based only upon their very general knowledge of conditions and without technical advice, the results would have been
unsatisfactory, if not positively without merit. Avoiding this error, they took
a step which was without precedent, and which gave advantages enjoyed by
no other State.

Such splendid words appear to assume the past tense, to express
accomplishment. As a matter of fact, they may be found in the muchquoted Chronicle article of January 1, 1905. One hundred days later

Sterling's battered Forest Protection Act was signed into law. It is
doubtful if its author would have acknowledged then that the State
of California had in fact taken full advantage of the opportunity
offered by the joint forest survey.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
WILLIAM CHURCHILL HODGE, JR., was born in October, 1877, in Buffalo, New

York. "Bill" was first employed by the old Division of Forestry, U. S. D. A.,
during the summer of 1899 as a student assistant. In 1903 Hodge received the
degree of master of forestry from Yale and was assigned to supervise the survey
work in California by the Bureau of Forestry that year. In 1908 he resigned from
the Forest Service for a couple of years. After May 21, 1909, he was employed
as Deputy State Forester. He seems to have been the first to hold that title.
Hodge returned to the Forest Service in 1910 and by the time he resigned a
little more permanently in 1916 his title was forest inspector. Hodge again
returned to the Service for a brief stay in 1926. In the interim, two records have
been noted of his working with F. E. Olmstead, in the Tamalpais Fire District
and on a survey of Diamond Match Company holdings.
Men who worked with Hodge say that he was a quiet gentleman of congenial
disposition and considerable latent talents. But he was said to have been a
dreamer who could not long apply himself to monotonous or burdensome tasks.
In 1906 the departing State Forester Allen reported to Governor Pardee regarding possible successors to his position. In respect to Hodge he said, "He is a man
of unusual intelligence and conservative judgment, is personally one of the finest
men I ever knew, and is universally popular where he is well known. On the other

hand, he is rather shy and retiring; not so self-reliant and aggressive as would be
desirable. He is not a particularly ready talker although he gives the impression
of knowing what he knows."

Before his fiftieth birthday in 1927 Mr. lodge died quite suddenly and
unexpectedly at his walnut orchard in Lake County where his family was then
settled. Mrs. lodge and son, William C, Junior, reside at Menlo Park at the time
of this writing.

Chapter Ten

Foundation for a Board of Forestry
We should not be afraid to make investments on which the returns may

be delayed beyond the immediate present. It is our duty to be State
builders.
GOVERNOR PARDEE, 1905

Forestry Legislation of 1905

By the time of the 1905 session of the Legislature the studied
attention to forestry problems for a biennium, plus the fact that
Governor Pardee had no assurance of being in office through further
sessions of the Legislature, made this the logical time for introduction

of important legislation. Two of the most important forestry bills
became law. One was Chapter 157 which provided additional funds
to extend the joint survey. The other, Chapter 264, was the basic
organizational act of March 18th, which unfortunately, never seemed

to develop a firm name. It is perhaps best identified as the Forest
Protection Act. Because of its importance it will be described at
length and printed in full in the last portion of this chapter.
In addition, three laws relating to forest fire violations were enacted. One was simply the complete re-enactment of Section 384,
Penal Code, for constitutional reasons, as mentioned heretofore. An-

other, by Drew of Fresno, became Chapter 464. It added a new
section to the Civil Code as follows:
Section 3346a. Every person negligently setting fire to his own woods, or
negligently suffering any fire to extend beyond his own land, is liable in treble
damages to the party injured.

The third law was broader as to authority but more narrow as to
area embraced. This was Chapter 337 (Stanton of Los Angeles)
which amended the old County Government Act by providing authority in a new Section 33- as follows:
To appropriate from the general fund of the county . . . not exceeding in
counties of the first and second class the sum of $20,000, and in all other
counties, not exceeding the sum of $10,000 in any one year, to aid in and
carry on the work of preservation of forests upon public lands, the reforestation of forests upon public lands and the protection of forests upon public
lands from fire.

It would appear profitable to examine Section 21 of the Forest
Protection Act at this time in spite of the double confusion caused by
[2I4
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at the same time.

Section 21 of Chapter 264 declared in beautiful simplicity:
Moneys for forest purposes.County boards of supervisors may appropriate money for purposes of forest protection, improvement and management.

It can hardly be imagined that the Legislature had suddenly
granted carte blanche authority for counties to spend unlimited sums
for forestry purposes, and certainly not the Legislature of 1905. It is

more reasonable to suppose that this section gave authority for
counties to expend the sums necessary to engage in the limited co-

operative State work specified in other portions of the basic act.
However, the section does not say so, and when laws fail to say what
they mean they can be interpreted only as meaning what they seem
to say.
Returning to Section 33, quoted above, one cannot miss the triple

reference to "public lands." Unfortunately, the Legislature did not
say what this term meant in this particular law.'
It is a significant fact that the State Forester was confused about
these two laws as far back as 1910.2 First he says that Section 21
should be amended out of the act because it "apparently does not
add anything to Section 333-." On the same page he assumes that in
the latter law public lands meant lands still in the [vacant] U. S.
public domain, a situation which he says caused the law to be "practically void" since such lands were of little importance from a forestry standpoint. He wished to amend the law by striking out the
term public lands and making reference instead to all forest land,
including brush and woodlands.
Regardless of the State Forester's confusion there did exist a very
practical reason for the enactment of Section 333- into the County
Government Act in 1905. This was the time in which the U. S. Department of Agriculture assumed the full supervision of the forest
reserves. In Southern California the local residents were intensely
For a current legal opinion as to the meaning of public lands see 22 Ops. Cal.
Attny. Gen. 134.

This book, being essentially a history of government, must analyze numerous
bills and laws as to their reason for being, their meaning and subsequent effect.
Under no circumstances should these historic analyses be accepted as legal

interpretations. The legal technician at this point would be merely well
launched on the task of rendering an opinion upon the meaning of any law
since the relative effect of other laws, other legal opinions and court decisions
are of paramount importance.
2 THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT, p. 153. Very probably Wm. Hodge wrote this report.
If any person understood the Forest Protection Act it should have been Hodge.
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interested in protecting and improving the Federal watershed lands.
They still are. In 1905 reforestation of the chaparral slopes was a

stirring project. This particular law was necessary to authorize
counties to engage in co-operative projects or to conduct forestry
work at their sole expense on the forest reserves. It is doubtful if the
two pieces of legislation under discussion were ever studied correlatively by the Legislature in 1905.
Another grant of authority to counties in 1905 is found in Chapter
118 (Cooper of Monterey). This law permitted counties to expend
money for the planting and care of shade trees along roadsides.
Pardee's strength in forest conservation matters was severely tested

against the Legislature in 1905. One conspicuous failure was his
attempt to have State school sections 16 and 36 automatically transferred to the Federal Government whenever those sections fell within

forest reserves.8 At such time the State Surveyor-General was to
select land in lieu elsewhere and offer it for public sale in approximately the manner that all school land was being handled at the time.
Because Francis J. Heney probably wrote the bill it was given his
name. Heney was not in the Legislature. At the time he was success-

fully prosecuting fraud committed by Federal land claimants in
Oregon.4

The Assembly bill survived until March 10th. In the meantime, the
Senate bill had been amended twice before it died violently on the
night of March 7th. The next day the San Francisco Bulletin proclaimed

Pardee's Pet Measure is Dead
So-called Heney Land Bill aimed at Timber Grabbers and Lieu Land Monopolists Perishes in the Files.

Although the bill appeared to apply only to school land falling
within future forest reserves, the newspaper spoke of 600,000 acres
of State land being involved. It also told of a proposed commission
which would be appointed to examine the lieu selections outside the
reserves.
S. B. No. 832, Simpson of Alameda.
A. B. No. 1078, Devlin of Vallejo.

These men also sponsored Chapter 332 which caused forfeiture of money and
privileges in fraudulent purchases of State land.
Heney, an attorney well forward in the progressive Republican wing, is perhaps
best known for prosecuting the Abe Ruef graft case in San Francisco where
he was shot in the courtroom and succeeded by Hiram Johnson.
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On the historic forestry day of March 18th when the organizational act became law the Governor also signed Chapter 187 (McGowan of San Francisco). This law stated that there was hereby
appropriated the sum of $100,000 to be set aside as the State Forestry
Fund and devoted to "the acquisition, preservation, and protection of
the forests within this State, and to the interests of scientific forestry
generally." The law is still on the statute books and undoubtedly still

in effect. Its weakness lies in the fact that the sum was to be made
available from "moneys hereafter collected and received by the State
of California from the United States in payment of the claims of this
State arising out of the Indian and Civil Wars." Up to the time of this
writing the United States is totally in arrears in respect to making
payment on the claims.
The long continued arguments regarding the stewardship of Yosemite Valley as a recreation area came to an end on March 3, 1905,
when Governor Pardee approved Assembly Bill No. 248 as Chapter
60. The bill simply provided that the Valley should be receded to
the Federal Government. John Muir was the leading advocate of
recession to the National Government. Senator Ralston presented a
petition of protest before a Senate committee hearing the bill. He
declared, "The Yosemite Valley is California's greatest pride. It
should be cared for by Californians in a manner reflecting glory upon
the State." A few days later the Native Daughters also transmitted a
petition signed by many protesting members.
But the San Francisco Call editorialized on February 8th that the
land had always belonged to the Federal Government and was simply
held in trust by the State. Now the National Government thought it
could do a better job in management; and the Call thought and hoped
that maybe the exorbitant fee of 50 cents for every passenger on the
stages entering the park would henceforth be dropped. At any rate,
for better or worse since 1906 Yosemite has been under complete
Federal supervision.
On March 10th, Assembly Joint Resolution No. 10 was adopted.
This Legislative appeal to the Federal Government pointed out that
the management of forest reserves was working a hardship on the
cattle industry. Since this was a very important industry to the State
it was felt that more latitude should be allowed stockmen, especially
Elmo Richardson (thesis op. cit.) says Abbot Kinney persuaded Pardee to
approve the bill.
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since "the feeding of cattle on the forest reserves will be beneficial to
said reserves in that it will lessen the undergrowth and thereby tend
to prevent forest fires." It was therefore resolved that three members
of each house should be appointed to sit and gather testimony from
cattlemen "regarding the advisability of securing some concession for

said cattlemen." A report should then be rendered to State and
Federal officials and to each member of Congress. (The issue was
reported as congenially settled: Assembly Journal of 1907, page 131.)

Once again in 1905 Senator Ralston (S. B. No. 579) and Mr.
Walsh (A. B. No. 623) asked for an appropriation of $25,000 to
establish a school of forestry at Berkeley. The Assembly bill did not

emerge from committee. The Senate bill was not passed by the
Assembly after having received 22 aye votes to two negative votes
in the Senate.
History of the Forest Protection Act

In the October, 1904, issue of Water and Forest the California
Water and Forest Association seemed to be making a test run on the
legislation which was then being drafted. After paying its respect to
the pioneer work of the joint forest survey the association wished
to put forth on its own some preliminary suggestions which might be
"agreed with, dissented from or modified."
In respect to the general protection of privately owned forest land,
the following proposals were open for discussion:
Creation of local forestry taxation districts for forest protection.
The State to arrange with the U. S. Bureau of Forestry for an
efficient fire patrol of the entire exposed area during the months
of danger, upon the basis of an equitable division of expense
between State, United States, and local districts. [It was conceded that the United States was best equipped to do the work,
but was not likely to be willing to pay the entire cost.]
The State to systematically begin acquisition of cutover lands
with a view to their reforestation and protection. [The Bureau
might contract for such work also.]

There was no indication as to the response to this invitation for
public comments. At the December convention of the association,
President Beatty announced that a committee had been considering a
bill "prepared by the officers of the Forestry Bureau and approved by
Professor Pinchot" for the prevention and extinction of forest fires.
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The experience of the past two years had demonstrated the necessity
of such legislation.6

William Hodge spoke to the convention, telling about the joint
survey and asking that it be continued. He acknowledged that it was
largely because of the influence of the association that the survey
had been made possible. Then Hodge made this historically valuable
statement:
The Bureau's recommendations concerning a State forest policy are embodied in the forest bill prepared by B. A. Sterling, which has been submitted

to you for approval or criticism. The bill provides chiefly for an organized
system of fire protection. Although, many different problems have been
studied . . . they all depend, first of all for solution on the protection of the
forests from fire.

This bill contains laws to prevent fire and machinery to carry them out.
It re-enacts also certain old forest laws so that as it stands, it comprises a
forest code. It is believed to be a better bill than is now in force in any State,
and if it has your approval and passes it will doubtless serve as a model for
other States where forest conditions are similar.

The Committee on Resolutions prepared a resolution urging the
Legislature to continue the joint survey and give careful consideration

to the proposed bill. Further, the association wished the State to
adopt a definite policy for conservation of forested areas and ref orestation of cutover land.

It was pointed out that there were no unfortunate controversies
existing as to the need for proceeding in that direction, since "our
lumbermen, for the most part, are now among the strongest advocates
of State regulation." How the attitude of lumbermen was determined
was not specified. There is little doubt, however, but that practically
all lumbermen would have heartily endorsed the association's criti-

cism of the indiscriminate setting of backfires and the generally
inefficient, un-co-ordinated, and unsupervised attempts to suppress
forest fires during recent years.
The entire draft of the proposed forestry bill was printed along
with the history of the December convention in the January issue of
Water and Forest.
Governor Pardee, in his biennial message to the Legislature in
January, 1905, had a great deal to say about the work accomplished
6 One fire which must have caused special public concern occurred in Big Basin in

September. The material loss was an unhappy occurrence but the political
effect was out of all proportion since it echoed through the Capitol until 1911.

The story of the fire was printed in the Sacramento Union on February 22,
1905, at the precise moment when support was most needed for the legislation
contemplated above.
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by the joint survey and why it should be continued. His reluctance to
come out strongly for the proposed legislation to establish a Board
of Forestry may appear a little strange until one realizes that he was
juggling two issues which could have been used to counteract each

other if he were not careful. He wished more money for the joint
survey in order to prepare a proper forestry bill. At the same time he
wished to see organizational legislation initiated. Said the Governor
judiciously,
In the event that the Legislature is unable to see its way clear to adopt a
perfected forest-preservation policy at this time, may it not be wise to
attempt at least tentative legislation looking to that end?

An attempt was deemed wise by two Southern California gentlemen. W. A. Johnstone of San Dimas introduced Assembly Bill No.
712 while John N. Anderson of Santa Ana introduced an identical
Senate Bill No. 638.
On February 13th, the San Francisco Chronicle printed an editorial
entitled "Forestry BillProposal to Put an End to Destructive Forest Fires." The paper told of the two-year study which left proposals
regarding reforestation in a tentative state. However, such a study
was adequate to show the need for forest protection. It was declared
that a forest area deserved trained firemen as much as a city, and
that such work would have to be the business of someone constantly
on the alert "not merely during the danger months but the year
around."
The taxes lost by destruction of timber will pay for the protective service,
and if they do not, we still owe something to posterity. . . . The bill should
pass.

The Assembly bill fell by the wayside. On February 15th the
Anderson bill was twice amended by the Senate. For two weeks the

entire appropriation item of $50,000 was eliminated from the
amended version. That the Senate was not thinking of a separate
appropriation bill is strongly indicated by the fact that on March 1st
that house amended in the sum of $17,600 for biennial support. For
a new statewide fire protection organization here was a supporting
fund totaling little more than half of the appropriation granted the
former discredited Board of Forestry 20 years earlier!
On February 2 1st, the Los Angeles Times, no friend of government in conservation work, printed a full column editorial explaining
the pending bills and the obvious need for such legislation. In respect
to Section 20, which would have made fines for law violations usable
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for support of the organization, the Times commented, "The idea is,
evidently, that fines collected will virtually pay the cost of the Board
of Forestry."
On March 8th the Assembly amended the bill and then passed it

out unanimously. By March 9th the final bill was passed by the
Senate with a 22 to 8 vote. The Forest Protection Act was "adopted
after strenuous opposition was overcome through the personal efforts
of Governor George C. Pardee." 8
On March 18th, Pardee signed the Forest Protection Act as Chapter 264 of 1905. Another great milestone in the progress of forest
conservation in California had been reached.

How the bill was altered during the difficult three weeks of travail
will now be discussed. The law in its final form is printed a few pages
ahead where it may be scrutinized for reference.
No record was observed in reference to reasoning which led to the
determination of the Board membership as set forth in Section 1. It
may be assumed that the memory of old quarrels was fresh enough
to eliminate the re-establishment of a commission composed of Governor's appointees. Furthermore, during this period it was common

for the State Board of Examiners to be assigned various executive
tasks outside of its narrow duties in the field of claim examinations.
This body had assumed the responsibility of correcting the old Board
of Forestry. Now, 12 years later, what could be safer than placing
the total and final responsibility in the court of last jurisdiction while
at the same time making one of the members a technically trained
executive officer? It was a very nice theory that resulted in what the
State Forester probably considered a practical advantage. He apparently was allowed to go his own way, unmolested if unaided.
Section 2 had originally provided for the State Forester's office at
San Francisco. Years later the incumbent official still believed that
this would be a better headquarters. It is doubtful if the Legislature
substituted Sacramento as a gesture of economy. The original bill said
that the office expense should not exceed 50 dollars monthly including
T

There was no indication that such an unhealthy idea was harbored by the
Legislature. This point in the law could not help but cause friction. It was
amended in 1907 with little improvement. Enforcement of forest laws was
difficult enough for many years. Confusing punishment for violations with
government income approaches the theory of paid informing, a system repugnant to Americans.

8

Said M. B. Pratt, who certainly must have heard the story in detail from
Pardee: Journal of Forestry, April, 1931.
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rent, heat, light and incidentals. The State Forester's salary was
reduced by $100 annual'y in the same amendment.
In the first draft of the bill by Sterling, Section 3, entitled "Supervision and Care of State Parks" had named Big Basin Redwood
Park (which was later rewritten as California Redwood Park) and

the Mount Hamilton Tract. Both of these areas, and they alone,
remained in the final act.9

The original draft before introduction also included "the Yosemite
Valley State Park, provided Congress authorizes the change." Obviously, some wise person recognized this clause as a political liability
in view of the long-standing controversy over that area. The clause
did not appear in the bill.
The bill as introduced also included Santa Monica and Chico forest

stations. But there was to be no more trifling in nurseries if this
Legislature could help it. It could, and the proposal was soon
amended out.
Probably a system with 10 district firewardens or rangers, paid by

the State, was originally contemplated. The original bill referred to
five at a salary of $1,000 per year. This was really the heart of the
protection system and it was eliminated. The final version appears as
Section 6 in which the term "fire districts" ceased to assume any real
meaning. In Section 7 the term firewarden was changed to embrace
the two assistant foresters who were provided in the law.
Originally, Section 8 provided that voluntary wardens should be
paid from State funds at the rate of 25 cents per hour, providing no
person could collect more than $50 any one year, and providing that
no federal forest officer could claim such remuneration.
Originally, Section 10 provided for the payment of 25 cents per
hour for hired firefighters without reference to any limit of hours
worked. This was an impressment clause making able-bodied citizens

between the ages of 16 and 50 responsible for fire work unless
prevented by good and sufficient reasons. It was interesting that
persons found guilty of refusing a summons to work "must be fined
9 Mount Hamilton Tract consisted of 500 acres set aside by Congress for the

Regents of the University at the time of the donation by James Lick of
$700,000 to erect the observatory. Just why this area should have been transferred to the forestry agency is not clear except for the rather prevalent idea

that a system of State Forests should be built up from all types of forest,
brush and wooded land coming into possession off the State. At any rate, in a
few years it had been determined that the Act of 1905 did not contain enough
authority to remove the Mount Hamilton property from the jurisdiction of
the University.
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in a sum not less than $15 nor more than $50," etc. In cases of
emergency the district firewardens would have the power to incur
expense for the transportation and other unavoidable expenses of the
firefighters.

The finally amended Section 11, in respect to "maintaining a fire
patrol . . . at such places as the public interest may require," made

it precisely clear that the State should pay no portion of the cost
thereof. Originally the section read, ". . . provided that two-thirds
of the expense of said patrol be paid by the party or parties requesting same, and the remaining one-third by the State."
In the first draft of Section 19, it was provided further that lumber
companies and others should carefully burn slashings when "instructioned by the state forester." This became "when so instructed by

the State Board of Forestry." The reader is invited to pay special
attention to Section 19. It was to have a long and important history.
In Section 20 there was an improvement made in the vague disposition of money received as fines or penalties. At first this fund in the
State Treasury was to be "available only for purposes of forest protection, management and replacement." The final language "hereby

appropriated" the fund for the same purpose, to be used under the
direction of the Board of Forestry.
In the next chapter several important comments will be related
regarding the Forest Protection Act as seen by the first State Forester. However, this material is chiefly valuable as a closeup view of
the first year of operation under the law.
About the time the State Forester was recording his opinions in an
official State report, the man who occupied a box seat from start to
finish was preparing a specific report upon the development of the
legislation of 1905. The man was William Hodge. This document has
already been mentioned in Chapter Nine as one of the manuscripts
resulting from the joint survey. The paper was entitled "A Report on
a Forest Policy for the State of California."

lodge explained that, although it was intended that the State
should assume the expense and responsibility of enforcing the law in
order to insure results, every appeal was made to local and private
interests to support the forestry legislation. While the law was just

and desirable only a progressive few appeared in its favor. lodge
declares that it was ill-adapted to conditions of the time, and therefore failed to receive adequate public endorsement. The Legislature
considered the law too radical in that all the taxpayers should be
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expected to assume burdens for the benefit of certain localities and
interests. Furthermore, it was held that such a proposition would
fail because it would force a system upon local areas without first
enlisting local pride and support.
But the chief objection was that it was too comprehensive and complicated
to spring readymade into existence. Too much authority would be placed in
unknown and untried hands. Lumbermen and others feared that unreasonable
severity and impractical methods might result in more harm than good, while
even many advocates of the system believed it wiser to begin more conservatively and then, supported by experience, proceed by slower, surer stages.

lodge said that there was also the inevitable ignorant antagonism
to any new departure in government. What he did not emphasize was
the unprogressive attitude of the California Legislature which existed

then and was to continue to prevail in this particular project for
another 15 years and then subside most reluctantly during another
20-year period.

At the eleventh hour, said lodge, when failure to secure any legislation seemed imminent, friends of the movement hastened to make
any concession which would at least commit the State to the principal
of forestry reform, and afford a foundation for future improvement.
Provision for any fire organization at State expense was omitted entirely.
Punitive sections were shorn of all possibility of harm to influential interests.
Even minor expenses like adequate, technical or clerical help in office equipment were stricken out. Counties, corporations and individuals were given
State advice only upon their own request, and except for the State Forester's
help all forestry measures were to be carried out wholly at their own expense.
In short, the scope of the measure was changed entirely from affording a
working organization for forest protection to establishing an agitation bureau
in Sacramento to spur local and individual effort. It was hoped however, that
in time this would lead to both general approval of future steps by the State
and to better results from such steps because of practical experience under
the tentative act which went into operation on July, 1905.

Thus was the much sought after Forest Protection Act brought
into existence. Chapter 264, California Statutes of 1905, was, of
course, the legal cornerstone for the presently existing Board of
Forestry and Division of Forestry. After a half century of political,
social, and economic vicissitudes the salient points are still discernible.

The casual reader is likely to become confused in trying to follow
hereafter the development of the legal structure which pertains to
forestry matters in California. To a great extent this is due to the

fact that many of the laws as they appeared were hung onto the
skeleton structure of this basic act of 1905. In some cases this re-
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suited in worse than a patchwork of basic laws. Sometimes the useless

and confusing appendages were not decently buried; they were
simply cut adrift to repose in the old statute books.'°
It will be noted that the 1905 law is given several common titles
from time to time. It was variously referred to as the Forest Protec-

tion Act, the Fire Protection Law, Forestry Act, and so forth. In
later legislative bills it was consistently called the Act of March 18,
1905. The entire law is printed here because of its historic importance
and for its reference value to legislation which follows.

Act of March 18, 1905
CHAPTER CCLXIV.
An act to provide for the regulation of fires on, and the protection and management of, public and private forest lands within the State of California, creating

a state board of forestry and certain officers subordinate to said board, prescribing the duties of such officers, creating a forestry fund, and appropriating
the moneys in said fund, and defining and providing for the punishment of

certain offenses for violations of the provisions of this act, and making an
appropriation there for.
[Approved March 18, 1905.]

The people of the State of Calif ornia, represented in senate and assembly, do
enact as follows:
SECTION 1.

State board of forestry.There shall be a state board of forestry,

consisting of the governor, secretary of state, attorney-general and state forester,

which shall supervise all matters of state forest policy and management and
convene upon the call of the governor or of its secretary.
SEC. 2.

State forester and his duties.There shall be a state forester, who

shall be a civil executive officer, and who shall be a technically trained forester,
appointed by the governor to hold office at the pleasure of the appointing power:
and whether any candidate for the position is a technically trained forester shall
be determined by certificate from the secretary of the United States Department
of Agriculture, or from the Department of Forestry of the State University after
such department is established. He shall receive a salary of twenty-four hundred

° As late as 1923 the minutes of the Board of Forestry reveal the following
notation: "It is recommended that State forestry laws be codified since
amendments made to the basic act have introduced an element of uncertainty
in various sections which seriously interfere with their proper enforcement."
After that suggestion 16 years elapsed before the Public Resources Code was
created as the repository for most of the laws pertinent to forestry.
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dollars per annum, and shall be authorized and empowered to appoint two assistant foresters, whose salaries shall not exceed twelve hundred dollars each per
annum. He shall maintain headquarters at the state capitol in an office provided
by the secretary of state, and shall be allowed necessary office and contingent
expenses. He and his assistants shall be paid reasonable traveling and field expenses which may be incurred in the necessary performance of their official duties.
He shall act as secretary of the state board of forestry. He shall, under the super-

vision of the state board of forestry, execute all matters pertaining to forestry
within the jurisdiction of the state; have charge of all fire wardens in the state,
and direct and aid them in their duties; direct the protection and improvement of
state parks and forests; collect data relative to forest destruction and conditions;
take such action as is authorized by law to prevent and extinguish forest, brush,
and grass fires; enforce all laws pertaining to forest and brush-covered land, and
prosecute for any violation of such laws; cooperate with land owners, as described

in section 4 of this act; and publish from time to time such information of
forestry as he may deem wise. He shall prepare annually a report to the governor
on the progress and condition of state forest work, and recommend therein plans
for improving the state system of forest protection, management and replacement.
SEC. 3. Supervision and care of state parks.The California Redwood Park
and the Mt. Hamilton tract, together with all moneys heretofore or hereafter

appropriated for the purchase of land for or care of said parks, tracts and stations,

shall be in charge of the state board of forestry, said board to take the place of
and forthwith shall have all the powers and duties now possessed in accordance
with law by persons or commissions with regard to the state parks, tracts of land,
and forest stations mentioned in this act, and also any forest or brush land which
may hereafter become state property, or be placed definitely in the care of the
state; and it is hereby further enacted that, if the government of the United
States or any individual or corporation shall, at any time, donate or entrust to the
State of California, for state park or state forest reserve purposes, any tract or
tracts of wholly or partially wooded land, such tract or tracts of land shall be
administered at the expense of the state, as provided by law.
SEC. 4. Cooperative work.The state forester shall, upon request and whenever he deems it essential to the best interests of the people and the state, coOperate with counties, towns, corporations and individuals in preparing plans for
the protection, management and replacement of trees, woodlots and timber tracts,
on consideration and under an agreement that the parties obtaining such assistance
pay at least the field expenses of the men employed in preparing said plans.
SEC. 5. Publication of laws and notices.The state forester shall prepare and
print for public distribution, an abstract of all the forest laws of California,
together with such rules and regulations in accord therewith as he may deem
necessary, and shall annually print and distribute a list of all fire wardens with
their addresses, all such matter to be published with the approval of the state

board of forestry. He shall also furnish notices, printed in large letters on cloth,
calling attention to the danger from forest fires and to forest fire and trespass laws
and their penalties. Such notices shall be posted by the fire wardens in conspicuous
places along every highway in brush and forest-covered country, at frequent inter-

vals along streams and lakes frequented by tourists, hunters or fishermen, at
established camping sites, and in every postoffice in the forested region.
SEC. 6.

Fire districtsThe state forester shall divide the state into such

number of fire districts as shall be deemed by him most necessary to the efficiency

f his work; and7 furthermore, any county, or combination of less than four
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counties, shall be made a separate fire district, upon request of the county board
or board of supervisors, in which case such special fire district shall pay the cost
of maintaining its district fire warden.
Sac. 7. Duties of assistant foresters.The duties of the assistant foresters

shall be to devote their entire time to state forest interests according to rules and
directions to be determined by the state forester, with the approval of the state
board of forestry. They shall take prompt measures to prevent and extinguish
forest fires; keep a record of the cause, extent and damage of all forest fires in
their respective districts, and perform such other duties as the state forester may
direct.

Sac. 8. Voluntary fire wardens and their duties.The state forester shall
appoint, in such number and localities as he deems wise, public-spirited citizens to
act as voluntary fire wardens, who may receive payment for their services from
the counties or from private sources. They shall promptly report all fires and take
immediate and active steps toward their extinguishment, report any violation of
the forest laws, assist in apprehending and convicting offenders, and perform such
other duties as the state forester may direct. The supervisors and rangers on the
federal forest reserve within the state, whenever they formally accept the duties
and responsibilities of fire wardens, may be appointed as voluntary fire wardens,
and shall have all the powers given to fire wardens by this act.
Sac. 9. Powers and requirements of fire wardens.The state forester and all
fire wardens shall have the powers of peace officers to make arrests without warrant, for violations of any state or federal forest laws, and no fire warden shall be
liable to civil action for trespass committed in the discharge of his duties. Any fire
warden who has information which would show, with reasonable certainty that
any person had violated any provision of such forest laws, shall immediately take
action against the offender, either by using his own powers as a peace officer or by
making complaint before the proper magistrate, or by information to the proper
district attorney, and shall obtain all possible evidence pertaining thereto. Failure
on the part of any paid fire warden to comply with the duties prescribed by this

act shall be a misdemeanor, and punishable by a fine of not less than twenty
dollars, nor more than two hundred and fifty dollars, or imprisonment for not less
than ten days nor more than three months, or both such fine and imprisonment,

and the state forester is hereby authorized to investigate and prosecute such
violations.
SEC. 10. Assistance of citizens in fighting fires.AIl fire wardens shall have
authority to call upon able-bodied citizens between the ages of sixteen and fifty
years, for assistance in putting out fires, and any such person who refuses to obey
such summons, unless prevented by good and sufficient reasons, is guilty of a
misdemeanor, and must be fined in a sum not less than fifteen dollars, nor more
than fifty dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail of the county in which such
conviction shall be bad, not less than ten days, nor more than thirty days, or both
such fine and imprisonment; provided that no citizen shall be called upon to fight
fire a total of more than five days in any one year.
SEC. 11. Fire patrol.In times and localities of particular fire danger the state
forester may maintain a fire patrol through the fire wardens, at such places in
brush or forest land as the public interest may require, the expense of such patrol
to be paid by the county in which such patrol is maintained; and, furthermore, he
may, upon written request by counties, corporations or individuals, maintain a
fire patrol on their forest lands, provided, that the expense of said patrol be paid
by the party or parties requesting same.
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Sac. 12. District attorneys to prosecute vigorouslyWhenever an arrest shall
have been made for violation of any provision of this act, or whenever any

information of such violation shall have been lodged with him, the district attorney of the county in which the criminal act was committed must prosecute the
offender or offenders with all diligence and energy. If any district attorney shall
fail to comply with the provisions of this section he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars nor
more than one thousand dollars in the discretion of the court. Action against the

district attorney shall be brought by the attorney-general in the name of the
people of the state on the relation of the state forester. The penalties of this
section shall apply to any magistrate, with proper authority, who refuses or
neglects to cause the arrest and prosecution of any person or persons when
complaint, under oath, of violation of any terms of this act has been lodged
with him.
SEC. 13. Destruction of warning notices.Any person who shall destroy, deface, remove or disfigure any sign, poster or warning notice posted under the
provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and punishable, upon
conviction, by a fine of not less than fifteen dollars nor more than one hundred
dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not less than ten days
nor more than three months, or both such fine and imprisonment.
Sac. 14. Willfully, maliciously and negligently setting forest fires.Every

person, who willfully, maliciously or negligently sets on fire or causes or procures
to be set on fire any woods, brush, prairies, grass, grain or stubble on any lands
not his own, or allows the fire to escape from his own land, whereby any property
of another is injured or destroyed, or accidentally sets any such fire or allows it to
escape from his control without extinguishing it or using every effort to extinguish
it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction is punishable by a fine
of not less than fifty dollars, nor more than one thousand dollars, or imprisonment

for not less than thirty days nor more than one year, or both such fine and
imprisonment. Setting such fires or allowing them to escape shall be prima facie
proof of willfulness, malice or neglect under this section, provided, that nothing
herein contained shall apply to a person who, in good faith, sets a back fire to
check a fire already burning.
Sac. 15. Extinguishment of camp fires.Every person who, upon departing
from a camp or camping place, leave fire burning or unextinguished, or who after

building such fire allows it to spread, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
punishable by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars, with costs of suit and collection, one half of such fine or such a portion
thereof as shall not exceed fifty dollars, to be paid to the person securing the
arrest and conviction of such offender, and if the defendant refuses or neglects to
pay the fine and costs imposed, he shall be confined in the county jail of the
county in which conviction shall be had, for a period not to exceed one day for
every two dollars of the fine imposed, or may be subject to both such fine and
imprisonment.
SEC. 16. Restriction of use of fire in dry season.It shall be Unlawful during
what is locally known as the "dry season," this to be considered as the period
between May fifteenth and the first soaking rains of autumn or winter, for any
person or persons to bum brush, stumps, logs, fallen timber, fallows, grass or
forest-covered land, or blast wood with dynamite, powder or other explosives,

or set off fireworks of any kind in forest or brush-covered land, either their own or

the property of another, without written permission of and under the direction
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or supervision of a fire warden in that district; these restrictions not to apply to
the ordinary use of fire or blasts in logging redwood, nor in cases where back fires
are set in good faith to stop an existing fire. Violation of these provisions shall
be a misdemeanor, punishable, upon conviction, by a fine of not less than fifty
dollars, nor more than one thousand dollars, or imprisonment not less than thirty
days nor more than one year, or both such fines and imprisonment.
SEC. 17. Engines in fbrest land.Logging locomotives, donkey or threshing
engines, and other engines and boilers operated in, through or near forests, brush
or grass land, which do not burn oil as fuel, shall be provided with appliances to
prevent the escape of fire and sparks from the smokestacks thereof, and with
devices to prevent the escape of fire from ashpans and fireboxes. Failure to comply with these requirements shall be a misdemeanor, punishable, upon conviction,
by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars,
and any person violating any provision of this section shall be liable to a penalty
of not less than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, for every such
violation, or imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than three
months, or both such fine and imprisonment.
SEC. 18. Civil liability for forest fires.In addition to the penalties provided
in sections 14, 15, 16 and 17 of this act, the United States, state, county, or
private owners, whose property is injured or destroyed by such fires, may recover,
in a civil action, double the amount of damages suffered if the fires occurred
through willfulness, malice or negligence; but if such fires were caused or escaped
accidentally or unavoidably, civil action shall lie only for the actual damage sustained as determined by the value of the property injured or destroyed, and the
detriment to the land and vegetation thereof. The presumption of willfulness,
malice or neglect shall be overcome, provided that the precautions set forth in
section 17 are observed; or, provided, under section 16, fires are set during the
"dry season" with written permission of and under the direction of the district
fire warden. Persons or corporations causing fires by violations of sections 14, 15,
16 and 17 of this act shall be liable to the state or county in action for debt, to
the full amount of all expenses incurred by the state or county in fighting such
fires.

SEC. 19. Clearing along county roads and land after lumbering.Counties,
along the county roads, in forest or brush land, shall, when so directed by the
state forester, and in a manner and to an extent prescribed by him, cut and
remove all brush, grass and inflammable material from their rights of way. If
such clearing is not done within a reasonable time after notice, said time to be
fixed by the state forester, the state forester shall have it done and the county
shall be liable to the state in an action for debt to the amount of the expense thus
incurred, and in addition thereto for the expense of any fire patrol rendered

necessary by such delay. It is provided, further, that all lumber companies, corporations, or individuals shall, when so instructed by the state board of forestry, and
at a time and in a manner prescribed by said board, carefully burn their slashings,
by which is meant the tops, limbs, and general debris left after lumbering.
SEC. 20. Disposals of moneys received as penalties.All moneys received as
penalties for violations of the provisions of this act, less the cost of collection, and

not otherwise provided for, shall be paid into the state treasury to the credit of
the forestry fund, which fund is hereby created, and the moneys therein are
hereby appropriated for purposes of forest protection, management and replacement under direction of the state board of forestry.
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Moneys for forest purposesCounty boards of supervisors may

appropriate money for purposes of forest protection, improvement and management.
Sxc. 22. Payment of expenses under this actThere is hereby appropriated

for the fifty-seventh and fifty-eighth fiscal years, the sum of seventeen thousand
six hundred dollars ($17,600.00) for carrying out the provisions of this act, and
for the payment of all salaries and expenses herein provided for.
SEC. 23. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act
are hereby repealed.

PART FOUR

SECOND ERA OF THE BOARD
OF FORESTRY; 1905-1919

Chapter Eleven

E. T. Allen, First State Forester
Mere encouragement of voluntary efforts will not
obtain the measure of protection which it is the duty
and the advantage of the State to secure.
W. C. HODGE, 1906

Selecting the Man

The first day of July of the year 1905 is a memorable date in the
history of government forestry for the Federal Government and for
the State of California.

On February 1st the President had signed the bill which
effected the transfer of the
forest reserves to the Department of Agriculture. On July
1st the name of the new supervising agency officially changed

from Bureau of Forestry to
Forest Service. There were 60

forest reserves in the Nation
embracing a net Federal ownership of about 56 million
acres. To manage this wild

domain the new service could
count on 734 federal employees

across the Nation. Two years

later the reserves became

E. T. Allen
known as National Forests.
In California on Transfer Day, as that first of February is called,

there existed 12 forest reserve units embracing a total area of
11,186,658 acres. By the end of the year there was to be a considerable enlargement.'
1 President Roosevelt proclaimed in 1905 the following seven reserves: Plumas
579,520 acres; Trinity 1,243,042; Klamath 1,896,313; Lassen Peak (actually
a park) 897,115; Diamond Mtn. 626,724; Shasta 1,377,126; Yuba 524,287
acres.

The following brief résumé of Federal agency history may be helpful. In 1876
Congress authorized the Commissioner of Agriculture to appoint a special
[ 233
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At Sacramento the second era of the State Board of Forestry and
the introduction of a new official known as the State Forester was
technically in effect. Wrote Forester Gifford Pinchot from Washington to the California Water and Forest Association:
I think you are especially to be congratulated for getting the State Forest
bill passed in such good shape. If the counties will take advantage of the
authority contained in the bill and appropriate a reasonable amount to pay
for fire fighting, this California bill will probably rank in its practical effect
higher than any other State forest law.

The new California State Board of Forestry did not schedule a
meeting at once because it was obviously sensible to wait until a
State Forester had been appointed. Governor Pardee, who was the
appointing authority, did not delay in going about that task. Just 10
days after placing his signature upon Chapter 264 the Governor
transmitted a letter to his friend in Washington, along with a copy of
the new law. Said the Governor to the Forester of the Forest Service,
after referring to the requirement that a trained man must be selected
to be State Forester of California,
Now I know nothing about such matters. You do. It seems to me that we
will get best results, all other things being equal, from a California man who

knows our country and our people. But above all, we want an educated,
experienced, level-headed, tactful man who can get results by making the
other fellow think he is doing it all by himself It is, of course, a pretty difficult thing to get all these qualifications in one man. But it ought not to be
an impossibility, ought it? Knowing you to be a good-natured man, I take
this great liberty of trying to continue, with reasonable hope of success, your
good offices for my State.2

agent to study general forest conditions in the U. S.; in 1881 a Division of
Forestry was created in the Department of Agriculture to gather and dispense
information. This agency became the Bureau of Forestry in 1901 and the
Forest Service in 1905. In 1891 Congress authorized creation of forest reserves by executive proclamation; in 1897 the General Land Office of the
Department of Interior was granted authority to manage and protect the
reserves. In 1901 a Forestry Division was created in Interior for that purpose.
This agency was succeeded in 1905 by the Forest Service, Department of
Agriculture.
2 Correspondence quoted is among Pardee papers, Bancroft Library.

Governor Pardee was not alone in wishing to place local men in newly created
forestry positions. This was a strategy used by the Forest Service throughout
the Nation at that time for the obvious purpose of convincing the citizens

of the forested areas that no blundering bureaucrats with only a college
degree to recommend them were coming to dominate "their" forests. An
example of the psychological importance of this policy is to be observed in
the powerful defense of the National Forests on the floor of the Senate by

their onetime opponent, Senator Dubois of Idaho, on January 29,
(Water and Forest, April, 1906.)

1906.
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Mr. Pinchot acknowledged the request to find a competent State
Forester and stated that he was waiting for applicants to appear.
Then on June 5th, he telegraphed the Governor the following message,
HAVE FOUND RIGHT MAN FOR STATE FORESTER AM WRITING TODAY.

The letter which followed was dated June 6, 1905. Pinchot explained that he had selected one of his own men. He continued,
The solution which now offers is the application of E. T. Allen, Assistant
Forester in this Bureau, upon condition that he may retain a collaboratorship
with the Bureau of Forestry paying him $300 a year.

I thoroughly endorse this arrangement, which it seems to me will be of
great advantage to both sides. Mr. Allen is a western man, having passed his
childhood in California and lived ten years in the State of Washington.

The arrangement with Mr. Allen, and I venture to believe it will be
satisfactory to you, is that he shall continue to serve the Bureau of Forestry
as chief inspector of the National Forest Reserves in California.
This need not make him less efficient for the State, for most of the reserve
work will be done by Assistant Forest Inspectors under his general direction.
Moreover, the reserves really exist for the benefit of the State and I see a
direct advantage in the State Forester having a voice in their administration.
Under this plan, both the State and the National work will be centered in a

single office, and the cooperation between the two will be constant and
effective.8

The Governor apparently accepted both the man and the proposition of his collaboration with the Forest Service. No record of salary
augmentation from Federal funds to Allen has been noted. How-

ever, a letter from Pardee to Pinchot indicates that the Governor
promptly satisfied himself by inquiry to the Attorney General that
such payments to a State official could be legally accepted. The known

extent of Allen's work as a Federal forest inspector in California is
unfortunately very meager.
On June 26, 1905, Assistant Forester Allen wrote to the Honorable
Geo. C. Pardee on Forest Service stationery from Washington, D. C.,
Sir:

Mr. Pinchot has handed me your letter of June 19 concerning my application for the position of State Forester.
3 Pinchot's reference to Allen's California background must be charged to his confusion with Connecticut or simple misinformation. It is not conceivable that
either strong-minded man would deal in deliberate misrepresentation of this
nature.

Note the word collaboratorship in the Pinchot letter. The professor coined
words as needed. It is claimed that he first proposed "conservation" as more
fitting than preservation or reservation of natural resources.
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I shall reach Sacramento between July 5 and 10 for the personal interview
which you suggest. The Secretary of Agriculture has already telegraphed you
his certificate and recommendation, which I shall also secure in writing.
Very respectfully,

Over the face of the original letter there is to be observed a pencilled ioop which was the gubernatorial brand of acknowledgment.
On one side the Governor had noted for his personal secretary, "Nye,
have him come to Palace Hotel if he arrives before Sunday."
The interview was held and Allen was duly appointed the first
State Forester as of July 12, 1905.
Since no Department of Forestry at the State University was then
in existence, the certification of the Secretary of Agriculture was
mandatory in respect to Allen's being a technically trained forester.

This is an interesting point in view of the fact that Allen never
had been the subject of any formal schooling except the elementary
grades. However, he was, in fact, exceptionally well educated by home
tutoring.

Thus there came in California in mid-summer of 1905 the bright,
energetic and capable young man, who was neither a Californian nor
a school trained forester, yet was well chosen as the first State Forester of California.
The State Forester Meets the Board

On July 12, 1905, newsmen interviewed the 29 year old State Forester. The Sacramento Union of the following day printed an article
under the title "State Forester To Take Office Today."
Note Allen's use in the quotation below of the presently unfamiliar
word "reforestization." This was a formative period when new word
tools were being developed for a young profession in America. Said
the Sacramento Union,
"I will have," said Mr. Allen, "the duty of advising the people concerning
the forestry of the State. I expect that for some time my activity will relate
most largely to the matter of prevention of forest fires. The endeavor will
be to educate and persuade the people, first by disseminating information
showing how profoundly their interests are involved in the forestry question.
I shall strive to get the cooperation of lumber dealers, loggers, timbermen
and millmen, hunters and all others so as to enlist them cordially in the work
the State is entering upon. Not much will be done, therefore, at first regarding
promoting young growth, planting, reforestization etc; all that will come
later."
In a sense he will cooperate with the Federal Government as to forest fires
and their prevention, but only in an advisory capacity, and then only when
time from his State duties will permit, for he is first a State officer. Mr. Allen
has for several years been an inspector for the Federal Government in the
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West. He will in his new relation to the Federal Government have nothing to
do with the public domain, but only advise regarding forest reserves, which
are under the jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. Allen's idea is to endeavor to carry out a practical policy, one that the

people will see to be to their immediate benefit, and which relates itself
rather closely to the great irrigation question. He thinks that his duties will
take him out of his office half, if not more of the time, but at first, and until
the preparation of working plans is completed, he will be confined to his
office. He expects and asks the cordial assistance and sympathy of all the
people in preserving the forest of the State, and thereby promoting all allied
interests.

Mr. Allen is a young man of agreeable presence, rather reserved, thoroughly in love with the calling of his life, but not an enthusiastrather a
man who takes his work seriously, and who is backed by a determined disposition and just the necessary self-confidence to maintain him at the hard
working point all the time.

The above quoted newspaper article makes it clear that Allen assumed he was to "advise" regarding the management of the Federal
forest reserves. There is no record of how much time he spent in
inspection of such areas but we do have one rather comprehensive

report, later quoted in part, which he transmitted to the Forester
sometime in 1906. It was a year thereafter before resident forest
inspectors were detached from Washington for service in California.4
On July 18 the first Board of Forestry meeting was held in Sacramento, although it apparently did not consist of a legal quorum. It is

to be noted that this Board (except for its Secretary, the State Forester) was made up of the same elected officials as constituted the
Board of Examiners. However, the law creating the Board of ExamWhen the forest reserves were under the supervision of the Department of
Interior, B. F. Allen was responsible for such areas in California and Arizona.
Under the Department of Agriculture the early forest supervisors were quite
independent except for such occasional inspection as forest inspectors from
Washington might render. In the fall of 1907, the able Chief Inspector F. E.

Olmsted established headquarters in San Francisco. He had four assistants
among whom was his successor of 1911, Coert duBois. William C. Hodge was
also there.
The inspectors simply worked from a detached headquarters office while they
represented the Forester in Washington. Then Mr. Pinchot decided to establish six quite independent administrative districts throughout the Nation. This
move was widely applauded for its increase of Forest Service efficiency.
In December of 1908, a district administrative headquarters for California was

established by Olmsted in San Francisco. Later the term district became so
confused with ranger districts that the area designation was changed to region.
In 1908 to San Francisco came G. M. Homans as head of silvicultural work in
the district, with T. D. Woodbury as his assistant. Also on hand was Swift
Berry, Biltmore School forester, later Board of Forestry member and State
Senator. M. B. Pratt had arrived in 1905 but apparently was on field detail.
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iners provided for the delegation of authority to specified subordinates in the absence of a principal member. No such provision existed
for the Board of Forestry.
Governor Pardee was absent because of illness in his family. Attorney General U. S. Webb was absent, but he possibly sent a deputy
as unofficial representative.
Secretary of State C. F. Curry recommended that a working organization be initiated because of the lateness of the season. Lieutenant

Governor Alden Anderson agreed, and the Governor was elected
Chairman of the Board (in absentia and by unanimous acclaim, if
not by due process).
Mr. Curry said that he regretted for Mr. Allen's sake that he was
not a Californian since he felt the people would take more kindly to
a local man than to an outsider.
The Lieutenant Governor asked Allen what he wished to do first,
and the State Forester said he needed official stationery. Then he
would comply with the law and prepare, distribute, and post abstracts
of all forestry laws. However, he felt that preparation of the material
would not be worthwhile until wardens were appointed to properly

distribute it. He wished also to acquaint himself with the redwood
park under his jurisdiction.
Mr. Curry suggested to Allen that he "hustle and inform himself
well and thoroughly as to California conditions, report to the Board,
and then act under its advice."
The above report of the first meeting of the new State Board of
Forestry is taken from the newspaper account published in the Sacramento Union of July 19, l905 About a year later, Allen prepared a

document which reflects his opinion of this particular type of
commission, or rather his idea of a more adequate type if one were
necessary. Somehow this writing was incorporated with a residue of
unpublished material now deposited in the National Archives which
pertained to the joint forestry study. Allen's writing is dated 1906
and is entitled "National Forest Reserves for the State of California."
In commenting upon the whole Act of March 18, 1905, Allen had
this to say about Section 1, which provided for the composition of
the Board of Forestry and its general duties.
The first question here is, why have a Board at all? It is a natural concession to the common practice of State Government, based undoubtedly partly
upon recognition of human fallibility and the safety of counsel and partly upon

the expediency of minimizing friction by allowing important and allied
authorities at least a chance to be heard. Whether it actually serves such pur-
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poses depends upon conditions. This is very doubtful if the subject involved
is technical, and the board composed of men unfamiliar with it. Their part is

likely to be perfunctory or obstructive according to their disposition and
interest, while there is a possibility that dissensions founded entirely outside
of the matter at hand may reflect upon its fortunes. Moreover, there is always the disadvantage of delay and expensive meetings.

For these reasons it is believed that political considerations aside, the
efficiency of the State Forester and administration would be increased by
leaving it entirely to the State Forester who is chosen for his special qualifications for such work and who may be controlled by his responsibility to the
Governor.

The reference below to "suggestions made elsewhere for the control of State forest lands" undoubtedly involves the recurring effort
to transfer control and management of all tax delinquent land and the
remaining forested school lands to the Board of Forestry.
If, however, it should be thought impolitic to make this departure from
California custom, there should be a more consistent practice of the Board
theory by including in its membership representatives of the interests involved.

If the suggestions made elsewhere for the control of State forest lands are
fruitful, the Controller and the Surveyor-General by virtue of their connection with the disposal of the lands would be the most valuable members,
otherwise, there is a distinct advantage in omitting all State Officers except
possibly the Governor, in order to protect them from any unpleasant political
pressure on forest matters. The Secretary of State has no connection with
the work which demands his presence on the Board. In theory, perhaps the
attendance of the Attorney General might often be useful but, his absence
from Sacramento, and the fact that his authoritative opinion must always be
obtained in writing and after research makes his membership practically
nominal. On the other hand, there is a great advantage in representation by
unofficial interests which are affected by forest preservation. It keeps the
administration in touch with public sentiment and quite as usefully recognizes
flatteringly the elements with which it is desirable to work in harmony. This
policy suggests the inclusion of representatives chosen from among its members by each of the following:

The faculty of the University of California, that of Stanford University,
the California Water and Forest Association, the California Sugar and White
pine Agency, and the Redwood Lumber Industry. These, with the Governor
if he so desires, the State Forester and the Controller and the Surveyor General, would comprise a representative body. Seldom would all convene, nor is
it necessary that they should. So a small quorum should be authorized, but
all would have the opportunity when desirous.

It was apparently impossible to hire an assistant for the State
Forester at the meager salary of $1,200 specified in the law by the
Legislature. So State Forester Allen took up- his rather overwhelming
task singlehandedly.
In October 1905 we find his official opinion expressed in an article
in Water and Forest magazine entitled, "The State's Forest Policy."
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county governments and private contributors to meet the financial
burden.
The State Forester has made his appeals to the counties, but unless he
meets with response he can have little success in performing his duties.
The counties of Southern California have shown a lively interest in carrying
out the law; but those of Northern California have been remiss, yet Northern
California forests are many fold more valuable than those of Southern California.5

The remainder of the editorial indicated that the theory of State
financial responsibility for forest fire protection had reached the
public press, if not the Legislature. The editor remarked that,
the counties having greatest wealth in forests are among the poorest in taxable property. It is true that the enforcement of the law is necessary to preserve the taxable property that they have, but a considerable proportion of
the expense is also incurred for the benefit of other counties.
The importance of forest preservation to the State cannot be over-estimated. . . . The State and counties should see that it has ample protection.

By July 12, 1906, the San Francisco Chronicle had so recovered
from the great urban catastrophe that it devoted space to what was
termed the State Forester's open letter to the public. The particular
long letter, reproduced in very fine print, was actually a letter to the

miners of California. It was an appeal to the scattered miners to
use their local influence to generate official and public interest in the
appointment of wardens and forest patrolmen.
Without doubt, this particular proposal was endorsed, if not actually instigated by State Mineralogist L. E. Aubrey. Aubrey was an
outspoken forest conservationist of the day.6

In the newspaper article, Allen stated that he would gladly visit
county officials to discuss plans. In the meantime he proposed consideration of a system of paying special patrolmen up to three dollars
per day, with a limit of 15 days pay per season, and also the use of an
individual fire emergency fund of some amount between $500 and
$1,500.

Also he requested co-operation from all sources in the collection of
statistics regarding the number, size and damage caused by fires. This

information would be used "to serve as an argument with the next
Legislature for the improvement of the laws."
Contrary to present concepts practically all foresters and most of the irrigation
specialists of that day would have agreed that the high forest constituted a
much more valuable watershed than chaparral. Furthermore, the lumber source
required preservation against the day of the certain "timber famine."
6 See "For the Protection of Forests" by L. E. Aubrey, Water and Forest, January, 1907.
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The most curious statement in this article could be interpreted as a
goad to the public conscience, or as a parting fling at an indifferent
public. The Chronicle is quoted as follows:
. . in closing, the State Forester says the existing system is an experiment
to determine whether California wants forest laws at all, and the next Legislature will be called upon to decide.

First Annual Report

On June 30, 1906, State Forester Allen transmitted to Governor
Pardee a typewritten REPORT covering the period July 12, 1905, to
June 30, 1906. In it Allen digressed enough to leave several valuable
comments about the joint survey and the legislative history of the
basic forestry act.

The law required the State Forester to prepare an annual report
regarding the condition of state forestry work for submission to the
Governor. This is the only known case in which that requirement
was honored. As a matter of fact, beginning some 20 years later,
largely due to the Governor's influence at that time, no regular formal
reports of any kind were prepared. In the interim period, however,
printed biennial reports were issued as was customary with practically all departments of State Government.
In the case of the FIRST ANNUAL REPORT under discussion it could
well be that the major reason for its compilation was Allen's intent to
leave California. His father was ill. For some personal reason he did
not wish to publicize this as his motive for leaving the job. In a letter
to the Governor, Allen explained that by leaving in this manner he
was undoubtedly causing great harm to his future career "because,
since I shall not care to publish the circumstances, the general infer-

ence will be that I failed to give satisfaction or else that I am a
quitter."
In the annual report he wrote:
Being obliged, to my very great regret, to resign the office of State Forester
before the first year of its existence, and of my service to the State, is quite

complete, I submit the following report to you and to the State Board of
Forestry with the hope that it may be of some value through preserving the
lessons learned by experience under a new law.

The 106-page typed REPORT indicates that Allen was both a busy
and a most able man. Much of the material, as well as the general
For years the only knowledge that this report had ever been made came from
the letter of transmittal in the first printed Lull 1EPORT which followed it six
months later. Fortunately, one copy was found and is now deposited in the
State Archives, Sacramento.
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tone of the writing, has been expressed in quotations and can be
recognized in writings and speeches used elsewhere in this book, not
only those of Allen but of such others as Lull and lodge. As a matter
of fact, up until the First World War period there were writings and
speeches made by the then current State Forester and his assistants
in which whole paragraphs of Allen's words may be recognized.8
Allen was the first man on the job. He had the chance to do and say
things first. He seems to have done just that to a remarkable extent.

Possibly, Allen's year in California was his prime training for a
long career as master negotiator and co-operator among all the diverse interests in the field of forest use and protection.

In his 1906 report of the general situation Allen was optimistic,
although, said he, "There is, and long will be, a dangerously wide
indifference to the necessity of forest preservation." He was, nevertheless, surprised at the latent support which came forth when the
State Forester offered leadership. With the coming of the fire season
of 1906 there were 200 men scattered throughout the State who had
pledged themselves to command assistance in fighting fires and to
enforce the laws.

But the laws were far from adequate as yet. And there was the
disparity between the intense interest in fire protection in Southern
California as compared with the general indifference in the north.
The State Forester's office was greatly hampered by the lack of
clerical help and the inability to secure technical assistance at the
salaries offered.

Allen described the original draft of the 1905 legislation as being

well drawn. It had been compromised mainly for two reasons: a
majority believed that the cost of protection should be borne locally
and not statewide; many believed that the State's part should end
with educating and persuading the interested parties and industries
to protect their own interest. (This was no passing attitude of the
day. For 20 years this policy of State aloofness prevailed.)
In the REPORT, Allen devoted 23 pages to a section he titled "The
Law in Detail." Here he described how each section came about, what
it seemed to mean and how it should be amended. Students of California forest laws would do well to scrutinize this early writing.
8 During that long period, it should be remembered, public education was almost
the only tool with which these pioneers could attack the constantly growing

problems of forest conservation. They strove valiantly, and many of their
papers are now preserved in the State Archives in Sacramento.
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One interesting sidelight seems to verify the conclusion that as a
commission, the then constituted State Board of Forestry was a generally disinterested body. There were naturally many precise legal
questions to be determined when it came to putting the new law into
effect. That was to be expected. There were such questions as the area

in which the law was to be enforced, the meaning of such terms as
"appliances," "injury," "dry season," and so forth. It was proper that
such questions must be carefully phrased in writing to the Attorney
General in his primary capacity as chief legal officer. But up to the
date of the REPORT, Allen had received no reply from that member of

the Board of Forestry. As a result there was a tendency for local
courts to follow the least desirable course, namely, dismiss cases
because of vagueness in the law.
Allen was especially disturbed about the deposit of fines with the
State instead of the county of venue. He pointed this out as an ideal
example of weakness in the compromised law. This section had been
written to harmonize with the remainder of a law in which the State

General Fund was originally intended to bear the burden of fire
protection.
Allen wished to eliminate Section 6 which pertained to fire districts.
In the amended version it now had no meaning. Yet that section has

persisted in one form or another for more than half a century. For
decades of that period its meaning was never really understood because its origin was forgotten.
Allen thought little would ever be accomplished under Section 19
which made clearing mandatory along county roads and after lumber-

ing. Yet he recommended leaving it and including railroads since
"uncleared rights of way are far more dangerous than county roads."
This section of law was to have a long history, in which Allen's forecast as to its use was to prove accurate.

The main approach to getting the State's new job under way was
through publicity. Ten thousand cloth law signs were printed and
distributed. Separate types of form letters were prepared for postmasters, chambers of commerce, lumber operators, wardens, boards
of supervisors, resort operators and the interested public. Thousands
of these letters were distributed. There was also printed and distributed a neat little green 23-page booklet of forest laws and rules for
fire prevention.9
Copy bound in Allen's report; also copy of the first printed fire report form and
burning permit form used by firewardens.
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A fiscal report indicated that the sum of $4,350.47 had been expended. This included $9.49 for telegrams; $4.50 for extra typewriter

rental; $3.75 for post office box rental. (The latter item with $25
janitor service indicates the relative independence of State offices at
this period.)
But, said the State Forester, if it had been possible to hire assistants, even at the statutory salary, he would have incurred a deficit.
This must be recognized and provision made for more funds, said he.

In respect to federal co-operation, Allen reported that enough
rangers on the reserves applied for firewarden appointment to represent the entire reserve area. Said he,
This permits the advertisement and enforcement of the State forest laws
within the Government reserves, and is especially useful in giving residents
of the reserves opportunity to secure burning permits and in giving the reserve officers power to control fire on private lands within their districts. The
Federal fire laws apply only to vacant lands.

By "vacant," Allen of course meant public domain. There was in
the REPORT a section on technical forestry. This stressed the difficulty
Allen had in even beginning to make the field examinations requested
of him.

There was a section about the State Park and his measures to
protect it from fire and arrange for hotel leases to private parties. In
view of the trouble that was to beset his successor at Big Basin the
following excerpt from the REPORT is of interest.
The big fire of 1904 killed and injured several thousand dollars worth of
material which should be removed before it feeds another fire or becomes
rotten, and it could be sold for a fair price. I have tried to negotiate its
removal under a system of exchange of material for improvement work on
the park, but have been unsuccessful because of the uncertainty of such a
transaction. Simple sale, giving us money to spend on improvement, would
be far easier to accomplish.

Some discussion has arisen over the propriety of permitting grazing in the
park. I recommend against this.

In respect to the joint forest survey, which was still in progress,
Allen reported that he was now serving as the technical advisor to

the State Board of Examiners. Prior to this the scope and detail
of the studies had of necessity been left to the judgment of the
Forest Service.
This situation has led to some controversy and it is recommended that
hereafter, so long as the co-operative investigations continue, the State insist
on having at least an equal voice, regarding every detail. In self justification
and in no spirit of criticism of the Service for delays largely unavoidable, it

must be stated that the results of the past three years investigations have
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oniy just begun to arrive and consequently were not in time to be of use by
the State Forester during the past year. Had they been available earlier, the
efficiency of this office would have been considerably increased.

Thus began the friendly co-operative competition between the
State forest service and its big brother. It will probably continue as
long as Old Glory waves over a free land of States united.
In a section on "Land Management," Allen pointed out the pitiful

loss of State revenue that had ensued because of the methods of
disposing of the grant lands. He urged that now something should be
done to manage the remaining lands. He recommended that after five

years of tax delinquency all lands should be firmly deeded to the
State and then be designated for their best purpose and either sold
or managed. Forest taxation, especially of cut-over lands, should be
so constituted as to encourage rather than discourage land owners to
protect and reforest their holdings.
With a general fire report and a report on county co-operation this
excellent State Forester's FIRST REPORT to the Governor was concluded.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
EDWAaD TYSON ALLEN was born in New Haven, Connecticut, December 26,
1875. His father, Oscar Dana Allen, was a professor of chemistry at Yale. In 1889

the professor retired and moved his family to a remote homestead at the base of
Mount Rainier, Washington. "Ned" Allen never received any schoolroom training

beyond elementary grades. There is no question, however, but that the boy
received from his father a practical and classical tutoring far surpassing the
education available to the average youth elsewhere in the Nation during the same
period. Botany was a special hobby of the professor.
Young Allen went to work as a reporter on a Tacoma newspaper. In 1898 he

received a Congressional appointment as the first forest ranger in the Pacific
Northwest. Soon he went to Washington where he no doubt came under the eye
of Gifford Pinchot. It is said that he contributed much toward the administrative
development of what was to become the Forest Service, including making the first

sketch of a ranger badge. Pinchot (in Breaking New Ground) notes that Allen
did most of the compilation of "A Forest Reserve Manual" in 1901-02 for the
General Land Office. Iii 1901, Allen wrote a bulletin on Western Hemlock.

During 1903 and 1904, Allen was one of Pinchot's elite corps of "boundary
boys." This was rough and often dangerous work. (See Trail Blazers (1957) by
Coert duBois, pp. 23, 28.) Allen was assigned the entire State of Colorado for the
determination of proper National Forest boundaries.
Allen's next move was to Sacramento as first State Forester of California in
July 1905. There is little question but that here he furnished Pinchot with ideas
and information about the new Forest Service in California, as intended. Whether
or not he was paid a Federal subsidiary salary has not been established.
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In his letter of resignation to Governor Pardee (May 18, 1906) Allen said in
respect to a successor, "It is not easy to get a good man with fair certainty of
permanency and promotion where he is to take a State position of fixed salary
and somewhat doubtful tenure, unless, as I was, he is attracted by the very
obstacles it presents and the consequent reputation to be gained by success." (Of
course, the place of permanency and promotion to which he referred meant the
one source of trained foresters, namely the U. S. Forest Service.)

Allen left the State Forester's position in California after about 11 months
because of the illness of his father. In California Allen no doubt accomplished all

that could be accomplished in the time and under the difficult circumstances
confronting the first State Forester.

In the north he was promptly established in another "first" position, that of
District Forester of Oregon, Washington and Alaska. Incidentally, the change
probably resulted in a handsome salary increase, because by this date the principal
forest supervisors were earning more than the State Forester of California.
In 1909, a meeting of leading lumbermen was held in Spokane, Washington.
Present were representatives of Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho. From
that meeting grew the present Western Forestry and Conservation Association.

Also among those present were E. T. Allen and W. B. Greeley of the Forest
Service. Allen apparently set the keynote for his future life work as well as the
Association when he took the floor and said, "I believe, Mr. Chairman, that this
permanent organization should be an Association where there would be no divided

interests. The object of the Association will be to protect the timber from fire,

and it could embrace the whole United States in so far as that interest is
concerned."

It was promptly agreed to employ a permanent secretary-forester for the Association and Allen was hired, once again to become the "first" of the kind. It is
interesting to note that when he first moved to the new position Allen was a
"collaborator" with the U. S. Forest Service at a monthly salary of one dollar.
It was said that he was bubbling over with ideas. His first aim was to accomplish
co-operative fire protection, then conservative harvesting of timber, then a scientific method of fixing taxes upon timber land. He said it was his greatest hope to
"help pioneer those Pacific Coast forest policies which will prove permanently
dependable because of a fair sharing of both profits and responsibilities." Allen's
title with the Association for 42 years was "Forester."
It is noted that Allen came down to San Francisco in 1909 to help organize
the California Forest Protective Association, and the next year helped develop a
fire association in Oregon. In 1911, he wrote a popular textbook on forest economics for students and public education entitled, Practical Forestry in the Pacific
Northwest.

At the beginning of the war in 1917, Allen went to Washington in an advisory
capacity. The Association decided to keep him there as an industry representative.

As a personal friend of Senator McNary of Oregon, Allen was credited with
creating the fundamental precepts of the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924. The sections dealing with co-operation are said to be unchanged from his original drafting
of the bill. Thereafter, he worked upon the projects of timber taxation and timber
insurance. W. B. Greeley states that Allen was the master strategist in bringing
the lumber industry and government into working harmony.
When the economic depression arrived, Allen was an advisor to the President

and the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior in formulating forestry work
measures. It is said that the labor camps conducted by the California Division of
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Forestry became translated through him into the Civilian Conservation Corps
upon a national basis. He also was prominent in developing the lumbering codes
of the depression era.
At his home near Otis, Oregon, Edward T. Allen died on May 27, 1942, at age

66. One of his daughters is deceased. Another, Mrs. Robert E. Burns, lives at
Kentfield, California. Allen was twice married, his first wife, a professional writer,
having passed away in 1927.

"E. T." was about six feet in height, quite handsome, with piercing gray eyes.
The many writings he has left are lucid and expressive. It was said that he was an
impressive speaker upon all occasions. No doubt his most lasting monument will
be the spirit of co-operation he pioneered and fostered among lumbermen, govern-

ment officials, and the public at large in the great love of his professional life
forest conservation.

Chapter Twelve

Through 1906 With G. B. Lull
Whatever is not esteemed is either wasted or left fallow and is
subject to thoughtless sacrifice upon slight provocation.
HuBERT VIscsrEn, 1886

Choosing Allen's Successor

Unfortunately for California and the cause of forest conservation,

the vital services of the two outstanding leaders were to be lost
within 18 months of the rebirth of a State forestry organization.

State Forester Allen wished to
leave for personal reasons and
Governor Pardee was forced to
leave for political reasons. Evidence

indicates that the latter's interest
in conserving forests and water was
one contributing factor to his failure to regain nomination to the
governorship in 1906.
Allen wrote and transmitted two

letters of resignation.1 One brief
note is on yellow paper, undated,
in Allen's handwriting. It was very

informal and was apparently a
memorandum after a conversation.

Allen would stay two or three
months until a successor was found.
G. B. Lull

"I give you this note so you may
send for me to discuss it, if you
care to take it up soon."

The other letter consisted of six typed pages directed to the attention of Secretary A. B. Nyc. It was dated May 18, 1906. Across the
top the Governor had written, "Nye, take it up and do what seems
best." We learn from this letter that Allen had expressed his intention
as early as April. Allen did not wish to make public his father's
illness which was the reason for his insistence upon returning to the
1

Pardee papers, Bancroft Library.
[2.50]
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Northwest. Pardee did not wish to mention publicly that the first
State Forester was leaving so soon.
Allen insisted that he would suffer personally much more than the
State of California, since
my opinion, in short, is that the battle is won provided the present
advantage is held without relaxation. . . . The period of experiment, of
learning the points of attack and the most effective methods of overcoming
public suspicion of the whole project and securing the endorsement of the
best interests, and of organizing the time-killing detail of the work, is practically over.

But Allen stated that the law and the responsibility of the State
were not adequate. He warned that the work accomplished during the
summer of 1906 would decide the chance of obtaining improvement
from the next Legislature. Said he,
The present system of maintaining only an agitation bureau at State expense,
and leaving all the actual protection of the State's forest resources to counties
or individuals who may be unwilling or unable, can never be adequate.

The State Forester pointed out two basic weaknesses in depending
solely upon local effort to protect local forest values. First, the area
might be too poor in taxable wealth even though the citizens were
anxious to get on with the job. Secondly, wherever enlightened sentiment resulted in an acceptable quality of fire protection, there also
would be found an area relatively less in need of the co-operative
leadership which was about all the State had to offer. Therefore, the
broad requirement of the entire State could not be left to the chance
local attitude toward forest protection. Thirty years were to elapse
before responsible State government could be brought to act upon
the vital truth and importance of Allen's two premises.
The reluctance of the Governor and Allen to announce the latter's
resignation had made it difficult to consult with eligible successors.
He did mention and appraise five whom he considered qualified. He
also suggested that merely writing Pinchot without suggesting names
and "pushing the urgency strongly" would not result in anything but
long delay.

William C. Hodge was mentioned as a person already known to
the Governor. (See biographical sketch of lodge.)
Then the young State Forester expressed an opinion to the Governor almost identical with that which Governor Pardee had pressed
upon Forester Pinchot exactly one year earlier. Declared Allen:
In my opinion the most desirable qualification is ability to make friends
and inspire confidence, rather than advanced training in forestry. Better be
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able to make other people do things than do it himself, for this is the principle of the law. He must not appear too young, he must look and act as
though he has always lived in the West, he must be a convincing talker, but
not too windy, and he must be a bit of a mixer and a politician in spirit.

An amusing aspect of this letter to those who know the history of

American forestry is Allen's doubts about one W. B. Greeley, a
young graduate of the University of California who, apparently, was
already making his presence felt in the infant world of professional
forestry. Allen conceded that Greeley's intolerance of other people's
views, "due to rather sudden advancement, may be outgrown." However, the brilliant young man might not meet the peculiar demands
placed upon the State Forester of California.
This half century later many persons would credit Greeley's term
as Chief of the U. S. Forest Service as an unsurpassed example of fine
public administration. And, of course, both Allen and Greeley came
to work closely together in the Northwest when both were everywhere
esteemed in the profession. Nevertheless, in California in the year

1906, the thirty year old State Forester did in fact, as he told the
Governor, "know practically all the men in the United States
technically eligible" for the job. Upon him rested the primary responsibility of recommending a successor.
Allen also left an interesting comment in respect to administration

of the forest reserves at this time while he was reporting upon a
possible successor named Cox. If Allen had no direct administrative

responsibility in respect to the federal reserves, there can be little
doubt but that Pinchot was depending upon him for reports and
advice. Said Allen,
Mr. W. T. Cox, Assistant Forest Reserve Inspector, who is now working in
this State at my request, is one of the most promising men in the Service
could conscientiously recommend him for the place, indeed I asked
for him in the reserve work here because of my thorough confidence in his
discretion and good judgment.

Only one potential State Forester came forward to apply for the
job. Certainly the salary offered was no inducement at the time, and
the conditions under which one was expected to labor called for the
optimism of youth if nothing else. So once again the State of California hired a State Forester 29 years of age.
In his general listing of potential successors Allen had told the
Governor,
Mr. Gerard B. Lull, of the Forest Service, at present in charge of the
Government's co-operative tree planting work with private owners in this
State, happens to have told me more than once that he would like such a
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position because of its peculiar problems and chance for the personal equa-

tion, and I think he would be an excellent man. He has the advantage of
being well up on tree planting, which is popular here, and has a great faculty

for getting people to do things. For example he has just secured a $2000
subscription from citizens in San Bernardino and Riverside counties, to be
used by the Forest Service in improving the San Bernardino Forest Reserve.
With Ward, I think Lull stands at the head of the list for ingratiating himself
with any class he meets. Neither man would ever make a political mistake,
and both are able foresters.

A couple of points should be noted in the above quotation in
respect to Lull. As a subordinate of T. P. Lukens, forest supervisor
in Southern California, he was no doubt convinced (as were others at
the time) that the mountains of the South could be successfully forested by planting. Secondly, he no doubt enthusiastically endorsed
State participation in a joint protection project for the Santa Ana
River drainage which will be discussed along with the Tn-Counties
Reforestation Association and later appropriations. Also Lull must
have felt genuinely certain from personal work and knowledge that
eucalyptus wood production in California was to become a flourishing
commercial business.
Lull wrote to Governor Pardee from Los Angeles on May 28, 1906,
in application for the State Forester's position. He stated that he was

a native of New York and a graduate of Cornell University, with a
degree in forest engineering. He had been graduated in 1904 and had
since worked as a forest assistant in extension work. In fact, he had
been in charge of the forestry exhibit at the Lewis and Clarke Exposition.

The correspondence between Pardee. and Pinchot on the subject
of a new State Forester was brief and unenthusiastic. Then on June
20, 1906, Pinchot wired the Governor from Punta Gordo, Florida,
LULL WOULD MAKE COMPETENT STATE FORESTER. SOME MORE COMPETENT
MEN HAvE NOT APPLIED.2

And with the changing fiscal year in the middle of the biennium
1905-07 the State of California was introduced to its second State
Forester, who would depart about as quietly as he appeared, three
and one-half years later. While Lull left no enduring monument, he
2 From the Pardee letters at Bancroft Library. Note that this wire may be interpreted as referring to "other competent men" or "men more competent."
Two items immediately above should be noted. Two years following Allen's
prediction, Lull was in localized but bitter political trouble which resulted in
a sharp curtailment of Board of Forestry authority. Lull was not a native of
New York but probably thought of himself as such.
See Lull biographical sketch at end of chapter.
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certainly earned his meager salary in a sincere attempt to carry out
the goals set by his predecessor.
First Biennial Report, New Series

Some confusion might result in a too careless reference to a first
State forestry report. There was the FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT of 188586. Then came Allen's typewritten FIRST ANNUAL REPORT lfl June

1906. Now State Forester Lull transmitted to Governor Pardee at the
end of November the printed FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT of the new

series. Thereafter, the practice seems to have been to conclude the
biennial reports every other fall at the beginning or end of November,
seven or eight months before the end of the fiscal period. No doubt,
this was done because fire seasons were more logical than fiscal years
for reporting purposes.
Following the pattern of the old REPORTS this one also began with a
discussion of the value and the human use and misuse of the forest,
including an estimate of forest products harvested during 1905. One
and a quarter billion feet of lumber and 562 million shingles had been

cut. A more pertinent figure in its relation to forest fires was the
estimate of 48,144 cords of tanbark harvested. Tanbark peeling
practically always resulted in a large residue of inflammable debris
wherever the operations occurred.

Lull spoke highly of the gratifying support he had received from
the various conservation associations, boards of trade, and the industrial groups and individuals among lumbermen, stockmen, miners and

water-users. He said the lumbermen had been critical at first, especially because "some enthusiastic nature-lovers, who call their tenets
forestry, are not charitable to lumbermen, so the latter waited to see
the State's interpretation."
In respect to county supervisors, Lull wished to be explicit in that
their personal attitude had been favorable without a single exception.
"Unfortunately, however, a favorable personal attitude does not always predicate official approval." Some boards had been prevented
from acting because of the poverty of their county; others objected
to the State receiving fines collected under the Forest Protection Act.
Some contended that volunteers were as effective as paid personnel.

Nor did Lull fail to recognize the position of the State in compounding the official atmosphere of indifference.
Said he,
It cannot be gainsaid that the conditions under which the State offers "cooperation" (which is a misnomer, for there is actually no cooperation, since
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the State retains all authority, but accepts no responsibility) leave abundant
room for objection, if personal or political reasons prompt the supervisors to
make them.

Santa Cruz County alone had established a fire protection organization in 1905. Four more counties were ready to cooperate by the time
the fire season of 1906 arrived. Lull emphasized the vigor with which
he and Allen before him had approached 23 county boards to excite
their interest in fire protection. By the end of the season 10 counties
had arranged some system of organized fire protection according to
the REPORT. But another source specifically listed 13 counties.

On October 3, 1906, eleven supervisors of the forest reserves in
California met at Northfork in Madera County. This group adopted
a resolution of commendation for the State and its Board of Forestry
for developing a forest policy and a system for fire protection.
Thirteen counties were named and commended for their action in
appointing wardens. It is notable that the most northern counties on
the list were Santa Cruz and Tuolumne. The great northern redwood

and pine regions of California had thus far indicated no official
interest in fire protection.
The resolution was transmitted to Forester Pinchot and from that
source to Governor Pardee.

Cooperating counties appropriated from $500 to $1,000 for fire
protection and then the county supervisors recommended citizens for
appointment as firewardens. Generally, provision was made to pay 25
or 30 cents an hour to firefighters. Each warden was given a badge, a
book of burning permits and a supply of printed laws and posters for

distribution. Los Angeles, Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz counties
adopted the system of making the game warden the chief firewarden
of the county. Lull preferred this system because it concentrated
supervisory control in one place if nothing else.8

But no haphazard assignment of local firewardens was entirely
satisfactory as viewed by a forestry official. Said Lull,
Where fire wardens are appointed at the request of supervisors, absolutely no
organization is secured. . . The State Forester has absolutely no control
over either system . . . . If a fire occurs in a grain field or pasture, vigorous
.

3

The idea of combining game and fire law enforcement or even administrative
work in one State field officer was to arise many times thereafter, sometimes
even in proposed legislation. It was a pretty theory that never worked even
under orders from high level. This was because the difference in local public
response, especially upon private land, to two different types of imposed regulations had been disregarded in the formula.
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efforts are usually made to check it. This is no advance, however, for property owners did this before the office of fire warden was created. If chaparral
on a watershed is burning little attention is paid to it, for few understand its
importance.

Nevertheless, Lull reported that in 1906 there had been a total of

367 firewardens appointed, of which 128 were employed by the
Forest Service, 103 received pay for actual service from their county
of residence, 136 were volunteers. Volunteers and Federal employees

were actually out of pocket for their loyal service, at least to the
extent of a half dollar required to pay for their oath of office.

Law enforcement under the warden system was pretty much a
failure. The warden usually arrived late at a fire and thereafter had
his own affairs to attend. Local magistrates were rarely enthusiastic
about prosecuting fire cases when they were brought to court. The
destination of fine money into the State fund was no special inducement for local enthusiasm.
To sum it up, county cooperation is about the weakest possible excuse that
can be conceived for an organization in any way capable of securing immunity from fires. Any attempt on the part of the State to urge county officials
to greater efforts immediately strengthens their aroused suspicions that the
State wants more money from fines.

During the summer of 1906 there had been considerable public
discussion in which a forest reserve in the Inner Coast Range was
endorsed and opposed. This proposed Stony Creek Reserve was being
examined by the Forest Service at the time. Since the State Forester
was the logical contracting agent he took over the job of maintaining
a crew of six men to prevent and suppress fires during that summer.

The cost was paid by the counties of Colusa and Glenn and by the
Stockmen's Defense Association.4 Very little has been recorded regarding these patrolmen. That is unfortunate because they certainly
constituted the first organized forest fire protection force to be gathered and supervised by any State forestry agency, except possibly for
a workman or two around Big Basin.
Lull recommended three goals in the amendment of laws affecting
forestry. He wished (1) to see the laws broadened so that enforcement could be accomplished, and also (2) adjusted to mesh with
other laws covering the same field, and (3) clarified by the elimination of references not germane to the specific theme.
Roosevelt created Stony Creek Forest Reserve (883,405 acres) on February 6,
1907. During 1906 he proclaimed Monterey, 335,495 acres; San Luis Obispo,
365,350; Pinnacles, 14,108 acres. Also in 1907: Inyo, 221,324; San Benito,
140,069 acres (later eliminated).
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Specifically, Lull asked that provision be made for full-time, sal-

aried patrolmen distributed over the State at the discretion of the
State Forester, and that he thereafter should be held responsible for
the results of their work. He believed that these "district wardens,"
and they alone, should have power of impressment, and that all hired

firefighters should be paid uniformly at 25 cents per hour. He felt
that several counties could be combined as a firewarden unit, whereas

large counties would each require a paid leader. It is interesting to
note that Lull was of the opinion in 1906 that, in respect to forming a
single fire district, "in some cases it may be advisable to ignore
political units and follow natural divisions." Some of his successors
for the next forty years held the same reasonable opinion, but not
always with practical results because of the importance of county
cooperation.

The State Forester proposed that whenever a single county was
willing to form a separate fire district, then the county and State
should each pay one-half the cost of patrol and fire suppression. He
went much farther for those counties unwilling to work upon such a
cooperative basis and proposed a plan loaded with potential trouble.
Said Lull,
There will always be a few [counties], however, who will be opposed to
any plan. When this condition obtains, yet protection is necessary, the State
should be empowered to provide protection and assess the district for its
share of the expense.

Of course, the term district as used by Lull has no reference to the
legally constituted fire protection district made possible seventeen
years later. He probably meant any designated land area which could

be treated as an administrative unit for fire protection purposes.
Evidence that Lull had in mind a special tax area rather than a
complete county appears in an editorial of Water and Forest magazine of January, 1907, which reads in part,
The State Forester recommends that the State be divided into districts,
and that the expense of their protection be made a joint charge on the district
and the State.
This seems to be an equitable method, providing it is possible under the
Constitution. If the Legislature has no power to form districts for this purpose, the expense should be made a joint charge on the State and counties

interested. Neither the State nor the counties can afford the vast waste of
property that comes from our annual forest fires.

The FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT included some tables of fire statistics

for the 1906 season. They are of dubious value because they were
admittedly incomplete, and more important, they fail to check with
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Lull's contemporary statements in other publications. (See Water and
Forest, Jan. and July 1907.)

Lull stated that several parties had shown an interest in undertaking reforestation projects and had requested advice. Here was the
first reference to experimenting with eucalyptus planting in cut-over
redwood land in Mendocino County. But since he alone constituted
the oniy available trained forester to help the interested landowners
he had found it necessary to refrain from publicizing or encouraging
this field of cooperation.
The REPORT made no reference to hired assistants, but in an article

in Water and Forest Lull made the following statement in respect to
the year 1906:
Owing to the low statutory salary allowed assistants, one was not secured
until the middle of April. . . . On August 1st the second one was secured,
but neither is technically trained, and hence unable to do original work requiring technical knowledge.

The fact that this first printed document issued by the State Forester contained a comprehensive review of the joint forest survey has
already been mentioned. The other essential features of the REPORT
have been reviewed here even though the original may be scrutinized
in many libraries. Such a brief review is considered necessary in order
to select and emphasize those official records which reflect the trends
of forestry history in the making.
Forestry Prison Cain frs Proposed

In the 1906 convention of the Water and Forest Association it is
interesting to note that Luther Wagoner of San Francisco was asked
to serve as a member of the committee on nominations. Wagoner will
be remembered as the forest engineer who investigated the forest

situation in the central Sierra region for the Board of Forestry
during the summer of 1886.

At this particular convention in Sacramento 20 years later, Wagoner made another pioneer contribution. Said he,
There is a matter I would like to bring before the Association with reference
to utilizing prison labor in re-foresting. The prison directors inform me that
at the present time State prisons are being reconstructed to separate the prisoners into three classesgood, bad, and indifferent. A newly sentenced man

goes into the medium class and graduates into the upper or lower class
according to conduct. It occurred to me that that is quite an advance in the
science of penology, and from the upper class a body of men might be drawn,

perhaps, fit to parole and send out into camps and there be occupied in the
work of re-foresting and planting. In simple work of that sort they may be
useful to the State. The lot of the convict, as you know, is a very hard one.
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I think it would be well to bring this to the attention of the prison directors and perhaps to the attention of the coming Legislature. I think it is a
worthy effort and if it should prove to be a failure, it would only be an
honorable failure.

Probably this proposal received little attention at the convention.
It does not appear in the association platform. Nor was such an idea
reflected in proposed legislation for a long time to come. On the
whole, this fact is not in keeping with historical trends. Practically all
successful movements in forest conservation were conceived at an
early date and pursued quite consistently until circumstances provided for their successful culmination, perhaps decades later. Naturally, when the proposal becomes an accomplished fact the latest
proponent most often assumes credit for both the idea and its achievement. Here was a proposition which remained dormant for about
three decades before its highly successful application in California.
Forest Taxation Studies

When Governor Pardee addressed the Legislature at his inaugural
in 1903 he spoke of many needs other than forest conservation. For
one thing he admonished the Legislature to do something about the
State tax structure which was on the way to becoming archaic in
principle by the time the first Governor took office. The weaknesses of

the ad valorem property tax were well known. Such a system was
especially out of place in furnishing 80 percent of the revenue flowing
into the State Treasury.
The fact that this was where the money came from would logically
seem to have had some influence upon the disposition of the Legislature to push burdens of cost and burdens of responsibility out upon

the several county governments rather than to establish centralized
State agencies. Be that as it may, each year the tax assessors and
collectors were instructed by State officials as to what portion of the
local property tax was to be transmitted to the State Treasury.5
In order to adjust the reader's fiscal horizon the following gross figures are
quoted from the State budget for 1906. Revenue from local property tax, $6.8
million; from seven miscellaneous sources, $2.7 million From this total there
was returned to schools of all levels, $5,000,000. Available for all expenditures
other than schools: 4- million dollars.

The Division of Forestry appropriation from the State General Fund for the
fiscal year 1957-58 approximated $20,000,000 or roughly one percent of the
State budget. Any attempt to make budget comparisons between the two
periods should be approached warily. Much more than different dollar values
is involved.
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There were problems and inequities to spare in the general tax
structure. But no part of it was any more perplexing and complicated
than the solution of an equitable tax upon timber.
There were two studied approaches to the forest taxation problem
in 1905, or more properly, one which merged into another. In that
portion of the State Forester's FIRST REPORT devoted to the review of
the joint forest survey it was stated that the State had requested the
Forest Service to add another project consisting of an "investigation
of the amount and character of the State's delinquent tax lands." The
two known references of that particular study on behalf of the State
will be found in the next few pages.
The second and superior approach to the whole tax problem was
undertaken by a special statutory commission. It will be obvious that
the separate contribution from the forestry agencies was a valuable

integral part of the whole project, regardless of the fact that the
ultimate practical result was practically nil.
In 1905 the Legislature passed an act allowing the Governor to sit
as chairman and ex-officio member of a commission to investigate and

report upon the tax situation. The Governor could appoint a fiscal
expert as a member, and the Legislature two members from each
house.

The commission was duly appointed and met at the early date of
May 27 in the Governor's office. It adopted the name Commission on
Revenue and Taxation. The commission made wide investigations and
held public hearings. It issued a short preliminary report in August of
1906 and a more comprehensive report in December of that year. One
proposed constitutional amendment was voted down but the tax study

committee was continued. Finally in 1910 there was presented the
instructive report which led to a necessary amendment of the State
constitution and a "separation" of tax sources between State and
local government.

In the 300 pages of the main report of 1906, a mere page was
devoted to the forest land situation. In total there was not less than
one million acres of tax delinquent land in the State and this repre-

sented one-eighth of the total patented area. It was stated in the
commission report that the State Forester and the Forest Service had
been conducting a lengthy investigation. The State Forester had reported to the commission:
that there are 468,580 acres of delinquent tax lands lying within the
forest reserves, and enough more forestable lands delinquent outside the forest reserves to make a total of half a million acres. It is well known that the
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United States Forestry Service would be willing to exchange for the isolated
blocks of land in the forest reserves an area of public lands of equal value,
if the State could give a clear title to them. Such an exchange could be made

so as to give the State a compact forest reserve of its own and vastly
enhance the efficiency of its forestry administration.
While the disorganization of the revenue system of the State, and the loss
of revenues to both the State and the counties arising from the delinquency
of these lands, is in itself a serious problem, yet the paramount interest of the

State is in the preservation of the forest so as to insure a steady supply of
water to the valley. . . . The equitable taxation of forest lands, not delinquent, particularly those that have been cut, has had some consideration. It is
apparent that a large part of the State is well suited to producing timber
trees but unfit for any other valuable purpose. Our forest wealth is decreasing
rapidly, and our agriculture needs all the water it can get. The State is committed to the policy of forest protection. If it is true that private owners of
timber lands would care for and cultivate them so as to produce successive
crops, provided they were encouraged by low taxes, a wise policy would be to
offer that encouragement.

But your [Tax] Commission does not feel that it is sufficiently advised
about the facts and circumstances to make any recommendation at this time.

State Forester Lull made a pertinent comment before a section of
the Commonwealth Club in the spring of 1909 (Transactions, April
1909, page 37) regarding the tax study and the common understanding that high taxes cause the liquidation of timber. Said he,
An investigation of forest taxes in California, conducted in 1906 by Alfred
Gaskill, then tax expert of the forest service, disclosed the fact that forest
land is greatly undertaxed. No rise in assessment has followed the great rise
in timber values. Land bearing from 10,000 to 50,000 feet of lumber is taxed
no heavier than cutover land. This spoils the argument, generally valid elsewhere, that taxes put a premium on forest removal. To a limited extent the
argument holds here, for successive yearly taxes are levied on a growing crop,
from which no returns are secured so long as it is unharvested.

In passing, mention should be made of forest taxation studies
made elsewhere at about this time. In fact, the intensity and broad
scope of these studies is reason enough to have caused the California
Commission on Revenue and Taxation to eliminate a parallel study in
California as being so largely repetitive as to be unnecessary. This is

merely an assumption; the Gaskill study may have been equally
comprehensive.

In 1905 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts printed the report of
its Committee To Consider the Laws Relative To The Taxation Of
Forest Lands.
In 1908 the Michigan Commission of Inquiry, Tax Lands and
Forestry issued a most thorough report of 150 pages. Since the theme
of the report never departed from forest tax problems this document
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covered just about every conceivable aspect of the situation throughout the timbered States of the Nation.
On a national level another valuable document will be found in the
"Addresses on Forest Taxation" reprinted from Proceedings of the

International Conference on State and Local Taxation held at Toronto, Canada, October 6-9, 1908. One resolution adopted by that
conference is well worth careful scrutiny. It read as follows:
RESOLVED:

That it is within the legitimate province of tax laws to encourage the
growth of forests in order to protect watersheds and insure a future supply
of timber; and legislation, or constitutional amendments where necessary, is
recommended for these purposes.

In California a great deal more was to be said about timber taxa-

tion by many people before some positive legislative action was
secured.
State and Forest Ssrvice Cooperation: 1906

It has been observed that the great movement toward the conservation of forest and water resources in California had been pushed along
under the goading of a relative few but nonetheless determined citizens. This movement came to the fore practically simultaneously in
the National Congress and in the State Legislature, somewhat like a

plodding team of oxen hitched together, parallel in effort yet independent in spirit.
It is doubtful if the most perspicacious observer at the turn of the
century could have forecast the precise degree to which any arm of
government was to enter into the management or regulation of f or-

ested lands. Quite probably, if the Legislature of California had
demonstrated a strong interest in conservative management of the
forested public domain, instead of its acquisition for the purpose of
transfer to private ownership at State profit, the General Government
would have relinquished its claim to the vast area.
It also seems reasonable to suppose that the first comprehensive
land ownership and use pattern for forest land in California was not
firmly established until the joint forest survey of 1903-07, by gathering knowledge, had made it possible for some able men to devote
their best effort to consideration of the manifold problems. The fact

remains that the basic skeleton of government forest policy was
arranged and tentatively agreed upon during this period. The neverending problems of organization, management and administration
were ready to have their beginning.
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A few indications of developing lines of cooperation between the
newly created State and Federal forest agencies have already been
observed in such occurrences as the State's interim protection of the
proposed Stony Creek Reserve and the resolution of approval from
the Federal forest supervisors meeting at North Fork.
The report written by collaborator E. T. Allen, to which reference
has already been made, is a valuable historical record of the initial
meshing of the practical and necessary small gears of the administrative machines out on the ground.6 In his report to Mr. Pinchot,
Allen appears to have been aiming even more sharply at the responsible State officials and the California citizens than to the Forest
Service. From his unique and elevated position between the two
young and undoubtedly bewildered organizations his words should
have been heeded.

Allen declared that the first principle of the forest reserve policy
was to make the reserves available for the use of the people. The
forest officers were the servants of the people. Revenue from use was
to be returned to protect and develop the forests for public use.
Allen stated that the aims of California and the Forest Service were
identical and should differ in method of accomplishment only as
required because of the accident of land ownership. Mutual cooperation and harmony between the two was mandatory.
The least deviation from this policy will retard the progress of both, not
only through less economy of effort but through confusing public confidence
and the common movement.

Forest Service men had had to acquire status as State firewardens
because the lack of Federal fire laws made the use of State statutes
necessary in the protection of the forest reserves. At the same time
the Federal rangers could take action regarding fires upon private

land within the reserves. This raised the question of how far the
Federal men should go in relieving the State of its duty on such lands
and on other private lands adjoining the reserves.
Said Allen, "Being charged with the care of the reserves first of all,
the Forest Service cannot well neglect this duty to assist the State,
6 The 1906 manuscript "National Forest Reserves for the State of California".
(Nat. Archives). It is not known whether Allen was employed by California
or the Forest Service, or both, when the report was written.
The Act of June 11, 1906, must have eased much localized public dissatisfaction

over establishment of the forest reserves. This Federal law provided for
homesteading of land not necessary for the forest reserve and approved as to
its agricultural qualities by the Secretary of Agriculture.
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but up to the point of such negligence is anxious to do so." In return
Allen expected a mutual return of effort by the State.
Unfortunately, in this instance the term State, in respect to authority and force, represented nothing of substance. Local volunteer
wardens were not State-paid rangers. There was no physical reci-

procity at the end of an ax or shovel where it counts most in the
weary job of fire fighting. Consequently the Forest Service soon
moved in two directions. It sought financial assistance for fire protection wherever it could find it, and it extended its area of fire
protection responsibility beyond the Federal land.
Even the primary steps in fire law enforcement soon faltered. Said
Allen,
California district attorneys have demurred more than once at prosecuting
charges brought under State laws on the ground that offenses within reserves
should be punished at federal expense regardless of the fact that the reserves
exist only for State good or that the offense was against the State Code only,
and reported by an officer who was also a sworn officer of the State. On the

other hand, reserve officers are quite as apt to hesitate about performing
their duty as firewardens when it is not directly in the line of their government work. This is most frequently true of issuing burning permits near, but

outside of reserves, and taking charge of fires in similar situations or on
private lands inside the boundaries.

This condition required correction. Also it was to be noted that
before the State Forester could compile the annual fire statistics
required of him by law, some better system of acquiring information
from Federal reserve officers would be necessary.
Plainly, anyone occupying the office of State Forester of California
in 1906 had before him a vast amount of organizational work as well

as the primary duties set forth in the Forest Protection Act. The
administrative tools at his disposal were sadly inadequate; nor was
help visible on the political horizon.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
GERARD BRAMLEY LULL was born on March 4, 1877, at Chatsworth, New
Jersey, the son of William Ball Lull and Mary Anna LeValley Lull. At the age

of 10, Gerard and family moved to Bovina, New York. In 1894 he attended
Delaware Academy at Delhi, New York, his mother's hometown. Lull entered
Cornell in the fall of 1900 where Dr. B. E. Fernow was dean of the forest school.
He was graduated with the class of 1904 with a forest engineer's degree.
At college "Pop" Lull played a little football and was active in class affairs.
In the summer of 1902, Lull worked for the Bureau of Forestry in Maine. In

1903 he worked on the San Gabriel Forest Reserve on the joint Federal-State
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forest investigation. In the spring of 1904, Lull worked directly under Fernow in

timber cruising on Cape Breton Island for a paper company. He passed the
forest assistant civil service examination and went to work for the Bureau of
Forestry at once.

In 1905, Lull had charge of the forestry exhibit at the Lewis and Clark
exposition in Portland, Oregon. He prepared planting plans for a New York State
corporation and also for Griffith Park in Los Angeles.
In March, 1906, Lull was appointed to the position assistant forest inspector
while he was assigned to the San Gabriel Reserve. Four months later he resigned
to become the State Forester of California.
Lull remained as State Forester until January 17, 1910, when he went to work
for an Eastern concern promoting the eucalyptus industry in California. Little is

known of his actual activity in this work, or whether he was somewhat tarred
with the brush of scandal that followed the bursting of the so-called eucalyptus
bubble.

His last recorded forestry writing was entitled "Eucalyptus Commercially Considered" printed in the Pioneer Western Lumberman, 1910. Lull's writings were
practically all of this nature, short pieces about California forest laws or State
forestry work.

On June 13, 1907, he married a Cornell classmate named Margaret Elizabeth
Young. A son, Robert G., was born in 1913.

At about this latter date Lull apparently left the eucalyptus business and
became a local agent for New York Life Insurance. He remained at this work
until his death on November 16, 1930, which occurred at his home at 3451 T
Street, Sacramento. His widow passed away in early 1942.
Lull does not seem to have been outstanding in any sense, yet he was no doubt
what is commonly called a good mixer. His club associations were numerous but

not unusual for his position: Commonwealth Club, Sierra Club, (and in Sacramento) the Sutter Club, State Club, Union Republican, and the Del Paso Country
Club. Naturally, he was a member of the Society of American Foresters, The
American Forestry Association, Cornell alumni groups and minor professional
associations in California. His obituary notice states that Lull was "prominent in
local affairs."

The odd feature in his life is the confusion in respect to his name. It is no
wonder that officially he was always "G. B." His given name was certainly
Gerard Bramley, but this often appears as Gerald Bromley. Perhaps he gave up
eventually and accepted "Gerald." Newspapers used that name upon his resignation from State service and also in his obituary (Sacramento Bee, November 17,
1930). But worst of all, Board of Forestry Circular No. 7 (1923) refers to him
as George B. Lull.

There was also confusion as to his birthplace. This came about because the
old town of Shamong Station eventually disappeared and the location became
known as Chatsworth. Two birth registrations are shown on official New Jersey
records for Lull, one for Gerard and another for Gerard B. Neither give the full
middle name.

Chapter Thirteen

Why Lull Sought Greener Pastures
The most perfect system of fire protection would not in itself

avert a timber famine or keep the mountains clothed with
forests. The forests must be cut and . . conservative methods
of lumbering can be worked out which will increase the profit
of lumbermen and maintain the forest growth.
.

G. M. HOMANS

Any student of California politics who might be asked to comment
upon the existing situation during G. B. Lull's term as State Forester
is bound to concentrate upon the one salient feature. This was the

period when the so-called Progressive Republicans arose in their
righteous wrath and conquered the Railroad Machine which had
dominated California politics for half a century and which was also
said to be well represented in both Congress and the Supreme Court
at Washington.
This writing is involved with general politics only to the extent to
which forestry laws and policies might have been affected by powerful political influences. The completely dominating influence which
this one machine could assume over the Legislature, the Governor's

Office and practically every court, commission and elective or
appointive governmental post cannot be ignored. However, it has
already been stated that there is no recognizable effect of this particular agent upon specific forestry legislation. On the other hand, there
seems to be no doubt but that George Pardee did not endear himself

to the king makers and thus was prevented from serving a welldeserved second term as Governor. The result of such a congenial
friend in high office for another four years, especially in that pioneer

period, can only be a matter of conjecture now. Yet one thing is
certain; George Pardee had merely started his career in the field of
water and forest conservation when the rather notorious Santa Cruz
Republican Convention of 1906 upset his immediate political plans.'
1

The fascinating story of internal party strife up to the election of Woodrow
Wilson can be read in George E. Mowry, The California Progressives (1951).

Pages 55 and 70 reveal how Abe Ruef, "The Curly Boss" of S. F. politics,
testified under oath that he had received $14,000 to engineer Pardee's defeat
at Santa Cruz.
John W. Caughey, in California (2nd ed., 1953) p. 461, says, "James H. Budd
had given the State a notably economical administration from 1895 to 1899,
[266]
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When the handful of earnest reformers met in early 1907 to form
what became the Lincoln-Roosevelt League, one of the planks in
their tentative platform was the furtherance of forest conservation.
Of course, this project was but a minor current in the hurricane that
was blowing up in California politics. Yet when the Ballinger-Pinchot
furor splashed across the nation in 1909, the seed of public interest

in forestry affairs gave evidence of its having been well planted by
the reformers in government.
It was not until the legislative session of 1909 that the progressives
made their presence somewhat felt in Sacramento. During 1907 the
old order flourished.
During the period 1907-1911, James Norris Gillett, a Republican,
was Governor of California. He was born in Wisconsin in 1860 and

died in Berkeley in 1937. From his position as city attorney of
Eureka he was elected to Congress in 1902. Probably banking laws
and good roads were his chief political interest. It could certainly be

said that he did not adopt any program for the conservation of
natural resources with the enthusiasm of his predecessor in office.
It will also be noted that some of the reactions of Governor Gillett
and the events of his administration were remarkably parallel to
those of Gage and the years 1899 through 1902.
Before considering forestry legislation of 1907 or the trials of
State Forester Lull, it would be advantageous to recognize the formation of a new association along with its principle representative. Both
were to have considerable effect upon the future course of State
forest policy and action.
Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee of California

On December 7, 1906, the California Water and Forest Association

met in annual convention at Sacramento. Many papers were presented upon the subject of irrigation and the proper use of the forest
lands. In the evening, the committee on nominations presented a slate
and George C. Pardee proved his integrity and his independence of machine
politics and the great corporations . . . On the whole, however, its state
government was something in which California could not take pride. The
legislature progressively and inexcusably padded its payroll. . . . Machine
control of nominating conventions was particularly galling, notably at Santa
Cruz in 1906, when the Republicans summarily shelved Pardee in favor of a
more pliant tool. . . . Additional cause for dissatisfaction was provided
aplenty by the legislature of 1907, which set a new record for wastefulness,
unscrupulousness, and subservience to the machine. Herein lay the immediate
suggestion of the reform movement . .
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of proposed association officers which included the name of Governor
Pardee as first vice president. For second vice president the commit-

tee put forward the name of a Southern California citizen active in
irrigation affairs. This was Francis J. Cuttle, who first appeared in the
official family of the Water and Forest Association as a member of
the advisory committee in January of 1906.
The association president, John G. North, was also a resident of
Riverside. This distribution of offices might be taken as evidence
that near the end of the life of this forceful public group, the concentrated problem or need of the northern portion of the State had been
considerably abated in relative intensity after 1905. Interest in the
fate of water and the forests in California had become somewhat
more equalized throughout the entire State.

At any rate, Association President North, near the end of his
official report on his year's stewardship, brought up a new subject.
He did not specifically give a name to the organization to which he
referred, possibly because it had not yet been given one.
North told of a newly formed association which intended to again
establish forests on areas denuded by lumbermen and to plant trees
where none grew naturally in the chaparral fields of the watershed
of the Santa Ana River and its tributaries. The three counties involved, namely San Bernardino, Riverside and Orange, were to be
represented on a permanent general committee by 12 members from
each county. These men were to be selected by the chambers of commerce of the principal cities of San Bernardino, Riverside and Santa
Ana. A salaried president was to be hired to attend association business and conduct an active campaign to protect and develop the
Santa Ana watershed. Said North,
The steps for this organization have been taken by Mr. Francis Cuttle .
Mr. Cuttle has been in close touch with Gifford Pinchot . . . who has given
encouragement . . . Forest nurseries have been established to raise the
.

trees required for the replanting of denuded areas, and from information
obtained from Mr. Pinchot it seems reasonable to expect that the extended
work of reforestation will practically double the summer flow of waters from
those mountains.

The State Forester's REPORT of 1912 contains an excellent sum-

mary of the work and purpose of the Tn-Counties Reforestation
Committee up to that date.2 It was written by Cuttle. He states that
the committee was permanently organized in January 1907. The pur21n January 1908, Lull lauded the work of the committee as a patriotic effort
in his small article in the Bulletin of California Physical Geography.
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poses were as follows: To diminish the winter and spring runoff and
increase the summer flow of water from the San Bernardino water-

shed

First, by securing to the Federal Government the ownership of
all lands within the outside boundaries of the San Bernardino
Forest Reserve.
Second, by preventing the further destruction of timber and brush
within the said reserve.
Third, by reforesting all denuded areas.
Fourth, by afloresting, where practicable, all areas not now covered with sufficient timber to conserve to the best advantage the
precipitation falling on the said reserve.

The interest and effort exerted to improve and protect the water
flow from the upper Santa Ana River drainage for 75 years or more
has probably been unsurpassed in any area of similar geographic
dimensions elsewhere in the world, with the possible exception of the

westward extension of the same mountain range in Los Angeles
County. This effort, at least in respect to fire protection, provides a
remarkable example of co-operation among private citizens, citizen
groups and every level of government.

There is no question but that the Tn-Counties Committee was
the agitating and co-ordinating element in the continuous drive for
better watershed protection. Furthermore, it appears only logical to
credit the organization with securing an appropriation for fire protection during the session of 1907. This law will be considered at
more length directly.

Not only did the committee secure fire protection funds from
every government source; private, or at least industrial effort, was
also secured in the shape of "matching" appropriations over a couple
of decades. For example, the State Forester's REPORT of 1912 relates:
During the past five years nearly $50,000 has been expended in the construc-

tion of fire lanes and trails for the purpose of enabling the forest rangers
and auxiliary forces to patrol the [Santa Ana River] watershed to prevent
forest fires or extinguish them in their incipiency. The expense of doing this
work has been largely paid from the Federal and State treasuries, although

the committee has raised some funds toward this work and at the present
time is paying the salaries of two extra forest rangers to secure better
patrol of this watershed during the dry season.

In 1909 there was secured or endorsed by the committee the formal
incorporation of a Water Conservation Association. The object was
to provide a solid business structure to engage in engineering projects
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directly related to the aims of the Reforestation Committee as
quoted below.

In a little pamphlet issued about 1932 by the Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee (obviously to endorse the Civilian Conservation Corps program which was claimed to be a brainchild of Francis

Cuttle) the purposes of the committee were again set forth quite
succinctly. This was a quarter century after its origin.
Purpose: Cooperation with the Federal and State Governments for regula-

tion of flow of the Santa Ana River and its tributaries; comprehensive
plan of conservation, reclamation and flood control for the entire watershed
by reforestation, afforestation, check dams, sinking water on debris cones
and bank protection.

At about this time the fire protection agencies of government had
acquired enough self-sufficiency, due to the great impetus of such
projects as the mentioned CCC, that the need for the continued local
pressure and leadership began to wane. In 1942 the Water Conservation Association was formally dissolved. The life of the Tn-Counties

Reforestation Committee came quietly to an end. There has, however, been not the slightest cessation of citizen interest in watershed
protection in that part of California.
°FirebreaJzs and Trails"

There can be no question but that the Tn-Counties Reforestation
Committee could exert a substantial influence upon legislative action

at Sacramento in its own small and honorable way. This was exhibited when Chapter 177 (Estudillo of Riverside) was signed by
Governor Gillett on March 11, 1907.

The law was very simple. The sum appropriated was equally
modest even in that day. It was provided that the State Board of
Examiners could enter an agreement with the Forest Service "for the
purpose of cutting fire lanes to protect the timber now standing, or

that may be planted upon the south slope of the San Bernardino
Mountains in Southern California." Over a two year period the State
would provide a sum not exceeding $5,000, providing the Federal
Government expended an equal amount.8
The primary significance of this original bit of legislation did not
arise from its intent and accomplishment. Both were worthy of praise

by any reasonable person. The hard fact is that twelve bitter fire
The Los Angeles Express of August 8, 1907, tells of Pinchot's inspection of
cooperative firebreaks, tree planting and other Southern California National
Forest projects.
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seasons were to come and take their toll in the fields and forests of
California before the Legislature would heed the repeated pleas of the

State Forester and make even a modicum of funds available for a
limited fire protection effort on a statewide basis.

Secondly, the protection provided by this and many subsequent
"matching" appropriations applied essentially only to land owned
and controlled by the Federal Government as National Forests. That
in itself is a pertinent item; but it has yet another aspect. During the
ensuing half century the Legislature and fiscal representatives of the
Chief Executive have been extremely reluctant (and for long flatly
refused) to recognize any proportionate share of fire protection responsibility upon the part of the State for those privately owned
lands within the exterior boundaries of National Forests (at which
later time there were, of course, no longer State appropriations to
protect Federal land).
Thirdly, Chapter 177 of 1907 marked the beginning of a pattern
of special legislative requests for separate appropriations to various
areas for fire protection purposes. Even after the State Forester's
office acquired enough substance and legal authority to act as a dispensing agency for these special funds they remained until the late
1930's as earmarked items in the general budget under the title
"Firebreaks and Trails."
The action resulting from Chapter 177 is interesting. Since the
State Forester had no authority to enter contracts, the Board of
Examiners turned to the State Engineer as its representative. That
official made an agreement with the Forest Service through which
the Highway Construction Company of Redlands, a private concern,
was hired to clear 25.9 miles of firebreak 50 feet in width.4
With the granting of contracting authority to the State Forester in
1919, that official became involved as a party in this and other similar matching fire protection agreements.
Assemblyman Drew in 1907

Alexander M. Drew was listed among the members of the California Assembly as an attorney from the City of Fresno. A casual
search of his activities reveals that two interests other than his law
practice occupied his time. One was the growing of olives and the
other was investments in independent oil developments.

4Report of State Engineer, 1908 and 1911, Appendix to Senate and Assembly
Journals. In 1909 another $5,000 appropriation continued the project. State
Forester's REPORTS between 1912 and 1919 make no reference to this project.
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In brief, Section 13 proposed that when the State made expenditures in maintaining fire patrols or paying district wardens and summoned firefighters then the county in which service and work were
rendered should reimburse the State for one-half of the cost. In the
amended version of the Assembly Bill this idea can be found in a
portion of a new Section 11:
The state forester may, at the expense of the state, cause to have cut and
removed all brush, grass and inflammable material from the rights of way
occupied by county roads in the several counties of the state. The state board
of forestry may cooperate with all lumber companies, corporations or individuals, in an effort to destroy slashings, that is, tops, limbs, and general
debris left after lumbering so as to minimize the danger from fire.
The board of supervisors of the county may pay or cause to be paid, such
share of the expense incurred by the state in the maintaining of fire patrols
or in the payment of salaries and expense of district fire wardens, or in the
payment of persons called out to fight fire . . . as it may think just; pro-

vided, however, that where any expense is incurred by the state for the
purpose aforesaid, that such board shall pay such sum or sums as may be
agreed upon between such board or its agents and the state board of forestry or anyone acting in its behalf.

The above conditions would have provided a decidedly vague
foundation upon which the State Forester could come to any cooperative agreement with counties and private parties in respect to
the cost of fire protection. However, the responsibility of the State
was definitely acknowledged. And strange as it may seem, the actual

conditions under which the State Forester did make formal agreements with county boards of supervisors over a period of some 20
years was in fact little more precise in any division of relative cost
responsibilities than was this bill which the Legislature of 1907
wished to place on the statute books.

On March 8, the Senate passed A. B. No. 106 and sent it to
Governor Gillett for his approval. He killed it with a pocket veto.
No reason for this action was found in the official record or the
public press.

Mr. Drew had several more strings for his bow. For example, his
A. B. No. 103 would have greatly modified Section 33- of the County
Government Act. It will be remembered that this recent law allowed
counties to expend funds, limited by class of county, for forestry

work. First, Drew would have repealed the reference to "public
land." Secondly, the sum expended would have been related to the
assessed valuation of the particular county, and furthermore, any
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sum which was paid by the county to the State for fire protection
work within the county would not be involved within the prescribed
expenditure limitation.
In respect to the latter condition the intended change in the Forest

Protection Act would have given authority to counties to make cooperative expenditures with the State. This bill was, in fact, the first
appearance of what is at present commonly known as the "2 cent
limit law" (Gov. Code 25642).
Once again a Drew bill, A. B. No. 103, passed both houses of the
Legislature. Once again Governor Gillett saw fit to kill a good forestry measure with a pocket veto.
By the introduction of Assembly Bill No. 100 Drew proposed to
add a section to the Code of Civil Procedure regarding evidence in
lawsuits to recover damage after a forest fire. This law would have
made proof of the starting of a fire by the defendant ample proof of
negligence and guilt in allowing the fire to escape. The bill did not
escape from the Assembly file.
Assembly Bill No. 105, also by Drew, would have added a Section
600a to the Penal Code. This proposed law would make a felony of
any fire maliciously set to "any woods, forest, timber, brush or any

vegetable matter whatsoever with the intent that the property of
another shall be injured thereby." A prison term was fixed at one to
ten years; however, in the event that a human being were killed by
the fire so set, the minimum prison term was to be not less than ten
years. This bill passed out of the Assembly and was not approved by
the Senate Committee on Judiciary. It is quite likely that the TnCounties Reforestation Committee sponsored this harsh legislation.
Cuttle made a similar proposal years later.
Assembly Bill No. 101 produced a new concept of the value of a

growing forest. This particular Drew bill was passed out of the
Assembly but died in a Senate Committee. It was intended to amend
the Civil Code by specifying the extent of damages which could be
demanded "for injury to timber trees, or underwood on any forest
or brush land." The law would distinguish between casual or invol-

untary damage as against a negligent or malicious act. The new
portion of this proposed law provided that whenever an injury was
done to forest land the guilty party would not only be liable for the
actual damage to material "as it stood on the ground" but also for the
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detrimental effect upon "the fertility of the soil and to the rate of
growth and quality of the trees, brush or underwood removed." The
principle proposed here eventually became acknowledged as right and
proper.
The Honorable Alexander Drew introduced other and varied legis-

lation during 1907. In respect to the conservation bills, he could
hardly have claimed much in the way of ultimate success. Nor does
his name appear again in the long legislative struggle that followed.
In 1909 Drew introduced 33 bills, none of which involved forest conservation. Nevertheless, in the spring of 1907, let it be remembered
that the gentleman from Fresno was the staunchest friend of forest
conservation under the Capitol dome.
Other Legislation, 1907

It would be interesting to know what motivated the introduction
of Assembly Bill No. 38 by R. H. Jury, a newspaper publisher of
San Mateo. This was the first appearance of what would currently
be termed a minimum-diameter harvesting regulation. It was titled
"an act to prevent the destruction of young forest trees." The bill
proposed the following severe prohibition:
Any person who shall sell or offer for sale any cut trees of pine, cedar,
cypress, fir, tamarack, spruce or any variety thereof which tree shall be less

than one foot in diameter at the base thereof; or less than one foot in
diameter measured three feet or less from the ground, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor.

This law in its effect would have eliminated all commercial Christ-

mas tree cutting, much reasonable harvesting of mine props and
poles and the sale of wood during clearing of forest land for agricultural use. If the law were not promptly declared unconstitutional it
is likely that the meaning of "any variety thereof" would have confused California courts for years.

Even if redwood was intended for inclusion among the listed
species, there appears to have been no connection between this bill
and the stirring of ruffled citizens around Big Basin at that time. The
bill might now be regarded as a hopeless expression of some dedicated

and lonesome advocate out on the edge of the political stream if it
had not actually passed out of the Assembly on March 1st by a vote
of 50 to 3. Then the Senate Committee on Forests and Water Preservation killed it with a do not pass recommendation.
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Chapter 277 011907 made provision for the acceptance and disbursement of 10 per cent of National Forest income after it was paid
into the State Treasury by the Federal Government in accordance
with new Federal law. The money was prorated to counties on the

basis of the acreage of each county within the Forest earning the
income. Then the income was equally divided to the credit of the
general road and unapportioned school fund. In 1909, Chapter 334
made county surveyors responsible for determining the respective
area of each National Forest within the county.
In 1907, San Francisco's Wolfe tried again to establish a school
of forestry at Berkeley with his S. B. No. 63. This time the request
was for $10,000 instead of $25,000. Perhaps that economy was
enough to secure passage by the Senate. Although the Assembly Com-

mittee of the Whole recommended the bill's passage, it was killed
when Ways and Means recommended it do not pass.
Second Biennial Report

In November of 1908 the State Forester transmitted to the Governor his official report for the two year period ending at that time.
He declared that the business of his office had increased beyond all
expectations since the time it had been initiated as an experimental
measure by the people of California. Although his last biennial appropriation had risen to $22,100 he still required at least $30,000 in
regular support plus the same amount for a special fire protection
fund.
Lull declared that he had the same difficulty in hiring assistants as

Allen. He said he and his entire staff were receiving salaries about
half as large as those paid other State employees of similar rank. He
also required another assistant to handle requests regarding planting
and forest management. It could well be that questions about eucalyptus planting caused the great bulk of such requests.

In 1907 and 1908 the Board of Forestry had distributed two
printings of its Circular No. 2 which was titled A Handbook for
Eucalyptus Planters. This was a 48 page document containing many
pictures. It was essentially instructional as the title indicated.
The wind blowing through the eucalyptus trees was singing a siren

song to Gerard Lull and his assistants in 1908. He wrote of what
could be expected when mature groves were ready to harvest and
eastern financiers had established manufacturing plants in California.
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Said Lull, "It may mean eventually that the eucalyptus industry will
be even a more fruitful source of revenue than the orange industry
has been."
When Lull declared that the eastern people were offering local
foresters wages several times greater than that received by the State
Forester it probably was not idle exaggeration. He and his two assistants eventually resigned their State positions and went in that direction. By 1908, 23 companies had been incorporated to deal in Cali-

fornia eucalyptus and 15 realtors were promoting land sales for
plantations.
Lull did not mention names, but the official California Blue Book

for 1907 lists M. Smith, Jr. and C. H. Sellers as his assistants. One
clerk, Lillian E. Clark, constituted the remainder of the staff. The

Blue Book says she received the same salary as the assistants,
namely, $100 monthly, but Lull wrote of an $85 salary as too little
for a secretary.7
Firewarden appointments had increased to 721, of which 269 were

held by Forest Service personnel and 128 by county employees. The
remainder were unpaid volunteers. The encouraging aspect of these
statistics appeared in the statewide coverage of appointments as listed

by Lull. It also seems that Santa Cruz, Los Angeles and Madera
counties were paying a full time warden during the summer. Since a

man and saddle horse could be hired for $75 a month the State
Forester urged other counties to do likewise.
In the spring of 1908 there was introduced an unusual cooperative
venture in which the U. S. Forest Service assumed an authority which
the Legislature had denied the State Forester by deliberate omission.

It was announced through the State Forester's office that when
counties provided fire protection facilities adjacent to National Forest
boundaries, the Forest Service would match the effort. Lull reported
that San Diego, Kern, Fresno and Madera responded (although the
R. S. Hosmer of Ithaca informed the author that Manasseh Smith, Jr. of
Cornell and Yale worked as assistant to Lull from May 1907 until July 1910
when he went with a Chicago concern involved in eucalyptus in California.
Sellers became a local promoter of stock in plantations.
In respect to the State Blue Book it is to be noted that those published in 1907

and 1909 devoted a great deal of space to forestry and especially to the
U. S. Forest Service, even to the extent of including a map of National
Forests, acres in each Forest, and names of supervisory personnel. This probably indicated that the spirit of unity and State identification with the National Forests still persisted as originally anticipated by Gifford Pinchot.
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precise result is ambiguous, as were other statistics sometimes set
forth by Lull)

8

Lull devoted a page to the description of the new fire protection
association formed by lumbermen in the State of Washington for the
reason that their State Government declined to appropriate sufficient
funds for forest protection. Lull believed that a similar association
might well be formed in California and he hoped to work for its
organization.

Lull's more substantial hope was that the Legislature would provide him funds and authority with which to cooperate with at least 50
counties to the extent of paying half the expense of a fire protection
organization. He believed that $15,000 annually would meet the
State's obligation under such a proposal.
In respect to the regulatory authority of the State for the purpose
of protecting the public welfare, two pertinent events occurred during
this period. One was to be observed in the release of an opinion by

the Supreme Court of Maine and the other was in the shape of a
resolution by the Fifteenth National Irrigation Congress during its
September 1907 meeting in Sacramento.
The Congress was a big-time affair (Water and Forest, Oct. 1907).
A tent holding 3000 persons was erected on the Capitol grounds. The
Vice President, five western Governors, and many members of Congress were there. The convention theme was "Save the Forests, Store
the Floods, Reclaim the Deserts and Make Homes on the Land."
8

Several observations might be in order in respect to this project. The need for
concentrated fire protection along the lower National Forest boundary was
(and is) acute for several reasons including the following: boundaries were,
more often than not, located along sidehills at the worst possible place to hold
a fire line; the areas consistently present a high fire hazard because of climate,
species of vegetation, relatively high human population, and sometimes because of an incendiary spirit generated by real or fancied government infringement upon assumed personal privileges. So much for Federal profit in the
project. On the other hand, this cooperation could have been evidence of a
growing national acknowledgment of Federal responsibility for fire protection
upon private lands possessing general public value, a principle firmly established by the Weeks Law a couple of years later.
Gifford Pinchot spoke on "Conservation of Resources," Dr. Pardee on "National
Forestry," Luther Burbank on spineless cactus for arid regions, E. T. Allen on
"Irrigation and World Development." A. F. Potter and E. A. Sterling, "chief
forester of the Penn. R. R. Co." were also present.
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The resolution of interest was worded as follows:
RESOLVED: That the Fifteenth National Irrigation Congress urges upon
the people of California the need of enacting a law giving the State Board of

Forestry power to examine all private forest holdings on the watersheds
of irrigable streams, and to designate and enforce such rules for cutting as in
its judgment will secure the continuity of said forests and prevent injury to
said streams 10

Lull indicated in the BIENNIAL REPORT that ultimately the State
would be obliged to regulate the methods of private logging, not only
because the then current methods were eliminating the all-important

high forest watersheds, but because inferior species of conifers as
well as brush were taking over the former valuable timber sites. In
other words, he assumed that the State had a responsibility in the
public welfare to assure continued timber crops as well as productive
watersheds.

In the State of Maine on March 10, 1907, the six Supreme Court
Justices advised the State Senate that a proposed law to restrict an
owner's cutting or destruction of small trees which would otherwise
grow to have essential commercial value, or the destruction of other
vegetation valuable for preserving water supplies and preventing soil
erosion was in fact not contrary to the Fourteenth Amendment, and
the subject was within the province of the State Legislature to legis.
late upon.
This opinion was to be a document of reference in California and,
no doubt, in many other States for years thereafter. Its influence will
be observed in Assembly Bill No. 1238 of 1909 in Sacramento. The
opinion was printed in the SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT and the State

Forester noted that with the consent of the Board he had made an
examination of private timber holdings upon the so-called irrigable
streams so that the California Legislature could have a basis upon
which to consider regulatory legislation.
A reference to the proposed grant of land by Mrs. Bidwell as
described hereafter, a report upon the conditions, needs, and use of
California Redwood Park, an accounting of expenditures, and a brief
and somewhat dubious statistical record of fire history concluded the
official biennial report.

One other item is worthy of comment. This was a little printed
hand-out or mail-stuffer for public education. Although it is undated,
10

The term irrigable certainly referred to streams which could supply irrigation

water and not to a typical Southern California water course in summer.
The 1907 meaning has apparently long disappeared.
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it could very well have been the first of its kind to be printed anywhere.11

The single sheet was 5 inches square, printed on each side and
folded down the middle. Its theme was TIMBER MAKES PAY
CHECKS. This was enlarged to show the way in which forest fires
affected the economic welfare of the entire community. California
was declared to possess 160 billion feet of timber worth four hundred
million dollars "even now." The intimation was that when the timber

famine arrived (around 1950, more or less) the value would be incalculable.12 With the advice on fire prevention and good citizenship
also briefed in the little paper, it was very much in keeping with the

educational program brought to the general public through every
medium of modern communications a half century later.
The California Redwood Park Scandal"
The Big Basin area of Santa Cruz County was acquired for use as a
State Park in 1901. That a small group of determined citizens living
about the San Francisco Peninsula and Santa Cruz area could have
accomplished such a public service is certainly to their everlasting
credit. Their success required a religious zeal for the preservation of
the forest in all its pristine glory. The spontaneous flowering of the
Sempervirens Club and the drive to acquire the Big Basin for park
purposes is a separate story not immediately related to this discussion. The point to keep in mind is that molestation of natural features
for any purpose was abhorent to these people.
When the first meeting of the Board of Forestry occurred on July
18, 1905, the State Forester was informed that the recent Redwood
Park Commission had not been very active. No doubt, the reason for
the inactivity was simply that the appointed citizen commission could
never conveniently adapt itself to the business of supervising small

problems of management in an isolated area. Probably, the hired
caretaker was functioning pretty much on his own in a creditable
manner. At any rate, State Forester Allen promptly visited the park
Dean Emeritus R. S. Hosmer of Cornell Forest School found a copy in the
SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT which tends to date the pamphlet at 1908 or earlier.

This only known copy was donated to the California State Forester in 1956.
12 In 1953 the standing timber in California was estimated at 360 billion feet; the
present cut exceeds that of 50 years ago by some five times. Recent timber

cruises are more intensive, more species are included, utilization is more
intensive due to better equipment and use of former waste products. In the
1910 REPORT Homans wrote of 273 billion valued at 690 million dollars,
obviously more accurate figures.
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to determine the administrative needs of the area. Through his recommendation perimeter firebreak construction became the primary activity at Big Basin.
For a report of the fire of 1904 and the "scandal" one should refer

to a beautiful little booklet written by Arthur A. Taylor in 1912,
entitled California Redwood Park. Taylor was Secretary of the California Redwood Park Commission in 1912 (as re-established in 1911)
and he dedicated his writing as an appreciation to Mrs. Phoebe A.
Hearst for "her generous and timely aid and inspiration in the acquisition and development of this forest park. . .
Mr. Taylor was what is sometimes described as a writer of purple
phrases, even when he burns white hot with righteous indignation.
He was a nature lover, and one can well believe him when he says
that "hot tears fell on saddles at the sight of these hundreds of coal
black shafts, once the glory of the forest," because "for weeks the
midday sun was a ball of fire in a bank of smoke. The starry heavens
no more marked the night, but lurid flashes of flame accentuated the
appalling darkness of stifling atmosphere."

Nevertheless, it must have been quite a disastrous fire which
burned the 20 days from September 7, 1904, until the rain fell on the
27th of the month. It is practically certain that this, and similar great

fires during the same period, were used as a potent argument to
influence the Legislature five months later to obtain passage of the
Forest Protection Act.
The fire started from a burning sawdust pile on Waterman Creek

during an extremely dry spell of weather. Taylor says that Warden
Pilkington did not remove his clothes nor sit down to a meal for nine
days during this heartbreaking fight to protect the large timber.
This happened in the fall of 1904. Then, says our author,
The Legislature of 1905 conceived the notion that it would be wise to
abolish the park commission and place the forest in charge of the State
Board of Forestry, an ex officio body.

.

.

Thus it came to pass that politics like the serpent of old, entered this
garden of the gods, bringing indifference, neglect and "graft" on its trail.
With the administration that came into power in 1907, . . . the efficient
warden was removed.

And a gentleman who happened at the same time to be a State
Senator from Boulder Creek was placed in the warden's position.
(There is no particular reason, however, for thinking that the service
of the new warden was not satisfactory). Taylor went on to explain
that the big fire had left many charred trunks of Douglas fir and
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hardwoods "offensive to the eye and a continuous fire hazard." But
the redwoods were holding on to life.
Notwithstanding this well known fact, repeatedly verified in the history of

fires in redwood forests, Mr. G. B. Lull, the State Forester at the time,
decided that these trees were all dead and should be removed.

Under his authority a private contract was made for the cutting of the
"dead timber", and in the winter of 1908 occurred the infamous rape of
the redwoods, when scores of redwood trees, some of them among the finest

in the forest, were slaughtered and converted into posts, pickets, shakes,
etc. before the public was aware of the depredations.

The book goes on to describe how the activity was discovered,
photographed and reported. Bay area newspapers had a field day
over the "bald criminality." The Santa Cruz County grand jury "took
action." Public indignation meetings were held, protests were made
and the cutting was stopped. The contractor removed the split stuff,
"every stick of which was rank with robbery."
Indubitably, State Forester Lull must have wished for a moment
that he had never strayed from the deep recesses of the San Gabriel
Range. However, he left no public indication that he ever doubted
the wisdom of the clean-up work. At the time of his resignation we
find the San Francisco Chronicle (January 18, 1910), saying,
Since assuming the office, Lull has done much work in the line of protect-

ing the forests and watersheds of the State by warring against forest fires.
About a year ago Lull was under fire from the Sempervirens Club for ordering the destruction of the burned redwood trees in Big Basin, Santa Cruz
County, but he maintained his place despite the influences against him.

In the SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT, Lull reported in respect to the

California Redwood Park that a descriptive circular had been printed
for popular distribution. This was Board of Forestry Circular Num-

ber 1 (July 1907), a thin, letter-size pamphlet printed in sepia and
containing a half-dozen very beautiful pictures of the redwoods. He
reported upon new buildings constructed for the caretaker, and about
the fact that no fires had occurred in the tract since the Board of
Forestry took charge.
Lull told briefly of the disastrous fire of 1904 near Sempervirens

Camp which "killed most of the fir, oak, and madrone trees in its
path, and many redwood trees which, on account of previous fires,
were of low vitality." The standing snags were declared to be a hazard
to campers and an added fire hazard. Lull recommended to the Board

that they be cut, and the Board of Forestry agreed'3 Since it appeared easier to get the work accomplished by contract than by hiring
13 Allen initiated the clean-up work. See also FIRST BIENNAL REPORT, p. 38.
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help, bids were let and one contractor applied. Work continued from
September of 1908 until August of 1909 when the contract expired.
Said Lull,
The work has been conducted in a very satisfactory manner, and the
results have been beneficial in many ways.

But this was not the last word. The event reverberated through two
biennial sessions of the Legislature.
Park Legislation of 1909

In the legislative session of 1909, bills related to recreation areas
predominated among forestry matters considered by the lawmakers.
Without question the "scandal" at Big Basin caused the introduction
of several bills. However, two other areas were specifically and courteously treated. These were Armstrong Grove in Sonoma County and
the Bidwell grant at Chico. It must be remembered that park business
was Board of Forestry business during this period and for 18 years
thereafter.14
The SECOND BIENNIAL REPORT stated that Mrs. Annie K. Bidwell

wished to make a gift to the State of about 100 acres along Chico
Creek to be maintained as a forest-park. Lull recognized the area
to be essentially a city park and, further, the Attorney General advised that the Board of Forestry had no authority to accept gifts of
land.15

Two bills were introduced in 1909 to allow the Governor to accept
and the Board of Forestry to manage the Chico Creek Park.16 Senate

Bill No. 820 became law as Chapter 391. The State failed rather
miserably thereafter in its trust, as will be observed.
14 In 1909 Congress authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to acquire by land
exchange a Sierra redwood grove of 379 acres in Tuolumne Co. But it was

not until 1954 that the Calaveras Big Tree National Forest was created
there as a result of that authorization.
Two reservations were stipulated in the proposed deed. Mrs. Bidwell was to
have full use of the property during her lifetime and, secondly, at no time
was the State to manufacture or sell alcoholic beverages upon the site. General Bidwell had been selected by the Prohibition Party in 1892 as its candidate for U. S. President.
Incidentally, in April 1906 Mrs. Bidwell presented gold and silver medals to
best essay writers on forest conservation subjects at Chico Normal School.

At the presentation assembly she made a speech on the need for forest
preservation.
S. B. No. 820, Bills of Sacramento.
A. B. No. 1004, Hammon of Los Angeles.
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The cases of Armstrong Grove and Big Basin are more complicated. The Armstrong story actually started in the late 1860's when
Colonel James B. Armstrong acquired 640 acres of the public domain

at the north end of the famous Big Bottom on the Russian River
where the little lumber town was named Guerneville at about this
time. Armstrong was a Civil War veteran, a civil engineer, and later
a newspaper publisher. He is of interest in this story because his sole
intent seems to have been to turn this land with its virgin redwoods
into a public park in perpetuity. It is doubtful if any similar instance
exists in California history. But there was no agency of government
which could or would accept the site.
Before his death Armstrong arranged for a five member commission to dispose of the property as a public "botanical park." On the
commission, organized in 1892, with Mrs. Armstrong were Charles H.
Shinn, Luther Burbank and Professor E. J. Wickson. The group did
not accomplish its purpose; this was the "decade of official indifference." However, the grove was always used as a local public recreation area.
In 1909 Senator Price of Santa Rosa introduced S. B. No. 22 for
the purpose of appropriating $125,000 to purchase the grove which
had been reduced to some 400 acres at this time. The bill would have
placed the park under the management of the State Board of Forestry. By amendment the sum was reduced to $100,000.17
Senator Price was clever enough to arrange a quick official junket
of five Senators and 10 Assemblymen over a Sunday (Feb. 7) to go to
the grove and inspect it and estimate its public value. Naturally, the
committee was dined and probably wined but, be that as it may, their
enthusiastic support caused the Assembly to pass Senate Bill No. 22
unanimously on March 19. On February 23 it had been sent to them
by the Senate. That house had passed it by a vote of 22 to three. Of
the dissenters, one was Caminetti of Amador, back from Congress
where he had been the champion of Yosemite Park. Another was
17 Sackett of Ventura introduced a twin A. B. No. 195 which he later withdrew

The debate over value of the grove caused another park incident to be
recorded. George E. Guerne defended the cost estimate and even journeyed

to Sacramento to testify. A letter he wrote on Feb. 20, 1909, reveals the
fact that about 1880 he made a serious effort to develop State interest in
purchasing present Guernewood Park Resort as a State Park for $12,000, a
sum less than half its commercial value. Failing in this, Guerne and Murphy
logged this area about 1883 at considerable proft. (Santa Rosa newspapers,
Feb., March, 1909, and her father's correspondence in possession of Miss
Julia A. Guerne of Santa Rosa).
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Holohan of Santa Cruz, of whom more will be related directly. At
this time he was disenchanted with the State Board of Forestry and
its State Forester.
Governor Gillett made no recorded statement about the Armstrong
Woods State Park bill which had been transmitted to him with such
obvious legislative favor. By April 28 the bill died in his pocket.18

The trail of the discontent arising from the California Redwood
Park clean-up incident is a little difficult to follow through the legislative session of 1909 because of its abrupt turning at unexpected

moments. Of the five bills introduced to reorganize the Board of
Forestry, four appeared to have that cause as their motive since they
were identical at the time of introduction.
Senator James B. Holohan of Watsonville was so anxious to change
the existing forestry situation that he introduced two bills to amend
the Forest Protection Act of 1905. One was soon withdrawn, leaving
his S. B. No. 455 to require detailed attention.'9

In the Assembly, J. B. Maher of Santa Cruz introduced A. B.
No. 133 which was the twin of S. B. No. 455. It had an interesting
future, but for the moment it is necessary to follow the Holohan bill.
Senate Bill No. 455 provided that the State Board of Forestry
should be composed of the presidents (or a faculty member) of each
of the following institutions: the Universities of California, Stanford,
Santa Clara. They would serve for four year terms without compensation.
It will be remembered that E. T. Allen had something to say about
the desirability of including upon a Board of Forestry representative
members of California and Stanford Universities. There should be no

question as to the reason for the sudden appearance of Santa Clara
as a member of the new trio. It is simply a demonstration of how
easily important actions of government can be affected by the dominating presence of some one person. In this case, no doubt two personalities were involved. State Forester Lull was in the political doghouse; Father Kenna, President of Santa Clara University, was the
self-effacing hero of the struggle to acquire the Big Basin in 1901.
18 About 1913 the local people generated enough enthusiasm to cause the county
voters to approve bonds for purchase of Armstrong Grove, by then further
reduced to 320 acres. On March 14, 1917, the supervisors formally agreed to
pay $70,000, with the heirs contributing $10,000 of the agreed $80,000 value.
In 1934 the County of Sonoma deeded the grove to the State Park Commission for perpetual maintenance as a State Park.
' The other Holohan bill was S. B. No. 16. Estudillo of Riverside introduced an
identical S. B. No. 1168 but he withdrew it.
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In fact, that reverend gentleman had served upon the old California
Redwood Park Commission which had been legislated out of existence
by the Act of 1905.20

In the new bill neither the State Forester's salary nor his duties
were materially changed. He was to appoint and generally supervise
firewardens, direct the protection and improvement of State forest
lands, co-operate with land owners, enforce laws pertaining to forest
and brush covered lands, publish worthy information from time to
time and publish an annual report. However, mention of State Parks
was conspicuously absent from the bill.
Then into S. B. 455 was placed this amazing amendment. In regard

to the duties of the State Forester it was provided that he "shall
prevent the cutting and destruction of any standing redwood tree."
Soon, however, the amendment was returned to the realm of practicability by the further addition of the words "in any state park." Nevertheless, Senate Bill 455 did not leave the upper house.
Maher's mentioned companion bill in the Assembly, No. 133, was

changed completely in character on March 16. All reference to the
Forest Protection Act was eliminated. Now the bill simply provided
that a new California Redwood Park Commission consisting of the
Governor and four appointed commissioners should be created. All
authority to manage the Big Basin was to be vested in this commission including the selection of a park warden.
The Assembly passed A. B. No. 133 and sent it to the Senate. The

Senate agreed and transmitted it to the Governor for his approval.
It is possible that Governor Gillett recognized some criticism of his
part as a Board member in approving Lull's action at Big Basin. At
any rate, the Governor pocket vetoed A. B. No. 133.
Transactions of the Commonwealth Club, April 1909
Under the above title the ydung Commonwealth Club of California
reported in detail upon meetings devoted exclusively to forestry sub-

jects on the evenings of February 4 and April 14, 1909, at San
Francisco. This report is bound in a single booklet of 115 pages.
Eleven presentations, pertinent discussion, and an appendix of useful
statistics are included.

Two eminent attorneys of the club prepared papers expounding
opposing views in regard to government regulation and protection of
forest land for the public good.
20

Father Kenna was again appointed to the revived California Redwood Park
Commission in 1911.
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State Forester Lull prepared a paper entitled "The State Attitude
Toward Reforestation" (original draft in State Archives, Sacramento). This consisted of a clear exposition of the reason for the
cloudy legal situation surrounding the half million acres of tax delinquent land in the State as determined by the mentioned investigation
of 1906. It is interesting to observe that seldom was the possibility of

growing eucalyptus far from Lull's thoughts. This paper made no
exception when he discussed the value of foothill land parcels. How-

ever, he clearly pointed out the probability that much of this land
might be too poor or dry for growing eucalyptus profitably.
Lull also discussed the acquirement of cut-over land by the State
in order to reforest it. His discussion and conclusions in respect to
the two subjects assigned to him by the club were neatly summed up
in his final paragraphs as follows.
As to the foresting of State lands and cut-over lands or other lands
taken for taxes.

It is feasible if the laws governing delinquency for taxes and
redemption of delinquent land can be changed so that at the end of
any period after the land has become delinquent the State acquires,

by limitation, a perfect, non-forfeitable title to the lands and
thence, by a system of exchange, the scattered parcels are converted into a solid block.

As to the acquirement of cut-over lands and reforestation as State
property.
It is feasible if, in conjunction with the acquirement of cut-over
lands, the State is empowered to regulate the methods of cutting so
that it can control, to some extent, their condition when the lumber
is removed.

After other talks, including brief remarks from guest Charles W.
Fairbanks, former 15. S. Vice President, the presiding officer asked
for some formal resolutions to indicate the opinions of the assembled
group.

Specific reference had been made by several speakers to the extreme reluctance on the part of the Legislature to make appropriations for forestry purposes. This fact must have appeared so formidable that this group made no attempt whatsoever to besiege that body
by petition. Instead, the single action taken hinged upon the Governor. Before considering that action, certain information that had
been divulged by the chairman of the Commonwealth Club Forestry
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Section just before he proposed the resolution is of importance. Here
is what was revealed to the meeting by Chairman George X. Wendung, a lumberman:
Mr. President, for your information and the information of the gentlemen
gathered I wish to say this: When you gave me this section [i. e. forestry]
the Legislature of California, as you remember, was at the time in session
and some laws affecting forestry were pending. I went to Sacramento and
called on State Forester Lull, who went with me to see Governor Gillett
about the laws that were pending. We argued with the Governor that the time
between the date of our visit and the adjournment of the Legislature was
extremely short, and that no new legislation on the subject could be given
proper consideration.

The Governor listened very carefully and attentively to what we had to
say, and came to the conclusion that he would not sanction any bill that
might be passed . . . and that he would be very glad to appoint a committee
such as he would choose himself sometime after the Legislature had adjourned . . . for the purpose of giving this subject very serious consideration.
He suggested that we might prepare a bill for the forthcoming Legislature
two years hence.

The idea of asking the State to provide a forest nursery had been
considered as a resolution to put before the Commonwealth Club,
said Wendling. But there was no reason to believe any appropriation
would be made for such a purpose, since the present $30,000 appropriation [an exaggeration] was really believed by the Legislature to
be generous. So Wendling proposed the following, which was adopted
unanimously.
That this club request the governor to appoint a commission of not less than

seven citizens of the state to consider the question of forestry and what
ought to be done about it by state authority.

There is no evidence to indicate that Governor Gillett took any
action whatsoever to appoint such a citizen commission during the

following 16 months of his term. How reminiscent was his behavior in this respect to the same promises and then lack of action
demonstrated by Governor Gage exactly 10 years earlier. One thing
is certain from evidence quoted above. Wendling and Lull in their
conference with Governor Gillett furnished him with the ideal excuse
for doing nothing affirmative about forestry legislation in 1909.
Other Legislation of 1909

Four of the five bills introduced in 1909 to reorganize the State
forestry agency have been mentioned or described as items directly
related to park legislation. The fifth was Assembly Bill No. 1320 by
George M. Perine of San Francisco. This carefully drafted bill might
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very well have been the last serious and unadvertised contribution to
come from the California Water and Forest Association. It very much
resembled Drew's A. B. No. 106 of the previous session and therefore
requires no detailed description in spite of its potential importance.
Perhaps the mood of the Legislature in 1909 was strongly indicated
by the reaction to the Santa Cruz bills. Assembly Bill No. 1320 was
soon withdrawn by its author.
The State Forester, who knew his way around the Capitol halls,
obviously persuaded Senator Bills of Sacramento and Assemblyman
Hammon of Los Angeles to try for the special appropriation item of
$30,000 which he had appealed for in his official report.21 The proposed legislation seems decidedly reasonable since the State's expenditure for fire prevention in any county during a year was limited to
$500, and that oniy in counties providing a paid firewarden to work
under the State Forester's direction. Neither bill survived preliminary
committee hearings.

The same legislators were more successful in having the State
Forester's salary raised to $3000 annually, while at the same time a
deputy could be hired at $1800 and one assistant at $1600.22 This
salary increase accounted for an increase in the regular biennial forestry appropriation to a total of $25,300, a sum not yet equal to the
"old" Board appropriation.
After the bills which would have reorganized the Forest Protection
Act the most important introduction in 1909 was legislation to regulate forest practice. Richard Meirose of Anaheim introduced this as
Assembly Bill No. 1238. One would immediately assume that this bill
was born of the union of the Irrigation Congress resolution and the
Maine court decision. A closer scrutiny leads to the suspicion that its
natural parent was none other than the Tn-Counties Reforestation
Committee.

Meirose proposed to eliminate wanton and wasteful cutting or destruction of trees or chaparral. The bill did not demand a flat cessa-

tion of the cutting of vegetation. It specified that any lumbering
operation was wasteful under this act unless at least five seed-bearing
trees of the leading valuable species were left growing upon each acre
of the logged land.
21

B. No. 822 and A. B. No. 1006. R. W. Ayers informed the author that Lull
was recognized for his skill at politics and poker. In the Capitol he usually

drew a poor hand.
22 Chapter 393 by Bills and A. B. No. 1005, Hammon
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Land clearing for specified business purposes, such as manufacturing, agriculture, roads, mining, and so forth was not wanton and

wasteful. However, any clearing intended to be performed upon a
mountain or catchment basin immediately affecting the supply of
domestic or irrigation water of a city or agricultural community must
not be done unless a representative of the Board of Forestry had
inspected the area and had issued a permit indicating where the
clearing might be undertaken in a thoughtful and necessary manner
to accomplish the intended purpose. The proposed legislation was
directed precisely toward prohibiting wasteful or harmful cutting of
any timber or watershed vegetation and at the same time insuring a
minimum of interference with the rights of private ownership.
According to the San Francisco Call of January 18 this was Lull's
bill. The State Forester cited the Maine court decision regarding
regulatory legislation. That decision would, he stated, overcome the
anticipated claim that A. B. No. 1238 was unconstitutional. The
newspaper felt that the proposed law would be such a blow to lumber

companies that " a powerful machine will be organized to lobby
against the proposed legislation." On the other hand, said the Call,
Francis Cuttle and attorney E. E. Keech of the Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee were working in the interest of Lull's bill. It is
somewhat remarkable that this bill advanced so far that it was passed
by the Assembly before it died in a committee of the Senate.
It would not seem accurate to assume that the conservation ethic
had so far advanced by 1909 that the California Legislature almost
adopted a principle of strict regulation for the use of private land as

set forth in this proposed law. It is more likely that one lobbying
force in Sacramento had the advantage of time and organization on
its side for the brief moment and carried the Assembly. As indicated
in the newspaper article, a powerful opposing machine was not in
organized existence. However that may be, the essential point of this
comment is not so much related to the political currents of the time
as to the fact that the affirmative Assembly action hardly could have
represented general public opinion in respect to government regulation of private industry in the year 1909 and long thereafter.

An important new authorization was granted to county boards of
supervisors in 1909 with the enactment of Chapter 729 (Walker of
San Jose). This act permitted the appointment by the supervisors of
"five suitable and competent persons, one from each supervisorial
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district of such county" to serve without compensation as a county
board of forestry. The appointed board would have exclusive charge
and control of all shade and ornamental trees, shrubs, flowers, lawns
and hedges growing upon public roads, highways, grounds and property within the county.22a

The law also provided that the board of forestry could appoint
a suitable and competent person as a county forester to serve at the
pleasure of the board at a salary set by the board but not exceeding
$150 per month. He should act as secretary of the board and perform work as directed. He would also have peace officer authority in
respect to violations of this act.
No person or organization other than the county forestry board
and its agents were to plant, trim or remove the described plants on
public property, except for such construction and maintenance work
as was otherwise officially directed by the board of supervisors.
The supervisors were authorized to appropriate funds to provide
for the work of the forestry board. Fines collected for violations of
the act were to be paid into a forestry fund. It is important to remember that there was no mention of forest fire protection in Chapter
729 of 1909.
Once again the sum of $5,000 was appropriated for firebreak construction on the south slopes of San Bernardino mountains In this

law the new State Department of Engineering was empowered to
make an agreement for co-operative expenditures with the Forest
Service, which meant that the 1907 firebreak project was repeated
without essential change.

During this session an attempt was made to repeal some very old
fire laws including Chapter 233 of 1891 and Chapter 102 of 1872.
This was not accomplished until 1955. At any rate, Rech of Los
Angeles proposed in his Assembly Bill No. 335 to add a new Section
3 84a to the Penal Code which would have resembled the old Chapter
102. He would have declared it a misdemeanor when fires were
22a J would seem that too much public property was embraced here in a broad

clause. Cities, the State, and the Nation might have held other opinions
respecting control of its respective public property. Nevertheless, this particular law must be recognized as a preliminary step toward the organization of county fire departments. It also probably aroused the interest of the
State Highway Commission in roadside planting and thus aided in the even-

tual establishments of a State forest nursery.
23 Chap. 539, Estudillo, and A. B. No. 762, Collier of Corona. See Report of
State Engineer, 1911, p. 167.
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allowed to spread to any wooded or forested land belonging to the
United States. Fines for violation would have been paid into the local
school fund. Presumably, it was believed that State fire laws did not
adequately embrace National Forests. Whatever the reason, the bill
was withdrawn by the author.
Marshall Black of Palo Alto was to play a leading role in forestry
legislation during the next session. In 1909 he succeeded in persuading the Legislature to heed the simple request originating in 1886.
Through his Chapter 82, each March 7, Luther Burbank's birthday,
was henceforth to be known as Bird and Arbor Day. This was not
to be an official holiday but educational institutions were directed to
conduct suitable exercises emphasizing the economic value of birds
and trees.

It is interesting to observe that the old forestry nursery at Santa
Monica was still active under the university. Senate Bill No. 101
(Savage) would have appropriated $5,000 for the university to conduct planting experimentation. In spite of the continued distaste for
forest nurseries the bill passed both houses. It was pocket vetoed by
Governor Gillett, as might have been expected.

The Bay area legislators gave up for the time their attempt to
establish a school of forestry. No bills for that purpose were introduced in 1909.
Resignation of Lull

The business interests promoting the production of eucalyptus
wood and the sale of land and stock in plantations must have been in

position to exert their influence and spend money where it would
benefit them most. One would suppose that they and the whole State
forestry organization sold each other on the glorious future of the
venture. There is no available evidence to indicate that Lull or the
company which hired him were not mutually satisfied with the new
arrangement.
At any rate, under a dateline of January 17, 1910, the San Francisco Call printed the following news item along with a small picture
of Lull:
State Forester G. B. Lull has resigned from state service to engage in the
rapidly growing eucalyptus industry. His resignation was handed to Governor
Gillett today to take effect immediately. "I hate to lose Lull," said Governor
Gillett today, "He had made one of the most efficient officers the state ever

had. However, I would not stand in his way if he has a chance to better
himself. I have not thought of his successor as yet."
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The Chronicle of the next day carried the same general news with
the reference to Lull's trouble at Big Basin as already quoted above.

Thereafter, the career of Gerard B. Lull seems to fade out of
western forestry affairs, although he continued actively in business in
Sacramento.
Regardless of the natural endowments or lack of them inherent in
the person of G. B. Lull, it can hardly be said that he enjoyed great
good fortune during his term in office. He was 28 years of age when

he picked up the burden so precipitately dropped by the brilliant
Allen, Pinchot's favorite. If competition is used as a measure of value,

the job of State Forester was found wanting in 1906. Lull alone
sought the position.

Then in six months the dynamic and farsighted Governor Pardee
had turned over his office to a Governor who was unenthusiastic if not

positively indifferent to the conservation of forest resources. And it
must be observed that any Governor would logically have assumed a
position of domination upon the Board of Forestry of the time.
The State Forester's salary did not exceed that of deputies in other
State departments. It was difficult for him to hire adequate assistance
at the salaries fixed by law. The Legislature and Governor had done
little to improve the laws or furnish additional money in practically
any respect advocated by Lull and endorsed by reasonable people.
It is impossible to know how far the action of Lull was dictated by

the Board of Forestry in the California Redwood Park incident,
but the State Forester could not escape the prime responsibility
before the public. Nor did he try.
Lull left a position offering prestige and a professional challenge for
what seems to have been merely the reward of an immediate increase
in money income. This was rather an uncommon move among the
dedicated people attracted to the profession of forestry, especially in
that pioneer period. His action should not, however, tend to obscure
the fact that he did labor in the interest of the public welfare as best
he could for nearly four years under conditions which must have been
exceedingly discouraging at times.

Chapter Fourteen

Through 1912 With G. M. Homans
It is not so much what forest fires destroy which make them so costly,

but what they prevent from growing. It is the same with careless
lumbering.

Giioi PINCHOT

Homans Appointed

On February 25, 1910, Governor Gillett appointed George Morris
Homans, of the United States Forest Service, to be the third State
Forester of California. A small front page news article in the Sacra-

mento Bee of that date indicates
that the Governor had given careful consideration to other applicants for the position. However, no
record of other applicants has been

found. William lodge had been
Deputy State Forester for eight
months under Lull and presumably
was acting chief until Homans arrived. For the second time he was
passed over when a State Forester
was selected. Nor is there any indi-

cation that he was excited by the
eucalyptus craze which seduced
Lull, Smith and Sellers.

Homans was 28 years of age at
this date, and the youngest of the
first three State Foresters. Two
years earlier he had been one of
the pioneer members of the newly established Forest Service District
Office in San Francisco where he was in charge of the work of silviculture, later termed forest management.

There is little on record of the early actions of the new State
Forester except what appears in the THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT in November of 1910. He had served through the severe fire season of that

summer under Governor Gillett and with the assistance of the able
[295]
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Hodge and an assistant named Hodgson. It is a reasonable assumption that lodge performed most of the work of compiling the biennial
report.
One item not mentioned in the printed REPORT 1S indicated by a
letter (State Archives) dated March 28, 1910, from lodge to Attorney General Webb in which Lull's interest in turning tax delinquent
land into State Forests was pursued. Hodge asked if the Legislature
could by statute cause good and clear titles of such delinquent land
to be vested in the State. If the answer were affirmative he felt that
Congress and the Legislature could be persuaded to provide for exchanges of land wherein the Forest Service would obtain State land
within the National Forests in return for exterior blocks of Federal
land which would become State Forests. On July 14 the Attorney
General replied that the Legislature could indeed clear titles of tax
delinquent land and specify the use to which it could be put. So much
for the technical question. The plea to turn tax delinquent and State
school land into managed government forests was to be proposed
many times before a pitifully minor success was scored some 17 years
later.
Third Biennial Report

The REPORT of 1910 was a splendidly compiled document of 160
pages. It might be criticized in respect to space devoted to a description of forest tree species and zones of vegetation, a subject heretofore pretty well covered in other Board Reports On the other hand,
it embraces a valuable summing up of knowledge about the several
biological communities composing the natural vegetation of California

and the respective positions and attitudes of government, related
industries, and the citizenry in general which gives this report and
the period it represented a flavor of maturity not possessed by earlier
BIENNIAL REPORTS and few thereafter. Perhaps the term modernism
would have been a better descriptive expression since the fundamental
situation involving forestry in California has changed more in degree
than in aspect since the report was issued.

It was never difficult to understand where Homans stood on an
issue, and the record indicates that he maintained his opinions regardless of adverse pressure. Perhaps that trait helped earn him a reputation as a cold personality More important to his profession, it could
have alienated others when some yielding cooperative gestures were
highly desirable for the good of forest conservation as a whole.
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At any rate, the THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT started out with the

declaration that it was, in the final analysis, an argument to show
why $122,600 was required in the State Forester's biennial budget
instead of the $40,300 then appropriated. (Of the latter sum $10,000
was to be exclusively used for the Redwood Park.)
A key plank in the argument pointed to the fact that timber in
California National Forests was valued at 190 million dollars and
everyone agreed that it should be handled under rules of good forest
practice but not necessarily under the profit requirements confronting

the private lumber industry. Yet, the private timber lands were
valued at 500 million dollars. It was therefore obviously necessary
to help the private industrialist acquire knowledge in management
and harvesting of his timber and help in its protection before he could
be expected to meet the general public demand that he, too, perform
his work in what might be termed a conservative manner. Homans
declared that it was the business of his office to gather and publish
information helpful to the industry.
Homans believed that State forest officers should cooperate with
operators in establishing plans for slash burning and systematic fire
protection. He declared that many lumbermen were indifferent to
fire and thought that any fire protection system would be impracticable because of cost and difficulty, yet he came to the defense of the
industry in general. Said the State Forester, by way of invitation to
join with him in organizing a cooperative fire protection system:
Lumbermen have often been regarded by unthinking persons as enemies of
the public. Their property is as a rule so situated that it really does not make

a difference to the public whether it is handled well or ill. And because
conditions of markets and transportation have hitherto been such as to almost
compel wasteful methods, the lumberman has received the name of vandal,

and has often found himself unable to obtain a fair hearing. The noisiest
conservationists are apt to be those who know the least about the subject,
and the profession and practice of forestry has always suffered most, not
from its opponents, but from its hysterical friends. Such are always likely to
advocate mischievous legislation to regulate the private handling of timber
land.

Unfortunately, before very long the industry was to regard Mr.
Homans as being unfriendly. It is probable that such matters as his
proposal to change the slash disposal requirement in the Forest
Protection Act helped strain what should have been a spirit of trust
if not warm support.
The REPORT proposed that the roadside disposal requirement placed

upon counties in Section 19 should be eliminated and instead the
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State Forester should be authorized to clean up dangerous woods
operation debris at the expense of the owners "somewhat as the
Horticultural Commissioner destroys infected fruit trees." The spirit
of "progressivism" must have indeed been in the air around 1910.

In spite of the acknowledged importance of fire protection, statistics about forest fires and their damage for 1910 were completely
lacking, and those for 1909 were brief. It was stated that of 638 fires
reported, 119 were caused by careless campers and not, as popularly
claimed, "by broken bottles in the sunshine, stones rolling down
hills, spontaneous combustion and similar causes."
This BIENNIAL REPORT emphasized the shift in forest fire causes
from pre-American and pioneer days when Indians were declared to
have "fired the country to keep the woods open," Spanish stockmen
and then American nomadic sheep herders set fire to improve browse,

and land clearers started fires without the intention or means of
limiting their extent. Now it was said that lumber operations with
their hazardous machinery, railroads, campers and hunters started
the majority of forest fires. One common cause of fire often referred
to in documents of this nature during this period was burning wadding from the discharge of shotguns.
During 1910 (as reported in the next REPORT) over the State a
reported 519,463 acres was burned, an area twice the annual average
loss at that time. That was sufficient to bring forth the usual emotional upheaval demanding greater use of light-burning in the forests.
Several large timber holders were engaging in the practice and also
one railroad company which controlled much forest land. The State
Forester acknowledged the "sentiment created by a few men against
patrolling and preventing forest fires." Nevertheless he condemned
the light-burning theory as failing to recognize the complete timber
forest as possessing something more than just standing saw timber.
In the description of the forest types in this REPORT it is interesting
to observe that the effect of fire in reducing the reproduction of white
fir, then little more than a weed tree, was thoroughly understood and
recorded. At the same time, the State Forester argued that white fir
would be the most logical tree to succeed under the chaparral cover
which followed when the forest canopy was opened. Fire-killed white

fir standing or down also produced an increased fuel hazard for
further fires. He saw only harm and no good in the light-burning
theory.
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In generalizing about the effect of weather upon the forest and the
fire conditions of California, this IEPORT was the first in a series to
mention the term relative humidity as something to be considered.
The reference to the newly recognized weather phenomenon was quite
indirect, being in fact a footnote acknowledging that no statistics were
available to explain how it varied geographically. It was presumed
to vary by latitude, land elevation, and distance from the sea.
Tree squirrels received special mention as a detriment to reforestation because of their interference with both natural and artificial
seeding of valuable timber trees. In later days the term rodent has
been used as being more inclusive and accurate and many a forester
has expressed the same sentiments as State Forester Homans. In the
meantime, however, the peculiar California climate has been recognized as the most ponderous hurdle separating life from death in the
plant community on the forest floor, be it planted or naturally seeded.
An item entitled Forest Extension made reference to a project of

extending the area of commercial forest in the State and declared
that afforestation (establishing forest where it had not recently existed) was less difficult than reforesting cut-over timber land. Although this was not explained, Homans must have been thinking of
eucalyptus plantations and similar species on agricultural lands, and
certainly not the tree planting projects in the chaparral areas which
were losing enthusiastic support at about this time.
Studies of wood uses were under consideration, especially for socalled inferior species. In fact, one cooperative study was being conducted with the U. S. Forest Service which resulted in publication of
Board of Forestry Bulletin Number 3 in 1912. This 114 page booklet
was entitled Wood-Using Industries of California.
Homans declared that two forest engineers should be added to his
staff to study such matters as how to season eucalyptus and tanoak
lumber and the proper harvesting rotations of the several commercial
tree species.

In respect to needed improvement in the Forest Protection Act,
Homans repeated the pleas and arguments used by Lull and Allen.
Fire protection could not be left to voluntary effort, nor entirely to
county governments. The poorer counties often had the greater need
for the most intensive forest protection. Poor counties usually declined to make expenditures before a fire occurred and lived in hope
that they would have a lucky season.
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The first requirement was a patrol system. However, said Homans,
the counties were not enthusiastic about allowing the State Forester
to establish such a patrol under his sole supervision at their expense.

Homans wished for a State appropriation of $25,000 annually in
order to match equal county expenditures, with a limit of $1,000 as
the State share in any county. He made the point that such a condition would at least give him a moral right to enter a county in accord-

ance with law and establish a patrol in time of danger Even in that
case he felt that the State should pay one-third of the cost instead of
nothing, as intended by existing law.
Firewardens were being embarrassed when they followed their
own judgment (and State law) and incurred expenses to suppress a
running fire. Afterward they sometimes found themselves standing
between a claimant for money and the responsible board of supervisors. The latter might or might not honor expenditure claims presented for the cost of fire suppression. Homans declared that such a
condition must be remedied or the State stood to lose its most valuable assistance, that of the mountaineers.
In one instance it was necessary to arrange local travel and secure
food for a couple of Coast Artillery companies which were called in
to suppress a fire near Forest Hill.1 The Army could not pay these
costs, nor could the State. The only recourse was for the respective
representatives of the State and United States to request that the
Placer County supervisors pay the bills.
Now that the Penal Code caused one-half of fines for fire law
violations to be paid to counties, Homans made the dubious proposal
that the State's share should be paid to the warden making the arrest.
Under such a system it could well have been that the local popularity
of the Board of Forestry and the warden would decrease in direct
proportion to the warden's increase in personal income from fines. In
this respect, and also as indicated in his discussion of fire causes,
Homans indicated that he failed or refused to recognize the regional
popular attitude toward wildfire. In many backwoods communities, it
was practically considered to be a duty on the part of some citizens
to burn the woods, regardless of who owned them. In later years the
basic reason for this attitude was recognized to be primarily psychological rather than reasonable.
1 See Sunset, Feb. 1911, "Using Uncle Sam's Soldiers to Fight Forest Fires."
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This THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT made many very specific recommen-

dations for changes in the laws pertaining to forestry. Among the
general recommendations, Homans suggested that all of the criminal
sections be transferred to the Penal Code; that the Forest Protection
Act stipulate that official reports be compiled each biennium instead

of annually; that the State Forester's headquarters be moved to
San Francisco. It was also proposed that all administrative salaries
be substantially increased.
The REPORT was concluded with a realistic description of the death
of one Sam Sloane of Dehesa in a brush fire on September 15, 1909.
This was probably the first such tragic episode on a fire control job
supervised by State appointed leaders. The State Forester asked why
the family of this man should be left destitute after he had answered

the summons to duty at a time of emergency. Mr. Homans thus
raised a question which was not adequately answered for some 30
years thereafter.
The EucalyJtus Boom

The story of what came to be called the eucalyptus boom or bubble
touched the Government of California in two respects. It affected the
actions and the professional standing of State forestry officials, and
it required some effort and cost in technical studies and publications.
The latter activity also extended into both the State University and
the U. S. Forest Service at the same time.

It would be improper to declare at the present date that certain
persons in an official capacity were deliberately deceitful in overselling the commercial values of eucalyptus. The same can not be
said for a few high pressure business men (of the type which are
likely to be with us always). Eucalyptus plantations appeared to
offer a good investment for capital, especially when a few true and
remarkable observations in growth habits were emphasized and the
questionable features inadvertently neglected.
The expansion and bursting of the business bubble is a story which
extends beyond the realm of government. Nevertheless, it does appear

certain that a number of men of the highest personal integrity became quite enthusiastic about the possibility of introducing a commercial hardwood into the Pacific Coast area where no high quality
hardwood could be found to fill the need for such a material. This
was an age when wood had no local competitor as a practical domestic fuel and for tool and implement parts. Abbot Kinney, as a busy
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citizen and also as chairman of the Board of Forestry in the late
1880's, was enthusiastic about eucalyptus. Several species had been
18 70's and were obviously
flourishing in the dry climate. The first eucalypt planted in California
was a blue gum planted at San Jose in 1858.
California was a remarkable State then and now in respect to introduced plant species and restraint must be exercised in post-judging
agricultural development of a half century into the past.
There was no exaggeration in the value placed upon eucalyptus

introduced south of Tehachapi in the

as an ideal windbreak. It has been said with reason that the great
citrus industry of Southern California would not have been possible
without its systematic network of windbreaks. For this purpose eucalyptus is the most popular tree, and some would say the most beautiful in grace and contour.
Wood was once the principal fuel, and eucalyptus served as a fast
growing, easily propagated hardwood of high caloric output. Tool

and furniture makers could not all have been fabricators of untruths when they fabricated and exhibited numerous products made
from eucalyptus wood. This was still a period of experimentation in
the early 1900's and such companies as the Southern Pacific and the
Santa Fe were willing to invest considerable sums in growing eucalyptus to produce railroad ties and timbers. The latter company even
sent a man to Australia to gather firsthand information.
In 1907 when the Board of Forestry issued its Circular No. 2, entitled A Handbook for Eucalyptus Planters, two editions were apparently required to supply the demand. There is no indication as to
who prepared the text, but it was well done and it gives credit to the
Forest Service as cooperator. The University of California issued its
Bulletin 196, Eucalyptus in California, in 1908. Also in that year
the species was favorably described in the State Forester's SECOND
BIENNIAL REPORT.

It was about two years later that government officials began to
hedge against the extravagant claims of some business men. In 1910
the Board of Forestry published its Bulletin No. 1, Yield from Eucalyptus Plantations in California. The bulletin was prepared by Louis
Margolin of the Forest Service and consisted essentially of growth
and volume records for eucalyptus plantations throughout the State,

along with the observed effect of various growing sites upon the
several species. The publication was issued specifically as an official
gauge against which to measure the enthusiastic claims of promoters,
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some of whom doubtless would not have recognized a eucalyptus
tree if they were standing in its shade.2
In 1908 there was organized a Forestry Society of California with
headquarters at Los Angeles. At the masthead of the seven bulletins
published by the organization was this dedication of the Society:
Devoted to the Preservation and Maintenance and Extension of our
Forests and Water sheds and the Increase of our Timber Resources.
At first the advisory board of the society consisted of the Honorable G. B. Lull, the Honorable Abbot Kinney and Professor D. T.
Fowler. There were eleven honorary vice presidents listed, headed
by Governor James N. Gillett. By 1909 the V.P.'s had increased to
23 and included Benjamin Ide Wheeler and the Conservator of
Forests of Australia. Mr. Kinney was listed as president of the
society.

Ninety-nine percent of the literature issued by the Forestry Society
consisted of a description of the splendid qualities and the great commercial future for eucalyptus wood in California.

There is in the files of the State Division of Forestry a rare copy
of a booklet privately issued in September of 1910 and sold for one
dollar at that time. It is called EucalyptusIts History, Growth and
Utilization. The author, C. H. Sellers, was prominently identified as
"formerly Assistant State Forester of California." The booklet con-

tains 93 pages of photographs, tables and documentation of the
growth possibilities and mechanical properties of the numerous eucalyptus species. Also included are letters of testimony and comments
of business men as to the value of eucalyptus for numerous purposes.

There is a preface letter of endorsement by G. B. Lull "formerly
State Forester of California" and a "State Forester's Review" signed
by G. M. Homans
In the State Forester's REPORT of 1908, Lull had surmised that
eucalyptus hardwood might exceed the value of the orange industry
in California. As a private citizen in 1910 he could become more
enthusiastic and did so by stating in the above mentioned preface,
"It promises to be the means of making California the home of the
2 The able and ill-fated Margolin was a classmate of Lull at Cornell.

For an excellent review of Forest Service planting activity in California from
1902 into the 1930's, including the "eucalyptus affair," see R. W. Ayres,
History of Timber Management in the California National Forests, 1850 to
1937, Chapter 9, (proc. 1958, USFS, S. F.).
For the most complete story of eucalyptus in California after a full century see
"The Trees that Captured California," Sunset, August 1956.
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large wood-using industries and of causing this State to be even more
prominent than did the discovery of gold."
One cannot help but believe that Mr. Homans accepted the contents of the booklet as being entirely authentic within the limits of
knowledge of the day. No doubt he read it from a very much differ-

ent standpoint than would, let us say, a retired schoolteacher in
Kansas or Nebraska with a little money to invest. At any rate, at
this very same time, at the end of 1910, there is no room for doubt
as to Homans' words in his THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT to the Governor.
Said the REPoRT:
During 1908 and 1909 new companies were formed continually until some
eighty in all were doing business in California. Some of them sold stock and
others planted areas ranging in price from $100 to $250 per acre. Quite a few
have given up their projects. Unfortunately for the industry, two companies
were obliged to discontinue business because of their fraudulent methods.
Many of them are making claims for eucalyptus both in yield of timber and
in financial returns which probably cannot be realized.
Companies are for the most part claiming 100,000 feet board measure per
acre in ten years. Such an estimate might under the most favorable conditions

be possible but scarcely probable. The Forestry Society of California is
responsible for this estimate. . . . An investigation of the society showed it
to be composed of a membership of a few over a hundred. Over fifty percent

of them were interested in some kind of a eucalyptus proposition. . . . It
does not deserve its name nor should it be considered in any way similar to
other forest societies.

This office is called upon continually to substantiate the estimated profit
made by the different companies to be derived from eucalyptus plantations.

Also at the end of 1910, Forest Service Circular 179 by H. S. Betts
and C. S. Smith was ready for distribution. This was entitled Utiliza-

tion of California Eucalypts. It was obviously prepared with care,
listing known facts and problems. One paragraph is quoted as follows:
One of the elements of uncertainty is the value of the wood for high-grade
purposes. The problem of utilizing eucalyptus wood readily and without
undue waste is a difficult one because of its tendency to warp, shrink, and
check in drying.

In 1912 the Forest Service issued another somewhat similar pub-

lication, Circular 210, by Truman D. Woodbury. It was entitled
Yield and Returns of Blue Gum in California.
Woodbury pointed out that only very large eucalyptus logs were
milled in Australia, because smaller stock was too subject to warpage
and shrinkage. He also explored in detail the financial situation in-

volved in eucalyptus plantations. His conclusion at that date was
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that if a prospective planter paid as much as $160 per acre for land
he could expect a definite financial loss.3
A brief and uncomplimentary reference was made to the eucalyp-

tus plantations of California by a Dr. George E. Condra in his address entitled "Land Frauds" which he delivered before the Conservation Congress at Indianapolis in 1912. However, by that time the
enthusiastic tide was ebbing away from investments in California
eucalyptus.
It was almost inevitable that the two State Foresters in office during
the eucalyptus boom should have become involved to their personal

discredit. Nevertheless, the project was clearly within the province
of their office. Encouragement of tree plantations must be recog-

nized as having been a primary function of the State Forester at
that particular time. There was a decided need for the products that
eucalyptus was shown to actually provide. This was neither the first
nor last case in which too early conclusions were drawn from inadequate experience. With exaggerated profits on the rosy horizon the
situation was ripe for unscrupulous exploitation.
The eucalyptus bubble burst around Lull and Homans in painful
fashion. Yet there exists no evidence to indicate that either had personally engaged in any deceitful practice. The U. S. Forest Service
quite happily disengaged itself from the project in good time although
that agency had been probably the most enthusiastic planter of the
species in the first years after 1900. The mentioned publications of
1910 and 1912 had put that agency clearly on record, and probably
also constituted the necessary jolt which shook down the house of
cards.
Some other equally innocent citizens who had allowed their names
and reputations to be exploited by dubious business promoters found
themselves thrust into a shadow which still darkens the name of the
In response to a query on the subject of the eucalyptus boom, Mr. Woodbury

(letter to author 4/19/56) said, "When I came to California in 1908 the
eucalyptus boom was on. Taking advantage of the startling growth possibilities

of this species as disclosed by USDA and State bulletins, a number of promoters had purchased tracts of valley land at nominal figures, planted these
areas with eucalyptus (usually blue gum) and had issued elaborate, glowing
prospectuses in which they offered to sell planted acreage, usually at $250 an

acre, to be cared for by them for 10 years at which time they predicted
fabulous profits. They based their prediction on the optimum growth figures
shown in the bulletins for individual trees, making no allowance for losses or
for a percentage of slower growing trees. Their calculations were usually based
upon the sale of the end product as poles, assuming that these poles would
bring about the same price as that paid for the standard pole species."
11-7 7773
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graceful genus eucalyptus, that well established immigrant from the
underside of the world.
Governor Hiram Johns oil; 1911

In 1911 the composition of the Board of Forestry automatically
changed with the fate of the general election of 1910. U. S. Webb
still remained as Attorney General. State Forester Homans had acquired a year of practical experience in the job. Half of the four-man
Board now consisted of the new Secretary of State, Frank C Jordan,
and the young and dynamic Governor Johnson.

Hiram W. Johnson was born in Sacramento in 1866, the son of
Grove L. Johnson. The latter has been mentioned several times heretofore because of his friendly attitude toward conservation measures
in Congress and the State Assembly. Hiram had attended the Uni-

versity of California although he failed to receive a degree there.
Nevertheless, he became a "fighting" attorney and established a local

reputation for his graft prosecutions in San Francisco and for demanding that the "railroads get out of State politics." Gubernatorial
candidate Johnson was selected by the progressive wing of the Republican party which triumphed finally in 1911.
Among Johnson's accomplishments in the governorship were the
enactment of the initiative and referendum measure, an 8-hour work
day for women and children, workmen's compensation, the pure food
act, civil service in State Government, the direct primary, and pensions for school teachers. He remained as Governor for six years and
then went on to the U. S. Senate where he became a great power
until his death in 1945.
Hiram Johnson fixed his own lasting monuments into the laws of
his State and Nation. This writing can add or detract little from his
stature; yet it must be acknowledged that during his term as Governor the progress of State Government into forestry affairs was meager
indeed. In fact, California could not even qualify to obtain matching
Federal aid for forest fire protection because of lack of State appropriations for that purpose.
In his inaugural address Johnson included a few words about the
need to attend to the important matter of water rights, and nothing at
all about forestry specifically. Nevertheless, it must be assumed that
the Governor was speaking with complete personal sincerity when
he declared:
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Conservation means development, but development and preservation; and
it would seem that no argument should be required on the question of preserving, so far as we may, for all of the people, those things which naturally
belong to all.

The problem of developing methods of preserving natural resources
was transferred to a statutory commission very soon after the above
words were spoken. The story of that California Conservation Commission will be related in a separate chapter. Governor Johnson sometimes entered into the internal affairs, but he never quarreled with
the technical determinations of the commission.4
In respect to quarrels, probably the most heated of his turbulent
career soon arose between Johnson and Secretary of State Jordan.
No doubt this trouble originated with Johnson's successful effort to
have a Board of Control consisting of Governor's appointees created
in State Government in place of the Board of Examiners. That issue
is another story, except in one respect. These two men constituted
one-half of the State Board of Forestry. It is difficult to imagine them
sitting down together amicably in that or any other capacity.5 Governor Johnson had hardly settled into his new chair before the State
Forester's position was brought to his attention. On January 20 two
visitors presented the Governor with a petition on behalf of T. P.
Lukens of Pasadena. They wished to see that gentleman appointed
to the State Forester's position. Johnson corresponded with Meyer
Lissner and informed him that the petition gave high recommendations but the messengers knew little of the prospective office holder.
Would Lissner do a little confidential investigating? °
Meyer Lissner was an attorney in Los Angeles who at times held
various political offices and was prominent among the progressives.
On January 23, Lissner replied that he was favorably impressed
with Lukens but that he would investigate further, especially since
a certain named State Senator, residing in Pasadena, did not endorse
Johnson was by no means a deep political philosopher. The few quoted words
in his inaugural address could well have been a Pardee contribution. That

theme was built into a long and vigorous address by the latter before the
L. A. City Club a year later and printed in The Calif. Outlook, Jan. 27, 1912.
The speech undoubtedly expressed the comprehensive attitude of the Calif.
Conservation Commission at that time.
The author was privileged to examine several Jordan scrap books now in the
possession of his son, Secretary of State Frank M. Jordan. No reference to
the Board of Forestry was observed among many news clippings.
6 Lissner's personal correspondence deposited in the Borel Collection at Stanford
University Library is the source.
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the petition. By the next day Lissner was on the other side of the
fence.7

On January 24, Lissner wrote to the Governor. From one source

he had received the opinion that Lukens was too old, was not a
trained forester and lacked the necessary vigor and initiative to be
State Forester.
Lukens' interest in eucalyptus planting was also mentioned. Johnson was informed that "many of the eucalyptus companies are wildcat and simply stock-selling companies." Lukens was specifically not
known to be connected with any of them, but the term "eucalyptus
booster" had earned a certain opprobrium by association at this date.
R. H. Chariton was also consulted by Lissner. He had been installed as first supervisor of the Angeles Forest after the Department
of Agriculture assumed responsibility in 1905 and was, in fact, successor in office to Lukens. (Chariton spent three tours of duty there,
finally leaving in 1925).
Chariton was of the opinion, and informed Lissner, that Homans

was doing pretty well as State Forester, that "he was young and
THEODORE PARKER LUKENS was mayor of Pasadena for eight years. He had

made enough of a fortune in real estate transactions and banking to indulge
himself in the great public cause of trying to establish and maintain a cover
of vegetation upon the precipitous slopes of the Sierra Madre. There is no
question but that he devoted many hours and much of his own resources m
attempting to successfully plant trees on the mountains A few groves have
grown and survived in spite of repeated fires and drought.
From 1900 through 1904 Lukens was known as a collaborator with the U. S.
Division of Forestry. In 1904 and 1905 he bore the title forest regent and
then forest expert, all honorary titles. From November 1, 1905, until July 1,
1906, Lukens was Acting Supervisor of the San Bernardino and San Gabriel
Forest Reserves. He was appointed when the former supervisor was convicted
of falsifying records. Lukens is said to have resigned under pressure to appoint
political incompetents. (Luken's papers, Huntington Library).
Lukens was a staunch advocate of eucalyptus planting although he probably had
no financial connection with the project. He was rather a prolific writer on
local conservation subjects. No doubt Lukens' enthusiasm for planting had
greatly influenced G. B. Lull before 1906, just as it had influenced his old
friend, M. V. Hartranft who served on the Board of Forestry during 1939-42.
The Forest Service came to believe around 1910 that the planting of a high
forest in the southern mountains had been proved to be both impractical and
unnecessary. Prior to that time Lukens had prevailed upon the Secretary of
Agriculture to allot considerable funds to the planting project.
Lukens was naturally a strong and persistent advocate of fire prevention and
suppression. Probably he played the major role in launching Los Angeles
County into fire protection work.
In 1911 Lukens was 62 years old. He died in 1918. A mountain peak and a
plantation of knobcone pine bear his name in the Angeles National Forest.
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energetic, a man of pleasing address, one who will get along well with

people, and he is a trained forester, being a Yale graduate."
Lissner therefore suggested to the Governor that if Homans was
politically unobjectionable and well qualified he could see no reason
why a change should be made. Then Lissner mentioned Chariton himself as a candidate. "He is a very clean, high grade young fellow, and
has the technical training." The Governor was advised to talk with
District Forester Olmsted for further particulars on Chariton.
As for Chariton, he at first declined to seek the State Forester's
position, at least for a few years time. Then before the Lissner letter
of the 24th was on its way to the Governor Chariton said he would
be willing to accept the job. His own memorandum of qualifications
was included as well as a letter of endorsement by "Avery, who is
one of the leading spirits in the Sierra Club." The letter was prepared
at Lissner's request.
Governor Johnson let the affair die without further attention. Thus
began and ended the first known political action intended to force a
change in the incumbent position of State Forester of California. It
was not the last.
When Theodore Roosevelt declared in the 1912 campaign that the
California Legislature of 1911 "enacted the most comprehensive program of constructive legislation ever passed at a single session of an
American Legislature" he was, of course, primarily directing a compliment toward his friend and running mate Hiram Johnson. Much
in the way of constructive legislation had indeed been accomplished
or initiated but not specifically in respect to forestry, except for the
creation of another investigative body in the Conservation Commission.

On the other hand, Congress passed and the President approved a
Federal law which should be ranked in importance next to the fundamental creation of the forest reserves from the public domain. This
was the Weeks Law of 1911. It requires a general description because,
as one scholar 8 expressed it:
The new law was epochal in various ways. It established the principle of
purchasing private lands to incorporate into national forests, it introduced in
the national forest policy the plan of federal contribution to such state fire
suppression organizations as complied with the standards set up by the Forest
Service, and it marked the final passing of governmental forestry out of the
tentative into the fixed and definite.
8

Darrell H. Smith, The Forest Service, Brookings Institution Monograph No. 58
(1930). See also Ise, The U. S. Forest Policy, pp. 212-223.
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The Federal Weeks Law

The use of broad generalities in reporting such complex historical
events as the creation of the forest reserves is a hazardous procedure.
Nevertheless, in order to see the situation in perspective as it existed
at the close of the first decade of the Twentieth Century, the following points might be set down.
The creation of forest reservations in the West was possible and
practical because the vast unsettled public domain of that region was
in possession of a firmly established National Government, and particularly a government in which political domination was centered
in the East. Eastern influence under various motives, coupled with

vigorous support from western irrigationists, succeeded in having
much of the public domain withdrawn from private use and proclaimed forest reservations.
Western opposition to the withdrawals had been voiced from the

first but it was not strong enough to thwart the program. As might
be expected, the core of such opposition was lodged in the several
industries which quite naturally would have preferred unchecked exploitation of the reserved land. Those forces were, however, influential enough to secure Congressional action on March 4, 1907 (and
amendments thereto in 1912 and 1926) which precisely prohibited
the extension of National Forest area in specified States of the West
through the method of executive proclamation. Then in the period
of about 1910 to 1915 there was a concerted effort on the part of the
same forces to obtain a transfer of the National Forests to the control of the several States. This movement was decidedly strongest on
the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains. Its few loud champions
in the Pacific States were pretty well offset by men within their own
clan who were not so enthusiastic.9

In the meantime, in the South and in New England a number of
conservation groups were determined to secure for their regions some
National Forests. These would naturally have to consist mostly of
cut-over land purchased at nominal cost. The two centers of strong
desire were in the Southern Appalachian Range and in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire.
With the interest in restoring depleted forest land was the growing
recognition here and there that State Governments were in need of
further legal machinery to enable them to cooperate adequately in
See the mentioned Richardson thesis, "The Politics of the Conservation Issue
in the Far West, 1896-1913."
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protecting the headwaters of navigable streams from damage and subsequent erosion when such headwaters were involved in mountainous

State boundary areas. In fact, the idea began to develop that the
Federal Government should play a leading part in encouraging the
protection of headwaters of all navigable streams
As early as 1902 legislation began to appear which would have
appropriated Federal money for the purchase of generally despoiled
forest land as National Forests. John Ise makes the observation that
the Congress of 1891, which was not fully aware of its action in providing for the setting aside of forest reservations, and which was at
the same time practically giving away public land and timber under
its various acts, would have found it difficult to believe that in 20
years it would be ready to appropriate money to buy back cut-over
forest land to be held as National Forests.
At any rate, by 1910 the House passed a bill by Weeks of Massachusetts and the next spring it was passed by the Senate and approved on May 1, 1911, by the President (36 U.S. Stat. at L. 961).
Whenever the question of the constitutionality of this law arose its
validity was defended upon the ground that government had a certain
"interstate commerce" responsibility which was related to navigation.
That is the reason why such clauses as "watersheds of navigable
streams" and "conserving the navigability of navigable rivers" hold
such critical importance in the Weeks Act.

In brief the law did these things. It provided: for a National
Forest Commission of cabinet officers and members of Congress to
recommend land purchases and accept grants for National Forests;
that the State concerned should consent before such land purchases
were consummated; that 25 percent of income of National Forests
should be returned to the respective State for local road and school
expenditures; that two or more States might enter agreements or compacts for the purpose of conserving the forests and water supply of
the States involved; that Federal aid could be granted the States for
cooperative fire protection work on forested watersheds of navigable
streams.
A million dollars was initially appropriated to purchase land, and it
was generally agreed that this sum was expended most creditably by
the commission.

Of most importance to the several States was the principle established when $200,000 was appropriated to enable the Secretary of
Agriculture to make agreements with the proper agent of any State
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for fire protection upon State or privately owned land composing the
headwaters of navigable streams. Two conditions were to prevail before a subvention of funds would be paid by the Secretary to the
State to assist the latter in performing such work as was agreed upon.
The State must have an organized system of fire protection and,
secondly, the sum paid by the Federal Government could not exceed
the sum appropriated (or otherwise obtained) and expended by the
State for the same purpose.
Thus it was that during the fire season of 1911 the Federal Gov-

ernment began to recognize the general public interest inherent in
the privately owned forest lands of the Nation. In 1912, twelve States
including Washington and Oregon received Federal aid under the law.

The next season Idaho and Montana also qualified for matching
funds. Within the several States funds for forest fire prevention were
raised in various ways. State and county appropriations were generally added to individual company expenditures or assessments levied
within cooperative associations. That is to say, there were often local,
secondary fund matching agreements developed in order to qualify
for Federal aid.
In California eight long years passed and a terrible war had ended

before the Legislature was prepared to acknowledge a similar responsibility upon the part of this State by providing for the expenditure of funds to assist in forest fire suppression. The somewhat com
plex qualification of industry expenditures followed at a later date.
Some State Legislation of 1911

Among the revolutionary changes occurring in California State
Government early in the Johnson administration was an event which
can largely be attributed to the instigation of Governor Pardee back

in 1903. This was the adoption of a new method of securing State
revenue. In 1910 the people had voted to change the constitution so
that ad valorem property tax collections should be reserved for
counties and cities while the State obtained most of its revenue from
a tax upon the gross receipts of public utilities.10

This vital change in the taxing system caused a different relationship in the respective attitude of State Government and that of the
several counties toward numerous projects generally supervised by
10 In 1911 about 10 million dollars thus came to the State Treasury from utility
income taxes and about 2.5 million from other sources. In 1932 the utility
tax was abandoned in favor of a sales tax. In 1935 a personal income tax was
added to meet depression needs.
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State officials and heretofore paid for almost exclusively by a portion
of the local property tax. State appropriations for statewide fire protection would seem to have been an ideal example of an expenditure
where, to secure the necessary revenue, a large city would not have
cheerfully levied a local tax and turned the required income over to
the State Treasury. If that reasoning is correct (and it may not be)
then one might assume that the Legislature after 1910 would have
considered such a project as statewide forest fire protection with at
least more independence of spirit if not with general enthusiasm. The
evidence at hand, final and irrevocable, shows that hardly a ripple
stirred the becalmed status of organized fire protection for four ensuing sessions of the Legislature after 1910, notwithstanding the incentive of Federal aid.
The most important State law enacted in 1911 pertaining to forestry affairs was certainly the act creating the California Conservation Commission although direct evidence of its significance in the
form of new laws was not very substantial. Because of the extensive
scope of its activity it would be best to discuss in one comprehensive
chapter the five years of active life of the commission. However, in
order to more readily establish the background of some of the legislation proposed by. the commission, the several bills are taken up
chronologically with surrounding legislation of the particular session.
Senator Holohan of Watsonville returned in 1911 with the same
regional indignation but with the promise of greater legislative success in respect to separating the Board of Forestry from the California Redwood Park. His new bill (S.B. No. 18) was identical to
the one vetoed by Gillett in 1909. Governor Johnson signed it into
law as Chapter 12 on the early date of February 6. Now the Governor and four of his appointees were to once again supervise the park
as a commission. It is doubtful if the reestablished commission performed any more satisfactorily than the old commission had, or the
State Forester, for that matter. And now the Forest Protection Act
of 1905 made mention of two pieces of real estate to be supervised by

the Board of Forestry which were no longer within that agency's
jurisdiction, while the one piece of park land at Chico, which should
have been included, was not.
It was mentioned in passing that Senator Marshall Black of Palo
Alto took an active interest in forestry legislation in 1911. Here again
it remained for a city business man to assume such responsibility.
Black was a member of the Lincoln-Roosevelt League and had been
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a member of its committee on conservation during the party caucus
a few months earlier.11
Black's successful Chapter 699 amended the much amended Penal

Code Section 384 relating to the lawful use of fire, but apparently
only for the purpose of smoothing out previous legislation. This section now contained seven sub-sections of basic importance to firewardens.12

An important modification was made in Section

19

of the

Act of 1905 as recommended by State Forester Homans in his recent
BIENNIAL REPORT. W. B. Griffiths of Monticello (A. B. No. 575)
teamed with Black (S. B. No. 747) and the latter's bill became law
on April 7 as Chapter 392. The new version of Section 19 was detailed and lengthy. In essence it provided that the Board of Forestry
should notify owners of forest land that an inspection was to be made

of hazardous conditions so that the latter could have present their
own representative. If it was determined that the land harbored a
hazardous nuisance due to debris, the owner was to be notified and
held responsible for abating the nuisance "by the use of fire or otherwise at a time and in a manner . . to be specified." If the designated time expired without abatement of the nuisance it was then
the duty of the State Board of Forestry to abate it and claim payment
from the responsible party for the cost of the work. Failure to remit
payment would cause a lien to be placed upon the property.
.

The passage of this law probably accomplished very little clean-up

in woods operations. It seems likely, however, that it caused such
strained relations between Hornans and the important lumber operators that their influence, and especially the lack of their friendly
influence, was instrumental in retarding any legislative interest in
fire protection appropriations to the State Forester for several years.
One does not need to be an apologist for the lumber industry to
recognize the prohibitive costs to which owners could have been
subjected without any stipulated right of appeal and without any
direct representation upon the State agency prescribing the work to
be done and the manner of doing it. Nor was any limitation of costs
fixed in the statute.
is an unfortunate fact that this man's promising career ended with a prison
sentence within the year because of admitted business embezzlements.
12 Involving the following: setting fire wilfully or negligently; backfiring; allowing
11 J

fire to escape; carelessness with fire; spark arresters for engines used in
forest, brush and grass land; obligation to fight fires; exemption of incorporated land from the section.
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There was no malicious intent on the part of the State Forester
in pushing for the amendment of Section 19. It was unanimously
agreed that logging slash was the greatest forest fire hazard. At any
rate, the subject had often been raised in public print without serious
challenge.

It is possible that the progressive element in the State Legislature
accounted for the enactment of the clean-up law, but that need not
have been the compelling reason for its passage. The reason was
out on the ground in the logging woods. What was missing in 1911
was an appreciation of the technical and economic problems involved
with slash disposal. A decade later the problems were so evident that
the Board of Forestry acted to give them special study and attention.
That matter will be discussed in a later chapter.
The Conservation Commission obviously believed the act of 1911
was too stringent and at the next legislative session attempted to
amend the law with the support of the timber industry. But Section
19 did not die easily. It was not counteracted in its legal effect until
the Compulsory Patrol Act of 1923 became law. Conformance with
the latter act went far toward relieving landowners of further prefire prevention responsibility, at least in the application of that rather
unsatisfactory law.
For the third time an appropriation of $5,000 was made for matching by the State Board of Examiners with the Federal Government
for fire protection in the National Forest area of the Santa Ana River
drainage (Chap. 554).
Among the unsuccessful bills the most amazing was Griffiths' Assembly Bill No. 574. Mr. Griffiths apparently was on friendly terms
with State Forester Homans. More important, he was chairman of
the Assembly Committee on Fish and Game. At that time the Fish
and Game Commission was under fire because of alleged extravagance and extortion of money by employees. A legislative investigation was demanded.
Assembly Bill No. 574 was a long and comprehensive bill. Had it
become law the State Forester would have found himself in a I antastic position. In respect to forestry matters the Forest Protection
Act gave him some permissive authority and rather limited responsibilities. Under this proposed law he would also have become a fish
and game czar,
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First, it was proposed to repeal all the current authority of the
agents or agencies in the State involved with fish and game, and that
required a listing of eight separate titles and terms. It was then proposed in the new bill to impose all of these recalled duties and powers
upon the State Forester. No reference was made to the Board of
Forestry.
The State Forester and his deputies could seize illegal game and
search places suspected of storing such game. He could change game
district boundaries, maintain fish hatcheries, atock streams and build
fish ladders. He could establish game farms and import and propagate game. In the enforcement of fish and game laws and, incidentally, forest laws every sheriff would be required to take action in
his respective county. Furthermore, the State Forester could appoint
a qualified naturalist as a chief deputy at a salary which happened to
exceed his own by $600 a year.
Assembly Bill No. 574 was obviously taken quite seriously because
it cleared the fish and game committee and then was passed by the
Assembly by a vote of 46 to 28. After its second reading in the Senate
some amendment juggling brought it to defeat.
Senator Black (S. B. No. 748) and Clark of Oakland (A.B. No.
981) hoped to do something about raising the salaries of the State
Forester and his staff and also about providing the two forest engineers desired by Homans. Each bill died quietly in the finance committee of its respective house.

Then there was Senator Black's elaborate bill (S. B. No. 729)
which would have appropriated the sum of $200,000 to practically
restore the Forest Protection Act to its original concept before the
mutilation of 1905, and to add a few modern ideas as preached by
the State Forester. The Board of Forestry was to create 54 fire districts. Paid wardens were to be appointed, a firefighting fund was
created, a wage rate was set for patrolmen, wardens and temporary
firefighters. It was provided that fire protection agreements could be
made between the State, counties, and private owners, with, however,
a limit fixed as the State's expenditures under such projects. Certain
hazardous conditions were declared to be public nuisances which
must be abated by the land owner. The State could abate the nuisance
if necessary and collect the cost of the job. This comprehensive bill
did leave one committee of the Senate with a do pass recommendation before fading into oblivion in the Senate Finance Committee.
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Estudillo of Riverside was not far behind in trying to instigate fire
protection measures with his S. B. No. 66. The proposed law would

regulate fire hazards and require the leaving of one seed tree per
acre in logging operations. Slash was to be burned prior to July 1st
of the ensuing year after the operation, or as modified by the Board
of Forestry. Necessary State inspectors could be hired, and an appropriation of $10,000 was included for that purpose. In forested areas
railroads were required to clear rights of way each year before July
1st and railroad employees were to report fires along the road and
aid in their suppression. This bill also cleared one committee before
being smothered in the Senate Finance Committee.
Governor Johnson was pushing new progressive legislation so urgently that the Legislature was required to hold two special sessions
in November and December of 1911. Consideration of regulations

pertaining to claims for and use of water and water power was a
major subject, as it had been in the past regular session and was to

be in the session of 1913. However, the Legislature took enough time
to heed the request of Birdsall of Auburn and adopt his Senate Joint
Resolution No. 14.13 This petition to the U. S. War Department

asked that troops be stationed in the National Forests during the
months of July, August and September to assist in preventing and
suppressing forest fires. No doubt the work performed in Placer
County in 1910 was thoroughly appreciated. As a matter of fact,
this particular idea of using regular military forces for forest fire
suppression received nationwide endorsement and continued as an
active subject for many years, but without special success.
As might have been logically expected, the legislative session of

1911 did not produce anything spectacular in forestry legislation.
With the Conservation Commission specifically charged with responsibility for investigating and making recommendations it was natural
that the Legislature would not be inclined to move until such recommendations were forthcoming. But by the time of the next regular
session there had developed some very contrary opinions among influential people.
13 A. J. R. No. 6 of this session begged the Dept. of Interior not to reopen to
entry certain public domain lands adjacent to Big Basin which had been
withdrawn at official California request in 1902 as an intended portion of the
park. The "nature-loving people of California" needed this land, said the
Legislature. Yet it quickly quashed A. B. No. 999 a year later which asked
for $75,000 to purchase adjacent lands in Santa Cruz Co. for the identical
purpose.
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California Forest Protective Association

Around the year 1900 the more important lumber operators began
to form loose business associations for their mutual convenience and

strength in dealing with such matters as transportation costs and
government tariffs. Later when more formally organized, such
associations were primarily interested in education of benefit to
members. They considered such matters as improved techniques in
harvesting, milling and sales. These organizations were not created
essentially to speak for industry in the field of politics and public
relations,14

Homans expressed the situation that confronted lumbermen when
he said in 1910,
Reasonable legislation most progressive lumbermen have no objection to,
but laws might easily be passed that would put them entirely out of business,
and with sentiment so strongly against them as at present they dare not
openly protest. In order to enable lumbermen and timber owners to protect
themselves from misrepresentation it was proposed to them to form an association under the auspices of this office.

It has been mentioned that Lull in 1908 hoped to organize California lumbermen into one or more cooperative fire protection associations. He succeeded in bringing about a meeting for that purpose
at the Merchant's Exchange Building in San Francisco on October 8,
1909.15

This occurred shortly after the momentous gathering of lumbermen at Spokane where the Western Forestry and Conservation Association was formed. Fresh from that success, U. S. District Forester
E. T. Allen from Portland and Fire Chief D. P. Simons of the Washington Timbermen's Association journeyed to San Francisco to give
assistance in creating a similar organization in California.
According to the newspapers the meeting was presided over by
T. B. Walker of Minneapolis and Northern California. Lull was
chosen to act as secretary. While it was obvious from the names
proposed for a permanent organization that cooperative forest fire
control was the primary goal, other objectives of mutual interest were
also strongly emphasized. For example, reduced taxation on stumpage
14 In 1916 the largest redwood operators formed the California Redwood Association and those who worked in pine and fir created the California White and
Sugar Pine Manufacturers Association. The latter was merged with a similar
northern group in 1931; At that time the name was changed to Western Pine
Association and headquarters was established at Portland, Oregon.
15 5, F. Chronicle, Oct. 9, 5. F. Call of same date, and State Forester's BIENNIAL
REPORT of 1910.
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and cut-over land and reforestation of private lands were to be
subjects of representation. Allen emphasized the need for the lumber
industry to understand and explain its own position before the public,

and not be forced to assume a defensive position in a day when
"forestry and conservation associations and commissions are springing up everywhere."
The Chronicle on October 9, said,
The timbermen present yesterday expressed themselves as being quite as
reluctant to see their timber burned as the public could be, and their convictions took material form in the $20 gold pieces which each left with the
treasurer to defray the initial expenses of the organization.

The Call stated that voluntary contributions of $320 were requested from each representative.

The name California Forest Protective Association was formally
chosen for the new cooperative group and a committee was designated to prepare articles of incorporation. However, as the BIENNIAL
REPORT of 1910 states, there were many delays and little was accom-

plished except that four redwood companies formed their adjoining
properties into a mutually cooperative fire protection association.16

The California Forest Protective Association at the present day
("Organized for the Protection and Preservation of the State's Greatest Resource") refers to 1909 as its year of organization and 1912 as

the year it was formally incorporated as a nonprofit cooperative
corporation.
The association was obviously organized in 1909 but its co-opera-

tive activity as a unit for two and a half years after the enthusiastic
1909 meeting must have been very limited. As a matter of fact, the
first printed bulletin issued by the association (in July of 1913) states
quite clearly that the association was "then in the process of formation" when the lumber representatives were called upon to meet with
the Conservation Commission in March 1912. There are at least a
half dozen similar printed records.
Two reasons for the lack of a more enthusiastic and formalized
response among lumbermen, at least in respect to co-operative fire
control action, are suggested for consideration.
16

This Redwood Fire and Protective Association of Mendocino County was
actively engaged in furnishing its own coordinated and independent fire pro-

tection service from that date up to the time the Division of Forestry was
financially able to relieve it of the greater portion of the burden beginning
approximately in the summer of 1932.
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The Forestry Report of the Fifth National Conservation Congress
in 1913 tells of one divisive influence. This was some 19 months after
the association was incorporated. It was noted:
The [California Forest Protective] Association has not, however, made any
decisive effort toward fostering co-operative preventive patrol on the lands
of its members, possibly because there is dissension in its ranks as to the
proper methodsome influential members still holding to the "light burning"
theory.

Secondly, the proposition of mutual fire control organizations lost
much of its urgency by the reasonable proposal offered by the U. S.
Forest Service.

In December 1911 the 15. 5. District Forester issued an invitation
to lumbermen to meet with his forest supervisors in San Francisco.
More than 70 responded, and once again the idea of an association
was propounded. It seems that the lumbermen were also invited to
enter into separate cooperative fire protection agreements through
which the Forest Service would extend its protection into their land
where such was adjacent and intermingled with the National Forests.
This proved to be a mutually convenient arrangement which was
accepted by many lumber operators. The printed proceedings of the
lumbermen's meeting with the Conservation Commission in March
1912 indicates general satisfaction with the resultant agreements.
At a Weeks Law conference in Washington D. C. in January 1913,
E. T. Allen spoke of the fire protection accomplished in the States of
Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho through associations cooperating with local and the Federal Government. He said in part,
In all four States there is systematic private and State cooperation with the
Forest Service, varying in method. California, having no State fire work and
only one small private fire association, offers little that would interest you
except an increasing tendency to place private lands within National Forests
under Federal protection, toward which the owners contribute.17

On April 2, 1912, the California Forest Protective Association was
incorporated for the purpose of
the protection of the forests of California, and providing facilities for cooperation to that end by forest owners, the State of California, and the Government of the United States.

By July 1913 association membership included 117 individuals and
firms involving a combined area of 1,822,193 acres of timber land.
17 Unnumbered publication of USFS, Jan. 22, 1914, titled Forest Fire Protection
by the States, p. 23.
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The association has since then played an important role in shaping
the laws and policies of forestry affairs on both National and State
level. Its interest in, and effect upon, State forestry affairs in California will enter often into this writing hereafter. It might be noted
that two of its active secretaries sat upon the California State Board
of Forestry, and one former association secretary was also a later
member of the Board. As a matter of fact, in 1934 the present secretary, not then employed by the California Forest Protective Association, was for a few troubled hours the holder of the Governor's
commission to the State Forester's position. however, much of that
story occurred after the period involved in the present writing.18
Fourth Rejiort and Other Publications
The State Forester's POURTH REPORT, Homans second, was sub-

mitted to Governor Johnson in early December of 1912. It was a
148 page document printed in unusually fine type even for that day.19
The Forester's staff now consisted of Deputy Leon G. Johnson, a

forest engineer from Michigan and Assistant Ralph W. Sloss.2°
Much of the REPORT was the usual repetition of arguments for
reforestation and fire protection. Resolutions adopted by the recent
Fourth National Conservation Congress at Indianapolis were quoted
to show, among other things, why California should try to qualify for
aid under the Weeks Law and also convince the War Department that
troops were needed to help in forest fire control work. The laws,
budgets and accomplishment of some other States in regard to forest
conservation was also set forth.
18 The names of CFPA secretaries in respective order of service upon the Board
of Forestry: Geo. H. Rhodes, Swift Berry, S. Rexford Black. Wm. R. Scho-

field was nominated to be State Forester and commissioned briefly by
Governor Merriam.
19 Perhaps this was an economy measure by economy minded State Printer Friend

Richardson. Approved bills in the sessions of 1909 and 1911 transferred
residues from other forestry support items into Homans' printing budget.
Aside from indicating that particular need, such legislation is interesting as a

record of the degree to which small budget items were controlled by the
Legislature at a time when executive officials seemed to exercise a wide
latitude of independence in their official behavior. Perhaps the budget was
looked upon as the principal check on a State agency in the absence of a
system of correlated departments of government working under comprehensive legislative policy determinations.
20 At the time of this writing Johnson is the popular judge of Placerville Municipal District.
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Homans made no mention of specific proposed legislation nor of the
new laws of 1911. Probably the existence of the Conservation Commission as an investigative body had a sobering influence upon the
State Forester, or more likely, both of these agents of State Government were already clashing behind the scenes over proposed legislation. Nevertheless, Homans appears to have engaged in quite extensive research in forest taxation and the investigation of lumbering
methods on behalf of the Conservation Commission. These studies
were supported largely by commission funds, no doubt.
From studies made involving 20 California lumbering operations,
the State Forester felt disposed to say that no practices were being
followed in the woods which would insure a future crop of timber.
It is doubtful if anyone took issue with this conclusion. In fact, it was
put forth as an economic axiom and with no obvious malice. It was
stated that much study would be required before means and methods
could be recommended to the industry to physically accomplish the
goal. Said he, "Legislation, seeking to better present conditions, is
likely to be a slow process." It was indeed.
The 20 lumber companies studied and reported upon represented a
total of nearly a million acres of timber land. Four companies employed an adequate fire patrol system; two maintained fire lookouts;
two burned slash each year; nine companies did practically nothing
to suppress fires burning on or adjacent to their holdings.21
During this period of continuing debate as to the place of government in forest conservation, one comment by the State Forester is
worthy of repetition here. Quite aside from the statement it is inter-

esting to observe that nothing in the way of policy determination
seemed to arise from the Board of Forestry itself. We have no
evidence that it ever passed upon any of the State Forester's acts,
although it can be presumed that he maintained a sort of cabinet
officer's liaison with the Governor. Said Homans:
The chief need in the beginning of a progressive forest policy is the protection of our forests against fire. Some argue that each owner should protect
21 The Sacramento Bee on August 12 and 13, 1912, carried news quotations from

the State Forester. He spoke of how chaparral was taking over pine and fir
land because of fire damage. For this reason slash should be burned within
the year. He also called for the establishment of lookouts to cooperate with
the Forest Service detection system, and thus prevent 95 percent of the wild
fires from doing much damage. He also made the interesting statement that
the large lumber companies were on their last legs. No doubt, he reasoned

that once the virgin areas in large holdings were cut they would quite
naturally go out of business.
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his own holdings while others argue that the State should assume the burden.

I incline to the latter opinion. State patrols should be supplemented by
private associations of timber owners and by the several counties through
their respective boards of supervisors . . . the State should fulfill its responsibility in the matter of aid to private owners in fire protection and taxes so
that it will be possible for them to practice a system of forestry that will at
least maintain the minimum of production.
The cut-over lands must be protected from fire so that they may furnish a
perpetual yield, and continue to give employment to the large army that are
dependent upon the lumber industry. An efficient State patrol, maintained by
the State, is the only practical way to secure this protection. An appropriation is necessary to secure such a patrol.

It was declared that one and one-half million acres of cut-over land
was in need of fire protection at this time.
General fire statistics from all sources, including Federal, covering
several years were included in the State Forester's report. Probably

the figures were reasonably accurate inasmuch as there were now
1100 firewardens active throughout the State, of whom 250 were
Forest Service employees. As a matter of fact, this was the first fairly
dependable gathering of statewide fire statistics in California.22
About 40 arrests were made each year for fire law violations. This
figure must have represented a very small portion of violations, but it
does indicate the important place of law enforcement at that time.
The dependence upon a volunteer warden system was again declared
to be a weakness which allowed offenders to escape.
During 1912, 22 counties had expended a total of about S11,000 in
fire protection work. County fire protection as a system was practically standing still.
The Conservation Commission printed a report in 1912, as will be
noted later. However, it apparently was not prepared to take a stand
on the controversial practice of light-burning. Not so the State Forester, even though his BIENNIAL REPORT required merely a half page

to dispose of the subject, including a picture of a pine forest through
which a fire had evidently just burned. His opinion was embraced
within the picture caption which read as follows:
The forest floor, so necessary for the retention of water, is destroyed; seedlings and small trees are killed and the ground is unsuited for the germination
of the seeds. The cost is prohibitive. It would cost about $9,000,000 to burn
over our forest area once. Such a practice should be prohibited by law.
22 Year
1909
1910.

No. Fires
.

638
738

1911---------------------------------------------------- 1064

1912

998

Acres Burned
357,269
519,463
282,284
156,241
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Such advocacy of regulation upon private property in respect to
issues which were still technically undetermined must have been the
primary contributing factor for the rift between Homans and many
lumber operators. It is interesting that at least one landowner at this
time advocated the mandatory use of light-burning under law for fire
prevention purposes. Probably most timbermen stood with the Conservation Commission about mid-way without strong convictions
either way. All seemed to agree that something within reason should
be done to reduce potential fire damage.
A county by county tax assessment study for forested lands was
reported in considerable detail in the REPORT. It would be difficult to
disagree with the State Forester's conclusion that taxing practices
and results were haphazard, and that taxation along with fire protection was a problem to be solved before reforestation upon private
land could be expected. Said Homans, "I want to see the lumbermen
practice forestry because it pays them to do so, not because public
sentiment or the legislature may demand it."
Taxation laws from other States were quoted in detail. In another
chapter the State Forester's REPORT briefly described the forestry
organizations and expenditures of 22 other States. The latter material
was borrowed by the Conservation Commission at this time to emphasize the backward attitude toward forest protection and regeneration
then prevailing in California.
For some reason there was also included a chapter on the essentials
of the entire science of forestry including silviculture, cruising, scaling, cuttings systems and wood preservation. Perhaps it was felt that
it was time the general public learned that there actually could be an
orderly system of perpetual forest use. More likely, Homans wished

to furnish a small textbook for the growing number of students
interested in forestry as a career.
Then followed a chapter called Contributed Papers. These came
from the active fire protection associations and conservation clubs
throughout the State. This portion of the REPORT will no doubt increase in value because of the historical atmosphere it establishes for
that particular time.

In response to many inquiries to the State Forester one chapter
was devoted to Suggestions to the Prospective Forest Student. It was

yet two and one-half years before the State of California was to
establish a school of forestry at Berkeley, although lectures were
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given there at summer session by Forest Service personnel.23 Stanford
and the Idyliwild School of Forestry at Riverside possibly gave more
intensive training in the subject. In a good outline of what made up a
career in forestry, the REPORT declared that opportunities for tech-

nically trained men were almost unlimited.
Two and one-half pages of fine print were devoted to a chapter
entitled A Study of Street and Highway Planting. Anticipating the
question of why such a subject should be considered, the State Forester simply said that the constant queries from the general public
indicated the need for the compilation of information in one place.
However, little information on the actual subject was given since this
was merely a progress report on the current study.

Probably in the fall of 1913 Board of Forestry Bulletin No. 4,
Street and Highway Planting, was printed. Ben 'V. Morrison was
credited as author of the undated 140 page booklet.
No record of the number printed or of distribution can be found
but the booklet must have been quite popular. A later report indicates
that a reprint of 2,000 copies was made in the 1917-18 biennium. In
the work of preparing this bulletin the Board of Forestry was moving,
perhaps unwittingly, toward the acquisition of its own nursery two
decades after the dissolution of 1893 transferred the Chico and Santa
Monica stations to the University.
The BIENNIAL REPORT OF 1912 was closed with an expenditure
statement and proposed budget. The budget was elaborately justified.
Mr. Homans wished to increase his $30,300 biennial appropriation as
follows. He intended to recommend $38,100 for support of his office,

$132,500 to develop a true fire protection field force of 30 firewardens, $4500 to acquire and maintain an experiment station on 160

acres of cut-over land in order to study methods of reforestation,
$17,600 for technical personnel including a forest entomologist. It
cannot be said of State Forester Homans that he lacked foresight
and specific plans.

1912 was a year of forestry publications (especially when the
official report of the Conservation Commission is also considered).
According to the annual practice a small pocket-sized booklet of
laws was published by the State Forester. This also included general
firefighting advice, and the names of all firewardens. Two other pub23 The Forestry Club on the Berkeley campus petitioned each member of the 1912
Legislature by letter to support legislation to establish a forest school: Calif.
Outlook, June 15, 1912.
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lications of note also appeared. Bulletin No. 2, consisted of 175
pages, was entitled Pharmacal Plants and Their Culture. It was prepared by Albert Schneider, M.D., Ph.D. In it, 869 species of plants
were described with their medicinal or toxic qualities. Many of them
were not indigenous to California but were presumed to be subject

to cultivation in this State.
Bulletin No. 3, entitled Wood-Using Industries of California was
a booklet of 114 pages with numerous pictures of wood processing
plants and their products and also a listing of business concerns which
were fabricating material of wood in this State. Species of wood then

in use, their source, quantity used and quality specifications were
recorded. This publication was prepared by Andrew K. Armstrong,
an engineer, in cooperation with the U. S. Forest Service.
The cause of forest conservation was moving inevitably forward
in California and the Nation during these years before the great war.
But State Government in California was definitely not allowing itself

to be hurried. Perhaps the energies of the Legislature were too exhausted by its labor in other directions under the spur of Governor
Johnson and his progressive associates, especially in the early years
of his administration.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
GEO1GE Moaxis HOMANS was born in East Vassalboro, Maine, on December 23,

1881, the son of George H. and Elizabeth Nowell Homans. He practically never
used the name George in later life.
Homans attended Massachusetts Institute of Technology for 2 years and then
received a Bachelor of Forestry degree at the famous Biltmore Forest School in
1904. lIe attended the Yale Summer School of Forestry and also received special

courses at the Arnold Arboretum in North Carolina. He went to work for the
U. S. Bureau of Forestry in 1904. Homans was assigned to study forest tracts in
the Mississippi Valley, in Kentucky, and for the Northern Pacific Railway Com-

pany. He spent a short time as assistant inspector in the Oregon, Washington,
Alaska District. From this early service in the Northwest he earned the casual
nickname "Puget." He then was transferred to California when the new administrative district was created in December, 1908, to become assistant district
forester in charge of silviculture.

Homans was appointed to the State Forester's position in February 1910 by
Governor Gillett. He was a man of medium stature, generally quiet and reserved

and not fond of physical exercise. His pince-nez glasses gave him a rather
professorial look. In fact, his New England manners and diverse educational
background did not earn him universal popularity among some of the rugged
personalities of the day. He was commonly looked upon as a "Harvard man'
because of his mannerisms. Mr. Homans never married,
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Probably as State Forester he was at his best before intellectual or social groups
where he could expound in a scholarly manner upon the current needs of State
forestry. He left no important writings. It has been said that he excelled at the
art of seizing good ideas and elaborating upon them. That is not an unworthy
talent in the field of political administration. At any rate, his official reports
demonstrate that he possessed the courage to champion his convictions regarding
the public interest in forestry affairs. He served through a long decade in which
there was an obvious need for increased public attention to the issues of water
and forest conservation. That there was precious little forward progress can not
be charged to Homans' failure to try to lead. Nor would he retreat.
In respect to one unpleasant incident in Homans' career, currently available
evidence indicates that the man was unjustly persecuted. The evidence is so frail
that nothing is to be found in the files of the Society of American Foresters
regarding it. It seems certain, however, that Homans' name was stricken from the
rolls of the California section of the society because of his alleged encouragement
of the sales of stock in eucalyptus plantations which eventually caused money loss
for investors and embarrassment for the forestry people of this State. (Some
'old-timers" confuse Lull with Homans in this episode.) Homans did believe,
along with many other respectable men, that eucalyptus wood and its by-products
were certain of a great commercial future. At the same time, through official
investigations and publications, he warned that eucalyptus as a financial investment was being too optimistically thrust before the public.
During the Mexican border trouble (presumably 1916) Homans went south

with a machine gun company from Sacramento. During the World War he
apparently was accepted in the Officers Training Corps, then discharged when he
contracted a bad case of pneumonia. (These two military episodes are printed in

his obituary notice on the front page of the Sacramento Bee, November 21,
1921.)

About a year prior to his death, Mr. Homans was one of the victims in an auto
accident in San Diego which also involved several Board of Forestry members.
He was seriously injured and it was commonly said that because of this a latent
tubercular condition was aggravated to the point that he succumbed on November
20, 1921. It is also said that excessive smoke inhalation on a forest fire was the
cause. For about a year he had been seeking help at Colf ax, Los Gatos and then
Monrovia. Mr. Homans was buried in Southern California, his nearest relatives
far away in Maine except an aunt in Oregon.
G. Morris Homans was considered to possess a rather cold personality by some.

By his staff he was called "Chief" and those who worked close to the man
regarded him with affection. His assistant and immediate successor was thoughtful

enough to create for him a rather notable monument. The popular book Shade
and Ornamental Trees was ready for the printer at the time of Homans' death.
Mr. Pratt dedicated the book to his late chief and referred to him accurately as
"a pioneer of forestry in California."

Chapter Fifteen

Conservation Commission of California
Forestry cannot be attended to by a single effort or by a single
agency. It requires the cooperative effort of everybody. The

businessman, the farmer, the cattleman, the law maker, the

scientist, the educator, all have a part to play in this vast
cooperative movement. Directly or indirectly forestry benefits
everybody.

J. S. Iu.icic in General Forestry

The National Conservation Commission

On a national scale the years 1907 and 1908 witnessed a political
interest in the conservation of natural resources which could well be

claimed as unique in the history of this Nation and perhaps any
other. President Theodore Roosevelt had appointed an honorary Inland Waterways Commission in March 1907 and then in May of 1908
he presided over the great White House Conference which is sometimes called the Conference of Governors. One authority says, "Never
before in the history of the Nation had so representative an audience gathered together. Never . . . had the scientific men of the
country met upon equal footing with those engaged in politics." 1
Shortly after this conference, Roosevelt appointed a 49 member
National Conservation Commission. The several States were urged to
create similar commissions and many of them did. California showed
no specific and obvious response until the Progressive Republicans
came into power in 1911.
In December of 1908 the Joint Conservation Conference, the most
substantial gathering of the National Conservation Commission, met
in Washington under the chairmanship of Gifford Pinchot. The proceedings of the Joint Conference is essentially contained in the first
of a monumental three volume Report of the National Conservation
Commission (G. P. 0., 1909). The two following volumes represent
what was certainly the most exhaustive general study and report upon

the national condition of land, water, mineral and forest resources
in the United States ever made up to that time.
1 C. R. Van Hise, The Conservation of Natural Resources (1910) pp 2-14. See
also vol. 1, Report of the National Conservation Commission, 1909, issued as a
Senate Document, 60th Cong., 2nd ses.
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The record indicates that Congressman J. C. Needham of Modesto
attended the Joint Conference as a representative of Governor Gillett.
Needham was to be classed among the conservative Republicans of
that era. There is no indication of active participation upon his part
at the conference, nor for that matter, of Frank H. Short, Grant
Conard and Mrs. Lovell White, each of whom was listed as a State of
California representative. Presumably the latter designation indicated

that their appointment came from Washington. On the other hand,
Francis Cuttle and George C. Pardee played an important role. The
latter seems to have been chairman of a committee on resolutions.
Cuttle proposed a resolution which was adopted unanimously by
the conference. The preamble of his resolution referred to the destruction of timber on the watersheds of the rivers of the Nation and
the consequent floods and interference with utility of water for navigation, power, domestic use and irrigation. It was resolved:
That we recommend that the several States enact laws regulating the cutting

and removal of timber and slash on private lands to the end that the continuity of the forests of our country may be assured; that the damage from
floods may be prevented .

It may be presumed that this resolution found its reflection in the
several proposed laws in later sessions of the California Legislature
aimed at the regulation of destruction or disturbance of vegetation
growing upon watersheds of this State.

It may be more reasonably presumed that delegates Cuttle and
Pardee had indelibly impressed upon the responsible people of California their logical place as leaders in the conservation movement.
The Conservation Commission of California

There was no hesitation upon the part of the Progressive Republicans in California in the spring of 1911 to establish a commission by
statute which could deal firmly and officially with the problems of
natural resource conservation. The situation was strongly reminiscent
of the attitude prevailing in 1903 when Governor Pardee seized the
initiative and demanded that the great joint forest and water survey
be undertaken.

Perhaps by 1911 the matter of regulating the use of water for
hydroelectric power was a dominant feature. However that may have
been, forestry problems were by no means neglected.
Chapter 408 was approved by Governor Johnson on April 8, 1911.
The preamble of this law described it as
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An act creating and establishing a commission for investigating and gathering

data and information concerning the subjects of forestry, water, the use of
water, water power, electricity, electrical and other power, mines and mining,
mineral and other lands, dredging, reclamation and irrigation, and for revising, systematizing and reforming the laws of this state upon . . . these said
subjects; providing for the appointment of said commission

The commission was to consist of three persons appointed by the
Governor to work without compensation. For the making of studies
and reports, $100,000 was appropriated. The law provided that the
commission could hire assistants and experts who would have the

authority to go upon private property when necessary to conduct
investigations. All State officers were instructed to furnish such assistance as might be required.

Former Governor George C. Pardee was promptly appointed and
made chairman of the commission. Ralph W. Bull of Eureka was also
appointed but he soon resigned. Bull was succeeded by J. P. Baum-

gartner, a publisher of Santa Ana. The third member was Francis
Cuttle of Riverside.2

A separate attack was made on unresolved water use problems in
the Legislature of 1911, especially in respect to establishing a code of
regulations. Opposition to any system of firm control was too great
(at least, according to Louis Glavis). Nevertheless, A Board of Water

Control was created by Chapter 406. This appointive commission
(sometimes called the Water Board or Water Commission) had authority to grant certain use and appropriation licenses. Its general
function seems to have been to make investigations in cooperation
with the Conservation Commission.
In order to appreciate the political atmosphere of that day one
must bear in mind that this was the most active era of progressive
upheaval. Nationally, of course, former President Theodore Roosevelt was still the champion who had "returned government to the
people." Typical of his defiance of the "vested interests" had been
his withdrawal of more than 200 million acres of public domain from

private entry. Gifford Pinchot's place as the white knight of forest
conservation is well known (see his Breaking New Ground).
But now in the White House, the judicious and moderate Taft
found difficulty at times in playing the same vigorous role as his
predecessor in spite of the fact that he was hand-picked by Roosevelt
2 Pardee, Bull and Cuttle with nine others, including Marshall Black, wrote the
first draft of the commission act for the Republican Central Committee. Bull
later became the chairman of the State Highway Commission.
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for the job. This moderation on the part of Taft led to several
political incidents such as his defense of the Payne-Aldrich tariff
which alienated the progressive element of the Nation from his support. And then the Pinchot-Ballinger affair broke loose.
The reason for mentioning the latter controversy here is two-fold.
While it may not appear especially evident on the surface, the fact
remains that the prime result of that bitter struggle, namely, the
removal of the fiery challenger and noble warrior, Gifford Pinchot,
from the Chief Forester's office, did allow the smoke of battle to clear
away while some honorable compromises were concluded along the

conservation front.3 Secondly, the trigger man of the Pinchot-Ballinger affair did a repeat performance of sorts in California.
The Glavis Affair

Louis R. Glavis was hired in 1911 by the California Conservation
Commission and also the Board of Water Control as the secretary of
those related State agencies. He had a considerable responsibility and
no doubt performed some fine work for his busy employers. It might
be further assumed that George Pardee, as the close friend of Gifford
Pinchot, hired the recently unemployed Glavis for the job.
Glavis had been an investigator in the Interior Department under
Secretary Richard J3allinger. In 1909 Glavis became so aroused over
the proposed validation of certain public domain land withdrawals in
Alaska that he turned to Pinchot as a known defender of the public
interest. This, of course, meant carrying tales into another department of government. Glavis convinced Pinchot that his boss had

connived to turn over these coal bearing lands to a big business
syndicate. Pinchot denounced Ballinger and advised Glavis to lay
his accusations before President Taft. The latter heard Glavis but
believed Ballinger's rebuttal. Glavis was discharged as might be
expected.
Elmo Richardson (thesis "Politics of the Conservation Issue in the Far West,"
op. cit., p 157) says, "No piece of legislation, no statement by any officer of
the government during the entire course of the administration of conservation
brought such a feeling of satisfaction to the people of the Far West as the
removal of Gifford Pinchot as Chief Forester."
It also brought T. R. roaring out of the African jungle (at least in the popular
conception of the moment) and caused a few mass protest meetings such as
that held on the Stanford campus. The end result was surely a serious political
set-back for the conservative Republicans.
The Pinchot-Ballinger affair is briefly but well recounted by Arthur S. Link,
American Epoch, pp 102-3, (1955).
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Pinchot refused to halt his outcry and virtually forced Taft to
remove him from office. This occurred in January 1910. By this time
the entire Nation was aroused. Democrats and insurgent Republicans
forced Congress to investigate the entire case. Says historian Link:
A committee packed by administration leaders voted Ballinger a clean bill

of health. But the trenchant questions asked by Louis D. Brandeis, who
represented Glavis, exposed Ballinger, not as a corrupt public official, but as
an opponent of conservation and a champion of the far western demand for
rapid distribution of the remaining public domain.

Then in California during the summer of 1912, Hiram Johnson and
George Pardee and the other leading Progressive Republicans were
deeply involved in the political maneuvering which led to the formation of the Bull Moose Party with Roosevelt the candidate for President and Johnson as his running mate, and Woodrow Wilson standing
practically unnoticed in the opposite wings of the political stage.

In the meantime, Secretary Glavis had been engaging in a little
part time personal work for personal profit, what with having to
travel to Washington now and then on official State errands.
In essence it seems that a very large area of public domain was

scheduled for transfer to this State, and California officials had
already arranged for its sale to several lumber concerns. Glavis
stoutly maintained that the project described below was legitimate
and that his activity therein was his own business.
The San Francisco Chronicle of September 25, 1912, printed an
editorial entitled "A Teapot Tempest," in which it gave the impression of excusing Glavis. Be that as it may, this paper opposed the
Progressive Republicans and had been no particular friend of the
Pinchot conservation policies. Also it must be remembered that a vital

national political struggle was boiling at the time and any political
molehill might suddenly be blown up to mountainous proportions.
The Chronicle listed five charges against Glavis and derided them
as being inconsequential.

The land transfer muddle is not worth trying to untangle here but
it could be a good example of how both the State and National Governments were actually helping to create the land monopolies which
basic government policy appeared to abhor. The Chronicle sarcastically maintained that "in this case the crime, if any, seems to be in

the State itself, which had not only sold the land to timber men,
presumably wretches, but had done so before getting title . . .
It was also charged that Glavis had shown a draft of a forestry bill
proposed by the Conservation Commission to certain influential tim-
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bermen before showing it to the State Forester. No doubt the whole
story behind this accusation if known would indicate just where and
when Homans broke with the commission.

Somewhere in the hurly-burly, (as reported in the Chronicle) the
records of the Surveyor-General's office were alleged "to be in such
confusion that nobody on earth can make heads or tails of them" and
"Glavis flew to the rescue, straightened everything out, and out of
the debris dug out no less than one million acres of land to which the
State is entitled, and which through Secretary Glavis' industry the
State will get." For obvious reasons this article did not make Surveyor-General Kingsbury happy.
The Chronicle article closed by saying that these pretentious issues
should be left to the Conservation Commission and "The rest of us
would do well to forget it. But Mr. Glavis can now himself realize
how it feels to have other people firing brickbats at a fellow."
Among the charges sarcastically listed by the Chronicle was that of
persuading the Lieutenant Governor "to send wicked delegates" to
the Fourth National Conservation Congress to be held in late October. (It might have been possible that such officially selected delegates traveled at State expense). At any rate, Governor Johnson did

not look upon this as a trivial thing. Said Hiram, "I am quite at a
loss to understand why an anti-conservationist like W should have
been selected by Glavis for appointment by Lieutenant Governor
Wallace"
Since the statement was addressed to Commission Chairman
Pardee, the latter agreed plainly, and as was his wont at times,
profanely.4

In the meantime, State Forester Homans and Surveyor-General
Kingsbury had declared war on the Conservation Commission and
Glavis, for reasons not clear but probably involved with proposed
legislation. It will be shown how Homans strongly disagreed with the
commission as to forestry legislation in 1913, but it would appear
that Glavis might have made some general charges of inefficiency or
the like against Homans on his own part.
The Sacramento Bee of September 23 and 24 devoted considerable
space under a heading, "Pardee desires Glavis charge put in writing.
From letter of 12/16/12, Pardee to Cuttle and Baumgartner (Cuttle papers,
Bear Valley Water Co., Redlands). Also the stenographic record of the
Dec. 20, 1912, meeting in the Governor's office: "Investigation in ré Louis R.
Glavis", State Archives.
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Homans and Kingsbury stand by charge against secretary." Homans
was quoted as saying that he would lay nothing before the Conservation Commission because it had no authority to act as judge and jury.
The October 3rd Chronicle noted that the Board of Control had held
up the salary of Glavis while the charges against him were investigated.
On Sunday, December 20, 1912, Governor Johnson called a meeting in his office to thresh out the family quarrel which was doing no
good for his administration. No doubt as a direct result of the woodshed treatment there administered, the stormy petrel of Progressive
Republican and conservation politics, Louis R. Glavis, resigned his
California office and dropped from the newspaper headlines. Glavis

had abused a position of public trust to gain private profit. His
superiors were men of impeccable personal integrity and this was no
time for even the most minor political scandal to arise in the party.
The Report of 1912

On the first day of January 1913, the California Conservation
Commission transmitted to the Governor and the Legislature a report

consisting of more than 500 printed pages with an attachment of a
half dozen maps. Then at the end of 1914 the commission issued
a mimeographed pamphlet which consisted almost exclusively of the
drafts of bills intended for submission to the Legislature in 1915,
including arguments justifying the proposed legislation.
The commissioners were experienced men capable of appreciating
the dimensions of the task set before them. Because of the desire for
efficiency and the recognized advantage of professional experience,
the commission promptly entered into cooperative working agreements with Federal and State agencies which were already constituted
to engage in the several fields of interest.

Naturally, the bulk of the voluminous 1912 Report is concerned
with water rights and water resources as such were related to current
consumption and predicted needs. This was not an engineering study

for the purpose of planning dams and canals. It was primarily an
intensive inventory of conditions existing at the time, with the best
possible estimates of future local development.
Mineral lands, including oil and gas, received only a few pages in
the Report, largely because of the lack of time by the commission to
divert its interest from what was considered more important business.
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It was also stated that this was a field in which the Federal Governinent had responsibility and power to act.

Fish and game was not a specific subject of inquiry before the
commission, yet there was included one paragraph of exactly 63
words to emphasize the need for conservation and preservation of this

valuable natural resource. The inclusion is significant in respect to
far-reaching legislation introduced by the commission in 1915 to reorganize State Government.
It is difficult to judge the final influence upon forestry matters
which may be credited to the Conservation Commission. Perhaps the
ultimate accomplishment is not to be measured so much in new laws

written into the statutes as in the fact that this body pushed the
drive wheels of progress off dead center. Part of the time the commission was pushing one way and the State Forester another. Nevertheless, single-handedly Mr. Homans had hardly been able to stir up
even a respectable quarrel heretofore on the subject of forest conservation in California. One thing was accomplished for certain. A Considerable background of information for the next two legislative
sessions was provided by the progressive activity of the Conservation
Commission prior to the end of 1912.

In respect to forestry matters, there are two major categories of
commission inquiry that are considered to be of interest. One is
obviously the broad subject of forest conservation, including protection, reforestation and taxation. The other is the disposition of State

school land. Although the latter is for the most part a separate
problem, nevertheless, it involved a very considerable area of what
could have been State Forest Reserves, or at least properly managed
private forest land.
The commission expressed itself clearly in the Report of 1912 regarding its attitude toward the preservation of natural resources:
Conservation of natural resources should consist, in the view of this commission, not necessarily in the preservation of those resources, but in the use
of them, in such quantities, under such conditions and at such times as the

needs of the people require; without, however, any unnecessary waste or
destruction, and without permitting them to become the subjects of monopolies detrimental to the public good.

Much more was said in lamentation for the general failure of the
basic government policy in the disposition of the public domain. The
Federal idea seems quite clearly to have been to encourage wide-
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spread homesteading and development of many small and independent parcels of land throughout the West. Somewhere in high places
the economic futility of trying to make small farms out of vast and
rugged timberlands and deserts does not seem to have penetrated.
The development of arid land farms through cooperative irrigation

projects in southeastern California, in accordance with the Carey
Act, is very much a part of the work of the Conservation Commission
of California. However, it is of little interest to the story of government forestry and will be therefore practically disregarded here.

It was declared by some persons that even the grants of public
domain to the railroads were made with the understanding that small

land parcels would be sOld to individual parties. Under this basic
Federal policy it is not surprising that those State agents responsible
f or the disposition of the school land made no practical distinction
between what could become a homestead and what would result in
cut-over tax delinquent forest land in scattered parcels throughout
the State. Or probably it would be more logical to hold delinquent the
system of laws which made it mandatory to dispose of the school land
at fixed and nominal prices.
It will be remembered that this was no new theme for Dr. Pardee.
He had been chairman of the Commission on Revenue and Taxation
of 1906. Scattered school land as well as tax delinquent and deserted
land in all respects had greatly concerned that official body. Its report
in 1906 had deplored the deterioration of potential timber lands, but
above all, the preservation of a steady supply of water for the valley
land was declared to be the first consideration.
Now in 1912 it was quite logical that the Conservation Commission

should wish to study the same ground again. It seems that little
attention had been paid to this aspect of the Tax Report of 1906. As
a matter of fact, no one actually knew enough about the status of
State school land to tell the commission anything about it. Thirteen
reasonable questions of inquiry were addressed to the responsible
State official.

Surveyor-General W. S. Kingsbury returned his answers which are
briefed as follows:
The acreage of school land granted to the State, acreage sold, and acreage
still owned by the State, has never been tabulated.
No examination has been made to ascertain the character and value of the
State lands.
No lands are appraised before they are sold.
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The school lands must be sold, under the present law, at $2.50 per acre
when proper application is made.

If there is any timber on the land, it goes with the land without additional
charge. There is, at present, no known timber land.

The Report continues:
Mr. Kingsbury in his communication also stated that until certain matters
are adjusted "it will be impossible to make even the roughest kind of an
estimate of the amount of land owned by the State." Owing to the conditions
of the records of our State Land Office, and methods which, prevailing long
before Mr. Kingsbury became Surveyor-General, undoubtedly caused this
confusion and uncertainty, the Commission determined to ascertain what
lands, if any, the State still owned,

The indefinite status of lands caused the commission to recommend
to the Legislature that no further sales be made until September 1913.
This recommendation became law.
Once again the recommendation of the old Board of Forestry and
later State Forester's was repeated. Said the Conservation Commission,
we believe that for the next two years these lands should be withheld from
sale; that they be examined and determination be made as to what portions
thereof should be sold and what portions thereof retained by the State for
transfer to the United States in lieu of lands in a compact body which the

State might be able to exchange thereof or to be used as a State Forest
Reserve.

It was not until 1923 that the Legislature passed a law which
provided for the exchange of scattered State lands within the National
Forests for Federal timber lands of approximate status.

The commission allotted $5000 toward a cooperative State and
U. S. Department of Interior search of records to determine the
location of school lands. The result occupied 50 pages of listings in
the Report of 1912. The details of the complicated conveyances and
lieu selections of land back and forth between State and Nation were
possibly understood by a few people. But no one, and certainly not
the Conservation Commission, could recommend a really fair settlement for the muddle of double sales of the same land which had been
made by the State to different private purchasers.

In round figures it appears that the State of California by 1912
had disposed of more than four million acres of school land, and there
remained approximately 1,175,000 acres. (Grants of public domain
12-77773
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for all purposes to the State of California are recorded as being more
than eight and one-third million acres at this time).5
The forestry section of the Report of 1912 was not lengthy. About
30 pages were devoted to general subjects and a dozen pages to the

State Forester's county by county forest land taxation study. Also
included in a pocket in the back of the book was a State map showing
in color the blocks of single forest land ownerships for those holdings
exceeding 20,000 acres.6

The forestry portion of the Report of 1912 should be read with an
understanding of what had immediately gone before, as described
above, and also in its much more important status as an official guide
for legislative action to follow.
The commission endorsed the Federal conveyance of small plots of
surrounding public domain for the enlargement of the California Red-

wood Park in support of the Legislature's Joint Resolution to that
effect of December 1911.
It repeated the familiar arguments in favor of protection from fire,
and quoted portions of the State Forester's REPORT of 1910. Mention

was made of the commission's proposed forest fire bill, although
nothing of its substance was recorded in the Report. Beyond question,
this proposal was introduced as A. B. No. 643 of 1913. It also seems
logical that the quotation below indicates why the Protective Association hesitated to develop directly into a firefighting organization.
The Report said,
The State should have a well organized fire patrol under the guidance of a
practical firewarden, which is the most effective known manner of preventing
and suppressing fires. Among other methods advocated is that of volunteer
fire associations, but from the information at hand we are of the opinion that

this plan works well only in theory. In actual practice it is found that the
members hesitate to compel one another to clean up a dangerous fire menace

in the forest, or take any definite action to prevent fires. The subordinates
having the management of these voluntary associations likewise have some

It is interesting to observe from other records that at this very period some
groups of citizens were agitating to have the United States transfer to the
States all of the National Forest lands (see State Forester's FIFTH BIENNIAL
REPORT, page 62). As opposing arguments this Conservation Commission
Report of 1912, coupled with the Proceedings of the Fifth National Congress
of 1913, contain most serious indictments of the wasteful manner in which

the several States had disposed of lands ceded to them from the public
domain.

The State Forester's official expenditure statement shows that he had expended
$4,750 for gathering data on cut-over land, forest ownership and forest taxation. The commission record indicates that $754 had been allotted to assist in
the project.
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hesitancy about ordering the men from whom they draw their salaries to
attend the nuisances and other matters that may have been neglected. This is
especially true as to the member who subscribes most liberally.

States suffering from the results of large and disastrous fires, costing
millions of dollars and, in some cases many lives, are realizing that the
prevention of fires is more effective and economical than fighting fires after
they are started.
The greatest difficulty in devising a plan for an adequate and permanent
system of forest fire prevention and suppression is in securing an appropriation sufficiently elastic to bear the burden of unusual and unexpected heavy
demands upon it for the actual fighting of fires.

In the quotation above it is well to mark the term "practical firewarden" and observe how it came to the surface in proposed legislation for 1915.

The touch and go reference to the light-burning system in the
Report of 1912 is almost amusing and undoubtedly in keeping with
the bewilderment of the commission. A hazy picture of a smoking
ground fire under timber was printed and captioned, "Light burning
methods used by some of the large timber holders." That is all.
The commission reasoned that a forest fire burning uncontrolled is
a public nuisance, and since it is generally impossible to discover the
party guilty of causing the nuisance it then evolves upon the land
owner to abate it. Basic law was declared to be very clear in providing that if some agent performed an act which another was legally
bound to perform, then the agent was entitled to just compensation.
The necessary matter of giving proper notice to the responsible party
was not forgotten. However, said the commission, in the case of a

forest fire "such notice would be ineffectual: for by the time the
responsible person received notice the damage would be beyond
repair and the fire beyond control."
This was followed by references to many court decisions as to the
duties and privileges of government in acting forthwith to protect
the public welfare in times of emergency. The briefest and most succinct reference was probably that taken from 209 U.S. 349:
That State as quasi-sovereign and representative of the interest of the
public, has a standing in court to protect the atmosphere, the water and
forests, within its territory, irrespective of the assent or dissent of the private
owners immediately concerned.

The Conservation Commission deplored the development of private

monopolies of natural resources. Such monopolies tended to create
two distinct social classes in a manner inconsistent with the principles
of American democracy. It also deplored the practice of holding ma-
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ture timber in "cold storage" for the purpose of cashing in on the
anticipated shortage. Likewise condemned was the "sacrifice of unripe
timber" for the sake of expediency. In other words, as practical advocates of the principles of democratic government and free enterprise,

the commission recognized the true status of forestry and the forest
industry, but it did not have to say that it was pleased. In the end it
proposed what appears to have been a thoroughly sensible piece of
legislation to gather up deserted cut-over land. A bill was written with
the endorsement of the industry. It is regrettable that the Legislature
did not see fit to give it life in the session of 1915.
Said the report:
The Conservation Commission does not suggest or recommend that this State

shall spend any large sums of money for the acquisition of forest lands.
But . . . it does recommend that the State acquire, or take temporary control
of large areas of cut-over lands for the purpose of initiating the reforestation
thereof.
Furthermore, the State, by the exercise of its police power, can and ought
to adopt such regulatory measures as will prevent, so far as may be possible,
the unnecessary destruction and extermination of even the privately owned
forests, either by reckless lumbering operations or by fire.

The commission was greatly puzzled about making recommendations in respect to governmental regulation of privately owned timber

lands. There was no question about the privilege of the owner to
exploit them for a profit, and it was evident that the owner could not
be expected to make prohibitive expenditures to protect them. Yet

the general public values inherent in the lands made it necessary
for the issue to be met. It was declared to be the duty of the Federal
and State Governments to set the example and bear the expense of
reforestation of cut-over lands. The commission justified this entry
of government into private business first of all upon the need for
meeting the oft-mentioned timber famine. Secondly, it stated that
"for every dollar the timber owner makes out of the timber, the
community and State generally make two." This conclusion was, of
course, based upon the fact that jobs were provided, business was
stimulated, and the subsequent tax base strengthened.

In respect to the taxation of forest land, this commission had
advanced in ideas little beyond the tax commission of 1906. The
report complained that this had been a vexing question for a long
time. It said that forest owners claimed that annual taxation was an
incentive to early elimination of the timber. The owners also claimed
that a growing crop should not be taxed until it was harvested. Some
persons claimed that the annual growth increment should be taxed.
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Others claimed that without the tax income from timber some counties could not maintain schools and other local government functions.
Said the commission:
The Conservation Commission is free to confess that this subject matter is
one to which it has, as yet, been unable to give sufficient attention to enable
it to formulate any recommendation to the Legislature.

The commission also said that the subject of reforestation was one

one of the most important then confronting this country because,
"Our timber supply will, at the present rate of forest destruction, be
exhausted in less than fifty years." The inducements to encourage
tree planting by private parties over the past 25 years had not been
successful, said the report, because private capital would not be
invested in such a long term experimental venture.
The Conservation Commission Report of 1912 closed its forestry
section by printing a listing of fire protection activity by States,
showing area protected and the sources of funds. California's negative status did not compare well with a $14,000 fire protection expenditure in Oregon, $20,000 in Washington State, and even $25,000

for Massachusetts. Minnesota was earning $10,000 annually of
Weeks Act Federal aid money to spend with its $26,000 State appropriation.

In the State of California at this time the Forest Service made a
fire protection expenditure each year varying between $136,000 and
$250,000, depending upon the severity of the fire season. This was a
very large sum of money at that time for such a purpose.
No wonder the realist preparing the fire protection story of activity
by States for the Forestry Report of the Fifth National Conservation
Congress made the following statement in respect to California:
The State of California is responsible for the most serious obstacle in the
way of reasonable security from fires within her borders. .
Of course a thousand refinements of organization or improvements of
method are necessary to perfect the best protection system we have. But
these do not need discussion for a State which not only has no protection
system but no law authorizing one.

Discussion of Forestry Problems

At San Francisco on March 26 and 27, 1912, representative lumbermen were called together by the Conservation Commission for the
express purpose of discussing important issues pertaining to the forest
lands of California. Fortunately for historical purposes, the verbatim
record of this meeting was printed at the State Printing Plant under
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the title Discussion of Forestry Problems (1912). It forms a booklet
of 90 crowded pages.

It is regrettable that the recorder failed to fully identify some of
the representatives and even neglected to name the location of the
meeting. It is certain, however, that the meeting was advertised by
the commission and was arranged to be held in San Francisco immediately prior to the lumbermen's convention which formed the California Forest Protection Association, although it would be practically
impossible to say which meeting was arranged first.
Aside from the pertinent information gained by the Conservation

Commission the printed report has provided a precious record of
some of the ideas of the time as expressed by leading landholders and
lumber operators and it also provides a forecast of trends in policy
and legislation that were to follow.
There is no evidence of personal or professional rancor throughout
the meeting in spite of the mild taunts of the wily Doctor Pardee who
stated repeatedly that he hoped to stir up a fight and flush out every
possible idea that could be of benefit to the commission. Naturally.
at such a free exchange of ideas the subject matter was far-ranging at
times. But the leading subjects of discussion can be catalogued under

six headings as follows: (1) a discussion of the draft of some proposed law (which, unfortunately, was not set forth in the record),
(2) the theory of light-burning as a fire protection measure, (3) how
to establish a practical system to reforest cut-over land, (4) an organized State fire protection system, (5) government regulation of timber

harvesting on private land, (6) a proper method for taxing forest
land.

In respect to item (1), above, Bulletin No. 1 of the California
Forest Protective Association, issued in July the next year, declared
as follows:
That proposed bill imposed considerable pecuniary burdens on every timber

land proprietor and restricted very materially and wholly unnecessarily the
use and enjoyment of his own property. In fairness to the Commission we
should say that its members plainly showed their earnest desire to ascertain
the true facts . . . in fact, they called upon the Association, then in process
of formation, to submit its recommendations to them in the premises.

The bulletin further declared that one of the continuous activities
of the association until the Legislature convened in January was the
work of a special committee of its members with representatives of
the commission in the inspection of forested and cut-over land and
the framing of legislation "which would tend to fire prevention and
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control in the forests where necessary" without creating the objections cited above.

Some of the lumbermen present had not formed very positive
opinions in respect to the value of light-burning. [Joseph?] Wendling,
representing the Pacific Coast Sugar White Pine Association, was not
enthusiastic if his recorded statements in the Discussion are indicative. The two strong advocates of the system were Clinton L. Walker

of the Red River Lumber Company and George L. Hoxie, a timber
land owner from Anderson, Shasta County. Both went to considerable
length to describe costs and methods of operation. Mr. Walker quoted
30 cents per acre as the cost of work done by his company. District

Forester Coert duBois produced a record of 50 cents per acre in
Forest Service calculations.

The Forest Service contention was that even if the treatment
proved effective in preventing large fires, over a tremendous area such
as the National Forests an organized fire patrol force, ready to strike

at fires when they occurred, could accomplish more in actual fire
protection at less cost. There was little argument for or against lightburning presented by the lumbermen other than that their primary
aim was to accomplish a reduction in fire hazard in stands of mature
timber. DuBois attempted to impress them with his estimates of
reproduction loss and the actual saw timber destroyed from repeated
light-burns.7

Hoxie, under questioning from the commission, went so far as to

propound his belief that some agency of government should be
required to conduct widespread light-burning work throughout the
forests of the State as a protective measure, for which service the cost
should be mandatorily charged against the respective landowner.

Cuttle said that he could not conceive of any government agent
assuming the responsibility for using fire in such a manner
It is interesting to note that when Mr. Walker voiced the opinion
that this treatment by fire possessed the additional value of destroy-

ing harmful forest insects there apparently was not at that time
enough biological knowledge about forest insects for anyone to raise a

challenge to the theory. The exact opposite is generally held to be
true at the present date.
Prior to this meeting the following articles had been published pro and con in
respect to light-burning: F. E. Olmsted, Light Burning in California Forests,
USDA unnumbered circular, 1911; T. B. Walker article in Report of the
National Conservation Commission, 1909; G. L. Hoxie in Sunset, Aug. 1910.
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Quite as might have been expected, the delegates left that arena
each with the same opinions as when the debate was opened. And, no
doubt, all of them left only a sense of confusion among the honorable
members of the Conservation Commission.
B. A. McAllaster, manager of the Southern Pacific Land Department prepared and presented (through an attorney) a rather comprehensive scheme for the organization of fire protection districts. The
idea was not claimed as original, since it was said to be in effect in
British Columbia (and as a matter of fact, had been contemplated as
early as 1904 by the California Water and Forest Association).
It may be unfair to the company to allege that a locally supported

taxing scheme was more palatable to it than State General Fund
expeditures now that public utilities were the major tax paying
agencies, but the fact remains that the Conservation Commission in
its official report (page 10), nine months later, singled out this company for special reprimand because of its opposition to "adequate
forest fire legislation."
Be that as it may, the presented plan called for the establishment of
district areas where fire organizations would be created and supervised by State leaders.
The plan referred to the increasing burden that had fallen upon
individual land owners wishing to protect their property and how
more efficiency could be gained through cooperative effort. "It seems
as though the point has now been reached where the burden of administration should be placed upon the State, but at the expense of
those directly interested, including those who cannot be reached except through the usual taxation process."
This immediately led to uniform agreement among the assembled
conferees that the State of California should pay for such supervision.
But the dampening effect of past consistent legislative refusal to pro-

vide any fire protection costs was so strongly felt that even the
irrepressible Dr. Pardee was certain that no such appropriations
would be forthcoming.

Then someone remembered that transient users of the forested
lands were responsible for many of the fires. In fact, the lumbermen
present had uniformly attested to the fact that if only industry-caused
fires from large and responsible operators were the problem, then

there was little fire problem. They made no secret of their fear of
fires originating on small and temporary lumbering operations, from
scattered land clearing projects, and from the casual users of the
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forest who camped and then carelessly allowed fire to escape. No one

seriously contested the point that large operators had most to lose
from wildfire and that up to this time they had mostly to depend upon
their own firefighting efforts.
At any rate, covetous eyes were now cast on one type of revenue
for fire prevention in much the same manner as in later years repeated
suggestions were made that there should be a special tobacco use tax
for forest fire protection purposes. This time it was the fish and game
license fees that looked like a potential horse to ride. Then spoke Dr.
Pardee, the Voice of Experience, "I have no doubt but what the game

and fish men over the State, the amateurs and the dilettanti, would

make a great big fuss if you attempted to do that until you had
explained it to them over a course of several sessions of the legislature, which, of course, we do not want to do."
This conversation led to the cost of fire protection as contemplated
by the plan. The Forest Service was making an expenditure of approximately two cents per acre for fire prevention and suppression at
this time. The Southern Pacific Land Department, quite aside from a
consistent educational program carried on by its operating branch,
claimed to be making an expenditure of one-third cent per acre annually over a million acres.8

Then the method of zoning land within each district that should be
taxed under a proposed mandatory scheme was seriously discussed

and it was agreed that the Board of Forestry would probably find
that it did constitutionally have power to delineate district fire protection zones.

Very promptly in the course of this discussion the redwood people
declared that their lands were virtually immune from fire except the
cut-over areas and areas in which tanbark and Douglas fir predominated. They maintained that any mandatory State law regarding fire
protection should recognize the peculiar fire resistance of the redwood
and also the need for using fire to destroy debris during the harvesting
process. It is interesting to observe that 11 years later the first draft
of the Compulsory Patrol Act was amended in legislative committee
to make an exclusion of redwood forest land.
Two points were expressed with seeming agreement among the
assembled lumber people. They showed no antagonism to the 1911
8 It is probable that Francis Cuttle contributed to the Appendix entitled "Fire
Protection Work by States," as printed in the Forestry Report of the Fifth
National Conservation Congress, 1913. Page 28 therein refers to the above
subject in somewhat different manner.
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amendment of Section 19 (Chapter 264, 1905) which provided that
the Board of Forestry should abate a declared fire hazard nuisance
at the owner's expense. In fact, it was recommended that steps be
taken to secure enough State appropriation to put the law into effect.
Nevertheless, the subject was not so easily resolved on the ground,
or in the Legislature, as will be observed in the passage of events.
The discussion at this point naturally drifted into the sad economic
plight of cut-over land, both to the practical timber operator of moderate means and more especially in the case of the cut-and-depart
little operators who had no intention of paying taxes on relatively

worthless land. Mr. Wendling reported upon his proposal to the
Commonwealth Club that it endorse his plan to persuade the State of
California to absorb and permanently acquire tax delinquent forest
land which should be made into State Forests.
Railroad caused fires were the subject of considerable discussion.
There seemed to be a hopeful opinion that most such fires would be
eliminated if lines running through forested areas were compelled to
burn oil instead of coal or wood.
Eventually the meeting turned to the delicate subject of regulation
in logging to protect the public welfare. Laws in other States on the
subject were discussed. Mr. Walker and Miles Standish, of StandishHickey Timber Company, were clearly of the opinion that the State

could make such regulations constitutionally and that the lumber
industry would abide by reasonable regulations. C. R. Johnson of
Union Lumber Company was dubious about developing any practical
method of logging a redwood forest that would provide for leaving
uninjured small timber standing as might be required by mandatory

rules of harvesting. He was, of course, speaking at a time when
broadcast ground fire around bucked sawlogs was considered to be
absolutely necessary in harvesting redwood.
This was essentially a subject related to reforestation. Everyone

present accepted the fact that it was out of the question for any
lumberman to be expected to make a serious investment in reforesta-

tion for the purpose of harvesting a crop in the distant future. The
economic importance of the preponderance of existing virgin timber
must have been so dominant a fact that it was hardly mentioned. And
then there was the thus far unsolved silvicultural problem of securing
a regrowth of timber species by direct planting.
District Forester duBois told of the experimental planting investments made by the Forest Service up to this time. Said he in part,
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I do not believe any private owner could afford to make investments of that
character unless he was doing it from purely philanthropic motives and did
not hope to get a financial return because of the present difficulties in the

way of planting, the length of time it takes to grow the species that are
native to California, and the present state of the lumber market. Figuring
future values at anything like present rates, it would pay a minus interest on
his investment

An extension of this subject led to the question of government's
place in the matter of reforestation. Here Mr. Standish proposed that
the State should entertain a program of purchasing cut-over lands for
a nominal sum and then manage them as public forests. Mr. Walker
felt that in such an event the State should offer an inducement for
the logger to leave his lands in better condition. It is interesting to
note that a few hours later Walker again returned to the same subject
and made the proposition to duBois that an exchange of well treated
private land for government stumpage might be the proper inducement.

In respect to a continuing tax burden upon cut-over land George
Cornwall, editor of The Timberman Magazine, spoke about the laws

that he had sponsored in Oregon and Washington and which had
since been declared unconstitutional. This was the proposal of a tax
exempt period of forty years on young timber. This very idea was,
of course, incorporated into the California Constitution in 1926.
The greatly respected Mr. Cornwall was then requested to read a

paper entitled "Taxation of Timber Land" which is printed in the
report of proceedings.
The remainder of the meeting was devoted to the difficult subject

of timber taxation, at which time State Forester Homans reported
upon the county by county investigations made by his officeY Dr.
Pardee was disturbed by the difficulty of maintaining even relatively
inadequate local school systems in the mountain counties. Some were
sadly deficient even when extracting the maximum school tax which
could be levied upon the assessed timber. This man had met countless
government problems throughout his long career. This one must have
seemed as difficult of solution as any with which he ever wrestled.

Homans proposed the idea of a severance tax to be paid upon
harvested timber plus a low and continuing land tax. It was also
proposed that a stepped-up timber tax could be levied, increasing as
timber continued to increase in volume.
Homans' typed paper is deposited in the State Archives, Sacramento.
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Then with little unanimity of opinion and with no record of strong
impressions made by anyone as to what to do about timber taxation,
the meeting of March 27, 1912, before the Conservation Commission
of California stood adjourned. The meeting must have been, never-

theless, a very valuable meeting of minds It is doubtful if timber
owners and operators had ever before come together with the officials
of government in the State of California for such a free and serious
discussion of mutual problems and hopes for the future welfare of the
commonwealth and the industry.
The Report of 1914

In December of 1914, the Conservation Commission compiled a
mimeographed document which probably had little popular circulation.1° It was chiefly concerned with legislation proposed for the
session beginning in January, 1915. The commission reported that it
had expended a little more than $94,000 of the original $100,000
appropriation. It also reported upon the outcome of three bills introduced into the Legislature in 1913.
A State Water Commission Act became law but was withheld from

operation due to a referendum petition. The vote of the popular
referendum approved of the law and allowed it to take effect in
December of 1914.11

A School Land Examination bill did not receive legislative approval.
The "State Forest Fire Act," which was Assembly Bill No. 643, did
pass in the Legislature but was pocketed by the Governor. That story
will be related in considerable detail in the next chapter.

Now in 1915 the Conservation Commission was preparing five
pieces of legislation for consideration. These bills were described in
detail in the mimeographed report. They were intended to accomplish
the following objectives:

Prevention of Forest Fires.
Reforestation of Cut-over Lands.
Consolidation of Commissions by the creation of a Department
of Natural Resources.
Examination of School Lands.
Acceptance of the Carey Act.
10 Docs. Sec., State Library. The 1912 Report is in 1913 Appendix to Journals.
For an account of this most vicious and precarious battle of the 1913 session,
read Story of the California Legislature of 1913 by Franklin Hichborn.
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The first three bills will be commented upon as they were introduced at the legislative session. In respect to school land, the commission appears to have been undetermined in December as to just
what shape the bill should take.
The Federal Carey Act referred to the allotment of arid land areas
in 320 and 640 acre tracts for agricultural settlement whenever a
comprehensive irrigation project was prepared that would assure adequate water. The commission had arranged for the survey of some

three million acres west of the Colorado River, in Mono and in
Lassen counties.
With the presentation of these subjects the great work of the honorable Conservation Commission of California had reached its prac-

tical conclusion; technically it existed as a legal entity for another
ten years before someone remembered that legislative action was
required to abolish it.
Like the other great investigation of land, water and forest of a
decade earlier there were some immediate results to be observed in
the machinery of government. Also there was the development of
opposition toward advocated change and progress. Yet the very process of inquiring, exposing and propounding better methods in affairs
of government, especially when conducted with frank reasonableness,

quite often bears fruit which is merely delayed in ripening until a
more hospitable political climate has arrived. Thus it was to a great
extent in respect to the work of the Conservation Commission of
1911-1915.

Chapter Sixteen

Skirmishes and Stalemate
There should be a strong State forestry organization as a regular and
important part of the State Government, to look after the interests of
the people of the State in all matters relating to forestry.
WALTER MULFORD, Nov. 1914

When the Legislature convened in 1913 there must have prevailed
among all parties interested in forest conservation something of the
same spirit of anticipation that pervaded the legislative atmosphere
in 1905. A period of study, discussion and contemplation had produced some definite ideas upon how to reconstruct the old Forest
Protection Act, bills had been drafted and the stage was set for the

next logical step in providing adequate State participation in the
protection of the California wild land from excessive forest fire
damage.

The legislative point at issue in 1913 was very much a matter of
fire protection with little emphasis on other aspects of forest development or protection. Unfortunately for the cause, the equally sincere
proponents of slightly different routes toward accomplishing essen-

tially the same goal seem to have brought about mutual defeat by
expending too much of their energies in a side struggle instead of
effecting what should have been an easy, successful and agreeable
compromise.

Failure to Improve Fire Protection Laws

This is the story of Assembly Bill No. 643, Senate Bill No. 934,

and the special budget item for fire protection in the legislative
session of 1913.

It is not always easy to follow the story, but its details are nevertheless quite important in the fabric of history. On one side of the
stage the Conservation Commission of California mingled with the
organized lumbermen in the California Forest Protective Association.
Opposite stood State Forester Homans with the blessing of Governor
Johnson, or at least so he strongly implied.
A new character enters the scene at this point. Much more will be

related about his participation in forestry affairs, especially after
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his appointment to the Board of Forestry by Governor Richardson
in 1923. This was George H. Rhodes, first secretary and full time
representative of the California Forest Protective Association.1
Two pairs of bills were introduced into both houses of the Legislature of 1913. The Conservation Commission and friends were f avored by the introduction of Senate Bill No. 607 by William Kehoe
of Eureka. This bill gave way to an identical copy in the shape of
Assembly Bill No. 643 by W. A. Johnstone of San Dimas.
The fascinating fact is that Johnstone also introduced the opposing
bill in the shape of Assembly Bill No. 1069. This latter bill stayed

alive only until May 10, but its twin was the dominant item of
legislation. It was Senate Bill No. 934 by John N. Anderson of
Orange.

A handwritten letter from Assemblyman Johnstone at Sacramento,
to Francis Cuttle in Riverside contains an illuminating statement.2
The letter was apparently written on a Sunday in early February,
1913, and it was a general report of conditions affecting legislation

of immediate interest to the Conservation Commission. Said the
Assemblyman in part,
have introduced further No. 1068 relating to forest fires and No. 1069
amending present forestry law, both proposed by Mr. Homans and which

I have introduced at his request. I take it for granted that there is no
conflict of opinion between your body and his office. I hesitated upon introducing them on this account but Mr. Homans says that while there may be

differences of opinion there is no conflict. I desire to state this so that my
position may be clear.

Consider first Senate Bill No. 934. This might be called the
Homans' bill because the State Forester was its warm supporter if
not the actual draftsman. it is important to note that this proposed
law would have amended rather than replaced the Forest Protection
Act of 1905. The constitution of the Board of Forestry was not
altered. (The present tense will be used in briefly paraphrasing the
essence of these bills as a reflection of the actual wording.)
The State Forester may divide the State into as many fire districts
as he deems necessary. He shall create and maintain during the dry
season a fire patrol system. He shall make rules and appoint district
fire wardens to carry on the work. He shall fix compensation for fire-

wardens for work actually performed, but not exceeding $75 per
month plus necessary travel expense. He may remove firewardens
See Rhodes' biographical sketch with others of that Board,
Cuttle papers, Bear Valley Water Co., Redlands.
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from office. The wardens shall devote their full time to the work of
prevention and extinguishment of fires in "timber, brush, grass or
other inflammable vegetation or material in their respective district."
The State Forester may purchase necessary equipment and supplies for the wardens. He may establish fire tool caches and lookout
stations and build telephone lines to the latter. He may summon and
employ suitable persons for fire suppression and grant similar hiring
authority to district fire wardens and patrolmen. Hired firefighters
may be paid 25 cents per hour and subsistence; however, neither
persons controlling land upon which a fire is burning, nor their employees shall be compensated.
The State Forester may enter into cooperative agreements for fire
control work with persons, firms or associations owning forest land.
Such agreements shall provide that the other party shall bear all or
part of the expense of fire patrol, but no such agreement shall become
effective until the agreed sum is paid into a fire protection fund in
the State Treasury. He may make similar agreements with the Federal Government and any expense incurred shall be paid from the
appropriation or funds available for fire protection.
The bill also included a couple of technical sections relating to
responsibility for fire and the meaning of a public nuisance as well
as how damage penalties were to be collected under law.
Existing Section 19 regarding the mandatory disposal of a fire
hazard was also proposed for amendment. Two actual changes were
specified, and both must have rankled the timber owners. The State
Forester was mentioned in the place of the Board as the agent of
authority except for the final institution of legal action to recover
costs. (Remember that the Board of Forestry at this date consisted
of three busy constitutional officers.) No provision was made for
exemption from liability to clean up a debris hazard. Note especially
the difference in this one clause in the opposing bill.
Senate Bill No. 934 passed the Senate in amended form on April
24 by a vote of 21 to 0. However, on May 12 it was defeated in an
Assembly vote of 30 opposed to seven in its favor.
Consider now what might be called the Conservation Commission

and lumbermen's bill, Assembly Bill No. 643. This proposed law
would have repealed outright the Forest Protection Act of 1905 and
all other conflicting laws. It consisted of 20 sections and was to be
known as the "Forest-fire Act." It is briefed as follows:
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For the purpose of the act the term "forest" is to mean "lands
wholly or in part covered with timber, brush or similar inflammable
vegetation."

A Board of Forestry, consisting of three unpaid members (without any designated qualifications), shall be appointed and may be
removed at the pleasure of the Governor. The Board shall supervise
all matters of forest policy and management over which the State
has jurisdiction, and shall make rules and regulations for the prevention and suppression of fires.
A technically trained forester shall be appointed and hold office as
State Forester at the pleasure of the Board. The State Forester may
appoint a deputy and an assistant at specified salaries.
The State Forester shall have charge of work under the supervision
of the Board. He shall be the chief firewarden of the State and have
supervision of firewardens appointed under this act. The Board shall
appoint firewardens who "shall serve voluntarily or under compensation from other sources than the state board of forestry."

the board
shall have power to appoint and employ, either independently
or jointly with other agencies, such additional firewardens, and to
furnish them with such assistance and facilities . . as the public
safety may demand; and unless contributed by other sources, the
compensation of the firewardens in this section provided shall be
paid for out of any money appropriated to the use of the state board

"In times or localities of particular fire danger

.

.

.

.

of forestry."
Firewardens shall have power to issue burning permits under general rules prescribed by the Board and also make special stipulations
regarding the burning. Firewardens may call upon able-bodied men

to fight fire, and may go upon private property (other than a
dwelling) to conduct their work.

'Such phrases are of greater importance than might be assumed by the casual
reader. Basically they constitute the guideposts for subsequent policy determinations pertaining to the geographic area of responsibility for expenditure
of public funds in fire protection. Note that millions of acres of California
grasslands might or might not have been involved here, while it could well
be argued that inflammable grain crops were excluded from direct State
interest.

Except for the limiting of expenses to "compensation" the above wording certainly seems to say that the State could expend available money for fire protection work. Note this fact in respect to the regular budget item to be discussed later.

Both bills may be read in the State Forester's 1FTH BIENNIAL REPORT, pp
190-196, S.B. No. 934 (p 190) is not identified there.
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The Board may enter agreements with persons, firms, associations,
and the Federal Government for co-operation in the prevention and
suppression of forest, brush and grass fires. "All sums chargeable to
the state on account of any co-operative agreement as provided in
this section shall be paid from the appropriation for fire protection."
Any fire burning uncontrolled "in any forest or other land" without
proper precaution to extinguish it, or which endangers life and property, is a public nuisance and must be immediately abated. Tithe
agent controlling the land "shall fail, refuse or neglect to abate said
nuisance" the State Forester may abate it.
When fires are burning, nothing in this act shall relieve the owner
from the duty of extinguishing the fire, nor shall he claim compensation for work performed in controlling fires on, or threatening, his
own property.
All money collected in fines under the penal sections of the forest
law shall be paid into the treasury of the county in which the money
is collected.

Sections 10 and 11 of the bill were similar to the existing Section 19 of the Forest Protection Act. It was again provided that
after due notice the State Forester could proceed to clean up a woods
fire hazard and collect the expense by filing a lien against the property owner if necessary. However, A. B. No. 643 now provided that
no such lien shall be filed against property where the owner in good
faith endeavored to abate the hazard or where the owner has entered

into a co-operative fire protection agreement with the Board of
Forestry or Forest Service. This was a clearly intended escape clause
from what must have been widely regarded as a harsh requirement
of law. But it would seem that some effort more recognizable than
"good faith" could have been set down.
Assembly Bill No. 643 was passed by the Assembly on May 1 by

a vote of 43 to 21 and sent to the Senate. In the Senate it was
amended and passed unanimously on May 11. The Assembly concurred and transmitted the bill to the Governor where it rested without attention. On June 16 this hopeful work of the Conservation
Commission and the California Forest Protective Association was
declared dead through the exercise of the pocket veto.

There was an important third aspect in this particular legislative
incident of 1913. That is to be observed within the regular State
budget bill. The Board of Forestry did in fact receive an increased
appropriation of $13,500 for the biennium 1913-1915, making a
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total of $43,800. This increase amounted to 45 percent over the last
two appropriation periods and provided a total annual working
budget of $21,900 instead of $15,150. However, the State Forester
had precisely asked for no less than $132,000 for fire protection purposes aside from other necessary support funds.5

In spite of the groundwork which he must have performed in and
around the State Capitol, Homans must have been surprised when
there actually appeared an item of $50,000 in the general budget
bill for the purpose of forest fire prevention and suppression. Rarely
does such a lusty budget baby find a cozy berth in the comparative
safety of the general budget. It usually is exposed to rough weather

in the shape of a special bill. Probably the persuasive and educational faculties of the Conservation Commission members should be
credited with having much to do with this success.

At this point the scene should be shifted to the office of the
Governor. Senate Bill No. 934, the State Forester's hope, has been
defeated. Assembly Bill No. 643, sponsored by the Conservation
Commission and the organized lumber industry, needs only the
Governor's signature to become law. In the Budget Act there is a
new item of $50,000 earmarked for fire prevention. The Governor
may delete or reduce budget items but he has no power to otherwise
change them.

Governor Johnson struck from the budget the special item of
$50,000. The letter quoted below explains why he did so. It also
seems to offer the only explanation of why he pocket vetoed A. B.
No. 643.6

The letter was addressed to the State Forester on November 12,
1914. That late date indicates quite clearly that Homans wished to
use the letter to rebuke the supporters of Assembly Bill No. 643.
The increase in the $43,800 budget was made up of $10,000 in general support
and $3,500 in printing. Through the two fire seasons, July 1913 to Dec. 1914,
Homans apparently spent only $1,361 fighting and investigating fires while
he was spending $6,314 on studies related to forest use and taxation.
On March 20, 1913 (Assembly Journal, p. 779), a petition was formally
recognized in the Legislature from the Women's Club of Upland urging increased appropriations for forest fire protection.
The Forestry Report of the Fifth Conservation Congress says: "This bill [A. B.
No. 643] passed and went to Governor Johnson . . but the statutory pe. receiving thereby what
riod was allowed to elapse without his signing it
is known as the 'pocket veto'. No explanation has been given the California
.

.

.

public for the failure of the bill." One firm lobbyist against approval certainly must have been G. M. Homans.
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The letter read as follows:
DEAR SIR: Relative to the matter of the appropriation of fifty thousand
dollars for fire protection that was carried in the general appropriation bill
by the last legislature, we wish to say that such item was vetoed by the
Governor, as is shown in chapter 680, statutes of 1913, because "There is
no proper or adequate method for the administration of this particular item
and therefore it should not be inserted in the general appropriation bill."
The matter was discussed with this board at the time that the bill was up
for consideration before the Governor, and it was the consensus of opinion
that neither the present law nor the proposed law known as Assembly Bill
643, which was finally pocketed by the Governor, was in such form that
any effective or proper method of administration of a fire patrol system

could be carried out by the state; that if the money was appropriated it
could not be used to accomplish any definite result along that line.
Very truly yours,
STATE BOARD OF CONTROL

By C. L. SEAVEY, member.

In this FIFTH BIENNIAL REPORT the State Forester used the letter

and declared, "Because of the intentional loose, vague and indefinite

wording no money could be expended for protection had this bill
become law." More biting words were contained in the same publication when he declared, "This bill is reactionary in principles and
in opposition to the creation of an efficient forest protective system
in California."
This roundshot was one of the late blasts fired in the battle of recrimination between George Homans and George Rhodes over the
1913 legislative debacle.
Much of the FIFTH BIENNIAL REPORT 15 taken up with the argument between the two (assuming that Rhodes was the active partici-

pant for the California Forest Protective Association). Homans reprinted much of the association's Bulletin No. 1 of July 1913 (and
presumably No. 3 of February 1914) obviously for the purpose of
demolishing argument with counter argument.
As might be expected from a review in distant perspective 45 years
later, both sides can be shown to have strained themselves a little
beyond the bounds of logic in their respective conclusions drawn and
defended. For example, the association president's report (Bulletin
No. 3) declares that the State Forester's bill "violated the settled
policy of the Western Forestry and Conservation Association which
policy demands encouragement of local fire associations of timber
owners by the State and not the upbuilding of a political machine."
This was somewhat quaint as an argument in view of no action what-
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soever having been evidenced by the association in that direction.
But Homans admitted the charge of discouraging an industry operated fire department. Moreover, he used the Conservation Commis-

sion Report of 1912 as evidence that the association system of
protection was a plan which "worked well only in theory." (See
quotation in previous chapter.)
Homans further declared that the accusation of possible persecution under Section 19 was mirthful since he had never been given
funds to enforce the law, a most unusual argument to justify the
existence of a regulatory statute.
Much more of this nature could be quoted, but to no special point.
Homans declared as sharply as he could that this organization of
timber owners was dedicated to precluding any practical and effective

system of forest fire protection from being adopted in California.
The association for its part declared that the enactment of Senate
Bill No. 934 into law would have "given the State Forester such
powers as would have proven a constant annoyance, menace and
expense to owners of timber land." It accused Homans of falsely
claiming that his bill was an approved "administration bill." r Finally

it was declared (Assoc. Bulletin No. 3) "The failure of this latter
bill was due more largely to the presence and work of our Secretary
at Sacramento than to any other cause."
To build up a wide defense for his position Homans used the
FIFTH BIENNIAL REPORT to quote forest laws from other States and

the full text of 34 letters he had received in response to what had
obviously been a request for support throughout the Nation. A disinterested observer would in truth have to class the printed replies
as little more than hopeful generalities.
The Cuttle papers reveal some interesting echoes from the RhodesHomans squabble. In a letter to Francis Cuttle dated March 26, 1914,

Rhodes told about the need for the State to acquire cut-over land
and "tackle without delay" the two evils of forestry as pointed out
by Gifford Pinchot, namely, forest fires and unwise taxation. He
wondered what authority the State Forester assumed for announcing
that S. B. No. 934 was an "administration bill." Rhodes complained

that the State Forester had just announced that his bill would be
reintroduced in the Legislature of 1915. To Rhodes this bill failed
to provide for any practical system of cooperation and it also allowed the State Forester to "build up a political machine" subject
'See Calif. Outlook, p 16, Dec. 6, 1913.
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to graft. Furthermore, he felt that California could not be expected
to make any advance in forestry so long as Homans remained in
office.

Rhodes charged that Homans did nothing to educate the people
nor to encourage cooperative fire protection. It is difficult, as well
as unnecessary, to attempt to pass judgment upon such a charge
at this date, but it hardly appears well founded if one scrutinizes
only the official biennial reports emanating from the State Forester's
office.

An interesting comment is also included in this Rhodes letter about

the fact that Forest Service officials in Washington were so sure
that A. B. No. 643 would become law after its passage through the
California Legislature that Federal aid money under the Weeks Law

had been set aside for allotment to California. Said Rhodes, "To
say they were chagrined and disappointed is putting it mildly."
Rhodes did not specifically blame the State Forester for this particular debacle except by strong intimation.

Another letter to Cuttle dated November 21, 1914, apparently
wished to insure the continued sympathy of the commission when
Assembly Bill No. 643 was reintroduced in 1915. Said Rhodes in
part,
As you know, this bill was prepared by the State Conservation Commission

and was approved by the Federal Forest Service of California, Gifford
Pinchot, Federal Forester Henry S. Graves, and has since been approved
by the Fifth National Conservation Congress . . . and by the California
Federation of Women's Clubs.

Cuttle probably knew more about the history of the bill than did
Rhodes, especially in respect to the last mentioned endorsement, an
item to be discussed in the next chapter.
A couple of months later when the bill was being considered seriously again by the Conservation Commission, another letter to Cuttle
but involving different parties, indicates again that the Forest Service must have had some part in the original drafting. On January
27, 1915, Horace T. Jones, who was the attorney for the commission, wrote to Cuttle from Sacramento and told about the argument
he had had with Alexander Dodge, then Deputy State Forester. The
effectiveness of the proposed law was still a debatable issue. Said
Mr. Jones,
That law [AB 643, 1913] received the endorsement of the United States
Forest Service and of the California Forest Protective Association, and was
examined by several attorneys who approved the language and use therein.
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The continuation of the story belongs with the history of another
legislative session. In the meantime, one can only wonder why such
a strong Governor as Hiram Johnson allowed the situation to develop. Why did not the Board of Forestry as the proper responsible

body even appear to be in the slightest degree interested? Why
could not the greatly respected compromiser, George Pardee, bring
the not so divergent opinions into some reasonable harmony?

State Forester Homans would have told anyone that he represented the people of California and especially their children forever.
The lumber spokesman would have declared that he himself represented American free enterprise in a business notorious for fluctuating

profits and losses and where the risk in making investments for
future profit was unusually high as well as largely undetermined by
experience. Probably the Conservation Commission would have declared for a reasonable and compromising path between the two.

All of the parties would have agreed that forest fires caused a
recurring loss to the individual timber owner and every other citizen
in California which could not be tolerated indefinitely. All would
have agreed that the entire community as well as the timber owner
should contribute to mitigate the economic loss. There is little question but that the responsible lumber operators deplored the waste
in logging methods made practically unavoidable by economic conditions of exploitation. The extent to which the operator was willing to

reduce current profits in order to benefit posterity, or as an invest-

ment in an indefinite harvest of the future, was pretty much an
individual matter. To Homans, the silviculturist, there was practically nothing being practiced in the way of good forestry, and he
so stated in this official investigation as mentioned a little later in
the FIFTH REPORT.

Yet there was ample room for compromise as well as for quarreling. And one thing was certain: Under the tense and bitter atmosphere, no strong and equitable forest protection law could be brought
into existence no matter how greatly it might have been needed in
California.
School Lands

It was noted in the last chapter that some results had been obtained and printed in the Conservation Commission Report of 1912
in respect to the acres of State school land within its several categories. There was now a need to determine the value of such land,
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and legislation was introduced for the purpose. Mott of Ventura
introduced Senate Bill No. 1730 which gave way to its twin, Assenibly Bill No. 2056, by Johnstone. The latter bill proceeded to the
Governor's desk by May 12. Governor Johnson allowed the bill to

die by pocket veto on June 16.
The Johnstone (and commission) bill would have directed the
State Water Commission to examine school lands belonging to the
State and report on their value to the Legislature in 1915. The investigation was to determine the existence and value of forests, tim-

ber, mineral, oil, reservoir sites and the potential value of water
rights and rights of way of all types upon such lands. The Legislature said that it wished to know about such things "as may be of
sufficient value to warrant the state withdrawing or withholding
from sale any portions of said lands."
The Surveyor-General, State Engineer, State Mineralogist and
State Forester were authorized to cooperate with the Water Commission in the project.
For reasons of his own, Governor Johnson obviously saw no need,
or did not wish to have the survey undertaken. The cost of the job
does not seem to have been an issue.
Whether or not the sale of school land was closely related to this
particular bill was not made a matter of record. In 1911 the Legislature had frozen such sales until September 1913. Now again in 1913

similar legislation was enacted (Chapter 44, Benedict). Sales of
State school land were prohibited until after September 1915.
County Legislation," 1913

Two identical bills were introduced to again amend Section 384,
Penal Code (see legislation of 1911). Their purpose was to pay into
the proper respective county treasury all fine money collected for
convictions of fire law violations under this act. The State Forester
undoubtedly initiated this attempt to go all the way in eliminating
the State as a recipient of such income.8
Senate Bill No. 935 which, incidentally, would have re-enacted the
entire Penal Code Section 384 intact, with a new clause number eight
regarding fines, was passed by both houses of the Legislature and
sent to Governor Johnson on May it. Why he allowed the bill to die
with a pocket veto is not known.
Johnstone introduced A. B. No. 1068 as noted in his quoted letter to Cuttle.
Anderson introduced S. B. No. 935, the twin bill.
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Considerable legislative interest was generated by the desire to
amend the "county forestry law," as it was called. Two Senate bills
and three Assembly bills were introduced in 1913 to accomplish that
purpose.9 Assembly Bill No. 277 took precedence and became Chapter 51 when approved by Governor Johnson on April 23.
The parent of this law was an act of 1905 (Ch. 118) which per-

mitted counties to plant and maintain a limited number of shade
trees along public roads. Then in 1909 county boards of forestry
and a county forester were provided for (Ch. 729). The latter act
was now amended.

In reference to the basic law State Forester Homans says in the
1914 REPORT, "A very few counties in California are actively engaged in carrying out any fundamental principles of forestry. Before the State passed a law authorizing the county boards of forestry
the demand and necessity for such a law were expressed in exceedingly enthusiastic terms." He continued with the observation that
although the counties could now undertake a program of systematic
planting there had been as yet only a limited response. Said he,
"This can be accounted for in no other way than that the counties
have still to recognize their duty and opportunity in assisting the
State in forestry."
One of the amendatory bills of 1913 (A. B. No. 1049) would have
required the county forester to be a college trained forester with at
least three years work experience under the State or U. S. Forest
Service. At the same time his salary would have been set at $200 to
$350 per month (instead of $150) depending upon the class of county
represented. But the major object in amending the law seems to have
been to remove from the jurisdiction of the county board of forestry
all fruit and nut trees growing upon roadsides and other public lands,

except that no such trees could be removed without permission of
the board. Possibly this one and only change in the law, as effected
by Chapter 51, had its origin in the many roadside orchards where
fruit naturally overhung public rights of way.
No doubt the most important piece of legislation affecting county
authority in respect to forest fire control enacted for many years
before or after 1913 was tucked away in a little clause in a long bill
A. B. No. 277, Bohnett of San Jose
A. B. No. 1049, Benedict of L. A.
A. B. No. 1641, Wyllie of Dinuba
S. B. No. 212, Jones of San Jose
S. B. No. 117, Larkins of Tulare
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revising the Political Code. The bill (Woodley of Los Angeles) became Chapter 329. The important clause was identical in wording
with the so-called "two cent limit" law which had been vetoed by
Governor Gillett in 1907.
Under this law boards of supervisors could expend a sum in any
year not exceeding two cents for each hundred dollars of assessed
property valuation of the county for the purpose of protecting forest,

brush and grass lands in the county from fire and in aiding State
and Federal agencies in forestry work. This expenditure limit was
not, however, to be applied to repayments to the State for sums
the State might spend on fire protection in the county. In other words,
the county could proceed to organize its own fire protection system
without being hindered by any possible and indefinite reimbursements

of State fire suppression cost "at times and localities of particular
fire danger" as set forth in the Forest Protection Act of 1905.
A long time was to elapse before any county felt frustrated by
the two cent limit as set forth in Chapter 329, 1913.
The only special State fire protection appropriation of the session
(following the pattern set in 1907) was made for the benefit of fire
lane construction and reforestation within the Angeles National Forest. The sum of $5000 was made available providing the Federal
Government expended a matching sum.1° An interesting aspect of
the law in operation was an unspecified side commitment in which
the County of Los Angeles joined the two parties and made a similar
$5000 appropriation from its general fund for the same project. This
gesture occurred seven years before that county launched its own
county fire department.11
A School of Forestry at Last

For 30 years there had been high hopes and earnest attempts to
establish a school of forestry at the University of California. The
Legislature had never shown much interest, especially when the
project stood forth as a single bill with an appropriation attached.
In 1913 someone determined that an oblique attack might prove
more successful. As a matter of fact, the approach might be described
as even more casual than the placement of the $50,000 for fire protection in the regular budget bill.
A. B. No. 209, Ellis of Riverside, became Chapter 219.
"According to the 1913 State Forester's ANNUAL FIRE REPORT, p 15, L. A. Co.

allotted $300 to its firewardens plus $15 firefighting expense in 1913. The
$5000 was an annual contribution to the Angeles Forest for firetrail work.
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No visible reference to establishing a school of forestry can be
observed in the budget act of 1913. It was nevertheless there in
clear intent for those who cared to scrutinize the source material of
the master budget appropriation. In the University working budget
for the period the sum of $12,000 is noted as having been appropriated in the College of Agriculture support budget for a Department
of Forestry.12

Senator Boynton, of Oroville, was quite aware of the intention to
establish the school, and he was probably the major figure in the
development of the general biennial budget of 1913-15. The U. C.
Forestry Club, composed of interested students and aided largely
by the eminent botanist Willis Linn Jepson, had been constantly
agitating for the creation of a complete forest school at Berkeley.
On March 3, 1913, Senator Boynton wrote to the Forestry Club
as follows:
Gentlemen:

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of February 21st advising
me that the establishment of a Department of Forestry at the University of
California depends upon the passage of the appropriation bill of $814,360
which is now pending in the Legislature. In view of the fact that I introduced
the bill in question in the Senate, there should be no doubt as to the position I shall take on the bill. It will be my earnest endeavor to put the same
through as it stands.
Very truly yours,
A. E. BOYNTON

And the necessary money and authority were in fact thus made
available.

On January 1, 1914, the first teacher appeared to conduct classes
leading to a degree in forestry. He was Merrit B. Pratt, recently of
the U. S. Forest Service. From Cornell a tall and earnest gentleman
of 36 years appeared to lead the new school. His name was Walter
Mulford. Both were to be much involved with forestry and California Government thereafter.
Joint Resolutions

When the National Conservation Congress met in Indianapolis in
the fall of 1912 it produced some specific recommendations for citizens in general as well as practically every level of American govern-

ment in respect to forestry. Two recommendations seem to have
12

For research at the University, thanks to Alice D. Grundt and Mary L. Eakin.
The school was long classified as the Division of Forestry of the University
Department of Agriculture. The quoted Boynton letter is deposited at the
School of Forestry, Berkeley.
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reached the Legislature of California in 1913. Possibly Mr. Homans
sponsored them in Sacramento. More likely it was the Conservation
Commission, since all of its members were active in the Congress.
At any rate, a portion of a Congress resolution is quoted below.
Since Federal cooperation under the Weeks Law is stimulating better forest
protection by the states, and since the appropriation for such cooperative
work is nearly exhausted, we urge appropriation by Congress for its continuance.

In the California Legislature of 1913, H. C. Nelson of Eureka
introduced Assembly Joint Resolution No. 8. It was duly approved
by both houses. This resolution referred to the admitted responsibility of the Federal Government in respect to fire protection upon

forested watersheds of navigable streams. It recognized that the
Weeks Law was promoting fire protection among States and private
owners, and further, Federal appropriations for co-operative work
were practically exhausted. It was therefore resolved by the Legislature:
That the California Congressional delegation be and they hereby are, requested to use their best efforts to obtain an additional appropriation to be
expended by the Secretary of Agriculture under the terms of the Weeks
Law in the protection of forested watersheds of navigable streams.

Such a resolution presented to the U. S. Congress would have been

the summit of irony coming from the dilatory State of California,
had not the general budget then before the Legislature contained that

unbelievable and unrealized item of $50,000 "for fire protection,
state board of forestry."
The Conservation Congress also resolved as follows:
We recommend that the Federal troops be made systematically available
for controlling forest fires.

In California, Mr. Finnegan of Nevada City introduced Assembly

Joint Resolution No. 4. It made the identical request to the War
Department as that expressed in A. J. R. No. 14 of the special session of 1911, namely, that Army troops be stationed in the National
Forests during periods of high fire hazard.
In 1913 the Assembly agreed with Mr. Finnegan but the Senate
would not. His resolution failed.

One other bit of legislation proposed by A. F. Shartel of Alturas
was of concern to operators in the lumber industry. Assembly Bill
No. 1895 would have made it a misdemeanor for any person or firm
owning or leasing a wood working plant where timber or wood was
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processed if water was used to carry mill refuse or allowed to pass
through sawdust, slabs or shavings before such water eventually
flowed back into any California water where fish existed or were
planted. This anti-pollution bill reached the Assembly floor where
it was refused passage. A similar bill by Shartel, involving oil pollution reached the Governor's desk where it was pocket vetoed.
Thus ends the legislative history of forestry matters during the
hopeful spring of 1913. State Forester Homans and the Conservation Commission very likely would have declared that the sum total
accomplishment was on the negative side in view of the public dissension exhibited in respect to the important reorganization bills.
On the other hand, the Legislature had proved that it could be persuaded to appropriate money for statewide fire protection. And a
school of forestry was established by the State of California at
long last.
Annual Fire Report of 1913

The first elaborate annual fire report to be issued from the State
Forester's office appeared as a red jacketed booklet of 94 pages for
the year 1913. The report constitutes a valuable and painstaking
record of the situation then existing. The State Forester made it
clear that facts rather than generalities would be emphasized in
order to convince the most skeptical readers. Public education offered

the only apparent avenue of progress. Most of the subject matter
in the report was indeed confined to forest fires, protection agencies
and statistics, with only a couple of pages devoted to legislation of
1913. Said the State Forester in his introduction:
There is undoubtedly much to be done by California in protecting her forests
and streams, and, since its realization depends primarily upon unselfish, far-

sighted and popular legislation, the subject of forest legislation has been
carefully outlined and opposition to such measures frankly and amicably
analyzed.

Appreciation was expressed to the Forest Service for furnishing
statistics on all fires coming to its attention wherever they occurred,
because, as Homans said, he must depend upon voluntary wardens

for reports on most fires occurring outside the National Forests.
Many fires were suppressed by wardens and never reported.13 All
13

This statistical weakness did not end entirely until at least a minimum office
dispatching staff was provided for regular rangers in the early 1930's. Many
of the old "fire stompers" seemed to dread a simple report more than the
fire which required reporting. The author was once told of a mailed post card
fire reporting system, but no concrete evidence of it has been uncovered.
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fires reported came to a total of 1971, the largest number for any
year yet on record.
Eleven facts for the citizens of California to face were listed. These

explicitly described the fire problem, the annual loss, and the cost
of fire damage to industry and the entire population. It was declared
that the money loss of timber in one year would support a protection
organization for several years. Homans accepted as facts "that forest

protection is a function of the State" and "that fires will not put
themselves out."

Both the State Forester and the Forest Service were at this time
beginning to systematize the classification of fires. Homans distinguished between fires that had burned in standing timber as against
those in cut-over land. There were estimates of fire occurrence and
acres burned in pine, redwood, brush or range. The States Forester
was willing that fires in brush watershed should be termed "forest
fires" although the distinct type and damage should be recorded
separately. Since three lives had been lost due to brush fires in the
summer of 1913, the importance of that type of fire was not to be
minimized. The causes of fire were catalogued in great detail.
Several pages were devoted to the habits of uncontrolled fire in
different types of cover, and to methods most adaptable to suppress
them. There was also included a reprinting of the known and reported
fires since the year 1869 as shown in Forest Service Bulletin No. 117.
It was said that 1300 firewardens were active throughout the State
in 1913. Eleven counties were represented in a list showing a precise

report of expenditures for fire protection purposes. About $18,000
had been spent in 1913.'
Under the heading, Description of a Few Average Fires, the subdued but factual drama of nine very serious forest and range fires
was recounted. Undoubtedly, the hope was to shame and alarm the
14 It will be remembered that 22 counties had been mentioned in the FOUITH
REPORT. In the above sum the $5000 contributed to the Angeles National
Forest by L. A. Co. is included. The most interesting comparison with the
present day is the case of Tulare County where $9.50 was expended for fire
protection in 1913. During the fiscal year 1958-59 that county appropriated
from its general fund the sum of $484,214 to be spent under contract by the

State Division of Forestry, while in the same period the State estimated it
would expend an additional $474,374, all for fire protection outside of the
extensive National Forests and National Parks in Tulare County. Obviously,
Mr. Homans did not exaggerate when he declared in 1913 in respect to fire
protection that "we have not given this great problem a fair degree of attention."
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apathetic populace. Fire losses and frustrations were reflected with
careful restraint. For instance, in Napa County on September 2 2nd:
The high wind continued and all efforts on the part of the local people to
control the flames were defeated. Shortly after crossing the summit the
flames surrounded and consumed a home occupied at the time by a mother
and her little daughter, the only other person being a small boy thirteen years
old. The latter was fortunate in finding successful shelter in the green and
non-inflammable branches of a fig tree. The woman sought refuge with her
child in the cellar of the house and both perished when the dwelling burned
over them.

Or consider this wistful exchange of telegrams beginning on August 25 between a voluntary warden at Bradley and the State Forester:
STATE FORESTER SACRAMENTO

AM I AUTHORIZED TO COMPEL MEN TO FIGHT FIRE WITHOUT COMPENSATION?
COUNTRY AROUND BRYSON IS ON FIRE AND ENDANGERING HOMES. BEEN FIGHTING
FOR FIVE DAYS; MEN ARE EXHAUSTED.

The reply:
YOU MAY COMPEL MEN TO FIGHT FIRE WITHOUT COMPENSATION UNLESS THEY
ARE PREVENTED BY GOOD AND SUFFICIENT REASON. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
YOUR REQUEST IS PUNISHABLE BY FINE OR IMPRISONMENT OR BOTH.

On the following day came another wire:
FIRE IS GETTING AWAY. APPEAL TO U. S. GOVERNMENT FOR MOUNTED TROOPS. WE
NEED TWO HUNDRED MEN AND FOOD FOR SAME. FIRE IS IN MONTEREY AND SAN
LUIS OBISPO COUNTIES SOUTHWEST OF JOLON. WIRE ME AT ONCE WHEN TO EXPECT
THEM.

The reply:
IMPOSSIBLE TO SECURE TROOPS. WIRE EXTENT AND DANGER OF FIRE. GET IN TOUCH
WITH FOREST SERVICE MEN AT JOLON. IF NECESSARY WILL SEND MAN FROM THIS
OFFICE TO TARE CHARGE.

The request for leadership was made and a State Forest Inspector
boarded a train in Sacramento, arriving at the fire the following afternoon. All was in confusion, reported the Inspector when he arrived.
And well it might have been. The expense of that minimum effort
extended from the State Forester's office was of course, paid from
the regular support budget of his small staff. There was no budget
item for fire control work.
The REPORT estimated that the damage caused by all recorded f or-

est and range fires during 1913 amounted to $511,077.15 This esti-

mate did not include any value for watershed damage, that very
Only the questionable damage estimate of $600,000 in 1909 exceeded the 1913
damage. Three times the number of fires were reported in 1913.
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real but practically incalculable fire damage. Of the above sum it
was estimated that timber stumpage and forest products to the extent
of about $124,000 were destroyed.

In the latter category, Homans sharply differed with "very misleading and incorrect figures" which had been published to the effect
that less than three ten-thousandths of the timber area of California
had been burned in California during 1913. From figures available

to him he calculated that there had been about one-half of one
percent of such land burned over.16
Thirty-seven arrests were made for violation of fire laws in 1913,

resulting in about $1000 in fines. But in some areas firewardens
despaired of making arrests even in the few cases when evidence was
adequate. Convictions were rarely obtained. The State Forester declared that a system of paid patrolmen under State supervision could
change the local attitude of some justices. Unfortunately, the prob-

lem was actually much deeper than that. Justices of the peace reflected community attitude toward fire law enforcement.
There was a question and answer portion of this REPORT lfl which

the weaknesses of the State position could be belabored. Example:
Q. Does California receive any money from the Federal Government under
the Weeks law provision?
A. Not a dollar.
Q. Why?
A. Because the provision demands that every state to receive money under

this law must first appropriate a forest protection fund from her own
treasury.
Q. And has California no forest protection appropriation?

A. Not a cent has been provided as a forest protection fund.

From this point on in the question-answer series the State Forester
gave his version of what had happened in the recent Legislature, and
why.

The effort put forth by a few other States in fire protection work

was described. Then were printed the written reports just as re16

The identical charge was repeated in the FIFTH REPORT a year later. Here was
probably a simple case of who was talking about what. The use of well estab-

lished categories and geographic zones in the publishing of fire statistics at
the present time makes it possible for only those persons familiar with the
system to talk with complete comprehension. When the lay public is told
about forest fire occurrences and losses the constant problem has been to
condense the information enough to tell the statistical truth without confusing
the listener with details.
Without doubt figures issued by the California Forest Protective Association applied only to the lands of association members during the 1913 season.
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ceived from the few associations actually engaged in fire protection
work in California.
All forest laws as they were enacted in California were printed
in detail, beginning with the Act of 1885, and including Homans'
hopeful Senate Bill No. 934 of 1913. This presentation must have

left the average reader in a needless state of confusion as to the
current status of laws.
Under the heading Legislation, past history was briefly related,
including that of the old Board "suffering at the hands of reckless
politicians" in 1893. When he arrived at 1913, Homans was off again
in the defense of his proposed amendment to the basic Forest Protec-

tion Act and the injustice of the opposition. He promised to return
and do battle:
It is fair to assume that the defeat of this forestry bill did not voice a
representative number of citizens, and further, that with a clearer vision of
the problem before us we will support and pass a similar measure during the
next legislative session.

The State Forester's message as set forth in the 1913 FIRE REPORT
seems to have registered with the timber industry in a spot which
must have pleased that frustrated State official. In its issue of June
15, 1914, the Pioneer Western Lumberman of San Francisco devoted
three concentrated pages to excerpts and endorsement of the REPORT
and hoped it would be "instrumental in arousing the lumber interests
to the point where they will take an active part in paving the way
for the enactment of legislative measures that will result in the establishment and maintenance of a perfect system of protection from
forest fires."
Mr. Homans for his part would probably have settled for something less than perfection.
Fire Protection Associations

In the discussion of 1881 legislation (Chapter Two) it was indicated that legal authority or legislative help in providing for local
rural fire protection proceeded slowly.
Here and there throughout the State a few communities began
to organize within self-prescribed limits for the purpose of meeting
the fire menace. The largest and perhaps best organized units were
the Stockmen's Protective Association dating from 1904 and the
Redwood Fire and Protective Association, organized in 1909. These
organizations were essentially knit together by the internal ties of
each respective industry.
13-77773
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Other local fire protection organizations were established as volunteer associations without either the coherence of an industrial guild
system or the legal corporality in respect to tax revenue that could
be acquired under general law only after the enactment of the fire
protection district law of 1923. For example, the Santa Cruz County
Cooperative Forest and Home Protective Association was organized

in April 1914. The Placer Forest and Home Protective Association had been organized a few months earlier. Both apparently received moral encouragement as well as technical recommendations
from State Forester Homans It is important to recognize the fact
that such associations were forced to rely upon voluntary member
contributions for necessary funds or other help.
In Southern California as early as 1912 the residents within Arroyo Seco in the Angeles National Forest organized the Arroyo Seco
Canyon Protective Association in order to cooperate with the Na-

tional Forest. The Laurel Canyon Protective Association was organized in 1917, and apparently members contributed enough to
support their own small fire department.
By 1914 county foresters were designated by the county boards
of supervisors of Los Angeles, Orange and Sacramento Counties. In
Santa Barbara the game warden was designated to act as firewarden.

Of course, the authority granted to county boards of forestry at
that time under State law was concerned entirely with such forestry
business as roadside tree planting and not at all with organized fire
protection. On the other hand, any local firewarden appointed by the
State Forester could assume considerable responsibility, especially
with the blessing of the county government. Also, it is to be noted
that Section 21 of the Forest Protection Act of 1905 said very plainly
(whether or not it was meant in this manner), "County boards of
supervisors may appropriate money for purposes of forest protection,
improvement and management."
The Forestry Report of the Fifth National Conservation Congress

gives an account of the origin of one association primarily as an
example of the delinquency of the State of California in meeting
the fire menace within its borders. The Report declared:
The county firewarden organization has failed, and no forester ever expected the volunteer fire warden system to become an organization.
A striking example of the lack of a rallying point was seen at the Mount
Tamalpais fire of July 6-12, 1913.
After the Tamalpais fire the citizens in the affected district immediately
began to inquire how they could insure against a recurrence of the disaster.
After a study of the laws they were forced to the conclusion that the State
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of California was impotent to help them, and accordingly they have organized
and financed the Tamalpais Fire Association, employed their own forester,

and are proceeding to install their own fire prevention and suppression
system.

The forester was none other than F. E. Olmsted who had by this
time retired as first District Forester of the U. S. Forest Service for
California.17

The Tamalpais Fire Association embraced about 40,000 acres
surrounding Mt. Tamalpais. Volunteer crews totaling nearly 500
men were organized in the several small communities. Property
owners were asked to donate 10 cents per acre per year and other
contributions were solicited. Eventually some help was forthcoming
from the Mann County board of supervisors.

In 1917, the Legislature passed special legislation creating the
Tamalpais Forest Fire District, which had now been enlarged to
include 75,000 acres of the more heavily wooded country in the cen-

tral portion of the county. Within the legal district the county was
permitted to levy a property tax for its support. This was the first
fire protection district authorized by law for the protection of forest
and watershed land in California. Further legislation pertaining to
the district will be reported as it was introduced in the several sessions of the Legislature prior to 1941. At that time the supervisors
organized the Mann County Fire Department which absorbed the
district.
The story of those fire protection districts organized under specific

State statute is quite a different matter from the volunteer associations that existed prior to the first World War. Although the behavior,
dependability, and activity of the numerous so-called "legal" fire
districts has been of utmost importance to the work of the State
Division of Forestry, it yet must be understood that the organization and operation of such districts was essentially a matter of local

jurisdiction and, as a matter of fact, did not get well under way
until after the period embraced by this writing.
Systeinatic Fire Protection in the California Forests"

In the Journal of Forestry for April, 1931, there was printed an
address by C. L. Hill upon the subject of scientific research in forestry. In one instance Hill referred to the insistence of U. S. District
' Later records indicate that W. C. Hodge worked for the organization for a
short time. Tn 1914, Hiram E. Wyman was head patrolman. Wyman served
most of his later professional life with the California Division of Forestry
until his retirement in 1954.
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Forester Coert duBois to concentrate only upon vital needs. The
first subject in the latter's mind was fire. Said Hill, "To this subject
he gave much thought, resulting in his bulletin, Systematic Fire Protection in the California Forests, published in 1914. The bulletin
still remains the fundamental piece of thinking in this field in California."
This particular bulletin bears the notice that it is for forest officers
in District S and is not for public distribution.18 No doubt that accounts for its rarity at the present day. It consists of 100 pages of
fine print.
Were it not for the pioneer aspect of this particular document it
would have no place in an historical writing about State Government.

Here for the first time was gathered the practical knowledge upon
the subject of forest fire control which had been building up among
field and office employees of the Federal Forest Service since the
Department of Agriculture had assumed supervision of the forest
reserves in 1905. Techniques and knowledge set forth in this study
were bound to be reflected eventually in State laws and administration.

The writing was prefaced by a comparison of the position of the
European and the American forester. duBois told how ten generations

of citizens in Europe had come to recognize that the owner of a
forest has as much right to grow his crop as a wheat farmer. In
America the human element makes up most of the fire risk. Yet ten
generations here had been bred with the idea that the forest must be
destroyed to develop the country. The writer maintained that there
was little help to be gained from the long European experience in
scientific forest culture, especially in respect for fire protection.
The body of the booklet was divided into two parts entitled Finance and Indirect Control, and Direct Control. The term indirect
control embraced those acts performed away from the field or fire
line, such as educational programs Direct control consisted of techniques as then practiced in the woods and on the fire line.
To prove the value of fire protection duBois set down figures to
indicate what was known of actual money losses and how much in
18

Currently termed Region 5 of the Forest Service and limited essentially by the
boundaries of the State of California. Among acknowledged contributors to
the work appear many names of early foresters. Two at some time associated
with the State Board of Forestry were W. B. Rider and W. C. lodge. Coert
duBois was the second District Forester at San Francisco, having succeeded
his brother-in-law "Fritz" Olmsted in 1911. Soon after service in the first
World War, duBois entered the consular service.
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cash could be expended as a profitable venture in fire control work.
This meant that variable fire costs must be set down as maximum
allowable for each National Forest and from ranger district to ranger
district. He recognized the fluctuations in severity of the fire seasons

from year to year. In total he was ready to prove that the Federal
Government should spend $250,000 annually for protection of California National Forests.
From the knowledge at hand regarding cost of fire control versus
fire damage, duBois established a maximum allowable burned area
for any fire as 10 acres in timber and 100 acres in non-timber area.
The standards were admittedly arbitrary and they were established
primarily as the goal from which the scattered field officers could
develop a greater or lesser intensity of effort and eventually create
relatively weighted fire control units through the district.
Anyone engaged in the study of forest fire control will be interested
in the six "elements of fire danger" described by duBois. Within any
given area, said he, the fire danger is made up of (1) inflammability,

(2) season, (3) risk, (4) controllability, (5) liability, (6) safety.
More recent terminology has replaced some of the terms but the
elements have not changed except in differing intensities of importance.

Inflammability was composed of four elements: amount of fuel,
ease of ignition, dryness and slope. This was converted to a standard
gauge which stated that average hourly rate of fire spread on a 40
percent slope in front of an eight mile wind was equal to 223 acres

of grass, 51 acres of brush and 24 acres of timber. Such a handy
device has long since been discarded, at least, as a tool of reliability.
Season could be reduced to a "normal" weather condition for any
particular location and time of year.

Risk was the likelihood of fires starting. While duBois felt that
the human element made this factor very difficult to nail down, he
stated that foresters were no worse off than insurance companies
which were forced to proceed upon the law of averages. No doubt
he would have been interested in observing how important and reliable his risk element became in the intensive fire protection planning
that took place about 1932. This term has not changed its meaning.
Controllability resembled the currently used term "hazard," that
is, difficulty of fire control due to conditions existing upon the ground.

Liability was the value of the area subject to fire loss as judged
from a fire standpoint. duBois felt that this element might or might
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not affect the desired intensity of protection. However, at that date
he said, ". . . the value of resources to be protected affects the disposition of protective facilities very little if at all."
The point made by duBois is certain to be obscure to the layman.
Briefly stated, he recognized, just as we now do, that effort and cost

must be expended to suppress all wild fires. The cost increases
roughly in direct proportion to the fire perimeter and may increase
toward geometric proportions as great fires develop in size. Assuming
from that that all fires should be suppressed while small, the mate-

rial effect of value of the exposed fuel would seem to be of little
consequence to the dimensions of the proper protection organization.19

Safety had no relation to the accepted use of the term. Here was
meant "the degree of ease or of difficulty with which a fire may be
controlled because of man-made conditions." Logging or other use
of the forest might make for less "safety," while the construction of
firebreaks or the organization of volunteer crews might improve the
natural situation. Said he, "If both could be expressed mathematically, the risk factor minus the safety factor would equal the net
risk factorone of the elements we need in rating fire danger." 20
Then duBois turned to the problem of establishing specific risk
factors for specific areas, with the hope that for both the place and
for the day some form of relative measurement could be established.
He thought that fire rating might be expressed on a scale of zero
to 100.21

At the time of this writing the relationship between fuel value and the cost of
pre-suppression is still an undetermined factor with the State Division of
Forestry. A cooperative study on the subject is presently being pursued by
the School of Forestry for the Division. In broad zones it must be acknowledged that the Division strives most seriously to keep timber and valuable
watershed fires reduced to lesser burned area by the superior concentration
of fire control forces. In respect to value another point must be recognized.
The term might better be "public value" since the brush cover on a watershed of high public value could be looked upon by the private landowner as
a worthless economic nuisance.
'° In later years the formula for which duBois was struggling came to be expressed pretty much by two measurements. One was the factor of number
of fires per human "user" of the forest. The other comes from mass statistics, simply as number of fires per unit area per year.
At the present date, fire risk is expressed in terms of the chance of any fire
running out of control during the initial burning period while subject to
normally available attack efforts. Reduced to a broad formula a rating of 50
means "average normal" of the aggregate of all contributing conditions.
Naturally, the modern index must be based upon a great mass of historical
data.
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Weather records were explored in order to determine the expected
precipitation, wind velocity, temperature and lightning strikes. The
writer went so far as to recommend a policy of overgrazing of live-

stock upon the areas of heavy lightning occurrence in order to
reduce vulnerable fuel.

At no place in the bulletin is the word humidity mentioned, although the effect of cumulative drying throughout the season was
marked as being very important.
A chapter was devoted to the causes of fire and how to designate
them. For the six seasonal records then available it is interesting to
observe that the operation of railroads accounted for seven percent
of the man-caused fires, and sawmills for four percent, roughly a con-

sistent pattern ever since. Even at this early date it was remarked
that the number of fires was increasing each year. Although a graph
would be quite ragged throughout the ensuing 45 years, the same
trend would be observed up to the present day. The object in fire
protection has been to reduce both the relative percentage and the
actual number of large and devastating fires.
Educational work was considered in respect to determining what
elements of the population were responsible for causing fires and how

to best reach them. Signs of all sizes were determined to be most
effective when carefully prepared and properly exhibited. Law enforcement procedure for Forest Service personnel was also carefully
explained.

In the second part of the bulletin the qualifications for employees
in all positions were analyzed as well as the composition of working
forces for both fire prevention and suppression work.
In a chapter regarding fire detection the present day fire control

technician would find practically all of the basic steps he is currently using in his work. It is notable that the methods prescribed
for locating and building a lookout station are precisely those which
were used in the great statewide detection study undertaken 20 years
after the publication of this bulletin, even to the point of recognizing
the effect of the moving sun upon smoke visibility.

Communication of messages throughout the life of a fire was
naturally difficult in spite of its vital importance. Two methods advocated in 1914 are of historical interest. One involved the use of
heliograph, for which the Army code was recommended. The other was
an emergency sound alarm, especially on the fire line. To accomplish
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this latter duB ois recommended that forest officers carry revolvers
until some more effective sound making device should be invented.
Of course, telephone lines were constantly being constructed and improved from point to point at the time, but only occasionally would
the lines be near enough to a fire for direct use.
A discourse on tools and how to use them, methods of constructing
trails, roads and fire barriers, and the service of supply on the fire
line were the concluding subjects of this valuable pioneer forest fireman's handbook.
Forty-three years after the printing of Systematic Fire Protection
in the California Forests, Coert duBois said of it in his lively personal
story, Trail Blazers, (1957) ". . . it took the hardest mental work
I ever did and was the most important contribution to the public I
ever made."
Forest fire control specialists will continue to agree that this step
forward was indeed a great contribution in a difficult and abstract
endeavor. It must also be acknowledged that the little study of 1914
clearly marked the position of leadership and responsibility assumed
in the protection of California forests by the United States Government in that era, well in advance of the State, the counties or private industry.
Fifth Biennial Report

On the 1st of December, 1914, State Forester Homans transmitted
the FIFTH BIENNIAL REPORT to Governor Johnson. Several references have already been made to this report in respect to legislation
of 1913 and Homans' quarrel with the organized lumber industry.
Some 60 pages of this 202 page document were devoted to that issue
in some manner. The State Forester closed the matter with the listing
of 12 conclusions and 12 points which he believed should be written
into a comprehensive State forest law. All but four of Homans' rec-

ommendations are represented on the statute books at the present
day. And it would be only proper to say that these measures were
to a great extent made possible and operable through the support
of the lumber industry during the years of their accomplishment.
While apparently still in a fighting mood after defending his version of proper forestry laws, the State Forester took up the matter
of agitation to transfer National Forests to State control. Nowhere
was any allegation made about any specific pressure to bring about
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a wholesale transfer within the State of California. Nevertheless,
Homans went to considerable length to condemn the idea.22
Not mentioned in the BIENNIAL REPORT was Homans' presentation
before the Commonwealth Club in November 1913 of a paper entitled

"State Versus Federal Control of National Forests." At another
meeting the next month Homans asked the club to endorse "present
policies governing administration of the National Forests." 23
In continuation of the cut-over land study initiated in 1912, brief
reports on 11 large operating companies were printed in the REPORT
of 1914. Land ownership of these operators totaled nearly a million
acres, of which about one-half had been logged at this time. The
redwood area was not included in the survey. Official commentaries
on the survey findings were undoubtedly strictly honest. They were

not flattering to the lumber interest from the standpoint of good
forest practices, to say the least. Half of the companies received a
passing grade of sorts for doing something about fire protection.
Railroad activity in respect to clearing of rights of way was investigated during the spring of 1913. Some of the 15 railroads investigated
were quite busy in eliminating hazardous vegetation and some were
not. A couple of small items of passing interest are worth repeating

here. Apparently the idea of grazing livestock along the rights
of way in order to eliminate the fire hazard was given serious consideration and then abandoned. Secondly, a railroad authority commented that tramps could not be confined to a cleared right of way
and therefore were a genuine source of fire occurrence. It was estimated that more than 430,000 tramps were following the railroad
lines. This optimist believed that the railroad companies should unite
to deny tramps free transportation, and that State or district work
colonies should be established to offer hospitality of a sort to the
gentlemen of the road.
Colorado was undoubtedly the area where most anti-Federal propaganda was
generated. However, Calif. Outlook on April 26, 1913, reported upon a public

petition being circulated in Tulare Co. which protested any transfer of
National Forests or their resources to the State of California. Further, it
was claimed that Pacific Coast States were opposed to such a proposition
because they were more populated than the Inter-mountain States and thus
less controlled by single powerful business concerns.

The Homans' paper is deposited in State Archives. Neither the proposal above

nor another proposed by him at the same time urging the enactment of
proper State forest legislation appear to have been adopted by the Commonwealth Club.
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In order to prescribe uniform and mandatory fire prevention meas-

ures for railroads, a law was proposed and a draft of it printed in
the BIENNIAL REPORT. The long and comprehensive draft proposed
that common carrier railroads keep rights of way clear of inflammable

debris, dry grass and weed for a distance of 100 feet on either side

of the roadbed wherever the railroad controlled that much land.
Grassland should be treated by the ploughing of an outside firebreak

six feet in width in the spring season and then burning inward not
later than August of each year. Failure to comply with the grass
removal would subject the company to a $200 per mile penalty.
Failure to comply with this and other hazard reduction provisions
would constitute prima facie evidence of negligence in the event of
fire damage originating from fires along the right of way. This proposed law would have left railroads little defense in civil suits following destructive fires.

All parties, such as wood cutters, who were responsible for the
accumulation of hazardous debris within 25 feet of any railroad
right of way must dispose of it or face legal action. Obviously this
clause applied specifically to lumber company railroad lines. However, it was pointed out that the State Forester's survey had not
embraced logging operations.

Over and above the proposed law it was recommended that all
railroads operating within the State should annually furnish the
Board of Forestry a record of total mileage of track owned and
operated. They should maintain a general fire inspector and patrols
in wooded areas, and render all possible aid in extinguishing fires
occurring adjacent to the right of way.
It is doubtful if any agency operating a railroad in California
came forth to endorse such a proposed law with enthusiasm. However, a bill containing the mentioned points was indeed introduced
in 1915.
The BIENNIAL REPORT gave a summary of forest and range fires
which had occurred in 1914 although the statistics were admittedly

incomplete because of the poor reporting system. Fire damage had
been serious but much less so than during the previous season. The
number of fires reported from all sources was approximately 1,600
for the season.
Once again Homans repeated his charge of "very misleading"

figures having been given out by the lumber industry regarding
timber fires. His records indicate that about 4,000 acres of timber
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outside of the National Forests had been burned over. In this respect a letter from George Rhodes to Francis Cuttle (Cuttle papers)
dated December 2, 1914, is of passing interest. Apparently Cuttle
was addressed as head of the Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee.
Rhodes commented upon the need to gain the friendly cooperation
of careless campers in order to reduce fires in Southern California,
as evidenced by a fire record Cuttle had been kind enough to send to

him. Then added Rhodes, "The owners of timber in the timbered
sections of the State report practically no loss by forest fires and
we attribute this gratifying result to the friendly feeling of the settlers, homesteaders, campers, hunters and others who use the forests."
Two minor items of historical interest are to be noted in the FIFTH
BIENNIAL REPORT. The fact that the air seemed relatively more moist

than usual during the summer was put in the record. Also, in the
National Forests the changing new industrial world had begun to
make a firm impression. One region complained that increased travel

had increased by ten fold the number of forest fires. Said a U. S.
Forest Supervisor, "Indirectly, Mr. Henry Ford of Detroit is responsible for a portion of the increased number of forest fires in
California."

The Forest Service also contributed some "threatened damage"
figures pertaining to fires which might have, but did not, run their
ultimate course. Such figures have tantilized statisticians and insurance adjusters for a very long time and probably always shall since
they represent the true and basic reason for the establishment of
all fire departments, and military forces too, for that matter.
Transmitted reports from the organized fire protection associations
were printed in full in the BIENNIAL REPORT. These consisted of
gossipy references to local problems, hopes, and recent fire experiences; all precious background material for the historian. Agencies

included were the Redwood Fire and Protective Association, the
Stockmens Protective Association, the Tamalpais Fire District, the
Placer Forest and Home Protective Association and the Santa Cruz
County Cooperative Forest and Home Protective Association. No
doubt the devastating Zyante fire of the previous season had rekindled some enthusiasm in the Santa Cruz Mountains, an area which
had suffered much from repeated large fires and had also been active
early in trying to organize local protection. Organization was not easy
to accomplish. The secretary of the new group complained that without exception the owners of large tracts favored the continuation of
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small and local fire protection units rather than a coordinated county
organization.
Also in the 1914 REPORT for each county in California there were
brief notations of activities and expenditures in planting and forest
protection work. The record is impressive in its negative qualities
only.

In the field of public education, the State Forester and his staff
had made numerous lectures, written pamphlets and prepared lantern
slides with lecture notes for loan to groups and schools. Governor

Johnson had proclaimed April 18 as Fire Prevention Day and the
State Forester had printed and distributed 135,000 copies of a 12
page leaflet entitled Fire Prevention Day Lesson.
Among the projects undertaken by the State Forester during the
past season were an examination of State institutions to determine
forest fire hazards about the buildings, a casual study of cut-over
lands in the redwood region, and an intensive mill scale study. The
latter was conducted at the Westwood plant of the Red River Lumber
Company. Ten men were employed to record each step in the prog-

ress of nearly a thousand trees from felling on through the entire
milling process. The results were published in 1915 as Board of
Forestry Bulletin No. 6, to be described more fully in a subsequent
chapter.
Incidental Publications, 1914

In 1914 fire warning posters were printed in English and eight
foreign languages for posting throughout California.
Two other small publications were made available for public distribution, other than the previously mentioned Street and Highway
Planting. These were Board of Forestry Circulars No. 4 and No. 5.
Circular No. 4 was the article by Miss Evangeline Porter which had
been included in the State Forester's FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT
and there entitled "Native Growth for Planting in California."

Circular No. 5 was entitled, The Forest Protection Problem in
California. It consisted of seven pages of large print and was a summary of the argument demanding adequate forest legislation for the
State.
The years 1913 and 1914, and the next two years also, marked the

period of most outspoken dissension between the State forestry
agency and forces on the outside. The troubles of the "old Board"
had been born essentially of internal political strife, and from that
cause the old Board succumbed.
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It is difficult to imagine the Board of Forestry in its first era
Lrading blow for blow with organized industry and surviving. Skirmishes there had been, but the assorted objects of the righteous wrath
had hardly bothered to defend themselves. They bad not deemed it
necessary, and probably would not have found it physically possible
to organize a solid defense if they had.
On the whole, this period in the early 1900's might be classed as
one where the nimble tongue and pen were the first requisite tools of
the State Forester. Persuasion and education were the watchword.
How far G. M. Homans succeeded in his task is to be judged from
the record printed here. And the struggle continued through the next
biennium; skirmishes ending in stalemate. But the record of accomplishment of the period is not to be measured only in that phrase. The
hot fires had been forging some strong fundamental principles of
forest policy that would be built into the later structure.

Chapter Seventeen

Further Skirmishes and Stalemate, and
Distant War
We have a commodity to offer. By whatever name we call it, fire prevention, reforestation, or more vague yet, Conservation, we are really
offering prosperity insurance. It must be paid for by the community
by individual care with the forest and by public policies enforced
at public expense. To make the community pay for this commodity re-

quires the same methods that make it buy life insurance; the same
devising of a sound, attractive policy that the buyer can see and understand, the same skillful advertising, the same personal persuasion by its
agents.
E. T. ALLEN

Both the Conservation Commission and the State Forester had
declared their intentions of returning to the Legislature in 1915 with
their respective bills to improve the laws regarding conservation affairs and especially forest fire protection. This was done, with the
same dismal results as those of 1913. It would be an over-simplification of a complex situation to conclude that once again public disagreement between the primary parties contributed to their mutual
downfall, although on the surface that appears to have been the case.
That critical observer from the inside, Franklin Hichborn, says,
"One of the important problems before the 1913 Legislature, if not

the most important, was the Legislature itself." 1 What he meant
was that it was unequal to the task, especially during 1913, when as
he said, "For the first time in the political history of California, the
Legislature was put to the test of constructive work."
In the great reform movement of 1911, the issues had been clear
and dominant. Now came the time for solution of the subsurface
problems which caused the big issues to exist. The history of forestry
bills discussed in this writing typify the general situation observed
and described by Hichborn.

In the discussion of these bills here it is quite natural that their
relative importance in the legislative story will have grown out of all
proportion to their actual importance. Conservation was important;
it was so important that Governor Johnson placed it at the head of
1

Story of the California Legislature of 1913, chapters 9 and 29.
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his list of "10 commandments" of important measures before the
1913 Legislature (op. cit., p 137). Critic Hichborn devoted 36 pages
to an exciting discussion of the "conservation bill." But what he and
the Governor were talking about was the bitter struggle to preserve
under State control the disposition of private rights to exploit water
and hydroelectric power. This is mentioned in order to place the
forestry bills of 1913 and 1915 in proper perspective as they appeared before the Governor, the Legislature and even the Conservation Commission. In whatever respect the Conservation Commission
of California may have appeared to have failed in its whole legislative program, such failure was insignificant in respect to its hardwon victory in the field of water conservation in 1913.
It will be remembered that the Conservation Commission had issued its mimeographed report in December 1914 as its last known
public document. There the five items of legislation to be sponsored
in 1915 were listed. They were, in fact, introduced as bills the following month.
The substance of several of these bills is of considerable historical
importance in indicating the actual and potential development of

conservation policies during ensuing years. For that reason it is
deemed proper to summarize part of their contents briefly. However,

lest the relationship of one piece of legislation to another be lost
during the telling a "score card" is first set down for the reader's
convenience. The numbers (1) to (5), below, outline the items of
legislation in the order considered by the Conservation Commission
Report of 1914 (with the State Forester's bills added in italics).
(1) Prevention of forest fires
Conservation Commission bills:
S. B. No. 348 (died in Senate Committee on Agr.)
A. B. No. 491 (pocket vetoed by Governor)
State Forester's bills in opposition:
S. B. No. 460 (died in Senate Committee on Agr.)
A. B. No. 605 (from Assembly Committee on Cons. without rec.)

Reforestation of cut-over lands
S. B. No. 357 (died in Senate Committee on Agr.)
A. B. No. 351 (became A. B. No. 1579)
A. B. 1579 (pocket vetoed by Governor).
Creation of Department of Natural Resources
S. B. No. 393 (died in Senate Committee on Judiciary)
A. B. No. 490 (reported from Assembly Committees on Conservation
and Ways and Means without recommendation).
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Examination of school lands

A. B. No. 1191 (do pass recommended by Assembly Committee on
Cons.; reported from Committee on Ways and Means without
recommendation)
S. B. No. 1014 (died in Senate Committee on Finance).

Acceptance of Carey Act

A. B. No. 367 (reported from Assembly Committee on Cons. without recommendation)

S. B. No. 441 (do pass recommended by Senate and Assembly Com-

mittees on Irrigation; approved by Governor as Chapter 613).

Correspondence in the Cuttle papers from the commission attorney, Horace T. Jones, indicates that the commission was not always
happily regarded around the Capitol.2 Jones transmitted copies of
four bills he had drafted for introduction on behalf of the commission. He stated that George H. Rhodes, Secretary of the California
Forest Protective Association, had approved of the "fire law" and
undoubtedly would work for the "consolidation of agencies bill."
But the Governor, or perhaps the Governor's secretaries, were not
well disposed toward the Conservation Commission in what was

obviously a continuation of the old quarrel involving SurveyorGeneral Kingsbury and State Forester Homans, whatever might have
been its basic cause.
In trying to determine if Conservation Commission legislation was
going to be deliberately sabotaged by the Governor's office, Jones
reported upon his cold reception by secretaries McCabe and Madsen
and their antagonism which apparently sprang from the belief that
the commission had prematurely released information on proposed
reclamation projects. Nevertheless, it was Jones' understanding that

Governor Johnson would take no position except to support any
legislation mutually agreed upon by all parties. It is somewhat doubtful if he actually took that course when at the end of the session he
pocket vetoed Assembly Bill No. 1579 in respect to school lands and
State Forests.
Reorganization Bills

Contrary to early statements by the State Forester and representatives of the Conservation Commission, the bills which were introduced in 1915 to amend or replace the Forest Protection Act of 1905
2

Cuttle papers, Bear Valley Water Company; letters dated Dec. 24, 1914 and
Jan. 27, 1915 from Jones at Sacramento.
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were not the same as the bitterly contested A. B. No. 643 and S. B.
No. 934 of 1913.
A couple of weeks before the Legislature convened the commission
was undetermined as to whether or not its original bill would again
serve the purpose. This indecision prevailed in spite of the fact that
Governor Johnson had made it perfectly clear in 1913 that the bill
was not adequate and was therefore pocket vetoed.
Whatever might have been the shape of the gestating bill in December when the commission's mimeographed report was issued, the
comment there was as follows:
This proposed law was drafted after a number of conferences with various
timber men of Oregon and California, the U. S. Forest Service, E .T. Allen
and George M. Cornwall, and others who have made a careful study of fire
prevention. It has also received the approval and recommendation of
Gifford Pinchot and officials of the U. S. Forest Service.

The 1915 bill eventually sponsored by the commission in general
composition was much like the 1913 measure. Kehoe of Eureka introduced Senate Bill No. 348 which soon faded away. The twin Assembly

Bill No. 491, by Encell of Oakland, then became the object of interest. Two new features appeared in the bill as introduced. These
related to the composition of a "board of forestry" and the qualifications of a State Forester.
The new law would have repealed all of the old act of 1905 as
then existing. Throughout the lengthy new bill there was no mention
of a State Board of Forestry. In its place the term State Conservation Commission was substituted. The Governor, Secretary of State,
Attorney General and State Forester would now be replaced by the
currently existing three-member Conservation Commission.
Such a proposition was not unreasonable. It would be difficult to

defend the old Board structure on the grounds of efficiency. The
Conservation Commission was a duly constituted agency, created by

State law to perform essentially the type of work set forth in the
new forest protection bill. It would now be "authorized and directed
to make rules and regulations and to establish a system or systems,
under the provisions of this act, for the prevention and suppression
of forest fires."
The State Forester would no longer be a member of the Board of

Forestry, nor its secretary. In fact, the new bill would have made
that official
a practical forester, familiar with Western conditions and experienced in
organization for prevention of forest fires; and who shall be appointed by
and hold office at the pleasure of the State Conservation Commission.
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Note how far in the background the Governor had been pushed by
these two proposals. Under such a law his control of forestry administration would reside only in his appointees upon the Conservation Commission, and the tenure of those appointees was not at all
clear in law. It is difficult to believe that Doctor Pardee accepted
with any enthusiasm the elimination of the requirement that the
State Forester be a technically trained man. The importance of forest
fire protection above all else during this period is made clearly obvious in the clause quoted above. And, it might be asked, was there

also made manifest a certain dissatisfaction with the incumbent
State Forester?
In the Assembly on April 21st, both features were amended. It

was now proposed that three persons should be appointed by the
Governor to serve as a Board of Forestry. The idea of a so-called
representative board was now entertained seriously for the first time.
One member was to be familiar with the science of forestry, one with

problems of water and resources (presumably natural resources),
and one familiar with the forest and lumber resources of the State.
No term of service was specified, a dangerous omission and one
which provided trouble some eight years later. More unusual was a
dubious provision which seemed to order the Chief Executive to appoint such a board within 90 days after the effective date of the law.
Or on the other hand, the same wording could have been interpreted
as voiding any appointments made after that date.
The State Forester was now to be a technically trained forester as
well as familiar with western conditions and experienced in adminis-

tration and forest protection. He was now to be appointed by the
Governor when certified as to qualifications by the Board. Three days

later, another amendment made his term of office subject to the
pleasure of the Governor.
The long bill covered the essential features of fire protection in
the existing law. One important innovation was the granting of authority to the State Forester to make cooperative agreements (with
the approval of the Board of Control) with all persons and agencies,
or combinations thereof, owning or controlling forest and brush lands
for the purpose of planning and effecting fire protection. It is sig-

nificant that the word 'grass" was added to forest and brush in a
late amendment. It was also provided that no more than one-third
of the cost of cooperative fire protection should be borne by the State.
However, one clause would have allowed the State Forester to make
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necessary emergency fire suppression expenditures from the support
funds of the Board of Forestry "when the public interest requires."
Owners of land and their agents and employees were not exempted
from the responsibility of fighting fires burning upon or threatening
their property.
The provisions of old Section 19 still remained. A public nuisance
in the form of inflammable debris in the woods was to be abated at

the expense of the land owner. Also, of course, the escape clause
distasteful to Homans still remained. This provided that an owner
showing good faith or entering a fire prevention agreement with the
State or Forest Service would be excused from the clean up requirement.

Among minor changes it was proposed that reports to the Governor should be made "from time to time" instead of annually. The
State Forester must now maintain his office in the capital city and
not in the State Capitol, clear evidence that State Government was
expanding in its services and numbers of personnel.
On May 4, Assembly Bill No. 491 was passed by the Assembly by
a vote of 52 to two opposed. Three days later the Senate passed it by
unanimous vote. On May 9 it reached Governor Johnson's desk. By

June 12, 1915, the Governor had allowed the second bill to reorganize the Forest Protection Act, as proposed by the California Con-

servation Commission and approved by the Legislature, to die
through the medium of a pocket veto. Newspaper references to several vetoes of the day give no reason on the part of the Governor for
his action in any case.
Unlike the similar bill similarly treated in 1913, this one appeared
to give the State Forester ample authority to expend such fire protection funds as might be appropriated. It is therefore only an assumption that Homans recommended to Governor Johnson that the
bill not be signed into law. His own comprehensive bill was, after
all, roughly treated. Perhaps of more importance was the fact that
too many words on the subject had been spoken and written in anger
and frustration. For whatever reason, Assembly Bill No. 491 failed
to become law.
The opposing legislation which most logically can be assumed to

have been sponsored if not actually drafted by State Forester
Homans was introduced as Assembly Bill No. 605 by Fish of Pasadena and Senate Bill No. 460 by Benedict of Los Angeles. Both bills
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were deprived of life very early in committees of assignment. The
content of the lengthy proposed law is nevertheless quite important

in the history of forestry legislation. It will be discussed after a
couple of related incidents are mentioned.
It had been presumed by the Conservation Commission that Senator H. S. Benedict of Los Angeles would introduce some of its legislation. He definitely would not, as will be related in respect to the

school land survey a few pages ahead. His attitude in that case is
reflected in his support here of Homans' reorganization bill.

The second incident is far afield but contains enough humor as
well as history to be worthy of notice. It concerns the California
Federation of Women's Clubs and that gentleman bachelor, G.
Morris Homans. The latter was reputed to have made his most
effective public appearances on behalf of forest conservation when he
spoke before women's groups. The enthusiasm of the Federation for
his program is evidenced by the vigorous and intelligent endorsement

penned by Mrs. Foster Elliot and printed in the State Forester's
FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT of 1912.

Two years later the Federation of Women's Clubs assembled in
annual convention at the City of Riverside, which city, incidentally,
was the home of Francis Cuttle, member of the California Conservation Commission. Among the Cuttle papers may be seen a printed
copy of a certain resolution of the convention entitled "Fire Prevention." The said resolution very aptly recounted the historical abuses
imposed upon the Nation's forest land and the devastation wrought
by wildfire. A paragraph scolded the light-burning practitioners and
commended the U. S. Forest Service. And then it was duly declared:
WHEREAS, California is without an adequate forest fire law, and
WHEREAS, the Forest Fire Bill, drawn by the California Conservation
Commission, approved by the U. S. Forest Service and progressive lumber
men, passed by the California Legislature in 1913, and known as Assembly
Bill 643, was not enacted into law for lack of Governor's approval;
Be it resolved, that, at the Legislative Session of 1915, every effort be made

to put this law on the Statute Books.

So much for the rebuff of State Forester Homans and his proposed
law by the ladies of the Federated Women's Club. Whether it was
done in innocence or with studied deliberation, this writer can not
say.

While Mr. Homans' proposed law was given even less gentle treatment in the State Legislature, it should nonetheless be an object of
careful scrutiny by any student of the legislative background of the
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present day Division of Forestry. Therein resides the present structure of the Division as set forth in the Public Resources Code, some
of it word for word as spurned by the lawmakers in 1915.

It is a peculiar and rather amazing fact that this fundamental
legal fabric has remained so long, certainly as the most enduring
monument and creation of State Forester Homans, and remains so
after such an inauspicious beginning.
Unfortunately for the Homans reputation and the good of forest

conservation, the bill contained a great deal else of a regulatory
nature which would hardly be within the realm of reasonableness
these many years later.

The bill required 485 lines of type, making it about twice the
length of the Act of 1905. Unlike the 1913 bill, this one would have
repealed that existing Forest Protection Act and built anew.
The first item of interest in this proposed law was its utter silence
as to any type of State forestry commission or board of either advisory or executive nature. All responsibility and authority was to be
vested in the State Forester as an appointee of the Governor.
And right there might have been the focal point of the disagreement between the two factions proposing forestry bills. Although
that point was never emphasized it appears that both the Governor
and State Forester were quite satisfied with the existing lack of an
active forestry commission. It has already been shown what the Conservation Commission thought about the ideal membership of a State
Board of Forestry.
Much of the Homans bill was a repetition of the proposal described
in the FIFTH BIENNIAL REPORT regarding railroad fires and their
prevention. It would be interesting to know how much the opposi-

tion toward that one portion to the bill contributed to its quick
demise. It was, however, merely one of the features vulnerable to
attack.
There was, for example, the requirement that all owners of timber
or cut-over land must inform the State Forester of the location and

acreage of such lands and every year thereafter report upon its
status because of possible changes due to logging or change of title.

Also each operator of a sawmill or shingle mill must report each
year as to the quantities of the various forest products he had produced.

One regulation which could be more easily justified was that requiring the notification of the number, location, and type of fuel
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burned by each donkey engine used in the woods, and the annual
report of movements of such engines. This information was related
to fire prevention inspections regarding logging equipment as set
forth in another portion of the bill.
Persons engaged in logging were required to burn slash annually,
construct prescribed firebreaks and fell snags. No alternate provisions would have provided an escape from the mandatory requirements. Spark arresters and ash pans were required for woods engines.
All of the sections of the Penal Code related to forest and range fire
were gathered here, including penalties for civil and criminal damage
caused by malicious or accidental fire injury. The crime of starting
a fire to injure another person was listed as a felony.
One important new declaration of an accepted legal thesis was set

forth in these words: "persons causing fires by violations of this
act shall be liable in action of debt to the full amount of expenses
incurred in fighting such fires."
In the new law, fine money collected was to be paid into the respective county treasury of the violation. At this point a club was
raised over local law enforcement. It was declared that district attorneys who failed to prosecute fire cases vigorously would be liable
to prosecution by the Attorney General. The people's attorneys representing a district were, after all, arms of the State Attorney General
regardless of their independence in action.
One unique section of the bill required any person knowing of a
fire burning uncontrolled to report it to a warden or, if necessary,
by phone or telegraph to the State Forester. All communication costs
would be honored by the State. The basic idea of alerting the public
to its responsibility in reporting fires appears sound. Yet it would
have been interesting to observe such a law in action to see if the
State Forester was driven mad in the resultant confusion before the
State Treasury was drained empty from communication bills.
Another new proposal was more practical although it must have
raised its share of opposition in 1915. Public or private health resorts,
summer camps and hotels conducted for profit, being situated in any
forest or brush covered area, were to be required to list the name and
address with the State Forester. That official would make an investigation to determine if human life were in jeopardy from fire. Certifi-

cates of protection would be issued in approved cases while the
hazardous locations would be published for public notice. The principle involved is currently found in local law or in the duties of the
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State Fire Marshal in his responsibility for inspecting places of
public assembly. Such laws are rarely put into the statutes until
some ghastly human tragedy proves they should have been there
earlier.

Section 30 was a complete nursery law. It allowed the State
Forester to propagate forest tree seedlings for planting on lands donated or placed at the disposal of the State without cost. Also, planting stock could be distributed to "counties, municipalities, schools,
land owners, and citizens of the State, under such conditions and
restrictions as he (State Forester) may deem advisable." The cost
of the nursery was to be paid from appropriations for that purpose.
All of the briefly quoted sections of the proposed law were in addition to that portion which now appears in the Public Resources
Code pertaining to appointing firewardens, cooperative agreements,
posting of notices, printing reports, establishing fire districts, organizing fire companies, constructing observation stations and lines of
communication, and so forth. It was here that the words which have

stood so long and so importantly in Sections 4005, 4006, Public
Resources Code, were first set down. Therein the State Forester
could enter agreements with agencies of government "under terms
he deems wise" for the prevention and suppression of fires. The pro-

vision that this could be done only "whenever any county or municipality makes an appropriation" for that purpose had a very real
meaning in 1915. It was, in effect, further official notice that the
State agent was a pauper.
With a page of the bill very properly devoted to the meaning of
terms as used in the act, the long and ambitious Assembly Bill No.
605, or Senate Bill No. 460, was brought to an end. Here was, in
fact, a whole new Forestry Code of California Law and therein, it is
submitted, lay Mr. Homans' primary failure. The creation of a new
legal code is a serious, intricate and time consuming process requir-

ing expert attention and the meeting of many minds This bill of
1915 was a grand, futile, and practically solitary, attack upon all
the legal fronts during one brief moment. It is difficult to imagine
any legislative miracle which could have carried it over the numerous

hurdles and into the statute books. If the State Forester had submitted his proposals in a half dozen bills it is probable that some
would have become law in 1915; for they did become law in due
time.
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Reforestation and School Lands

It will be remembered that the Conservation Commission had secured legislation which prohibited the further sale of State school
lands until after September 1915. It had been proposed that a survey
would in the meantime indicate how to properly proceed with the
disposition of such land.
The second and fourth subjects of legislation as listed on the
Conservation Commission agenda of 1915 were largely of the same
nature, although separate pairs of twin bills were introduced to
create two laws.
A stumbling block which undoubtedly had much to do with their
failure in the Legislature is revealed in one of the mentioned letters
from Attorney Horace Jones to the Conservation Commission. Jones
explained that he had expected Senator Benedict of Los Angeles to
introduce what was termed the school land bill. Benedict refused on
the ground that he agreed with Surveyor-General Kingsbury who
unequivocally opposed the measure. Kingsbury had informed the
Senator that he had been "heckled and bothered by those who are
opposed to him" and, furthermore, he was better able to run his
office than "outsiders." Benedict offered his own opinion that the
Conservation Commission should confine its work to investigations
and reports to the Legislature, and not engage in drafting laws.
The bill was then handed to Luce of San Diego who introduced it
as Senate Bill No. 1014, and Johnson of San Bernardino who authored Assembly Bill No. 1191. The proposed law would have appropriated $10,000 to the commission to examine, classify and
appraise unsold school land in the State; and report from time to
time to the Surveyor-General. After the survey and appraisal by an
ex-officio board, the Governor could proclaim sales to dispose of the
land.

Neither bill advanced far in the Legislature in spite of their apparent worthiness. Probably, if the major responsibility had been
placed with the Surveyor-General where it would seem to have logically belonged, the sensible proposition would have become law. In
a few years time Mr. Kingsbury, by much personal persistence, had
accomplished much in the same direction.

Senator Mott of Ventura introduced Senate Bill No. 357 which
would allow the State to acquire by gift or purchase lands for reforestation or agricultural purposes. Probably the latter condition was
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involved with the development of irrigation projects on desert lands.
The bill soon faded away in committee.
Pettis of Fort Bragg followed the commission proposal with his
Assembly Bill No. 351. The bill proposed that the State could purchase cut-over land for State Forests at no more than $2.50 per acre.
An appropriation of $25,000 for land purchase was specified. Gifts
could be accepted with the provision that the donor might purchase
the same land within 10 years by making a payment of all improvement costs expended by the State plus 4 percent annual interest.
The Assembly Committee on Conservation apparently approved of
the idea but not the vehicle. The committee substituted its own version in a completely new Assembly bill numbered 1579. The highlights were as follows:
The State Forester shall investigate and develop a plan for consolidating, acquiring and managing forest land which the State
should possess in order to best secure revenue for the State
from timber products, to sustain the timber supply, to encourage and demonstrate the practice of forestry and promote other
public purposes. He shall report on his findings to the Governor,
Board of Forestry, Register of Lands, and all institutions having received grants of land from the Federal Government.
The Board of Forestry may accept donations of land or money,
and may acquire by purchase or condemnation, lands for State
Forest purposes. No purchase price shall exceed $2.50 per acre.

State Forest land may be sold to the highest bidder at public
sale providing the price is not less than the appraised value.

The Board may contract to purchase land separate from timber
provided timber is removed within two years under conditions
of logging prescribed by the Board and included in the terms
of contract. (One stipulated restriction forbade the cutting of
trees less than eight inches in diameter one foot above the
ground.)
The State Forester, in accordance with Board regulations, shall
manage and control all forest lands which may be declared
either permanently or temporarily to be State Forest lands.

With the advice and consent of the Governor and the institution which has been the recipient of a Federal grant of land,
such land may be declared a State Forest as provided by this
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act and the institution shall receive the proportion of revenue
to which it is entitled. (An apparent reference to the transfer of
remaining forested school land.)
The Board may sell the products of the State Forests and execute leases not exceeding 50 years for the removal of minerals
and for the development of water power, provided such leases
are approved by the Governor.
Unexpended balances of appropriations under this act shall not
lapse but shall constitute a continuous fund.
Assembly Bill No. 1579 passed the Assembly on April 24 by unan-

imous approval. It passed out of the Senate without opposition on
May 7. By June 12 it was pocket vetoed by the Governor.
It is difficult to understand why Governor Johnson should have
disapproved of this bill which undoubtedly had the backing of the
lumber industry, the State Forester and the Conservation Commission. The most logical source of objection, if any did arise, would
have been the old reluctance in some quarters to develop unsold
school land into managed State Forests. Yet the entire Legislature
showed no such objection. This body, and not the Surveyor-General,
established land policy for the State. Newspapers of the day fail to
indicate what moved the Governor to stand obstinately so much alone
in this case.
To Create a Department of Natural Resources

In its Report of 1914, the Conservation Commission had declared:
The appointment of non-paid commissioners has never been a success.
Their private interests prevent attention to the affairs of state. The work of
such commissions is often left to a subordinate and when anything goes
wrong with the work there is not one upon whom responsibility can be fixed.
Consolidation will not disturb the work of the offices . . . duplicate work
will be eliminated
. Fish and game wardens and the protection of forests
can expeditiously be handled together

Certainly the unfortunate experience of two types of forestry commission in
California prior to this time produced little to commend the system. Nor was
the Conservation Commission pleased to often find itself thwarted by largely
unregulated State administrative officials. On the other hand, probably this
entire commission, just one year before, had some part in writing the follow-

ing words into the Forestry Report of the Fifth Conservation Congress,
"Forest protection through voluntary warden service has in every instance
proven a failure. The multiplication of duties of State officials, such as the
provision that game wardens or fish wardens also act as fire wardens, has
likewise been far from successful, though often tried out."
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The "consolidation of agencies" bill was introduced by Cogswell
of El Monte as Senate Bill No. 393 and by Encell of Oakland as
Assembly Bill No. 490. Both were identical with the proposed draft
in the 1914 Report. This was a lengthy bill, as may be supposed. As

the short lived parent of the present Department of Natural Resources it should be of interest.
The department was to be supervised by a Secretary who was to
be appointed by the Governor for four years and receive a salary
of $7,500.

The department was to succeed to all powers and duties of the
State Forester and Board of Forestry, California Redwood Park
Commission, Fish and Game Commission, Conservation Commission,

and Register of Lands under the Carey Act. All authority vested in
such agents was to be transferred to the new department.

Three bureaus were to be created and known respectively as
Bureaus of Forestry, Fish and Game, Public Lands. These could be
subdivided into divisions at the pleasure of the Secretary. Each bureau head would be called a Director, and each division head a Chief.

The Secretary would appoint and release directors and chiefs at
his pleasure.

The directors of bureaus, together with the Governor, were to
constitute an advisory board for the Secretary.
All assistants and employees of the department were to be selected under rules of civil service. Salaries were to be fixed by the
Secretary with the consent of the Board of Control.
Sheriffs and constables were ordered to execute the lawful orders
of the Secretary. The most unusual clause, as presently viewed, required the University of California to make chemical analyses for
the department.
Neither S. B. No. 393 nor A. B. No. 490 to create a State Department of Natural Resources progressed far enough to receive a second
reading in its own house. Such a drastic proposal to reorganize the
structure of government would certainly have required the Governor's personal and vigorous endorsement from the beginning in order
to succeed.
Carey Act Commission

The greatest success scored by the California Conservation Commission was certainly in the field of water control and use. Presumably the commission was grateful when the last item of its legislative
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program became law, even as modified to set back the apparent hope

that the commission itself would be a continuing body. Two bills
were introduced to make the Conservation Commission the representative agent of the State to cooperate with the Federal Government under the Carey Act in the investigation, control and disposal
of arid lands as set forth in the act.4 The short and simple Senate
Bill No. 441 was soon passed and approved as Chapter 613, but not
until one significant amendment was made. The three members of
the State Carey Commission were now to be individuals holding
specific office, such as the Dean of Agriculture at Berkeley, and not
the members of the Conservation Commission. This law bears little
relationship to forestry affairs. It is interesting to note, however,
that one commission member was to be the Director (not Secretary)
of the Department of Natural Resources if that agency were created
as proposed by current legislation.
Thus ended the legislative endeavors of the California Conservation Commission. In retrospect it seems strange that the two strong

minded political warriors, Johnson and Pardee, could not have
brought more of the hopes of the commission to a state of political
reality. It is possible that the recent presidential campaign had caused
some wounds that were slow to heal, especially with the unusually
sensitive Johnson.5 Cuttle was a strong character in his own right.
Personal letters of Pardee indicate that the two must have engaged
in occasional tests of strength below the surface. By such men is
woven the strong fabric of American politics.
Another Minimum-diameter Bill

A. F. Shartel of Alturas wished to regulate the cutting of trees
through his Assembly Bill No. 575. He was almost successful. The
bill proclaimed that it should be unlawful to cut for the purpose of
converting into firewood, or manufacturing into shakes, shingles,
lath or boxing any pine, fir, or redwood tree, which at a point two
4A. B. No. 367, Dennett of Modesto.
S. B. No. 441, Luce of San Diego, became Chap. 613.
'Hiram Johnson had enough popular appeal to succeed in being reelected in 1914,
which was a political feat not accomplished since 1853. Furthermore, this
was done against both a Democrat and a regular Republican opponent, and
after the Bull Moose party had collapsed on a national scale. But the Progressive Republicans in California were sadly disunited and bickering. Much of this

was probably due to Johnson's open dislike for the far-left Francis Heney
who subsequently lost to Democrat Phelan in the senatorial race (with Republican Knowland running a close third).
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and one-half feet above the ground was of a diameter of less than
eight inches, and which was growing on any wild, uncultivated or
nonagricultural land.
The State Forester could give permission to remove diseased or
"menacing" trees. Each cutting was to be a separate violation and
the maximum fine was set at $500. Furthermore, the grand jury of
each county was required to investigate and report annually upon
the enforcement of this law.
The bill was refused passage in the Assembly, then reconsidered
and passed on May 5 by vote of 41 to 22. On May 9 it passed out
of the Senate as an urgency measure because of the late date. The
vote there was 21 to 5. By July 12 Governor Johnson had allowed
this latest attempt to enact a minimum-diameter harvesting law to
die by pocket veto.
Other Legislation, 1915

The one favored area still continued to be the National Forests
of the San Gabriel Range. These massive mountains had from the
beginning been accepted as a watershed of vital importance to the
great agricultural and populated flatlands spread out to the southward.

Assembly Bill No. 585, introduced by Lostutter of Pomona, was
passed and approved by Governor Johnson, thereupon becoming
Chapter 735. This law provided that the sum of $1500 each year of
the biennium should be made available for fighting forest fires and
maintaining breaks and trails in San Antonio Canyon and adjacent
canyons. The following agencies were required to make in total a
similar and equal expenditure under agreement with the Board of
Control: the San Antonio Fruit Exchange, the San Antonio Water
Company, San Bernardino County.
Avery of Riverside introduced Assembly Bill No. 113 which was

approved by the Governor on May 17 as Chapter 288. The law
appropriated the usual $5000 for matching with the Forest Service
in the Angeles National Forest for the usual fire protection work,
but this law noted the further desire to "protect timber now standing
on the San Bernardino Mountains."
The legislative session of 1915 was certainly not fruitful in respect
to enhancing the conservation of natural resources. The lawmakers
and the Governor could seldom agree. For example, the Governor

(by pocket veto) refused to approve A. B. No. 529, by Ream of
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Sisson (Mt. Shasta), a proposed law which would have prohibited
legal action against owners of livestock that wandered uncontrolled
upon National Forest land. However, he did approve another bill.
Chapter 471 provided that Bird and Arbor Day (as belatedly recognized in 1909) would henceforth be known as Conservation, Bird
and Arbor Day. On March 7 of each year, California school children
would be instructed not only in the spirit of protection toward birds
and trees but they would also learn of the "economic value of the
natural resources and the desirability of their conservation."
The Forestry Department's Sixth Report

In the REPORT for the calendar years 1915-16 it is interesting to
observe for the first time a new term which was to be much in use

for another decade. Now the State organization was called the
Forestry Department. Officially it was still the Board of Forestry,
but the latter designation must have appeared unreal to those acquainted with the prevailing situation.
The self-styled department at this time consisted of State Forester
Homans, Deputy Alexander W. Dodge (later to spend many years in
Los Angeles County Government), Assistant J D. Schoeler, Secretary Walter J. Moodey, and Clerk J. A. Harney.
There was no doubt about where the best effort of this organization should be spent. But there was neither authority nor money
available to develop a fire protection system throughout the State.
Voluntary assistance or advice in respect to the organization of local
protection groups had to be in response to local requests. Even the
general supervision of large forest and range fires was made after
the call for help came from the distressed area, and certainly too late
to accomplish much material good.

It is rather remarkable that the "department" was permitted to
expend the sums necessary to undertake the thoroughly commendable and often highly technical studies in special problems related to
forest or land utilization. Such studies generally required the temporary employment of experts to conduct the experiments and write
the reports.
Other than these mentioned activities the essential project constantly before the small agency seems to have been public education
as to the needs of the State of California, not only in the various
phases of natural resource protection, but also in respect to its enhancement. In the latter category, Mr. Homans was becoming more
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and more persistent in trying to develop a nursery to produce shade
and ornamental as well as forest tree stock.
In the front of the SIXTH BIENNIAL REPORT is a full page picture

of a foothill valley. Rich orchard on a flat in the foreground is surrounded by grassy hills supporting a few scattered oak trees. The
picture caption recites the value of the hillside browse and the serious
loss to ranchers which occurs each year throughout the State when
such land burns. One sentence reads, "This is not forest destruction,
but deserves equal State protection."
Probably only the personal opinion of State Forester Homans and
his staff was represented in such a far-reaching expression of fundamental State policy. It had little material effect, however. The dearth
of substantial support for any wild land protection was made sadly
evident in the next few pages of the REPORT. Nevertheless, this casual

statement is the first sign along the road of a rather wavering policy
which was not well established for another 30 years. The continuing
question is: What is the financial or administrative responsibility,
if any, of State Government toward the protection from fire of open
range land per se?

Homans summed up the existing general situation in the old
refrain. Said he,
It is well to stop and think of the vast amount of work to be done in
California by the Forestry Department. We have no State forest reserves;
have no State forest nurseries; no definite provision for controlling the
numerous fires which annually destroy thousands of dollars worth of property

and human lives, threatening far more; and no adequate appropriation to
meet the demands made under the present forest law
Consequently, what has been done in lending assistance in fighting fires
was accomplished at the expense of other departments of the work. .
The present annual appropriation for the department is $22,900. In some
cases the federal authorities have spent more than this in the work of controlling a single serious forest fire. The law now in vogue does not permit
the State Forester to hire fire fighters except in cases of extreme emergency,
when through special permission of the State Board of Control, he may pay
fire fighting bills in limited amounts.

Nevertheless, the staff had made 114 investigations of fires, traveled 6215 miles in doing so, and helped in directing the control of
19 large fires during the past two seasons. It was duly noted that
"two automobiles were purchased in the spring of 1916, and they
greatly facilitate both the fire investigations and the routine work of
the department."
Brief fire statistics for the seasons of 1914-13-16 were shown in the

State Forester's report. Reports of the several fire fighting associa-
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tions were also printed as submitted by their secretaries. The nonprofessional and somewhat naive status of some of these organizations was demonstrated by the advice submitted by the Placer Forest
and Home Protective Association. By hard experience they had
learned, said the report to the State Forester, that every fire should
have one chief in charge, and backfire lines should be patrolled for
24 hours to prevent new fires from breaking out.
The Tamalpais Association had kept an annual average of 13 fires
down to an average total of only 216 acres burned each season. In
three years there had been 27 miles of new firebreaks built in the
Mann County mountains. Olmsted was still the forester in charge
William lodge was acting as his assistant now. It was stated that
a legal district should be formed by legislative action in order to
simplify and equalize the job of collecting necessary funds to carry
on the fire protection job in this area.
Under the heading Forest Protection by Lumber Companies Outside of Protection Associations, the State Forester commended the
slash piling and burning work carried out by the Red River Lumber
Company in Lassen County and also the rather intensive cooperative

work the Diamond Match Company was doing with the Forest
Service on its Butte County holdings. Much of it was experimental
in nature, embracing both fire protection and reforestation. Slash was
being burned in patches and under control. Two extra patrolmen
were employed by the company during the dry season.
A few other unnamed companies were credited with doing some
individual work to prevent and suppress fires. This led to the statement that lumbermen should voluntarily impose good protection practices upon their land if they would avoid the necessity of the enactment of such a law as was then in force in Oregon in respect to required fire patrol, which "although severe, has been well accepted
and enforced in Oregon."
This comment was followed by the printing of the rather short
Oregon Act of February 26, 1913, "to require owners of timber lands
to provide a patrol therefor."
It would seem certain that this law had a great effect upon ideas
and (after a decade) upon legislative action in California. Two items
should be kept in mind for future reference. For failure to provide
an adequate patrol, the Oregon law required the landowner to pay the
State a sum not exceeding five cents per acre per year to support the
State organization. Secondly, a failure to pay the fee would result in
the fixing of a lien upon the land. The county would then be obliged
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to collect the delinquent payment through the process of regular tax
collection in the same manner as any other property tax.
The last echoes of the eucalyptus boom were given official heed
in the spring of 1916. Apparently numerous requests from stockholders had convinced the State Forester that some positive infor-

mation should be made available to the public. Consequently he
sent men upon the ground of 18 of the 32 listed commercial plantations. Those properties investigated were catalogued briefly but thor-

oughly, showing size, ownership, tree species, and condition of
plantation. Six plantations were rated fair or better in respect to condition of the stand. Only two seemed to be held primarily in plantation status.
Several pages of the biennial report were devoted to a new Forest
Service policy in line with a congressional act of 1915. District Forester duBois told of the "summer home business" which had become

popular in the National Forests of California. Demands for cabin
and resort sites were piling up. The Angeles Forest alone provided
more such "special use" sites than all the remaining National Forests
of the Nation. The Federal Government had taken another large and
popular step in making the old forest reserves available to the people.

City tree planting was a subject of special interest to the State
Forester at this date. The pertinent statutes of authority for such
planting were quoted in full in the BIENNIAL REPORT. Sacramento was

the most convenient and probably the most promising metropolis in
which plantings and observations could be made. This was especially
so in view of the religious zeal with which the McClatchy newspapers,
then and since, have advocated street planting, and as a matter of
fact, all aspects of tree conservation.
In a brief discussion of needed legislation a plea was made for a

satisfactory forest protection law. Three steps were emphasized.
These involved (1) authority to develop a regular protection organization, (2) provision to hire firefighters and organize measures for
fire prevention, (3) provision for practical cooperation between government and private agencies.
The State Forester was concerned about his obvious inability to
hire aliens in times of emergency because of prohibitive law enacted
in 1901.6
A half century later, when ample emergency funds are available for use to suppress large fires, the same legal situation prevails. Actually the situation is a
little more complex inasmuch as "any person" may be summoned to aid a
fire officer in spite of the fact that the person may not be a citizen.
14-77773
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The early experimental forest nurseries had long since been transferred to the University. But in 1916, the State Forester brought up
the need for a centrally located State nursery under the supervision
of the Board of Forestry. Said he,
In addition to supplying trees for roadside planting throughout California,
this nursery will be able to grow ornamental trees for the various State institutions and forest stock for landowners who cannot secure such material
in the commercial nurseries.

Plans of cooperation between the "Forestry Department" and the
Highway Commission for the growing and planting of roadside stock
had already been consummated. In fact, the State Forester had en-

tered the sum of $28,000 in his biennial budget to construct and
operate the nursery. The further statement that such a nursery should
be located on land already owned by the State had serious significance
before the project finally became a reality.
Another item in the BIENNIAL REPORT referred to "an exhaustive
bulletin" being prepared on the subject of ornamental tree planting in
California. This bulletin did not appear, unless the reference was to

the book Shade and Ornamental Trees published some five years
later.

An interesting item of legislation during the session of 1915
touched the State Forester as a cooperating agent. It seems that the
public-spirited ladies of the Shakespeare Club of Placerville had
become concerned about the preservation of the scenic beauty of the
Lake Tahoe Wagon Road. Chapter 762 became law under the sponsorship of the club. It was provided that $7000 therewith appropriated should be used to purchase additional width of right of way, including both land and trees to an extent of 300 feet from the road
center.

The State Department of Engineering was named as the responsible supervising agency for the State. Nevertheless, the State Forester was requested to make a survey and cruise the timber involved,

and then present the Department of Engineering with plans and
recommendations for the land purchase. This he did.7
The State Forester also aided the Surveyor-General in developing
statistics for litigation in a trespass case in El Dorado County. Upon
No official report of final accomplishment under this law was discovered in
Division of Highway files. This highway was, incidentally, the first State
road, having been under State control since 1895. At the present date, additional traffic lanes are infinitely more in demand than roadside beauty.
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some 1900 acres a stump cruise was made to determine the quantity
of timber cut and removed.
As another gesture of cooperative action among State departments,
the State Forester furnished the State Library with sets of slides and
lecture notes upon various forestry subjects. These slides were loaned
to schools and other interested organizations.
The report ended with a budget and expenditure record. For the
biennium ending June 30, 1917, the Board of Forestry had received
the sum of $45,800. Of this total, and without specific budget authorization, it is noted that $517 was spent upon what was termed fire
fighting, $1415 upon the printing of fire signs and reports.
Bulletins No. 5 and No. 6

Two Board of Forestry Bulletins were printed by the State Printer
during 1915. Forest Engineer Herman E. McKenzie was hired to
conduct research work and prepare the material for publication.
He is credited with authorship in both cases.
It is stated quite clearly in the preface of Bulletin No. 5 that its
compilation was suggested through the process of gathering the basic
field information to prepare Bulletin No. 6.
As the State Forester reported in 1914, field work had been con-

ducted during the spring of 1913 at the Westwood mill of the Red
River Lumber Company. Approximately a thousand trees had been
scrutinized and measurements minutely recorded through each operation from felling to the last sawed board. The primary object was to
determine the economic situation confronting a timber operator, especially in respect to the ponderosa pine of the area under study. Costs

of logging, milling and transportation as related to size and quality
of specific types of trees can be determined only through such detailed studies.
The result of the survey was published in Bulletin No. 6 under
the title, A Mill Scale Study of Western Yellow Pine, This embraced

171 pages of descriptions, calculations, graphs, and charts. The
highly technical publication was undoubtedly a valuable contribution
in the field of forest utilization.
Bulletin No. 5 consisted of 56 pages of even more technical writing. It was entitled, A Discussion of Log Rules; the sub-title: Their
Limitations and Suggestions for Correction.
Since neither the laws of mathematics nor the average shape of the

average tree are much subject to alteration by the passage of time,
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it can be safely stated that this technical work has been of undiminished value to the few persons with the interest and personal
qualifications to make use of it.

The long and distinguished service of Hiram W. Johnson at the
California State Capitol was drawing to a close. Much had been said
about the needs and the methods for conserving and protecting the
forest resources of California. Much had been attempted, but generally in a disjointed manner. Very little had actually been accomplished. While a distant war had been casting ominous shadows
closer to the Nation and State there had been local skirmishes in the
legislative halls and across the conference tables involving forestry
problems. But at the end of the year 1916 the result was little better
than stalemate.
The California Conservation Commission had made a great effort
and failed in the immediate goal of securing improved State legislation for the protection and development of forest resources. It departed from the stage.
For two years the bloodiest war ever inflicted upon humanity was
being concentrated in Europe and upon the high seas. On May 7,
1915, a German submarine torpedoed the liner Lusitania and 1198
lives were lost of whom 124 were Americans. No mention of impend-

ing war can be found in the State Forester's official report a year
and a half later. "The worldliness" of war had not yet settled upon
the broad consciousness of all civilized people wherever they might
dwell. The situation was to be greatly changed for CalifOrnia State
Forestry some 20 years hence in another world conflict.
In spite of the fact that the State Forester in 1916 recognized no

forewarning signs that continued war could materially affect the
status of the California State forestry organization, powerful forces
toward direct American involvement were nevertheless long since at
work.

Chapter Eighteen

The Home Front Shows a Weakness
A PROCLAMATION: The California State Board of Forestry, having in mind

the great losses which the State of California annually suffers through the
ravages of fire, desires to impress upon the people of the state the great
necessity of care in the use of fire during the coming summer Particularly
at this time, when the economic losses brought about by the war are the
greatest the world has ever known, should we do everything in our power
to lessen the annual losses which fire causes.
GOVERNOR STEPHENS, April 18, 1918

After casting covetous eyes upon the Presidency and Vice Presi-

dency through several nominating conventions, Hiram Johnson
finally succeeded in getting elected to the U. S. Senate in 1916. That
was where he had longed to be since 1910. However, once elected,
he became most reluctant to leave Sacramento where he was quite
properly recognized as the remaining rugged champion of the original

progressives. That party, especially in the person of Johnson, had
long since lost its great reform enthusiasm. But Johnson nevertheless
feared that the hardwon reform policies would be allowed to degenerate if he were not at hand to defend them.
Governor Stephens Takes Office

John Eshleman, the very able hand-picked successor for the governorship, died in the spring of 1916. Political circumstances then
practically required that the appointed Lieutenant Governor should
be from Southern California. Congressman William Dennison
Stephens was selected by party spokesmen, with anything but enthusiastic response from the extremely sensitive Johnson.
Senator-elect Johnson finally named Stephens and then refused to
leave the Governor's office.' But the war situation was becoming so
tense that Johnson had to make up his mind to leave. On March 15,
1917, Stephens was finally sworn in as Governor of California. On
April 6 the Congress declared war upon Germany.
William D. Stephens was born in Ohio in 1859. He practiced law
in the southern part of California and had become respected as a
member of the Los Angeles Board of Education, the National Guard,
Mowry, The California Progressives, pp. 278-285.
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and the chamber of commerce. In 1909 Stephens was Mayor of Los
Angeles. Then he was sent to Congress for three terms. Stephens was
re-elected to the Governor's chair in 1918 and remained in Sacramento until January, 1923. Then he practiced law in Los Angeles
prior to his death which occurred in 1944.
Johnson's fears were misplaced. The unassuming, moderate-pro-

gressive Stephens probably did a better job as Governor than
Johnson could have done in the face of a regeneration of the old conservative forces on both national and statewide fronts.
Governor Stephens was especially interested in improving the agricultural industry. He also accomplished some needed reorganization
of State Government. Possibly the Governor's interest in agriculture

was heightened by the war situation. For the first time in over half
a century, deadly warfare, although distant, had generated great
concern among the Nation's population in respect to protecting and
harvesting natural resources.
Local activities because of that public concern were very important
in the eventual development of a system of forest protection in California. That will be discussed after an observation of the interest
evidenced by the Legislature itself in the session of 1917, before war
was declared.
Senate Bill No. 406

A grand effort was again made in 1917 to reorganize the State
forestry agency. And for the third consecutive session of the Legislature a bill was successfully brought to the Governor's desk.
Undoubtedly, the opposing forces in drafting bills had learned that
a display of open opposition could accomplish nothing but failure for
any type of legislation presented. However, the silence surrounding
the single bill introduced (in duplicate) in 1917 makes it practically
impossible to determine to what extent, if any, a compromise was

reached before a bill was drafted. There is little doubt but that
timber industry leaders were the primary sponsors of the 1917 legislation. This fact was made evident during very similar circumstances
two years hence.
Actually, the 1917 bill very much resembled Assembly Bill No. 491
which had been pocket vetoed at the 1915 session. Furthermore, the
first appearance of the bill appeared as Assembly Bill No. 219 by
Pettis of Fort Bragg, who was very probably selected as a spokesman by the industry. Pettis had introduced the bill at the previous
session which would have allowed the State to purchase cut-over
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timber land and hold it for the original owner to repossess at a later
date. The 1917 Pettis reorganization bill languished in the Assembly
Committee on Conservation for 100 days and was then passed out
without recommendation.
Regarding this bill, The Timberman said in its February issue,
after describing the bill at length and commenting that there was no
considerable difference between it and the existing law:
The bill stakes all on the features of the establishment of a board familiar
with the different phases of the question and the selection of a Forester to
fit the requirements of such a board.

On April 18, when the twin bill had cleared the Senate, the San
Francisco Examiner carried a brief news article in which it was declared:
The bill was drafted by the Chief Forester of the United States.

It is doubtful if this was precisely true. Chief Forester Henry S.
Graves would have been a logical compromising agent, however, and
it was certain that all parties concerned were anxious to take advan-

tage of the Weeks Law to secure Federal aid for California forest
fire protection. Whatever may have been the true state of affairs, the
State Forester and his new boss, Governor Stephens, remained remarkably silent about forestry legislation during this session.
The twin of the Pettis bill was introduced by L. J. Maddux of
Modesto as Senate Bill No. 406. This 3000 word bill was subjected
to numerous amendments in both houses. Two of the changes were
quite important and both gave evidence of the strength of the State
Forester.

It was proposed that the Board of Forestry should consist of the
same three appointees of the Governor as those described in the 1915
bill. That is, one was to be familiar with the science of forestry, one
with water resources and one with forest and lumber conditions. Now,
however, it was specified that they were to serve for staggered four
year terms.

The Board was to certify to the Governor that the candidate for
State Forester was qualified. The section relating to the State Forester was first written exactly as it had been in the Conservation Commission bill in 1915. Then it was amended by the words in italics as
set forth below.
Sec. 2. There is hereby created the office of state forester, the appointee of
which office shall be a practical and technically trained forester, familiar with
western forest conditions, and experienced in forest protection and administration. He shall be appointed by the governor and hold office for the term of
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four years from and after his appointment or at the pleasure of the appointing power.

Another duty of the Board in this proposed law was to "aid the
Governor in hearing appeals from the decisions of the State Forester."
It would seem that such a clause pertained specifically to the public
nuisance abatement provision.

The requirement for loggers to clean up a public nuisance in the
form of slash and debris was written into a Section 11 in the new
bill very much in keeping with the existing Section 19 of the Forest
Protection Act. Then there appeared a Section 12 in the new bill
which was the familiar escape clause proposed for the past several
years by the industry. The section described how a lien should be
filed and collected when a landowner neglected to abate the nuisance
and the State Board of Forestry performed the required work. How-

ever, a proviso declared that no such lien should be filed when the
responsible party "in good faith endeavors to prevent and abate any
nuisance . . . or who maintains a system of forest fire protection
approved by the state forester."
On April 12 this entire section was amended out of S. B. No. 406
by the Senate. The nuisance abatement clause remained.
Another clause provided that the State Forester could make investigations in forestry subjects. This was amended to say that he might
"aid in the development of the science and practice of forestry,"
which would certainly appear to have been a harmless enough pastime for any State Forester of California if he ever discovered what
it meant.
It was provided that cooperative fire protection agreements could
be consummated providing the State as a party did not expend more
than one-third of the expense involved.
The usual provisions for the appointment of firewardens and the
employment of firefighters in times of genuine emergency were also
included. In this bill there was now a clause allowing payment to be
made to firefighters of not more than 25 cents per hour.2
A new feature which was amended out of this long bill related to
the recovery through civil action of money to pay for damage caused
2

Such a pay scale, when finally adopted by State law, was to remain fixed for
many years. The reason was not that such weary and hazardous toil was

worth no more, but precisely because it was. That is to say, as long as
"pick-up" labor was to be the major force used to combat forest fires it was
necessary to keep remuneration so low that the pay would not be an incentive
for incendiary fires.
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negligently by forest fires. The original clause had declared that fire
loss could be calculated as something beyond the "value of the prop-

erty injured or destroyed." Such loss as had resided in young tree
growth, soil fertility or watershed was described as a "detriment to
the land and vegetation thereof."
Senate Bill No. 406, after many amendments, came out of the Com-

mittee on Agriculture on April 11. On the 17th it passed the Senate
by 29 aye votes without opposition. On April 25 the Assembly passed
the bill with its own amendments by a vote of 47 to six opposed. The
Senate unanimously approved the Assembly version and sent the bill

to Governor Stephens. By June 1st the bill was dead in a pocket
which contained a high total of 233 bills liquidated in this manner
by Governor Stephens.4 Senate Bill No. 406 was so insignificant
among the deceased that newspapers of the day did not bother to
mention it. There were decidedly more important items of legislation
in the group as viewed by the critics. Nor was there any particular
condemnation of the Governor for his action. Without indicating any
relationship of events, the Sacramento Bee editorialized about the
fickle and capricious work in general performed by the Legislature
of 1917.

Whatever the reason, the third attempt to modernize the Forest
Protection Act of 1905 failed for the third time by reason of a pocket
veto.

The regular State budget bill contained the sum of $45,800 for the
Board of Forestry to cover the biennium 1917-19. This was the same
as the previous appropriation. Of this total, the sum of $12,000 represented salaries for the chief and his two assistants, $2 7,000 was
for general support and $6,000 for printing. Two special bills brought
the total to $61,000.
Senator Herbert Jones of San Jose succeeded in securing a salary

increase for the Deputy from $1800 to $2400 annually, through
Chapter 238. Unquestionably, the lawmakers who deliberated over
the bill would have found it difficult to believe the extent to which
3As a practical example of the meaning of the clause one might consider the investment in time, money and taxes put into a plantation of forest trees during some 10 or 15 years. It would be most unreasonable for a court of law
to declare that the market value at the time of destruction of such property
was nothing and therefore the owner had lost nothing of value. See the similar
law proposed as A. B. No. 101 of 1907.
In 1907 Gillett pocketed what must have been the greatest number of bills to
that date, 213. Johnson pocket vetoed 161 in 1911; 428 in 1913; 218 in 1915.
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the old wage patterns were to be shattered within a few months when
the war industries began to boom.
Homans had declared his intent to place a $28,000 request in his

budget for the estabilshment of a forest nursery. No such item appeared in the regular budget bill. Nevertheless, his persistent quest
was to bear fruit. Mr. Homans, unfortunately, was not privileged to
view the material result of his labors.
A Forest Nursery Authorized
William E. Brown of Los Angeles introduced Senate Bill No. 1126

for the purpose of permitting the State Forester to establish and
manage a nursery. He could purchase nursery stock and seed, and
distribute planting stock at cost for public planting and reforestation of public lands, for street and highway planting, for park and
school beautification.
The nursery was to be located on land owned by the State, or land

received as a donation for that purpose. The sum of $14,000 was
appropriated for the purpose of establishing and managing the nursery, providing of course, that land were made available without cost
to the State.

On April 9 the bill received a do pass recommendation from the
Committee on Agriculture and was then transferred to the Committee
on Finance. In a few days it emerged with favorable recommendation
except that a minority wished to have a do not pass recommendation
attached.
On April 18 the bill was out of the Senate (22 to one). On April 27
the Assembly passed the bill (42 to three) and sent it to Governor
Stephens.

Doran, a rancher from San Diego County, was one of the three
voting against the bill. His reason for so voting was ordered printed
in the Journal. It read as follows:
I voted no on Senate Bill No. 1126, because I think the State might buy its
nursery stock from the nurserymen who help support the State. They are
already equipped for growing stock for the planting of trees along the highways and in public places as well as elsewhere. Hundreds of small ranchers
could devote small spaces to such a purpose which would help them out.
W. A. Doran

The gentleman's argument had been heard before and it was to be

presented often again. In respect to strictly ornamental planting
stock it was a generally reasonable argument except for the fact that

the universal experience throughout this Nation indicates clearly
that public planting through the means of public nurseries has en-
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hanced private planting to the profit of private industry. The production of forest planting stock in quantity for forest plantations is
another matter entirely.
On May 15 the Governor's signature made the bill into law as
Chapter 475. There was good reason to believe that after a lapse of
a quarter century a State forest nursery would again be established.
TalnalJ?ais District Incorporated

Will R. Sharkey of Martinez satisfied the wishes of F. E. Olmsted
and friends in Mann County. His S. B. No. 555 became Chapter 560
on May 21. Thereby was "organized, created, established and incorporated" the Tamalpais Forest Fire District. This was the first legally
constituted mountain fire district in California. It had been an active
voluntary association since 1914.
A board of trustees was to be appointed for two-year staggered

terms. The county supervisors were to appoint one citizen from
within the district, and each municipality was to do likewise. The
trustees could do practically everything necessary to prevent and
suppress fires within the district, including exercising the privilege
of making contracts and paying indemnities for damage. It could
estimate the tax levy required, but was limited to 10 cents per hundred dollars of taxable wealth.
One clause stated that every level of government (including State
Government), and also public corporations, having control of forest
land within the district should be contacted for the purpose of éstimating the sum of money which the agency would pay toward fire
protection performed by the District. For them payment was to be
on an optional basis.5

Special Appropriations and Other Legislation

Ten years had passed since the first special appropriation was
made for "firebreaks and trails" in the southern watersheds within
the National Forests. Nothing had been made available for statewide
fire protection elsewhere, except for a very few emergency expenditures made through the State Forester.6
This long and comprehensive act as amended from time to time remained in
effect, for the most part under the direction of Warden E. G. Gardner, until
July, 1941. At that date a new law (Chapter 747, 1941) transferred complete
control of property and the management of the local fire control organization
to the Mann County board of supervisors.
° The Timberman of Nov. 1916 notes that $5,000 had been allotted, presumably
in the fall of 1915, to fight a fire which threatened the California Redwood
Park.
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In the 1917 session the number of bills requesting special appropriations for fire prevention in the south was larger than ever. Chap-

ter 403 (Shepherd of Whittier) provided $5,000 for matching expenditures in San Gabriel Canyon. Shepherd's Chapter 324 secured
$1,600 for work in San Dimas Canyon. Ambrose of Los Angeles secured $5,000 (Ch. 413) to be matched by the U. S. Forest Service
to protect timber standing or to be planted on the San Bernardino
Mountains.7

Frank Finley Merriam, future Governor and then Assemblyman
from Long Beach, joined his Southern California brethren in acting
on behalf of water conservation. Mr. Merriam was a thorough conservative, and as such had been the only legislator voting against
both the forestry reorganization bill and the nursery bill. His Assembly Joint Resolution No. 13 was, therefore, entirely in keeping
with his political philosophy. This interesting resolution, which was
adopted by both houses, read as follows:
WHEREAS, It is estimated there are many million feet of "ripe" and mer-

chantable pine timber in the national forest reserves, located within the
State of California, most of said timber being of excellent quality and conveniently located for manufacturing and commercial purposes; and
WHEREAS, This timber is a ripe product and its utilization is most desirable

in the interest of providing protection to, and development of, the young
and growing timber in these forests; and
WHEREAS, Most of the source watersheds of our stream systems are included within the area of the said national forest reserves, and a large percentage of the sites desirable for reservoirs for the collection and storage of
flood waters are within the boundaries of these same national forest reserves;
now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the assembly and senate of the State of California, jointly,
That we memorialize the government of the United States to arrange for the
sale of "ripe" pine in the national forest reserves located within the State of

California and the application of the funds (above the 25% allotted to
schools and roads) received from such sources to build dams and reservoirs
for collecting, impounding and conserving the waters of the state and the
protection of its land from floods. . .

There is no record of response, enthusiastic or otherwise, from the
party memorialized.
Fruit exchanges, water companies and counties were named as matching agents.

Unsuccessful bills for the same purpose were: Rominger (of Los Angeles)
S. B. No. 120, S. B. No. 230, S. B. No. 740; Ambrose, A. B. No. 1115 (These
four bills pertained to San Antonio Canyon); Evans of Riverside, S. B. No.
778 and Burke of Santa Ana, A. B. No. 884.
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The 1917 Legislature took a generous view of the request to purchase land adjacent to the Big Basin, a request which had been persistently repeated since 1911. To secure additional park lands the
sum of $150,000 was appropriated under Chapter 690.
Timber taxation was, as usual, bothering land owners during this

period. Because of their feeling that local tax assessors were not
treating the problem scientifically and equitably, leaders in the lumber industry began gathering information with which to approach the
three man commission appointed by Governor Johnson to consider
taxation problems.8
Also it can be logically presumed that the industry induced Thomas

Ingram of Grass Valley to introduce his Senate Bill No. 724 in 1917.
This proposed law would have permitted county boards of supervisors to hire qualified timber cruisers to estimate the actual volume
of timber in any county for assessment purposes.
The Timberman magazine presumed that county assessors would

oppose the bill because it encroached upon their duties. Whatever
the source of opposition, the Ingram bill was refused passage in the
Assembly on March 14.
Thus ends the legislative story of forestry affairs in the session of

1917. After a quarter century it was again legally possible to establish a forest nursery, providing land could be found at no cost. There

was little comfort to be found in any other accomplishment of the
session except, perhaps, a cessation of open conflict between the State

Forester and the lumber industry. The State Forester and his staff
were miserably equipped to meet the sudden exigencies thrust upon
them by a Nation at war.
Rural Protection by Counties

In Europe the Allies had been locked in a bloody death struggle
with the Central Entente for three years. The United States in 1917

entered the war and with men and equipment tipped the fateful
balance against Germany and her allies. Food, and especially American grain, had been a powerful contribution to the war effort. And
so had American wood products.
William B. Greeley, in his book Forest Policy, states that the first

World War needs required the use of as much lumber from this
country as would normally be utilized by the United States in a year
The Timberinan, Jan. and Feb. 1917.
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of peacetime consumption. Spruce timber suddenly became relatively
as important as uranium did some 30 years later. The flying machine

was recognized by most of the military men as the great future
weapon of war, and airplane manufacture at that time depended upon
spruce lumber.
Fire sabotage was a real and potent weapon. Enemy agents were
active in causing destruction of vital war needs by fire and explosion,

and so were local radicals. The latter element apparently believed
that international war could be stopped by destroying the necessities
of war wherever possible. For the protection of the Nation's timberlands from incendiary fire and especially the spruce forests of the
Northwest, there was organized the Loyal Legion of Loggers and
Lumbermen (the 4L)
To act under the Federal Food Control Bill, State Food Administrations were established. Ralph P. Merrit, the California Food Ad-

ministrator, formally requested the State Board of Forestry in
December 1917 to aid in the protection of stock feed and lumber.
A Forest Industries Committee of California was formed of representatives of the Forest Service, University and the lumber industry.
Mr. Homans was selected as the committee chairman. And very
likely here in this group was born the important California Forestry
Committee, the work of which will be discussed at length in later
chapters.

It was decided by the committee that the source of action had to
be in the county supervisors since State Government had never made
it possible to effect an active organization. Therefore, the State Forester or one of his staff went before almost every board of supervisors and asked that appropriations be made in each case up to the
allowable two cent tax limit for fire protection work. With the endorsement of farm bureaus and other organizations the counties responded by forming about 400 rural fire companies. Many new
firewardens were appointed by the State Forester.
Professor Woodbridge Metcalf of the recently established forest
school in Berkeley worked closely with Homans as the representative of the Agricultural Extension Service. The work performed durthe organization of county and district fire protection units was
H. Jensen, Lumber and Labor (1945). See Appendix, Journals of Senate
and Assembly, 1919, for reference to State Council of Defense formed at this
time primarily to increase the production of food.
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to have a profound influence upon the future development, both in
time and direction, of the State forestry organization. Metcalf has
since declared:
I believe this movement and the resultant educational campaign throughout the State gave the major impetus to the development of the Division of
Forestry.1°

Such an opinion can be strongly justified. Its meaning and importance should be further considered. It will have been noted in this
writing thus far that tentative suggestions and gestures toward establishing some geographic limit of responsibility in fire protection for
State Government had occasionally been set forth, sometimes as the
State Forester's opinion and sometimes as proposed law. There had
never been any concentrated effort at a definition of policy for two
major reasons.

The Board of Forestry as the responsible agency to formulate
policy had never been interested enough to consider the problem.
This fact in itself is not presented as a particular condemnation of
the Board of Forestry as constituted at that time. Not until more
than 20 years later was a fixed policy finally and formally adopted by
the Board as to where the State should engage itself directly in the
supervision of fire control activities and in what manner such work
should be financially supported. Some reasons why this matter was
not easily solved will be merely indicated in the next few paragraphs.

The point the writer wishes to emphasize at the moment is simply
that after more than 30 years of serious effort by many dedicated
persons to accomplish the protection and conservation of timber and
watershed resources, the spotlight, in respect to the State Forester's
duties, was suddenly and enthusiastically turned upon the rural agricultural and range values to an equal or greater degree than upon
the mountain wildland
The second reason was quite logical. Since the State Forester had
never had money to spend nor an organization to supervise in fire
protection work any question of where to engage in such work had
heretofore been largely academic.
With the intensification of the need for fire protection in the rural
lands of the State during the first World War it was entirely logical
that the State Forester should have been called upon to encourage,
advise and lead in the organization of statewide fire protection, using
10

Letter to author 6/5/56. For many years thereafter, as Extension Forester,
Woodbridge Metcalf labored continuously for improved rural fire protection.
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the county as a basic unit of authority and source of finances. It must
be remembered that no legal authority had yet been made available
in State law for the orderly creation of rural fire protection districts.
In the course of a couple of years the reconstructed and responsible
State Board of Forestry became mightily involved in the preservation
and protection of forest and watershed lands. However, the vital fire

protection project undertaken by the State was forced to depend
very largely upon appropriations from the several counties in order
to progress, even at a slow pace. This was the system under which
the Division of Forestry developed and which had, as Metcalf stated,
received its impetus from the rural fire protection work conducted

during the first World War. Such a system possessed the value of
combining the effort of interested cooperators in the accomplishment

of a public project in which other parties than State Government
shared the interest. Yet the system had in it a certain weakness.
More and more as years progressed the intensity of fire protection
was concentrated in the areas of higher property (i.e. taxable) value
where greater appropriations were more easily furnished, thus throwing what should have been a statewide system out of balance Secondly, and of equal or greater importance, there was in many parts

of rural California a decidedly different concept of what should
be protected from fire and what should actually be burned. Local
residents often assumed rather violently opposed opinions from
those of State officials. The latter were, or should have been, inclined by logic and law to place the highest interest in the socalled public values as against the current income value which
was just as logically sought by the landowners. The durable question

of where and to what degree State fire protection effort should be
expended might be listed as the greatest single question of policy
determination ever to have confronted the California State Board of
Forestry. The story need not be explored further at this point. The
culmination of the problem, a concentrated study of what to do about
it, and a reasonable solution occurred in the decade immediately pre-

ceding the attack on Pearl Harbor, that is during the period from
about 1931 to 1942.
Much space in the State Forester's SEVENTH BIENNIAL REPORT
(1916-18) is devoted to the fire protection development in rural areas
in compliance with the high government request to protect and preserve agricultural and forest products. The foregoing brief explana-

tion of the place that county government would hold in the future
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State fire protection system should indicate why this new and unexpected development occupied so much of the State Forester's interest
and energy. For the same reason the story of the counties is briefed
here in the following pages. Note the innovations in equipment. Note
especially the different degrees of official interest demonstrated by the

several boards of supervisors, with relatively little regard in some
cases, it would appear, for the actual values at stake.
In Amador the supervisors agreed to pay incidental firefighting
expenses. The county clerk issued hunting licenses with the understanding that matches and tobacco would be left at home, a significant indication of local feeling if somewhat extra-legal.
The Butte County supervisors acquired 24 trailers with fire extinguishers and other equipment. Yet that county suffered more than
$10,000 grain loss. Nor did incendiary forest fires decrease in the vicinity of Cohasset, where 16,000 acres burned.

The grain-rich County of Colusa lost a similar amount, and the
supervisors appropriated nothing there for protection. Cities and
towns organized fire companies, however.
In El Dorado the farm advisor found only the U. S. Forest Service

and a few interested citizens ready to cooperate since the county
made no appropriation for fire protection. Yet 13 fire companies were
organized.
Twenty-one companies were organized in Fresno County and five
mounted patrolmen were paid during the fire season.

Glenn County was enthusiastic. Seventeen fire companies were
organized; warning signs were posted; ordinances were enacted
which made it mandatory to plow firebreaks, eliminate roadside hazards, and install spark arresters and fire extinguishers on field equipment. Yet some severe losses were suffered, apparently from incendi-

ary fires. In two incendiary barn fires 41 horses were cremated.
Humboldt County supervisors would not be interested in organized fire protection since popular opinion deemed it desirable to burn
over the entire area every three years. This sentiment was probably
not shared by most of the timbermen. According to the SEVENTH
REPORT, "It was often stated that while timber owners might groan
about losses, only hollow and rotten trees would be destroyed." However, in late August, three great fires had gained headway in tanbark
slashings in Humboldt and Mendocino Counties. The State Forester
was urged to send assistance and one of the staff responded. Then
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the Humboldt supervisors appointed a warden and authorized him
to make expenditures to control the fires.11
Imperial County was willing to furnish trailer equipment to each
farm center but there was no local response. Kern County took no
protective action and suffered some very serious fires.
Kings County harvested a million bushels of wheat in the Tulare
Lake region and lost relatively little in spite of several incendiary
fires. Eight fire companies were organized and equipped by the
county. The ideal fire truck of 1918 carried eight 3-gallon chemical
extinguishers, five 10-gallon milk cans, two buckets, three canteens,
five shovels, a pick, an axe, a wire cutter, a torch and a box of sacks.
Each trailer was painted red.12
In Lake County the supervisors arranged to pay a selected man in
each district for work time actually spent on fire business.
The activity in Los Angeles County was a positive forecast of the
next step, namely, establishment of a county fire department. For the
fiscal year 1918-19 the supervisors appropriated $10,000 for use entirely within the Angeles National Forest. Then they arranged for
the county firewarden to take men from the county jail to fight fires
figures quoted in the SEVENTH BIENNIAL REPO1T and The Timberman

(Jan. 1919, p 103) in respect to these fires in northern Mendocino and Humboldt were recognized as questionable after the estimate of $1,000,000 loss
was published. However, the burned area estimate was later increased from

30,000 to 40,000 acres. It is an unfortunate fact that the most valuable of
all fire statistics, namely, accurate estimate of fire damage or of material
value saved from loss, must always remain as uncertain personal estimates
One reason for this, especially for merchantable timber and watershed lands,
is that resultant fire damage may be long delayed and may be closely related
to secondary events, such as insect infestations and heavy rains. In the case

under discussion it is of interest to note that The Timberman quoted its
reporting source as follows: This one fire has had the effect of disproving
one of the oldest beliefs that "forest fires will never sweep the redwood
because standing redwood will not burn." Unfortunately, this old belief held
on long after 1918 in many minds.
This writer is not prepared to say when and where the first self-contained automotive forest firetruck was fabricated. It certainly developed in stages and
at different places during the decade 1917-27. On the Sierra National Forest
considerable local ingenuity was employed in the World War period in bringing a little working coordination into a contraption composed of a Fordson
tractor, Panama pump, and a 200 gallon metal water tank riding on one pair
of hard rubber tires . . . "a tricky and dangerous thing to drive." In 1925

P. E. Van Pelt was prepared to fabricate rural firetrucks at his Oakdale plant. In the summer of 1929 the Division of Forestry proudly placed
four of its own design Moreland-chassis pumper tankers on fireline duty as
quickly as State Highway mechanics wheeled them out of the Sacramento
shop.
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outside of the Forest. In addition, two local fire associations, Arroyo
Seco and Laurel Canyon, were active in fire prevention.
In Mann County the new Tamalpais District was far ahead of any
other area outside of the National Forests, but the protected area
was limited to the forest and steep watershed within the district.
Mendocino suffered some very serious fires but, except for the
100,000 acre Redwood Association over in the coastal region, there
was no official interest. The association had few fires but reported
the necessity of going outside to suppress fires threatening its area.
The farm advisor in Merced County was allotted $300 from the
county general fund to purchase fire equipment. The supervisors also
passed a spark arrester ordinance. It was noted that the 16 farm centers which organized local protection suffered a loss of $8000 while
the remaining two farm centers lost $25,000 in grain. County prisoners were also used to good effect in fire fighting.
Monterey supervisors did two things. They appropriated $1000
for roads and trails within the Monterey National Forest and they
required all road foremen and squirrel inspectors to be firewarderis.
Napa County was unusually active. The supervisors established
23 districts and named a captain and "assistant captain" for each.
These men were the appointed State firewardens and also deputy
sheriffs. Under each captain was organized a ten-man team pledged
to respond to fires. The most unusual step was in making the Napa
City fire chief the county firewarden. Each company had an auto
trailer or light spring wagon well equipped with hand tools and water.
The supervisors appropriated $1000 for chemical extinguishers and
passed ordinances requiring plowed firebreaks around grain and spark
screens and extinguishers on engines used around grain.
This activity in Napa County was promptly accomplished and apparently done with pride. An impressive ceremony was carried out
at the county court house when the fire companies were installed. The

Governor was present, as were the State Forester and Professor
Metcalf. Twenty serious fires were efficiently extinguished by the
volunteer fire companies that season.
In Nevada County the farm bureau cooperated with the Forest
Service and established 16 rural fire companies. This organization
had the blessing of the supervisors but no appropriation was deemed
necessary. Each company had a fire boss and a dispatcher. It is interesting to observe that apparently through voluntary control it was
agreed that no brush land was to be burned by any land owner with-
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out his first obtaining permission from the fire boss of that area and
only when sufficient help was available to keep the fire under control.
In Orange County the supervisors contributed $1500 toward improving National Forest fire detection and trails. A county firewarden
also was appointed.
Fortunately for Placer County, there was a paid county firewarden

and 21 fire companies on hand this season. As it was, $75,000 in
property was destroyed by fire. On one large fire an appeal was made

to the State Forester. He responded and received permission from
the State Board of Control to expend from his support budget a sum
which was required to be matched by county money. The fire cost a
total of $648 to control. The land owners involved furnished food
and equipment and also patrol after control of the fire.
This situation caused the State Forester to plant in his official report the following educational seed for thought,
The State Forester can spend very little money in this way on account of
his limited appropriation, but if given an adequate appropriation, which he
will ask for from the coming legislature, he can make agreements with the
various counties of the state for control of fires similar to that made this
summer in Placer County.

The supervisors of Riverside County appointed a county firewarden and appropriated $1000 for his upkeep. Ten rural fire crews
were organized. In Sacramento County, five crews were organized
and as much as $700 spent by the county for equipment for them.
San Bernardino appropriated $2900 to be spent under the direction

of the farm advisor and the supervisor of the Angeles National
Forest. San Benito County had a firewarden but no crews were organized, no money spent.
In San Diego County the matter of wild fire was recognized as a
great danger which must be challenged. In 1918 one-half cent was
added to the tax rate to obtain fire protection revenue. This produced
the sum of $3607. The supervisor of the Cleveland National Forest
was the general fire control officer of the county, and under him the

county had appointed six local district wardens. In addition the
county and Forest Service shared lookout costs. Furthermore, the
supervisors were ready to dip into contingent funds if necessary.
(During the ensuing 40 years the determination of this county to
meet the fire problem has never waned.)

San Joaquin County did very little to protect its property and
consequently suffered some severe fires which were thought to have
been of incendiary origin.
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San Luis Obispo supervisors acknowledged the appeal of Deputy
State Forester M. P. Pratt, and J. R. Hall of the ForestService, in
respect to fire protection and proceeded to make each respective
county supervisor a firewarden in his own district. Further, each road
overseer was made a State firewarden.
San Mateo County asked the chief of Redwood City fire depart-

ment to plan their rural fire protection. Three paid wardens were
provided and tool caches established. The little Portola Valley Association was formed when 50 residents subscribed to the purchase of
trailer equipment and tools.

In Santa Barbara County, the Forest Supervisor working with
town constables organized a number of local crews. The county did
pay a $500 salary for one warden. The wooded slopes of Montecito

had been threatened by a fire the year prior, so now a Montecito
Fire Protective Association was organized to employ a full-time
ranger and equip six volunteer companies.13

In Santa Clara the supervisors were fortunate in having no bills
presented when their single gesture was to agree to pay the cost of
suppressing large fires.
Santa Cruz County did not need any further lessons on what dam-

age could result from uncontrolled fire. It had had them. A county
warden was appointed to supervise nine districts. Each district had
a firewarden and a dispatcher. Several ordinances were in effect, including a mandatory burning permit regulation through the summer
months of April to November. Woods slashings were to be burned
prior to April, and where fire caused damage to adjoining property
due to a falure to comply, the responsible land holder was deemed
responsible for the damage. Some lumber companies responded by
hiring regular patrolmen.
In Shasta the farm advisor organized eight rural companies. Five
damaging grain fires were known to be the result of sparks from
tractors. Solano County was ready for action since the supervisors
in 1917 had paid for 13 well equipped trailers.
Sonoma County also had learned a lesson after fires during 1917
had caused losses estimated at well over a quarter million dollars.
13

It was not until 1926 that this rich county provided for a county forester. Prior
to that time, local firewardens and associations, aided by small county appropriations had been functioning. Frank Dunne was the first county forester.

He relates that motor camps, parks, and fire protection were merged as a
unified county project. No State aid was sought or accepted until about 1930.

(Record of Dunne interview with T. W. Honeycutt, 8/29/56, deposited in
State Archives.)
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A county warden had been appointed, and 26 rural companies each
had a chief and assistant who were State firewardens. These men
could hire or impress help and if work continued beyond six hours
the county paid firefighting wages thereafter at 35 cents per hour.
Stanislaus County jumped into the Twentieth Century by organizing a motor reserve corps in addition to the 27 rural crews organized by the farm advisor. The supervisors appropriated $2000 for
fire extinguishers and groups of farmers joined to purchase others.
Within Modesto and other towns volunteer motor corps were organized. At the proper fire signal the units were dispatched out, speed
laws disregarded, and everybody out of the way under severe penalty
of law. In spite of this preparation the area suffered some damaging
fires. It could have been much worse.
Sutter County responded only by obtaining simple signed agreement from each farmer that he would keep available a few items of
firefighting equipment. Perhaps after suffering nearly $30,000 in
grain fires they realized that more protection would have been a good
investment.
Tehama had nearly $70,000 in grain fire losses. The $2000 appro-

priated by the supervisors for equipment was not effective until too
late in the season.
Tulare County fire protection history is one of ups and downs to a
greater extent than probably any other county. In 1918 there was
apparently enough official and public enthusiasm to organize and
equip 21 rural fire companies. Eleven special trailers were purchased
and equipped. The citizens were well pleased with the investment
after subduing several potentially bad fires.
In Tuolumne a citizen was made firewarden and authorized to
expend $500 of county funds. Ten district wardens organized rural
crews.

Ventura had suffered destructive fires and loss of life in the Ojai
Valley in 1917. The supervisors were willing to provide $2200 for
the farm advisor to secure a half-dozen equipped trailers. A former
Federal ranger was made firewarden and the supervisor of six crews.
It is interesting to note that the county supervisors allotted to the
National Forest for trail work the sum of $700 which was equivalent
to local revenue from the Forest.'4
14 The Ventura County Fire District, embracing essentially all of the unincorpo-

rated, non-Federal lands of the county was formed in 1928. Walter Emerick
was appointed the first county firewarden and given an initial working budget
f something over $20,000.
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Twelve rural companies were developed in Yolo County by the
farm advisor. Seven of these had trailers which were equipped by
the county for $150 each. There was a loss here of $25,000 in grain
and range and once again sparks from equipment were blamed for
most fires.
Yuba County made the county surveyor the firewarden and agreed
to match a private expenditure for equipment up to $500. Local fire

bosses and equipment were arranged by districts.
The mountain counties lying mostly within National Forests did
relatively little except for local arrangements with the Forest Service.
A half-dozen voluntary fire protection associations and the new
legally constituted Tamalpais District were practically self-contained
and self-supporting organizations.
Said the State Forester at the end of 1918.
A systematic plan of co-operation between private, state and federal agencies is one of the fundamental aims of true forest protection. California has
made little progress in this direction compared with what has been done in

other Pacific coast states, due to the failure of the state to authorize the
employment of state rangers and the payment of fire-fighting bills.

On the other hand, articles in The Timberman (Dec. 1918, p. 38;
Jan. 1919, p 103) which reported upon the 1918 fire season among
the several Pacific Coast States, give one the impression that the
State Forester's office in California had assumed very active supervision of firefighting outside of National Forests during the period,
and especially upon all large fires.
Seventh Biennial Rejort

The REPORT submitted to Governor Stephens on the last day of
October 1918, covered approximately 1917 and 1918. The effect of
the war was evident within the office of the State Forester. In fact, it
was probable that for a short time some clerk was required to act
as State Forester in Sacramento.
Assistant Forester Schoeller and Assistant Forester Hunter were
both listed as being in the Army. State Forester Homans had entered
officer's training school at Camp Zachary Taylor in Kentucky. However, he soon contracted pneumonia and apparently had been discharged because of his health.

On February 1st, 1918, Merritt B. Pratt left the University of
California and accepted employment as Deputy State Forester.
Following the usual pattern, the printed REPORT begins by calling
attention to the unfortunate lack of adequate State funds to properly
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develop a fire protection system for forest, range and grain lands
outside of the National Forests. Said the State Forester, ". . . at
least six district rangers, paid by the state, should aid in the organization for fire protection." He was thinking of hiring them only during the fire season, of course.
Homans also recommended the planting of 2,000 miles or more

of State highway as a worthy post-war activity to provide outside
employment for returning soldiers.
The difficulty of meeting the requirement under the Federal Food
Control Bill in respect to properly protecting war resources was regretted. Said he,
No good reasons can be given for our not being prepared in this respect,
since this department has endeavored at each session of the legislature to
secure a sound and reasonable law, accompanied by a suitable appropriation,

to do just the things the government called upon us to do this year.

The State Forester was specific in declaring that he would again
introduce legislation to authorize the Board to maintain a fire protection system "outside of incorporated cities . . . . to cover all
fires burning in grain, range, brush and timber lands."
Three major statutory controls were listed as essential. These
were: spark arresters and fire extinguishers to be placed on every
harvester; the elimination by fire of debris from logging and "split
stuff" operations at a time when it could be done without danger to
adjacent territory; no burning, including land clearing during the
dry season except under permit from the State Forester.
Insurance men reported that of the $300,000 in hay and grain
losses on their records for the year 1918, 70 percent could be charged
to sparks escaping from engines.
Another little riffle in the stream of history can be observed in the
second and third legal planks set forth above. This was the change
from an all-out demand to burn up slash and debris to the requirement that such hazard abatement be done, but done without allowing
fire to escape. In a few years the serious thinkers began to extend
this theme by first asking "How?" and then "Why?"
Unfortunately for anyone interested in the statistical record, there
appears to be no fire report available for the year 1917 for those
fires occurring outside of the National Forests. This in spite of a
great deal of dark spluttering over the situation. One may conclude
that either the record was too sketchy to be worth printing or that
it failed to exhibit itself as a proper horrible example.
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It was, however, stated that over 1000 preventable fires had occurred on the National Forests of California and that the manpower
required to suppress them was equivalent to 400 men working an
8-hour day for four months. This was a translation which had meaning during the war years.

It was also stated that the recorded 1918 fire losses were four
times as great as those of 1917, a statistical fact probably due as
much to better reporting as to the drier fall season during 1918.15
Outside of cities in California the reported 1918 fires totaled 1546.
These burned 333,000 acres, causing an estimated property loss of
one and one-half million dollars. It is interesting to note that of the
432 fires which burned on non-Federal land, the State of California
expended a fire fighting cost of $334.04.
It was also thought worthy in this California document to report
that the fall season of 1918 had seen the greatest forest conflagrations known to this Nation. In Minnesota alone five hundred lives
were lost and property destroyed to the value of $20,000,000 from
this cause.

Law enforcement was emphasized in 1918. There were 101 convictions of State law violations in 1918 as compared to about 20
during the average season. In addition 10 convictions were obtained
for violation of Federal law. It was noted that Federal forest officers
did most of the work to obtain these convictions, and it was also
noted that there was general public sympathy with the law enforcement as a war measure.
At the end of 1918 nothing had been accomplished toward establishing a State forest nursery. Two parcels of land had been offered,
but one was soon withdrawn because it was considered too valuable
to donate. The other site proved inadequate.
Mr. Homans regretted the fact that even under the most fortunate

circumstances the production of planting stock would require a
couple of years and thus perhaps not be ready as a logical outdoor
work for returning soldiers. His thinking in this respect was ahead
of its time in spite of the fact that a serious period of unemployment
did actually occur in 1921 and 1922.
15

It is a well recognized fact that field statistics can be no better than the system
established to gather them. Just a decade later this writer was spotting fire
origins on maps. At that time each county organization consisted of one man
alone, the ranger. Around each ranger headquarters the fire spots cluttered

heavily. Said Chief Deputy Rider with a straight face, "Looks like these
damn rangers must start 'most all the fires."
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The State Forester now made a comment which may or may not
have been printed with fingers crossed, so to speak. He maintained
that drought and the condition of watersheds was impressing upon
some people the need for "proper forest planting." This was clearly
an echo of Professor Pinchot's opinion, rendered for Southern California in 1907, that a tree forest would greatly increase the water
supply.

Homans stated that if planting was to be done then there should
be no further delay in getting experimental plantings out on the
ground. Here his argument wore a little thin. There had been no
real dearth of serious experimental plantings where watersheds were
most lacking in tree growth. His next statement is worthy of recording simply as an indication of official opinion. Said he,
I am inclined to believe that much of this reforestation, as a matter of
fact, must be undertaken by the state, possibly in co-operation with private
owners, if any definite results are to be accomplished.

In a section devoted to the subject of planting trees in the arid
regions of the State for fuel, windbreaks, shade and farm timbers,
the fact that humidity of the air was of considerable importance was
an acknowledged fact. No reference was made of humidity as a vital
factor in the behavior of forest fires although its effect must have
been fully recognized in that day.

Because, as he said, the State Forester was constantly being
asked about the distribution of native trees, a very good outline of
geographic and floral zones in California was described through
about 27 pages of this REPORT.

Then came a completly new subject. The story of white pine blis-

ter rust was told. This dreaded fungus from Europe was then in
Minnesota and Wisconsin on its westward march through the white
pine forests. Mr. Homans had attended a national meeting in Washington in January of 1917 where measures to arrest the disease were
discussed. The next month the California Commissioner of Horticulture issued an order preventing eastern white pine and the host
plants from being brought into California.
Several pages of the report were devoted to another new feature
of life. This was an appeal for the development of attractive automobile camper parks. The privately operated motel and the trailer
court of later years were beyond the horizon. It was only known that
the old public camp grounds along the highways and at the edge of
cities were becoming littered with the refuse of too many transient
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motor gypsies. The problem was well worn before the Legislature of
1955 made a positive gesture in respect to highway rest areas.
Publications and Other Incidents

A new public service was inaugurated by the State Forester in
1918. It is very likely that Deputy Pratt furnished the guiding hand,
since similar activities had occupied some of his time at Berkeley.
This was a so-called wood utilization service. Its object was to bring
the producer and user of wood projects closer together and to furnish
information regarding the utilization of wood. Not only was it the
intent to furnish information as to where certain materials could be
acquired, there was also the desire to help enterprising business men
develop the other fellow's waste material into salable articles. However, this service was not to be a brokerage house for the exchange
of forest properties.
Little Circular No. 6 of the Board of Forestry, titled Wood Utilization Service, was issued in this year of 1918 and it expressed the aims
of the project. More bulletins pertaining to specific wood utilization
subjects were scheduled to follow. But this rather sensible project

seems to have faded away after a few papers were prepared for
distribution. One such paper of 1918 is listed under the title, "Table
Showing Board Feet Contained in Lumber of Various Dimensions."
No copies are known to exist now. The Timbernian of November
1919 referred to an interesting and exhaustive discussion by M. B.

Pratt about the value of wood for farm use as opposed to other
materials.

Another publication aimed at a different audience was produced
by the Board of Forestry in 1918. It was titled Fire Prevention Day,
a Lesson. This publication followed Governor Stephens' proclamation declaring April 18 to be Fire Prevention Day, and the day in
which all citizens should make an effort to eliminate fire hazards
from their property. This he proclaimed in order to emphasize the
fire prevention campaign being carried on by the Board. The 15 page
pamphlet described the causes and damage of fire in a style easily
absorbed by school children. Two hundred thousand copies were distributed to California schools. This project could very well have been
the first big and effective educational campaign in the field of forest
conservation or, at any rate, the largest such project up to that time.
Also this season the Board of Forestry bore part of the expense
of securing a forest fire film for assignment to "every town where
there is a moving picture house."
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In cooperation with the State Automobile Association and the
Forest Service many "Help Prevent Fire" signs were posted along
roads.

The Handbook of Forest Protection was revised this year and an

issue of 15,000 copies distributed to firewardens and interested
persons.

The book Shade and Ornamental Trees was getting under way.
Mr. Homans expected that by 1919 the material would be printed
as a pamphlet to sell for about 35 cents. It did not so happen. The
material was printed in book form early in 1922.
Another project involving the "forestry department" occurred this
year of 1918. It occurred so quietly, or it was of so little importance,
that the actual date cannot be established. The headquarters office
was moved to Room 711, Forum Building, where the State Forester
could look down upon the busy Sacramento corner of 9th and K
Streets. The State law clearly provided that he should maintain an
office in the State Capitol. But it also provided that he should make
an annual report of the activities of his office. Laws are intended to
be practical and sometimes they are so regarded in spite of the words
written into the statute books.

Throughout a portion of 1918, Homans had been stationed at
Camp Taylor in Kentucky at an artillery training school. While
there he contracted influenza and pneumonia and became so ill he
was not expected to survive. This was the time of the terrible influenza epidemic throughout the entire world which claimed so many
lives. Homans convalesced at his home in Maine for awhile. He then

returned to California in January of 1919 in time to once again
engage himself in the legislative struggle to obtain adequate forest
conservation legislation. In the meantime Deputy Pratt had acted
with full authority and sometimes alone as the forestry staff.
The era of war had passed. Many things could not resist change

in a shattered world that was already building anew. The State
forestry organization had found itself woefully weak when called
upon to enter the practical job of fire protection as a war measure.
But the few leaders had acquitted themselves well. Valuable work-

ing contacts had been made with most of the county boards of
supervisors. It was now time for progress in this new dimension of
State supervised fire protection.

Chapter Nineteen

Rejuvenation in 1919
The war has caused the old order of things to pass away, and a period
of reconstruction is at hand.
SEVENTH BIENNIAL REPORT

For 14 long years after 1905, serious attempts had been made at
each regular session of the California Legislature to rewrite the basic
law of that year which authorized the establishment and fixed the
powers and duties of a State forestry agency. During the 43rd session
in 1919, three new and vital aspects of forestry law were finally
enacted. These involved: (1) the creation of a Board of Forestry
which consisted of members representing specific interests, (2) the
granting of authority to the State Forester to organize a fire protection force and enter into substantial agreements with other parties
for that purpose, and (3) a recognition by the Legislature of State
responsibility for bearing a portion of the financial burden of forest
fire protection.
Senate Bills: 366 versus 399

State Senator Lyman M. King, Republican from Redlands, was a
big man in California politics in 1919. No more than a listing of his
committee assignments in the Senate would indicate as much to the
knowing observer. He was chairman of Revenue and Taxation as
well as a member of the Finance and the Governmental Efficiency
committees.

Senator King introduced as his S. B. No. 366 of 1919 the identical
Maddux Senate Bill No. 406 of 1917, exactly as the latter bill was
worded when it reached Governor Stephen's desk two years earlier.1
It will be remembered that this bill had its origin in the combined
desires of the Conservation Commission and the organized lumber
industry. It would be interesting to know if Francis Cuttle had perIn fact, it was so precisely copied that a ludicrous typographical error was not

corrected at this time just as it was overlooked both in 1917 and 1919 at
times when other amendments were accepted. One clause referred to "electrical assistants" for the State Forester when the term clerical was obviously
intended.
429]
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suaded his neighbor Senator King to introduce this legislation again
in 1919.

The Timberman of February 1919, although religiously neutral,
was very direct when it declared in respect to the King bill:
This bill, in a slightly altered form is the same old measure which has
appeared in the legislature during the past several sessions and is aimed
directly at the board and state forester.

Under this lengthy proposed law the old Forest Protection Act of
1905 was to be repealed and a new forestry commission of three
members appointed to represent the practice of forestry, water resources, and forest and lumber conditions. It will be remembered that
this Board was to determine the qualifications of the State Forester
and assume to numerous other duties.

In opposition to the King bill, Senator Thomas Ingram of Grass
Valley introduced S. B. No. 399. The report in The Timberman referred to this as an "administration measure" because it was prepared
by Homans and introduced at his request. Said the magazine:
The measure is designed to make state-wide the idea which the state
forester put into operation during the war in more than 20 counties for the
protection of the forests of the state.
There is indication that this measure will meet opposition, but it has
the backing of the state administration.

Senate Bill No. 399 was essentially an excerpt from the Homans'
hope of 1915 (S. B. No. 460). The 1919 bill concentrated entirely
upon the development of a fire protection system. No mention was
made of the constitution of a Board of Forestry, just as the earlier
bill had been silent in that respect.
On March 25, both the King bill (366) and the Ingram bill (399)
were subjected to important amendments. Section 1 of Senate Bill
No. 399 was changed by the Committee on Conservation in the following respect. The words "state forester" were replaced in the lead-

ing sentence by "state board of forestry," which made a vast
difference in the source of basic authority. The leading sentence now

read, "For the prevention and suppression of forest fires the state
board of forestry shall
A second amendment granted the State Forester authority to make
agreements with private persons and firms (in addition to agencies
of government) by the insertion of a new sub-section 2(c) into the
bill. It was carefully provided here that the State could pay no more
than one-third of the expense of such agreed fire protection systems
and then only when funds had been duly provided for such a purpose.
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It is to be noted that "grain lands" were included with forest, brush
and grass as the type of cooperative fire protection involved in this
clause.

At this time in late March it was obviously agreed among leaders
in the Senate that the two bills should be harmonized and enacted
into law, for the unusual step was taken wherein the Ingram bill was
given a do pass recommendation from the Committee on Conservation and sent to Senator King as a Committee of One. He made a
technical amendment of no basic importance and placed the bill before the Senate for a vote on March 28.
In respect to the King bill there now occurred what could rightly
be called the most important parliamentary step taken during the
entire struggle to enact revised State forestry legislation. The Senate
Journal shows that the Committee on Conservation sent to the floor
Senate Bill No. 366 as amended with a do pass recommendation.
King was not a member of that committee. But in view of his prestige (as indicated by his acting as a Committee of One to consider
an opposing bill) there can be no doubt that his was the dominant
influence which amended the bill he had introduced as S. B. No. 366.
The original lengthy reorganization bill as shaped by the lumber
industry, Conservation Commission, Forest Service, and parties un-

known was abandoned. Now there was only a concentration upon
Section 1 of the Act of 1905. Senate Bill No. 366 became now simply
a vehicle to reconstitute the membership of the California State Board

of Forestry and to declare in most general terms that the Board
should "supervise and direct all matters of state forest policy, management and protection."
On March 28 both bills cleared the Senate by unanimous vote and
were sent to the Assembly. On April 5 and on April 8, respectively,
both bills emerged from the two Assembly committees to which they
had been referred, as a package, with do pass recommendations. In
the Assembly on April 21, both bills were brought to a vote.
Senate Bill No. 399, the Ingram bill to organize a fire protection
system, was passed without incident by a vote of 44 to none opposed.
Mr. Brooks of Alameda wished to stipulate in S. B. No. 366 that
"at no time shall said board contain more than one member who is
financially interested in the timber or lumber industries." His motion
to amend was not sustained. Upon the call to vote Senate Bill No. 366
was also passed unanimously.
On May 2, Governor Stephens approved S. B. No. 399 as Chapter
176. On May 25, S. B. No. 366 was approved as Chapter 544. Upon
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the enactment of the latter law a new State Board of Forestry could
be appointed to enter upon its duties after July 25, 1919.
It is important to remember that with the enactment of these two
laws only one section of the old Forest Protection Act was specifi-

cally repealed and that was in respect to the type of Board of
Forestry. All other portions of the old law which were not in conflict with the new Chapter 176 were still in force, and that included
the oft-quoted Section 19 relating to debris clean-up in the woods.2
A new era was obviously at hand in respect to the relationship of
California Government and forestry affairs. And more was also accomplished at this session of the Legislature. Before discussing other
legislation, however, it would be well to examine in detail these two

fundamental laws which were built into the statutory structure in
1919.

Note in Chapter 544, printed below, that the originally proposed
two-thirds representation of the lumber industry was reduced to onefifth upon the newly authorized Board of Forestry when S. B. No.

366 was amended on March 25. Above all else, note that Senator
King of San Bernardino did not insist upon representation of watershed interests upon this Board of Forestry. It would be interesting
to know how such a thing came about, and how Senator King was
thereafter received by the interested constituents in what was undoubtedly the most water-conscious area of the Nation.
Representation of hay and grain interests must have been a direct
result of the very recent war time experience, when such property
assumed primary importance in the developing local fire protection
organizations. As already noted, the State Forester had proclaimed
his intention of extending and coordinating that type of fire protection under State supervision. Lastly, it should be noted for future
reference that no term of office was set forth in the law for the
several appointed members of the Board of Forestry.
Chapter 176 of 1919 statutes will be recognized as the parent of
the current Article 1, Chapter 1, Division 4 of the Public Resources
Code.3 The first considerable amendment to the 1919 statute occurred
2 There was surprisingly little confusion. However, the Forest Service did find it

necessary to ask the State Attorney General how some overlapping sections
were to be interpreted. He produced a substantial reply by letter on July 8,
1920.

The only contribution this writer could make toward eliminating confusion in
the overworked term chapter was in spelling book chapter numbers and ignoring the special chapter designations for adopted legislative resolutions.
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in 1931. The law of 1919 was quite obvious in its intent and power.
The only point worthy of special comment here pertains to the authority granted to the State Forester to enter cooperatively into the
protection of grain lands. The reason was obvious and never subject
to criticism as a matter of policy. However, the fact that the Board
of Forestry did not delineate for years thereafter any type or zone
of vegetation wherein the State independently should assume a considerable responsibility for fire protection tended to cause some persons to assume that the authority to supervise fire protection, as set
forth in Chapter 176, must at the same time denote a State financial
responsibility for fire protection upon privately owned grain lands.
This problem of policy determination naturally did not become acute
until the Division of Forestry acquired respectable independent re-

sources with which to build a fire protection organization in the
1930's.

Following the title which described the act as an amendment to
the first section of Chapter 264 of 1905, Chapter 544 read as follows:

CHAPTER 544
The governor shall appoint four persons, one of whom shall
be familiar with the timber industry, one with the ljvestock industry, one
with the grain and hay industry, and one at large, who together with the
state forester, shall constitute the state board of forestry, which shall supervise and direct all matters of state forest policy, management and protection.
Said board shall make rules and regulations for its government, and shall
meet at such times and places as it sees fit. The members, except the state
forester, shall receive no compensation for their services, but shall be paid
actual traveling expenses which may be incurred in the performance of their
official duties, which shall be paid out of the fund appropriated for the support of the state board of forestry.
Section 1.

CHAPTER 176
An act providing for the prevention and suppression of forest fires.
[Approved May 2, 1919. In effect July 22, 1919.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
SECTION 1.

For the prevention and suppression of forest fires the state board

of forestry shall

Make and enforce such rules and regulations as may be necessary and
proper for the organization, maintenance, government and direction of the fire
protective system provided for in this act;
Divide the state into such number of suitable and convenient fire districts
as may be necessary;
1 5---77 773
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Appoint a district fire ranger for each of such fire districts to serve during
the seasons when fires are liable to occur at a salary of not to exceed one hundred
fifty dollars per month and necessary expenses. Said district fire rangers shall,
under the direction of the state forester, have charge of the fire fighting system
and men in such districts; and shall be charged with the duty of preventing and
extinguishing forest fires and with the performance of such other duties as may

be required by the forester;
Provide all proper fire-prevention and fire-fighting implements and apparatus, organize fire companies and establish observation stations and employ men
to attend them in all fire districts established as herein provided; construct and
maintain telephone lines and provide such other means of communication as
shall be necessary to prevent and extinguish forest fires.
Sac. 2. For the purpose of co-operating with federal, county, municipal and
private agencies for fire protection, forest management, reforestation and affor-

estation the state forester may
Enter into agreements with the federal government, under such terms as
he deems advisable or as may be provided by law, and renew, revise or terminate

such agreements, for the purpose of maintaining a fire patrol system for the
prevention and suppression of any forest fires in any timber, brush, grass or
other inflammable vegetation or material; provided, that the expenses incurred
by the terms of said agreements shall be paid from the appropriations or funds
available for forest fire protection.

Whenever any county or municipality shall make any appropriation for
the prevention and suppression of forest fires on any lands within said county,
or municipality, or for the protection and forest management of any lands over
which such county or municipality has jurisdiction, or for reforestation or afforestation on lands within said county or municipality, the state forester may, with
the approval of the state board of control, enter into agreements with such county
or municipality for said purposes on such terms and under such considerations as
he deems wise.

Enter into agreements, with the approval of the state board of control,
with any person, firm, association or corporation owning or controlling any forest,
brush, grass or grain lands, under such terms as he deems advisable or as may be
provided by law, and renew, revise or terminate such agreements, for the prevention and suppression of forest fire; provided, that said agreements shall not pro-

vide that the state shall pay more than one-third of the expenses for said
prevention and suppression of forest fires; provided, however, that the expenses
incurred by the terms of said agreements shall be paid from the appropriations or
funds available for forest fire protection.
Sac. 3. Where owners of land, or any organization, shall maintain a fire
patrol for the prevention and suppression of forest fires the state forester may
designate such patrolman as special fire ranger and give to him, for the protection of lands patrolled by him or adjacent thereto, all the rights and powers of

district fire rangers as herein provided; and such special fire rangers shall be
paid wholly by such owners or organizations or as may be provided for by
section two of this act.
SEc. 4. The state forester, deputy state forester and assistant state foresters,
shall have power to summon any able-bodied male to assist in suppressing any
forest fire; and whosoever fails to obey such summons shall be guilty of a violation of this act; and the above-mentioned officers shall have power to authorize
any district fire ranger, special fire ranger or any voluntary fire warden to sum-
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mon any able-bodied man to assist in suppressing any forest fire within their respective jurisdictions, and whosoever fails to obey such summons from any such
authorized district fire ranger, special fire ranger or voluntary fire warden shall
be deemed guilty of a violation of this act; and every person who in obedience
to such summons assists in extinguishing any forest fire shall be compensated at

the rate of twenty-five cents per hour of service actually rendered; provided,
that said compensation shall be paid from the appropriations or funds available
for forest fire protection.
SEC. 5. The state forester, deputy state forester, assistant state foresters,
district fire rangers and special fire rangers, shall have the powers of peace officers

to make arrests without warrant, for violation of any state, county or federal
fire law, and none of them shall be liable to civil action for trespass committed in
the discharge of their duties.
SEC. 6. The term "forest fire" as used in this act, means any fire burning
uncontrolled on any lands covered wholly or in part by timber, brush, grass,

grain, or other inflammable vegetation.

SEC. 7. Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this act shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punishable upon conviction by a fine of
not less than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and if the defend-

ant refuses, on conviction, to pay said fine he shall be confined in the county
jail of the county in which conviction shall be had for a period not to exceed
one day for every two dollars of the fine imposed, or may be subject to both
such fine and imprisonment.
SEC. 8. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act
are hereby repealed.

Appropriation Bills

There had never been a State appropriation for statewide fire pro-

tection in spite of the numerous special appropriations for "firebreaks and trails" since 1907, and in spite of the inducement of
matching Federal aid in the background since 1911. In 1913 a near
miracle had occurred when the sum of $50,000 for fire protection had

remained in the regular budget bill until it reached the Governor's
desk. There it was deleted because no organizational machinery similar to the new Chapter 176 existed for its legal expenditure.
Now in 1919, if the painfully acquired forestry laws were to mean
anything, there was need for a substantial appropriation. Miss Esto

B. Broughton of Modesto, one of the first women to sit in the
California Legislature, introduced Assembly Bill No. 677 to appropriate to the Board of Forestry the sum of $25,000 to prevent and
fight forest, brush and grain fires. And,
To this end the said board with the approval of the state board of control
may enter into co-operative agreements with proper representatives of the
United States government, or with counties, municipalities, or individuals.

Miss Broughton's bill was passed unanimously by both houses, apparently without meeting a single obstacle. On May 22, Governor
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Stephens approved it as Chapter 414. Another hurdle had been surmounted in the struggle to establish an active State forest protection
agency.

The special fire prevention bills were popular as usual during this
session. It is to be noted that now for the first time, at least two of

the acts provided that money appropriated was to be "expended
under the direction of the state forester." Possibly this clause was
entered in lieu of any provision for a specific agreement to be made

by and with the State Board of Control. At any rate, the State
Forester could indeed enter into agreements in his own right beginning in this summer of 1919. It is doubtful, however, if the direction
exercised over the expenditure of funds in these special appropriations during the next decade was ever more than nominal on the part
of the State Forester.
Henry A. Miller of Covina introduced the successful Chapters 581

and 582 which respectively called for appropriations of $1600 to
protect San Dimas Canyon and $3000 for the vicinity of San Gabriel
Canyon. Both acts required the usual matching expenditures by irrigation companies, fruit exchanges or the county.
Miller apparently became too enthusiastic when he tried through
his A. B. No. 60 to arrange similar treatment for San Antonio Canyon

over the period of a decade. His bill called for a State fund of
$25,000 to be drawn upon each year to the extent of $2500. He was

not successful. San Antonio Canyon was not slighted, however.
Crombie Allen's Chapter 409 secured the sum of $5000 for a two
year period.

Probably Lyman King and A. P. Fleming of Los Angeles were
simply entering twin bills when they each asked for the usual $5000
to be matched by the Forest Service to protect timber and watershed
on the San Bernardino Mountains. Both were unusually successful in
the Legislature and it would appear that Governor Stephens found it
necessary to pocket veto Fleming's A. B. No. 532 while he signed
King's S. B. No. 62 as Chapter 597.

The Tamalpais District officials were also alert. Chapter 593
(Manning of San Anselmo) appropriated $2500 each year of the
biennium for matching expenditures in that area under contract with
the Board of Control.
The total of special fire protection appropriations was $14,600, as
compared to $2 5,000 for the Board of Forestry. These special items
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were obviously requested for the protection of vitally important
watershed land and to no great extent for the protection of merchantable timber, regardless of any language in the bills. It would seem
then that the State Forester was entirely justified in looking toward
the young pine of the Sierra foothills as the region of his first concern.
Homans had asked for $55,800 in his regular support budget. Instead he received the same sum as that appropriated two years earlier,
namely, $47,000.
Delayed Nursery Project

The $14,000 appropriation received by the Board of Forestry in
1917 could not be spent for the establishment of a nursery since no
gift of land had been provided for the purpose. Nevertheless the
money was expended during the following three years. Possibly some
of it went to cover the cost of producing the book Shade and Orna-

mental Trees. At any rate, it must be assumed that the money was
spent within the conditions set by the act.5
Senator Herbert Jones believed that a new start was required in
1919 so he introduced his S. B. No. 241. This bill repeated the grant
of authority contained in the 1917 nursery bill and added an appropriation of $48,000 to purchase or lease suitable land and to establish
the nursery and hire necessary personnel. In April the California correspondent for The Timberman declared that this was the most popular of all the forestry measures before the Legislature. Said he, "The
measure has the endorsement of virtually all the civic and improvement organizations in Northern California."
The Senate Committee on Roads and Highways was equally enthusiastic when it sent the bill to the Finance Committee. But there
the bill died. In its May issue The Timberman declared that "because
of the financial condition of the State it could not stand the necessary
appropriation." Such a financial condition seemed always to exist,
'As adjusted to include the 1917 special salary increase for the Deputy. Senator
Herbert Jones went farther in 1919. He tried to increase executive salaries
to match other post-war wage levels. His S. B. No. 365 would have provided
these annual salaries: State Forester, $4000; Deputy, $3000; Assistant, $2400.
Both houses passed the bill and sent it to the Governor on April 22. Stephens
declined to approve it.
Controller's Reports show a reversion of $176 after the 3 year expenditure penod allowed for a special appropriation. In 1919 Assemblyman Ambrose did
not introduce a forest nursery bill as reported in The Timberman.
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and generally to dominate the situation whenever forest nursery bills
were considered by the California Legislature.6
Regulatory Legislation

Two forestry bills were introduced in 1919 with intentions long
since forgotten. Both were obviously 'spot" bills intended for further
amendment.

Jack Inman of Sacramento proposed in his short lived Senate Bill
No. 213 that:
Any person, firm or corporation is guilty of a misdemeanor who uses as a
Christmas tree or for other decorative purposes any tree, bough, or limb of
spruce, pine, cedar, fir or balsam.

It is curious that the original bill as introduced bears a strike-out
in pencil of these words following those quoted above: "taken or cut
from any public land in this state." It is a reasonable supposition that
this bill was a forerunner of Section 384a Penal Code, which was to
begin its much amended career at the next session of the Legislature
when the cutting of Toyon berries would be strictly limited.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes of Oroville had something in mind for old
Section 19 of the Forest Protection Act with her Assembly Bill No.

515. The bill as introduced simply quoted the first section of the
existing law. Very likely, there was hope in some quarters of defanging the mandatory requirement to remove forest debris fire hazards.
The bill died without attention.

Two other attempts to amend regulatory laws were successful.
Undoubtedly, because of the war time experience with hay and grain
fires there were two sub-sections added to Section 384 Penal Code.7
Ivan Parker's Chapter 127 declared in new sub-sections 4a and 4b
that spark arresters and certain fire extinguishing equipment must be
placed on all machinery used in the vicinity or for the purpose of harThroughout the years many private nurserymen have made no secret of their
objection to the principle of State engagement in such work even for planting
in public places. A few "improvement organizations" were always quick to
defend it. Much to the surprise of State Forester Pratt, and the bewilderment
of this writer, the latter's first appearances before a legislative committee met
with immediate and congenial success in 1939 when the nursery law was
amended to allow sale of plant material to private persons for true forest
planting. By that time, however, the Nation had been reeducated in grand
style as to the place of soil and forest conservation in the entire economy.
Bill No. 445 by Parker of Auburn became Chapter 127. The twin,
A. B. No. 10 by Charles Kasch of Ukiah, did not progress. Mr. Kasch has,
since 1944, been a member of the State Park Commission.
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vesting grain and baling hay. The entire act of 1911 was reenacted
with the new clauses added.
C. E. Brooks of Alameda introduced Assembly Bill No. 971, very
probably at the request of the U. S. Forest Service. At any rate, the
bill met no obstacle and became law on May 2 as Chapter 149. The
new act simply amended old Section 18 of the Forest Protection Act
to include private persons and the United States along with the State
and counties as parties having the privilege of recovering sums expended in fighting fires from those persons or corporations responsible for causing uncontrolled fires to burn through malice or neglect.
And thus the legislative session of 1919 produced, with the excep-

tion of the failure of the nursery bill, a vast improvement in the
statutory structure of the State forestry organization. It was a time
of rejuvenation and studied forward progress.
The generally frustrating second era of the California State Board

of Forestry had come to an end. Those high hopes of Governor
Pardee and of Gifford Pinchot and their associates beginning in 1903

had met with only partial success. Perhaps that period of lethargy
which appears most unaccountable in retrospect occurred during the
early years of the Conservation Commission. Those were the progressive years of the eminently successful Progressive Republican
Party in California. But Governor Hiram Johnson's attention seems
to have been occupied with much larger problems of government than
the improvement of State forest protection.
The counties of California in general reflected the attitude of State
Government, as might certainly be expected. Only with difficulty was

some little authority to act in forestry matters secured through the
effort of the most progressive of the counties. By and large the
counties refused to pick up the burden of local fire protection as
suggested by a State Legislature which was itself not deeply concerned about the whole problem.

For the United States Forest Service this was a period of strong
and prideful forward progress.
For the last decade of the period it might be said that the struggle
of State Forester G. M. Homans, standing almost alone against an
organized and able opposition, was the dominating feature in that
part of the story of California Government and Forestry. Such a
stand by Homans required a great stubbornness which is difficult to
distinguish from personal courage and a high professional integrity.
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In the end there was a considerable compromise in the writing of
revised forestry laws. The rigid principles advocated by Homans had

been much softened into practicable laws, yet they had not been
abandoned. Perhaps the long and sometimes bitter struggle had in
total been to the profit of the commonwealth. The essence of law is
not actually found in the statute books but in its working among the
people it was intended to affect. The laws of 1919 were well forged
laws.

As already stated, this was a time of rejuvenation and studied I or-

ward progress in State forestry. Governor Stephens responded
promptly to the new era and appointed a creditable and effective
State Board of Forestry.

PART FIVE

THIRD ERA OF THE BOARD OF
FORESTRY; 1919-1927

Chapter Twenty

Sturdy Fledgling
I am a strong advocate of a state law which defines three or four
general principles and puts their application in the hands of a State
Forestry Commission and gives that commission the necessary authority
to make regulations, hold hearings, employ the necessary personnel to
enforce these regulations and issue appeals. . . The commission would,
of course, have as its executive officer the State Forester.
W. B. GREELEY, 1920

Governor Stephens Appoints a Board

By July 26, 1919, Governor Stephens had made his selection of
appointees for the Board of Forestry. For the first time in its troubled
34 year history, most members of this commission were required to
be "familiar" with a specified business interest having a close association with forest use or agricultural fire control.
Former Governor George C. Pardee of Oakland was named as the
member at large. Technically he was still a member of the quiescent
State Conservation Commission. However, the general understand-

ing very likely had been that the Conservation Commission had
ceased to exist in fact after 1915.

Ed Fletcher of San Diego was designated as the hay and grain
representative on the Board of Forestry. Said the Sacramento Bee
of July 26, "Colonel Fletcher has extensive ranches in Southern California." That was certainly true, but he was essentially a conservative business man of many parts and one primarily interested in real

estate rather than hay. As a matter of practical fact he was a qualified Southern California water representative.
Elmer H. Cox of Madera was well qualified by experience to represent the timber industry, but hardly in the spirit of public service.
Mr. Cox apparently never attended a single Board meeting. He was
replaced on the Board of Forestry seven months later.
Solon H. Williams of Siskiyou County was declared to be a successful stockman and rancher and therefore qualified to represent
the livestock industry. He had indeed recently been in the cattle
business. He was also a particular friend of Governor Stephens and
a strong party man.
1

See biographical sketches at end of chapter

[4431
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State Forester G. M. Homans automatically became (or continued
to be) a member of the Board of Forestry. No longer was practically
all authority and responsibility for the acts of the "Forestry Department" the burden of this single official.
On March 1st, 1920, Ray E. Danaher of Camino succeeded Mr.
Cox as the representative of the timber industry.
On August 20, 1919, the new Board of Forestry of the third era
met in the offices of the State Harbor Commissioners, Ferry Bldg.,
San Francisco. The necessary time had expired between the signing

of the law creating the Board and its first effective date. Mr. Cox
was not present.

At 11 a.m. Dr. Pardee called the meeting to order. By unanimous
consent he was made chairman of the Board. State Forester Homans
was designated as secretary.
One of the major subjects of discussion at this first meeting was
the possibility of acquiring more parks in the redwood region. Dr.

John C. Merriam, noted paleontologist of the University of California, and others, appeared on behalf of the young Save the Redwoods League.

Another subject of particular interest before the Board was the
contribution made by the U. S. Army Air Service in reporting forest
fires on non-Federal areas. The Board authorized the payment of
meal costs for Army men away from headquarters on fire business
since the Federal Government could not recognize such a travel claim.
A State Forest Policy

The new Board of Forestry held its second regular meeting in
San Francisco on October 10, 1919. Foremost in its deliberation was

the outline of a basic policy to be advanced and pursued for the
benefit of the forest and watershed lands outside of the National
Forests in California.
Lumber consumption was advancing throughout the Nation. South-

ern California already was demanding twice the national per capita
use of wood products. Logging operations were expanding, and especially in the West. Regeneration of forest lands seemed to be a positive necessity if the oft-mentioned timber famine was to be avoided.
The respected scholar, Chief Forester H. S. Graves, had been making
reasonable but very firm suggestions in that direction.
The Board thereupon set down four basic principles of policy for
the State of California. The items were felt to be in substantial agree-
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ment with the avowed policies of other agencies of government and
also the timber industry.

The four planks of the policy platform are listed below as they
were printed in the State Forester's EIGHTH BIENNIAL REPORT, but
not precisely as entered in the minutes.
Appropriation by the Legislature of sufficient funds for the prevention and suppression of forest, grain and pasture fires outside of the National Forests.
Acquirement of logged-off areas, both in the redwoods and pine
forests as a nucleus for state forests for future timber supply.
Survey of watersheds necessary for the conservation of water
for domestic and irrigation purposes.
Renewal of forests on logged-off areas and watersheds that are
in need of reforestation.

Note that the first item was very positive in its inclusion of fire
protection for grain and pasture lands as a State financial responsibility in the year 1919. Once again it must be emphasized that no
legal machinery existed for the formation of rural tax supported fire
districts at this time.
Item two is self-explanatory and will be discussed in detail from
time to time hereafter.
Item three is very interesting, especially because of the first word
"survey." Although the minutes of the Board do not indicate that any
lengthy discussion occurred over this issue it is very likely that the
subject was deeply pondered. The word entered in the minutes was
not survey but acquirement. The point at issue was surely involved
with the propriety of the State of California (through its Board of
Forestry) in demanding that brush watersheds in private ownership
be kept free from fire destruction even against the desire of the legal
owner to destroy them. Such plain words are rarely found in any
official records.

Twice during 1920 (February and July) The Timberman, in little
news notes about the Board policy, used the word acquirement in
the third policy plank. Then sometime during the next year the word
was changed without formal action. In the EIGHTH REPORT, issued
in February 1921, there was a section devoted to a proposed survey
of watershed areas. And by that date some very positive action had
been taken to secure such a survey at State expense, as will be
related in a chapter ahead.
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Just what the Board of Forestry meant by its fourth policy plank
in respect to reforestation is difficult to say. It was certainly a desirable aim, and at that moment a safepolitica1 generality in view
of the nationwide public sentiment in favor of forest regeneration.
As a matter of history, the California State Board of Forestry has
moved very slowly if surely along that path during the ensuing half
century.2

Report of a Talk"

District Forester Redington appeared before the Board of Forestry on January 20, 1920, and talked about several aspects of the
program and policies of the U. S. Forest Service. One subject of discussion was a proposed national policy for all of the forest lands of
the Nation which had been born with a speech delivered to a group of
lumbermen by Henry S. Graves, Chief Forester. That proposal was
to generate great heat and great proportions before it was to settle
down in the enactment of the Clarke-McNary Act five years hence.
For the present, the California Board of Forestry indicated its approval of the Graves proposition and thereupon extended to him an
invitation to meet with them in a mutual discussion.

The invitation was accepted, not by Graves but by his equally
esteemed successor, William B. Greeley. Forester Greeley appeared
before the Board on July 14, 1920, and gave an informal address
which was rich with advice and recommendations in matters of poi-

icy. Later the Board printed the brief presentation in an 11 page
pamphlet under the title Report of a Talk by Col. W. B. Greeley.

Colonel Greeley started his address by giving the following brief
of a well-rounded State forestry program. Said he,
The first point upon which we should all concentrate our efforts is forest
fires.

The second point in order of importance is a reconsideration of forest
land taxes.

The third point is the extension of public ownership, in which I am very
anxious to see the States take a part and a large part.
2

The statement is not intended to be critical so much as factual. Only four
difficult and costly avenues are open to the accomplishment of such a program. They are: (1) State acquisition of forest land, (2) substantial grants
in aid to private owners (including the assumption of burdens such as abatement of fire, insect and disease nuisances), (3) enactment and enforcement
of regulatory laws pertaining to the use and treatment of private property,
(4) education and persuasion of land owners. Each of these approaches is
currently being used in some degree by the California Board and Division
of Forestry.
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The fourth point we are already urging in some States, and that is, regulation by the proper State authorities of the methods of cutting timber on
private lands.

Greeley felt that the entire problem of forestry on private lands
was represented to the extent of about 75 percent in the stopping of
forest fires. Here can be observed the formative plans for the ClarkeMcNary Act which was to become law four years hence. Homans

reported later that the U. S. Forester spoke of an initial Federal
appropriation of $1 ,000,000 as a contribution in a joint cooperative
effort to create forest fire protection systems within the several States
of the Union.

Colonel Greeley was reasonably explicit in setting forth his conception of a cooperative system. He believed that to establish an
efficient system in a State like California the State and Federal Governments together should provide a skeleton organization for the
protection "of areas where it is perhaps difficult or unreasonable to
ask private owners to protect them, as well as areas of cut-over land
where our future timber must be grown."
But the private owner also should share in the general cost of fire
protection. Greeley went so far as to advocate the enactment of laws
which could compel private owners to "come into the scheme for their
proper share."
Nevertheless, he clearly pointed out that the State had the funda-

mental responsibility for creating the skeleton organization as a
minimum.
The State itself should have sufficient appropriation to develop an efficient
patrol organization extending over all timber and brush lands of the State,
and I presume we should include the hay and grain land in order to have
the whole thing properly correlated.

In respect to the cooperative fire protection project for forested
lands he was willing to give the general opinion that perhaps the
State and Federal Government should pay about one-half of the cost

and private owners the remainder. To raise funds from private
sources Greeley was of the opinion that the system used in other
States was worthy of adoption, namely the authority to fix liens upon

the property when necessary. Three years later such a proposition
was written into California law.
In respect to the use of fire in the woods, the Forester was of the
opinion that the Board of Forestry should be empowered to make
regulations "in the interest of the whole State to reduce the fire
hazard." He would not try to totally prohibit the use of fire by legis-
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lation, but rather to limit its use, even to the extent of total prohibition during some periods.

Slash disposal should be handled by the timber operator under
general provision of the law. If necessary, Greeley was willing to see
such a law contain a maximum cost per acre stipulation. But local
methods, he felt, must be worked out by the State Forester's men on
the ground.
In shOrt, I do not see any answer to this whole forestry proposition, but
to educate the people of the States up to the point where they will see they
have a responsibility in the handling of their lands which will square with
the interest of the public welfare.

Greeley was specific in pointing out that a necessary public safeguard as well as a favorable argument to be used by the Board would
be some form of appeal procedure so that any person deeming that

Board action was too arbitrary or severe could "have his day in
court."
Apparently, the matter of fires originating along railroad rights of
way was worthy of special consideration in that day. This was certainly evident in the legislation which State Forester Homans had
presented to the Legislature at two regular sessions. Yet the average

of four years fire statistics showed that fire starts charged against
railroads accounted for only 2.6 percent of the total. Be that as it
may, Greeley felt that the Board should have general regulatory
power under law to cause railroads to adopt fire prevention measures.

This subject led to a very important statement on policy (which
was not reflected in California law until exactly 25 years later: See
Section 4000.2 Public Resources Code). Said the Forester,
I think the preferable principle all through this legislation is to give the
Forestry Commission adequate powers for the protection of certain classes
of land in the State, naming those classes of land, and then leave the detailed requirements to be determined by the commission and to make their
application subject to appeal in case anyone feels aggrieved or injured.

In this connection it is important to make clear just what is especially
meant by "forest" land. The terms of this act and the powers of the commission should undoubtedly apply to cut-over land, denuded land, and in
fact all classes of land in this State which are not under cultivation or under
intensive pasturage, by appending some term in the law which will include
with the strictly forest land, all land that is waste or idle or nothing being
done with it.

In respect to taxes on forest land and timber, the Forester quickly
pointed out the complexity of the problem. He was of the opinion
that the varying practices of county assessors were sometimes more
important than basic law. Greeley felt that much study of the prob-
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lem by a representative committee was needed before any positive
steps were to be taken. He was specific in recommending that the
Legislature should be an active party in such an investigation.

It would be interesting to know what thoughts were passing
through the mind of Board Chairman Pardee when the Forester was
expounding his theories on forest taxation. Twice a member upon
tax committees created under statute, the venerable chairman knew
well the complexity of the problem.
Colonel Greeley closed this item of discussion by declaring that a

yield tax seemed proper and bound to come ultimately, possibly
somewhat on the French system. This system allows for a growing
period of non-taxation, then a regular tax based upon the productivity of the particular forest land class.
Greeley was enthusiastic about the acquisition of forest land by
the States, and especially cut-over land. This would have two beneficial features. There would be public education through investigation and good practice on the State Forests, and also the State would
show evidence of good faith to the timber industry and other owners

of forest land. With the State in the market for cut-over land, the
owners would immediately see more value in it and have an inducement to treat and protect the land in a manner which would improve
the potential selling price.
As to government regulation of timber harvesting methods on private land, the Chief Forester was of the opinion that California was
an ideal State in which to make a start because of the interest and
influence of agricultural and watershed people having a stake in the
forest land. However, he warned against demanding any standard
which was not "equitable and practical." First of all, if fire protection and a clean-up of slash were accomplished there was little that
remained to be done for the western forests. Artificial regeneration
of timber species by planting had apparently by this date come to be
a rather forlorn hope.

And here terminated the talk by Forester Greeley, a greatly respected man in and out of his profession, and a former resident who
probably knew from personal experience as much about the forest
situation in California as any of his listeners.
First State Rangers
The special State appropriation of $25,000 for fire prevention and

suppression became available for use on July 1st, 1919. The Forest
Service agreed to match a State expenditure under the provision of
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the Weeks Law to the extent of $3,500 for salaries of field men. An
agreement was made under the new authority granted to the State
Forester. It was provided that fire protection would be offered some
three million acres in the watersheds of the Stanislaus, Mokelumne,
Cosumne, American, Bear, Yuba and Feather rivers.3

In spite of the serious fire season in 1919 the period of employment extended only from July 26 to October 15. The men were paid
$125 monthly by Federal warrant and were known as "Weeks Law
Patrolmen." It is difficult to say why both Federal and State official

records are so silent as to the identity of the men employed. Presumably the Secretary of Agriculture needed only a certification of
proper expenditure, while the State Forester looked upon them essentially as Federal employees under his supervision. (It is notable
in this and other cases that biennial reports consistently suffer from
a disregard for activities which occur during the first year of the
biennium.)

But home town newspapers took note of a new type of service
being rendered by the State. Undoubtedly, because of early publicity
releases a fifth name was added to the four pioneer State Rangers.
This reference was to the presently eminent authority on irrigation

and soils, Professor Martin R. Huberty of the University of California.

When questioned, Doctor Huberty (letter to author, 5/6/56) remembered that after he was mustered out of the Army Signal Corps
in May of 1919 and had returned home to Calaveras County he had
heard about a job of fighting forest fires. Huberty was promised the
patrol assignment at Oroville, but because of delay in the appointment he decided to get another job so that he could finish his college
education that fall.
Ranger District No. One had headquarters at Redding and pre-

sumably the protection area embraced the country outside the
National Forest in Shasta and Trinity counties. William Junkans of
a well known local family served as patrolman during 1919.
8

Handbook of Forest Protection, 1919, p. 43. This presently rare little booklet,
published by the State Forester principally for the use of firewardens, is the
only known official document which lists the names of the Weeks Law Patrolmen of 1919. How the above listed watersheds allowed for a shift of ranger
headquarters northward, with Placerville and Redding at each end is not
explained.

Junkans was later postmaster of Redding and for eight years a member of the
Shasta board of supervisors (six as chairman). Mr. Junkans recalled that a

fire patrol plane was based at Redding and that he acted as observer on
some flights.
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The Placerville El Dorado Republican of August 1, 1919, told
how H. H. Huntsberger would have charge of fire control work in

the timbered areas outside of the National Forest in El Dorado,
Amador and Calaveras counties. Also in this same news article was
mention of a tour of inspection by Huntsberger, the local farm ad-

visor, and Edward I. Kotok to view proposed controlled burning
projects around Kelsey. Kotok, who was at that time the supervisor

of the El Dorado National Forest, was soon appointed the first
liaison officer in the new integrated working relationship between the
State and Federal Government and transferred to the District Office

in San Francisco. This position was later called "Clarke-McNary
Inspector."
The Auburn Journal of August 7 carried banner headlines about
the forest fire raging at New England Mills. Fire Warden Alvin E.

Frost was declared to be doing good work. Men on the lines were
well supplied with food. Here was the single case of a State firewarden appointed to coordinate fire control by the county supervisors and now hired by the State Forester as one of the first regular
field employees.5

When Martin Huberty relinquished the Oroville assignment it
was accepted by Arthur W. Ford (Oroville Mercury, July 26, 1919).

His area was Butte and Yuba Counties outside of the National
Forest. Ford had started newspaper work in 1914, first in Oroville,
then Woodland, and back to Oroville where he became editor of the
Oroville Mercury. Upon the advice of his doctor he took up outside
work for a time. Ford remembers that four Ford touring cars were
purchased by the State Forester in 1919 for the use of the "Weeks
Law Patrolmen." Into these open vehicles were piled loose tools,
gunny sacks and water buckets, and firefighters, too, along the way
to a fire. This was the first forestry motorized fire vehicle fleet. It
was mentioned earlier that the first two automobiles were purchased

in 1916 for "routine work of the department." Later it was more
common (in fact, a requirement) that the ranger furnish his own
car equipped with siren, for which the State paid mileage rates for
'This was a common occurrence in years to follow, and it was also not uncommon for the tie between county authorities and a local favorite son to be so
strong as to preclude full State assumption of the responsibility for handling
the fire protection job in that county. Al Frost worked continuously and
faithfully as a State Forestry employee from the summer of 1919 until the
time of his death in mid-1945. During part of that career he specialized in
the construction of lookouts and telephone lines.
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official travel. It was not until the mid-1930's that the State reverted
to the practice of purchasing and assigning all necessary vehicles.
Arthur Ford was retained during the winter of 1919, and in fact
until November 17, 1920, when he went back to newspaper work.
He was temporarily placed in Assistant State Forester Schoeller's
vacant position. Then his title was changed to district fire ranger at
$150 per month, and then forest inspector for a couple of months
before he resigned.

In the winter of 1919 and throughout much of 1920, Ford was
assigned to contact boards of county supervisors to encourage cooperation in fire protection and to write publicity. He wrote the
Governor's Proclamation for Forest Protection and Fire Prevention
Week which was held in May of 1920. And he also did the publicity
writing for this special week in 1921, for which service the Forest
Service and State each paid him 100 dollars.6
In the area covered by the four field men there were 165 fires
which burned about 145,000 acres including about 10,000 acres of
timberland and 874 acres of grain. To control these fires the State
spent $5,237.

The fire season of 1919 was quite severe. Yuba, Santa Cruz and
Mann counties suffered from large fires. The Forest Service endured more than 1100 fires and was forced to spend over $200,000
to control them.

It appears, in spite of the activity in rural fire protection in 1918
and the possibility of acting cooperatively with counties in 1919, that

no written agreements were made in that respect by the State Forester. At least, the record is totally lacking. According to the new
law it would have been necessary for the counties involved to make
appropriations to meet a portion of the obligation. Therefore, the
State Forester's staff was decidedly busy in promoting such cooperation among the boards of supervisors during the fall and winter of
1919.

6Letters, Ford to W. C. Branch 6/24/56; to author 8/19/56. Mr. Ford retired
and built a home in Paradise in June 1956, after working with the Forest
Service since 1933.

'In later years the Federal aid received by the State Forester was recognized as
partial reimbursement for fire prevention expenditures made through his office
during the previous calendar year. In 1919 such aid was an independent
matching arrangement between the State and Secretary of Agriculture, without dependence upon county funds for its validity. The rather obscure legal
point here is that a "cooperator" was always required before the State Forester could engage in fire protection.
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For the season of 1919, the State Forester compiled and printed a
16 page pamphlet of statistics titled Grain Pasture and Hay Fires of
California. Also included was much advice upon how to organize and

equip rural fire fighting companies. This was Board of Forestry
Circular No. 78
Ranger Organization of 1920

The State Forester's EIGHTH BIENNIAL REPORT touched only
lightly on the field men and the work performed during 1919. But

for the season of 1920 there was a brief reference to each of the
10 fire districts established and to the men hired to supervise fire
protection in each of them. The State Fire Rangers of this season
were still Federal employees and no record of them as individuals
can be found in official files. As a matter of fact, the first names or
initials of several of them could be recovered only by a search of
rural newspapers of 1920.
Here was as much of a pioneer project as the work of 1919 because
the policy of operating under firm cooperative agreements with counties was then initiated. The ranger in charge of each district is listed
below with a few comments on some of the men.
Shasta Co.; Ranger Glen E. Thompson, who next season was

assigned as first ranger in Humboldt Co.; later worked in
State Parks there until his retirement. He died in 1957. (His
family contributed the photo of the first ranger meeting reproduced here.)

Butte and Vuba; Jack Snyder.
Placer and Nevada; Alvin E. Frost who was made a Forest
Inspector that fall.
El Dorado and Amador; Oliver E. Fowler, formerly district
ranger on the Stanislaus National Forest. Fowler became an
Inspector and then Deputy State Forester, a very shy man
of great personal integrity and prodigious memory. He retired in 1950, (Fowler's death during the writing of this book
was a genuine personal loss to the author as well as a material loss to this writing.)
Tehama; Andrew Schafer, former county supervisor who became a ranger at the suggestion of A. W. Ford.
The same circular number was used in 1923 for a pamphlet authored by Munns
and Metcalf in separate articles pertaining to forest and rural fires.
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Colusa; Jack P. Yost remained as ranger in the grain areas
until about 1930 when he left State service.

Lake; Fred L. Woodruff.
Mendocino; A. P. Cheetham, a former resident of Ukiah.

Napa; R. E. Roach. Later he was made Inspector for the
entire North Coast District. He was retired in 1933. Roach
admittedly shared the Opinion of a majority of citizens of that
area that considerable burning of brushy lands was of economic benefit. A decade later the Board of Forestry felt disinclined to agree with this as an official policy to be exhibited
by a field employee.

Santa Cruz, Santa Clara, San Mateo; A. H. Oswald. This district more than any other appeared to respond to best advan-

tage to the State's supervision by coordinating the work of
local fire associations, appointed firewardens, and lumber
company employees as field assistants to the State Ranger.
As the first case on record it is to be noted that Oswald was
employed (undoubtedly at industry expense) during the
winter of 1920-21 in supervising debris burning by lumber
operators. The local interest in establishing a lookout station
for that region will be related in the pages ahead.
The field rangers were allowed or, it might better be said, required
to work under conditions of great personal freedom and invention.
Nevertheless, three rules of conduct soon developed as being sacred

in their working code. They were: (1) To the best of the ranger's
ability some location, such as wife at home or a telephone operator
or the local farm advisor's office, was kept advised at all times of the

ranger's whereabouts, (2) hours of work, days or nights on end,
were not of importance enough to be mentioned, and (3) never, without specific instruction, would the ranger leave his assigned area (the

author recollects two cases at point, one in which two adjacent
rangers met in the middle of a borderline bridge to hold a business
conference, and another in which a ranger asked for written permission to traverse a public road which meandered a little distance
out and back into his district).

In reporting upon the situation which confronted Cheetham in
Mendocino County, the State Forester stated somewhat naively in
his 1921 report that next season with the organization of local crews
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and the help of a county ordinance forbidding the burning of brush
except under permit, there should be a reduction of fire losses due to
"uncontrolled fires . . to burn off brush patches." Ranger Woodruff in Lake County was said to have been confronted with a similar
situation.
As a matter of fact, all rangers in some degree, and most of all the

State Board of Forestry, were to be confronted with the problems
associated with brush burning for a long time to come. On a couple
of earlier occasions in this writing brief mention has been made of
the importance, as a matter affecting State policy, of the use of fire
to destroy or modify unwanted vegetation. Although the Board of
Forestry did not come to close grips with the issue until after 1930,
the several attempts to determine how to conserve a valuable watershed upon privately owned land of low economic value will be observed in several actions of the board prior to that time. In fact,
such an action was pointed out in the early part of this chapter
regarding the policy of October 1919 wherein it was tentatively decided to have the State acquire such lands, presumably by purchase
The theory and practice of burning non-timber vegetation to improve stock or game browse, or just to "improve" it as a gesture of
community service, is an extremely complex subject and deserves
lengthy and careful discussion. Since, as noted above, the issue was
not squarely met and certainly not brought to a stage of reasonable
solution until well after 1930 the subject will not be thoroughly explored at this time.
Part of the complexity of this burning problem lies in the fact
that its cause may be rooted in psychological, emotional or sociologi-

cal reasonsY There is, however, a great deal more to the situation.
Basically, there are some 20 million acres of California land (exclusive of an equal area of true desert) that is, or has at some time
been, in a sub-marginal economic class in respect to agricultural proObservations made by professionals into the psychological aspects of incendiary

forest fires in the Southern States on behalf of the U. S. Forest Service can
hardly be challenged as to the validity of their findings.
This writer had some experience in the emotional and social aspects of such
a community situation when in 1931 he was assigned by the Board of Forestry
tO observe a program of mutual compromise and hopeful cooperation in what
was called an agricultural clearing project in Mendocino County. The "experi-

ment" was not successful at that time due primarily to the fact that the wide
gap of misunderstanding remained unbridged for lack of adequate educational
preparation.
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duction. The easy way to clear that land has most often been through
the use of "hot" fire.'°
The use of fire as a tool to destroy unwanted vegetation becomes
involved with State fire protection policy because uncontrolled fires
are legally recognized as a hazard to adjoining property which must
be abated. The biological and ecological effects resulting from fire
used in this manner constitutes another complex aspect to the situa-

tion which did not specifically concern State Forestry personnel
until after 1945 when technicians in range management were first
employed to consult with mountain rangeland owners.
It is sufficient to state, in order to show the position of the State
agency, that largely because of the attitude of some persons toward
fire in much of the brush covered area of California, for many years

no less than one of each four fires attended by State Rangers was
classified as being started with malicious intent or without legal permission. The "statistical" fire from such cause, in the mass average,
is accountable for twice as much area burned and twice the damage
as is caused by the average fire starting from all other causes. By no
means were all such "non-legal" fires ignited to improve the range.
The fact that the greatest number of such fires occurred in the broad
regions of brushy lands in the public domain or in private ownership
is, however, incontrovertible.11
The area in which the fire rangers operated was from the beginning optimistically referred to as "protected" area regardless of the
quality of fire protection which one man alone could be expected to

furnish to one or two million acres of sparsely settled wild land.
Nevertheless, there was indeed for the first time now established a
responsible official to engage himself during any or all of the hours
of the days from late spring until late fall in the sole work of wildfire prevention and suppression.
According to the REPORT the protected area was increased from
3.5 million acres in 1919 to 8.55 million in 1920. It was hoped that
the next State appropriation would be increased so that more counties could be served in the cooperative system. The terms of agree-

ment in general provided that the State pay a ranger's salary and
10

The proposition involved here must be recognized as being quite distinct from

the so-called light-burning practice upon the floor of the high forest conducted as a fire hazard reduction measure. It is amazing how many individuals seem unable or unwilling to make that distinction.
For a studied resumé of literature and opinions on this broad subject see the
bulletin published by the Board of Forestry in 1947: The Use of Fire as a
Tool in the Management of the Brush Ranges of California, by H. L. Shantz.
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expense and if possible one-half of the incidental fire expenses. At
any rate, counties were not expected to expend more than the sum
each appropriated. During 1920 the total county expenditures under
15 agreements amounted to $4,750, while the State spent $16,000
and the Federal Government contributed $4,200 toward ranger salaries. At last, three levels of government had officially recognized the
need and responsibility of each in spending money from respective
general taxation sources for the control of forest and watershed fires
upon privately owned land under a cooperative system which provided for the supervision of work under one agency of government.
It will be remembered that about 1911 the U. S. Forest Service
had begun to offer fire protection to various lumber operators whose
land was intermingled with the National Forests. By the fire season
of 1920 the Forest Service was thus protecting under contract with
789 private owners some 325,000 acres of pine and fir lands. In addition to this, various interested contributors such as counties and
water companies were making approximately $80,000 annually available to the Forest Service in Southern California for general watershed protection.12
The EIGHTH REPORT contained short but valuable comments from
the independent fire associations and county fire departments within
the State. The most important advance by any such unit during 1920
was made by Los Angeles County. With the coming of July a county

appropriation of $14,500 was available for use of County Forester
The Timberman, July 1921. This Forest Service policy of extending fire protection kept growing. After another 20 years it could be reported that within
the National Forest boundaries (including Region 6 in California) the Forest
Service was protecting 4.74 million acres of private land of which all but a
million acres was timber or potential timber. Adjacent to the Forests an area
of about 2 5 million acres was protected of which more than 2 million was

timber. There is no question but that until about the time of the second
World War the Forest Service could boast of protection facilities superior
to anything the State could provide for the protection of these private timber
lands. With the passage of the State compulsory patrol law in 1923, which
required some contribution from land owners, the question of revenue to
reimburse the Forest Service was reasonably well solved. Soon, however, as
the State organization developed the Forest Service began to seek a contribution from the State General Fund with the plausible argument that the
private lands under its protection deserved State treatment equal to that
given similar private lands elsewhere. Here again was another question of
fundamental policy requiring the attention of the Board of Forestry over
a long period of time, and it still does at the present date.
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and Fire Warden Stuart J. Flintham.13 He was furnished two regular
assistants, while 100 listed deputies could be paid when they were
called to duty. Flintham reported that he handled fire protection on
1,413,600 acres of which about 100,000 acres was within the City of
Los Angeles. The horrible damage which could be caused while fires
ran uncontrolled, or from consequent flood damage, was thoroughly
appreciated in the vicinity. The few critics of an intensive fire protection system were not so much in disagreement with the aims of the
program as doubtful of ever making it effective under such difficult
conditions.

How the Air Age Came to Forestry
Inside the cover of the State Forester's EIGHTH BIENNIAL REPORT

(1921) is a full page photo of a lonesome little biplane floating like
a box kite against a broad expanse of timber covered mountains The
caption under the photo was taken directly from the writing by Dic-

trict Forester Paul G. Redington entitled "Airplanes and Forest
Fires" which was reprinted in the REPORT.
The airplane flying over the California forests has before it, like an open
book, canyon and hillside, dense timber and open meadow.

It was declared that the detection of fires in the forests of California by observations made from airplanes was a matter of experiment two years ago when it was first started. Now it had passed the
experimental stage and its success has been well demonstrated.
The manner in which that experiment was born is quite interesting.
The story is related by one of the principal parties, former District
Forester Coert duBois, in his autobiographical Trail Blazers (1957).
By sheer chance he had met Major "Hap" Arnold in San Francisco
one evening immediately after the first World War. Both were in
uniform, duBois with a silver oak leaf on his shoulders. They had
dinner together and Arnold revealed his fear that the embryo Army
Air Service would disintegrate promptly from lack of government
and popular interest. duBois proposed that forest fire detection by
air might be feasible. Arnold was enthusiastic about the idea at once
and a few days later duBois was given his first observation flight
from Mather Field in the famous Dellaviland bomber of the day.
' Flintham was one of the early Cornell foresters who arrived in California before the creation of the District Office in 1908. In 1907, in the last phase of
the early joint survey work, he composed a paper entitled, "Growth and
Utilization of the Commercial Eucalyptus in California." (R.O. file, U.S.F.S.).
Flintham was among the hopeful early planters in Southern Cailfornia.
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Official approval was granted and the fire patrol flights were inaugurated.
The Redington article refers to the now well appreciated advan-

tages of air observation, both as to detection and the scouting of
going fires. Transportation of crews and fire bosses was also declared

to be accomplished with fantastic speed by airplane. However, no
hint of the possibility of air drops or the sometime development of
direct suppression attack from above is hinted in the article.
Radio communication was recognized as a vitally necessary adjunct to air patrol. Wireless telephony had been demonstrated as a
feasible new tool during the latter years of the war.
Arthur W. Ford, one of the 1919 State rangers, has this to say.14
The Patrolman discovered his own fires or had them reported to him by
interested people. Also during 1919, army planes were used to find fires.
These planes patrolled from Mather Field to Redding and reported fires to
patrolmen and the U. S. Forest Service. Oroville, my headquarters, was a
port of call for these planes. I often met them on their arrival at the old
landing field south of town. Wright Bros. "Jennies" and De Havilands were
used. I made several trips with them to reconnoiter fires. In those days in
the open cock pit jobs you got a thrill that is remembered. . . . The State
Forester made the trip to Oroville a couple of times. On one occasion, at
least, he made the trip in the army patrol plane.

The Oroville Mercury of July 26, 1919, on its front page, told of
the local request that the Army establish a radio receiving station at
Oroville. Said the Sacramento Bee on July 28, quoting the secretary
of the Oroville Chamber of Commerce,
plans have been completed to equip one of the patrol airplanes that
sails over Oroville daily from Mather Field with a radio apparatus, in order
that fires can be reported by the pilot immediately upon discovery.

Redington made no secret of the continued need for constant, pri-

mary fire detection from land observation towers. Yet the State
Forester indicates that the construction of lookouts by the State was
held in abeyance while the War Department and Forest Service were
making up its collective mind whether to continue air patrol after
two fire seasons of experience. Considering the negative dimensions
of the aforesaid State lookout construction program it is doubtful if
anyone in the field recognized that a slow-down had been ordered.
In the Board of Forestry meeting of October 10, 1919, a motion
was made to convey the thanks and appreciation of the Board to the
then Colonel H. H. Arnold for the splendid service in fire detection
made by this first air patrol service.
'

Letter from A. W. F. to author, 8/19/56.
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At the next meeting on January 6, 1920, the Colonel's report on
this project was discussed and endorsed in the form of a resolution
for the attention of the Secretary of War and the California members
of the Congress.
The resolution spoke of the value of the timbered lands of the
West, the danger from fire, and the value of the air patrol as indicated by Colonel H. H. Arnold's report of November 5, 1919. The
War Department was urged to approve of his recommendations and
the Congress was urged to grant a special appropriation to the Forest
Service of $60,000 that it might cooperate in the project during 1920
in the Western States.

In the Board of Forestry minutes of May 27, 1920, during a
budget discussion for the coming fire season, it was decided to allot
$1,410 instead of $1,000 for expenses incidental to aerial patrol, but
only providing "funds were not available from some other source."
That source was plainly the Forest Service.
The California Legislature in 1921 joined in the general plea of
lumbermen and foresters west of the Rocky Mountains in asking for
continued and extended air patrols during the forest fire season.
Assembly Joint Resolution No. 11 (Pettis) was probably locally instigated by the California Forest Protective Association.
Congress failed to appropriate sufficient funds, however, and after
the 1921 season the intensive project was discontinued. A lack of
affirmative records indicates that the State Forester did not actively
participate during 1921 .'

Several hundred forced landings were recorded as being necessary
during the three year pioneer aerial observation project. Two Forest
Service men and one Army pilot were killed in a single take-off accident at Alturas in July 1920. In spite of that tragedy a remarkable
Occasionally during several years thereafter National Guard planes were made

available to scout large State fires. During 1931 Ranger E. P. Biggs spent
considerable time on special detail as an observer. It soon came to be recognized however that air observation should be no more than an adjunct to a
primary ground detection system, except in extensive areas of very broken
terrain and low fire incidence. Systematic flights can be more efficient than
wide-spaced ground stations under such conditions.
Statistics furnished by the Regional Forester for all California during the
Army project are as follows:
1919, 2416 hours of flight, 422 fires discovered;
1920, 3262 hours, 899 fires;
1921, 2074 hours, 620 fires.
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record of performance was established in view of the equipment available and the hazardous terrain covered.
Fire Behavior and Other Studies

As might be expected, a number of important new scientific and
mechanical developments were introduced for use in forest exploitation and protection after the war had ended. The airplane and voice
radio communication were conspicuous examples. In the woods heavy
automotive trucks were beginning to displace railroads. Some electrical machinery displaced steam, and tractors were considered for
moving logs. A few progressive lumbermen were looking for means
to market the waste products of their operations.
Forest entomologists and plant pathologists across the Nation were
beginning to obtain practical solutions for the control of tree insects
and diseases. An understanding of how fire in the forest affected the
development of pests and infections in timber trees was newly acquired information of vital importance.

In Portland a specialist in forest fires, W. B. Osborne, Jr., had
been working on his valuable Western Firefighter's Manual, which
was published in chapters by the Western Forestry and Conservation Association. One portion of that work which was titled "The
Technique of Fighting Forest Fires" was reprinted in the August
1919 issue of The Timberman.

In California the two small Forest Service experiment stations at
Converse Flat and Feather River had been abandoned in mid-1917
for lack of funds and presumably because of diversion of interest
toward the war. A small study had been progressing at Feather River
during the summers of 1915-16-17 in respect to forest fire behavior
which should undoubtedly be recognized as the next major step in
the scientific approach to forest fire control since the 1914 administrative treatise issued by District Forester duBois. The Journal of
Forestry of December 1919, published the result of the observations
of investigator S. B. Show and two assistants during the three seasons
under the title "Climate and Forest Fire in Northern California."
The researchers found that forest litter was ready to ignite when
its moisture content was reduced to approximately 8 percent of the
dry weight of the fuel. The trends of fuel moisture changes were observed for different slopes and elevations, as well as in relation to
periods of light rainfall. Wind movement trends were observed at
different locations by the hour and throughout the seasons.
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Fires were ignited under different weather conditions and the advance of the burning perimeter was charted. The forest researchers
determined the fact that the perimeter of a fire extended itself in a
direct or arithmetic ratio with elapsed time. However, it was noted
that when fires became larger the rate of spread began to increase
toward a geometric ratio. This was believed to be due to two things:
(1) the variability and quick changes of the shape of the perimeter,
and (2) the creation of an increased indraft caused by the fire itself.
The observers had entered into a field of research that was not fully
appreciated until 30 years later when the so-called fire storms were
developed by the intense aerial bombing of European cities in the
second World War.
It was determined that the rate of fire spread, as governed by the
velocity of wind alone, varied directly with the square of the wind
velocity.

Since the findings were scientifically sound they served as the
technical foundation upon which a Fire Danger Rating Scheme was
developed for the forest lands of California more than 20 years later.
In the meantime, by this small but workmanlike job of research a
little of the bramble of mountain folklore was penetrated and one of
Nature's most impressive phenomena made more reasonable, if not
less impressive.16

At about this time the Board of Forestry entered as an active participant into some field research respecting the burning of slash and
the burning of litter under the high forest. That story involves the
California Forestry Committee.
Enter the California Forestry Committee
The California Forestry Committee had been formed in the spring

of 1920 in a rather casual way but nevertheless quite specifically
for the purpose of bringing some harmony into the discordant sounds

being broadcast to the public in regard to the long-standing lightburning controversy. The work of the committee throughout a decade
During the following decade the history of fire, its effect, and methods of
control within the California pine region were thoroughly explored and recorded in five technical studies printed as bulletins or circulars by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. All were authored by S. B. Show and E. I.
Kotok in collaboration. Titles and year of publication were as follows: 1923,

Forest Fires in California, 1911-1920; 1924, The Role of Fire in the California Pine Forest; 1925, Weather Conditions and Fires in California; 1929,
Cover Type and Fire Control in the National Forests of California; 1930,
The Determination of Hour Control for Adequate Fire Protection in the
Major Cover Types of the California Pine Region.
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is best related as a separate story and will be discussed in a chapter
ahead.
As a matter of fact, so many concurrent and generally inter-related

developments in the field of forestry were coming to life at this
period that it seems necessary to treat each aspect of the story as a
rather comprehensive subject in order to make obvious the fact that
most of the projects did have a cohesive beginning and end of sorts.
For the moment it is sufficient to say that the California Forestry
Committee consisted of the U. S. District Forester, the State Forester, Ray E. Danaher representing the California White and Sugar
Pine Manufacturers Association, B. A. McAllaster of the Southern

Pacific Land Co. and Professor Donald Bruce of the Division
(School) of Forestry. Eventually the committee grew to a membership of eleven. C. Stowell Smith was acting secretary and W. C.
lodge appears to have been hired as a full-time forester, at least for
a short time.

Up to this point it has been observed that throughout the land
there had again arisen a gentle but firm stirring of public opinion
calling for treatment of the Nation's forested land in such a manner
that future generations could be assured of a supply of timber and
adequate clean water for domestic and industrial use. The old warrior, Gifford Pinchot, bad returned to battle and demanded Federal
regulation of private forest land use because, in his words, he had
waited long enough for private industry to do what it should but
would not do. More about this situation will be related in a chapter
ahead regarding the development of the Clarke-McNary Act.'7
The relationship of the California Forestry Committee to the
nationwide attitude toward wasteful or destructive logging is somewhat incidental but not entirely. For example, one of the later duties
' An excellent reference source on the progress of this controversy through
1920-2 2 is the incidental articles in The Timberman. The importance of the
affair can be judged by the fact that the U. S. Chamber of Commerce appointed its own eminent committee of enquiry and sent it throughout the

Nation to hold numerous public hearings in the summer of 1921. The
Timberman of August, 1921, devotes four pages to the article "Forest Policy
Committee Visits Pacific Coast," in which the testimony is recorded from

five major hearings, including the San Francisco meeting of August 3-4,
where Dr. Pardee presided.
Committee Chairman David L. Goodwillie of Chicago said at Portland,
"The people are demanding legislation relative to forest conservation and

if steps are not taken to meet these demands the people will force drastic
legislation detrimental to the entire industry. I desire to say that the men
in the East are back of this movement, and not college reformers."
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of W. C. Hodge consisted of a field examination among operating
lumber companies to determine the gap existing between actual practices and the proposed regulations of the Snell Bill which was pending in Congress. lodge was hired apparently as a general coordinator
for the committee although little has been recorded of his actual
activities.

More to the point at the moment is the development of further
policies by the State Board of Forestry after the Forestry Committee
met with the Board to declare that its light-burning labors were concluded and to discuss further fields to conquer, such for example as

the disposal of slash. In brief, the committee was prepared to denounce the practice of light-burning. As a matter of fact, the committee had hardly begun its real work on the light-burning problem
when it met with the Board of Forestry on October 14, 1920. And
as for further subjects for investigation, it would seem that the ingenious Board chairman, the master of compromise and cooperation,
knew when the iron was hot enough to strike. He called for a meet-

ing of the lumbermen of the State, with the Board of Forestry and
the California Forestry Committee to be held two weeks later.
Meeting With Lumbermen

In the New Call Building in San Francisco at 2:30 p.m. on the
5th day of November, 1920, Board Chairman Pardee called to order
a meeting of representative lumbermen of the State with the Board
of Forestry and the California Forestry Committee. Thirty-seven of
the most influential men in private lumbering and government forestry were in attendance. Here was a gathering reminiscent of a similar meeting, with many of the same men present, which Chairman
Pardee had faced eight and one-half years earlier when the Conservation Commission approached the same general problems of wild
land conservation.
In the background at the earlier meeting the question had been:

How, and to what extent should the State of California enter into
the private affairs of lumbermen of this State, both in assisting and
regulating their treatment of forest land? The same question was
in the foreground in the later meeting also. In the background, however, was the same question being asked in the name of the Nation
as well as the State.
Dr. Pardee set the tone of the meeting. Said he,
As you know, the question of forestry in this State is one of the paramount issues. Upon it depends so many things that everyone in the State is
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interested in, directly or indirectly. . . . We believe that the time has now
come when there should be a common meeting ground where all who are
interested in these matters may consult and consider problems, taking them
up for the purpose of solving them, with due deference and consideration
for the rights and interests of all concerned.
The Forestry Board, as you know, has plenary power and can do a lot of
things by main strength and force, but it does not want to be forced to do
things that way.

A verbatim record of this meeting was printed in the EIGHTH
BIENNIAL REPORT and also under separate cover by the State as a
27 page pamphlet titled Proceedings at a Meeting of the California
State Board of Forestry and the California Forestry Committee wit/i
the Lumbermen of the State.

The first subject of general discussion was, as might have been
expected, the pending legislation before Congress. At that time the
so-called Graves-Greeley Bill had not been drafted and introduced
by Representative Snell of New York. Its general features were,
however, in possession of District Forester Redington and he presented them to the meeting with his personal endorsement. In essence
the Snell Bill proposed substantial Federal aid for protection and
reforestation providing the State exercised rigid police power in accomplishing improved lumbering practices.18
The Capper Bill, which during its drafting period had been known

as the Pinchot-Olmsted Bill, had at this time passed its second read-

ing before the Senate. It was read to the group and printed in the
record. This proposed law provided that a Federal Forest Commission composed of the U. S. Secretaries of Agriculture and Labor and
the Chairman of the Federal Trades Commission should be empowered to make and enforce regulations to prevent the devastation of
all forest lands producing commercial products. Heavy penalties were
specified for violators.

When this subject of Federal laws was set aside, Dr. Pardee
brought up the three items of policy which he wished to explore fully
with this group of influential lumber people. These items involved
the following:
(1) Fire protection or prevention.
The Timberinan of November 1920 told of the October 15 meeting in New
York at which this bill had certainly been drafted by a committee headed

by E. T. Allen, at that time listed as forester for the National Lumber
Manufacturers Association. Also present was E. H. Baker, American Newspaper Publishers Association, and P. S. Ridsdale of the American Forestry
Association. Greeley was present by invitation.
1 6-77 773
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The use of logged off land to grow new forests.
Methods of logging slash disposal.

It was not long before the second proposition, generally at the
instance of Mr. Danaher, resolved itself into an indorsement of intended legislation by which the Board of Forestry hoped to obtain
several repeated appropriations of $150,000 to purchase, as State
Forests, cut-over land capable of reproducing new forests.
The assembled lumbermen promised their hearty support of the
proposition. They also supported the proposed $83,000 fire protection budget then contemplated by the Board of Forestry.
The slash disposal problem was actually the major subject of discussion at the meeting. It was agreed that the cost of eliminating the
slash hazard was properly a charge to be recognized as an operating
expense.

Mr. Danaher pressed the group further by asking by roll call if
the lumbermen would cooperate willingly with the Board of Forestry

in the matter of slash disposal. Once again the assembled lumbermen agreed to cooperate. They were not allowed to forget. Promptly
after the meeting a form letter, practically consisting of a pledge
form, was mailed to 600 operators.

State Forester Homans made an appeal that the California Forestry Committee be used as a democratic forum as well as a research
agency for the settlement of controversial issues. Unless the decisions of the committee were accepted, said the man who should have

known, it would be necessary in order to perpetuate the forests to
"resort to the Legislature and fight it out in the usual method."
Then the meeting with lumbermen stood adjourned. In the air
there was a feeling of accomplishment and friendliness which was
all to the good. Viewed in retrospect it can hardly be said that the
high hopes were thoroughly realized out in the woods. There were
some practical hurdles to be surmounted that required more than
congenial agreement in a meeting. And there were some twists in the
course of events that could not have been anticipated by the gentlemen assembled in San Francisco on November 5, 1920, a fact to be
made quite evident in the story ahead.
Thus the years 1919 and 1920 were charged with vital progress
for the Board of Forestry in its new era, and with material accomplishment by the State Forester. A true State fire protection system
had been launched. There was greater promise for the future. A
spirit of good will generally prevailed among all parties engaged in
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the using or protecting the wild land resources of California. While
the representatives of the lumber industry were not especially enamored of the so-called Snell Bill they found congenial companionship
with practically all of the government foresters in the State in decrying the harsh Federal regulations proposed by the Capper Bill.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
EDWARD FLETCHER was born in Massachusetts in 1872. He came to San Diego

at age 15. He was married in 1896 and thereafter reared 10 children. Fletcher
used no other given name than Ed. However, he was commonly addressed by
the titles Colonel or Senator in later life.
As early as 1904 he had earned a commission in the Naval Militia, but after
1906, upon the request of Governor Pardee, he took over a National Guard
Company in San Diego and by the end of 1907 had been commissioned Lieutenant Colonel.

Fletcher became interested in many business ventures, especially real estate,
water development, and dam construction. Whenever his land interest became
involved with timber he worked toward the perpetuation of the forest. In his
published Memoirs of Ed Fletcher (1952), notation is made of the admonition
to his children to honor his commitments in this respect.
From 1935 until he retired in 1947, Colonel Fletcher served as State Senator
from San Diego. In that influential capacity he always took a keen interest in
forestry legislation. "Colonel Ed," leading citizen in San Diego, passed away on
October 15, 1955.

ELMER H. Cox is deserving of a biographical sketch as the "dean of California
lumbermen" of this period, but hardly as a member of the Board of Forestry. A
former employee who had always been fascinated by the man's business acumen
told the author, "I can think of nothing that would interest him less than attending a meeting of the State Board of Forestry." Cox was born in San Francisco
in 1860. He became interested in railroading as brakeman and telegrapher. After
arriving in the pine operations above Madera he gradually and surely worked
himself upward. He organized the Bank of Madera and Madera - Sugar Pine
Company. He became wealthy and was appointed by Woodrow Wilson to a
directorship on the Federal Reserve Bank of S. F. At the time of his Board of

Forestry appointment, newspapers noted that he was the president of Weed
Lumber Company.
SOLON HEYWOOD WILLIAMS was not currently an active cattleman as the news-

papers reported. He was a retired sea captain, a local Republican political leader,
and a fishing companion of Governor Stephens.
Williams was born in Pennsylvania in about 1857. He followed the sea and

left it sometime prior to 1908 when he settled in Siskiyou County. There he
married Miss Mary O'Brien and took up ranching on the White Mtn. Cattle
Ranch near Gazelle. As early as 1909 Williams was very active in the Republican State Central Committee.

In 1914 the Williams sold their ranch and moved to Yreka where he became
secretary manager of the county chamber of commerce. On July 27, 1919, he
was appointed to the Board of Forestry. He resigned from the Board on June 27,
1923. At the latter date the Board of Forestry was in a deep freeze of inactivity
due to the anti-Richardson upheaval.
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It is also interesting to note that Governor Stephens appointed Williams to
fill the uncompleted term of Louis Foulke as a county supervisor in Siskiyou
County in May of 1920. Williams served in that capacity until November 1920.
At about this same date it is probable that Williams also left his chamber of
commerce job in Yreka.
Upon Mr. Pratt's succession to the State Forester's job in November of 1921,
Williams was made Deputy Forester as well as continuing to hold a place on
the Board of Forestry.

Solon Williams was very active in gathering land to create the great Humboldt Redwoods State Park. About July 1st, 1923, he and Mrs. Williams moved
to ranch property near Oakdale. Mr. Williams died in Stockton on October 27,
1926.

Those who knew and worked with Solon Williams speak well of him as an
individual and public servant. The posthumous honor of naming a beautiful redwood grove for him was obviously an act of sincere respect. Nevertheless, it is
difficult to justify from a business management viewpoint his acceptance of the
Deputy Forester position while he was a member of the Board. He did not need
the salary. It is possible that he desired administrative authority. Whatever the
reason his presence in two capacities could easily have been embarrassing to
the State Forester and even demoralizing to the whole organization.
RAY E. DANAHER was born in Detroit, Michigan, into a lumbering family
He was the son and grandson of lumbermen who engaged mainly in examining
and sometimes managing timber in Michigan and throughout the West. This
family was closely associated with the Blodgetts. In fact, the Michigan-California
Company was the result of a consolidation of their holdings in El Dorado County
in 1917.

Ray Danaher was educated at Notre Dame University, but he had no formal
forestry training Nevertheless, he was interested in conservative lumbering and
good forestry. State Senator Swift Berry declares (letter to author 8/9/56) that
when he became company manager at Camino he was encouraged by Danaher
to work out better cutting and protective processes on Michigan-California lands.
Danaher and State Forester Homans were said to have worked together in a
most congenial manner No doubt, Dr. Pardee also regarded him highly. Danaher
was elected president of the California Forest Protective Association in 1921
where he was especially interested in educational projects. He was president of
the California White and Sugar Pine Association and a member of the board of
directors of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.

Ray Danaher returned to Detroit to assume larger duties. He died there in
the late 1940's at age 62. Mt. Danaher Ranger Station at Camino was named
in the family honor when the company granted the site to the State for Division
of Forestry use in 1933. (A block of land was also granted to the University
School of Forestry by the company for experimental use and named Blodgett
Forest.)

Chapter Twenty-one

Incidents of 1921 and

1922

The California State Board of Forestry believes that the continued prosperity o/the State is dependent upon the continuance of a forest and brush
cover on its mountain slopes.
NINTH BIENNIAL REPORT

During the calendar years 1921 and 1922 several important events

and studies affected the progress of State forestry in California.
Slash disposal, the acquisition of State Parks, the work of the California Forestry Committee, and the watershed study were major
projects of this nature. As already stated, separate chapters will be
devoted to some of these subjects. Governor Stephens was completing his carefully progressive term as Chief Executive in these years.
At this time the fourth State Forester was appointed.

Other States were also developing forest policies and laws of
general interest. For example, on June 16, 1921, the Attorney
General of New York State rendered unto the Conservation Commissioner of that State an opinion which generally paralleled the famous

Maine Supreme Court decision of 1908 in respect to the right of a
State Legislature to enact its own regulatory laws affecting timber
harvesting.
Throughout the Nation all parties interested in general forest con-

servation or the harvesting of timber were alert to the labors of
Congress relative to the regulation of private lumbering methods and

alleged business trusts in the lumber industry. In 1922, the Forest
Service printed for wide distribution its hard-hitting booklet about
the national lumber situation entitled Timber: Mine or Crop?
Appointment of M. B. Pratt as State Forester
In May 1920 an automobile accident in San Diego County injured

Board of Forestry members Danaher and Fletcher and State Forester Homans. Homans was quite seriously injured and apparently
this aggravated a chronic ailment for which he sought aid in several
hospitals to no avail. He died in Monrovia on November 20, 1921.
Deputy Pratt had been acting in Homans' place for most of the past
year, so that it was no particular surprise when Governor Stephens
[469
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announced Pratt's appointment to

the State Forester's position on
November 25.

Then the Governor made another and a most unusual appointment. Although a law of 1921 declared that the "State Forester
shall have the authority to appoint
a deputy" Stephens appointed his
good friend Solon Williams to the
vacated Deputy position. Williams
still retained his membership on the
Board of Forestry, a situation
Merritt B. Pratt
which was unusual, to say the least.
There is little doubt, however, but that Williams had been very active

as a Board member without having received any compensation for
much good service rendered the State.
In August of 1921 the Board designated clerk Anna D. Duffy to
be its assistant secretary with authority to pay claims against the
Board when necessary. Miss Duffy was faithful to this and all of her
secretarial duties until her retirement in June, 1944. Dr. Pardee
often referred to her affectionately as the "lieutenant."
Also in 1921 an Assistant State Forester was hired who had a long

and important career in the organization. This was W. B. Rider
whose early work for the State will be described in the story of slash
disposal.2
1 Chapter 723 (Ingram). The law increased salaries to $4000 annually for the
State Forester, $3600 for the Deputy, $3000 for Assistants. See Pratt biographical sketch at end of chapter.
was born in Yreka in 1874. He had qualified himself as
a teacher by attending a normal school in Oregon. After some teaching expe-

2WILLIAM BROWN RIDER

rience in Siskiyou County he decided that such a career was not for him.
Then he "read law" with an uncle in Oregon until his parents asked him to
manage a family mining property. In 1905 he went to work as a forest guard
on the Kiamath Forest. Rider spent 18 years with the Forest Service, during
which time he had risen to become supervisor of the Shasta and the Klamath
National Forests. During the first World War he left the Service to engage
in the sheep business.
After his arrival in Sacramento, Rider soon took over the bulk of the detail
work in the State Forester's Office. When Williams retired he became Deputy
(which title became Chief Deputy in 1934). Mr. Rider was stricken and died
on January 7, 1940, while in the process of making the Division budget.
"Uncle Bill" Rider was a big, hearty and bluff, outdoors type of man who

exuded personal warmth. He probably could have gone far in the field of
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A Pro Josed Defrartment: Forestry a Division of Agriculture

During the 1921 session of the California Legislature, J. R. White
of Pasadena appeared to be conducting a one man campaign to clean
up the statutes and reorganize State Government. His Chapter 639
put an official end to the Conservation Commission by repealing the

act of 1911. His Chapter 632 repealed the 1887 act granting the
Board of Forestry certain police authority. The old law had not been
precisely eliminated with the abolishment of the Board in 1893.
Of course, White was representing Governor Stephens in the continuation of Hiram Johnson's initial moves to departmentalize nu-

merous independent units of California Government. In a special
message to the Legislature, Stephens had urged that in 1921 five
departments be shaped to embrace 58 such units. Forestry had been
scheduled for inclusion in the Department of Agriculture. This latter
proposal was now set forth in White's Assembly Bill No. 352.
A consolidation of agencies was certainly well justified. And in
respect to forestry, the law makers had before them the obvious
example of the Federal Government and the State University in
assigning a forestry sub-division into an agricultural department.3
But the idea of leveling forestry to the status of a unit within the
realm of agriculture brought prompt and influential pressure upon
the Governor and Legislature.
At any rate, the Wlhite bill proposed that there should be an execu-

tive officer known as the Director of Agriculture. Under him seven
division chiefs would supervise the following divisions: Plant Industry, Agricultural Chemistry, Animal Husbandry, Fish and Game,
Markets, Weights and Measures, Forestry. Each division chief would
receive $4000 annual salary except Markets, which position was
worth an additional thousand dollars.
The bill stated that the chief of Forestry should be known as the
State Forester and that his qualifications would remain as set forth
politics had he chosen, with his naturally expansive disposition. A hard working government employee of unquestioned personal honesty and integrity, he
was nevertheless considered by the subordinate organization to be much too
concerned with effecting small economies. This trait very likely brought him
close to Governor Richardson who made economy in State Government his
battle flag. Both Pratt and Rider leaned toward the localized or county-unit
type of fire protection organization, especially in respect to obtaining most of
its financial support from local funds.
What might have been overlooked, however, was the fierce intent of the former
to remain out of the U. S. Department of Interior, and the continuous hope
of the latter to be a separate School eventually.
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in the Act of 1905. On the Board of Forestry the Director would sit
instead of the State Forester. The Board would continue to possess
its regulatory power as "now invested by law." Another clause stated
that the Department of Agriculture "shall exercise advisory powers

only over matters pertaining to forestry." And that is where the
forestry brotherhood concentrated its attack. It seems that considerable doubt existed about a Board retaining executive powers while
the Division of Forestry was subordinate to the Director of
Agriculture.

The minutes of the Board of Forestry are utterly silent in respect
to this bill, probably because it was favored by the Governor. No
comment is noted from official fish and game sources either. But the

lumber industry and the Forest Service could and did protest
vigorously.4

On April 11 the San Francisco Chronicle carried a story on its
editorial page under the banner, "Our Forest Resources From Now

On Must Be Carefully Conserved and Protected." The editorial
writer started by proposing that the objectors to A. B. No. 352
should show that the Board of Forestry could not operate efficiently
under the Department of Agriculture just as the Forest Service does
in the Federal Government. Having led the reader into his trap the
writer then pulled the trigger. Said he,
As to the manner in which forestry is treated in Assembly Bill 352, the
objectors do not need to make a case. It is made for them in the bill itself
which is about as bad as it can be. We do not now think of anything more
stupid and ineffective than section 361b of Assembly Bill 352.

The Governor was impressed. He assured the protesting delegations that he would "see that the Forestry Board continues to be
vested with the authority it requires to go on with its work as efficiently as it has in the past." (Chronicle, April 5).
On April 14 in the Assembly all reference to a forestry agency
was amended out of A. B. No. 352. But the bill had been mortally
wounded. A week later it was stricken from the file.
Forest Taxation and Some Other Legislation

Timberland owners have rarely appeared as the champions of a
severance tax on harvested products. However, the source of such
proposed legislation appears to have been the California Forest ProChief Forester Greeley himself had called on Governor Stephens to protest the
forestry aspects of the bill. Then about April 4th a representative delegation
paid the Governor a visit.
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tective Association in 1921. It also was quite probable that the
threatening Capper Bill in Congress was a strong inducement for
early and original State action along that line (The Timberman,
February and May, 1921).
Assembly Constitutional Amendment No. 14 was introduced by
A. F. Stevens of Healdsburg, himself a lumberman. This simple proposal of very complicated possibilities would, of course, have re-

quired a two-thirds vote of each house and then a plurality public
vote to amend the State Constitution. The resolution proposed to
add to Article XIII a new section to be numbered 2- to read as
follows:
Sec. 2. The legislature shall have powers to provide by general and
uniform tax laws for the taxation of land on which there is standing young
timber or mature timber separately from the timber, and for the taxation of
timber at the time it is cut or otherwise utilized only.

The proposal was not accepted by the Legislature.

The minutes of the Board of Forestry meeting of February 24,
1921, contain the following notation:
There was some general discussion of Constitutional Amendment No. 14,
introduced into the Legislature at the direction of Mr. Rhodes of the California Forest Protective Association. It was the sense of the meeting that
an effort be made to call off Mr. Rhodes.

And again, in the reference to the perennial timber tax problem,
on April 26 the Board of Forestry took notice of a request from
R. F. Hammatt of the Redwood Association regarding a proposed
combined meeting with lumbermen and the Board of Equalization
"to discuss the tax situation." Because of the many other problems
before it the matter would be "considered in due time," replied the
Board of Forestry. It was indeed.
The effect of pending Federal legislation upon the California lum-

ber industry was to be noted in two incidents other than the proposed severance tax amendment during the session of 1921. There
was, for example, Assembly Joint Resolution No. 21, introduced by
Cummings of Humboldt County. The resolution referred specifically

to the Snell Bill (H. R. 15327) having "for its objects a practical
and constructive forest policy in cooperation with the states." Congress was urged to enact the said bill into law. Although A. J. R.
No. 21 was introduced in January it rested quietly in the Committee
on Federal Relations Until April 29, at which date it was released
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without recommendation. The situation along the Potomac had apparently become less critical.5

Another reaction to the Snefl Bill was described in the March
issue of The Timberman. There under the caption "Compulsory Fire
Patrol," it was declared,
The Forest Section of the California Automobile Association proposes to
introduce at the present session of the state legislature the following bill:
"An act to require owners of timber lands and forested areas to provide a
patrol therefor."

This was followed by the identical compulsory patrol act which
was certainly borrowed from Oregon law and which, as amended,
became California law in 1923. The bill in essence provided that
resident owners of timberland must protect it, and those who were
not residents must pay a fee of not exceeding four cents per acre to
the State Board of Forestry to furnish the necessary fire patrol.
The article went on to say that while many owners of timberland
were now cooperating with the Federal Government in the protection of their timber, many were neither doing so nor furnishing their
own protection. And further:
Although the proposed bill is not sponsored by either the state or federal
forestry departments, the lumber interests of the state foresee that it would
necessarily have such backing and that public sentiment would demand the
enactment of such legislation.

As a matter of fact, in the absence of 100 percent cooperation such a law
would be a prerequisite to state participation in federal co-operation under
the provisions of the so-called Snell Bill.

No bill as proposed was introduced into the Legislature in 1921.
The annual report of the California Forest Protective Association
(from The Timb erman, February 1922) strongly intimates that this
organization was successful in preventing the compulsory patrol bill
and also a mandatory slash disposal bill from being introduced in
1921. The prevailing spirit of cooperation among industry and government agencies was warmly applauded in the report as being adeIn January of the next year R. E. Danaher, representing the Cal. White and
Sugar Pine Manufacturers' Association, appeared before a committee of Congress with three other western lumber representatives (including E. T. Allen)
to urge enactment of the Snell Bill. Industry support was strong and general
but not unanimous. Danaher later reported that Congress was much interested
in the conservation aspects of the bill but apparently was not moved to ap-

propriate large sums for cooperative fire protection and reforestation. In
respect to a current attempt to remove the Forest Service from the Dept. of
Agriculture, George Long of N.L.M.A. said at the hearing, "The lumber industry wants the forest service let alone. It is doing a conspicuously effective

service for the nation." (Tue Timberinan, Jan 1922).
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quate to accomplish the desired forest fire protection and conservation goals without the enactment of laws.
Penal Code Section 384a was added by Chapter 147 of this session.
Walter Eden of Santa Ana introduced the legislation which was written to protect one species of native shrub, the Toyon or Christmas
berry. Under this law any responsible person or firm would be guilty
of a misdemeanor when that species was destroyed or mutilated or

any part of it sold or offered for sale unless the owner of the land
upon which it had grown had given his consent.6

One important law enacted during the 1923 session was given an
educational tour of the Legislature during 1921 inasmuch as it almost

succeeded. This was Senate Bill No. 957, introduced by Boggs of
Stockton. The proposed law would have provided for the establishment and operation of local fire protection districts. The bill passed
both houses and reached the Governor's desk on April 29. He allowed this valuable bill to die with a pocket veto for reasons unknown.

The Board of Forestry had vigorously stated its intention of requesting money to initiate the acquisition of cut-over lands as State
Forests. Yet no bill was introduced in 1921 for that purpose, for a
reason to be later observed. It was also intended to seek legal permission to hire and pay aliens for emergency fire fighting work, but
no bill was introduced to that end.
One project which received Board of Forestry official endorsement
was legislation introduced to preclude open hunting seasons during
late summer, purely as a fire prevention measure. The legislation
was not successful in 1921. However, the attempt to accomplish
something in this respect was repeated again and again for many
years.7

In the regular biennial support bill for the State Forester's office
there was provided $75,000 for fire protection (triple the first such
item) and $47,000 for general expenses, not including sums appropriated to develop a nursery and to conduct a watershed investigation. Among the special fire protection bills the usual "firebreaks and
trails" requests were well treated.
This section of law was eventually so much amended to include practically all
outdoors in addition to Christmas greens, and to exclude so many categories
of persons from the requirements of the act that the whole section is unnecessarily difficult to comprehend at the time of this writing.
'In 1951, Chapter 1339 authorized the Governor, through the Director of Natural Resources to close to public hunting and fishing any area because of
unusual fire danger
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In this session both the Angeles National Forest ($5000 under
Chapter 282) and Los Angeles County ($20,000 under Chapter 304)
were recipients of State money which could be expended for fire prevention purposes when equally matched by local expenditures.8
There were several other very important actions upon the part of
the Legislature during 1921 which will be discussed more fully elsewhere. In total, this was a very profitable and progressive session as
viewed by the friends of forest conservation. Above all else, there was
a feeling of satisfactory mutual cooperation prevailing between the

spokesmen for the lumber industry and the government forestry
agencies in California. The newly constituted State Board of Forestry

had thus far justified all of the high hopes of its proponents. The
fact that it was composed of able and dedicated men should not,
however, be minimized in weighing its success.
The Davis Nursery

The first State forest nurseries at Chico and Santa Monica had
been transferred to the University of California in 1893. In 1917,
the Legislature granted the Board of Forestry authority to establish
a nursery, but no funds were appropriated. Land was to be obtained
from some other agency or through donation. A nursery item of
$28,000 was struck from the suppOrt budget in 1917. In the 1919
legislative session, a special appropriation bill containing $48,000
for a forest nursery failed to pass.
The new Board of Forestry and the State Highway Commission
began to work together immediately upon the first meeting of the
Forestry Board in 1919. The subject at that time involved the destruction of roadside trees during logging operations. Then on January 7, 1920, the two commissions met at the Palace Hotel in San
Francisco for the primary purpose of planning the acquisition of
nursery property so that the State Forester could begin to produce
stock for highway planting.

By October 15, Solon Williams was ready to report to another
joint commission meeting that he had secured a verbal option on
30 acres of land near Davis along a spur track. The Highway Commission was satisfied and declared that it would take action to acquire the land.
Also matching appropriations were made for:
San Dimas Canyon (Chapter 290), $3000.
San Gabriel Canyon (Chapter 289), $1400.
San Antonio Canyon (Chapter 288), $5000.
Tamalpais District (Chapter 284), $10,000.
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After considerable discussion about ways and means, a committee
was appointed to study the details of how, what and where to plant
throughout the entire State highway system. This committee was
composed of State Forester Homans, Chief Highway Engineer A. B.
Fletcher and Professor J. W. Gregg of the University of California.
A year later the professor was designated by the Board as its Consulting Landscape Architect in appreciation for service rendered in

the highway planting project. It is most likely that the title was
purely honorary. Nevertheless, there were indeed many problems to
be solved, both of a silvicultural and engineering nature in this hopeful roadside planting venture.
In addition to the land acquisition by the Highway Commission,
the Board of Forestry was well treated by the Legislature in 1921. In
the regular budget an item of $15,000 was appropriated for the biennium for nursery work. Through Chapter 293, introduced by As-

semblyman Ream of Mt. Shasta, a special sum of $20,000 was
appropriated for building construction.
E. N. Munns, who was employed for the watershed study, declared
that there was elation in the State Forester's office even though the
nursery was primarily for the production of roadside stock. Munns
was drafted to lay out seed beds and write up plant propagation procedures. Solon Williams was in general charge of land acquisition
and construction although he was an unpaid member of the Board
of Forestry when the project began.
The State Engineer made plans for two residences and necessary
work buildings in a colonial design. Construction promptly started.
Albert Aldinger (an employee from 1911 until 1917) was rehired

as the first nurseryman. In early 1923, Raymond W. Doney was
transferred from slash disposal work. Thereafter he supervised the
nursery project until his death in March of 1950.
The State Forester's EIGHTH BIENNIAL REPORT declares that the
Women's Club of Lodi deserves credit for arranging the first coopera-

tive State planting of trees along a State highway, presumably in
1920. In 1921 the Davis plant was rushing to produce planting stock
to be used the following spring.
In December of 1921 an agreement was drawn between the State

Forester and Yolo County, under State Highway permit, wherein
the county was to provide $2500 for planting, the State Forester to
provide the trees, with the Highway Commission agreeing to maintain the trees. Under this arrangement the State Forester undertook
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his first planting. So, probably by coincidence more than design the
work was performed between the Yolo Causeway and Davis, right

past the forest nursery. This was in the spring of 1922. Many of
the original trees withstood the tortures of fire, drought and wayward vehicles during the ensuing years.
Before long the nursery was in a position to furnish planting stock

for other public purposes, such as landscaping of the grounds of
schools and other public buildings.9
The First State Lookout Stations

Although the National Forests had established a commendable
network of high priority lookouts by 1921, the State had none whatever, due to sheer poverty of means. The State Forester's NINTH
REPORT, rather proudly one would assume, announced the construction of the two first such stations in which the State played a leading
role.

A crude but effective station was erected on Mt. Oso on an eastern

summit of the Hamilton Range in Stanislaus County during the
spring of 1921. The structure and 12 miles of telephone line were
built under the vigorous direction of Inspector Al Frost. Frost also
found it necessary to personally petition the boards of supervisors of
Alameda and San Joaquin counties to add their official contribution

to that of the Stockmens Protective Association before the work
could proceed. An observer, P. S. Winegar, was on duty by the 1st
of July, 1921.

Records show that this organization of stockmen, which has continued to function very efficiently for the ensuing half century, has
always been generous in praising the occasional assistance of the
State Forester. Yet it has maintained its firm independence up to the
point of always refusing to make a simple agreement under which
the State could more comfortably allot money for the maintenance
of Mt. Oso station. The first observer was listed as a member of the
State organization. Nevertheless, State Forester Pratt would never
acknowledge Oso as the first State lookout. Perhaps he felt some
° Later the Crown Cork and Seal Company made arrangements for the production of cork oak seedlings in cans at about the cost of production. The distri-

bution of this tree was cost free to applicants when they met the simple
company planting specifications. The object was simply to create a reserve
of cork throughout the State of California in the event of dire need such as
might evolve in wartime. In 1939, the tight statutory regulation limiting dis
tribution of nursery stock to public planting only was modified considerably.
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legal insecurity about his position there. On the other hand, he would
wax enthusiastic about the lookout on Mt. Bielawski.1°
It was a big day for State forestry on Sunday, July 2, 1922, when

Mt. Bielawski's 60 foot steel lookout tower was dedicated. State
Senator Herbert Jones made an address and so did many other dignitaries. Mr. Pratt was master of ceremonies. The Boy Scouts of
Santa Cruz officiated at the flag raising ceremony and then wigwagged to another peak this worthy message,
We dedicate this tower to the conservation of our Santa Cruz forests.
May they long remain with us, our pride, our joy and our wealth.

It can well be assumed that the festive crowd said Amen to that
as they helped themselves to a luncheon provided by local women's
clubs.

Bielawski tower, and the necessary 18 miles of telephone which
tied it to the park at Big Basin, was built at a cost of $5000. The
work was done by ranger personnel under the direction of Frost.
Funds for material were provided by the Highway Commission, Cali-

fornia Redwood Park Commission, Santa Cruz, Santa Clara and
San Mateo counties. The State Forester has maintained the structure and observer since the station was dedicated on that July day in
1922. A. E. Smead was the first observer.

After the dedication the State Forester was thoughtful enough to

describe the ceremony to the Executive Secretary of Governor
Richardson in a letter of July 13. He concluded with these hopeful
words, "This is the first tower that the State Board of Forestry has
erected, a sample of what we hope to do in other parts of the State
just as fast as our resources will allow."
Meeting with Redwood Lumbermen

The Board of Forestry had held several joint meetings with lumbermen in which the problems interfering with a conservative harvesting of the pine and fir forests had been amicably discussed. The
sparse written records tend to indicate that the few representatives
of the redwood region attending such meetings wished more than
anything else to be left alone.
Mt. Oso was abandoned in 1938 in favor of a summer patrolman. In 1948 the
lookout station was reconstructed and activated again at State expense. Mt.
Bielawski was named for Captain Kazimierz Bielawski, for 45 years a surveyor and draftsman in the San Francisco General Land Office.
' At the end of the ensuing decade the State maintained 30 lookout stations, of
which a dozen were cooperative projects along the National Forest boundary.
Through the work of the Civilian Conservation Corps the number of State
lookouts was increased to more than 60 by 1940.

10
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By the early 1920's the old claim that fire did no harm to redwood
forests was not regarded seriously by close observers of the scene,
including the large operators. Yet the latter seemed perfectly content
to assume the full burden of fire protection costs. It is to be remem-

bered, of course, that during this period the universal practice in
redwood logging required the broadcast burning of slash and debris

while the bucked sawlogs were still lying where they fell on the
ground with the natural bark offering the only protection for the logs.

This was a time in which a very serious, and determined public
interest was arising to demand that considerable areas of the virgin
redwood forest should be preserved as public recreation grounds for
all time.
It would also appear that it was a time in which the responsible
timber men with extensive capital investments in their operations
were beginning to look forward to the future of their own timber
supply. In such a spirit the operators representing half of all redwood
lumber production hired David T. Mason to advise them. Mason
had, since his service as an Army major in France, been a member
of the forestry school faculty at the University of California. He was
now ready to start an active career as a private timber consultant
on the West Coast. Mason obviously enjoyed the confidence and

respect of the operators and they seemed to willingly accept his
recommendations as to the need for keeping fire out of the woods and
for augmenting the natural growth by planting.
To develop mutual understanding and some assistance where pos-

sible, a meeting was held 'jointly between the State Board of Forestry and the California Redwood Association on March 10, 1922,
in San Francisco. A verbatim record of the discussion is to be found
in the NINTH BIENNIAL REPORT of the Board of Forestry.

A couple of points are worthy of attention here. Two large companies considered the need for planting seriously enough to make
material investments in nurseries and experimental plantings. The
Union Lumber Company was engaged in such work and the Pacific
Lumber Company was ready to develop a nursery at Scotia.12
As might be expected the discussion eventually turned to forest
taxation. Solon Williams proposed that a broad committee should be
See The Redwood Forester, 1924-1926, published by the Humboldt Redwood
Reforestation Association, also MSS regarding the planting at School of For-

estry, Berkeley. From 1922 until 1932, 12 million trees were planted on
26,400 acres of cut-over redwood land at a cost of $234,000. Average tree
survival on all plantations has been 36 percent.
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appointed to study the matter. This proposition drifted away as the
meeting turned to discuss the possibility of a yield tax. Annual taxation on the basis of a minimum assessment seemed to be the most
agreeable method of forest taxation. The idea of a tax exemption
period on young timber was proposed by Mr. Burnett of the Hammond Lumber Company.
Dr. Pardee countered that this vould be comparatively easy to
accomplish. The matter of a yield tax still needed serious consideration. Burnett answered by suggesting that a yield tax might be instituted on second growth timber only.
After the conversation bad ground on along the well-worn grooves
regarding taxation for some time, Professor Walter Mulford, who
taught a course in forest economics, said simply, "I used to think that
I knew something about forest taxation. I know now that I do not
know a thing about it. I would like to learn something about it."
Said Chairman Pardee, "You have come to the wrong place if you
are looking at me."

Soon thereafter the meeting broke up in friendly spirit, leaving
neither worn tempers nor any profound solutions to the current
problems involving forest conservation among redwood lumbering
operations. No mention whatsoever was entered in the record about
the subject of the creation of public parks in the cream of the redwood operators lumber supply.
Whatever might have been the outcome of the meeting it certainly
demonstrated the readiness of the redwood lumber operators to get
in step with the growing popular demand for conservative forest
practices. It also demonstrated a healthy mutual respect between the
industry and the State Board of Forestry.
Ninth and Last Refrort

On January 2, 1923, the State Forester submitted to Governor
Stephens the NINTH BIENNIAL REPORT. This was the last printed
report of the second series which had its beginning in 1906. The law
was very specific, until amended in 1927, in requiring that an annual
report be submitted to the Governor. It had never been honored in
that respect.13
18

It was common knowledge in the State Forester's office that the rigid Richardson economy had forced the cessation of printing biennial reports. Yet there
was little enthusiasm to compile any such document during the following
decade. In November 1926 upon the direct request of Governor Richardson
a typed general report was prepared and called the "Eleventh Biennial Report." (Board minutes and State Archives).
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Much of the contents of the NINTH REPORT has been and will be
used as source material elsewhere in this writing.
Although the 27 field men employed in 1922 were named and designated as to title and location, there was no such information given
for the season of 1921.14 Other sources of information indicate that
Riverside County entered a cooperative fire protection agreement

that year and F. M. Baird was the ranger in charge. Down at
Duizura in San Diego County Paul Q. Harvey was supervising fire
protection as the State Forester's representative. The next season he
was moved to San Bernardino when that county "signed up" with
the State. (Then for several years prior to 1930 that county preferred
its own county firewarden.)
In 1922, the State Forester could report that he had available the
total sum of $83,250 for fire protection purposes for that season.
This was composed of $37,500 in the State budget, $27,750 Weeks
Law aid, and $17,000 from counties in total.
In the Contra Costa hills behind Oakland and Berkeley an organization was formed, primarily for the protection of the 15 year old
tree plantations. Several fires had indicated how destructive they
could become on those hills. Alas, the organization formed to prevent
them would have been well served to have multiplied itself a hundredfold. One year later the devastating holocaust of September 17, 1923,
swept out of Wildcat Canyon into Berkeley and consumed $10,000,000 in property in the course of about three hours.

At any rate, in July 1922, numerous cities and corporations interested in the Contra Costa Hills, including the University, met and
pledged themselves to support a State ranger and lookout service.

E. F. Barnes handled the work in 1922 and a few years later the
East Bay Municipal Utility District assumed independent leadership
in the project with Special State Ranger Jordan in the field.
Four of the special fire prevention appropriations of 192 1-22 for
use in the southern mountains were all spent directly through the
Supervisor of the Angeles National Forest, yet somehow the State
Forester felt justified in stating in the REPORT that this was done
under his direction as specified by law. Some of the money was spent
for trail construction and repair, some for camp ground improvement
and some for the hiring of two patrolmen.
' An article in The Ti'mberman, June 1921, listed sums totaling $201,050 as available from all sources in California that season for forest fire control, exclusive of Federal appropriations for the National Forests. County contributions

were $6000 in the north, $75,000 in the south, with $45,000 to be spent by
timber owners.
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In Los Angeles County, Forester Flintham spent his $20,000 for
construction of many miles of firebreaks and trails. Since mid-1920,
his organization had become firmly established, not only in fire protection, but in the care of parks, nursery production, reforestation
after fires, and fish and game propogation. In the 1922 season 281
fire calls were answered within the county area of responsibility.
The Tamalpais District was expending about $9000 of local tax

funds in addition to the $5000 annual State appropriation. Very
likely the district was beginning to wonder when the cost of maintaining its extensive and growing fire trail system would devour the
other features of the protection system. Five regular patrolmen were
nevertheless on the payroll.

In San Mateo County the board of superYisors had expected the
chief of Redwood City fire department to act as county firewarden.
This system could hardly have been effective when that official's
presence was required for extended periods of time on mountain
fires. In July of 1921 lumber company fires were so troublesome on
Gazos Creek that a city firetruck driver was called in by the supervisors and essentially made the responsible county firewarden. This

was Bert L. Werder. He remained steadily on that job until his
retirement in 1953. Under his direction the San Mateo County Fire
Department progressed steadily and well, and always with the protection of forest and watersheds as its primary responsibility rather
than structures.
The fire seasons of 1921 and 1922 were considered to be severe
by the State Forester and the BIENNIAL REPORT indicates as much.
Statistics pertaining to State protected area listed for 1921 a total of

1359 fires burning more than a half million acres. The next season
1171 fires burned 369,000 acres. Such figures indicate that, if nothing
else, a responsible State fire control organization had been created.

Inspectors Fowler and Frost had been assigned to assist and instruct rangers in law enforcement work. In 1921, 51 cases were
prosecuted and 59 in 1922.
Another indication of a maturing responsibility in the State organi-

zation was the cancellation of all existing firewarden certificates of
authority. New warrants and badges were then issued to persons actively engaged in fire suppression work or to persons prepared to
work under the direction of such officials. No longer was the old
volunteer warden system the core of a State fire protection system,
although it was still to be of considerable real importance for another

decade. Probably the major reason for the action of 1921 was to
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clear the rolls of inactive persons, many of whom were undoubtedly
more interested in possessing a badge than in handling a fire tool.
Also in 1921 came the first recorded instances of a new aspect of
forest conservation entering the province of California Government.
This had to do with insect and disease infestations and infections. In
August the Western Conservation Association at Portland called for
a united appeal to Congress to enact a pending bill which would appropriate funds for forest insect control in Oregon and California.
The Board of Forestry gave its endorsement. At the next session of
the Legislature the Board attitude was expressed in new State Law.

In December, Dr. E. P. Meinecke, the respected Federal forest
pathologist, told of a meeting to be held in Corvallis regarding ways

and means of controlling white pine blister rust. This devastating
disease had traveled across the Nation and was at that time threatening the tremendously valuable sugar pine forest of California.
In the field of publications the State Forester had joined with the
Forest Service in the preparation and distribution of thousands of
educational pamphlets during Fire Prevention Week which had become a regular springtime institution following a Governor's Proclamation.

The outstanding publication of the year 1922 was M. B. Pratt's
Shade and Ornamental Trees. This 132 page hard cover book had
been in preparation for several years. It included pictures and descriptions of numerous native and exotic tree species to be found in
California. The book met with generous public response and its value
has been appreciated up to the present day.15
The last years of the Stephens administration obviously constituted a period of solid progress in the field of forestry within State
Government. It was also a time in which the various categories of
the somewhat nebulous term "forestry" began to assume new aspects
and new problems; to broaden into new fields of human endeavor.

The mentioned approach of white pine blister rust is one such
example.

There were before the Board of Forestry several very substantial
questions in respect to the course to be pursued in meeting problems
The many pictures were taken by photographer Harold J. McCurry, Sr. of
Sacramento, later postmaster, banker and prominent civic leader. Mr.
McCurry informed the author that many trips to the source of specimen trees

were required because of the limitations of his equipment at the time. He
told of the personal interest and contributions of State Forester Homans
toward this work during the last months of his life. The book was posthumously dedicated to Homans.
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of law and policy. The Board was giving diligent attention to its task.

And it was doing so in a spirit of general harmony with all other
interested parties. Then the firm progressive trend was suddenly and
unexpectedly interrupted. But that is a story- which must await the
discussion of several special projects, such as the work of the California Forestry Committee.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
MERRITT BERRY PRATT was born in the town of Paw Paw, Illinois, on October 3,

1878. His father, Wilbur A. Pratt, was the beloved and respected Baptist deacon

and town druggist who could probably trace his ancestry back to the early
American Puritans. His mother was the former Mary E. Berry of Paw Paw.
Merritt was the eldest of five children.

The short, plump, and rather handsome lad was an ardent athlete, if not a
star. Throughout high school, prep school and college he was active in tennis,
track, marathon running, inter-class football, and especially as a baseball pitcher.
He was also a member of the glee club. In later life he was an enthusiastic golfer
and group singer. An obvious lifelong memento he carried from some early baseball accident was the twisted end of an index finger.

Also from early training, Pratt evidenced a quotable knowledge of the Bible
and a sincere devotion to his Christian duties.
For the high school class of 1897, Merritt delivered the Salutory and Oration,
entitled, "The Baseball Game of Life." Then he went on to Morgan Park Military Academy and the University of Chicago (Delta Upsilon) where he received
a bachelor's degree in 1904.

Pratt attended Yale Forest School at the same time as his predecessor,
G. M. Homans. There he received a master's degree in Forestry in the spring of
1905. During the summer of 1904 he had been employed with a party of forestry
students under R. S. Kellogg, of the U. S. Bureau of Forestry, in making a study
of hardwoods throughout the Mississippi Valley. It can be imagined with what
emotions the young forester examined and pontificated upon the catalpa groves
within the environs of Paw Paw itself during that pioneer forest survey.
In 1905, "M.B." was hired by the Bureau as a Forest Assistant and immediately assigned to California where he arrived on the 1st of July. This was the
memorable year of establishment of the Forest Service and the State Forester's
office in California.

The great Federal-State forestry investigation was largely finished in the field
and Pratt was assigned to a commercial study of white fir and the McCloud fire
planning project. That winter he helped gather data on logging and milling costs
in the Sierra under the slightly younger W. B. Greeley.
In August, 1906, he was assigned to the Tahoe National Forest where in 1909
he became Assistant Forest Supervisor. It was there in Nevada City during a
Fourth of July picnic and celebration that he won the barefoot race and conse-

quently the attention of a pretty, dark-eyed school teacher, one Laura May
Schraeder, recently of Browns Valley. "I won her in a footrace," Mr. Pratt used
to chuckle. They were married in 1907 and eventually became the parents of
two daughters.

Pratt resigned from the Forest Service in order to arrive on the Berkeley
campus on January 1, 1914, as the first of the faculty of the new Division of
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Forestry of the College of Agriculture. There, as Assistant Professor, he taught
wood technology and forest products. In 1915, he compiled University Bulletin
252, Deterioration of Lumber, and in 1918 Bulletin 299, The Use of Lumber on
California Farms.

He left the university and reported to Sacramento on February 1, 1918, to
work as Deputy under State Forester Homans. When Homans died in 1921 Pratt
was appointed to succeed him by Governor Stephens.
In 1925 Pratt was made president of the National Association of State Foresters. He remained in the State Forester's chair until his retirement on the last
day of the year 1944. This 24 years as State Forester gave him the record for
length of tenure among any similar officials throughout the Nation. Some of the
years could not have been entirely pleasant for this very gentle man. Under four
Governors serious attempts were made to remove him from his position.
After retirement, Mr. and Mrs. Pratt took a leisurely vacation trip to Mexico
and then he settled down at the longtime home at 3131 C Street in Sacramento.
There, on the night of October 28, 1945, he passed away quite unexpectedly.
In keeping with an old promise made by his very close friend, Woodbridge
Metcalf, the ashes were taken to the University of California's Whitakers Forest,
high on the slopes of the Sierra. With a little ceremony conducted by Metcalf,
the urn was placed in the hollow trunk of a giant Sierra redwood. On the tree

had already been placed a large bronze plaque bearing Mr. Pratt's name and
record of service. This plaque had been cast as a retirement gift by the Division
of Forestry employees just a year before.

Another monument near the tall trees of Humboldt County is the lookout
station named for him by the men of the North Coast many years before his
retirement.

State Forester Pratt was first of all a Christian gentleman and a most congenial companion. He was far from being a forceful leader. As the upswing developed toward more activity and more responsibility upon his office he was
becoming older in years and probably more inured to the buffeting that cannot
be escaped by any person who occupies the position of State Forester. He ap-

peared personally unenthusiastic about leading the organization into new or
expanded projects. Consequently, the very nature of the work almost demanded

that able and ambitious subordinates move forward to pick up the slack. Mr.
Pratt appeared to believe quite sincerely that the best possible organization for
the Division was to be found in a confederacy of more or less independent
county rangers rather than a tight organization where control and authority
resides at the top. The great trend of government, especially during and after
the depression of the 1930's, made the old system of loose administrative control untenable. Increased Federal aid coupled with increased State appropriations

could only result in a requirement of centralized responsibility in the State
Forester's position.

Failure to meet the challenge sometimes made an unhappy and even unruly
organization. But M. B. Pratt, the short, cheerful, white-haired "boss," with his
ever-present pipe and retold anecdotes and small stories, was loved by those
around him even while they were often irritated by his failure to strike out boldly
when occasion obviously demanded bold leadership. For him always (or nearly
always) the soft answer served to turn away wrath.
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Chapter Twenty-two

The California Forestry Committee
The issue was a practical one which involved not so much the truth or
fallacy of a theory as a practical and economical application of whatever
truth there might be therein.
DONALD BRUCE, 1923

There was no forest experiment station existing in California in
1920 to investigate the truth or fallacy in the conflicting claims as
to the value or detriment of the light-burning theory. And if there
had been, it is doubtful if at that time any findings which it might
have published would have been more generally accepted than the
conclusions of the representative California Forestry Committee
which was formed to look into the particular problem.
Light-Burniug Brought to Earth

It would be difficult to say when the practice of burning underbrush, young trees and debris on the forest floor for the purpose of
removing a fire hazard to the mature forest first originated in California. This is in spite of the commonly alleged Indian practice of
doing just that. One would first have to determine some plausible
reason as to why the aboriginal Indians wanted a clean mature
forest. A more difficult hurdle in fixing a time would be in recogniz-

ing a distinction between fires set for the purpose of protecting
valuable sawtimber and fires ignited for the exact opposite purpose,
that is, to destroy the forest and improve livestock browse. At any
rate, mention has been made of E. A. Sterling's observations of the
rather expensive and careful ground-burning measures undertaken
by T. B. Walker in Northern California as early as 1904.1
The second phase or plan of the light-burning practice according
to S. B. Show of the Forest Service was instituted by the popular
1

s B. Show, who will be shown to be the most thorough student of light-burning
if admittedly biased, uses the date 1910 and is content to list the above situation as the first phase of the light-burning practice. Show declared that
Mr. Walker "clearly recognized the fact that even light fires damaged merchantable timber." See The Timberman, January 1920. In the same issue see

"Graves Terms Light Burning Piute Forestry." The March issue printed,
"Piute Forestry or the Fallacy of Light Burning," by W. B. Greeley.
[488 1
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writer Stewart Edward White in 1916 for the primary purpose of
reducing insect damage in the pine forest. Since White would not
concede that ground fires could damage the mature trees be recommended no preliminary preparation before firing.
In 1919 the light-burning proposition rose to another peak when
Joseph A. Kitts of Grass Valley, recent Captain of 15. S. Army Engi-

neers, began writing such articles as "Preventing Forest Fires by
Burning Litter" (The Timberman, July 1919), and Prevention of
Destructive Forest Fires, a small paper which was published and
sponsored by the Southern Pacific Land Company.

Captain Kitts had proved to his own satisfaction the possibility
and efficacy of destroying ground litter by fire applied under control in the right place at the right time. His experimental area was
limited to four acres near Grass Valley. Yet, according to Chief
Forester Graves, he stirred up enough disciples to "undermine public
confidence" in the Forest Service fire exclusion policy.
The time had arrived when some land owners were doubting the
wisdom of paying the Forest Service to provide fire protection for
their land. In January 1920, the State Board of Forestry refused to
endorse the fire exclusion policy of the Forest Service before it had
heard arguments for and against the policy.
The incendiary who desired an open forest and had no concern for the
forest itself, and the light burner who honestly desired to protect the merchantable timber with fire, now became two of the most serious obstacles to
successful protection, not only because of their direct action, but even more
so because of their open preaching of fire. No attempts to suppress the
activities of the one or to convert the other could, however, well be successful without the facts of fire injury at hand, and these for many years were
not available.2

Recognizing the danger of the situation the Society of American
Foresters established a forum for calm discussion among those having the most material concern in the controversy. Three meetings
were held during the winter of 1919-20. Since Silviculturist Show had
been giving his studious attention to the history and behavior of fire

in the pine region for a decade he became the chosen spokesman
against 1ight-burning.
According to the Journal of Forestry of February, 1923:
At first S. B. Show presented the views of the Forest Service, while at the
second the arguments of the "light-burners" were stated by Stewart Edward
2

Show and Kotok, The Role of Fire

.

.

., op. cit., p 47.

'See Show, "Light Burning at Castle Rock," Journal of Forestry, 1915, vol 10,
pp 426-433.
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White, the well-known author, who was also a timber owner on a large scale.
These meetings accomplished little directly save expose the actual and poten-

tial danger of the existing controversial situation, but it was largely as a
result thereof that the California Forestry Committee was organized.

And as committee member Ray Danaher later remarked, the intent was to "keep the agitation out of the newspapers as much as
possible."

Committee member McAllaster of the S. P. Company defined his
position as wishing only to see the Kitt's theory given a fair practical
test in the field. Other members of the California Forestry Committee were the District Forester, State Forester, and Professor Donald

Bruce of the University. And as already mentioned, the honorary
committee reported to the State Board of Forestry on October 14,
1920, that light-burning was a destructive practice founded upon
false principles of forest protection and conservation. Its findings
had been based upon the examination of forest sites where the owners
had been practicing the theory of light-burning. The majority opinion declared that methods of how not to use fire were about all that
had been observed during the summer.

The report was not unanimous. The doubting member was now
dissentient, and with reason. During July of that year a wildfire had
run through some 15 square miles of timbered land along Moffett
Creek in Siskiyou County, doing an estimated damage of $100,000.

Deputy State Forester Pratt had gone to the scene to take charge
of suppression action. Much of the burned land was owned by the
S. P. Company. Mr. McAllaster had inspected the area and now was
able to convince the Forestry Committee that here was an ideal area
to make a field test of light-burning.
The State Forester was prevailed upon to assign Deputy Rider to
supervise the proposed experiment, with Rangers Harry Powers and
C. H. Henry also on the detail. The Forest Service placed
E. N. Munns in charge of the technical aspects of the job with Show,
Duncan Dunning and M. M. Barnum assisting.
All during 1921 the investigators failed to find the ideal weather or
fuel conditions to accomplish the slow burning techniques which had
been so glibly advocated for more than 30 years.
For the season of 1922 it was decided to confine experimentation
to specific projects on limited areas. The object was to determine:
(1) the relative value of burning uphill as against downhill, (2) the

effect of repeated burning after a lapse of two and three years,
(3) the effect of ground fires on seedlings and young growth (com-
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molly called reproduction). Very precise surveys and records were
made before and after each of the phases of the experiment.4
Professor Bruce wrote the Committee Report of 1923. He was of
the opinion that the group was respected largely because of the fact
that it was loosely organized and was not responsible to any person
or faction. It was indeed successful in solving the primary problem
of light-burning among the people who counted most, the owners of
large tracts of merchantable timber.
Bruce declared that the theory of light-burning was based upon
three postulates as follows: (1) that under favorable circumstances
fire will run through the forest, consuming dead needles or branches,
but with little or no damage to living trees; (2) that the intensity of
given fire depends largely on the amount of inflammable debris
which has accumulated on the ground since the preceding fire on
the same area; (3) that complete prevention of fire is impracticable.

If these things were true then it certainly seemed desirable to
eliminate the fuel on the forest floor by a series of small and controlled fires before the large holocaust inevitably came.
Opponents of the theory took the position that (1) even light fires
do some damage to mature trees and much damage to young growth;
(2) after five or six years the debris in the forest begins to decay at
least as fast as it accumulates and thick tree reproduction is a natural essential to the continuation of a forest; (3) the If. S. Forest
Service had proved by experience that reasonable fire protection was
practicable.
Bruce said, "While the existing system of the Forest Service was
definite, standardized and well understood, the light-burning plans
seemed to have in common only their opposition thereto and their
reliance on the three postulates already stated."
Ten points were set forth by the Forestry Committee as a result
of its three years of serious observations. In brief these can be stated

about as follows: (1) spring burning is dangerous because by the
time ground fuel will burn it may burn too fast, (2) summer burns
(3) fall burning is impracticable
because vegetation becomes, and stays, too moist after it gets past
the too dry phase, (4) at any time cost is greater than benefit derived, (5) down hill burning is better than up, but it is hardly pos-

are too costly to keep under control,

'State Forester's correspondence, manuscript, maps, etc., deposited in State
Archives. The Moffett Creek Experiment is reported at various lengths in the
NINTH BIENNIAL REPORT; The Timberman, May 1923; the Role of Fire . .
the Journal of Forestry, February 1923.
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sible to avoid escape fires from running up hill, (6) all burns seriously damaged reproduction, (7) all burns did more damage to mature timber than could be casually observed, (8) where light-burning
is practicable it is unnecessary as a protection method, (9) where
light-burning is most necessary it would be too dangerous, (10) light
burning over large areas in one burning is impossible because of
differing fuel conditions throughout the area.
On January 5, 1923, the Forestry Committee unanimously determined that the light-burning theory was neither more practical nor
more economical than the fire exclusion theory of the Forest Service.
Therefore, the experiment should be concluded; and it was.

Official recognition was taken of the project by the Board of
Forestry on August 18, 1924. During most of the elapsed year and

a half there had been no Board to consider that or anything else
because of a political situation to be later discussed. On the mentioned date the newly appointed "Richardson" members heard TI. S.
Foresters Greeley and Redington discuss the history of the Moffett
Creek Experiment and the value of excluding fire from forest land.
Board Chairman Fred Ellenwood was an admitted skeptic and out-

spoken advocate of "burning." Nevertheless, he joined the other
Board members in adopting a resolution which declared that lightburning "depletes the stand of mature timber and is destructive to
reproduction and watershed cover" and further, the State Board of
Forestry condemned the practice and favored a policy of fire exclu-

sion on forest and watershed areas and also the disposal of slash
under proper supervision.

But the ghost of the slain dragon has not rested in peace. After
any siege of large forest fires letters to the editor are to be observed
in many newspapers wherein some correspondent decries the wicked-

ness of government foresters for defying Divine Providence and
flouting the superior wisdom of the departed Indian. The government
foresters, and more to the point, the industry foresters rarely bother
to reply.5
a From time to time, serious exponents of the use of fire to reduce fire hazard
and to thin reproduction prepare treatises on the subject. It would seem fair
to report that professional reaction to such studies is reserved but courteous.
In total, the owners of large timber tracts in California at the present time
are not interested in the theory of repeated broadcast light fires as a method
of avoiding potentially damaging wildfire.

One of the most active advocates of the use of controlled fire as a wild
land tool at the present day is Dr. H. H. Biswell of the School of Forestry
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After 1923 there were a few flare-ups from sources which required serious attention on the part of State officials. For example,
in August of 1928 the minutes of the Board of Forestry reveal the
deep concern which followed a letter from John R. White, Superintendent of Sequoia National Park, to the Los Angeles Times in which
he praised that newspaper for not mentioning a fire which had burned

well into the Park (and cost the State $15,000 for a three weeks
battle unaided by the Park Service). Colonel White maintained that
the fire had been harmless and in fact helpful because it consumed
accumulated debris.

It was at this time that John D. Coffman, supervisor of the California (Mendocino) National Forest was selected by the Park Service to become its national fire control officer, a job which he entered
upon vigorously.

Then in that same month of August, 1928, without the slightest
unnecessary publicity, Mr. Willis Walker of the Red River Lumber
Company, informed the State Forester of the tremendous costs which
had confronted his company due to fires running wild in its timber
that season. The company had come to the conclusion, said he, that
they had best return to the old policy of running light fire throughout
their entire holdings in the spring or fall.

This was a serious proposition. Mature business judgment and
not emotionalism was involved in the management of these holdings
which embraced more than 800,000 acres of timber bearing land.
Deputy State Forester Rider, who undoubtedly enjoyed the confidence of lumbermen generally, deplored the use of light-burning
methods and dispatched a letter to Walker in which he made a proposal that the State and company should cooperate in endeavoring
to develop a hazard reduction and fire suppression plan more in line
with the modern policies and which seemed to hold better promise.
In the last months of 1928, William Hammond Hall, former State
Engineer, arose to champion the light-burning doctrine in letters to
the Governor and before the Commonwealth Club. Board member
Mathews of Susanville reported that the issue was far from dead in
his area. He was of the opinion that the proposition should be studied
at Berkeley. Biswell has been employed to study the relationship of fire to
game management.

It appears to this writer, however, that he makes no great distinction in
fire used to enhance browse and fire used to eliminate a fire hazard under a
high forest. Other than this, Biswell's conclusions as to the effect of fire upon
the reproduction of various tree species appear to be essentially the same as
the findings of Homans and others about 1912.
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by the Board of Forestry. Dr. Pardee took time to join the fray with
a public letter of rebuttal to Hall.
This small flurry occurred six years after the very conclusive study
on Moffett Creek. Since that time, the practice of light-burning has
not arisen as a serious problem of policy to confront the State Board
of Forestry or the State Forester.
High Lead Study of 1923

In January, 1923, Swift Berry succeeded George H. Rhodes as
Secretary-Treasurer of the California Forest Protective Association.
During the summer the association, as such, was listed as a member
of the California Forestry Committee along with redwood and pine
industry representatives. Berry was selected to supervise a study
undertaken by the California Forestry Committee pertaining to the
high lead method of yarding logs in the Sierra pine operations. He
was eminently well qualified to undertake any investigation of this
nature.6

In the early days logs were transported from the woods to the
mill by water wherever possible. But in California it is safe to say
that animal muscle of man, horse or ox was the prime mover. What
this ancient system lacked in efficiency in the big timber it contributed silviculturally if fire was excluded. Natural regeneration of the

forest could progress with a running start where the methods of
logging had not been unusually violent.
With the coming of power equipment to move logs the greater destruction of young trees and non-commercial vegetation was inevi-

table. About 1916 Northwest loggers tried the idea of rigging a
pulley block high in the air, from which a cable could be extended
far into the woods and attached to logs. This was high lead. In 1917
the system was first used in a National Forest timber sale in California.

This high lead system was obviously causing great destruction to
seedlings and other "advance growth." This was especially true when
logs were pulled in at high speed or downhill. After a brief study in
1921 the Forest Service announced that the system was not neces-

sarily more economically efficient than ground lead settings and
thereupon forbade leads set higher than 35 feet on government timber sales. This was called a modified lead system inasmuch as in
6

See Lumbering in the Sugar and Yellow Pine Region of California, 1917, USDA
Bulletin 440, by Swift Berry.
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high lead settings a high climber would top a selected spar tree and
rig blocks from 100 to 150 feet above the ground.
Loggers who could not have denied the silvicultural evidence were
not silent when the subject turned on economic statistics. Here again
was a fine subject for a mutual and unemotional investigation.
For three months during the summer of 1923 this rather extensive

study was in progress. The Forest Service loaned the expert service
of Marc Edmonds and John R. Berry. The State of California made
contributions along with other committee members of $100 monthly
while the work was in progress.

The study tended to prove that strictly from a cost efficiency
standpoint the high lead system had numerous advantages.7

The subject of practical silviculture is much more complicated
than the economics of harvesting saw logs. The report made an attempt to approach the question of retarded regeneration only upon
the basis of the then current sale value of cut-over land in varying
conditions. The relative value figures were no doubt honestly conceived. In that case such an approach simply added confirmation of
the rightness of the old Board of Forestry plea for transferring such
land to an agency of government as trustee during the timber regeneration process (provided, of course, it is first admitted that the
public has an interest in lumber production).
It is interesting to note that the silvicultural advantages of tractor
logging were recognized on the near horizon when this study was
being made.
Swift Berry's report was typed on 108 pages under the title "High
Lead Logging, California Pine Region." In abridged form it may be
read in the March, 1924, issue of The Timberman.8
The Commit tee Turns a Corner

After the high lead study the California Forestry Committee engaged in several studies which seemed to culminate in 1926. Thereafter, its major purpose appears to have been to serve as a clearing
house for opinions on proposed legislation. In the later years it was
therefore natural for the representation to be broadened to include
S. B. Show produced figures to refute this in his 75 page USDA Bulletin 1402,
titled Timber Growing and Logging Practice in the California Pine Region,
1926.

Full transcripts at Regional Office of Forest Service and Forest School, Berkeley. Manuscript with considerable correspondence and some pictures in State
Archives, Sacramento.
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stockmen, watershed and conservation groups from Southern California, and the new natural resources section of the California Development Association (Chamber of Commerce).
It is reasonable to assume that the establishment of a full-fledged
forest experiment station in mid-1926 greatly reduced the pressure
upon this loose association to pursue investigations which could often
become tedious and expensive.
S. R. Black, the next secretary of the California Forest Protective
Association, was made secretary to the Forestry Committee. As such

he appears to have actively led investigations to test the adequacy
of spark arresters for woods engines, the relative cost and efficiency
of wood versus oil fuel for such engines, studies in slash disposal and

fire prevention in logging, and a rather cursory exploration of the
justification of harvesting methods to favor reproduction of the more
valuable pine species. A scrutiny of work papers in the latter study
reveals it to have been pretty largely a protest against Forest Service
cutting practices which required the taking of so-called inferior
species.

In respect to the spark arrester study which continued through
1925 and 1926, the Board of Forestry had pledged itself to provide
50 dollars monthly toward the expense. In May, 1926, Black ap-

proached the Board with a request for double this sum, but was
turned down largely because Mr. James was not impressed with the
value of such studies.
On November 19, 1925, Black prepared a 31 page mimeographed

report upon his methods and findings in the spark arrester study. It
was entitled "Spark Arresters and Outside Exhausts."

By 1931 the economic depression had begun to work a great
change upon forest industry and upon governmental agencies. Black
became intensely involved in the State labor camps f or the unemployed. The California Forestry Committee quietly disintegrated as
a unified group. In his 1930 report for the Forest Protective Association, Mr. Black made this final statement about the committee,
The committee meets to consider all proposed forest legislation and has
for its purpose the harmonizing of bills proposed by each of its member
groups in order that such proposals may not be objectionable to other members of the committee. In past years this committee has been very successful in carrying on its work so that all groups interested in forest legislation
have been able to settle their differences before going to the legislature.

In the past years the committee had also been successful in arriving at practical and urgently needed solutions to a few technical
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problems. Now its natural life had expired. This had been an Unusua' organization in respect to origin and accomplishment. It is
doubtful if such a group could have been successfully established at
any other period in the history of forestry development in this State.
The California Forestry Committee earned an honorable place in
that long history.

17 --77773

Chapter Twenty-three

The Slash Disposal Problem
One of the most critical problems that forestry in California faces
today is that of the disposal of slash. Whether it be pine, fir, or redwood, slash breeds fires, and in many instances bugs. Both fire and
bugs can destroy today's timber and tomorrow's forest.
DEWITT NELSON, Nov. 1951

There has never been any question about the great potential fire
hazard created by an accumulation of twigs, branches and broken
chunks of wood scattered over the floor of the forest after trees have
been felled and logs harvested. In the redwood region the logging
operations caused such great piles of debris to accumulate that there
seemed to be no sensible method of harvesting except to set fire to
everything on the ground before pulling out the charred logs. And
where the tanbark peelers worked in the north coast region there
was always fear that fire would accidentally be kindled in the mass
of litter and peeled logs left on the ground.
In the pine region there might be contention over the practice of
light-burning on the floor of the high forest. But there was no serious
question about the devastating heat that would be generated if fire
were ignited in dry slashings on cut-over land. Not only would the
small seedlings be consumed but fires of great heat would promptly
threaten mature timber and all inflammable property in the vicinity.
And it was doubly unfortunate that the very process of harvesting
which caused the slash hazard also increased the risk of accidental
fire. Fires are caused by engines, cable friction, careless woodsmen
and in all the other miscellaneous man-caused ways.

The old Board of Forestry had complained of fire danger in the
logging woods countless times. Governor Pardee had emphasized this

hazard in his inaugural address in 1903. There is no record of disagreement coming from the timber industry. The first serious studies
of a lumbering problem in California were conducted by landholders
and young government foresters together in 1904 in an attempt to
eliminate the slash hazard in the pine region. And while uncontrolled
fire was the great fear, elimination of the debris through use of fire
seemed to be the only practical solution.
[498]
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The Forest Protection Act of 1905 recognized the fire hazard in its
"criminal sections." Section 19 of the act was titled, "Clearing along

county roads and on land after lumbering." Part of it is quoted as
follows: "It is provided further, that all lumber companies, corporations, or individuals shall, when so instructed by the State Board of
Forestry, and at the time and in a manner prescribed by said board,
carefully burn their slashings, by which is meant tops, limbs, and
general debris left after lumbering."
Then in 1911 this section was greatly enlarged to make it the duty

of the Board of Forestry to inspect hazardous areas and to notify
owners that they must eliminate fire hazard nuisances on forest land.

Failure on the part of the responsible owner to abate the hazard
made it the duty of the Board of Forestry to do so and thereafter
collect the cost of such work by placing a lien upon the property.
From 1911 until 1919 the State Forester had stubbornly held to
the theory that the lumber industry had a moral and legal obligation
to abate at its own expense the fire hazard caused by logging opera-

tions. The legislative stalemate throughout the period, caused by
limited but effective opposition from the lumber industry and its
strong ally, the California Conservation Commission, has been discussed at length.
With all of the fuss and the reasonably clear intent of the written
law, there had been no actual application of the notorious Section 19
(sometimes called the Menace Law) to reduce the slash hazard.1
From the lumber industry itself there was no evasion of acknowl-

edgment for most or all of the responsibility for having caused a
special fire hazard to exist in the course of lumbering operations,
and for the responsibility of doing something about preventing fire
damage from occurring because of the condition. As Homans himself had so well said, the lumberman had most to lose.
A few operators tended to belittle the fire risk and hazard, especially in the redwood region, and even fewer spoke out loud about
the primary aspect of slash disposal, namely, the added cost in a
highly competitive business.
State Forester Pratt is recorded in a news note in The Ti'mberman in 1923 as
saying that the lack of resources (presumably manpower) had made it impossible to put the act into effect. The same thing was repeated in a Board
news release in Feb. 1925. In a practical way this was no doubt true in spite
of the fact that, technically speaking, the reason given is a little difficult to
square with a law which provided for reimbursement to the State for work
performed.
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The U. S. Forest Service could properly lean toward the principles

of good silviculture with considerably less concern for the laws
of economics as such were applied to private lumbermen. T. D.
Woodbury spoke on behalf of the Forest Service at the memorable
Board of Forestry meeting of October 14, 1920. The cost of piling
and burning logging slash in the pine region was known to vary
between 35 and 50 cents per thousand board feet, said Woodbury.
It was then that State Forester Homans asked if a landowner
could be expected to invest 12 or 15 dollars per acre in a long term
and risky business investment upon land which was valued currently
at 2 or 3 dollars as real estate.

The manner in which the problem of slash disposal and other
forest problems were brought out into the open for free discussion
has been told in the reference to the Board of Forestry "meeting with
lumbermen" on November 5, 1920.
It will be remembered that at the close of that meeting the State
Forester had been instructed to write to all timber operators, asking

for cooperation and opinions in the matter of slash disposal. Six
hundred letters went out and replies came back from 60 percent of
the operators.
At first the question at issue had been largely assumed as being
one of economics. How could a lumber producer afford to add a
considerable cost to production when a consistent increase was not
similarly placed upon distant competitors? The letters received by
the State Forester soon began to show another face to the problem,

that of method. When several operators inquired as to the best
method of disposing of slash they were informed that they should
work out a method "effective, economical, and best adapted to their
individual needs." This diplomatic reply probably did the Board
more good than the recipients. The issue was now removed from
abstract theory into the logging woods.
On April 26, 1921, Solon Williams declared that it was necessary
to have a high class man for slash disposal work and he recommended William B Rider, former supervisor of the Klamath National
Forest. Rider took a State civil service examination, qualified, and
went to work for the Board on August 1, 1921, as an Assistant State
Forester under the recently advanced annual salary of $3000.
Assistant Forester Rider outlined the status of slash disposal in
the pine region in a special article in the NINTH BIENNIAL REPORT.

When he first went into the field he observed two systems, said he.
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'rhere was broadcast burning on private lands which was destructive

of young growth; and on National Forest land the operators were
required to pile and burn their slash. By the end of 1921 he was
ready to declare that,
while the pine operators were making an earnest endeavor to arrive at some
conclusion, their efforts were not sufficiently systematic to secure the desired results.

The study of conditions on cut-over lands developed the fact that in a
great majority of cases where slash remained on the ground, that a very
satisfactory stand of young trees was to be found. In cases where cutting
had been done ten or twelve years prior to examination, the slash had almost

disappeared, and the young forest was in no more danger from fire than
originally existed in the virgin forest.
The observations made by the State Board of Forestry led them to propose
to the lumbermen in the fall of 1921, a plan of disposal of pine slash which
required that as far as possible all fires be kept out of pine slashings which
were left upon the ground. The lumbermen as a rule accepted this plan.

All lumbermen did not accept the fire exclusion policy. Board of

Forestry minutes attest to this. The imminent fire hazard which
threatened their structures, bucked logs, and standing trees was too
disturbing to some operators. They persisted in the use of broadcast
fire.

When slash was not eliminated by fire the only sensible manner of
meeting the threat of fire was to take extra precautions to prevent
and suppress accidental fires. Those companies genuinely interested
in holding cut-over lands or protecting structural investments voluntarily took such steps. Others were persuaded by laws enacted in
1923. Before discussing the laws it would be well to consider the
Board of Forestry action of December 6, 1921, following the State
Forester's questionnaire to the operators of the pine region.
Three methods of fire protection was proposed for the voluntary
acceptance of lumber operators. These are briefed as follows:
METHOD ONE

Pay the Board of Forestry 2 to 4 cents per acre or 5 to 10 cents per
thousand board feet of annual cut, exact figure to be settled by mutual agreement.
Operator to,
immediately suppress all operation-caused fires,

fall snags within 100 feet of publicly used roads and any railroads,
instruct all work and camp bosses to use every fire prevention precaution,
install spark arresters as required by law,
permit the Board to post suitable warning signs around operations,

provide firefighters in emergency when not available elsewhere, with
the State paying the wage.
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3. The Board of Forestry agrees to,
arrange a suitable protection and detection system,
clear railroad and publicly used road rights of way as deemed necessary,
maintain a patrol system,
suppress all non-operating fires and pay the cost of suppression,
relieve the operator of responsibility for slash disposal.

METHOD TWO
1. Operator agrees to,

fell snags and burn a strip on both sides of railroads and publicly
travelled roads,
clear around donkey and skidder settings and provide firefighting tools,
observe the spark arrester laws,
suppress fires on the company lands and bear the cost of suppression,
dispose of slash in a manner mutually agreed upon,
provide a detection and protection system satisfactory to the Board.

METHOD THREE
1. Operator agrees to,
pile and burn slash in the manner required on U.S.F.S. timber sales,
provide for a protection system satisfactory to the Board.

Rider implied that most operators accepted Method One. It is
doubtful if the total response was startling.

In 1923 there was enacted an amended version of Penal Code
Section 384 (Chapter 60, 1923). Most of this new law was simply
a redraft of the existing laws regarding the setting of fires or allowing their escape, and in respect to spark arresters on hazardous
equipment. The one strengthened subsection of the law required
(except in the redwood region) that between May 15 and October
31 clearings must be made around all engines used in woods operations. Locomotives must be equipped with force pumps and specified
types of hose and specified firefighting tools.
While Rider was making his 1921 field inspections, Edward N.
Munns was hard at work for the Board of Forestry on the watershed
report initiated by Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 27 of 1921.
In his printed Report to the Legislature in 1923, Munns devoted
five pages to the problem of slash disposal. For him the "question

of what is to be done with slash is a real, vital and pressing one."
The Forest Service requirement of piling slash and then waiting for
favorable weather to burn, Munns accepted as the maximum practice
of forestry at the time. Yet, said he, "the writer cannot entirely sub-

scribe to it as a general practice."
Munns pointed out that too often there was lack of efficient supervision; that the constant effort to reduce this recognized heavy cost
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often l w harmful burning. Large piles often caused much damage
to reproduction and sometimes real ground fires escaped during the
burning procedure. Said Munns,
Out of the question absolutely is the system of broadcast slash burn, whether

in summer, in spring, or in fall. Such fires are absolutely ruinous in every
respect.

"Spot firing," so-called because it burns slash broadcast on a small protected area in a dangerous zone, has also proved itself unsatisfactory, for on
a small scale it does all that the larger fire does, as well as increasing the
cost to a figure approaching that of piling and burning.
there remains a possibility of leaving slash as it may occur. This is
taking a negative, rather than a positive, action towards slashings, but great
benefits may be derived. It is cheap, it is not destructive, the danger is soon
gone.

Munns made it clear that he did not advocate a negative attitude.
The success of any system hinged almost exclusively upon the elimination of fire from the cut-over lands. Then he outlined the historical

causes of fire and some measures that seemed mandatory if fires
were to be reduced in numbers and size. He recommended clearing
strips as firebreaks, felling snags, clearing along railroad tracks and
placing adequate spark arresters on all dangerous engines, clearing
around donkey settings, establishing an adequate patrol to detect
and suppress fires. In fact, his ideas were pretty much in harmony
with Method One, described above.
Munns doubted very strongly that insect epidemics originated in
slash since stumps, longs and standing trees were more attractive to

new broods. He reported that fungi which developed in slash was
not the same as the harmful species which could thrive in snags and
defective trees. He was ready to acknowldge the benefit of grazing in
respect to slash being broken down by animals but the loss in young
reproduction more than offset the advantage.
In 1926, S. B. Show's bulletin, Timber Growing and Logging Practice in the California Pine Region, was released by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. In this writing Show devoted some space to slash
disposal and arrived at practically the same conclusions as Munns,

although perhaps he was willing to place more faith in the Forest
Service method of disposing of slash by proper piling and burning
in small piles. By this date the dispersal of accumulations of slash by

the "iop and scatter" method was being tried and studied. Show
summed up his opinion thus,
The question of leaving slash resolves itself into a study of the fire hazard,
the possibility of controlling fires, the rapidity with which slash disappears
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naturally, the possibility of preventing fires starting, and the suppression
while small of those fires that do start.

Two years after the Board proposal of the three voluntary cooperative methods for fire prevention in the pine operations the situ-

ation was still obviously unsettled. On August 18, 1924, Forester
Greeley addressed the California Board of Forestry and in answer
to a specific question said, ". . . the forest laws of California ought
to require the disposal of [timber operation] slashings as well as of
all debris that accumulates in the construction of highways. . . . It
costs the operator something, to be sure, but it is a perfectly workable method which we have demonstrated.

.

.

As a result of this talk, Cuttle presented a resolution, Rhodes
seconded, and it was carried unanimously. It read:
BE IT RESOLVED that this Board request the Legislative Counsel
Bureau to draw up a bill providing for the disposal of slashings on all
privately-owned timber lands where timber is being cut or removed, and
that an opinion be requested from the Attorney General of California as to
the constitutionality of such a law.

No record has been found of any follow-up in respect to this Board
resolution. Its proposal seems very odd to begin with, unless it was
simply done under the spell cast by the Nation's recognized leader
in forestry affairs. More likely it was a natural reaction to what at
that time appeared to be the rather miserable public response to the
Compulsory Patrol Act of 1923. Apparently, no official opinion was
asked and none given in respect to a vague proposed law. Someone
in a later reflective moment must have realized that old "Section 19"
had long since placed just such authority and responsibility in the
hands of the Board of Forestry. Cuttle and Rhodes were probably
more responsible for the existing law than any other individuals
As a further result of Colonel Greeley's words the Board resolved
that it was in "favor of a policy of fire exclusion on forested and
watershed areas." Undoubtedly, this prohibition of fire was intended
to embrace both light-burning and broadcast burning of slash, and
not the burning of piled slash.
In October, 1925, Inspector 0. E. Fowler read a paper to the Sixth
Annual Meeting of the State Forester's Association being held in
Sacramento. Therein he told of the enforcement of Section 19 and
similar acts. It was notable that full compliance with all laws was
rare, whereas some operators went much farther than required in

some precautionary respects. It was also notable that it was not
until the year 1925 that a special item of $20,000 was made avail-
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able by the Legislature for the biennium. From Fowler's words it
appears that this money was used for both inspection and for cooperative slash disposal work. The Board of Forestry obviously anticipated that much good would result from the cooperative slash burning

work thus made possible. Fowler concluded his talk by describing
the intention of disposing of all slash from clearings and smaller
operations; on large operations strip clearing was to be practiced.

Said he, "Spot burning as far as possible, will be the approved
method of disposal."

Records show that the Board of Control released the sum of
$10,000 for slash disposal work through an emergency resolution on
August 18, 1925. Pratt reported to the Board of Forestry that during
the winter of 1925-26 a total of 33,000 acres of hazardous area had
been cleaned up under the supervision of State rangers.2
At any rate, the State field men were interested in doing the job
and it provided good winter work. At this time (and actually until

about 1930) the necessary procedure was to lay off most of the
ranger force because of insufficient funds during the winter months.
In July, 1926, Pratt asked the Board of Control for another special allotment of $10,000 for slash disposal work. He was supported
by the Board of Forestry on July 9 with a resolution of endorsement

directed to the Board of Control. This resolution pointed out the
lack of funds in the regular budget, the value of such work as a
necessary fire prevention measure, and also added this interesting
clause:
WHEREAS it is the further opinion of the board members that it is the
duty of the State to supervise this work at no expense to the owners of the
slash;

On July 20, 1926, the Board of Control by emergency resolution
again made available the sum of $10,000 as requested. Records indicate that about 7000 acres were treated under ranger supervision
during the 192 5-26 winter season.
Two aspects of the state of affairs just described deserve editorial

comment. First, it will be noted that the old regulatory theory and
2 It is interesting to note that 8000 acres of this total was in Mendocino County
and some more was in Santa Cruz and Sonoma Counties. The project had
obviously spread far beyond the pine logging operations. Board member James

of Ukiah approved of the work and made it quite evident that something
quite different was undertaken when he said, . . . "the work done last year
had been a good thing, as brush had been cleaned up in Mendocino
County which had been accumulating for years [and which] constituted a
very severe fire menace."
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law requiring the lumber operator to dispose of the public nuisance
he had created had given way to an apparently congenial and successful cooperative project in which the State shared in the labor
and the expense. Unfortunately, no record of the terms of cooperation for any of the several projects has been uncovered.
Secondly, the fact that funds were first made available during the
Richardson administration for a project of this sort is a source of
wonderment, as will be well appreciated from the later discussion
regarding forestry affairs during that era.
In November 1926 appeared the first record of Board member
Francis Cuttle's interest in fostering an itinerant labor program in
the forest areas during times of economic stress. It is quite likely
that evidence could be found to place him as the originator of the
depression labor camps, both State and Federal.
At any rate, on November 8 he proposed a resolution which did
not see official life since his aye vote and Pratt's were negated by
James and Rhodes. (Two earlier drafts in different form had likewise been rejected by the Board). The resolution would have suggested to the Governor, the State Labor Commissioner, Immigration
and Housing Commission, the Industrial Welfare Commission and
the Board of Control that the State should provide employment centers during the anticipated winter depression. Such work as firebreak
construction and 'burning and the removal of slashings" should be
done under the direction and supervision of the State Forester, said
the Cuttle draft. Francis Cuttle was more prescient than he himself
would have dared to claim in that winter of 1926. Moreover, the
lumber industry took the lead five years later in getting State labor
camps established.

Thereafter, there are almost no records relating to slash disposal,
a fact which may be more related to poor reporting than to a lessening of the work. It is very likely, however, that two things tended
to reduce or eliminate State participation in this cooperative venture.
During the C. C. Young administration more funds for physical development of State field facilities, such as lookouts and telephone
lines, diverted personnel employed during winter from slash disposal
work. Secondly, the presumed silvicultural advantages of this burning procedure were coming under question. The "lop and scatter"
theory and blocking of cut-over land by clean firebreaks was challenging the principle of the pile and burn method.
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Over in the redwood region the common policy of disposing of
slash was still that of broadcast firing before the logs were hauled
out.3 Emanuel Fritzin 1932 challenged the method in his bulletin
The Role of Fire in the Redu'ood Region (U. of C. College of Agr.
Circ. 323). Among other things, Fritz said,
Slash fires cost money in wood destroyed and in the cost of their control
by the woods crews. . . . It is very desirable to inaugurate, without delay,
experiments on different forms of slash disposal and to keep records of the
cost and effect upon logging as well as the use of the land for future timber
yields.

Gradually, that word has come to be heeded. Only in the Douglas
fir stands after clear-cutting will it currently be acknowledged by

any reasonable lumberman that fire may be used except with the
most judicious care. In the course of thirty years the words recorded
by Show and Kotok in 1924 (USDA Bull. 1924) have come to be
accepted:
Fire in the forest area invariably breeds still more serious fires.

After 1927 the State Division of Forestry was often engaged in
cooperative and sometimes single-handed fire prevention projects in
which the removal of an inflammable hazard was the object. Thousands of miles of roadside were fireproofed by burning or plowing;

hundred of miles of firebreaks were constructed and maintained.
Then in 1945, with the enactment of the Forest Practice Act, the
Division once more assumed a direct interest in slash disposal in
lumber operating areas. This comes about through the inspection of
operations to obtain conformance with the rules of harvesting and
forest protection which have been developed by each of the regional

forest practice committees and then approved by the Board of
Forestry. The basic problem of disposing of the fire hazard caused
by logging slash still remains, and so do some of the differences of
opinion on how best to solve the problem.
On the evening of April 14, 1909, before the Commonwealth Club, Professor
Willis L. Jepson said, "It is my belief, although I am neither a forester nor
a lumberman, that redwood logging without fire is economically possible. . .
in the old days when so many logs were rejected, undoubtedly fire was the
only process. But today, when the selection of timber is much more close,
it seems to me that logging without fire ought to be given at least a trial."

Chapter Twenty-four

Timber Parks Versus Treeless Forests
The enormous development in California of the use of these scenic and
recreational values of the out-of-doors has resulted in part from the economic prosperity of the people, leaving them time and means for such enjoyment, and in part from the lavish abundance of naturally favorable
conditions of landscape and climate.
FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED

A Commission with Two Hats

Except for the unhappy Yosemite Valley State Park episode and
the political vicissitudes of the California Redwood Park at Big
Basin there had always been a general assumption that the State
Board of Forestry was the logical agency of California Government
to administer whatever State Parks might be acquired.
It is somewhat doubtful, however, if any Board of Forestry was
greatly enthusiastic about engaging in the difficult and specialized
business of supervising and maintaining land for purely recreational
purposes. Nevertheless, the story of State Parks in California prior
to 1927 is very much a part of the story of the organization created
to represent forestry affairs in State Government.
Concurrently with the work of acquiring and managing parks, the
Board of Forestry was decidedly interested in the acquisition of
State Forests. Chairman Pardee was explicit in November of 1920
as to the firm intention of the Board of Forestry to request $150,000
at repeated sessions of the Legislature for the purchase of cut-over
lands. Such lands were to be administered as State Forests. This was
an old solution for an old problem. A new crop of timber would then
be growing under enough management and protection to insure a
continuous timber supply for the industry. Lumbermen were free to
acknowledge that the financial burden compounded over the long
years constituted a hurdle that private industry could not surmount.
They unanimously agreed to support the Board in seeking State
Forest purchase appropriations.
Mr. Homan's EIGHTH BIENNIAL REPORT was transmitted to the

Governor on February 1, 1921, after the Legislature had been in
session for nearly a month. He stated at that late date that the
Board was firmly convinced that the State should acquire cut-over
lands. An appropriation was recommended but no mention was made
[5o8}
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of a bill entered for the purpose. Nor was there any such item listed
in the general support budget for forestry purposes.
In 1923 a new State Forester made a report on the status of forestry affairs to a new Board of Forestry. Among other things he reported as follows, "The former Board recommended that $150,000
be appropriated for the purpose of acquiring cut-over lands for State
Forests, but this recommendation was not followed up, due to the
popular demand for the acquisition of virgin redwood timber for
park purposes. . . ."
For a very short time during the 1923 session it appeared that the
old hope of placing the residual forested school land under the supervision and management of the Board of Forestry might be realized
But the bill which became a law to provide for land exchanges with
the Federal Government (Chapter 299) lost that particular feature
in early amendments.

In 1925 a bill requesting an appropriation of $150,000 for the
purchase of cut-over land as State Forests was indeed introduced.
The history of Assembly Bill No. 352 for that purpose will be better
appreciated when discussed in relation to other legislation of 1925.
Before becoming involved in the story of State Parks it would be
well to recognize the early interest in the establishment of a national
redwood park.
Proposed National Redwood Parks

Other than the very limited attempts to interest Congress in setting aside permanent reservations of coast redwoods in 1852 and
1879 (see page 67), there was no serious approach to the Federal
Government in that respect in that area until Congressman Clarence
F. Lea of Santa Rosa introduced his House Resolution No. 159 in
1919. This so-called redwood resolution was adopted the next May
by the House and thereby became effective since no funds were involved to require Senate approval. The Secretary of Interior was
instructed to investigate and report upon the suitability, cost, and
location of some typical site of redwoods with the view of acquisition of the area as a National Park.
The Secretary of Agriculture was requested to conduct the investigation through the Forest Service. This was accomplished by the
end of 1920 and was reported in what was locally called the "Redington Report." The field committee appointed by District Forester
Redington consisted of Richard F. Hammatt of his office (soon to
resign and become secretary of the Redwood Lumbermens Associa-
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tion), Deputy State Forester Pratt and Professor Donald Bruce of
the University of California. The committee reported that its greatest
difficulty consisted of making a limited selection among the many
ideal locations which would make excellent parks. The cost of the
survey was borne by the Save the Redwoods League. Nothing specific came of the investigation, although it could well have been a
valuable first step in the intensive State acquisition program which
followed very promptly.1

In the session of 1923, State Assemblyman Douglas of Crescent
City introduced his A. B. No. 912 which would authorize the State
Highway Commission to acquire by gift or purchase any strip of
redwood trees along a State highway when such action was deemed
desirable to preserve the scenic beauty of the roadway. No appropriation was involved. Yet the bill was not recommended by the Committee on Conservation.

Douglas tried another attack in the same session. His Assembly
Joint Resolution No. 11 would ask the Federal Government to join
with the State of California and many private citizens in preserving
the redwoods from destruction. It was proposed that land bordering
roads should be purchased as National Parks. The Assembly adopted
the resolution but the Senate declined to collaborate with Douglas in
an attempt to preserve virgin redwoods in locations where the public
response would undoubtedly have been most laudatory.2
Save the Redwoods League and the Humboldt Park

In his report upon the Humboldt State Redwood Park printed in
the NINTH BIENNIAL REPORT, Solon Williams made the following
statement:
A few years ago a small company of earnest women of Eureka, Humboldt
County, conceived the idea of saving a portion of the redwoods of Humboldt
County for future generations. The idea spread all over the United States,
and as a result of the propaganda instituted by this band of enthusiastic
women, the Save the Redwoods League was formed in 1919.
1

At the same period there was a concerted effort to extend the area of Sequoia
National Park by the inclusion of many giant Sierra redwoods growing upon

scattered land parcels in and adjacent to the Park (see page 142). The
National Geographic Society contributed handsomely in this program which
it sponsored. Stephen T. Mather made a large personal donation. From private
and government sources the sum of $96,300 was raised to secure 1916 acres
of land.
2

For a rebuttal of arguments that a screen of high redwoods along roads would
not be windfirm, see the opinion of R. F. Hammatt, at this time a spokesman
for the redwood operators, in The Timberman, June 1921.
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lNewton B. Drury,3 in a little pamphlet of 1945 entitled Saving
the Redwoods recalled the historic open air automobile ride where the
League was gestated.
The Save the Redwoods League "started from scratch." When in 1917 John

C. Merriam made his now historic trip with Madison Grant and Henry
Fairfield Osborn by automobile over wagon roads that have since developed

into the celebrated Redwood Highway, not one stick of timber in that region, comprising what many now consider the finest forest in the world,
was publicly owned.

One of the very first matters of business before the newly constituted Board of Forestry in 1919 was a discussion of redwood
parks. Thereafter, there is no official reference to the subject until
February 24, 1921. At that time Board minutes briefly record a statement by Williams about Ed Fletcher having been contacted by several persons who were anxious to donate redwood land in Humboldt
County provided it would be administered as permanent recreation
land by the Board of Forestry.
This was followed by the vague minute entry: "Mr. Williams said
he would draw up a bill, having same introduced at the Legislature."

Thus the Board of Forestry at that date indicated its casual interest in the creation of a redwood park system. Legislation was indeed
introduced and Solon Williams pursued the project vigorously.

Senate Bill No. 64 of 1921 was introduced by H. C. Nelson of
Eureka. The bill was passed by the Senate and then was allowed to
perish, most certainly because of the success of the twin Assembly

bill. The twin was introduced as Assembly Bill No. 80 by F. J.
Cummings, a dairyman of Ferndale.

The bill provided that $300,000 was to be appropriated for the
sole purpose of purchasing timberland in Humboldt and Mendocino
counties adjacent to the State highway and south of a specified town-

ship line. The fund and the acquired property were to be under the
control of the Board of Forestry. The Board was instructed to purchase land, by condemnation procedure if necessary. Gifts of timber
bearing land and other contributions from any source could be acNewton and his brother Aubrey (long the administrative secretary of the
league) have been associated with the Save the Redwoods League from its
inception. The former worked for the State as a field investigator of pro-

posed park land and then spent more than 10 years as Director of the
National Park Service. From early 1951 until his retirement in 1959, Mr.
Drury was Chief of the California Division of Beaches and Parks. In. respect
to the women mentioned above, Newton Drury informed the author that
Ellen M. Estes of Crescent City and Mrs. J. P. Mahan of Eureka should
be especially honored.
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cepted by the Board for the purpose of establishing, maintaining
and supervising the redwood parks. The Board could make rules and
regulations necessary to meet the provisions of the act.
On April 20 the Cummings bill was passed by the Assembly and
sent to the Senate. On April 26, Solon Williams reported upon the

status of the bill to the assembled Board of Forestry. It was then
determined that if the measure became law the entire Board would
make an inspection trip into the area, and for the present there
should begin a collection of available information so that acquisition
work could be started without delay.

On April 29, after the elimination of an emergency clause, the
Senate passed Assembly Bill No. 80 and sent it to the Governor.
In the meantime, Newton Drury, then Secretary of the Save the
Redwoods League, had been informed upon his telephone request
to the State Forester "that the Board will do everything it can to
get this bill signed." Many other people were doing everything they
could, too.

This was a time of genuine post-war depression, minor but real
enough. That fact is apt to be overlooked in the afterhaze of the
great economic maelstrom of one decade later. And Governor
Stephens was a very conscientious chief executive. It is difficult
enough to justify the permanent removal of valuable commercial
property from local tax rolls at any time, let alone during a business
depression.

But for the park enthusiasts this was the moment of "Now or
Never," and that was their slogan. Fortunately for posterity, these
were a dedicated people who seemed to perform miracles in Sacramento largely because of their selfless enthusiasm and zeal in working for the future public welfare. Just 20 years earlier the Legislature
had been captured by the vital simplicity of Father Kenna's appeal
to preserve the Big Basin area. And always among the enthusiasts
were the big names from the fields of education, science, business,
and politics. Such persons served to establish an aura of down to
earth seriousness which could not be ignored by a legislative body.
Many of them made very substantial personal contributions. So it
happened in 1921.

Because of the fiscal condition of the State, Governor Stephens
was definitely reluctant about signing the Humboldt Park Bill.
Among the lobbying advocates came a delegation from the Save the
Redwoods League under the leadership of his onetime fellow Con-
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gressman, William Kent. The two "Bills" carried on a very serious
discussion of the merits of the proposition as opposed to the cost to
the people. Bill Kent prevailed.4
A special dispatch to The Timberman tells of the signing of Assem-

bly Bill 80 on June

3,

1921, (Chapter 871) in the following manner.

Probably in the entire legislative program no other measure excited so much
interest during the session, and it is certain that the signing of no bill after
the close of the session created so much rejoicing.
During the last hours before the time elapsed for the signing of the bill,

proponents of the measure gathered at the Capitol and the anxiety was at
fever pitëh because no word had come from the governor as to whether he
would give his approval to the large appropriation. It was within two hours
of the closing time when Mrs. Stephens, wife of the governor, called on the
telephone from the state mansion to ask whether the measure had been
signed. And almost immediately announcement was made that the governor
had given the measure his approval.

Thereafter, Solon Williams must have devoted a great deal of
time to the acquisition of property for State Parks. At the same time
the Save the Redwoods League was a virtual arm of the Board of
Forestry in persuading, negotiating and investigating among landowners and potential doners. This cooperative venture seems to have
worked with remarkable smoothness.

Late in 1923 a newly appointed Board of Forestry took a look at
its domain and was obviously pleased with the result of more than
two years of the cooperative work. It thereupon passed a resolution
of commendation to the Save the Redwoods League for its endeavor
to secure additional redwood forests for park purposes.5
Board minutes for November 1, 1921, include a vote of thanks to
member Solon Williams "for the efficient work he is doing in the
acquisition of the redwood timber for the State in Humboldt and
Mendocino counties." Williams resigned from the Board of Forestry
and ceased forestry work on June 27, 1923. He died in October, 1926.
The State Board of Forestry formally expressed its regret at the loss
of the man whose "untiring efforts and zealous devotion" had largely
made possible the acquisition of the northern redwood parks. The
Board resolved to set aside a Solon H. Williams Memorial Grove in
the Humboldt Redwood Park. This 265 acre grove was dedicated
on June 21, 1929, with State Forester Pratt delivering the principal
address at the ceremony.
As related from memory by Newton Drury. Later Kent contributed $15,000 to
purchase land for parks under this act.
6
In 1923, 1900 acres had been acquired. During the following decade this park
unit grew to more than 20,000 acres from various sources.
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Upon the departure of Williams in 1923, the acquisition and supervisory park work was assumed by William B. Rider who had come
into the State organization principally to represent the State Forester
in slash disposal work.

A few hours before Governor Stephens had approved the big park
acquisition program of 1921 he also signed Chapter 705 which had
been introduced by Shearer of Yreka. Apparently that gentleman
wished to be certain that the Board of Forestry could go about the
business of acquiring and supervising parks. In view of the shifting
administrative history of the several State Parks and Monuments
prior to 1927, this law was doubtless in good order. One might also
assume that Solon Williams, recently of Yreka, had some early familiarity with the Shearer bill.
Chapter 705 was solely a grant of authority. Under it the State
Board of Forestry, in the name of the people, could accept deeds and
conveyances and name sites on behalf of grantors. Lastly, the Board

was to exercise full power and control of the park properties so
acquired.

California Redwood Park and Others

The California Redwood Park at Big Basin had been supervised
by a special commission from the time of its creation in 1901 until
1905 when the Board of Forestry assumed that duty. Then in 1911
an independent commission was again created to manage the area.
Appropriations for supervision and management of this park had
varied between 20 and $40,000 each biennium. This was considerably more than the Humboldt Redwood Park was to receive for quite
some time. However, it is to be noted that the Santa Cruz park was
becoming increasingly popular and was partially supported by entrance fees.
In 1923, Bromley of Los Angeles introduced his Assembly Bill
No. 446 for the purpose of returning the supervision of the Cali-

fornia Redwood Park to the State Board of Forestry. The bill
aroused little interest in the Legislature. However, when Governor
Richardson took the chair in the June 7, 1926, meeting of the California Redwood Park Commission he accomplished exactly the same
thing by executive persuasion. A resolution was duly passed by the
commission asking the Board of Forestry to assume supervision of
the park.
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State Forester Pratt agreed to assign this added responsibility to
Deputy Rider provided funds were made available to hire an Assistant Forester. This latter position was long approved but was currently
vacant because of the restricted Richardson budget. Pratt's proviso
was disregarded; no extra man was hired. Nevertheless, until this

park commission was absorbed within the Department of Natural
Resources a year later the Board of Forestry assumed supervision
responsibility for the Big Basin area.
On May 11, 1920, the Burney Falls State Park was created when
about 160 acres was presented to the State by the McArthur family
of Fall River. At the request of the Governor the Board of Forestry
assumed the supervision of the area. Early in 1924 an addition of

about 175 acres was made through a school land transfer with a
power corporation. This beautiful little isolated area in Shasta
County was never much of an administrative problem for the State
Board of Forestry. No mention at all of the tract is found in Board
minutes until late 1922, and little thereafter.
In the meanwhile the 1908 Bidwell grant for park purposes bad
been lying out of doors totally ignored by the State. This 100 acres
extended about five miles along the Sacramento River and Little
Chico Creek. In May 1924 State Forester Pratt and Board Chairman
Ellenwood, at the request of the other Board of Forestry members,
inspected the area and were surprised to learn several things. The
area contained some beautiful oak woodlands; gravel had been taken
from the river bank for years for local use; there were a number of

squatters living in cabins on the property in addition to a steady
flow of itinerant campers. Upon getting this report, the Board made
arrangements for two concessions, one for the removal of gravel and
the other for a public bathhouse.6

In the legislative session of 1921, along with the comprehensive
Humboldt redwood appropriation and the act granting general park
acquisition and supervision authority to the Board of Forestry, the
Legislature and Governor were persuaded to create a separate Mt.
Diablo Park Commission. This law (Chapter 750, Sharkey) provided for the appointment of five commissioners for four year terms.
Quite aside from this property, the old Bidwell grant, upon which the early
Board of Forestry Chico nursery and plantation had been established, was
sold to the City of Chico for park purposes by the University of California
in November 1921. The old Santa Monica station was also sold by legislative
permission of this year.
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The commission was granted the usual broad power to negotiate and
to condemn land for purchase, to make and enforce rules and regulations, to hire employees and accept contributions for this particular

park unit. The described park embraced 320 acres of State school
land. In addition, the commission was authorized to purchase not
exceeding 4000 acres of adjacent land. The sum of $2500 was appropriated in this act for purposes authorized therein, and the area
was soon enlarged to 600 acres.
In 1927, the Mt. Diablo Park Commission was, of course, absorbed

within the newly created Division of Parks in the Department of
Natural Resources.
Park Legislation of 1923 and 1925

There was considerable legislative interest in park and forestry
matters during the Richardson administration other than the furor
caused by executive budget reductions. But the fact remains that
very little State money was appropriated for other than routine operational purposes during this era.
A. J. Mathews of Susanville was able through Chapter 434 in 1923
to secure $8000 for matching with $3000 Federal funds for a survey

of the National Park surrounding Mt. Lassen. Another of the several repeated attempts to obtain money to finish construction of the
John Muir Trail along the Sierra crest failed in 1923 but succeeded
in 1925 as Chapter 217. The sum of $10,000 was appropriated.
The unsuccessful Douglas bill (A. B. No. 912, 1923) introduced
for the purpose of allowing the State Highway Commission to acquire
strips of roadside redwoods has already been mentioned.
A. A. Rosenshine was a prominent Assemblyman from San Francisco. In 1921 he had successfully sponsored legislation which required the teaching of fire prevention in elementary, secondary and

normal schools of California. In the next session he had secured
more safety in the use of fireworks (Chap. 239). Also in 1923, Rosen-

shine's A. B. No. 106 passed both houses and became Chapter 249
when approved by Governor Richardson. In its early stages, this bill
had been opposed by timber owners, but it was amended so that it
was endorsed by all interested parties before it received final approval in the Senate.

Under this law the Board of Forestry was instructed to make a

survey of forest lands of the State and submit a report to the
Secretary of State wherein would be designated those lands suitable
for State Parks. Due consideration was to be given to non-interfer-
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ence with the integrity of logging units in this survey. Upon the
filing of the survey the designated lands could be acquired by purchase or gift. Condemnation privileges were authorized. This law
also contained the rather unusual feature of providing that a prospective donor of land not owned by him could place an adequate sum

of money in the State Treasury for the purchase. Thereupon the
Board of Forestry was to begin action to acquire the designated land.
No funds were appropriated to provide for the effectuation of this
particular law. And since no record whatsoever exists in the files of
the Secretary of State regarding any survey it must be assumed that
the Board of Forestry failed to comply with the statutory directive
for making the designated investigation.

Senate Bill No. 55, introduced in 1923 by Dan Murphy, also of
San Francisco, probably was originally intended to accomplish the
same purpose as Rosenshine's bill. It had a very brief life, however,
and did not leave the Committee on Conservation. As originally written this bill would have concentrated exclusively upon allowing prospective donors to deposit money with the State Treasurer for the
purchase of land bearing either species of Sequoia. Condemnation

proceeding by which such properties could be acquired as State
Parks was elaborately set forth in this bill.
A Park Commission Proposed

In 1925 Senator Arthur H. Breed of Alameda introduced complementary bills in respect to the unification of administration of State
Parks under one commission. These were Senate Bills No. 185 and
No. 608. This legislation had been building up for some time. Late
in 1924 State Forester Pratt had been requested by a member of the
Board of Control to sit on a committee for the purpose of drafting
legislation which would accomplish the coordination of park business.

On January 5 there had been a meeting of the leading conservation, recreation, and planning groups in the State at the San Fran-

cisco Ferry Building. Here plans were laid for the drafting
of a bill for immediate presentation to the Legislature (S. F.
Chronicle Jan. 6). The Board of Forestry endorsed the proposition
on February 17, 1925.
Senate Bill No. 185 provided that the Governor should appoint a
three-man Park Commission upon which the State Forester and
Highway Commission Chairman would also sit as ex officio members.
The commission was to have broad powers in the management of all
State parks outside of Sacramento City. An appropriation of $15,000
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was included and there was also provision for both a contingent and
revolving fund.

Recent Board of Forestry Chairman Pardee had some sharp personal opinions about the danger of creating a separate park agency.

He said as much in a penciled personal letter to Pratt in early
February, 192 57 Wrote private citizen Pardee,
And then there's the State Park Commission Bill which, I am told, your
Board is enthusiastically supporting. That bill, creating a new commission,
adds another to the long list which gave the anti-Stephenites an opportunity,
three and one-half years ago, to holler their heads off about the "extravagances" of the Stephens' regime. Now, of course, there will be only a certain
amount of money for forestry purposes; and if the new commission gets an
appropriation, it will be directly or indirectly, sooner or later, at the expense
of the Forestry Department. Besides that, the new bill takes away from the
Forestry Commission certain of its powers and responsibilities. It nibbles
away, so to speak, the foundation of the Forestry Department.

To Pardee it appeared that the Board of Forestry was acknowledging its own inefficiency when it endorsed a bill which other people
had written for the express purpose of taking away from the Board a
job which to them was not being adequately handled. Said he, "Seems
to me, the State Forestry Department, if it doesn't look out, will be
hoist on its own petard."

Mr. Pratt differed with the man whom he held in such great respect. In a letter of February 13, he said,
The State Park Commission bill may do what you say it will to the
Forestry Department, but I doubt it. For one thing, the bill provides that
the State Forester shall be a member of the Commission and he will always
be able to find positions for some of his men in connection with park work
when fire protection work is slack. Practically all of the Eastern States are
administering their park areas by commissions and I have yet to find a State

Forestry Department that has suffered by being divorced from this work.

In the meantime Senate Bill No. 185 to create a new agency to
handle State Parks was passed by the Senate. On April 24 it was out
of the Legislature and on Governor Richardson's desk. By May 29
it died there in the well-known pocket.
The companion bill introduced by Senator Breed was his S. B. No.

608. This legislation would have transferred to the intended Park
Commission the authority granted to the Board of Forestry in 1923
in respect to making the survey of desirable park lands, acquiring
such lands, and thereafter managing and maintaining them. This bill
'Original in State Archives; copy at Bancroft. Pardee's opinion here was consistent with the Conservation Commission 1915 bill to create a Department
of Conservation where parks had no separt entity.
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took its logical course through the Legislature and was sent to the
Governor where it was pocket vetoed along with S. B. No. 185.
No record is available as to why Governor Richardson declined to

approve this legislation. Of course, another agency in government
would certainly appear to require increased expenditures, and that
in itself was undoubtedly sufficient reason. But one thing was certain
George Pardee's opinion did not influence the Governor's decision in
the matter. The two strong minded gentlemen were not speaking one
to the other.

In the session of 1925 a couple of incidental concurrent resolutions were introduced. Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 27
urged the National State Parks Association to hold its next national
conference in California. That was perfectly safe. The resolution
was adopted. Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 28 commended
the California State Park Association for its good work in helping
to develop recreational areas. And, whereas that organization was
about to launch a public campaign for finances, the Legislature was
asked to lend its full sympathy and urge all citizens to contribute
liberally. That was something different. The resolution failed to receive a vote of adoption.
Separation and Coordination in 1927

Finally came the year of the great coordination in State Government. Governor C. C. Young had requested and obtained the creation of a Department of Natural Resources (Chapter 128) in 1927.
The effect of the new act upon the course of forestry history will
be discussed later. As for the new Division of Parks, it certainly
witnessed more of an in-gathering of stray sheep than any other
unified agency. Of course, all of the park units being supervised by
the Board of Forestry were automatically transferred into the control of the new Division of Parks. The several odd commissions were
also eliminated and their duties transferred to that Division.
Apparently the Legislature seemed to feel that the language of the
creative act might not be enough. So a Chapter 760 was also enacted
in 1927. This law described what was meant by a State Park system.
It declared that all authority to acquire land for parks and to manage park land was herewith vested in the State Park Commission
working through the Department of Natural Resources. This was a
long and detailed act. One of its most important sections made an
appropriation of $25,000 for purposes not too clear, except that it
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must have been a current support budget for the new commission
and Division of Parks.

Then a new park survey was directed and provided for under the

terms of Chapter 764. This law required the Director of Natural
Resources, through the Park Commission to make the survey of all
lands suitable for parks "for the ultimate development of a comprehensive, well-balanced state park system." The report and recom-

mendations were to be filed with the Secretary of State prior to
December 31, 1928. For this purpose the sum of $25,000 was duly
appropriated.
Lastly came Chapter 765 of 1927. This was the law which provided for the issuance and sale of $6,000,000 in State bonds to finance the purchase of lands for State Parks. This was a long and
complicated law; in it $10,000 was appropriated to accomplish the
bond sale.

Upon such a pleasant theme and with the creation of a separate
government agency to attend to all of the State Park affairs, the
story of the parks is terminated in the history of forestry affairs in
California government, except for the mutual cooperation in allied
ventures such as fire protection and reforestation which have been
pursued so congenially by the separate yet strongly parallel agencies,

the Division of Forestry and the Division of Beaches and Parks,
both within the Department of Natural Resources.

Chapter Twenty-five

The Watershed Report of

1923

Of all the direct influences of the forest, the influence upon the supply
of water in streams and upon the regularity of their flow is the most
important in human economy.
RAPHAEL ZON

The importance of a cover of vegetation on the high mountains
surrounding valuable watercourses was appreciated early. It is true
that high trees were first thought to form the only valuable watershed cover. Yet fire was universally and consistently recognized as
the enemy of the watershed. The first report of the first Board of
Forestry is replete with testimony to that effect. And W. B. Greeley
has said, "The protection of watersheds heavily used for irrigation
was a strong pressure for creating forest reserves from the public
domain."

The creation of the Conservation Commission in California and
the enactment of the Federal Weeks Law bespeak the dominant
place of water management at its source around the year 1911.
At times a very few men have raised questions about the technical
accuracy of the claims made as to the advantage of a cover of vegetation in preventing the too rapid outflow of water or the undesired
movement of soil or earth debris. Such questions should be, and
pretty much have been adequately answered. And the careful research still continues on the ground.
Just such questions must have stirred the State Board of Forestry
in 1921. Yet there was no dramatic reason for demanding the really
momentous watershed study which developed then. At that time the
State's progress toward establishing a somewhat adequate forest fire
protection system was painfully slow. Nevertheless, such progress as
there was exceeded that of all the early years by far.
The battle of the people versus hydraulic mining destruction had
been long and bitter, but except for the continuing expense to control
rivers within their glutted channels, the issue had essentially come
to an end.

Board of Forestry Chairman Pardee had been ever alert to the
place of water in governmental affairs. Few men were more on record

[zi ]
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than he in that respect. It seems that he had been visiting the Kennett

smelter area in Shasta County. That sharp picture of vicious soil
erosion following complete destruction of plant material must have
set him to wondering how fared the broad State of California. He
spoke some words about it. But neither Pardee nor Colonel Fletcher
was present in person when the first indication of imminent action on
the watersheds was written into the Board of Forestry minutes of
December 23, 1920. The following was recorded:
The discussion was held as to the feasibility of attempting a planting experiment on the denuded area in the vicinity of Kennett with a view to checking erosion. The Board felt that the work should be undertaken provided
proper cooperation could be secured. The matter was left in Mr. William's
hands.

.

On April 5, 1921, Senator A. E. Osborne of Santa Clara introduced
into the Legislature Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 27. The resolution read as follows:
WHEREAS, It is reported that there are large and rapidly increasing areas

in this state which have been and are being denuded of timber and other
vegetable protective covering, and which, because of such denudation, are
not only a present and rapidly increasing economic loss to the people of the
state, but are also causing a rapidly increasing destruction of streams and
harbors, and are also interfering with and threatening to destroy, with constantly increasing rapidity the availability of water for domestic, irrigation,
hydro-electric power, mining, navigation, and other necessary purposes; be it
Resolved by the Senate, the Assembly concurring. That the State Board
of Forestry be and hereby is directed to examine such areas and to report
to the Legislature, at its next regular session, the situation and approximate
acreage of such areas as are most valuable for reforestation or recovering
with other vegetable protection, and to report a plan whereby they may be
reforested or otherwise covered with protective vegetation.

On April 8, S. C. R. No. 27 was slightly amended in the Senate.
It was then passed out to the Assembly on April 13 with unanimous
approval. On April 28 the Assembly accepted it unanimously and
transmitted it on for the Governor's attention. In the meantime, the
sum of $10,000 for the study had been entered into the regular support budget of the Board of Forestry and the project was practically
assured of approval.

On April 26, 1921, the Board of Forestry felt certain that the
work would be undertaken for there was a discussion as to the proper

man to conduct it. Mr. Pratt suggested Edward N. Munns, forest
examiner with the Forest Service. Various members wished to delay
action until they could look into his qualifications.
It was not surprising that the man's technical qualifications were
acceptable. Munns was by all odds the pioneer investigator into the
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precise effect of water f ailing upon California hills under different
conditions of slope and vegetation. In the fall of 1912 he bad set
out instruments in the Sierra Madre Mountains and established the
Converse Flat watershed research station. According to Munns, some
civil engineers had preceded him by only a couple of years in the
establishment of surface waterfiow gauges on burned areas. But the
proposition that soil movement on denuded slopes was of tremendous importance, and was generally little understood, had not impressed itself on anyone as yet.
The offer to conduct the State research project arrived at a convenient time for Munns to accept. In May there was talk of developing a cooperative agreement to arrange for a sharing of the project
with the U. S. Forest Service. This proposition did not materialize
and the State conducted the entire study independently.
However, when Munns arrived in Sacramento on July 1st, 1921,
he was, of course, bringing a personal background of knowledge
acquired during more than a decade of intensive investigative work
with the Forest Service.
Munns went to work. Some of his time was devoted to helping lay
out the new Davis Nursery. That was just another of his specialties.
But since he was working alone on the watershed project there was
little chance for diversion. Then he received a shock which is formally recorded in the Board minutes of September 7, 1922.
Mr. Pratt was instructed to have Mr. Munns submit his report on the study
which he has been conducting for the State as soon as possible, for the
consideration of the Board.

Munns had been allowed to believe that his report was due in
June. Let him describe what followed.1
The girl given me could not use shorthand so I was forced to write all in
longhand As I had instruments out [in the field] I was faced with some real
troubles. The pages that had been typed were taken, read and argued over,
even as I was trying to write. As fast as I wrote a page, it was taken and
typed. There was no chance for revision.

This is a rather difficult procedure for either conducting a serious
scientific investigation or writing a bulletin. The method is fortunately not reflected in the result.

The last entry in the Board of Forestry minutes regarding this
project is of interest. It was the only recorded subject of discussion
of the meeting. This was the last meeting of this Board which had
worked so earnestly for three and one-half years. Without doubt the
1

In a letter to the author, 12/15/56
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purpose of bringing Mr. Danaher and Mr. Pratt to the home of Dr.
Pardee in Oakland on January 20, 1923, was to officially endorse
and release the "Report to the Legislature on Senate Concurrent
Resolution Number 27." A new Governor had just assumed office.

Certain portions not considered pertinent were eliminated from
the Munns' writihg and Pratt was instructed to obtain the approval
of other Board members, have the report printed and then submit
the document to the Legislature.
A month later George C. Pardee resigned from the State Board
of Forestry with all the publicity he could generate in protest against
the new wave of economy which threatened to wither away the
organization for which, and with which, he had labored for 20 years.
No Board of Forestry met again until a new group was appointed
11 months later.
The ReJort
The 165 page bulletin with the unwieldy title, Report to the Legis-

lature on Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 27, was printed by the
State Printer and duly submitted to the Legislature on January 13,
1923. In the letter of transmittal the Board of Forestry summarized
the contents of the Report. These words were included, "Mr. Munns'
full report is on file and open to inspection in the office of the State
Forester."
Alas and alack, these valuable documents, like most all similar
material developed in the State Forester's office, have long since been
reduced to ashes in some trash fire. It is believed that they were last
placed in some attic room of the Capitol.
The Board of Forestry had in years past sponsored several creditable reports, such as those on pharmaceutical plants, wood uses, mill
scales and log rules. This study of the watershed situation was of
equal stature. Furthermore, 35 years later most of its contents are
timely and accurate with, of course, proper allowance for the physical changes which have occurred in California geography, population,
and culture during the interim.
The 21 pages of bibliography included in the Report is in itself a
valuable contribution to students of this subject.

The Report listed what was described as partial and completely
devastated areas of the State for each large geographic region, with
the cause of devastation. Causes in descending order of importance
were: Fire, lumbering, smelter fumes, overgrazing.
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Damage resulting from the so-called devastated areas was observed

in various places and forms. First, there was the lack of production
upon the site itself. Then there were the numerous nuisance losses
caused by soil deposited in unwanted places.
Wildfire was pointed out as the most guilty agent. And the Board
of Forestry made a clear determination of State policy in this respect
in the following introductory remark in the Report. (The term "outside lands" means land not within a National Forest or incorporated
city):
The State should lead, as a matter of course, in the protection of outside
lands from the ravages of fire. The cities are directly, as well as indirectly,
greatly interested in the prevention and suppression of fires in rural lands.
The only way in which cities can contribute to the cost . . . is through
legislative appropriation. Nor does it militate against this fact if privately
owned property is protected by the State. For it is equally disastrous to the
cities of California whether fires devastate or partially devastate California
lands belonging to the United States, to the State, or to private parties.
In all cases the cities suffer, in the long run and in the final analysis, the
greatest injury.

In the body of the Report, Munns ventured an estimate of the
necessary minimum State appropriation for fire protection to be not
less than $75,000 annually. This sum must then be augmented by
local or Federal aid funds as required. He also proposed the following
fire protection measures: setting aside of special fire hazardous areas
upon the petition of half of the land owners; the mandatory clearing
of railroad rights of way; deer hunting season in effect only when
fire danger is low.

Munns felt that fire laws in respect to lumber operations were
fairly adequate. On the other hand, he believed that strict harvesting
regulations to reduce forest devastation were absolutely essential.
No legislation was believed necessary to meet the threat of overgrazing. Education was the proper method to combat it, just as education of the public was needed in respect to the public's place in
preventing fires.

It was believed that adequate fire protection would counteract
80 percent of the devastating actions taking place on California rural

soils. The next step in the attack on the problem, as advocated by
Munns and endorsed by the Board, was a program of reforestation
by planting, and also of grass seeding.
The Board urged the 1923 session of the Legislature to make pro-

vision for at least a beginning in a tree planting program upon denuded or partially devastated lands "whether they be publicly or
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privately owned" since such lands were a menace to the full prosperity of California.
And furthermore, the Board recommended the purchase of cutover lands so that they might be reforested or, at least, not deteriorated. Here the Board endorsed a proposal by Munns which would
exempt all taxes upon forest land which might be specified as the
subject of a 25 years transfer of title to the State. Thereafter, the
original owner could reclaim the property by paying deferred taxes
plus a 3 percent fee.2
The Report contained maps of cut-over and devastated lands, and
many tables of statistics pertaining to forest resources, fire history
and forest production, including production forecasts up until the
year 1950. A section was devoted to State and Municipal Forests as
well as a résumé of the school land situation. There were discussions
regarding light-burning, slash disposal, methods of logging, and
methods of obtaining forest regeneration. Two full legal opinions
from other States indicating the authority of States to regulate the
methods of forest harvesting were printed in the Report.
Summaries of past scientific experiments in the field of erosion,
stream flow and soil moisture behavior were recorded. The conclusion drawn was that a cover of vegetation was vitally necessary to
conserve soil values and precious water; that a tree growth was the
ideal where it could be maintained; that considerable damage had
occurred due to past destruction of the natural cover of vegetation
and that economic loss at an increasing rate could be expected unless
the trend of deterioration in the protective cover could be reduced.
The Report on Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 27 was a document in which the Board of Forestry could well take pride. One of
its most unusual features was that from the original appropriation
of $10,000 for the study, there was returned to the General Fund the
unused sum of $3041.49.
It would be interesting to know how many members of the Legislature which voted unanimously to have the study conducted did in
fact read the finished product. It would be doubly interesting to
know how effective the bulletin was in helping to counteract in the
2A. B. No. 351, 1915, was probably the first official expression of a similar idea

of transferring cut-over land to the care and protection of the State during
a period of regrowth with the intent of later acquisition by the former owner.
The immediate response to the Munns' proposition seems to have been S. B.
No. 401 of 1923. This bill would have exempted from taxation all "reforestation land" as classified by the State Forester. The bill was pocket vetoed.
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Legislature the meat-axe economy blows delivered by the Governor
at the very date of presentation of the Report.
Munns himself believes that the writing stimulated interest in the
whole forest conservation problem and that it was especially effective
in emphasizing the importance of non-timbered watershed among the
Federal forestry personnel on the eve of the enactment of the ClarkeMcNary Act.

As a sort of popular sequel to the official report, Munns and Professor Woodbridge Metcalf collaborated in writing State Board of
Forestry Circular No. 7 which was dated May 24, 1923.
Munns concentrated upon the high forest in his 25 page article
entitled "The Forest Situation in California." After summarizing
the forest conditions as to ownership and use he bore down upon the
need for planting and protection.
Metcalf's 35 page treatise was entitled, "County Organization for
Rural Fire Control." It was essentially a guide book for the creation
and operation of a rural fire protection system, including samples of
ideal county ordinances and methods of arranging for State supervision of protection through cooperative agreements.

Chapter Twenty-six

Governor Richardson's First Two Years
Surely, if the Federal Government is interested financially in protecting
the privately owned forest lands of California the State itself should be
interested.
U. S. FORESTER GREELEY, February, 1923

During the legislative session of 1923 several very important laws
directly related to fire and forestry were enacted. But the dominant

political events in the State forestry story of that year were the
seating of conservative Republican Governor Richardson, his sharp
economies, and the ensuing brawl with Dr. Pardee and associates.
Friend William Richardson was born in Michigan in 1865. He died
in Berkeley where he resided in 1943. By his own admission he loved
politics. Probably his second interest was the art of printing. Richardson published a newspaper in San Bernardino before becoming State
Printer from 1912 to 1915. Then he was State Treasurer until his
election to the governorship in 1922. In 1932 Merriam appointed him

Building and Loan Commissioner, and in 1934 Rolph made him
Superintendent of Banks Upon leaving the last public office Richardson published the Berkeley Gazette.

After the brilliant star of the Progressives began to wane and
Hiram Johnson had gone to Washington, there was an obvious return
to more conservative type of government in California. Warren G.

Harding was in the White House and the Nation agreed with him
that it wanted most a "return to normalcy" In California the electorate had chosen the ultra-conservative "efficiency and economy"
which had been espoused by candidate Richardson. What many of
the voters possibly did not realize was that they had been listening
to a very sturdy and vigorously honest man who intended to accomplish exactly what he preached. And even when His Excellency was
forced by political expediency to make strategic budget retreats the
way was not always easy because he had appointed a budget director
who was willing to hold the line single-handed against all odds.
The Governor is Told

Anyone interested in the ebb and flow of State fiscal policy during
the spring of 1923 needs only to glance at the headlines of almost
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any newspaper of general circulation at the time because the subject
was top political news. Most adult Americans are in favor of government economy, but rarely when it strikes home. And this gubernatorial lightning seemed to be striking everywhere without fear or favor.
The Governor seemed possessed by the idea of reducing budgets and
services. A study of his addresses and messages in the legislative
Journals reveals little of the usual lofty idealism or progressive hopes
found in such documents. On the other hand, he repeatedly blasted
the "orgy of extravagance" instituted by some alleged political machine which must be "wrecked" before government could "again be
handed back to the people."
The State Board of Forestry had submitted a proposed budget of
$187,820 for the biennium 1923-25 (as published by Pardee). The
Governor slashed it to $34,642.
There is no record of combined action on the part of the Board of

Forestry, but there is evidence that the chairman probably urged
that they join with him in registering a resounding protest. Lacking
such support the old warrior charged into the daily press alone on
February 6. All over the State the name and the event made the
headlines he desired. The Sacramento Bee responded with 35 column

inches of material and a picture of former Governor Pardee under
the headline:

PARDEE QUITS; BUDGET PROTEST
FLAYS RICHARDSON FOR WRECKING FOREST BOARD
SAYS WHOLE STATE Is INJURED

This was an open letter to the Governor. The essence of the powerful blast is contained in such quotations from the news article as the
following:
I must respectfully decline to be responsible, as a member of the State
Board of Forestry, for protection of the forests of California, upon the pro-

tection of which the prosperity of this and future California people so
greatly depends.

I respectfully suggest that it appears to me, from your budget appropriation for the State Forestry Department, that you have no comprehension,
knowledge of, sympathy with, or interest in the need for the conservation of
California's forests.

The article went on to stipulate how $45,500 would be lost in
Federal aid, and $34,000 in county cooperative appropriations; how
tree planting must now be discontinued; parks could no longer be
cared for; no private conservation and protection action could now
look to State leadership.
18-77773
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"Further," said the irate chairman, "Other Pacific Coast States
had better forest protection than California even before you cut the
budget five-sixths of the total."

The letter was signed "Geo. C. Pardee" and then followed this
postscript.
P.S. I have taken the liberty to give copies hereof to the press; the importance of the subject matter seems to me to warrant it.

To appreciate the full impact of these barbs it must be kept in
mind that similar shrieks of righteous indignation were being generated in other quarters at the same time in response to other deep
fiscal wounds. One strong voice of protest came from no less a person

than the Governor's fellow-townsman, Lieutenant Governor C. C.
Young.
On February 8, the Sacramento Bee said:
RICHARDSON MAY ASK MORE FOR FORESTRY BOARD
GOVERNOR SAYS BUDGET FIGURa MAY Ba Too Low AND Ha WILL
RECOMMEND AN INcR1ASE BY LEGISLATURE

No exact increase was specified, however. And the Governor was
careful to explain that he would not accept the open letter as a resignation from Dr. Pardee.
In the same issue of that paper some more fuel was tossed onto

the forest fire by District Forester Redington. He "deprecated the
budget slash" and saw "irreparable injury to the State." Redington
could and did turn happily to a message recently issued by President
Harding in respect to the "far-reaching import of forest conservation." One remarkable aspect of this uprising by the friends of forest
conservation against proposed State fiscal economies was the breadth
and depth of the opposition.

Chief Forester Greeley kept the fire warm under Richardson for

"the wrecking or impairment of the work of the State Board of
Forestry" (Sacramento Bee February 14, 27). Greeley said he did
this both as a forester and as a former citizen of California. On
February 15, the Bee declared in a lengthy article, "Harding agrees
with Greeley in comments upon Richardson's policy." Even before
this last blast from Washington, the chairman of the Los Angeles
Republican Committee thought the fun had gone far enough so he
appealed to influential California citizen and current Secretary of
Commerce Herbert Hoover to have Greeley removed from office or
kept quiet. Neither condition transpired.
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In the meantime, the National Lumber Manufacturers Association

had gone on record as opposing the forestry budget cuts. Then a
delegation of California lumbermen met with the Governor to register

a protest. Members of the U. 5. Chamber of Commerce assembled
in Sacramento at about this time to consider the whole State budget
situation as being handled by Richardson.
The American Forestry Association, through its president Henry S.
Graves, wrote to Governor Richardson (Bee, February 24) and said
enough to fill nine inches of newspaper column. The essence of it is
reflected in the following excerpt: "The forestry interests all over
the country are deeply disturbed by the suggestion that California
contemplates an abandonment of its present efficient plan."
Congressman John Raker fired a blast from Washington, which
was no doubt inspired by his constituents at the headwaters of the
Sacramento River. There appeared to be little vocal support for the
fiscal policies of Governor Richardson.
The drumfire of outspoken opposition continued until early April
when the budget was finally shaped. In the meantime, the Legislature had been formed into its numerous working committees. After

much bitter maneuvering Frank F. Merriam had been elected
Speaker of the Assembly over less conservative opponents. One of
the nominees for the position was second term Assemblyman Jeifry
J. Prendergast, an engineer from Redlands This Southern California
specialist in water use was to serve long and well on the State Board
of Forestry, beginning more than 20 years later in the Warren administration.

By March, State Forester Pratt had dared to enter the newspaper
barrage to the extent of writing a letter about the good work accomplished by the Board of Forestry and its future plans. Said the Sacramento Bee (March 7) about this and George Pardee's comments,
Taken as a whole, it forms a record of wonderful achievement. There is
no reason to doubt that the people of the State desire this work fully sustained

.

.

.

and even enlarged.

The latter supposition on the part of the editor appears to have
been well justified by the common front of protest brought to bear
upon the Governor. But the statement that the State forestry organization could point to any wonderful achievement seems a little strong.
After 30 years of pleading this was merely the third legislative session in which genuine progress in forest conservation was showing
itself. But progress it was and the breast beating was now loud and
universal after the stagnant decades.
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On March 7 the Bee editorialized about the foolish economy in
ceasing to plant shade trees. On March 10 it headed a news column
as follows:
STATE NURSERYMAN QUITS BECAUSE OF BUDGET SLASHING
Aldinger Asks to be Relieved April 15; Pratt Expresses Regret at Situation
Brought About.

It was not at all like Mr. Pratt to personally enter a newspaper
hurly-burly of this sort unless he himself was in a difficult situation.

Board member and Deputy State Forester Williams had lost the
magic contact at the Governor's office and was ready to depart. The

State Forester was publicly silent in February but in March was
ready to pick up the gauntlet in the shape of indirect criticism of the
Governor.

This was not a situation in which any State Forester would normally be expected to come out swinging against his legally designated
boss, the Governor. While the law did not guarantee him the slight-

est tenure in office, there was no doubt, even at this early date, a
growing understanding among politicians that here was a technician's
job which should not be one of the spoils of war. It was hardly worth
it in profit as measured by salary, political prestige, opportunity for

selfish manipulation, or the public agitation that was sure to be
aroused among the conservation-minded brethren. In return it was
quite logical to assume that the State Forester would do his best to
go along with administration policy. In fact, he was at this time a
statutory member of any Governor's Board of Forestry which was
supposed to lead in fixing that policy.

This must have been the time at which the Governor urged, in
fact demanded, that William B. Rider accept the State Forester's
position. Rider refused even under threat of being relieved of his
current position. This loyalty to friends and principle earned Governor Richardson's prompt and lasting admiration for Rider.'
On March 10, the Sacramento Bee featured a cartoon of Richardson stamping on the little highway trees. But it was also noted in a
long article that by now the Governor was apparently trying to defy
his lady budget director and allot enough funds to operate the forest
nursery.

On March 12 the same paper told of a conference between the
State Forester, the Board of Forestry and the Governor. Unfortunately, there is no known record of who attended this meeting or just
1As related to the author by Mrs. W. B. R. 1/2/57.
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what happened there. It was announced that the Governor was impressed and would probably revise the budget. By April 5, it was
reported that among nine State departments, an augmentation of
$400,000 had been budgeted. An examination of different records
makes it difficult to be certain as to just how the final forestry budget
fared.2

Some $40,000 had eventually been allotted for State Park mainte-

nance and purchase. Board of Forestry support was increased by
$16,200.

The regular and final biennial appropriation to the State Board of
Forestry in 1923 seems to have been as follows:
$30,540
5,000
81,588

Total park purposes
State nursery support
Other forestry support and salaries

$117,128

When Assembly Bill No. 999, known as the "Budget Bill," was
passed and sent to the Governor's desk he wrote back on May 7th to
the effect that after his original budget had been considered and modified he was pleased to offer them a total budget of $79,754,336.55.
Said the Governor:
Your body has increased this total by $1,170,049.68. All of these increases

are returned to you without my approval, thus saving the taxpayers, who
ultimately pay every dollar of tax, more than one million dollars.
The reductions and eliminations made by me bring the budget total to a
figure twelve million dollars less than the * * * appropriation of 1921.

This positive statement must have given Governor Richardson
great satisfaction because that was the saving he had promised
throughout his campaign. What has not been calculated was the
transferral of costs to local governments, a process which appears to
have been precisely recommended as being proper by the Governor
in some instances.
Special "Fire Breaks and Trails" appropriations suffered in two cases. Assembly Bill No. 1009 (Dawson) would have granted a $20,000 matching appropriation to Los Angeles Co. in repetition of the 1921 appropriation. The bill
reached Richardson but he pocket vetoed it. The sum of $10,000 was appro-

priated for Tamalpais Fire District and the Governor cut the sum in half.
The usual pattern of wording was followed in these acts:

Chapter 321, San Bernardino Mtns. (U.S.F.S.)
Chapter 464, San Antonio Canyon
Chapter 465, Big and Little Dalton
Chapter 467, San Dimas Canyon.
Chapter 468, San Gabriel Canyon.
Chapter 473, Tamalpais District
.

.

$5000
$5000
$3000
$3000
$2800
$5000
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In the meantime, a working peace had descended upon the Governor and the State Forester. There was hardly a functioning Board
of Forestry. Timberman magazine for May says that the Governor
had accepted the resignations of Pardee and Danaher. Important
legislation was nevertheless grinding through the Assembly and
Senate.

On April 25, 1923, Doctor Pardee wrote a personal penciled letter
to M. B. Pratt.3 He spoke of his busy days working for the Community Chest, of his pleasant relations with the members of the State
Forestry staff, of the advances that had been made the last few years
under the Forestry Department {siè]. He continued,
And its a damned (yes, d-a-m-n-e-d) shame that things have to be shot to
pieces by the Governor's foolish budget. However, time that is spent merely
in cussing is lost. So let's live in the hope of a glorious resurrection for the
good work that we-all have inaugurated. I think that before two years have
gone by, the Governor will have been so besieged by those who will protest
against the trouble his budget has made, that he will have his eyes opened to
the fact that his advisors have fooled him.

Ex-Governor Pardee was only partially right in his prediction
for two years hence. Fortunately for posterity, he penciled several
personal letters at that time in which he freely expressed the thoughts
of an old political warrior watching at the edge of the fray, wounded
but full of fight. In the meantime the legislative mills ground on.

In 1923 the entire Nation was very much alive to the subject of
forest conservation due to the public hearings conducted by the U. S.

Senate Committee on Reforestation. In Sacramento the gathering
members of the Legislature were promptly furnished with copies of
the Munns' watershed report. Then the fury over the Board of Forestry budget broke loose. Nevertheless, several important movements

in wild land conservation were ready to blossom in the legislative
fields at this time. It will be noted that those which bore fruit were

to be supported at private or local expense and not by the State
Treasury. The compulsory fire patrol act was undoubtedly the most
important of the new laws.
Compulsory Fire Patrol Act

The sources which provided the considerable energy needed to
enact Chapter 313 of 1923 are not clearly evident. The example had
been set in Oregon, and in 1921 the intent of the California Automobile Club to obtain the introduction of similar legislation has been
mentioned. Jay H. Price, the California "Clarke-McNary Inspector"
'State Archives.
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from 1926 to 1936, wrote seven years after the event (Forestry
Board minutes, March 1930):
When the time was ripe, the compulsory patrol law was passed in order
to bring the indifferent owners into line and thus place all of the pine timber
lands of the State under organized protection with a distribution of costs, in
theory at least, in proportion to the benefit derived.

Probably the organized lumber industry gave the bill a rather
passive endorsement for the reason stated by Price. The Timberman
in March said that the industry was watching with great interest this

proposed measure "to place a tax of 4 cents an acre on privately
owned timberland." In the same issue it was declared that John
McGilvray, head of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, had drafted the

bill and had estimated that an annual sum of $60,000 would be
raised, which, when added to Richardson's budget, would meet the
estimated cost of forest fire protection. At this time McGilvray's post
was filled by appointment of the Governor and not by the Legislature.
A. Burlingame Johnson of Pasadena had been engaged in lumber
operations in Siskiyou County at one time. In the State Senate he was

a leader in sponsoring forestry legislation in 1923 and 1925. When
he introduced the compulsory patrol bill on February 2 as Senate
Bill No. 656 it was no more than a holding measure. The full draft
did not appear until the late date of March 26. Then it became a
long bill.

Originally it declared that "every owner of forest land in the State
of California shall furnish or provide a sufficient and adequate fire
patrol therefor during the season of the year when there is danger
of forest fires, which patrol shall meet with the approval of the state
board of forestry." On April 4 the words "except redwood forest
land" were amended into the above quotation on the Senate floor by
a vote of 22 to 14.
One section of the bill described the meaning of an adequate patrol

by comparing it to protection furnished through the cooperative
agreements described in Chapter 176 of 1919. Any resident was assumed to furnish such protection for his land within one and one-half
miles of his place of residence. In the administration of the law this
latter situation naturally led to a tremendous amount of book and
4Hoping to include the redwood region in 1927, State Forester Pratt proposed
such an amendment for consideration of the California Forestry Committee.
The objection to "needless State interference and added expense" coming from
redwood operators caused a prompt withdrawal of the proposal.
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map work for the State Forester and also sometimes to strong differ-

ences of opinion between his representative and the party of the
second part.

The essence of the patrol law was, of course, contained in the
provision that those landowners not furnishing adequate fire protection were obliged to pay a fee to the State Forester so that he might
accomplish the work on their behalf. The fee was limited to three
cents per acre, except where special hazards existed. Actually, the
maximum fee was never claimed, and in 1938 the law was amended
to provide a maximum of two cents. Failure to pay the fee caused
the fixing of a lien upon the property through due process.
As the bill passed through both houses it received a half dozen
amendments of which the separation of redwood lands was the most
important. Both houses passed the bill unanimously and on June 6
Governor Richardson approved it as Chapter 313. Thereafter, the
law was commonly called "313" by the State Forester's organization,
and that "so-and-so fire tax" by numerous forest land owners who
objected strenuously to making payment. It was always believed that
many persons paid the fee so that they would be free to set their land
on fire and watch it burn without lifting a hand. The large owners
and lumber operators rarely raised an objection to the act, at least,
openly. Many of them were, of course, not directly concerned because they were expending equal or greater sums in the protection
of their land, and some negotiated favorable agreements with the
State Forester.
The law was often challenged as to constitutionality but rarely in
court. The real stinger in the act consisted of a State claim for the
cost of suppressing fires which occurred on land for which the owner
had paid no fee. Refusal to pay suppression costs resulted in a couple
of court collection cases which served to convince the most doubtful
of the constitutionality of the act.
In the difficult early years many landowners simply refused to pay
the fee and numerous administrative problems arose because of the
indefinite meaning of the law. In a few years, however, an annual
income of about $40,000 was forthcoming for the State Forester and
a similar sum was collected directly by the 15. S. Forest Service from
owners of private land protected by that agency.
In 1939 the act was put into the Public Resources Code. In 1941 it
was repealed and at that time $100,000 was appropriated to meet
the sudden loss of income to the State Forester. Few tears were shed
at the demise of this cumbersome and unpopular law.
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The most important aspect of Chapter 313 was the fact that the
California Legislature had established by regulatory statute the principle that owners of land bearing pine timber, regardless of the owner's personal interest in the timber, did in fact have an obligation to
protect such land from wildfire.

County Fire Protection District Act

It will be remembered that in the legislative session of 1921 a
general fire district law had reached the Governor's desk only to die
with a pocket veto. In 1923 Otto J. Emme of Los Angeles was persuaded that local fire protection for the expanding suburbs and the
farms around that city should be provided through a local tax. For
that purpose he introduced Assembly Bill No. 817.

In brief the bill provided that any county board of supervisors
could, after public notice and a public hearing, designate a special
tax district and thereafter govern the organization it created to prevent and suppress rural fires. The important thing to recognize is the
extension of the district area beyond that of the town fire department
act of 1881. The original bill as introduced embraced any unincorporated portion of the county not included in another fire district. There
are two aspects of that situation to be further noted.
It can be assumed that by April 10 someone compared the compulsory fire patrol bill with this fire district bill and determined that
"double taxation" upon the same property for the same purpose must
be avoided. This seems to be the more logical when it is observed
that under the compulsory patrol act any landowner, who in good
faith was party to a cooperative fire protection agreement, was automatically deemed to meet his "patrol" duty. At any rate, the following was specified as land which might not be incorporated into the
district: "or timber land patrolled by the state board of forestry, or
in accordance with the rules and regulations of said state board of
forestry."
Secondly, the description of the area which might be embraced
went on to declare that such area might be made into a "county fire
protection district." That simple and logical description gave the act
its common and sometimes legal title of County Fire Protection DisWhat those words have come to mean in later years has never been legally determined, especially since the repeal of the compulsory patrol act and since a
statutory designation has been made of "forest" land as that term applies to
Division of Forestry fire protection.
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trict Act. From this an unnecessary confusion has often resulted between this and very similar laws.6

The Legislature in 1923 again agreed that rural fire protection by
local taxation and local organization was desirable. The idea was certainly in keeping with the Richardson philosophy. He signed the bill

on May 23 as Chapter 191. In its total impact upon non-urban fire
protection in California the enactment of the County Fire Protection
Act was of great importance. However, the Board of Forestry was

discouraged with the lack of interest shown in the law by county
governments during its early years.

Another important step was taken into rural fire protection in
1923. Chapter 188 of that year provided that the Governor could

appoint at his pleasure and without compensation a State Fire
Marshal. It was to be the duty of this official to "attend, if possible,
fires other than forest, brush or grain fires which may occur outside
the limits of any incorporated city . . ." He was supposed to see
that laws and ordinances were enforced and that property and lives
were safeguarded. Gradually the duties of this office came to include
fire prevention in State owned structures and the enforcement of fire
prevention measures upon such properties as cleaning establishments
and places of public assembly.
Insects, Land Exchange, and Hazardous Areas

Senator Thomas Ingram of Grass Valley was much involved in
forestry legislation in 1923. He introduced five bills and all of them
reached the Governor. One died in a pocket, the remainder became law.

Senate Bill No. 119 became Chapter 82. This act was patterned
after an Oregon law for the elimination and control of forest insects.
As far back as 1910, G. M. Homans had urged extending to the State
Forester authority to control tree diseases and insects by removing

infected and infested trees. No bill was introduced until the 1923
session, however. Now the law declared pine beetles and other insect
pests harmful to timber to be a public nuisance. This formality was
6

Including the old Act of 1881 which was eventually broadened to extend beyond
small town protection, the 1939 Metropolitan District Act, the 1931 District

in One or More Counties. The history of these laws is a long story only
incidentally related to forestry. Through numerous independent amendments
and during codification (Health and Safety Code, 14,001 et seq.) the relationship of these laws to each other and to the authority of the Division of
Forestry has often become confused.
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then followed by the usual admonition to those who owned or controlled the land to provide for the elimination of the insect nuisance.
If owners failed to do so then the work could be done in accordance
with this law. The State Forester was supposed to investigate the
property and with the approval of the Board of Forestry could declare a zone of infestation to exist. But then it would be necessary
for 60 percent of the "owners of timber and timberlands" to petition for the eradication of the nuisance. Thereupon the State Forester
must notify all of the owners involved and wait for 30 days to see
what response was forthcoming from the landowner by way of eradication work.

At the end of that time (or sooner with full consent of owners)
the State Forester could send his agents upon the ground to perform

the necessary work. Thereafter, if payment was not made for the
work a lien could be filed upon the land "second only to the lien for
taxes."
As a matter of practical procedure the operation of this law proved
to be too cumbersome to cope with the biological facts of the forest
world. Nevertheless, wherever a group of landowners were willing to

cooperate it did offer a legal pathway for the State organization,
aided technically by Federal forest entomologists, to reduce some
bothersome insect depredations. Eventually this law was considerably streamlined without disregarding the fundamental rights of the
owner of land. Most important was the flexibility allowed the Board
and State Forester to make expenditures and get the necessary work
accomplished.

One of Ingram's successful bills suffered a violent change in intent
before it became law. This was Chapter 229 which was called the
consolidation of school lands law or the exchange act. Its purpose
was to secure a consolidation of the residue of the once vast school
grants scattered throughout the National Forests. An exchange of
equal values for the sake of better management for both Federal
and State property was obviously sensible, and similar legislation
from the Federal side was being enacted by Congress.
The final wording of Chapter 229 hardly appears to justify its
inclusion with legislative history concerning forestry affairs in spite
of the fact that the land involved was forested and was owned by
the State. The law provided simply for a land exchange and consolidation of ownerships. But here was a proposition long advocated by
the several Boards of Forestry and State Foresters. Moreover, evidence indicates strongly that the State Board of Forestry was much
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more interested in the original bill than was the State SurveyorGeneral. Consider Sections 3 and 4 of the bill as first written:
It shall be the duty of the state forester, under the supervision of the
board of forestry, to manage and control all lands acquired under the
provisions of this act.

Under such regulations as the board of forestry may establish, the state
forester, may sell the products of the lands acquired . . . lease said
lands . . . grant the right to occupy the same and to cut and remove
timber or other products therefrom, provided that the removal of such
products . . . shall in no wise injure or impair the value of the land or

vegetation cover of such lands for the protection

.

.

of the water-

sheds

In spite of the fact that the next section provided that all revenue
earned by the land would be paid into the School Land Fund, by
April 20 sections 3, 4 and 5 were amended out, and into the bill were
placed these words, ". . provided, however, that all lands acquired
by exchange . . . shall be subject to the laws governing state lands
of the class from which the exchange was made."
Once again the foresters were defeated in the old hope of getting

State owned forest lands under permanent management. But they
returned the next session just as though they were welcome.
Other Ingram bills were Chapter 60 which amended Section 384
Penal Code once more by adding further fire prevention requirements
in the conduct of woods operations and Chapter 335 which amended

old Section 16 of the basic Act of 1905 by entering more specific
terms into the written burning permit requirement administered by
the State Forester's field representatives.
The one Ingram bill which failed to win the Governor's approval,
although it reached his desk, was Senate Bill No. 407. This proposed
law would have established so-called hazardous fire areas in units
not smaller than 25,000 acres when more than half of the land owners
petitioned for such a designation. Governor Richardson maintained

that such a law would have been unconsititutional, so he let it die
with a pocket veto. However, he again pocketed the 1925 amended
version of the same bill two years later. The difference between the
two bills can be pointed out best when the latter bill is described.
Other 1923 Legislation

William Scott of San Francisco introduced Assembly Bill No. 1 167

for the purpose of reorganizing the Board of Forestry and the State
Forester's qualifications. The bill seemed to cause no particular excitement. On the last day of the session it came out of committee
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without recommendation. This is odd inasmuch as its successor at the
next session in 1925 stirred up quite a fuss on the part of the Board
and State Forester. There is enough similarity between the two bills
to justify an opinion that the 1923 bill was advocated and probably
written by George H. Rhodes. There is no question about his interest

in the 1925 bill. Rhodes had left his position with the California
Forest Protective Association at just about the date AB No. 1167
was introduced in 1923.

In 1925 Rhodes was a member of the Board of Forestry and that
year's bill contained no proposed change in Board composition. The
1923 bill was obviously aimed at the State Forester but it would have
materially affected his deputy most by reducing his annual salary by
$600. In the spring of 1923 there was hardly a Board of Forestry to
offer opposition as a group.
This bill was reminiscent of legislation proposed in 1915 and 1917.

It would have allowed the Governor to appoint a Board of Forestry
consisting of three persons respectively representing agriculture,
water storage and timber. The Board would represent the State in
matters of forest policy, management and protection. It would hold
regular meetings in Sacramento on the first Monday in May and
November of each year "and at other times and places as may seem
necessary."
The State Forester was to be a civil executive officer, "a practical
forester familiar with western conditions," appointed by the Governor and holding office at his pleasure. The State Forester would be
paid $4000 annually, and a deputy whom he might appoint, $3000.

The remainder of the bill contained the usual grants of general
authority and responsibility currently residing in the position. A
major change would be the removal of the State Forester from membership on the Board.

A very important action was taken to reduce taxation upon growing timber during the session of 1923. This took the shape of Senate
Bill No. 401 by A. B. Johnson. It almost became law. Since the bill
was the immediate forerunner of the amendment of 1926 it wifl be

described in the chapter titled "Forest Taxation and the Constitution."
Another aspect of taxation was also considered by the Legislature.
In 1921 McGee of Sutter Creek had secured the adoption of Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 17 which urged the Federal Govern-
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ment to pay lieu property taxes to the several counties for that
property situated within National Forests. In 1923 a similar proposal
was contained in a joint resolution, also numbered 17, which was
introduced by Mathews of Susanville. This, too, was adopted by the

Legislature. It was here urged that Congress enact a pending bill
by Raker of Alturas which would have accomplished the payment of

property taxes for National Forest land. The resolution described
the difficulty of mountain counties in trying to maintain roads and
schools. There was certainly considerable truth in the basic argument.
Probably, however, it would have been difficult to find a great deal
of forced liquidation of private timber because of high local property
taxes as claimed by the resolution. Tax delinquency was another matter but that, of course, was a weak argument in the case at hand

Assembly Bill No. 1080 (McDowell of Fresno) was an attempt to
require the State to distribute its share of National Forest earnings
to the individual school district wherein the money was earned. The
Legislature accepted the idea but Richardson apparently believed
that an entire county was a proper base of distribution. He pocket
vetoed the bill.

It was mentioned that Douglas of Crescent City urged the Congress to purchase roadside strips of redwood to form National Parks.

At this same 1923 session his Assembly Joint Resolution No. 10
would have asked another boon of Congress. The resolution opened
with a long dissertation upon the vastness of the lands set aside by
the Federal Government in the Nation, about the quantity of timber
involved and its value, and about the great loss from forest fires.
Since much public land in some counties was not paying a local
tax it was necessary that the county bond itself to the limit to acquire
a road system. Then followed a somewhat debatable premise worded
as follows:
WHEREAS, there is no way known to man whereby these forests may be
saved from destruction by fire except in the construction of permanent com-

mercial highways through and adjacent to our national forests so that the
ripe timber may be moved to market and so that firefighters may be taken
quickly to the blaze after it has been discovered.

It was then resolved that the Congress appropriate sufficient funds

to construct a highway system "commensurate with their need of
protection against destruction by fire." It is doubtful if Congress was
greatly impressed after the California Legislature gave its approval
to the resolution.
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In Washington, Senator Hiram Johnson seemed to be pressing one

forestry subject to more profit than any which had occupied his
time in Sacramento. 1n January 1922 he had introduced a bill for
the appropriation of $40,000 to establish a forest experiment station

in California. Now in the 1923 California Legislature, Nelson of
Eureka pointed out in Senate Joint Resolution No. 4 that Johnson's
bill and an identical House Resolution were pending before Congress.

It was declared that there was an imperative need to secure enactment of the law in order to investigate the relationship of forest and

chaparral to stream flow and soil erosion, how to reproduce and
properly manage commercial forests, and how to reforest the denuded lands of the State.

It was stated that the Forest Service had of necessity abandoned
two experiment stations in the State because of lack of funds; the
Forest Service itself was the largest single landholder of forest lands;
research work was necessary to determine how to maintain continuous production from the forest. The Legislature adopted the resolu-

tion and at the next session even tried to appropriate a substantial
sum for the cooperative venture.
Mathews of Susanville (A.B. No. 1094) and Powers of Eagleville
(S.B. No. 424) wished to provide for a contingent fund to be known
as the State Board of Forestry Contingent Fund. Neither bill cleared
the first committee of its respective house.

The object of a contingent fund may be to provide for emergency
expenditures of a specified nature or, as in the case at hand, to pro-

vide a sort of bank in which income could be both deposited and
then withdrawn by the Board of Forestry without specific appropriation in each case by the Legislature. The contingent fund would have

made it possible to deposit (a) revenue from State Parks, (b) revenue from the nursery, (c) donations or contributions for fire protection, (d) donations for park purposes (e) any revenue of a similar
nature. Withdrawals could be made and expended by the Board for
all legal functions. No doubt, the Legislature felt that such a law
would have meant an assignment of too much of its constitutional
responsibility to a State commission.

In view of the strained political atmosphere under the Capitol
dome in the spring of 1923 the accomplishment in forest legislation
was remarkable. Several proposals which did not succeed were to
appear again with new vigor in the session of 1925. And well before
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that session convened Governor Richardson had appointed a Board
of Forestry in which he could be assured that there would be a sympathetic understanding of his conservative philosophy of government.
The Chamber of Commerce Emergeiice

Midway in the Richardson administration the influence of the
chamber of commerce, under its own banner, blossomed forth in the

field of water and forest conservation both north and south of
Tehachapi.

Chambers of commerce under their several early titles had been
active since at least 1890. There is no question but that such organizations of business men, agriculturalists and industrialists had exerted
considerable group influence upon the course of government toward
the treatment of the public domain. This was certainly true in the
case of the southern watersheds. The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce had organized a committee in 1897 for the purpose of improving fire protection upon the newly created forest reserve. This committee was active for a decade. The Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee originated in the action of three city chambers of commerce
in 1906.

In 1922, for that same purpose there was organized a so-called
Joint Committee in Los Angeles County.7 The Joint Committee was
somewhat a western counterpart of the Tn-Counties Reforestation
Committee, at least in its goal if not in composition. It was made up
of several members each from the Associated Chambers of Commerce
of the San Gabriel Valley, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, Angeles Protective Association, and Los Angeles County Farm Bureau.
Then came the disastrous San Gabriel Canyon fire of 1924 which
burned 50,000 acres of vital watershed. Realizing that public education was the logical and necessary line of attack for the prevention

of such calamities, the Joint Committee decided to enhance its
strength by reorganizing into the Conservation Association of Los
Angeles County. The Association was incorporated in November of
1926 as a non-profit organization under the broadened name Conservation Association of Southern California.

It was hoped to induce other areas of Southern California, and
especially that area called the South Coastal Basin, to join or to
7As related to the author by William S. Rosecrans, for 14 years Chairman of the

State Board of Forestry and President of the Conservation Association of
Southern California since 1930. Thanks also to Howard A. Miller.
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participate jointly in watershed conservation projects. The active response was not so enthusiastic as had been hoped.8

Regardless of its precise name or its close assoëiation with the
parent Chamber of Commerce of Los Angeles, the work and aims of
the group have continued to reflect its earliest declaration of purpose,

namely, "to replace artificially that balance between the forces of
nature that civilization has destroyed, through [the practice of]
Fire Prevention, Retardation of Flood Run-off, Water Spreading,
Reforestation."
The Conservation Association has continuously maintained an ac-

tive and direct interest in furthering fire protection upon Southern
California watersheds and in establishing and maintaining qualified
research projects in forest cover and soil problems related to those
watersheds.

One of the earliest projects of far-reaching importance in which
the Association brought its influence to bear was the successful effort
in 1926 to amend the Clarke-McNary Act in respect to recognition
of watersheds supplying water for domestic use and irrigation.9
In 1921 a reorganization of the chamber of commerce type groups

was carried out on a statewide basis. The California Development
Association was formed with headquarters at San Francsico. As an ad-

ministrative branch of the Association there was created a department of natural resources in 1925 under the supervision of a full time

director. It was at this time that the parent organization took the
name State Chamber of Commerce.
The first record regarding the Development Association appears

in Board of Forestry minutes in the fall of 1924 when the travel
expense of Francis Cuttle was approved in advance for his appearIn 1928 the Association became inactive in its broad geographical sense and
once again assumed the name and interests of the Conservation Association
of Los Angeles County. This was because of the intended statewide development of the State Chamber of Commerce. About this time George H. Cecil,
recent Supervisor of the Angeles National Forest, was hired in the dual role
of Executive Secretary for the Conservation Association of Southern California and Manager of the Conservation Department of the L. A. Chamber of
Commerce.

About 1933 the Conservation Association of Southern California was reactivated and the county association merged with it in 1939.
During the development of the Civilian Conservation Corps in 1933 a representative was sent to Washington, where he was able to secure extraordinary
allotments in view of need and with the advantage of finished plans for work
projects. Similar Federal assistance on a large scale was obtained in 1937 for
mountain flood control.
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ance and speech to a gathering of conservationists called by the
Association in San Francisco on November 19.

The first major project in the field of natural resources of the
California Development Association was the organization of a Forest
Study Committee of 12 members. In addition there was an equally
large Advisory Committee composed of technical foresters from government, education and industry. The Study Committee aim was to
make extensive studies of all factors affecting forestry in California.
It was even contemplated that some special intensive studies would

be conducted. Note that this project constituted a rejuvenation of
the fading California Forestry Committee.
In the long run the actual accomplishment of the Study Committee
was undoubtedly well worth the contributed effort in spite of the fact
that the original goal was hardly reasonable for such a volunteer association, regardless of the caliber of its worthy members.
Within the State Chamber of Commerce the natural resources de-

partment has been guided primarily by two statewide committees
representing water and other natural resources. In respect to local
issues (for example, controlled burning) it has been the practice for
the Chamber to arrange for the appointment of local citizen committees to study the problem. What such committees may have failed
to contribute in furthering a technical solution has certainly been the
public's gain in the shape of concentrated community education.1°
Richardson Appoints a Board

The act of 1919 providing for a representative Board of Forestry
said nothing about the term of office for appointed members. Without
doubt, this statutory silence caused some confusion in 1923. Pardee
was no bumbling amateur in government. When he resigned with all
the public clamor he could arouse he certainly must have believed he
was "quitting before he got fired." The Governor must have thought
likewise because at first he refused, then in May accepted the resignation. Business conditions made it necessary for Danaher to return
to Michigan and his resignation also was accepted in May. Williams
resigned formally in March. This particular issue of tenure seems to
10

A major example of this particular community educational service conducted
upon a statewide basis by the natural resources department of the Chamber
of Commerce was the scheduled tour of dinner meetings in the fall of 1939.
At these gatherings the Division of Forestry Fire Plan was presented to many

hundred of community leaders from Yreka to San Diego. The Chamber
pointedly refrained from taking an official stand upon the proposition during
these presentations,
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have settled itself and thereafter for more than 20 years there was
no question but that the term of a member of the Board of Forestry
was limited to the pleasure of the Governor, which meant automatic

resignation of the entire Board upon the seating of each new
Governor.

On November 1st, Francis Cuttle of Riverside was appointed to
fill Fletcher's place.11 Here was another "hay and grain" man whose
primary work in life was the production and conservation of water
for agricultural and domestic use.

On the same date, George H. Rhodes of San Francisco was appointed to the Pardee vacancy. A reading of Board minutes strongly
indicates that Rhodes was Richardson's man, much as Solon Williams had had entree to Governor Stephens' inner circle.
On November 14, Fred A. Ellenwood of Red Bluff was appointed
to the vacancy left by Williams. In this selection there was no question but that a genuine livestock man had been selected. On that day
also, the Governor appointed E. J. James of Ukiah as the timberman
in place of Danaher.
With the possible exception of the able and solid Cuttle, this was
a commission of ultra-conservatives, well qualified to fit into the
Richardson family. Nevertheless, it will be observed that singly and
as a group this Board of Forestry was dedicated to serve the State
of California to the best of its understanding and ability.
They first met in regular session on November 21, 1923, in San
Francisco. Members Pratt and Cuttle were quick to nominate and
secure the election of Ellenwood, first as temporary and then permanent chairman. Mr. James had nominated Rhodes but received no
second.

Fortunately for the record, the State Forester presented a comprehensive report as the first order of business. Basic policy adopted
by the former Board, status of the budget, land area protected, the

current fire situation, the status of parks and nursery were all
mentioned.

A detailed fire report was then being compiled for the season, but
the State Forester could report that at least 750,000 acres outside of
National Forests had been burned and that some two million dollars
in property had been destroyed not counting the Berkeley disaster.
Six lives had been lost in fires. Up to this time no seasonal record of
wildfire destruction in California had exceeded this. But the season
See biographical sketches at end of chapter.
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of 1924 would leave a harsher mark. This was the ill fortune of
Governor Richardson that human behavior and the natural elements
should so seem to conspire as to cruelly emphasize his effort to reduce State fire protection. He paid little heed, at least in public, but
the State emergency fund felt the shock, nevertheless.

The State Forester reported to the Board that the 22 rangers of
1922 had been reduced to 15 in 1923 for lack of funds. He estimated

that seven million acres were being protected (a relative term) by
this field force. Three million were protected by the various local
agencies. Five million acres were not being protected, chiefly in Humboldt, Siskiyou and Santa Barbara Counties.'2

Mr. Pratt spoke of maintaining a continuing special fire prevention fund made up of various incomes. (In fact, the Controller's
Report includes such a fund item.) This is interesting after the refusal of the Legislature to create such a fund in the spring.
In respect to State acquisition of cut-over land, the State Forester
told of the retarding of the project due to State Park acquisition.
But, said he,
In the meantime, we have been doing all we could to induce lumbermen

to protect their cut-over lands, either for their future use or that of the
government or State. A comprehensive fire plan for operating areas in the
pine region has been prepared and one of our inspectors has spent his entire
time this summer on logging operations in the pine region, enforcing sub
section 4C of the [Section 384] Penal Code.

Pratt spoke of the Munns' Report, and planting of trees in the
redwood region by the industry and more trial planting in the mountains of Los Angeles. The Davis nursery was running at a deficit of

some $5,000 annually. However, it was bravely (and fruitlessly)
anticipated that income from tree sales would cure the trouble.
Lastly, he spoke about the management of State Parks and recommended that camping fees be charged in some places where concession leases apparently did not offset maintenance costs.

"After considerable discussion" this Board of Forestry adopted
three policy planks. The first was identical with the old policy, and
why it was adopted is a mystery in view of later recorded statements
of opinion. Here it was again recommended that the Legislature appropriate sufficient funds for the prevention and suppression of forest, brush, grass and grain fires outside of the National Forests.
"Any attempt to compare this total of 15,000,000 acres with the present equal
area of privately-owned timber-watershed protected outside of National
Forests would be futile.
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Policy item two was adopted and firmly enlarged upon. It was
recommended that logged-off areas be acquired as nuclei of future
State Forests. At the same time it was recommended that legislation
be enacted whereby the State could obtain title to tax delinquent
timber or cut-over and brush watershed lands after the redemption
period had expired. As a complement to such action it was recommended that an adjustment be made in the method of taxing privately owned timber land "to encourage reproduction, perpetuate the
timber supply and preserve the watershed."

Thirdly, it was recommended that present State Parks be maintained and improved for the recreational use of the public and that
additional areas be acquired.
Under new business it was resolved that the State Forester should

write to every board of supervisors of counties not well protected,
asking if anything was being done toward the creation of fire protection districts under the new law. Also by resolution the State
Forester was instructed to enforce the compulsory patrol law.
Board members agreed that none of them except the State Forester
should incur an indebtedness against the State except in connection
with regular meetings, or pledge the Board to any policy, or act without previous authorization of the Board.
It was at this first meeting that a proposed firebreak construction
between the Santa Barbara and Angeles National Forests was mentioned in a letter from Los Angeles County Forester Flintham. At
the next Board session an appeal for assistance was acknowledged
by an allotment of $1000 from the fire prevention fund to aid in
construction, provided the Forest Service contributed an equal sum.
Also at the next session of the Board of Forestry on December 27,
Flintham reported upon the organization of a Los Angeles County
Fire Department consisting of "at least 40 separate fire district units,
correlated into one organization for mutual support," under the direction of the County Firewarden by order of the Supervisors.
During 1924 the Board of Forestry held eight regular sessions. A
great deal of its time was devoted to small and large problems of
State Park management and to the acquisition of new parcels of land.
The Board minutes of May 13 contain an odd reference to consideration of the deed "for the piece of land given to the State near Chico."
Why such action was necessary after the law of acceptance in 1909

placed the Bidwell grant under the supervisi&n of the Board of
Forestry is difficult to understand. Be that as it may, the chairman
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and State Forester were requested to investigate. As already mentioned, they made their voyage of discovery to the neglected site and
eventually a couple of formal lease concessions were arranged to
accomplish a little control of the hitherto unregulated use of the
property. Some squatters were requested to make regular rental payments.

This year the dreadful fire season of 1924 put its mark on the
record books. It was serious enough to stir up this conservative Board

of Forestry but the greatest devastation occurred throughout the
National Forests and especially in Southern California.
Also at this May meeting the State Forester presented a fire plan
that would cost $54,104, with $5,000 of it held in reserve. Of this
budget, all but $23,000 (similar to the 1923 item) was promised
from non-State sources. The total sum was calculated to support
18 rangers and 4 lookout observers for the summer months, plus the
two yearlong inspectors. Two of the lookout observers were intended

to man Banner and American Camp lookouts which had recently
been constructed as cooperative projects with the Forest Service.
The traditional independence of the large redwood operators and

the ineffectiveness of State leadership can be noted in the Board
minutes of this same May meeting when James informed the group
that the Humboldt Fire Protection Association had hired a "ranger"
to patrol the redwood region north of Eureka. There is no question
but that this was welcome news to the State officials. On the other
hand, it is doubtful if anyone even considered the advantage of
clothing him with the authority of government through a warden's
appointment.13

It was not long before the State Forester's modest 1924 budget
was upset. In July he asked for and received $23,000 from the State
emergency fund. On November 1, he received another $4,000 to meet
the fire suppression bills of October. On the 27th of December the
Board formally requested that another $10,000 be allotted to carry
the organization through May and June of 1925.
This should have been a good lesson in "deficit financing," but it
seemed to have mainly confirmed several of the Board members in
their opinion that the State was being imposed upon. When the State
Forester explained (at the same busy May 13, 1924 meeting) that
the United Chambers of Commerce of the Sacramento Valley wished
E. P. Biggs was that year assigned as State Ranger in Humboldt County. This
was his fourth seasbn of such work. Biggs retired in 1952 after 32 seasons,
ivo1ving about 28 years of State service.
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to back up the Board and put on a campaign of fire prevention in
its 20 county area, Mr. James expressed an opinion. He thought the
chambers should take one more step and prevail upon the respective
boards of supervisors to assume their own fire suppression costs. He
believed that under such a policy there would be fewer fires. James
was not averse to having the State pay the salary and travel expenses

of a State Ranger. 1n this he was somewhat advanced beyond the
lawmakers of 1905.
When Pratt attended the chamber of commerce meeting a few days

later he did not speak in exactly the same terms. In fact, he agreed
that the State should "pay its proportionate share of fire protection
costs on private lands since this protection is of vital concern to the
State as a whole. . . ." But his main theme hinged upon the responsibility of the individual to bear his share of the burden by protecting his own property.

By July the Board of Forestry felt advised to use some of its
emergency allotment to print 350,000 auto windshield stickers and
to request the chambers of commerce, and all similar service clubs
to defray the expense of distributing them because "the present dry
season creates an unprecedented fire hazard endangering our timber
and watershed cover . . .
It was about this time that the redoubtable Dr. Pardee penciled
another of his personal, pungent, and undated letters to State Forester Pratt.14 At least, one must assume that it was written about this
time in 1924 because it starts: "Dear Pratt: With yours of April 4
before me," and also contains the clause ". . . the result would be
disastrous to the whole city, when as happened to Berkeley
last September, the north wind did blow you know." The date of this
letter is of much less importance than its contents which involve
about 1,500 words of opinion as to wise and unwise policy for meeting the fire protection problem in California. (A more formal version
was transmitted to the Board of Forestry on March 17, 1926.)

It would appear here, as in at least one similar case, that Pratt
had attempted to apologize for the policy line adopted by the Richardson Board and thereupon drew this type of response from the Unreconciled Pardee.
Speaking of the cooperative agreements with 10 or 12 counties for
fire protection work under State direction, Pardee hoped there would

be more of them, "But every dollar that we get will be considered
14 Original in State Archives; copy at Bancroft Library. Pratt used the well chosen
adjective "redoubtable" to describe Pardee.
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as a saving by the State, and as an augmentation of the State appropriation for firefighting, if not a reduction of that appropriation."

He said that if he were Governor and not in sympathy with (or
opposed to) State anti-fire activities he would argue that the less the
State appropriated the more the counties and private interests would
have to do, and "it won't be long before we can say: Wo't t'ell's the
use in a State Forestry Department that is so small it can't do anything? . . . So let's abolish this useless, money-squandering, this
vermiform appendix . . .
The doctor then turned to the lack of efficiency and interest which
would follow with any system of numerous local protection agencies.
Maybe, too, you're right when you say that "the State should not bear all
the expense, especially in counties where there are large areas of grain and
grass." But, I move, Mr. Chairman, to strike out the word "grass" from the
preceding sentence for the reason that grass lands in this State are of small
commercial value per acre, and cannot, therefore, contribute any appreciable
sum to the fire-prevention and fire-fighting funds for the support of either
county or state organizations for such purposesespecially to the State, if
the counties also tax them for such purposes.

Then he spoke of the value of grass lands as "water conservers."
He dwelt upon the havoc caused by denudation of watersheds with
which he was personally familiar The State had found it necessary
to spend millions of dollars in taking care of rivers which had been
silted up by mining operations and from other causes. He asked why
the counties which allowed their hills to become denuded should not
join the rest of the State in keeping fire from the grass lands. There
was no question about the value of such protection to large cities
such as San Francisco. To seek additional tax from special counties
would be, in Pardee's opinion, a form of double taxation.
Also he held up the failure of the State in respect to recognizing
its interest in Federal land. Said he,
We permit the United States to take care of the watersheds in the
National Forests in this state (with the help of private contributions) although, as a matter of cold and indisputable fact, the conservation of those
watersheds is of fundamental and vital importance to the people of the whole
State of California. Wouldn't it be foolish and dangerous to the whole State
to demand that the counties, in which those National Forest watersheds are

situated, should pay any appreciable part of the cost of conserving those
watersheds, leaving the counties outside those National Forests free, or even

partially free, from that cost? The whole State, by a parity of reasoning
- should take care of the watersheds outside the National Forests. But mere
ownership is an unimportant consideration compared to the far greater consideration of the comparative benefits derived by owner and non-owner from

the conservation of the National -Forest watershedsthe people of Call-
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fornia are a heap sight more interested in the conservation of the watersheds

than anybody else. So too, the people of the State of Californiaall of
themare, fundamentally and vitally, a heap sight more interested in the
conservation of the watersheds in California outside the National Forests,

than are the private owners of watershed properties, or the counties in
which the watershed lie. Every Californian, I think, should pay his share of
the cost of protecting from fire the watersheds of the State. And there is
but one way in which that can be done, viz, by paying it out of the State
Treasury

In about four years the Pardee opinions would be heeded in high
places, but not in 1924. Nevertheless, the State Board of Forestry
played the genial host to Forester Greeley in Sacramento on August
18, 1924, and seemed to agree with the principles he expounded re-

garding slash disposal, light-burning and the evils of wildfire in
general. These Board reactions have been recorded in the discussion
of those subjects in previous chapters.
One major subject not already mentioned was the concentration
by this group on some better solution to securing qualified men to
fight fire instead of depending upon employment agencies. Colonel
Greeley recommended making pre-fire agreements with lumber com-

panies and other operating industries near the forest land for the
services of men and crew leaders in time of need. But the Board had
another idea. It was by no means a new one although the members
may not have known it. Mr. Rhodes proposed a resolution which was
unanimously adopted. Thereby the Secretary of War was requested

to establish permanent summer camps of army troops within the
National Forests to help protect the forest and watershed from fire.
Such a proposition had been written into proposed Federal law as
early as 1890. And, of course, soldiers had often been used to splendid advantage during fire emergency prior to the first World War.
When Greeley returned to Washington he persuaded the Secretary
of Agriculture to correspond with the Secretary of War about this
placement of troops. Both Secretaries seemed well disposed toward
the idea as a permanent project, according to correspondence filed
with the minutes of the Board. However, the last such entry is the

copy of a letter from War to Agriculture dated November 8, advising that Governor Richardson on September 23, requested the
Secretary of War to "disregard the resolution from the Board of
Forestry, and advising me that he would confer with General C. G.
Morton commanding the Ninth Corps Area." With that advice the
whole proposition appears to have succumbed.
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On the last meeting in 1924, which occurred in San Francisco on
December 27, the full Board of Forestry entered a general discussion

regarding "the method of expenditures for fire fighting during the
past season."
Mr. Ellenwood was of the opinion that instead of clamoring for a larger
appropriation for fighting fire, the Board should strive to work out a more
economical method of handling fires than has obtained in the past. Mr. Pratt
stated that it is his intention during the coming fire season to eliminate
certain areas from protection, as far as the expenditures of State funds is
concerned, except in the matter of general supervision by State rangers.
It was the opinion of several Board members that too much money was
being spent in hiring the hobo element

This mutual understanding led to a resolution which instructed
the State Forester to direct the rangers to hire only local "residents,
tax-payers or men regularly employed," and these should be hired as
far in advance of need as possible.

The Board was not speaking idle words, as evidenced by the
budget which it prepared for the coming biennium. In total the
budget called for a State appropriation of $36,000 less than the
1923-25 biennium. The general support and salaries item was reduced by only about $500, but the fire protection item was reduced
about $5000, bringing it to less than $40,000 total for the 1925-27

period. The fact that the State Forester had been required to beg
for $32,000 from the emergency fund during 1924 seemed to serve
mainly to emphasize the need for impressing local citizens that State
Government did not like the idea of such expenditures.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
FRANCIs CUTTLE was born in Montreal on September 25, 1864, one of 11 chil-

dren. His mother was English and his father North Irish. Francis attended public
schools of Montreal until he was 13, and he then went to work at any available

labor. In May of 1881 he went to Riverside and continued to live there the
remainder of his life. He soon went to work for the Riverside Water Company.
In 1888 he became superintendent, and in 1904 president of the company.
Cuttle was a deep thinker and active executive as well as a recognized citizen
of substance. For example, when he conceived the idea in 1930 of putting water
pipe and fire hydrants into Santa Ana Canyon he dropped the project promptly
when he became convinced that it was economically impractical. No doubt he did
the basic thinking and acting in the creation of the Tn-Counties Reforestation
Committee of 1907. He was first chairman of the committee and then president
of its corporate adjunct, the Water Conservation Association.

Other than his appearance among the leaders of the California Water and
Forest Association in 1906, Cuttle first entered the statewide conservation picture
as one of the three commissioners of the California Conservation Commission
of 1911.
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Cuttle and Pardee had several things in common, including almost equal life
spans and an intense interest in the conservation of water. Both were strong-willed
men and they must have clashed at times, without, however, either losing the
slightest respect for the other.
In 1893, Francis Cuttle married Mae Penrose. Three sons were born to them.

Death came to Francis Cuttle, one of the first citizens of the City of Riverside,
at almost the same time in 1941 that George Pardee passed away in Oaldand.
GEORGE HAROLD RHODES was born in 1869 in Mendocino County where his

father operated a small sawmill near Hermitage. Both parents had come to California in wagon trains during the 1850's. Probably the father was the only boy in

American history who just hopped on a wagon at the driver's invitation and
came to California with no further ado. The mother's family missed Indian
massacre by leaving their original train at Fort Bridger.
Young Rhodes was certainly exposed to rough work in the logging woods and

at some time did a little "timber-looking" as the casual cruising was termed at
that time.
George married Mattie Mabel Rawles in Anderson Valley in 1890. They became the parents of three children. Rhodes was pretty much self-educated, yet
he became a successful school teacher and principal. (Frank E. Reynolds, for
many years a member of the State Board of Forestry and an early "Rhodes
scholar," considered him an inspirational teacher.) He taught at Manchester,
Fort Bragg and TJkiah. From 1894 through 1898 he was County Superintendent
of Schools. Rhodes then purchased the Ukiah Times and published it until 1910,
at which time he moved to San Francisco. In 1911 he was employed by the
Panama Pacific International Exposition and traveled extensively throughout the
East on fair business.
During 19 12-23, Rhodes served as first Secretary-Treasurer of the California
Forest Protective Association. His work came to a close there when the associa-

tion decided to secure the services of a technically trained forester. Thereafter,
he was employed by the Robert Dollar interests. George Rhodes died in 1954
at age 85 in San Francisco.

Rhodes was an advocate of light-burning to protect the forest from fire. He
was also an advocate of timber parks for public recreation. In that direction he
helped secure several State Parks and Muir Woods National Monument. This
activity brought him a lasting friendship with Congressman William Kent of
Mann County.
FRED A. ELLENw000 was born in 1876 on a farm in Washington County, Ohio.
He became a working sheepman practically in his infancy because his father was
robbed and murdered when Fred was only three years old. By age ten the youngster had decided that sheep raising would be his life work.

For two years he attended an Indiana normal school and then Marietta
College. In his 20th year he traveled to Tehama County in response to an ad
in a wool grower's magazine. After five years on the McCoy ranch he was made
manager of the Cone and Ward ranch. Ellenwood was active in organizing the
California Wool Growers Association and served as its unpaid secretary for 10
years. He was president of the Association 1919-1923. Eventually he became
president of the National Wool Grower Association and a leader in other business
groups. He was a director of the Red Bluff National Bank.
Perhaps Ellenwood's greatest activity in government affairs occurred when the
California Wool Growers Association kept him in Washington for nine months
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during the Wilson administration in an attempt to secure a tariff act more favor.
able to American sheepmen.

In 1942 the partners Ellenwood and T. W Ramsey granted a 99 year lease
to the State for the establishment of Tuscan Butte Fire Lookout Station.
Like many sheep growers, Mr. Ellenwood was convinced that fire protection
was not always economically wise, at least beyond the land where it was obviously practical to grow merchantable timber (See Use of Fire as a Tool in the
Management of the Brush Ranges of California, H. L. Shantz, pp 93, 97). He
publicly admitted to having successfully objected to the expenditure of State
funds for the suppression of at least two large fires while he was a member of
the Board of Forestry. It must be remembered, however, that this attitude was
openly shared by the majority of the citizens living at that time in the areas
affected. Regardless of his avowed principles in respect to wildfire, Ellenwood
was in no sense an obstructionist during his service upon the Board, as the
recorded minutes make evident.
Mr. Ellenwood died in December of 1946.
EDWARD J. JAMES was born in Greenock, Scotland, in 1855, the son of a clergy-

man. He came to America in a sailing vessel when he was a child. Young James
worked in a bank in Albany, N. Y., then moved to Hamilton, Ontario, where he
established a commission business. Because of poor health he left Canada and
moved to Northern Michigan. There he worked for lumber companies, managing
stores and purchasing land. In 1882 he married Helen Ashbaugh of Ontario.

In 1903 James was hired to manage the Sage Land and Timber Company
office in Bay City, Michigan. In 1912 the company sent him to Santa Rosa to
manage the company California properties. Soon he moved his office to Ukiah.
Mr. James was an active member of the California Forest Protective Association and was made its president in 1922.

Because of his practical acquaintance with the redwoods and because he rep-

resented that area it was natural that James should have assumed the major
responsibility upon the Board of Forestry for the management aspects of the
Humboldt Redwood Park.

Mr. James was a frugal, conservative, and respected business man dealing
essentially in redwood timber lands. In 1931 the State Forest Ranger shared
office space with James in Ukiah. In 1945, in this small city where he had reared
his family during some 30 years of residence, E. J. James died in his 89th year.

Chapter Twenty-seven

The Clarke-McNary Act
Its passage cleared the air of controversy, and launched an era of good
will and joint effort.
W. B. GREELEY

Viewed in respect to its cumulative effect after many years of operation, the Federal Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 must be acclaimed
as the greatest single step on the part of government toward forest
land conservation in this Nation, with the single exception of the
setting aside of the forest reserves. The fact that this law was really
an elaborate extension of the Weeks Law of 1911 does not alter the
extravagant opinion although both laws are basically the same in
purpose. Their political backgrounds were somewhat different, however, since the Clarke-McNary Act was born of strife.
The technical history of this legislation may be followed through
the documentary records of the Congress, but the popular story was

best told by the one man who at times was both ringmaster and
privileged spectator. That man was William B. Greeley, Chief Forester of the United States at the time. The story is found in his autobiographical writing Forests and Men.

Greeley was of the opinion that the great demands for lumber
and forest products during the First World War had set off a "dynamic chain of forest actions and reactions" which awakened public
interest in the timber supply. People asked, "Where do we stand in
this unfinished business of forest conservation and where do we go
from here?" He felt that this spirit was typical of Americans in that
they wanted forests and also plenty of cut lumber. They confidently
expected to have both.

Greeley believed that H. S. Graves started the chain of reactions
when he delivered a talk to a meeting of lumbermen in 1920, when
Graves was still head of the Forest Service.
Graves insisted that some form of regulation was necessary to stop
destructive logging and he asked the help of lumbermen to work it
out. Very shortly, Greeley inherited the job vacated by Graves and
thereupon became the party of the first part in the proposed project.
Things would have been decidedly more calm and probably less

conclusive in the end if the old warrior Gifford Pinchot had not

["7]
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charged into the fray with a high powered staff. Pinchot declared that
he had once expected the lumber industry to work out its problems,

pay its own way, and produce more forests. Now he was tired of
waiting and tired of excuses. In brief, the Pinchot solution could be
described as an attempt to force lumber operators to meet certain
minimum standards in harvesting methods. Since the cost of such
performance would be relatively equal and nationwide, the force of
competition could not react against any particular operator or region.
Regulations were intended to be imposed by the Secretary of Agriculture with due regard for the regional peculiarities in operations.
The constitutional obstacles at this time confronting such a gen-

eral proposition were very formidable. Since that day the various
testing of similar legalistic problems before the courts has presented
the Jaw makers with clear paths not at all blazed out in the 1920's.
Pinchot's lawyers were admittedly brilliant. Their proposed laws
were generally floated by Senator Capper of Kansas. When Federal

police power seemed to fail as a legal vehicle they turned to the
regulation of interstate commerce, and then to the taxing power of
government. For instance, it was proposed to deny the right of outof -State shipment of products not cut in conformity with regulations.
Another bill would set a tax of $5.00 per thousand feet of all lumber
cut on private land with a remission of $4.95 when such lumber was
harvested in accordance with the Secretary's regulations. Said
Greeley,
Mr. Pinchot's challenge reverberated through the forests like the silver
trumpeting of a bull elk from a Teton meadow on a September morning.
The fight was on. The stand-pat wing wanted simply to 'stop Pinchot!'.
There were many groups, however, who sincerely desired a more positive
national policy toward private forest lands, but sought a cooperative approach rather than Pinchot's big stick. Most of the opposing factions joined
in setting up a remarkable institution called the National Forestry Program
Committee.

The committee, largely masterminded by California's first State
Forester, E. T. Allen, made counter proposals which took shape as
bills proposed by Congressman Snell of New York. Primarily, the
industry wished local interpretation and local administration of any
regulatory Jaw. Said Greeley, "Even so, the industry's position was
a far cry from the free-land and property-right traditions of not many
years before."
In the meantime, Forester Greeley had put his field men to making
determinations as to just what should be demanded in the way of
minimum requirements in regional cutting practices. He wished to
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place himself on a thoroughly practical footing because he feared
that the industry might be forced into a position of complete defiance

to government authority. In the meantime, too, said Greeley,
Many of our most sincere men stood fast with G. P. on his ivory battlements. They were the ardent crusaders, the left wingers, impatient for action.

Some of us, on the other side, could not thrill to the call of the trumpets.
Perhaps we had done more grubbing in the dirt trying to make the beautiful
ideal work.

Further than this, it is evident that Greeley had pretty well
worked out the elements of the later law by the middle of 1920. These
elements were printed by the California State Board of Forestry in
the little paper entitled Report of a Talk after Greeley had addressed
the Board on July 14, 1920. It will be remembered that the Forester
at that time had presented four points of concentration to meet the
forestry problem. These had been: fire, taxes, public ownership, and
harvesting regulations.

Even the important formula for a proper relative expenditure
among Federal and State Governments and private owners to accomplish forest fire protection was set forth by Greeley at this meeting. He had hoped for a million dollar initial Federal appropriation.
By late fall of 1920 the record shows that when the Board of
Forestry met with lumbermen the major subject of conversation was
the Federal forest legislation proposed by the two schools of thought.

For months the nationwide controversy continued between the
proponents of the Snell or State regulation bill and those who favored Federal control under the Capper Bill. Senator Charles L.
McNary of Oregon finally informed Greeley that the Capper Bill
was dead and the Snell Bill bogged down. He said, "It's too big a
dose for one bill. What's to be done first?" Greeley replied, "Stop
the forest fires."
McNary agreed to write a bill around that subject but he declared
that a fire must first be built under Congress. To accomplish this he
secured the creation of a Senate Select Committee on Reforestation
with himself as chairman.

During 1923 this committee held two dozen hearings throughout
the timber regions of the Nation.1 Some of the members accused "top

sergeant" Greeley of trying to show them every tree in the country
on their tour. That was somewhat of an exaggeration but Greeley
made sure of one other thing He writes,
to be confused with the U. S. Chamber of Commerce committee of enquiry
of 1921 described in Chapter Twenty.
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I confess to packing the stand at the committee hearings, with fire witnesses. Whatever else the honorable senators might learn or ignore, I was
determined they should get first hand, over and over again, the urgency
of forest protection as the place to start.

In the end the Select Committee was ready to give Congress a
birdseye picture of America's forests in 1923. It was not a pleasant
picture. Senator McNary proposed two lines of attack upon the
problem as follows:
Extend public forest ownership in areas where special public interest or
responsibilities are involved, like the protection of navigable rivers; and
also where the natural difficulties, costs, and hazards attending reforestation render it impracticable or remote as a private undertaking.
Remove the risks and handicaps from private timber growing as far as
practicable, in order to give the greatest possible incentive to commercial
reforestation.

By January 1924 a bill was ready for Congress. On the House side
an enthusiastic farm-forester from New York State named John W.
Clarke championed a bill similar to McNary's Senate version.
As for Gifford Pinchot, Greeley relates that his interests were diverted to Pennsylvania politics at this time and the supporters of
tough regulations were thus left leaderless in Congress. It was 10
years before Federal control of logging practices came up again as
an issue.

In the meantime, all of the California conservationists were not
happy. We have no record of Pardee's opinion, probably because he
was left without a stump to mount during the Richardson administration. However, that other prominent champion of water use and
protection was far from silent. Francis Cuttle had a team of horses
and he used them both. We find in Board of Forestry minutes for
February 4, 1924, the following notation:
Mr. Cuttle called attention to the fact that the McNary Bill, now before
Congress, provides for the acquirement by the government of timberlands
and the protection of those lands from fire, but that there is nothing in the
bill providing for the protection of watershed cover. Thereupon it was moved
by Mr. Cuttle and seconded by Mr. Pratt that the following telegram be
sent to Senator McNary. The motion carried unanimously.
THE CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF FORESTRY APPROVES THE GENERAL PROVISIONS

OF SB 1182 BUT URGES THAT IT BE AMENDED SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR PROTECTION OF BRUSH AND OTHER GROWTH ON WATERSHEDS, THE WATERS OF WHICH
ARE USED FOR IRRIGATION OR DOMESTIC PURPOSES.

The last words in that telegram could have been the precise source
of the 1925 amendment to the Clarke-McNary Act.
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In the minutes of a meeting held by the Water Conservation Association of the Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee called in
Riverside on January 11, 1924, there is reference to a report by
President Cuttle. He was reporting upon the McNary Senate committee hearing which he had attended in San Francisco.
Cuttle related how he had presented to the committee the matter
of conservation of water and protection of watershed cover and how

Senator McNary then requested that Cuttle's association send a
communication to him setting forth what they would like to have
done. The association officers now ordered such a communication
drafted and transmitted to the Senator.
Exactly three months later Cuttle advised the association directors that Senators Johnson and Shortridge had been asked to use
their influence to have watersheds recognized in Senate Bill 1182.
Since nothing had been heard from them it was duly resolved that
the gentlemen be asked to inform the association what they had done
to obtain passage of the bill. In the meantime, in Washington the bill
seemed to be proceeding without difficulty in the 68th Congress. The
earliest draft had been altered to recognize "water resources" in its
leading section, but this was not just what the Southern Californians
were asking for.

By May the House bill had taken precedence and was finally
passed out of Congress. Forester Greeley was there and he says,
On the day of its passage I invaded the sacred precincts of the House of
Representatives. Congressman Clarke smuggled me into the Republican
cloak room where I could look directly into the chamber and hear the debate from the sidelines. One of the pages passed on to Mr. Clarke and other
members in the thick of the fray my penciled replies to questions from the
floor. After four years of controversy, it was a great thrill to be in at the
killeven if the victory was bloodless.

H. R. 4830 was approved by President Coolidge on June 7, 1924.
It can be found in the law books as 43 Statutes at Large, 653. More

commonly it will always be the Clarke-McNary Act. This was a
rather lengthy law in 9 sections. In brief it proposed to accomplish
the following objects.

The Secretary of Agriculture was authorized to cooperate with ap-

propriate officials of the State and through them with private and
other agencies. He could recommend, and cooperate in establishing,
fire protection systems to "adequately protect the timbered and cutover lands therein with a view to the protection of forest and water
19-77 773
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resources and the continuous production of timber on lands chiefly
suitable therefor."
The Secretary could expend authorized funds for studies respecting the effect of tax laws, methods, and practices upon forest perpetuation. For these purposes and fire protection cooperation any
sum not more than $2,500,000 was authorized for annual appropriation.

In none of the cooperative features of the law could the Secretary
of Agriculture expend more than a sum equal to that expended by
the cooperating party. What this meant in working procedure was
that the Federal Government could make a reimbursement payment
to (or through) any State not exceeding 50 percent of the qualifying
expenditures already made by (or in) the State for protection purposes.

At first the Secretary's ruling made a limitation of 25 percent,
which in itself was more theoretical than legalistic, since money in
the cooperative pot dictated the amount that could be distributed
among the claimants. The first appropriation for such work amounted
to $600,000, and by 1928 an even million dollars was appropriated.
The discussions prior to the enactment of the law indicate clearly
that an ideal theory of relative fire protection costs called for 50 percent Federal, 25 percent State and 25 percent from the private land
owner. Neither at that time nor thereafter has there been any intimation allowed to develop that here was a task which might eventually
be transferred in total to the Federal Government.
In Section 4 of the law, the Secretary was authorized to engage in
cooperative forest nursery work. For this the sum of $100,000 was
authorized for appropriation. Section 5 authorized an equal sum to
engage in cooperative development of windbreaks, woodlots and forest plantations.
Sections 6 to 9 were essentially involved with the procurement of
land for National Forest purposes. From the viewpoint of the Forest
Service this new law was superior to the Weeks Law because now
the authorized area of purchase and acquisition was extended to include the entire watersheds of navigable streams rather than only the
headwaters. Also such land could be purchased for the purpose of
"timber production" as well as protection for navigation.
Colonel Greeley saw an immediate and workaday effect resulting
from the Clarke-McNary Act in the elimination of the barrier that
had been developing between the industry and the government em-
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ployees. Now the two could mix on congenial terms. It was noted
that the woods industries began to hire trained foresters and technicians, something heretofore rather uncommon.
Two amendments followed in the next sessions of Congress. The
pressure to fully recognize the importance of watersheds resulted in
a law approved on March 3, 1925. This was commonly called "the
Shortridge-Fredericks Amendment" after the Senator and Representative from California who sponsored the complementary bills. By

this act the words in italics were amended into Section

2

of

the basic law.
In the cooperation extended to the several States due consideration shall
be given to the protection of watersheds of navigable streams, but such cooperation may, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, be extended
to any timbered or forest-producing lands or watersheds from which water
is secured for domestic use or irrigation within the cooperative States.2

Mr. Cuttle and friends had not been idle.
On April 13, 1926, another amendment to Section 2 was approved
as law. This change made the State Forester or an equivalent official
responsible for certifying to the correctness of protection expenditure
claims presented by the several States. Formerly the law made ref erence only to a State "rendering a satisfactory accounting."
The course of Federal participation into aiding and encouraging
the several phases of forest protection and development upon, or for
the benefit of privately owned land is not all to be found in the living
history of the Clarke-McNary Act alone. There have been other laws
enacted since 1924 of a similar nature. Also there have been other
uses of the act, such as further acquisitions of National Forest lands,
matters which involve the Federal Government and are not part of
the State story. The competitive aspects engendered among the cooperating States in respect to the allotments of money is another feature of Clarke-McNary Act history which is of vital importance but
is somewhat beyond the field of this writing.
From time to time the Clarke-McNary Act has been scrutinized
as to its continuing value. The question has been raised as to whether
this law had not been intended primarly to induce the States to pick
up their own logical burden in the matter of forest fire protection,
after which the Federal Government should withdraw. These are
questions involving deep basic policy beyond the scope of this writing.
'For some reason the word cooperating was changed to "cooperative" in the last
line of the amendment. Whether or not this was a typographical error the
word is often found in later official documents in its original form.
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First Estimate of Area and Cost

Since the inauguration of the program of aid to States under the
Weeks' Law and Clarke-McNary Act it has been the Forest Service
practice to make at intervals of two to six years a nationwide estimate or study of the relative conditions and needs for the several
cooperating States. The "studies" are generally called a Revision or
Estimate of Area and Cost.
The studies are valuable exercises in several ways. They construct
a solid plan to guide physical development of fire fighting facilities
within the entire State. The planning is free from undue local pressures since the Federal Inspector acts not only as a technical partner
but as an umpire during the planning. Beyond the State borders the
Federal influence brings the various State programs into general harmony. This last is a very important matter since a considerable portion of the available Federal aid money is distributed upon the basis
of local "earning." This is to say, the agencies showing the largest
qualifying expenditures are reimbursed in proportion. California very
soon moved from its rather disgraceful position as a non-cooperator

under the early Weeks Law to the primary claimant under the
Clarke-McNary Act.
The first California Estimate of Area and Cost under the Clarke-

McNary Act was called the 1924 study, and was transmitted to
Washington in March of 1925. It is a valuable document, both in
respect to the revelation of the hopeful standard of "adequate" fire
protection set forth as well as its record of official policy and attitude
at the time.
State Forester Pratt and Federal Inspector Kotok were responsible
for the study (or estimate or revision). They referred to three major
regions of forest fire interest: the pine region, redwood region and
Southern California watershed.

The pine region embraced 12,206,000 acres, for which a grand
sum of $324,327 was needed each year to furnish the adequate fire
protection which the planners dared contemplate as being within the
realm of practicability. This region was segregated into three types
of vegetation as follows. First, there was timber privately owned and

"adjacent or intermingled" with the National Forest "which until
two years ago was protected by the Forest Service." That last notation must, of course, apply to the recent enactment of the compulsory patrol law. Secondly, there was the "outer pine land" at lower
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elevation which thus far had enjoyed very little organized and supervised fire protection.

Thirdly, there were woodland and brush types within the pine
region. It is notable that its value was described simply as "in part
potential timberland or otherwise requiring protection in order to
safeguard adjacent timberland." There was no inference of any
inherent watershed value in these particular lands in the report regardless of what might have been in the minds of compilers. Presumably, of course, the value of fire protection at the headwaters of navi-

gable streams as prescribed in the continuing Weeks Law had not
been modified by the conditions of the new Federal cooperative law.
The redwood region was blocked out into two areas, the merchantable timber zone and the non-timber. The latter consisted of woodland, brush and potential timber. This was the long strip of moun-

tainous land between the redwood belt proper and the National
Forests of the Inner Coast Ranges. Approximately 1.75 million acres
were involved. It contained many stands of Douglas fir, then of little

value but which became of real commercial importance after the
second World War. Because practically all of the local residents of
this strip, being mostly stockmen, favored the use of fire as a land
improvement tool, and because many demonstrated a pronounced indifference to wildfire, this area was the last designated "ClarkeMcNary area" in California to receive organized fire protection.
In the timber area, involving half of the entire redwood region, it
was proposed that two lookout stations would be required. These
with other forces would bring annual fire protection costs to one-half

cent per acre. In the non-timber strip, three-fourths cent per acre
would be needed. For the total of 3,429,000 redwood region acres the
sum of $64,250 would be needed, of which it was contemplated that
$3,500 would be supplied by existing fire protection organizations.
In Southern California a practical solution for putting the new law

into practice was required. The Clarke-McNary Act had been sold
to Congress and the people almost exclusively on its merits as a cooperative venture to protect and conserve lumber producing forests.
Although the watershed amendment of 1925 was reasonably clear in
its intent this was still a period when the entire law was untried, and
available funds to spread among the cooperating States were decidedly limited. This was no time for one relatively small area in
one State to insist upon putting the law to a severe test. There was
a question as to the extent of the purely watershed area and the
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amount of money that should be recognized as a reasonable and
proper fire protection cost for that area. On March 21, 1925, Chief
Greeley wrote to the Regional Forester at San Francisco and declared,
As to watershed areas which may now be included . . . the law stipulates
that cooperation may be extended to such watersheds only in the discretion
of the Secretary of Agriculture. It is my position that for the present these
should embrace only the lands within or near the Angeles Forest, in private
or State ownership, and other brush watersheds of comparable importance
in the value of water resources protected.

The planners listed 365,000 acres of high priority watershed land
adjacent to the Angeles National Forest (which at that date extended

into the present San Bernardino). At the same time they insisted
upon including 1,350,000 additional acres of lands similarly situated
in the counties of Ventura, Santa Barbara, Riverside and San Diego.
At this early date the California report very clearly set forth a
factual condition which to the time of this writing has not been precisely dissected and set forth in any declaration of policy. It would
not be at all easy to accomplish such a fine delineation of intent any
more than specific and localized watersheds may easily be segregated

from watersheds of so-called general value. At any rate, the 1924
Estimate declared,
The acreage listed for these counties forms an integral part of the very
watersheds we are protecting inside the National Forests, or are important
buffer strips whose protection ties in directly with the success or failure of
protection inside the National Forest boundaries. Protection of these buffer
strips become paramount and much of the effort of protection agencies of
these regions must be directed thereto.

It cannot be denied that the buffer or nuisance value of the "fuse"
vegetation at the edge of highly inflammable watersheds has been
since then a very important factor in dictating the intensity of fire
protection required for the entire area.
In regard to the expense of the adequate fire protection force as
contemplated by the estimators, they declared that undoubtedly the
County of Los Angeles would meet most of the cost for the private
lands adjacent to the National Forest in that county. It was understood that the protection organization would be operated under the
supervision of the County Firewarden. In view of the estimated protection cost of 8 cents per acre it was obvious that the local government would have to meet the cost if it were met, especially at this
particular moment in the history of State Government. It should be
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noted that the cost of constructing and maintaining firebreaks was
a major factor in bringing up the estimated cost in this area.
The estimators were apologetic for the portion of cost alloted to
fire suppression (as distinct from "prevention").3 Said the report,
The 2 cents per acre charge for suppression may appear extremely high, but

it must be noted that the area surrounding the Angeles Forest represents
the highest hazard and risk zone within the State of California. It is an area
intensively used and one where fires, once they start, may reach very large
proportions. The length of fire season is probably the longest of any in the
United States.

For the total 1,715,000 acres of private and State owned
land in Southern California deserving fire protection, the total cost
of $67,823 was calculated, amounting to approximately 4 cents per
acre.4

Thus the 1925 total State estimate of "Clarke-McNary Area" requiring fire protection came to 17,350,000 acres with an estimated
cost of $456,402. In that year the State Forester received the last
Weeks Law aid which amounted to about $20,000. The next year
he received the considerable sum of $30,000 as a Clarke-McNary
"earning."
In 1924 the State Forester reported that 2,889,000 acres of Federal
land were protected by the State outside of the National Forests.
These lands were probably not segregated as such in the 1924 EstiThe meaning of words naturally adjust to usage. The Clarke-McNary Act specifically refers to prevention and suppression of fires. The word "suppression"
seems to have maintained its meaning of reference to all actions and consequent costs after a fire has started. In the administration of the act it must
have soon become evident that the intent of the law was not being respected
when a cooperator neglected to build a reasonable pre-fire organization and
thereafter gambled on mild fire seasons. For many years "suppression money"
was not recognized as an expenditure base for reimbursement claims under

this law. This single point of how to adequately budget for fire costs had
been a vital fiscal and administrative question in California at least until the
State 1940 Fire Plan with its "pre-fire" organization was accepted during the
second World War.

The actual annual expenditure for fire protection along the front outside of the

Angeles Forest in 1957 was about three dollars per acre. Of course, the
increases in population, structural development and water use had greatly
intensified the situation in the ensuing 30 years, as had changing dollar values
and changing employment practices.

The 1957 Revision of Area and Cost for the entire Southern California
region quotes an estimated requirement of $1.39 per acre per year fire protection cost. For the entire State the total of Clarke-McNary land amounted
to nearly 20 million acres at an average protection cost of 72 cents per acre
or a total of $14,356,000.
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mate.5 It was to be a decade or more before Congress would make
any substantial provision for fire protection on these Federal land
parcels which involved mostly the remaining public domain and
Indian lands.

In respect to Federal aid for reforestation under Section 4 of the
act, the sum of $600 was alloted to California in 1926 for what was
being accomplished at Davis nursery. A mutual agreement for this
purpose was concluded in 1925.
It appears from Washington records (there being no State records)

that the State Forester received sums varying from $222 to $942
annually from 1926 through 1933, at which date this dubious Federal
subvention for forest nursery work ceased. In 1952 California again
became a cooperator when a substantial system of nurseries to produce timber tree species had been well established.
Money received by the State of California as a Federal contribution toward forest fire prevention under the Clarke-McNary Act has
played a very important part in that work. With ever increasing expenditures from local sources and with increasing Congressional appropriations the aid coming to California has increased rapidly, especially since 1940. Throughout the years the aid from this source has

represented at various times 5 to 30 percent of the State forest fire
prevention budget.
No one would be able to state with certainty, however, if this contribution has in fact acted as an incentive to increase local appropriations. Certainly, the Weeks Law had no such effect in the early years
when a few thousand dollars would have meant so much to the California State Forester.
As long as there existed a competitive allotment system within this

State for the distribution of Federal aid based upon the separate
qualifying expenditures of county units and lumber companies the
Clarke-McNary Act tended to have a disruptive effect upon the State
Forester's general organization. For example, Los Angeles County,
as indicated a few pages back, was expected to furnish the bulk of
its own local fire protection expenditures. This it did, with the consequent demand for a relative share of the available Federal "earnIt must be remembered that figures quoted in any area estimate for ClarkeMcNary purposes disregard lands protected by the State which never have
been designated as being within the "Clarke-McNary zone." The act thus
forced State policy makers to segregate the so-called forest from non-forest
lands and this in turn caused the terms "forest" and "Clarke-McNary" to
have an identical meaning in this narrow sense for many years.
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ing." That share in full would have left the "poor" competitors in the
remainder of the State poor indeed, so a "ceiling" was placed on that

county's claim.6 The same situation confronted the Secretary of
Agriculture on a national scale when California began to greatly
increase State fire expenditures to the detriment of some relatively
poor and needy States. Such matters are no more than the usual
administrative problems, however. The opening opinion as to the
great value of the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 needs no modification.

The Federal law in its general encouragement of nationwide forest

conservation and in its prudent guidance of the individual State
activities in that field has been a continuing contribution in which the
Nation and the Forest Service may well take pride.
Because of this disruptive practice, in 1943 a State law was enacted which re-

quired that all Clarke-McNary funds be paid into the State Treasury. By
that date, however, a statewide protection plan reasonably financed by the
State made the change politically and practically possible This statutory requirement put an end to another incidental use of Clarke-McNary "reimbursement" funds in this State, namely, the rare special projects conducted
largely with warm approval if not the insistence of the Federal authorities,
especially after refusal of State fiscal officials to approve State expenditures
for such projects. It is the author's personal opinion that while ClarkeMcNary funds were of vital importance in California (even to the extent of
making possible his own continuous employment through the winter months

of the late 1920's) yet the State would have eventually found itself in the
same position as Los Angeles County in respect to increasing its forest fire
prevention appropriations. The horrible need was more impressive than the
Federal incentive. On the other hand, the hazard of losing anticipated aid
because of failure to qualify for it is a sobering influence upon all budget
makers.

Chapter Twenty-eight

Forest Taxation and the Constitution
Forest wealth is community wealth but not without Industry to coin it.
E.T.ALLEN

How, and at what source, to obtain the necessary tax revenue to
maintain the functions of government has long been and presumably

always will be a major subject of human interest. A taxpayer can
acquire his share of the payment only by earning it in some manner
as a portion of his general income or he can draw upon a portion of
his property capital or money capital. The fact that the ad valorem
property tax was a very poor place to obtain State revenue was recognized for a long time before a remedy was adopted by the sovereign
people following the instigation of Governor Pardee in 1903. It will
be remembered that in 1911 a "separation" of tax sources was provided by constitutional amendment.
Unfortunately, the support of local government through the use of

revenue obtained from timber property is rooted in four unhappy
circumstances which will bear repetition for the sake of emphasis.
First, it may be assumed that a heavily forested county is thinly
populated, and therefore widespread public services such as roads
and schools are relatively more costly per user. Secondly, the unitarea value of taxable wealth is relatively less than, for example, a
highly utilized agricultural, urban, or industrial area. Thirdly, the
forest wealth does not actually produce any tax income until it is
harvested at long intervals, no matter how much is "borrowed"
against the capital wealth prior to the harvest period. Lastly, there
could be, and certainly has been, much desertion and tax delinquency

of the cut-over timber land. No wonder then that the tax assessor
and the timberland owner have watched each other warily down
through the years.

Some of the early studies directed toward the timber taxation
problem in California are discussed in pages 259 to 262 and elsewhere in this book. It has been repeatedly indicated that the primary
desire of the timberman, especially the substantial longterm operator
in lumber, has been to seek relief from taxation that could become
oppressive in its cumulative total over the years, and especially such
[570]
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taxes upon young unmerchantable timber. Yet, with him the idea of

a severance or yield tax at the time of harvesting has apparently
always been distasteful.' As Dr. Pardee expressed it during a meeting
with lumbermen, they "preferred the Devil they knew to the Devil
they did not know."

The first direct attempt to limit the system of timber taxation in
California to a yield tax exclusively was described in the history of
the unsuccessful Assembly Constitutional Amendment No. 14 of
1921. Early tax study commissions, notably the Revenue and Taxation Commission of 1906, and the Conservation Commission of
1911, did not feel competent to make recommendations to the Legislature regarding equitable methods of taxing timber, and they said
so at the time.
As mentioned earlier, Senator A. Burlingame Johnson of Pasadena

had been active in lumber production himself. No doubt, he had
been thinking about the fundamental inequity of a repeated tax upon
growing timber trees. Quite likely also a taxation relief bill which
had recently been vetoed by the Governor of Oregon had given him
the pattern for his Senate Bill No. 401 of 1923. The proposed law
was, of course, nurtured by the timber industry. Swift Berry, newly

appointed Secretary-Treasurer of the California Forest Protective
Association, and its President William Wheeler, conferred with
Johnson during the drafting and legislative life of the bill.2
Senate Bill No. 401 contained no leaning toward either a severance
tax or a graduated land tax based upon the production qualifications
of the growing site, two possible avenues of approach. The bill simply
proposed an exemption of any tax upon young growth as distinct
from land until trees reached merchantable maturity.
In the Senate the bill was amended three times before it was passed
out by unanimous vote on April 18. The final version of the bill as
passed without opposition and sent to the Governor on May 5 by
the Assembly is the subject of importance. A reading of the summary
The distinction between a yield and a severance tax as viewed by foresters is
that the former takes the place of a property tax while a severance tax is in
addition: see Journal of Forestry, Jan. 1959.
'Letter: Berry to author 2/16/59. Coincidentally, at this period a forest study
committee of the Commonwealth Club produced a recommendation that the
Legislature direct the Board of Forestry and the State Tax Commission to
jointly investigate forest land tax problems. In 1929 Oregon enacted forest
tax exemption legislation.
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below indicates why this was popularly called the Reforestation
Land Tax Bill.
Any land which is restocking with a "young growth of useful tree species"
and which is "not obviously best adapted to early agricultural development"
may, at the request of the owner, be classified as "reforestation land."
The Board of Forestry shall make rules and regulations pertaining to the
qualifications, care and protection of classified land. The State Forester shall
classify the particular land which he determines to be qualified. The owner
of such land is obliged to conform to all forest laws and regulations pertaining to his land.
The State Forester shall notify the county assessor of the classification and
furnish him with a plat of the area. The assessor must then refrain from tax-

ing the forest growth upon the classified land. Land must not be taxed in
excess of the rate for similar deforested land elsewhere.
When, in the opinion of the State Forester, the forest growth reaches a
state of "merchantable maturity" he is obliged to notify the assessor and
revoke the reforestation classification.

Marketable forest products removed from the land are to be subject to
taxation as are other crops.

In order to induce good harvesting methods an examination of standing
timber may be made, a plan of cutting agreed upon, and a tax exemption
started within one year after the removal of the timber as stipulated in the
plan.

There appears to have been no opposition to the principle or the
method contained in S. B. No. 401. How Governor Richardson felt
about it is not known since he was certainly advised that the provisions of the bill were contrary to the State Constitution in the matter
of taxation. He allowed the bill to die by pocket veto.
The next spring Senator Johnson appealed to the State Forester
for Board of Forestry sponsorship of popular petitions to amend the
constitution. It was too late, however, in early June when the Board
considered the matter.

It was not until December 27, 1924, that the matter arose again
before the Board of Forestry. By this date, S. Rexford Black, who
had succeeded Swift Berry in representing the California Forest Protective Association, had become the working advocate for this legislation. His version of a new bill would appear to have been received
indifferently on the part of the Board of Forestry except that there
was more to the situation than was indicated by the following minute
entry:
After some discussion it was decided to eliminate from the Legislative
Program "An Act to promote reforestation by giving the raising of timber
crops the same consideration given the raising of other crops" rince the act
as drawn did not appear to be in proper legal form.
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The apparent indifference could well have had its source in certain
correspondence between the State Forester and Attorney General
U. S. Webb originating with Pratt on September 17, 1924.

Pratt had submitted drafts of two bills to the Attorney General,
one of which was a reconstruction of the recently vetoed hazardous
fire area proposition. The other was a proposed amendment to
Article XIII of the State Constitution as endorsed by the California
Forestry Committee. That group was now requesting an opinion as
to the constitutionality of its handiwork. The draft is interesting in
that it differed materially from the final version. After repeating the
existing law in reference to exemption from taxation for fruit and
nut bearing trees set forth in Section 1 2- the following was inserted,
and young forest growth managed in accordance with statutes enacted
by the state legislature.
General Webb must have seen the question coming for he replied
the next day. In brief, he declined to render an opinion on either
bill on the reasonable ground that a layman's draft is usually far
from the eventual document that comes up for a final vote in the

Legislature. He did, however, offer some comments in respect to
taxation and conformance with the requirements of the 14th Amendment of the U. S. Constitution. He pointed out that all property of
the same class must be treated in the same manner and therefore
justification for separate treatment must be found. Webb believed
that the reference to some future statutory regulations and also the
term "young forest growth" were each too indefinite for writing into
constitutional law.
Nevertheless, the first draft of the proposed amendment appears

to have been shaped in conformity with the 1923 bill in that the
Board of Forestry should determine when each exempt area of
"forest growth had reached adequate size for exploitation." But
Johnson's Senate Constitutional Amendment No. 10 as introduced
on January 16 was much more simple, so simple as to be unacceptable to those parties charged with the assessment of taxes. This was
an amendment to Article XIII which heretofore had provided a
stipulated tax exemption period for young fruit trees and grapevines.
Attorney General file, State Archives.

Rex Black (letter to author 2/18/59) says that he worked on the constitutional amendment with Dempsey Lack who was the Secretary of the State
Board of Equalization at that time. Economist Carl C. Plehn of the University of California also contributed to the drafting of the final bill.
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In addition to the latter the new amendment would have exempted
. all forest trees which have been planted
or naturally grown on lands
not previously bearing merchantable timber or on lands from which the
merchantable original growth timber has been removed.

On February 16 the Board of Forestry approved this proposed
change in the constitution. However, Rhodes declined to vote. James
was absent.4

On March 6 a Senate committee sent out the Johnson resolution
with a recommendation of adoption as amended. Their amendment
was substantial and precisely as entered into the State Constitution
later. It provided that
all immature forest trees which have been planted on lands not previously bearing merchantable timber, or planted or of natural growth, upon
lands from which the merchantable original growth timber stand to the extent of seventy per cent of all trees over sixteen inches in diameter has been
removed, shall be exempt from taxation . . provided, that forest trees or
timber shall be considered mature for the purpose of this act at such time,
after forty years from the time of planting, or removal of the original timber
as above provided, as a board consisting of a representative from the state
.

board of forestry . . . the state board of equalization and the county assessor . . . so determine.

Once again the Board of Forestry (with James and Rhodes not
present) approved the pending resolution as amended. The Senate
adopted the Johnson resolution on March 13 and sent it to the Assembly where Frank Weller of Los Angeles brought it to adoption
by a vote of 61 to 14 on April 8. Since a two-thirds vote of each house
had been obtained the proposition was now ready for a vote of the
people at the next general election.
Said The Timberman in April 1925 regarding the amendment.
As the land tax has not been decreased, nor at flat rates made, there is no
reason for ever placing a yield tax upon timber raised under the provisions
of this amendment.

Governor Richardson appointed Senators A. B. Johnson and Fred
C. Handy to prepare ballot arguments regarding the proposed amendment. No argument in opposition was forthcoming.
4James later strongly endorsed S. C. A. No. 10 and at the same time (Board
minutes of March 25, 1926) made the comment that he "felt that the timber
lands should be free from taxation and should have a yield tax when the
timber is cut." Possibly he referred only to the land tax in this comment. On
the other hand, B. A. McAllaster, Land Commissioner of the Southern Pacific
Co. stated, "In my opinion, a merchantable forest should be taxed for its
timber value as well as its land value, but the forest growth should be exempt
from taxation until it has reached a merchantable state" (excerpt from W. R.
Schofield, "Historical Background Up To and Following the Introduction and
Adoption of Senate Constitutional Amendment No. 10 Chap. 36, Stats, of
1925," mimeo Oct. 1, 1957).
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In the spring of 1926 the Board of Forestry invited "all those interested in legislation for the better protection of our timber" to meet
with them. From this start there was created a Reforestation Constitutional Amendment Committee in which the California Development Association played a leading part. George Pardee became active
again on behalf of the proposition. Pratt and William Wheeler ap-

peared before the Board of Equalization and secured its approval.
A legislative committee of the County Assessors Association transmitted a letter of hearty endorsement.
This proposed guarantee against excessive taxation of growing
timber was hailed as the most important step that could be taken to
enhance continuous forest reproduction in California. And at the
general election on November 2, 1926, the people showed their approval by a vote of more than two to one in favor.
At last the perplexing forest taxation issue had been met and
settled. All was relatively serene in this field for about 20 years.
And then the unanticipated changes in economics, population pressure, local public services, silvics, and forest management of the post-

Second World War period made it necessary for government to return again and give study to the complex and important problems of
forest taxation in California.

The basic premise upon which the property tax exemption for
young and unmerchantable timber was founded remains in itself unchallenged. Questions have arisen principally because the meaning

and practical application of timber merchantability and maturity
have changed with the passage of time.5

What effect the removal of a tax on growing timber had upon the
Board of Forestry plan to create State Forests from cut-over land
would be difficult to say. The intent of the law was precisely to make
it practically possible for the timberman to hold and protect such
land until the new crop matured. The visible evidence would make
it appear that the law was successful in that respect, and it would

therefore follow that the law was a strong deterrent to any State
Forest program.
Major questions involve the interpretation of the constitution in respect to
(a) forest harvesting practices which take immature second-growth, or (b)
practices which select old trees only, and (c) whether 70 percent refers to
volume or tree stems, and (d) regulatory lumbering requirements within the
Forest Practice Act and (e) whether any residual mature trees, such as seed
trees, are subject to taxation after logging.

Chapter Twenty-nine

Steps Forward and Steps Delayed
Foresters are not any longer like John the Baptist, crying in the wilderness.
Their message has a receptive ear nowadays.
M. B. PRATT, 1925

Throughout the year 1924 the
Board of Forestry was very much
involved with State Park business

and other matters described in
Chapter Twenty-six. It was also
quite interested

in preparing a

legislative schedule for the 1925
session.

Two conditions are to be noted
in respect to that program. First,
there appears to have been relatively little joint participation with

the public and with industry and
other agencies of government hav-

Francis Cuttie

ing an interest in State forestry
legislation. Without doubt, the harsh words and actions which had
been aroused against Governor Richardson were still echoing around
his Board of Forestry during 1924. This lack of cooperative participation was greatly changed prior to the session of 1927.
Secondly, there was the obvious fact of the domination of Francis
Cuttle upon this Board of Forestry by reason of his personality,
ability and initiative. Chairman Ellenwood and State Forester Pratt
served to furnish him with a majority influence much of the time.
It would be difficult to catalogue E. J. James as any other than an
independent thinker who appeared to approve of most of the majority decisions. On the other hand, Rhodes, who was apparently
closest to the Governor, was often at odds with the remainder of the
Board.
Some 1925 Legislation and Its Background

As early as May 1924 Cuttle pointed out the desirability of getting

started early on legislation, and by his resolution the Legislative
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Counsel Bureau was requested to draft bills to cover three subjects
as follows:

To require burning tobacco receptacles in automobiles and prohibit throwing such material from automobiles.
To permit the State to retain and manage tax-delinquent watershed, cut-over land and timberland.
To acquire privately owned cut-over land as State Forests.

In November and again in December, at Cuttle's instigation, the
legislative program was discussed. By this time several items were
agreed upon. The Board intended to work for: a State Forest appropriation; $10,000 to establish experiment stations; campfires by
paid permit only; restrictions upon backfires, campfires and throwing burning material from vehicles. It was hoped that the wilful set-

ting of fire on a watershed would be made a felony. Also it was
decided that the State Department of Agriculture should sponsor
action to declare black currants and barberry to be nuisance plants
and hosts of white pine blister rust. While the Board endorsed the
shortening of hunting season as a fire prevention measure it left legislative action on the subject to the Fish and Game Commission.
Throughout 1924 George Rhodes was active in this program, and

on December 27 he introduced a resolution which directed Pratt to
work for prompt introduction of the recommended legislation. However, when the Board met on February 16, 1925, and the proposed

bills were before the Legislature, a lack of harmony was quite
evident.

Rhodes objected to the minutes of the last meeting which stated
that he had seconded a motion approving the campfire permit bill;
he declared he was opposed to such a bill. An examination of the
stenographic notes indicated his earlier endorsement. Cuttle moved
to adopt the minutes as read. Pratt and Ellenwood agreed. Rhodes
declined to vote. James was absent.

Soon thereafter the matter of about $100 travel expense incurred
by Rhodes in going to Oregon at the Governor's request was discussed. The item was approved only because Governor Richardson
had so requested by letter. The Board was not happy about this infraction of its own formal rules about incurring expenses.
The next matter of business was pending legislation. Here Rhodes
declared that he "was of the opinion that the Board of Forestry was
a non-legislative body and as such should take no part in framing
forestry measures. It was his opinion that it should confine its activi-
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ties to enforcing such legislation as the Legislature might see fit to
pass." Therefore, member Rhodes asked to be excused from Voting
on the legislative matters.

Promptly then, Cuttle proceeded to dig up and expose the certain
bone of legislative contention. This was the current version of the
1923 bill (A. B. No. 1167) which would have reorganized the Board
of Forestry and the State Forester's qualifications for office. The
revised version was now pending as Assembly Bill No. 273, commonly called the Melville bill after its author. Charles B. Melville of
Fort Bragg was currently chairman of the Assembly Conservation
Committee.

There was no mention of reorganizing the Board in A. B. No. 273.

The major goal seemed to be that of removing the State Forester
from the Board of Forestry and designating him as secretary. Instead
of a "technically trained forester" as certified by the U. S. Secretary
of Agriculture or the University of California, the office holder would

now be "educated and trained in forestry," apparently as judged
solely by the Governor appointing him.
Cuttle "stated that he opposed this bill on the ground that it would
tend to make of the State Forester's office a political football. . . ."

He made a motion to oppose it. Pratt and Ellenwood joined him and
Rhodes (following his declared convictions) did not vote.
In a letter to Pardee dated February 13, 1925, State Forester Pratt
explained that a majority of the committee members had told him
they would vote against the Melville measure. Assembly Bill No. 273
did emerge from committee without recommendation, and that was
the end of it.1

In this same letter, Pratt defended the actions and attitude of
this Board of Forestry before his unreconciled friend by declaring,
I feel that we are making very substantial progress in State Forestry work
and if all the members of the Board do not get out and make a big "howl"
you must remember that they are appointees of Governor Richardson.

Neither James nor Rhodes were present at Board meetings on
February 17 and the following sessions on April 16 and 17. This
would make it appear that Cuttle had an important influence upon
the contents and construction of a 14 page typewritten news release
issued on February 23, 1925, in accordance with a formal understanding on the 17th. The comprehensive and outspoken document
1

A delegation of lumbermen had appeared before the Conservation Committee
two years earlier and apparently caused the withdrawal of the 1923 bill (The
Timberman Feb. 1925).
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was titled "Legislative Program Approved by the State Board of
Forestry." It constitutes a valuable record of official policy of the
time.

The Paid Campfire Permit Bill

It would be difficult to say who conceived the idea of raising revenue by selling campfire permits to the public. Certainly its warmest
supporter was Francis Cuttle.

At the Board meeting of February 17 the only visitor seems to
have been Charles G. Dunwoody, director of the newly formed natural resources department of the California Development Association.
The only objection he raised to the entire Board legislative program
was in respect to the campfire bill.

Dunwoody stated that there would be established a bad precedent
by imposing a "tax" of this sort to secure forest protection funds for
a service that was important enough to warrant an independent appropriation. After some discussion he agreed to inform his directors
that the Board of Forestry hoped for harmony and support from the
Development Association.

The news release of February 23 devoted a couple of pages to
explanation of the bill without adding much more justification than
that it would reach the persons who must be responsible for a great
many of the fires. Such people would be more careful with this reminder at hand, it was argued. All those persons who did not make a
direct use of the forest would thus be relieved of a considerable cost
in a general tax expenditure otherwise necessary.
James Hoflister of Santa Barbara introduced the measure as Senate

Bill No. 299. It was a long bill that was quite parallel to the law
governing the acquisition and use of hunting licenses. A permit must

be obtained by any person desiring to build a fire on the property
of another between May 15 and October 31. Permits would cost one
dollar for each calendar year. They were not transferable, and the
usual record of personal appearance, address and auto license would
guarantee against this. Privileges not specified by law would not be
granted to permittees on private land nor would privileges contrary
to regulation on Federal land. All types of fire were involved, including those contained in metal stoves or fueled by gas.

Permits were to be issued by county clerks or representatives of
the State Board of Forestry. All income from the permits was to be
paid into a forest protection fund, except 10 percent to be retained
by the counties as a record filing fee. Those counties maintaining an
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adequate fire fighting organization could apply to the Board of
Forestry for one-third of the permit money collected within the
county for use in fire protection. Boards of supervisors were empowered to designate and regulate, within existing legal limitations,
camping areas and highway camp grounds outside of incorporated
cities.

George Pardee had a great deal to say about the campfire bill in
an undated letter to Pratt.2
Then, too, your Board seems to have gotten in wrong in several
directions with its campfire-permit bill. For, really, now, don't you think it
is a farsighted, if not foolish, thing to tax 200,000 of our people for the
benefit of the remaining 2,800,000 of them? It would look that way to a

man up a tree. If your Board needsand it does, and ought to have
$200,000 for fire prevention and fire suppression, it ought to have guts
enough publicly to say so, and to try to get it out of the State Treasury,
(from whence it should come), rather than to intimate, by silence, if not to
say, that the Governor's budget will provide money enough for the Board's
needs, and then, giving the lie to that, at least tacit, approval of the bud getibus gubertoribus, demand a dollar apiece from the campfire builders for the
purpose of giving the Board funds enough to do one of the things the Board

says, by at least its silence, the budget gives it money enough to do that
one thing with. (That's a pretty long and involved sentence; but, maybe
you or the Major or the Lieutenantto both of whom greetings !or all
three of you together, can make sense out of it.) Anyhow, the contradictory
positions taken by the Board, in swallowing the Governor's budget and then
proposing the campfire bill to aid its official digestion of what it has swallowed arouses a sense of incongruity and Rabelaisian humor in the minds of
those who think about itand, from the clippings and what I hear exoribus,
I should judge a lot of people are thinking about it.

Pratt replied in the formerly quoted letter of February 13,
The Campfire bill is more or less of an experiment and if it does not meet
with public approval as a fire protection measure, I am quite sure the Board
of Forestry will be quick to sense this feeling. Indirectly, however, the publicity attending this measure has been of considerable benefit to the cause of
forestry in California.

At a Board meeting on April 6 Pratt reported that the campfire
bill had not been brought up and after a canvass of the situation he
was convinced that it would be unwise to bring it up.
Nevertheless, Mr. Cuttle went down with blazing guns. He wished
that those who opposed the bill would submit a substitute program
since the Board had done its best to formulate a constructive program. The three members present adopted a formal resolution telling
2 Original presented to State Archives by Mrs. Joe M. Anderson, daughter of
M. B. Pratt. The letter was obviously written in early February. The "Major"
was W. B. Rider; the "Lieutenant" was clerk Anna Duffy.
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what S. B. No. 299 proposed to do and whyand whereas "certain
organizations and influential men in the State of California are opposing the said measure" they were herewith invited to propose a
program as comprehensive and educational.

About this time one of the "influential men" wrote another personal and undated letter to the State Forester. Dr. Pardee declared
that he was glad to see that the campfire bill "is apparently (note
that last word) in the doldrums." He then confessed his fears that
certain things were happening which might put the bill over through
the Governor's and Cuttle's influence. He predicted that such a law
would make trouble for State Forestry "as sure as you're a foot high
and handsome." He went further in condemning the Board for lacking the courage to disagree with the Governor in his economies, using
language and figures of speech so typical of this outspoken man.

On April 24 the campfire permit bill was sent from committee
without recommendation. It was never considered again by the Legislature. A year later the proposition was explored before a large group

meeting with the Board of Forestry. When S. R. Black of the Cali-

fornia Forest Protective Association arose to justify this type of
special income from the public he was answered by Cuttle who observed that the public attitude had been expressed clearly enough
and henceforth the issue was dead.

A couple of other bills in 1925 involved campfires, especially in
respect to trespass upon posted private property. Powers of Eagleyule would have amended Section 627 Penal Code to prohibit camping or fires on such land with his Senate Bill No. 705. Bernard of
Glenn County offered Assembly Bill No. 542 to amend Section 602
of the Penal Code which would have accomplished essentially the
same thing. Both bills were passed by the Legislature and sent to
the Governor. Richardson allowed both to die with a pocket veto.
However, at the next session of the Legislature a simple campfire
law was finally enacted.

Fire Prevention by Statute

It was the peculiar misfortune of Governor Richardson and his
Board of Forestry that 1923 and 1924 were very serious fire years.
While the attitude of the Board in regard to State fire suppression
expenditures was forced into another mold by 1926, it was aimed at
economy when the legislative program news release of February 23,
1925, was published. Therein the Forest Service misfortune of the
previous year was twisted into a justification for the State policy.
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It was declared that in combatting a total of 1,932 forest fires
throughout an area of 19 million acres the Forest Service had expended approximately one million dollars. On the other hand, the
State had 15 million acres "nominally under its control" while admittedly giving fire protection to only 8 million. At the mere cost of
about $64,000 some 769 reported fires had been extinguished. The
point seems to have been that the large federal expenditure was unnecessary or inefficiently made.3

The Board attitude was apparently well represented by the following quotation from the news release.
To depend wholly upon a mechanical prevention system in an attempt to
remove the cause of these fires would be equivalent to attempting to cure
one who is ill by giving medicine without attempting to remove the cause.
Some of the good friends of conservation who make rather a cursory
study of the question, believe that the one thing to do is to build fire prevention and control systems on our timber lands and on our watershed to
the exclusion of all other phases of the conservation problem, believing that
by that means fires can be largely prevented, and when they do occur they
can be easily suppressed. . . . The Board believes that facts do not warrant
the conclusion that a large appropriation for fire prevention and suppression
would entirely solve the problem. . In many places suppression of fires is
not necessary for either timber or water conservation, and on the contrary,
brush burning may even be beneficial to the grazing of livestock. . . . State
.

.

money should not be spent fighting fires.

One can only presume that Cuttle sincerely believed that strict
law enforcement and adequate expenditures made before the occurrence of watershed fires would save large fire suppression costs. How-

ever, Federal aid contributions were always gratefully received and
diligently sought after. At any rate, the "brush burning" menace was
approached by the Board in the same news release of 1925.
Using statistics for the entire State (which included more in the
way of lightning and less in the way of incendiary fires than "State"
fires alone) it was revealed that lightning caused 29 percent of the
1924 fires while incendiary and brush-burning together accounted for
26 percent. To meet the problem the Board of Forestry proposed the
following steps:

Enact vigorous legislation making it a felony to wilfully
cause fire to be set in timber or watershed area.
Purchase by the State of valuable watershed areas.
8

Even had relative fire loss been quoted such a comparison was statistically untenable. The fact remained, however, that for many years such a dispropor-

tionate ratio of expenditure prevailed simply because the State Forester
lacked adequate funds to properly meet the prQtection requirements,
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Spend no State money for fire suppression on lands not
judged to be in the category of valuable watershed or timber.
Encourage local people and agencies to assume most of the
cost of all fire suppression everywhere, including the recognized
timber and water producing lands.
Fundamentally, a good argument could be developed for much of
this policy. It was the small and large practical obstacles which de-

layed any reasonable solution to the issue of "brush burning" for
many years to come.

Presumably at the request of the Board of Forestry, Assemblyman Van Bernard proposed another amendment to the Penal Code in
1925. His Assembly Bill No. 368 would have enlarged the scope of
Section 600 by adding to arson the incendiary crime of wilfully or
maliciously burning or attempting to burn any forest or inflammable
material on a watershed not owned or controlled by the person guilty
of doing so. The penalty for violation of the section was already set
at one to 5 years in prison or one to 5 thousand dollar fine, or both.

The bill was passed by the Assembly after two months in that
house. On April 10 the Senate passed the bill unanimously. Again a
Bernard forestry bill was allowed to die by the Governor's familiar
pocket veto. Undoubtedly, this action was deplored by the Board of
Forestry, and especially by Francis Cuttle.
A fire prevention measure which did succeed in this session was
Senate Bill No. 362 by Cadet Taylor of Pomona. The bill proposed
to amend the ancient and much amended Section 384, Penal Code,
which at this date consisted of 13 "Thou shalt not's" in respect to
the use of fire and hazardous machinery. For one thing the new proposal changed the requirements in backfiring into words which have
prevailed for decades. It was declared that backfires should be started

only under "direct supervision or permission of a state or federal
forest officer, unless it can be established that the setting of such
backfire was necessary for the purpose of saving life or property."
In respect to fires ignited under permit there were now set forth
precise effective dates when permits were necessary. The exemption
of small fires in "dooryard premises" from permit requirements was
added also.
The outstanding feature of the new law was its two sections aimed
specifically at burning tobacco. Added were these misdemeanors,
Throwing or placing any lighted cigarette, cigar, ashes or other flaming or
glowing substance, or any substance or thing which may cause a fire, in any
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place where such lighted cigarette, cigar, match, ashes, or other flaming or
glowing substance or thing, may directly or indirectly start a fire.
Throwing from a moving vehicle any lighted cigarette, cigar, ashes or
other flaming or glowing substance, or any substance or thing which may
Cause a fire.

On May 1st, Governor Richardson approved the bill as Chapter
According to an article in the Sacramento Bee on the date of
approval, it would appear that Governor Richardson assumed that
108.

the entire long bill was the product of his administration. He is
quoted as having stated that this legislation was "the best ever enacted to prevent forest fires. . . . The new law regulates the burning of timber and forest cover, increases the power of the state forester in controlling fires.

In respect to the prohibition against throwing burning tobacco
His Excellency said, possibly with the passion of one who felt sinned
against, "The cigarette is even more deadly as an actual fire menace
than the inflammable yellow journal."
It was obvious that Richardson had been wounded by the "yellow

journals" since he used the same theme in his "farewell" message
to the Legislature two years later (Journals, Jan. 4, 1927). At that
time he lauded the work of the "forestry department," saying it had
"striven to undo the great harm done mountain resorts by the false
forest fire tales of malicious metropolitan yellow journals
There would seem to be no question but that among all the slings
and arrows he suffered while in office, the newspaper derision of his
public statement after an auto trip from Sacramento to Los Angeles

in the fall of 1924 reached the most tender part of the Governor's
tough anatomy. He had made the impolitic remark that he had seen
none of these devastating forest fires reported in newspaper headlines. Since his car had traveled past the San Gabriel fire while the
Forest Service was in the process of expending some $300,000 for
its control, the reaction was prompt and highly critical.
State Forests A&ain

Legislation of great potentiality but scant chance of success was
introduced by Assemblywoman Cora Woodbridge of Roseville in the
1925 session. Her Assembly Bill No. 352 would have appropriated
$150,000 for the purchase of State Forests during the biennium pe-

riod. It was a long and well-written bill. Under it the Board of
Forestry was permitted to select and purchase lands suitable for
forestry purposes or for the conservation of water. The Board of
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Control was to approve the purchase areas, which must be of such
size as to offer economic administration. The lands acquired were to
be forever reserved from sale, but products therefrom could be sold.
Leases of land were permitted only after approval by both boards.
Income was to be deposited in a State Forest Fund and could be
used to administer the act. A maximum purchase price was fixed for
lands devoid of, but suitable for, forest growth at $2.00 per acre.
Merchantable timber or young growth, or land "left in a satisfactory
condition for natural reforestation and continuous forest production,
or suitable for watershed protection" could be purchased for as much
as $5.00 per acre. Provision was also made for the acceptance of
gifts of land.

On March 3, A. B. No. 352 was passed out of the Committee on
Conservation with a do pass recommendation. On April 24, the last
day of the session, Assembly Ways and Means Committee kissed it
fatally by releasing it without recommendation.
It is difficult in retrospect to imagine this conservative Richardson
administration plunging into a new and expensive project such as the
acquisition and management of State Forests. Nor is it an unreasonable assumption that with the optimistic forecast of tax exemption for
cut-over lands in the proposed constitutional amendment, the lumber

industry was not prepared to display the same zeal exhibited some
five years earlier in respect to the development of State Forests.
Nevertheless, the abbreviated Board of Forestry which prepared
or authorized the comprehensive news release of February 23 did
well by the subject. Certainly the State Forester was genuinely enthusiastic. Considerable was said in the writing about the advanced
thinking and action in Eastern States toward the development of
State Forests. II was pointed out that some persons were inclined to
let the Federal Government assume the burden of forest land acquisition for the benefit of posterity. However, such Federal interest was

being concentrated in the Lake States and Appalachian region and
would be for some time to come, in the opinion of the California
forestry commission. Finally, said the news release,
On the principle of "The Lord helps those who help themselves" the State
Board of Forestry believes that it is high time that the State of California
took some action to acquire at least some of the cut-over lands and brushcovered areas, with a view of eventually having extensive State Forests and
controlling areas necessary for the conservation of water.

Alas for the repeated expressions of hope. There was a long trail
ahead before State Forests were to become a reality in California.
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Senator A. B. Johnson helped accomplish the exchange of scattered
State school land for a single block of National Forest as authorized
by Chapter 229 of 1923. His 1925 bill became Chapter 215 when

approved by the Governor. It simply appropriated $15,000 to accomplish the exchange under the direction of the State SurveyorGeneral.

It is of particular interest that a year later (Feb. 18, 1926) Board
minutes reveal the first evidence that the Surveyor-General was will-

ing to see such lands converted into true State Forests. The Board
believed, however, that the State Constitution would have to be
amended to accomplish this.4

It was presumed that some 50,000 acres would be involved in the
exchange and that the State Forester would manage the area under
formal agreement with the Surveyor-General. Such a thing did not
transpire, and the area amounted to a scant 10,000 acres after adjustments were made to establish equal values in the transaction.
A curious tree planting bill appeared as Assembly Bill No. 894 by
Miss Eleanor Miller of Los Angeles. That lady would have directed
the Board of Forestry to consult with the Highway Commission and
then "initiate and carry on a systematic plan of tree planting along
the State highway system." Further, the Board should furnish necessary leadership in all such tree planting projects conducted by any
agency or person, government or private. In addition, Miss Miller
directed that in highway planting due consideration should be given
by the State agents to the "planting of nut-bearing trees, and shall

not embrace the planting of balm of Gilead or eucalyptus trees."
(That from Los Angeles). This bill seemed to please the Assembly
by April 16, the Senate by April 23, and His Excellency not at all. He
pocketed the bill by May 29.
An initial appropriation of $20,000 for the planting work had been
amended out of the bill before it reached the Governor's desk. Nevertheless, here was a proposed law which would have greatly extended
the public service of an agency of State Government. It is doubtful
if many Governors, and certainly not Governor Richardson, would
No action to accomplish this was ever attempted to the author's knowledge. He
and Deputy Forester W. H. Coupe were assigned to a Federal-State survey
and cruising party for six cold weeks in the fall of 1927 on the Latour area
exchange in Shasta County, under the direction of Marc W. Edmonds of the
Forest Service. The area thus exchanged remained school land until purchased

by the Division of Forestry for $100,000 in 1945. See biennial Report of
Surveyor-General (ending Aug. 1st, 1924 p 4).
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have approved of this directive to "initiate and carry on" without
some reasonable understanding of its ultimate limit
Appropriations

The regular budget bill for the biennium 1925-27 shows the single

item $109,440 for support of the Board of Forestry. Later Board
minutes indicate that the appropriation was intended to include
$82,440 for the regular organization, $13,000 for the nursery, and
$14,000 for the Humboldt Park.5 That the appropriation was inadequate is evidenced by the fact that during the 1925-2 7 period as much
as $60,616 additional was granted to the State Forester from emergency funds, primarily for fire control work.
With such tight budgeting of State money the field organization
seems to have increased a little. However, with Federal aid, patrol
fees and county cooperative funds amounting to some $76,750 for
the biennium it would have been a little difficult even at the time to
say where each man could look for his pay check.
When the rangers were assembled in Sacramento for a pre-season
meeting on May 23, 1925, twenty-three field men of ranger status
and two inspectors were listed. Governor Richardson appeared and
complimented the men for their efficiency and devotion to what he
termed the greatest trust that could be placed upon any man, namely,
the preservation for posterity of the woodland areas of California.
Further, said he with substantial accuracy, none were there by virtue
of political influence.6

Special fire protection appropriations in the 1925 session produced
some interesting and paradoxical cases. It is to be noted that while
funds for special areas were continually sought after, there was a
rising objection to separate bills for such purposes. Very early in the
session Senators Cadet Taylor and A. B. Johnson called meetings in
Sacramento to discuss that and other forestry subjects (Bee, Jan. 16,
17). All of the usual conservation interests were apparently in attendance, a situation which further indicates the isolated position of
the State Board of Forestry at the time. Normally, the Board should
have taken the lead in such a public action.
The Board had asked for $125,440, a sum which was $36,000 less than would
have been necessary to avoid a deficiency during the last biennium.
While not dealing directly with the Board at this time Dr. Pardee was making public pleas for increased appropriations. The Sacramento Bee of Feb. 26
reproduced a long letter of this nature from him on its editorial page.
news clipping of unknown paper, Pratt scrapbook.
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Senate Bill No. 10 (Taylor) and Assembly Bill No. 432 (Sewell)
would have appropriated $5,000 in matching funds for fire prevention in San Antonio Canyon. Both bills were reported out of committee without recommendation and died. The same fate came to
S. B. No. 733 and A. B. No. 782 by the same respective authors. The
latter provided money for Big and Little Dalton canyons, and the
former for San Dimas and Live Oak canyons.
The Angeles National Forest received the usual favored treatment,

when Chapter 211 (Kline) granted $5,000 for forest fire prevention
on a matching basis.

Los Angeles County was obviously more aroused than ever after
the San Gabriel fire of 1924, and apparently the Governor was ready
to yield in its favor. In 1921 the sum of $20,000 was appropriated
by the State for firebreak work in that county. Then Richardson had
vetoed a similar bill in 1923. In the fall of 1924 the Board of Forestry

very passively alloted $1000 to the cause, providing the county
matched it. Now in 1925, bills to secure $50,000 in State money
for construction and maintenance of fire trails were introduced by
Scofield (A. B. No. 22) and Evans (S. B. No. 176). The latter bill
passed both houses and was approved by Richardson as Chapter 275.
In the Senate an accepted amendment specified the Board of Forestry
instead of the Board of Control as the contracting party to do business with the supervisors of the county. At no time did the Board of

Forestry endorse this particular project. However, as an accomplished fact it must have been beneficial to Cuttle in his quest for
increased Federal appropriations for the same general area.
Once again Tamalpais Forest Fire District was granted $5000 by
the Legislature as a matching fund for firebreak construction (Ch.
473). Again the Governor exercised the privileged of cutting the appropriation to $2500 and approving the bill with that modification.
Two new and eager faces appeared at the table for special handouts
at the 1925 legislative session. Senator L. L. Dennett of Stanislaus
County was interested in building firebreaks and lanes in the some-

what ambiguous territory called "the Santa Cruz and the Coast
Range mountains in the county of Santa Clara." The sum of $5000
was requested from the State with the provision that the County of
Santa Clara make available an equal sum through deposit in the
State Treasury. This Senate Bill No. 791 failed to pass.
Assemblywoman Anna Saylor of Berkeley came forth with A. B.
No. 1202 which asked for $25,000 "for prevention and extinguishment of fires in the hills of Alameda and Contra Costa counties ad-
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jacent to the cities of Richmond, Albany, Berkeley, Piedmont, Oakland, San Leandro and Hayward."
The money was to be expended under direction of the Board of

Forestry for firebrèaks, trails and lookouts when matched by an
equal sum provided by the named cities and the East Bay Water
Company. Such a request might be said to have contained less justification for State attention than the other special bills if watershed
values inherent upon the land were used as the true basis of justification. But here, too, the ravages from wild fire born in the hills in
September 1923 had laid down a black scar that should have been
politically obvious in Sacramento. Something else was more obvious
to Governor Richardson from Berkeley. That was the fine hand of
George C. Pardee, supplicant.

Said the former Governor (in a previously mentioned letter) to
the State Forester,
I'm just awonderin' what's going to happen to our watersheds this coming
Summer and Fall. Last year, the National Forests got it. This year, maybe,
it'll be our turn. Everybody's all het up now about the fire dangers. Up to
a very few years ago, forest fires weren't front page news. Now they are.
And, if we get what's really coming to us this year, the papers'll be fuller of
even little fires than a balloon is of gas. . . . It's too damned bad the Governor can't see what's facing us and him in this forest fire matter. But all
Governors, bar none, are foolishsome about one thing, others about other
things, all about something. And there you are!
Anyhow, while, as you well put it, "We're making some progress, although
we are a long way from our goal," we wouldn't have been nowhere less'n
we'd a put a cocklebur or two under the gubernatorial tailand the heat he
shows about it makes it quite evident that he's doing what he is doing, not
because he wants to or likes to, but because he thinks he's got to. .
By the way, I also hear it rumored that the attempt will be made, if this
Contra Costa Hills Fire Protection Bill gets through the Legislature, to induce you to tell the Governor that the full appropriation per annum specified
in the bill isn't necessary, and that a less sum (considerably less) will do.
If that is done, it will, I am quite sure, breed a riotand riots are troublesome and annoying, you know. .

Assembly Bill No. 1202, appropriating money for the Contra Costa
Hills, was passed by the Assembly on April 9 and by the Senate on
April 20. The bill was sent to the Governor for his approval at 11

o'clock on the morning of April 23, 1925. Governor Richardson
waited until the next day to veto it.
Other Legislation of 1925

When the Attorney General had been requested in September of
1924 to prepare a constitutional version of a hazardous fire area law
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he simply promised to confer with the State Forester when the bill
went before the Legislature. Presumably he helped Thomas Ingram
draft his Senate Bill No. 140 in 1925. It will be remembered that
Richardson had pocket vetoed Ingram's first attempt in 1923. The
major difference in the 1925 bill seems to have been in specifying
the dry season as being from May 15 to October 31, and in trans-

ferring basic authority to the Board of Forestry from the State
Forester. When any hazardous fire area was formally designated by
the Board it would now be necessary to post signs around it and publish the information in local newspapers. The requirements that owners of 50 percent of the land involved must first petition the Board

to create the area, and that no hazardous area could be less than
25,000 acres in size remained as set forth in earlier bills. Once again
this bill was passed by the Legislature and once again Richardson
killed it with a pocket veto. He gave no reason for the action.
One of the most comprehensive conservation bills ever introduced
in the Legislature, at least in its first presentation, was Assembly Bill

No. 1237 by N. V. Wemple of Lassen County. At the late date of
March 13 the author must have meant what he said when he introduced it. The bill simply declared:
Section 1. Any person who shall wantonly, wastefully or unnecessarily
cut or destroy trees or vegetation necessary for the protection of watersheds
of the state is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 2. The state board of forestry shall establish and enforce rules for
the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act.

There is no indication that the Board of Forestry had ever heard
of the bill before its introduction. Said The Timberman in its April
issue:
The bill was introduced at the request of agricultural and irrigation inter. . . This bill appears so far-reaching upon its face that the timber
owners will undoubtedly ask that it be materially amended before coming
ests.

before the legislature for consideration.

It was indeed amended. The Assembly voted to attach the following provision at the end of Section 1.
provided, that the provisions of this act shall not be construed as applying to the cutting, clearing or otherwise disposing of trees or vegetation in
the customary pursuit of commercial logging, lumbering, quarrying or mining operation, or the clearing or improving of land for agricultural or for
building purposes, or for fire protection purposes.

Just what remained after this amendment of what had at first been
a proposed law of rather awesome potentiality is a little obscure. No

doubt the Legislature felt that way about it as each house unani-
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mously passed the bill before April 16. Governor Richardson settled

the whole thing in his habitual mariner. He let the bill die with a
pocket veto.

Among the incidental unsuccessful bills considered in 1925 was
A. B. No. 1052 by Anderson of Redding who wished to cede exclu-.
sive jurisdiction over Lassen Volcanic Park to the Federal Government except certain taxing and criminal law enforcement procedures.
This bill died by pocket veto.
Foster of Fresno again tried (A. B. No. 884) without success to
have money paid to counties, as a share of National Forest income,
alloted to the school district in which it was earned. The bill received
no committee recommendation.

Why Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 21 was not promptly
adopted is difficult to understand. Apparently M. B. Pratt wrote it,
and A. B. Johnson introduced it at the late date of April 1st. The
Assembly allowed it to die after it was adopted by the Senate. This
resolution pointed out that the President had set aside an American
Forest Week to call attention to the need for protection and wise use
of the forests and watersheds of the United States. Therefore, all
patriotic citizens were called upon to observe the occasion "by appropriate exercises, to the end that our forests and watershed resources
may be better conserved and renewed."
Assembly Joint Resolution No. 3 was more successful, at least in
its adoption by the California Legislature if not in its final purpose.

This was another plea for the passage of the Raker Bill by the
Congress which would have required the Federal Government to pay
"lieu taxes" to counties wherein National Forests were situated. The
long resolution claimed that the United States had dispossessed the
sovereign States of their rightful territory and thus caused burdensome costs to fall upon local governments.

In the meantime, the two incidental projects endorsed by the
Board of Forestry did not fare well. A bill was introduced (S. B. No.
248) to shorten the hunting season for deer and other forest animals
to a single fall month. In late April the bill emerged from committee
without recommendation.
Senator A. B. Johnson hoped to add a section to the Political Code
which would declare cultivated black currant to be a public nuisance
to be eradicated because this was a host plant to white pine blister

rust. His Senate Bill No. 149 cleared both houses and was sent to
Governor Richardson. For reasons unknown the Governor chose to
let the bill die with a pocket veto. Possibly he considered the firm
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authority granted State and local agricultural officials to take abatement action as being too severe.

In earlier chapters of this book State Park legislation and the story
of the constitutional amendment for tax exemption have been discussed. In both cases it was noted that the Legislature of 1925 played
an important role in the developing story. Also in 1925 another
matter moved forward to the credit of the Legislature, if not the
Governor. This was in respect to the establishment of a forest experiment station. That story will be related in the following pages.
The Forest Experiment Station

Forest trees as individual species and as tree communities growing

in California are naturally different from those growing in other
parts of America and Europe. The first exploiters of the forest in
California probably did not know or care too much about this fact,
except as it related to the utilitarian values of the various local
species. For instance, redwood and sugar pine were very promptly
sought out as easily worked woods of many uses.

But as the specific wood uses became more intricate, and as the
use of wood products increased, and as more forest land assumed
personal property value in private ownership, then the problems of
forest use and protection likewise multiplied and expanded. Probably the relationship between the vegetation on a steep slope and the
behavior of soil and water upon and below the soil surface presented
the first serious questions of a technical forestry nature in California.
It will be remembered that the first Board of Forestry was curious
about planting methods and species for reforestation and afforestation. About 1904 progressive lumbermen were ready to unite with
government in an attack on the problem of forest fire protection in
the virgin and cut-over forest.

The cooperative spirit among interested agencies in engaging in
problems of forest research has continued through the years. However, in the 192 0's it became quite obvious that the increasing complexity of most technical problems required the interest of an agency
which could direct the full energy of men specifically qualified to
conduct proper investigations.

Small attempts had been made by the U. S. Forest Service prior
to the first World War to engage in some pioneer research respecting
the natural wild land communities. Then curtailed budgets had eliminated the Feather River and Converse Flat Stations. Yet there was
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no resignation in the attitude of the few people who appreciated the
great need for continued and more intensive investigations.
It has been noted that Senator Hiram Johnson had introduced a
bill into Congress in January of 1922, asking Congress to appropriaate $40,000 for a forest experiment station in California. A year later
the State Legislature (S. J. R. No. 4) urged Congress to authorize
the expenditure and make the necessary appropriation.
In January of 1925, A. B. Johnson introduced his Senate Bill No. 5
into the California Legislature as a cooperative gesture on the part
of the State.
Two months earlier the Board of Forestry had stated by Cuttle's
resolution that it intended to sponsor a bill which would provide for
a state appropriation of $10,000 "for the establishment and maintenance of forest experiment stations in this state, providing the United
States Government appropriates $2 5,000 for the same purpose, such
forest experiment stations to be under the joint supervision of the
Federal Government and the State Board of Forestry of California."
Senate Bill No. 5 simply included the $10,000 appropriation and
provided that the State Board of Control could enter a contract with
the Forest Service for establishing and operating a forest experiment
station provided the Federal Government appropriated the sum of
$25,000 for the same purpose. The Legislature lived up to its implied
agreement with Congress and passed the bill. But Governor Richardson allowed it to die in his pocket on May 29.
Congress was much more congenial with its S 4156; Hiram John-

son's bill was passed and approved by the President on March 3,
1925 as Public Law 542. This act authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to establish and maintain a forest experiment station "in
California and the surrounding States." It could be located at any
place or places deemed suitable, and could be conducted independently or in cooperation with practically all agencies of government,
and with schools or private parties. Studies were to be made leading
to the best methods of protection and conservative management of
timber and other forest products. Authorization was included for the
appropriation of $50,000 for immediate expenditure.
It was not, however, until the fiscal year 1926-27 that the Federal
sum of $32,412 was made available for the California Forest Experiment Station as it was called. About five years later the words "and

Range" were inserted in the title after Forest, because intensive
mountain range studies were added to the growing list of experimental projects.
20-77773
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Edward I. Kotok, who had been liaison officer (commonly called
Clarke-McNary Inspector) working with the State Forester in respect to Federal aid expenditures, was made Director of the experiment station. He set about vigorously to build the new institution.
At first, four rooms were secured at the University in Hilgard Hall,
and then the upper floor of the new Giannini Hall.
Four more experienced field men of the Forest Service elected to
transfer into the station along with two clerks.7 This work force was
increased substantially as time progressed and work projects accumulated.
Los Angeles County contributed $1,500 and the State $3,500 toward the development of the station's Devil's Canyon Nursery. From
unrecorded sources the State contributed an additional sum of between $3,000 and $5,000 prior to July 1927 to help the new Federal
station get started.

In this first period the Feather River unit was again activated as
a branch station. Here and elsewhere throughout the forested region
the job of locating permanent sub-stations and sample plots for silvicultural and ecological studies was given high priority. In the summer of 1926 the experiment station promptly began the making of a
statewide inventory of vegetation through the type mapping project.
This job had last been undertaken more than 20 years earlier during
the joint Federal-State forest survey.
In the general budget made available for the Board of Forestry

for the biennium beginning July 1927 was included the sum of
$20,000 specifically earmarked for allotment to the California Forest
Experiment Station, an institution of the U. S. Forest Service. The
specialized business of research into forestry problems in California
was at last established upon a sound and permanent basis. It has thus
continued and expanded.
In the spring of 1959 the station's name was formally changed to
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, largely because of the creation of the State of Hawaii and the station's interest

in that area. At the same time the headquarters office was moved
from Mulford Hall on the University campus to downtown Berkeley.
'Duncan Dunning, A. E. Wieslander, H. W. Siggins. Roscoe B. Weaver (former
State Ranger) was assigned to Devil's Canyon Nursery. Clerks were Miss
D. H. Vinther and Miss L. 0. Baxter. State Ranger Clar was attached to the
station for type map work from August 1927 until the spring of 1931. From
time to time, especially during non-fire season, other State Rangers assisted
in this project by providing transportation for mappers. Incidentally, in 1926
S. B. Show began his 20 year term as Regional Forester of California.
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Extension Forester Established

The relationship of forested land and tree plantations to the pursuit of agriculture was recognized early in the Nation's history and
has continued to receive attention. It is not surprising then that provision was made for government educational work in the field of
forestry within the rural community. Under the Clarke-McNary Act
of 1924 provision was made for the use of cooperative Federal money
much as the Smith-Lever Act of 1914 provided for farm advisors.
Section 5 of the 1924 law authorized the Secretary of Agriculture

to cooperate with the proper State officials "to assist the owners of
farms in establishing, improving, and renewing woodlots, shelter
belts, windbrakes and other valuable forest growth, and in growing
and renewing useful timber crops."

In 1925 the regents of the University of California provided the
State share of the cost of maintaining an Extension Forester as a
branch of agricultural extension service. An agreement was made by
the regents with the Secretary of Agriculture for that purpose.
Woodbridge Metcalf was appointed to the position on February
1st, 1926, and remained in this work until his retirement on June 30,
1956. "Woody," as he has been known to thousands of friends during his career, was among the first of the faculty to arrive on the
campus when the forestry unit was established in 1914 in the College
of Agriculture.7'

Metcalf's work in encouraging the development of rural fire protection during the first World War has been described earlier. Such

a project has continued to be an important part of the Extension
Forester's work in California. In company with faculty and extension specialists, Metcalf actively promoted many fire protection dem-

onstrations at schools and farm centers, and also the annual Rural
Fire Institute at the University campuses of Davis and Los Angeles
where specialists in fire protection, both government and private,
gathered to exchange information. Other projects of interest to this
office include educational direction in the planting of windbreaks and

commercial Christmas tree plantations, the protection of natural
forest reproduction among foothill farms, proper utilization of wood
products, and every aspect of forest development and use as such
During 29 years after 1925 the Clarke-McNary contribution remained unchanged

in the sum of $1620 towards Metcalf's annual salary. Remaining costs, including that of an assistant after Jan. 1946, were borne by the State. After
July 1955 the Smith-Lever Act supplanted the Clarke-McNary Act for this
project.
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could apply to the rural population, not excepting the controversial
brush range improvement program which was sometimes believed by
foresters to be too enthusiastically endorsed by some local farm advisors.

The relationship between the Extension Forester and State Forester of California, unlike that of some States, was congenial and
mutually cooperative. Much of the reason for this was certainly due
to the warm personal friendship of the respective officials themselves.
The Million Dollar and the Oinizibus Bills

Two proposals to secure augmentations in forest fire control ap-

propriations during 1925 and 1926 were indicative of the rising
tempo of demands in that direction. One approach was to Congress
in the shape of what was commonly called the "million dollar bill."
The other was a gesture of unity within California in which all parties
interested in the protection of wild land resources prepared what they
called an "omnibus bill" for the attention of the Legislature. Neither
attack was fully successful, yet both were undoubtedly effective in
producing larger appropriations from the respective legislative bodies.

In the fall of 1925 the American Forestry Association was preparing evidence to impress the Congress with the need for greater
appropriations for the Forest Service. An invitation had been issued
to Francis Cuttle of California to appear before H. N. Lord, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, as an Association witness. On September 21st the Board of Forestry endorsed Cuttle's attendance in
the name of the Board.

Cuttle made the appearance on September 28. A couple of days
later, through the courtesy of Vice President Dawes he was permitted
to talk personally with Director Lord. He also talked with Secretary
of Agriculture Jardine who made him a 10 minute appointment with
President Coolidge. The latter "appeared quite interested and asked

many questions in regard to watershed conditions in California."
Cuttle returned for further work of this nature in December.
Records of the Tn-Counties Reforestation Committee indicate that
by October of 1925 plans were well under way to promote a special
Federal fire prevention appropriation of $1,000,000 to be used on
the Santa Barbara, Angeles, San Bernardino and Cleveland National
Forests. The Conservation Association of Southern California and

the Tn-Counties Committee raised at least $700 to meet Cuttle's
travel and other expenses on this project. The State, through the
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Board of Forestry, also apparently bore part or all of the cost of
one trip by Cuttle to Washington.

One interesting aspect of the million dollar bill was the attitude
of Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover. Hoover at this time was
a power in Washington, and in a case of this nature was expected to
represent California's interest. Mr. Hoover, not unlike the Governor
of California, was known to approach the business of government in
a spirit of caution and conservatism. Instead of endorsing Cuttle's
plea for augmented fire protection upon the southern watersheds of
California, Secretary Hoover urged that these lands be returned to
State or local jurisdiction.
Such a proposal disturbed many people in California and especially

the Board of Forestry. Deputy State Forester Rider called upon
Governor Richardson and found him so much opposed to the Hoover
proposal that he urged the Board of Forestry to prepare a resolution
of protest for transmittal through his office. A long resolution was
thereupon adopted by the Board and given to the Governor. In the
resolution, which was addressed to the President, the Secretaries of
Commerce and Agriculture and the members of Congress from California, the Federal interest in important watersheds as indicated by
the Clarke-McNary Act, was emphasized.8
Three bills to accomplish the great appropriation were then pending in Congress. One eventually passed the Senate, and that was all.
There was, however, a deficiency appropriation of $100,000 made by
Congress for the particular area and purpose, providing local effort
were made to match Federal expenditures.

The incident of the State omnibus bill is probably most important

as a token of new leadership on the part of the State Board of
Forestry. While the million dollar bill was still riding high in Washington, Cuttle formally proposed that all those interested in legislation for better protection of timber and watersheds should meet with
the Board on March 22 and 23, 1926. This meeting saw the congenial
gathering of representatives of nine agencies interested in timber,

Southern California water, and the National Forests. At the suggestion of Chairman Ellenwood, Mr. Cuttle took the chair and
greeted the visitors. He explained that no resentment was held for
past differences of legislative opinion, and that he now believed that
more could be accomplished during the legislative session of 1927 if
No trace of the resolution was found in National Archives or Hoover papers.
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a wide agreement could be obtained upon the program to present to
the lawmakers.
The spirit of the meeting was then well established by the reading

of a long and earnest letter from Dr. Pardee urging the State to assume the burden of protecting the watersheds from fire "with the
possible exception" of land owned and protected by the Federal
Government.

All of the representatives agreed that the introduction of separate
sectional appropriation bills should cease. The entire field of legislation was covered in a concentrated two-day meeting, but without
the construction of a finished legislative program. On May 24 the
same group met, and after lengthy discussion agreed that the sum of
$110,000 as an annual additional fire protection sum was needed by
the Board of Forestry from the State General Fund. The delegates
would not, however, come to agreement as to the proper allotment of
such funds for protection in the four geographic regions they had
first considered, namely, Southern California, redwoods, pine, and
second-growth pine. Eventually it was agreed that there should be
introduced what the group called an omnibus bill, asking for $220,000
for fire protection additional to the regular budget of the Board of
Forestry; and that a committee of five be appointed to advise the

State Forester as to how the money should be spent. Herbert S.
Gilman representing Southern California water interests, was thereupon appointed as the chairman of that committee. The next day the
committee presented a draft of a bill to accomplish the major purpose.
There was no further mention of the omnibus bill in Board of Forestry minutes. Nor did it appear in the Legislature of 1927. This was
no major tragedy, as will be obvious from an examination of the regular appropriation act of that session. Forestry fared well under the
sympathetic hand of a new Governor.
The administration of Governor Richardson had opened with what
must be acknowledged as a violent attack upon the place of State
Government in forestry affairs and especially fire protection. It had
never been especially warm to any advancement of forestry services.
Yet the pressures of public opinion in its awareness of a great need
to accomplish something more than budget reductions, plus the elemental forces of nature, had caused a considerable softening in the
administration attitude in the last months. Although the Governor
boasted of the economies accomplished as his legacy to the people,
he yet declared that his Board of Forestry had conducted its work
sanely and intelligently on a businesslike basis and had used every
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endeavor to protect the forests of the State and to stimulate ref orestation (Senate Journal, Jan. 4, 1927).

If development of the physical organization can be taken as a
measure of progress, then there had been some progress. It would
be difficult to place much of the credit with Governor Richardson,
or even with his Board of Forestry. Lacking the presence of Francis
Cuttle on that Board, and the persistent goading of leaders in the
field of conservation on the outside, it is doubtful if there would have
been much progress. The State Forester must have found himself in

a somewhat difficult position at times in the dual role of commissioner and executive officer, especially when majority opinion differed

with his own in matters of policy. In any event, he was obliged to
carry out the policies of the political administration of the time.
Undoubtedly he believed that his most important function throughout his long term in office was the selection of qualified field person-

nel to match the rough mountains And this was, in fact, the one
responsibility in which he refused to be impeded or diverted from a
course he considered proper.

With the election of C. C. Young and the new legislation of 1927
the State Forester was removed from a formal place in making superior policy determinations for his organization. A new era was at

hand, not only for State forestry but for State Government in
general.

Chapter Thirty

Governor Young Reorganizes
State Government
Every possible effort should be made to minimize the annual destruction of
this coverage for our watersheds, as well as to encourage the reforestation
of cut-over timber lands.
C. C. YOUNG, Jan. 1927

Clement Calhoun Young was born in New Hampshire in 1869. His

family moved to California during his youth and "CC" attended
both San Jose and Santa Rosa high schools. He became an English
teacher and school administrator and for a while taught at San Francisco and Santa Rosa. Before and after his term as Governor, Young
dealt in real estate in Berkeley. He died in the latter city in 1947.
Young was definitely a Progressive Republican and was prominent
in helping to eliminate the old political machine in 1909. He was
elected to the Assembly from Alameda County in 1908, and from
1913 until 1919 he was Speaker. Thereafter he was Lieutenant Governor until his election to the Governor's chair in 1927. Young has
been called the most versatile of California Governors and the greatest organizer of State governmental functions. He was especially interested in career civil service.

Few voices had been raised to higher pitch in opposition to the
"Richardson economy" than that of Lieutenant Governor Young.
And when the people were asked to choose between the two at the
1926 primary the victory of Young was remarkably close. He obtained 51 percent of the Republican votes. At the general election
Young acquired nearly three times the votes of his opponent, Democrat Justin Wardell.

In his inaugural address, Governor Young had much to say about
the necessary reorganization of State Government and his strong intention of seeing it accomplished. In respect to the conservation of
natural resources he dwelt especially upon the importance of water
conservation and the protection of watersheds. He pointed out that
his remarks in respect to forest conservation were limited to that
feature. However, he did state that he would recommend at least a
[600
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50 percent increase in forest fire protection appropriations as an expenditure constituting the truest kind of economy.'
Department of Natural Resources Created

By far the most important legislation in the field of natural resources during 1927 was the gathering of several agencies into a
department under the supervision of a director who was, at the instigation of Governor Young, a member of the Chief Executive's
cabinet. It is possible, of course, that enthusiastic recreationists would
prefer to claim the authorization of $6,000,000 in State bonds for the
purchase of State Parks as an event of greater longtime importance.

Be that as it may, the third serious attempt to create a coordination
of natural resource agencies met with success in 1927.
As had so often happened in the past a big city legislator took the
lead in sponsoring the bill which accomplished a major change in the

political history of California forestry affairs. This time it was an
energetic Assemblyman from San Francisco, an attorney 27 years of
age named B. J. Feigenbaum.2

Feigenbaum introduced his very brief Assembly Bfll No. 1123 on
January 21. The bill simply would have amended the Political Code

enough to create a Department of Natural Resources under a Director who could organize the department. There was also created a
Board of State Park Commissioners since, of course, none existed at
the time.

A great deal of backstage controversy must have ensued because
the bill rested in committee until it was passed out without recom1 Young was no spendthrift. He reduced preliminary budgets by 10 million dollars.
His own first budget exceeded the previous Richardson budget by 13.3 million

dollars, an increase of 7.4 percent as against the Richardson increase of approximately 25 percent for each of the prior bienniums (see budget message,
Senate Journal, 192 7). The new Division of Forestry was highly favored over
practically all other agencies, undoubtedly because of the unyielding pressure
of George Pardee (see "The California State Service, Its Growth and Objectives," M. B. Pratt, Journal of Forestry, April, 1931.)
2 Newton Drury informed the author that there were numerous architects involved
in this job, notably Director of Finance Alex R. Heron and Senator Arthur H.
Breed. What Pardee and Cuttle thought has not been recorded. The California
Development Association claimed much of the credit (as revealed in Board
of Forestry minutes). One who dissented from including forestry in a broad
department was Walter Mulford (and he so informed the author in a private
conversation in which he mentioned that he could be quoted to that effect).
Regardless of the administrative advantages of this department it cannot be
denied that the several divisions were decidedly unrelated in duties and some
times in philosophies, probably more so than any comparable State institution.
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mendation on April 29. On March 4, Feigenbaum introduced a new
bill, numbered 1176. This was a comprehensive document of several
pages. Again the Political Code was amended to provide for the creation of a new department. Sub-sections provided for: a Division of
Mines with a State Mineralogist as chief, succeeding to all authority
of the several boards of oil and gas commissioners; a Division of
Parks with a Chief and commission of five appointees; a Division of
Fish and Game administered through a three-man appointed commission; a Division of Forestry administered through a chief who would

be the State Forester, a technically trained man appointed by the
Director upon the nomination of the Board of Forestry. The Board
of Forestry was henceforth to consist of seven members serving at
the pleasure of the Governor. Among the members, one was to be
"familiar" with the pine timber industry, one with redwood, one with
livestock, one with general agriculture and one with the problems of
water conservation.

Several amendments of little significance caused no particular
trouble. Of most interest was the elimination of a provision which has
since been enacted into law. This would have allowed the Director,
with the consent of the Governor, to make closures of parks, forestry

areas, or fish and game districts when "peace and safety" required
it, which is to say, during a period of unusual fire hazard.
On March 17 the bill was passed by the Assembly with only five
negative votes, and on March 30 it cleared the Senate with unanimous approval. On April 13, 1927, Governor Young made it law as
Chapter 128. The new agency would become effective on July 29,
and the fourth era of the California State Board of Forestry would
on that date be legally born.
The major effect of the new law and its companion statutes was to
be observed in the situation created for State Parks. Three consecu-

tive bills introduced by Senator Breed became three consecutive
chapters of law, as described earlier. These laws provided for a park
survey; the elimination of all park commissions and the transfer of
their powers to the new department; and the issuance of bonds for
the purchase of park land. In view of this great concurrence on the
part of the Legislature it is difficult to understand how Anderson of

Redding and Walters of San Diego could bring to the Governor's
desk their Assembly Bill No. 128 for the purpose of establishing an
independent commission to administer the little Burney Falls tract
as a State Park. Although the bill was amended to substitute the
Department of Finance for the commission, Young very naturally
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did not approve a further dispersal of State functions. He allowed the
bill to die in his pocket.
Senator Fred Handy of Ukiah would have reorganized the Board
of Forestry in a new direction in his Senate Bill No. 317. Attacking

the old Act of 1905 (as amended in 1919) with an amendment he
proposed that a Board of Forestry should henceforth consist of five
persons representing respectively the industries of pine timber, redwood, livestock, watershed conservation, and the public at large.
Under the proposed law the Governor was to appoint an executive
secretary for the Board to serve at his pleasure. The secretary was
to perform practically all duties which were at this time the respon-

sibility of the State Forester. Then there was also to be a State
Forester "who will be the field executive of the Board . . . and have
charge of all firewardens of the state." Such a fundamentally weak
proposal was quite obviously aimed at the person of the incumbent

State Forester. It was the third version in that many legislative
sessions, and Mendocino County appeared to be their breeding
ground. On April 29 the bill left committee without recommendation

and probably with little interest from any legislator in the face of
the department bill.3
General Forestry Legislation

With the transfer of park responsibility away from the Board of
Forestry an important bit of law was brought to a successful conclusion by R. F. Fisher of Humboldt County. His Assembly Bill No.
796 became Chapter 72, through which the Board could receive gifts
of land suitable for forestry purposes. Undoubtedly, the immediate
need for such a law was made evident by a pending gift of some
800 acres in Napa County from Mrs. Anson Blake of Piedmont. In
1930 this plot was accepted as the first State Forest and named Las
Posadas.

For the third time Thomas Ingram returned with his hazardous
fire area bill. In the two previous sessions, Governor Richardson had

pocket vetoed the bill after the Legislature had passed it. It could
be presumed that the Attorney General would have helped put the
proposition into acceptable constitutional form following his menMeeting on Feb. 10 to consider legislation, the 11 member Cal. Forestry Committee declined to take action in respect to S. B. No. 317. It did, however,

resolve: that all State Parks should be under one commission; and (Dunwoody of the Cal. Development Assoc. dissenting) that both forestry and
parks should be combined in one agency.
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tioned correspondence with the State Forester, but that does not
seem to have happened. The essence of Ingram's S. B. No. 558 in
1927 was the same as the earlier bills. When 60 percent of landowners of an area not less than 25,000 acres in size petitioned the
State Forester he might designate the land as a hazardous area. The
legalistic error arose in stipulating that the State Forester could
then set forth rules and regulations for the use of fire within the area,
the violation of which would constitute a misdemeanor.
On April 20 the bill was passed and sent to Governor Young for

his final approval. On April 21 he returned the vetoed bill to the
Senate with a message that he had been advised such a delegation of
legislative powers to a single official was not constitutional. On the
other hand, said the Governor, "I am heartily in favor of all appropriate legislation designed to assist in fire prevention and the preservation of our forests." His veto was sustained by unanimous vote.4
A couple of forestry amendments were made in the Penal Code in

1927. J. J. Murphy of Weed obtained (by his Chapter 228) some
practical adjustments in sub-section 10 of the long Section 384. The
new law modified fire prevention requirements regarding the use of
machinery in the woods. Murphy was also successful in another long
quest of the timber owners. He secured a delay of two weeks in the

start of deer season in the Sierra by his Chapter 669. Danger from
hunter fires seems to have been the only issue involved in this par.
ticular legislation.
Mrs. Woodbridge, through Chapter 318, secured an amendment to

the "Christmas berry" law of 1921 as found in Penal Code Section
384a. The amendment now embraced Christmas trees also. More important, the law provided that improperly cut material was subject
to confiscation by the State Forester or his assistants, or any firewarden or peace officer. Thereafter for more than a decade, and even
after the specific responsibility of the State Forester was amended
out of the law, State Rangers were occupied during the pre-Christmas

season in the highway inspection of trees and greens being transported. It was a difficult law to enforce, but there is no doubt whatever that much greater depredation would have occurred upon forest
properties had this law not been enacted.

In respect to legal backfires, Schofield of Los Angeles wished to
include county forest officers along with State and Federal officials
as the only persons who could conduct or supervise a backfiring. His
4At the next session in 1929 a hazardous area law was enacted as Chapter 115.
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Assembly Bill No. 781 would also have deleted the exception in the
law which recognized that when valuable property or life was to be
saved then it was presumed that anyone could cause a backfire to

be set. The bill remained in committee until the last day of the
session.

At last the campfire trespass law advocated by lumbermen was
enacted. Assemblyman Fisher obtained in Chapter 726 an amendment to Section 602, Penal Code. This new law added a sub-section
which required that before building a fire on land posted against
trespass a person must obtain permission from the owner.
The Political Code was amended at this session by Van Bernard's
Chapter 50 in respect to a white pine blister rust host plant. Cultivated black currant was declared to be a public nuisance and State
agricultural authorities were empowered to eradicate the plant.
The same code was enlarged through Chapter 174, sponsored by
Evans of Los Angeles. This new law permitted school boards and
trustees to institute classes in forestry, to obtain land for planting
demonstrations, and to transport pupils to see demonstrations in good
forest practices.
There was considerable activity in the 1927 session in attempts to

provide for the organization of county recreational areas, but they
were not successful. Three bills sought to extend the power of county
boards of Forestry and the County Forester's office. T. R. Finley of
Santa Barbara was their champion. His A. B. No. 97 and A. B. No.
779 to increase salaries did not succeed but his A. B. No. 949 became
Chapter 238. This law provided that in those counties having boards

of forestry, as provided by the act of 1909, the County Forester
could be paid as much as $250 per month. More important, the board
could assume "exclusive charge and jurisdiction" over the prevention
and control of brush, grass, grain or other fires, except within cities
or legally organized fire protection districts.
Assemblyman Leymel of Fresno was a school teacher by profession
and he picked up the project which had been twice defeated. This
session his Chapter 96 provided that State income from National
Forest earnings would be distributed with favor shown toward the
school districts adjacent to the Forests.
A worthy bill which received practically no consideration was in-

troduced by the youthful E. Walton Hedges, firewarden of San
Benito County and later member of the State Board of Forestry. His
A. B. No. 795 would have spelled out some refinements in the compul-

sory patrol act of 1923 which would have greatly aided in the ad-.
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ministration of the awkward law. The need was so vital that the
Board of Forestry simply adopted the proposed law in essence after
the Legislature had failed to enact it.

Dilhinger of El Dorado introduced Assembly Joint Resolution
No. 4. This was another of the memorials requesting Congress to
adopt legislation which would cause lieu taxes to be paid by the
Federal Government into county treasuries for land within National
Forests. It was adopted by the Legislature as usual.
Senator Allen of Yreka secured passage of Senate Concurrent
Resolution No. 26 which pointed out that the President had proclaimed the week of April 24-30 as American Forest Week, and further, "our esteemed Governor . . . has recognized the prime importance of forest and watershed protection to California by accepting
the chairmanship of the American forest week committee of California." It was therefore resolved that all patriotic citizens should
observe this period with appropriate exercises, and that 5000 copies
of the resolution be printed and distributed throughout the State.

The legislative session of 1927 could thus be listed as quite successful as viewed by conservationists. Other than the great organizational change, however, there were no specially critical issues pre-

sented. As a matter of fact, there were no vital and controversial
problems disturbing the partisans in the several fields of forestry.
The matter of enough money to get on with proper forest fire protection was the first order of business. That situation was met and
largely solved in the regular budget act.
Governor Young had been very specific in informing the Legisla-

ture that his budget was going to show the entire cost of State
Government where it could be seen. In view of the recent forestry
budgets this was a significant statement. The previous budgets had
been substantially augmented by emergency fund allotments and
income other than General Fund appropriations.5
What happened to the proposed omnibus bill as a supplemental
item of appropriation is not known. Undoubtedly, it was recognized
'An emergency or contingent fund is not to be blindly condemned. A flexible
money reserve is a practical necessity in the indeterminate business of forest
fire control. But as a fiscal system designed to keep an active agency on a
starvation diet or to improve the appearance of the budget it reflects poor
management if nothing else. The Division of Forestry was to see a great deal
more of emergency fund financing in its fire control system long after
Richardson had departed.
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as being unnecessary in view of the liberal attitude of the new administration.

Board minutes of December 27, 1926, state that Pratt, Cuttle and
Rhodes had met with the Governor-elect and three of his advisors to
discuss the budget. At that time the Board budget was $310,000,

which in itself means little. At any rate, future Finance Director
Heron objected to $70,000 for emergency fire fighting and instead
promised to draw upon the emergency fund if necessary.
The final budget act of 1927 included the following items for the

Board of Forestry (other than certain sums for State Parks which
were no doubt transferred to the new Park Commission). The total
came to $361,000.
Support

Fire Prevention Fund
County watershed fire protection
Los Angeles County
San Bernardino County
Tamalpais District
Other counties and agencies
Forest Experiment Station and other Federal agencies

$157,330
84,000
50,000
10,000
10,000
40,000
20,000

The fire prevention fund item involved anticipated income of some

$16,000 in compulsory patrol fees and the remainder Federal aid.
"Other counties" probably included all salary and expense of State
Rangers. "Other Federal agencies" included the Bureau of Entomology and possibly some contribution toward blister rust studies.
It will be observed that here, after 20 years, the special appropriations for fire protection were at last gathered in the State Forester's
budget and ostensibly put under his supervision. It was rather odd
that the only stray bill in this category arose as Assembly Bill No.
1049 by Kelsey of Oakland. It was identical with Mrs. Saylor's bill
of the last session. Kelsey asked for $25,000 for fire work in the
Contra Costa hills The bill rested in committee until the end of the
session and then was released without recommendation.
The Governor Makes Some Appointments

The Richardson appointees did not resign upon the election of a
new Governor with the exception of Cuttle whose resignation was accepted in February. The holdover Board met officially at the end of
March and again on July 23, 1927.
Six days later Fred G. Stevenot took the oath of office as the first

Director of the State Department of Natural Resources. He estab-
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lished a temporary office in a Capitol room provided by the Speaker
of the Assembly. A few months later the department moved into the
new State Office Building which had been delayed in reaching completion during the recent administration.6
In the meantime there was much to be done in a rejuvenated forestry organization. Where there had been 16 rangers, four inspectors
and two lookouts in 1923, funds were currently available to establish
28 rangers, nine lookout observers, six patrolmen and seven inspectors. There was an air of enthusiasm among the field men that reflected pride in a progressive organization. The State forestry agency
was probably more hopeful in spirit than it had ever been during the

42 years since the first Board of Forestry had assembled at the
Academy of Sciences in San Francisco. The necessary work of forest
conservation was now recognized by public leaders everywhere, and
by entire communities in many places. Obviously it was recognized
by a dynamic and businesslike Governor.
Yet no new Board of Forestry had been appointed. The year 1927
passed and then on June 8, 1928, Governor Young was ready to announce that the ailing Dr. George C. Pardee of Oakland had at last
yielded to his plea to head his Board of Forestry.7
The other members of the newly constituted State Board of Forestry were also made known to the public on June 8th. The six men
so named had obviously been selected with care as being representa-

tive of this political administration. This was true in respect to the
conservative-progressive attitude which each carried to the task, in
respect to geographic distribution of the community of their work
and residence, and especially in respect to the familiarity of each
with some aspect of the widening scope of forest conservation as that
term was understood in the California of the late 1920's.
o Fred Gabriel Stevenot was born in Oakland in 1887. His family had been early

Calaveras Co. pioneers. Fred became interested in mining and stock raising.
He was a member of the State Assembly in 1921. After his duty in Natural
Resources he served until 1933 on the State Railroad Commission. Thereafter he became president of the Bank of America Company and assumed
active leadership in numerous business corporations.

Mrs. Audrey Sollenberger, who was employed as the first secretary of the
first Director of Natural Resources, remains in that office at the time of this
writing.

'In reply to a query from this writer as to why the appointments were delayed,
Mr. Stevenot declared that the state of Pardee's health was indeed the cause
(letter 1/16/58). Said Stevenot, "Governor Young solved the matter by
saying to me 'Stevenot, go to Oakland and persuade Pardee to accept.' The
Result, quoting Caesar, veni, vidi, vici."
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The Fourth Era of the Board of Forestry Begius

The time was 10:30 o'clock in the morning of Saturday, June 23,
1928, when Director Stevenot entered Room 103 of the State Building in San Francisco to welcome the newly appointed State Board of
Forestry which had assembled at his call. Dr. Pardee was there, 23
years older than when he had been selected in absentia as the chairman of the second rejuvenated California forestry commission in
1905. He had been ill that hopeful day in Sacramento. In these later
days he was ill much of the time and it irritated him so much that
he often muttered about in mild profanity. Now the unruly clipped
full beard that had been the professional mark of the physician in
the past century was heavily spotted with white hair. For him this
moment in San Francisco must have been a time for memories.
The other men talked quietly of the many matters that would soon
be problems requiring their official consideration. Professor Walter
Mulford, head of the forestry school across the Bay, discussed the
redwood region in his always carefully reserved manner. Occasionally
Major Swift Berry commented upon conditions affecting the pine
lumber operators. Albert Mathews had not arrived from Susanville.
Herb Gilman, Eyman Huff and William Blasingame listened with
the respect of intelligent men who knew that they had much to learn
and something to contribute to this new agency of government to
which they had been summoned as a duty of citizenship. Clerk Anna
Duffy sat quietly with notebook and freshly sharpened pencils on
the desk before her. State Forester Pratt smoked his pipe and answered occasional questions about his organization.
Soon Mr. Mathews entered the room and greeted the others present. Director Stevenot then stood before the group and spoke briefly

about why they had assembled and of his welcome and hope that
much could be accomplished by all of them working in congenial
cooperation. He proposed that the first order of business should be
the election of their chairman

The selection of Dr. Pardee was hardly a formal matter; it was
recognized by all present as his rightful place. The 71 year old veteran of numerous political wars, the stalwart friend of forest conservation, looked around the table at his companions and said "Very

well, let us select a vice chairman to serve in the absence of your
chairman, and then we shall consider old business before this Board.
There is much to be done in the way of new business."

Thus began the labors of the California State Board of Forestry
in its fourth era.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
WALTER MULTORD was born in New Jersey September 16, 1877. He died at
St. Helena, California in the same month of the year 1955. This politely reserved,
always dignified professor of Quaker ancestry was proud of having been a member

of the first graduating class in forestry in this Nation, or outside of Europe, as
a matter of fact. This was the Cornell class of 1901 in which he had earned the
degree of Forest Engineer. He had received a bachelor's degree at the same
institution in 1899.

Mulford promptly became the first State Forester in the United States when
he assumed that title in Connecticut. After 1904 he served a year with the Forest
Service and then became a member of the forestry faculty at the University of
Michigan and then Cornell. It was from the latter position that he transferred
in 1914 to head the new forest school at Berkeley where his own specialty was
forest economics. Academic and professional honors came in number to this
greatly admired and beloved scholar, mentor and personal friend of generations
of forestry students. He was President of the Society of American Foresters in

1924, and at the time of his appointment to the Board of Forestry was Vice
President of the International Forestry Council. In 1938 the University of
Michigan awarded him the honorary degree of Doctor of Science. He was general
£ditor for a series of texts on forestry produced throughout the Nation.
"Prof." Mulford was designated as being familiar with the redwood region on
the Board of Forestry. That region and the people of California were well represented. As Vice Chairman of the Board, Professor Mulford was often required
to act during recurrent illnesses of Dr. Pardee. Mulford served only during the

three remaining years of the Young administration. However, as Dean of the
School of Forestry he sat with the Board by its invitation after 1944.
SwIFT BERRY, the pine representative on the Board of Forestry, was born on

a farm near Tecumseh, Nebraska, in January 1887. He was the son of Harry
Swift and Printha Cannon Berry, both of Illinois by way of Vermont. Swift
paid for his school expenses by working in the woods of the Black Hills during
summers. His work with the U. S. Forest Service began on the day of its creation, February 1st, 1905. He was an acting assistant ranger. Then he attended
the famous Biltmore Forest School in North Carolina conducted by Dr. C. A.
Schenck where he was granted a degree of Forest Engineer. In July of 1907
Berry entered the Forest Service and was sent to two National Forests in
Colorado before his transfer to California when the District Office was established in December 1908. His work was in the field of timber sales and management, first under G. M. Homans and then T. D. Woodbury. In 1917 Berry went
to France with the Forest Engineers to do timber reconnaisance and acquisition
work for the Army. He left the service in August 1919 with the rank of major.
For a couple of years thereafter Major Berry worked at timber valuation for
the U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue, and then another couple of years in private
land exchange work for Hall, Kellogg and Company in San Francisco. In Janu-

ary 1923, Ray Danaher persuaded him to accept the position of SecretaryManager of the California Forest Protective Association. In that capacity Berry
had an opportunity to view at close hand the working of the California Legislature while he labored to restore fire protection funds in the Richardson budget.
Danaher also persuaded Berry in the spring of 1924 to exchange this position for
a field job with the Michigan-California Lumber Company at Camino. lie became
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Manager in 1930 and later General Manager of the company. Berry retired from
this position at the end of 1949. In 1952 he was elected to the State Senate for
the 9th (Amador, El Dorado) District, and in 1956 was made chairman of the
Natural Resources Committee.
Throughout his career Swift Berry wrote numerous articles and bulletins on
forest utilization. He was encouraged by the Michigan-California Company to
practice the most advanced methods of forest exploitation leading toward a sustained yield operation.

During his career Berry served on many public committees. For example, he
acted as lumber consultant for the National Production Authority in Washington

and as chairman of one of the first district committees under the California
Forest Practice Act. As a private forester he was always a recognized spokesman
for enlightened industry. Swift Berry served seven years on the State Board of
Forestry.
WILLIAM 0. BLASINGAME was appointed to the Board as a representative of

the livestock industry. There was no question as to his qualifications in that
respect. And as a stockman he was interested in enhancing mountain range values
through the use of fire.
The Blasingame family had first settled in the Calaveras foothills in 1862 after
coming from Alabama. Later they were financially able to acquire and develop

range land in California after having bought cattle in Texas in the 1870's and
bringing them to a profitable San Francisco market by foot and railroad.
William was born at the home ranch of some 16,000 acres near Academy in
Fresno County in November of 1875. There were five sons in the family and
through industry and careful investments they became substantial businessmen
of the Fresno area. The father, Jesse A., was a director of the first incorporated
bank in Fresno. In addition to his sheep and cattle ranches "W. 0." also developed a section of irrigated land on the outskirts of Fresno City. At the time of
his appointment to the Board, Blasingame was Vice President of the California
Cattlemen's Association. He served until the end of the Young Administration.
William 0. Blasingame died in 1953.
HERJ3ERT S. GILMAN was born in Rochester, Minnesota in September 1883. He

attended the University of Minnesota where he was educated as a civil engineer.
He came to California in 1909 and settled in the San Dimas area where he en-

tered the citrus fruit industry. It was not long, however, before he became
heavily involved in water development projects and hydraulic engineering. His
proficiency and knowledge in those subjects were soon recognized far beyond the
limits of Southern California. For some 30 years Herb Gilman was a prominent
figure in water conservation and fire protection groups in this State. At the time
of his appointment to the Board of Forestry as a water expert he was Manager
of the San Dimas Water District and President of Angeles Protective Association,
the latter being a promotion group for watershed fire protection. For his contri-

bution to the science of forestry, engineer Gilman was elected to honorary
membership in the Society of American Foresters and awarded the Bissel Medal

for forestry work. In total he served actively and conscientiously on the State
Board of Forestry for 11 years. Among actions sponsored by him during that
time was the entry into the Division organization of several Southern California
counties and the creation of a State district headquarters in that region.
Herb Gilman from the outside gave a false appearance of being stern and
gruff. He rarely spoke when there was little to say, and when he did his voice
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often rumbled in his throat. But when he spoke people listened. Gilman, more
than anyone, enjoyed the laugh that followed when Chairman Pardee often exclaimed, "Dammit, Gilman, speak louder, I want to hear what you say."
Herbert S. Gilman died in April of 1941. The Division of Forestry named a
fire lookout station in Orange County as a small memorial in appreciation for
the work of one of its outstanding friends.
ARTHUR J. MATHEWS was born in San Francisco in 1886. After finishing school

he went to work for the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. Soon he was
transferred to Reno, where he became associated with two other young men with

ambitions to create a public telephone system around Susanville. In spite of
their lack of funds they founded the California Northern Telephone and Telegraph Company in 1909. Mathews was then 23 years old. Because of their youth-

ful industry and the general public support for the stringing of lines through
thinly populated areas the new company managed to obtain adequate loans. Lines

were run to Quincy and Doyle. Then they purchased a Nevada line owned by
the prominent miner George Wingfield. Eventually the company was purchased
by another private party and Mathews was retained as general manager until

his retirement in December 1949.

In 1917 Mathews was elected to the State Assembly from Lassen County. He
was one of the later Progressive Republicans and as such was a close friend of
C. C. Young and Fred Stevenot. He served three terms and became floor leader
in the Assembly for Governor Stephens.

In 1921 Mathews was elected mayor of Susanville. In that city, Mathews was

a popular and active citizen. As a member of the Elks and Rotary Club he
sponsored many public projects. Recognizing the importance of the forest industry to the area, he was active in acquiring a free mill site for the Fruit Growers
Supply Company. Sustained forest yield was one of his special hobbies.
Mathews was appointed to the Board of Forestry as a member at large. He
served only during the Young administration.
On May 7, 1950, Mr. Mathews met a tragic accidental death due to poisonous
fumes to which he was exposed while eradicating gophers at his home. On the
day of his funeral business houses in Susanville were closed out of respect for
this honored citizen.

D. EYMAN HUFE was appointed to the Board as a representative of general
agriculture. He was born in Kansas in September 1880; At the age of seven his
parents brought him to San Diego and then to Orange County. Thereafter, for
the remainder of his life he was closely associated with citrus growing and the
agricultural real estate business. He was widely recognized as an authority on
citrus fruits.

Huff started working as a boy for a local fruit exchange and by personal industry and application to his duties he was steadily advanced into positions of
managerial responsibility. Other than this concentration upon the citrus industry,
much of Eyman Huff's time was spent in furthering better fire protection for
the Southern California mountains. It is said that he was largely instrumental
in developing the first mountain type fire trucks.

At the time of his appointment to the Board of Forestry, Eyman Huff was
practically unknown to the statewide leaders of forest conservation. His service

on the Board for the three year term reflected the man's diligent and careful
approach to the problems of business or government. Mr. Huff died in October
of 1941.
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607
Controlled burning, (see Brush)
Converse Flat, 461, 523, 592
Coolidge, Pres., 561, 596
Cooper, A. W., 200; Sugar Pine and Western
Yellow Pine in Cal., 204-205; (and Kel-

leter) The Control of Forest Fire at Mc-

Closed, 204
Cooper, Elwood, 118
Cooper, John B. II., sawmill, 25-27
Copeland report, 159
Coppinger, John, pioneer, 34-35, 44
Cornwall, C. M., 347, 385
Cory, C. L., 174
Counties, early fire organization, 177, 240-

242, 255, 300; coop with USFS, 278; to
receive fines, 360; propose timber cruise,
413; wartime protection, 417-423; should
assume fire cost, 551; Nati. Forest uscome, 277, 542, 591, 605; granted authority to act, 214-216, 274-275, 361-362
County boards of forestry, 76; authorized,
29 1-292, 361

County Fire District Act, 537-538

County Forester, 370; authorized, 292; may
assume fire work, 605
Coupe, W. H., 586
Cox, Elmer, 443; biog., 467

Cut-over land for Nat. Forests, 310-312, 347;
(see Reforestation, see State forests)
Cutting fees in Alta Cal., 20, 29, 39
Cuttle, Francis, 159, 268, 270, 275, 291,
329-330, 351, 357-358, 506, 547, 560,
561, 563, 576, 578, 588, 596-597, 599,
607; hog., 554; portrait, 576
Cuyamaca Mtns., timber, 14

D

Danaher, R. E., 444, 463, 466, 489, 534,
546-547; biog., 468
Davidson, H. S., 113, 114, 124-125
Davidson, Prof. Ceo., 172, 174
Davis Nursery, 410, 476-478, 532, 548
Dawson, James, pioneer, 23, 37, 39
Deaths from fire, 301, 366, 547
Debris commissioner estab., 83-84
Dept. of Agr., (see Agriculture)
Dept. of Engineering (see Engineering)

Dept. of Natural Resources, State, 394-395,
519, 601-603

Desert Land Act (Fed.), 59, 143

Devils Canyon Nursery, 594
Diamond Match Co., 202-204, 400
Diezsno cutting fee, 20, 29, 39
Discussion of Forestry Problems, 342
Diseases, forest, 461, 484 (see Insects)
Disr. attorneys, 228, 264, 390

Division of Forestry, State, proposed in Agr.,
471; created, 602, 608
Division of Forestry, U. S., (see Agriculture)
Division of Parks, State, 519
Dodge, Alex W., 358, 398
Doney, Ray W., 477
Doran, W. A., 410
Douglas, T. H., 111
Drainage Commission, State, 83
Drake, Francis, 4, 12
Drew, Alex M., 214, 271, 273-274
Drury, Newton B., 511-512

Du Bois, Coert, 237, 343, 346; Systematic
Fire Protection in the Cal. Forests, 372'
376

Dudley, Wm,, 117, 172
Dudley, Ernest, 172
Duffy, Anna, 470, 580, 609
Duflot de Mofras, 10-11, 18, 36-38
Duhout-Cilly, 16
Dunne, Frank, 421
Dunning, Duncan, 490, 594
Dunwoody, C. G., 579, 603
E
East Bay M. U. Dist,, 482; Water Co., 589
Economics of lumbering, 204
Edmonds, Marc, 495
Education, conservation, 244, 280-28 1, 365380, 403, 427, 516, 551, 605
El Dorado Co., 417
Ellenwood, Fred, 492, 547, 554-556; biog.,
556

Elliott, Mrs. Poster, 388
Emerick, Walter, 422
Engineer, State, 271
Engineering, State Dept. of, 292, 402
Engines in woods, 502
Entomologist requested, 325

Escape of fire, legislation, 74, 138, 145, 156,
177-178, 272, 275, 292-293
Eshleman, John, 405
Estes, Ellen, 511
Estudillo, Miguel, 270, 286, 292, 317
Eucalyptus, 137, 199-201, 258, 277-278, 293,

299, 401, 586; first planted, 302; cures

malaria, 105, 114; boom, 301-305; Eucalyptus, Its History, Growth and Utilization, 303; Rue, in Cal., 302; Utilization

of Cal. Rue., 304; Yield ansi Returns

from Blue C-urn in Cal., 304; (see Bd. of
Forestry pub.)
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Everett, "The Practical in Forestry," 168
Examiners, State Board of, 134, 148, 193-196,
201-202, 221, 270-271, 307; was Board
of Forestry, 206, 237
Experiment station, 523, 543, 577, 592-594

Ficebreaks, 100, 144-145, 177-1-78, 203, 240,
269, 282, 417, 419, 482, 483, 549;
Million dollar bill, 596
"Firebreaks and Trails" approp., 270-271,

292, 315, 362, 397, 411-412, 436, 475476, 482, 533, 588-589, 596, 598, 607

Extension Forester, 595-596
F

Farm advisors, 417-423

Farm Bureau, 414, 419, 544
Feather River Station, 461, 592, 594
Federal aid, (see Fire, Weeks, Clarke-McNary)
Federation of Wosnens Clubs, 191, 358, 388
Feigenbaum, B. j., 60 1-602
Fernow, B. E., 143, 151, 158
Figueroa, Mex. Guy,, 26, 28, shade trees, 20
Finance, Dept. of, 193
Fines, disposition of lire law, 223, 229, 245,
256, 273, 293, 300, 354, 360, 390, 435

Fire as a tool, 100, 207-209, 454-456, 488489; (see Brush, see Slash)

Fire behavior and control studies, 202, 207,
366, 372-376, 46 1-462, 488, 496
Fire break (see Firebreaks below)

Fire cause, 298, 375, 582; Indians, 3, 7, 8,
10, 100, 124, 298; stockmen, 10, 120,

123-125, 298; transients, 344, 377, 379;
sabotage, 414, 417-424; (see Light-burning, see Slash, see Brush)
Fire detection, 166, 192, 202, 391, 434, 458461, 478
Fire, forest, defined, 435; a public nuisance,
339

Fire law, first State, 60; (see For. Prot. Act,
see Chapter 176, see Penal Code)
Fire Marshal, State, 538

Fire prevention measures, 74, 144-145, 177,
314, 339, 346, 375, 424, 496, 604; by

counties, 241, 299-300, 417-423; by
statute, 581-584; '(see Education, see
Hunting, see Light-burning, see Firebreaks)
Fire protection, cost responsibility policy, 149,

241-242, 273-274, 300, 323, 387, 416,
429-430, 433-434, 552-554, 562, 579580, 597-598; (see Compulsory patrol,

see also Forest protection)
Fire protection districts, administrative, 222,
226, 245, 316, 391, 434; volunteer, 192,
202, 279, 357, 369-371, 379, 411; statutory, 83-85, 475, 537-538, 549
Fire protection, Federal interest and action on

State and private land, 138, 264, 278,

Firetrucks, &st, 418

Firewardens, 149, 177, 222, 227, 240, 255257, 278, 300, 323, 338-339, 366, 391,
394, 408
Fireworks, regulated, 228
Fish and Game under State Forester, 315-316
Fish Commission to inherit Forestry, 153
Fisher, R. T., "Work of Div. Forestry [USDA]
in the Redwoods".
Fletcher, Ed., 443, 547; biog., 467
Flintham, S. J., 458, 483, 549
Flood Storage Convention, 173

Food Admin, State, 414
Foote, A. D., 183
Ford, A. W., 451, 459
Forest and Water, 128, 133, 150, 166
Forest and Water Soc. of So. Cal., 172-173
Forest commission, (see Board of Forestry)
Forest conditions, 61-63, 68, 70-73, 83, 104106, 109; first national study of, 85-86;
public attitude, 5, 119, 161, 166; (see
Investigations, -Joint survey)
Forest Congress, 115, 141
Forest Fire "Act" of 1913, 352-359
Forest fire, defined, 366, 435; (see Fire)
Forest Industries Committee, 414

Forest land, defined, 448, 568, (see Public
domain)

Forest Protection Act of 1905, 213-214, 218225, 272; text, 225-230; influence of
Water and Forest Astor., 214; proposals
to amend, 273, 289-290, 299-301, 314316, 350-359, 370, 385-391,- 406-409,
429-433, 438, 540
Forest Protection Act and slash, "Sec. 19",
223, 229, 274,- 297, 314-315, 352, 354,
357, 387, 408, 432
Forest protection, general policies advocated,
118, 137-140, 218, 244, 269, 298-300,
335, 346, 399-400, 416, 445, 447, 465466, 548-549, 557; (see also Fire entries)
Forest reserves, 84, 121-125, 139-140; authorized, 143-144; proclaimed, 144, 177, 190,
233, 241, 255-256; management and
fire protection, 148-149, 163-165, 179;
opposition to, 163, 165-166, 177, 182,
-

189-190;

grazing,

176-177,

217-218;

306, 309-312, 320; State action on-Fed.
land, 256, 362, 397, 566, 596

school land, 216; transfer to Dept. of

Fire protection policy, general (see Forest
protection)
Fire protection system authorized, 430-43 5
Fire statistics, general, 105, 115, 139-120,

233; relation of State to, 191, 235, 252,
255; (see Yosemite, Sequoia; see also
Nat. Forests, State Forests, Public do-

123-124, 150, 183, 282, 298, 365-367,
378, 417-425, 452, 456, 483, 581, 582;
(see Fire cause)

Fire suppression, defined, 567; need, 1-27,-

166; first State crew, 256; wage, 149,

222, 255, 316, 352, 408, 435; aliens,

401; patrol authorized, 223-227, 429;
extension requested, 149, 300, 325, 338;
industry, 137, 203, 318, 322; owner
respons., 535-536; arnsy, 300, 317, 321,
-

364, 553; 1913 approp. vetoed, 354-356;
(see Compulsory, see Counties, see Fire
prot. dist., see Impressment)

Agr., 197, 215, 233; become Nat. Forests,

main)
Forest schools (see School of forestry)
Forest Service, U. S., 159, 195, 264, 278, 292,
320, 341, 343, 345, 358, 372-376, 385,
412, 457, 581-584;- background, 233-234;
eucalyptus, 30 1-305; slash hazard, 500503; may recover fire cost, 439; (see
National Forests, see Clarke-McNary)
Forester, industry, 202; (see State Forester, see
County Forester)
Forestry Agent, U. 5., 86, 107, 195
Forestry board, (see Board; see Commission)
Forestry camps, for unemployed, 506; for prisoners, 258
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Forestry classes in schools, 605
Forestry commission of 1899, 172; (see Board,
see Lake Bigler)
Forestry Society of Cal., 303-304
Forests and fruit growers, 118

Forests and rain, 70-73, 77, 83, 109, 125
Fort Ross, 15-16, 39
Forman, Sands W., 88, 91, 98, 131, 148
Fowler, 0. E., 453, 504
Free Timber Act (Fed.), 59
Fremont, John, 56
French designs on Alta Cal., 37-38
Fresno Co., 417
Fritz, Emanuel, Role of Fire in the Redwood
Region, 507
Frost, A. E., 451, 453, 478-479
Pruitgrowers conventions, 116-119
G
Gage, Gov., 169-171, 177, 178, 181
Garcia, Inocencio, 34
Gardner, E, G., 411
Gardner, W. J., 199
Garner, W. II., pioneer, 22
Gaskill, Alfred, tax study, 261
Gen. Grant Nat, Park created, 142
Gillett, Gov. 267, 274, 286-287, 293
Gilman, H. 5., 598, 609; biog., 611-612
Glavis, Louis R., "affair", 330-334
Gleaves, U. S. Sur-Gen., 169
Glenn Co., 256, 417
Golden Gate Park, prophecy, 78

Government Structure in Spanish era, 11-12
Graham, Isaac, 27; "affair", 29, 36-37; Sawmill, 30, 34-36, 39
Graves, H. S., 196, 407, 444, 531, 557
Gray, Asa, 86

Grazing; damage to forest, 115; in Yosemite,
173; on reserves, 176-177, 217; aids fire

prevention, 218, 375; study on forest,
201

Greeley, W. B., 248, 252, 413, 472, 566;

Talks to Bd. of For., 446-449, 504, 553;
and the 1923 budget, 530; Forests and
Men, 64, 557; Report of a Talk, 559
Gregg, J. W., 477
Griffiths, W. B., 314-315
Guardabosque, 12

Gwin, U. S. Sen., 56
Haight, Gov., 70
Hall, J. R., 421

H

Hall, Wm. H., State Engineer, 99; and lightburning, 493
Hail, Wm. L., 199
Hammatt, R. F., 473, 510
Harney, J. A., 398
Harrison, Pres., 143

Hartneil, Wm., 5, 21, 31, 34
Hartranft, M. V., 308
Harvey, Paul Q., 482
Hazardous fire area legis., 525, 540, 573,
589-590, 603-604
Hearst, George, U. S. Sen., 115
Hedges, E. Walton, 605
Heney Land Bill, 216

Henry, C. H., 490
Heron, Alex R., 601, 607
Hichborn, Franklin, 382
High lead logging, study, 494-495
Highway Commission, State, 586; and forest
nursery, 476-478

Highway planting study, 477
Highway planting (see planting)
Hilgard, Prof. E. W., 86, 172, 174
Hill, C. L., 371
Hines, C. D., 127

Hodge, W. C., 195, 196, 198, 199, 215, 219,
295, 296, 372; Tamalpais Fire Assoc.,
371, 400; comments on For. Prot. Act,
223-224; Calif. For. Comm., 463; biog.,
213
Hodgson, A. H., 296
Holohan, James B., 286, 313

Homans, G. M., 199, 237, 347, 423, 477,
538; State Forester, 295; defends lumbermen, 297, 318; eucalyptus, 303-304,
327; quarrel with Conser. Comm., 333;
opposes transfer of Nat. For, to State,
376; 1913 legislation, 350-359; proposes
revision of fire laws, 388-391; death,
469; portrait, 295; biog., 326-327
Homestead Land Act (Fed.), 59, 64, 161
Homesteading encouraged, 57
Hoover, Herbert, 530, 597
Horticultural Society, American, 122-12 3

Horticultural, Viticultural and Forestry Commission proposed, 154-155
Horticulture, Board of, and redwoods, 120
Horticulture, State Commissioner of, 426
Horticulture and Forestry, State Board of, pro.
posed, 144
Hosmer, Ralph S., 199, 278
Hough, F B, Forestry Agent, 86; The Duty
of Govt. in Preservation of Forests, 85;
Reports, 86, 107

Howard, 0. 0., 108
Howe, Robert, 135
Hoxie, George L., 343
Huberty, Martin R., 450-451
Huff, D. Eyznan, 609; biog., 612
Humboldt Co., 417
Humboldt Fire Prot. Assoc., 550
Humboldt Redwood Park, 510-513
Humidity, effect on fires noted, 299
Hunt, Rockwell D., 145-147
Hunter, Asst. Forester, 423
Hunting season, fire restrictions, 475, 525,
591, 604
Huntsberger, H. H., 451
Hutchinson, W. H., Cal. Heritage, 202
Hutchinson, W. L, 200
Hydraulic debris, 83-84, 119, 183, 521

I
Ide, Wm., circular Saw, 43
Imperial Co., 418

Impressment to fight fire, 80, 127, 149, 155,
222, 227, 257, 273, 422, 434-435;
Incendiary fires, war sabotage, 414, 417-422
(see also Brush burning)
Income from Nat. For, prorated (see Counties)
Indian burning, 7-8, 10, 100, 124
Ingram, Thomas, 430-431, 538-540, 590, 603
Insect and disease control, 484

Insects, forest, 503; controls develop, 461;

control law, 538-539; destroyed by slash
burning, 343 Inspection for structure fire hazards, 390
Interior, Dept. of, 96; protects Yosemite, 142;
and forest reserves, 165-166, 197
Investigation of forest conditions, 179-181,

546; urged on Gov., 169-170; (see Joint

forest survey, see Conser. Commission)
Irrigation, Commissioner of, 172
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Irrigation Congress, 279, 290
Irrigation, study in So. Cal., 198
Irwin, Gov., 82

Ise, John, 58, 85, 122, 143; comment on
Weeks Law, 311

J

Jaffa, M. E., 174

James, F. J., 496, 505-506, 547, 574; biog.,
556

Jepson, Willis L., 191, 363; on slash, 507
Johnson, A. B., 535, 541, 586-587, 591, 593;
forest tax legis., 571-575
Johnson, C. R., 346
Johnson, Grove L., 59, 188, 193, 306

Johnson, Hiram, 306-309; and Lukens, 307308;

Glavis

affair,

332-334;

vetoes

changes in Forest Prot. Act, 354, 387;
school land bill, 360; water, 382; vetoes
State Forest bill, 394; vetoes mm. diam.
cutting, 397; to Senate, 405; Exper. Sta.,
543, 561, 593
Johnson, Leon, 321

Johnstone, W. A., 220, 351, 360
Joint Committee of L. A. Co., 544
Joint Conservation Conference, 328

Joint forest survey, 195-210; authorized, 193-

194; begins, 195; in So. Cal., 198; Al-

iens comment, 246-247; second approp.,
205-206;

records,

206-207;

Diamond

Match and McCloud studies, 202-204
Jones, Herbert, 409, 437; dedicates Mt. Bid-

awski, 479
Jones, Horace, 358, 384, 392
Jordan, David Starr, 142, 174, 197
Jordan, Frank C., 306-307
Jordan, Wm. H., 482
Jossrnal of Forestry, 489, 571, 601; "Climate
and Forest Fires", 461
Junkans, Wm., 450
Jury, R. H., 276

K

Kasch, Charles, 438
Keech, E. B., 291
Kehoe, Wm., 351, 385

Kelleter, Paul D., 204, 206
Kellogg, Dr. Albert, 98, 110; biog., 128
Kellogg, R. S., 485
Kelly, Allen, 111, 142, 148-149
Kenna, Father, 286-287
Kennett smelter area, 522
Kent, Wm., 573
Kern Co., 418
King, Lyman M., 429-431, 436
Kings Co., 418
Kingsbury, Sur-Gen., 103, 333-337, 392; (see
Surveyor-General)

Kinney, Abbot, 97-99, 110, 116, 118, 121123, 130, 132-133, 157-158, 166, 169,
172-173; planting, 112; Forest and Water, 128, 133, 150, 160; at Forest Congress, 141; Forest & Water Soc., 172-173;
urged forest school, 191; eucalyptus, 301,
303; portrait, 128; biog., 128
Kitts, Joseph A., light-burner, 489-490
Knowlsnd, J. R., 189

Kotok, E. 1., 451, 564, 594; bulletins, 462
L
Labor camps for unemployed, 506

La Jots, Yount mill, 24-25

Lake Bigler Forestry Commission, 83, 87-96;
State Park proposed, 89
Lake Co., 418, 454, 455
Lake Tahoe Reserve, 177; wagon road, 402;
(see also Lake Bigler)
Land acts, Fed. (see Carey, Desert, Free
Timber, Homestead, Pre-emption, Railroad, Timber and Stone, Timber Culture;
see also Stare lands, school, Public domain, Swamp)
Land clearing, (see Brush burning)

Land exchange, U. S. and State, 296, 539,
586; for stumpage, 347
Land office, State, 102; (see also Sur-Gen.)
Land settlement encouraged, 57
Lands, State, (see State lands)
Lane, Franklin K., 186
Langford, B. F., 144, 156

Larkin, T. 0., pioneer, 16, 21, 25

Las Posadas State Forest, 603
Lassen Nat. Park, 516, 591
Lassen, Petet, pioneer, 6, 35, 43
Lasuen, Padre, 8-10
Latour State Forest, 586
Laurel Canyon Protec. Assoc., 370, 419
Law enforcement, 96, 100, 103, 105-106,

108, 125-126, 135, 138, 149, 228, 256,
264, 275, 323, 360, 368, 390, 425, 483

Lea, Clarence F., 509
Lee, H. R., 111-112
Legislature, Cal., first session, 55
Leidesdorif lumber, 42

Lemmon, J. C. and Mrs., 111, 114, 137, 191
Liability, for fire damage, 177, 214, 275, 299,
408-409, 314; for suppression cost, 299,
390, 439; of State for firemen, 301
Liens on lumber for wage, 82
Light-burning, 209, 211-212, 298, 300, 320,

323, 339, 342-343, 456, 464; publications, 343; study by Cal. For. Coni., 488494

Lincoln, Pres., and Yosemite, 69
Lippmncott, J. P., 173
Lissner, Meyer, 307-308
Livestock industry on Board, 433
Locomotives, woods, 502
Log brands, 82
Log house, first, 24

Log rule study, 403
Log scale adopted, 82

Logging in Spanish era, Bodega, 23; Cuyamaca, 14; Star, 22; San Bernardino, 19,
30-34, 40; San Gabriel, 18; San Luis,
34; Santa Cruz, 34-35
Logging, practices, 322, 461; high lead study,
494-495; regulation, 280, 288
Lookouts, 420, 434, 478-479; first, 202-203;
first State, 192

Los Angeles Co., 255, 278, 362, 418, 457458, 475, 483, 549, 588, 594; appoints
forester, 370; estab. Co. Fire Dept., 418;
and C-M Act, 566
L. A. Times, 220
Low, Gov., 66
Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen, 414
Lukens, T. P., 173, 253, 307; biog., 308

Lull, C. B., 161, 199, 252-264, 278, 283,

288, 293, 318; and eucalyptus, 277, 303;
portrait, 250; biog., 264
Lumber industry, 137, 160, 201-204, 324,
326, 340-342, 359, 381, 408, 413-414,
427, 430, 433, 461, 463-466, 473-474,

479, 494, 531; C F P A formed, 318-
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Lumber industry-Continued
321; and fire, 137, 203, 210-211, 229,
274, 297-298, 318, 322, 345, 369, 400,
447, 550; (see Regulation, see Taxation,
see Slash)
Lumber production,

(in

1850's),

62-64;

(1862), 64; (1875), 75; (1905), 254

Lumber use in Alta Cal., 12, 21, 52
Lyon, Wm. S., 111, 131-132, 136, 140

M
Madera Co., 278
Magee, Thomas, 115
Mahan, Mrs. J. P., 511
Marine opinion on regulation, 280, 290-29 1
Malaria and trees, 77, 105, 114, 123
Manson, Marsden, 173, 211
Map, vegetation type, 99, 199-200
Margolin, Louis, 302

Macin Co. Fire Dept., 371, 411, (see Tamalpals)
Mann redwoods, 15, 17, 27
Markets for Waste lumber, 461
Markham, H. H. Gov., 119-121, 152, 158
Marsh, G. P., Mass and Nature, 85
Marshall, James, pioneer, 43
Martin, Dennis, sawmill, 42
Mason, D. T., 480
Mather, Stephen, 510

Mathews, Albert, 493, 516, 542-543, 609;
biog., 612
Maxwell, G. Fl., 166, 174
McAllaster, B. A., 344, 463, 490, 574
McClatchy papers, 401
McCloud study, 202-204
McCurry, H. J., 484
McGilvray, John, 535
McIntosh, Edward, pioneer, 23, 38-39
McKenzie, H. E,, 403
McNary, U. S. Sen., 248, 559
McRae bill, 143, 163
Mead, Elwood, 173
Meinecke, E. P., 484
Melick, W. 5., 157, 178, 195-196, 199
Melville bill, 578
Mendocino Co., 100, 419, 454
Merced Co., 136, 419
Merriam, F. F., 321, 412, 531
Merriam, John C., 444, 511

Merrit, Ralph P., 414
Metal in saw logs, 82
Metcalf, Woodbridge, 414, 527, 595
Micheltorena, Mex. Gov., 24, 40
Mill scale study, 380, 403
Miller, Joaquin, 108, 111, 112, 133
Miller, L. C., 199
Million dollar bifi, 596-597
Miners assoc., 182-183
Minimum-diameter cutting regulation,

276,
280, 396
Mining, hydraulic, 83-84, 183
Missions mentioned, Dolores, 15; Purisima,

15; San Diego, 14-15; San Gabriel, 1819, 31; San Rafael, 17; San Juan flautists, 21; Santa Ynez, 18

Modoc forest reserve, 190
Moffett Creek study, 490-49 1

Moffit, Frank J., 130-135, 152; portrait, 130;
biog., 151
Monopoly of resources deplored, 339
Montecito Fire Assoc., 421
Monterey Co., 419
Monterey Nat. Forest, 419

Monterey, capital, 12, 28, 30; looted, 17; timber, 14, 15, 22, 37, 42; first shingles, 21
Moodey, W. J., 398
Moore, Walter S., 110, 131, 134; biog., 129
Most, D. W., 360, 392
Mt. Bielawski, 479
Mt. Diablo Park, 515-516
Mt. Hamilton tract, 222, 226
Mt. Lassen Nat. Park, 516, 591
Mt. Oso, 478
Mt. Shasta, proposed Nat. Park, 114

Muir, John, 111, 142, 164, 173, 217; Trail,
516

N

Napa Co., 419
National Conservation Commission, 328

National Conservation Congress, 320-321 394,
National Forests, 90, 159, 233, 284, 293, 310-

312, 347, 397, 401, 412, 417-422, 533,
562, 564-567; extension prohibited, 310;
transfer to States, 310, 338, 376, 597;
income distrib., 277, 311, 591, 605; local
tax urged, 541-542, 591, 606; (see Forest
Service, see also Forest Reserves)
National Geographic Soc., 510
National Irrig Assoc., 166
National Lumber Manu. Assoc., 531

National Parks, 70, 90, 114, 142, 189, 493,
509, 516
National State Park Assoc., 519
Natural Resources, (see Dept. of)
Naval storeS, 66-67

Neal (Naile), Henry, pioneer, 40
Negligence, (see Liability)
Nelson, H. C., 364, 511, 543
Nevada Co., 419
New York opinion on regulation, 469
No fence issue, 82, 398

North, John G., 268
Nurseries, national, 141; industry, 480
Nurseries, State, 111-113, 136, 156, 222, 289,
292, 325, 399, 410, 425, 437; to Univ.,
147; opposition to, 136, 160, 410; Hespeals, 113; Merced, 113; San Jacinto, 113;
Livermore, 113, 115; (see Chico, Davis,
Santa Monica)

0

Oakland, redwoods, 43, 63; fire prot., (see
Contra Costa); city parks, 131
Olmsted, F. B., 237, 371, 400, 411, 465
Olney, Warren, 172
Olvera sawmffl, 14
Omnibus bifi, 596-598
Orange Co., 268, 370, 420
Ostrander, H. J., 211
Oswald, A. H., 454
Outdoor Art League, 189
Ownership of trees, 81

P
Pacific Coast Sugar and White Pine Assoc., 343
Pacific Lumber Co., 480

Pacific Rural Press, 96-97, 103, 132-133, 136,
139, 154, 157, 191
Paddock bill, 148
Paper mifi, first, 66
Pardee, George C., 75, 159, 164, 185-188, 193,

201, 204, 214-216, 219, 221, 234-236,
250, 266, 279, 307, 464-465, 521-522,
524,

S34,

546,

575,

580-581, 587;

elected Coy., 185; at Joint Conser. Conf.,
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Pardee, George C.-Continuecl
329; on Cons. Commission, 330; blasts
Richardson, 529; chairman of Boards of
For., 238, 443, 608-609; letters quoted,
234-235, 551-553, 580, 589, 598; pottrait, 184; biog., 185
Parks, (see Nat., see State)
Peace officer power, 108, 227, 435j
Penal Code, fire laws, 80, 82, 144, 272, 275,
292, 581, 605; Section 384 of, 79, 106,
[26, 135, 178, 214, 314, 360, 438, 475,
540, 583, 604
Peralta redwoods, 43
Perkins, Gm'., 82

Permits to burn, (see Burning)
Pettis, J. A., 393, 406
Phantom forestry commission, 172
Pinchot, Gifforci, 150, 163-165, 168, 175, 187,

191, 195, 197, 200-201, 204, 234-235,
279, 328, 357-358, 463; on Pardee, 188;
removed as Chief Forester, 331; C-M Act,

557, 560
Pioneer Western Lumberman, 369
Pio Pico, Mex. Gov., 31; decree of 1845, 41
Pine Mtn. Reserve, 177
Placer Co., 300, 420
Placer Home and Forest Prot. Assoc., 370, 400

Planting, 57, 61-62, 70, 73-74, 89, 97, 105,
112-114, 131, 199-200, 258, 277, 293,
341, 346, 424, 548; first reforestation, 34;
Arbor Day, 107-108; mulberries, 160; cork

oak, 478; lumbermen, 480; street and

highway, 20, 70, 215, 325, 477-478; (See
also Nurseries)
Plummer, G. E., 134
Poppy, State flower, 171
Portola, 4, 15
Potter, A. F., 196-199
Powers, Harry, 490

Pratt, M. B., 159, 200, 237, 363, 421, 423,
490, 573-575, 578, 580, 591, 609; ap

pointed State Forester, 469; pOrtrait, 470;
biog., 485
Pre-emption Land Act (Fed), 59
Prendergast, J. J., 531
Press and Horticulture, 126
Price, Jay H,, 534
Prisoners in forest and fire work, 258, 418
Progressive Republicans, 266, 306, 329, 405,
600

Public domain, 56-57, 59, 63-64, 86, 101, 107,

109, 115, 122, 124, 138-140, 262-264;

(see Forest reserves, see Land acts)
Public Resources Code, 225, 432

R
Radio use in fire work, 459, 461
Railroad fires and fire prevention, 298, 317,
346, 375, 377-378, 448, 525
Railroad land grants, 64-65; Tahoe exchange,
88-89, 96
Railroad political machine, 169, 266
Raker, John, 531, 542
Ralston, W. C., 192, 217-218
Ramirez, Juan, logger, 33
Rangers, early State, 449-454
Read, John, pioneer, 27-28
Ream, H. B., 397, 477
Red River Lumber Co., 343, 380, 400, 403
Redingron, Paul, 458, 465, 509, 530
Redwood Association, (See CaL Red. Assoc.)
Redwood Fire and Protective Assoc., 319, 369,
419

Redwoods, 15-17, 27, 43, 63, 99, 137, 168,
201, 283-284, 345, 418, 507; preservation

urged, 67-69, 115-116, 120, 141, 287,
509; (see Cal. Redwood Park; Humboldt
Redwood Park; Big trees)
Reforestation, 214-215, 288, 290-291, 298-299,

340, 445, 466, 525-526; (see also Tn-

Counties)
"Reforestation Land Tax Bill," 57 1-572
Reglamentos, 12, 19-20, 23, 28, 37, 41-42

Regulation, forest harvest and use, 168, 290291, 317, 324, 329, 346, 389-390, 449,
463-465, 469, 536, 557-560, 590-591;
mm-diameter, 276, 280, 396; Maine and
N.Y. opinions, 279, 469; (see Regiamen.
Sos)

Report of a Talk, 446-449, 559
Reporting fires mandatory, 390
Reports, official forestry, (see under Board and
State Forester)

Rhodes, George H., 321, 351, 356-359, 379,
384, 504, 506, 541, 574, 576-578, 607;

appointed to Board, 547; biog., 555
Richardson, E. R., "Politics of the Conservation

Issue in the Far West, 1896-1913," 164,
173, 217, 310, 331
Richardson, Gov., F. W., 321, 528, 553, 572,
574, 581, 584, 587, 591, 593, 597-599;
first budget, 529-534
Richardson, Wm. A., pioneer, 27

Rider, W. B., 372, 493, 500-502, 514, 532,
597; biog., 470
Rivera y Moncada diary, 7
Riverside Co., 268, 420, 428
Roach, R. E., 454
Roads for fire prot., 542
Roadside planting, (see Planting)
Robie, W. T., 172
Rodent nuisance, 299
Romero of Mexico, on conservation, 30
Roosevelt, Theodore, 190, 328
Rose, L. J., 107-109
Rosecrans, W. S., 544
Rosenshine, A. A., 516
Royce, C. C., 146
Rural Fire Institute, 595
Rural fire protection, 84-85, 414-423
Russian wood use at Rosa, 15-16

-

S

Sabotage, fire, 414, 417, 420; logs, 82
Sacramento Bee, 187, 409, 530, 532
Sacramento Co., 370, 420
Sacramento Union, 75-76, 78, 186-187, 198

San Antonio Creek, early logging, 40; (see

Firebreaks and Trails)
San Benito Co., 420
San Bernardino Co., 268, 420
San Bernardino Mtns., early logging, 30-34, 40;
Forest Reserve, 144; (See Firebreaks)
Sanchez, Gil, sawmill, 40
Sanchez, Padre, 18-19
San Diego Co., 420, 482
San Diego Mission wood use, 14-15
San Dimas, (see Firebreaks and Trails)

S.F. Call, 170, 193, 217
S. F. Chroisicle, 169, 174, 195-197, 202, 213,
220, 332, 472
S.F. Examiner, 133-135
San GabrIel, Forest Reserve, 144; sawmill, 1719; (See Firebneaks)
San Jacinto Forest Reserve, 177
San Joaquin Co., 192, 420
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San Luis Obispo, early logging, 34, 62; rural
protection, 421
San Mateo Co., 421, 483; (See Redwoods)
Sansevain, Pierre, pioneer, 33, 36-37

Snyder, Jack, 453

Society for Conserving Waters and Protecting
Forests, 169-172
Society of American Foresters, 489-490

Santa Ana River, (see Tn-Counties, see Firebreaks and Trails)

Solano Co, 421
Sonoma Co., 99, 285, 421

Santa Cruz area, early logging, 15, 3437, 41;
fire protection, 255, 278, 421, 588

105, 302; (see Central Pac.)
Spark arresters, 229, 273, 390, 438, 417, 419,
424, 496
Spreckels, John D., 110, 123, 131, 134, 175;

Santa Barbara, county fire protection, 255, 370,
421; Forest Reserve, 190
Santa Clara Co., 421
Santa Clara Univ., 286

Southern Pacific R.R. (and Land Co.), 152,
169, 344-345, 463, 489; and eucalyptus,

Santa Cruz Co., Coop. Forest and Home Protec.

biog., 129
Spruce, war use, 414
Standish, Miles, 346
Stanford, Leland, 64-6 5, 118, 150
Stanford Univ., 150, 286
Stanislaus Co., 422
Stanislaus Forest Reserve, 177
Starr, F., American Forests, Their Destruction
and Preservation, 85
State Fire Marshal, 538

Assoc., 370

Santa Fe R.R., 302

Santa Monicia State Nursery, 112, 132-133,
136, 222, 293, 515
Santa Ynez Forest Reserve, 177
Sargent, C. S., 165
Save The Redwoods League, 444, 510-5 14

Sawmills, powered, 64, 75; Coloma, 4, 25, 43;
So. Cal. 14, 3 3-34; Monterey, Santa Cruz,

34-37, 39, 41-42; Man, Sonoma, Napa,
24-28, 38-39, 41; first known, 17; 6rst

commercial, 25; first steam, 38-39
Schafer, Andrew, 453
Schoeller, J. D., 398, 423
Schofield, W. R., 321

School lands, 63, 88, 101-103, 119, 161, 335337, 341, 392, 509, 515-516; (see next)
School lands legislation, cession, 63, 102;
settlement required, 79; attempts to appraise, 102, 348, 360, 392; cash sale law,
102; sales restricted, 142, 162, 216, 360,
392; attempts to manage, 103, 135, 145,
539-540, 586; exchange, 216, 539, 586
School of Forestry, 106-107, 150, 169, 191-192,
218, 277, 293, 324-325, 362-363
Schurz, Carl, 69, 86
"Section 19," (see Forest Prot. Act)
Select Committee on Reforest., 559-560
Sellers, C. H., 278, 303
Sempervirens Club, 281, 283

Senate Bill Seven (1901), 179-181, 193
S.C.R. No. 27 (1921), 522
Sequoia Nat. Park, 142, 510
Serra, Padre, 4
Setting fire, 60-61, 79-80, 135, 155-156, 228,

272, 275, 292, 300, 583, 605; proposed
felony, 577, 582; (see Escape, see Brush
burning)

Shade and Ornamental Trees, 433, 484
Shake splitters, 23, 44, 105, 123
Shasta Co., 421, 450
Shingles, first use, 21, 23
Shinn, Chas. H., 147, 158, 197, 285
Shipbuilding in Alta Cal., 13, 16-17, 19
Shortridge, U. S. Sen., 561, 563
Show, S. B., 150, 488-490, 495, 503, 594; fire
study publication, 46 1-462
Sierra Club, 142
Sierra Forest Reserve, 144

Slash disposal, 187, 203, 205, 211, 223, 229,
273-274, 297, 314-315, 317, 339, 390,
408, 421, 424, 448, 466, 474, 498-507
Sloane, Sam, 301

Sloss, R. W., 321
Smith, Bill the Sawyer, 35
Smith, C. Stowell, 304, 463
Smith, Herbert A., 159
Smith, Manasseh, 278
Smith, Stephen, sawmill, 3 8-40
Smead, A. E., 479
Sneil bill, 465, 474, 558

State Forester, office proposed, 75-79; estab.,
225; duties, 225-230, 433-435; qualifications of, 385-386, 407, 541, 578, 602603; to be Fish and Game chief, 315-

316; to be in Dept. Agr., 471; under

Dept. Nat. Res., 602; relation with Fed.
reserves, 235, 252; contract authority,

271, 429-430, 434; salary legis., 290,
316, 409, 437, 541; first fire approp.,
433-436; budgets, (see Board of For.)

Organization, (1919), 449-452; (1920)
453-454; (1921-22), 482-483; (1923),
548; (1925), 587; (1927), 608
Reports, first

annual, 243-247;

(1906

bien.), 254; (1908), 277; (1910), 296
301; (1912), 321-325; 1913 fire, 365;
(1914 bien.), 356, 376-380; (1916),
398-403; (1918), 416-427; (1920),
445, 456-458, 465, 477, 507; (1922),
500; "11th," 481
State Forestry Fund of 1905, 217; Contingent
Fund of 1923, 543

State Forests, 103, 120, 256, 284, 445-446, 508,

575; legis. to create, 188-189, 392-394,
584-585; cut-over land acquisition, 449,
466, 526, 548, 577; tax-delinquent land,
247, 296, 346, 577; Las Posadas, 603;
Latour, 586; (see School land, see State
lands)

State lands, 63-65, 260, 247; disposal criticized,

103, 161, 247; exchange with U.S., 216,
261, 296, 539, 586; (see School land, see
State Forests)

State Parks, 88-90, 120, 222, 226, 284, 444,
508-520; Board of For, to make survey,
516-518; separate commission for, 517,
520, 601-602; (see Chico, see Cal. Redwood, see Humboldt Redwood, see Yosemite)

State Ranger meeting, (1921), 487; (1925),
587

Statistics, (see Fire stat.)
Stephens, Gov., 405-406, 409, 431, 512
Sterling, B. A., 113, 158-159, 161, 199, 202,
210-212, 219, 279
Stubenrauch, A. V., 191
Stevenot, Fred, 607-609
Stiles, H. C., 202
Stockmen fires, 10, 105, 120, 123-125, 298
Stockmens Defense Assoc., 256
Stockmens Protective Assoc., 192, 369, 478
Stoneman, Coy., 87, 95
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Stoney Creek Reserve, 256

Structural protection, (see Fire prot. dists., tee
Rural)
Studies, see Fire behavior, see investigation, see
Joint survey)
Summons, (see Impressment)
Sur redwoods, 22
Sutter Co., 422
Surveyor-General, State, 61-62, 102-103, 333,
336, 360, 392, 540, 586
Sutto, Adolph, 108
Sutter, John, 6, 22, 25, 27, 31, 35, 38-39, 42-

V
Vallejo, M. C., 10, 23, 23-26, 31, 37, 108, sawmills, 4 1-42

Vegetation, map of, 99, 199-200; scientific collection, 111
Ventura Co., 422
Vignes Jean pioneer 33-34
Visalia Delta, 126, 132-133
Vischer, Hubert, 99-102, 111
Volunteer fire protection, (see Fire dists.)

w

43

Swamp and overflowed land grants, 63
'F

Tahoe, (see Lake Tahoe, Lake Bigler)
Tamalpaia Fire Aasoc., 370-371, 400; Fire Dist.,
411, 419, 436, 483, 588
Taxation, forest, 201, 247, 259-262, 318, 332,

335, 338, 340, 346, 413, 448-449, 526,
541, 570-571, 585; exemptions proposed,
97, 120, 140, 347; (1921) legis., 472-473,

(1923) legis., 571-573; Const.
Amend., 570-575; severance and yield,
571;

347, 472-473, 480-481, 571
Taxation, State and county, 259, 312
Taylor, A. A., 282
Taylor, Cadet, 583, 587-588
Tehama Co., 422, 453
Termiiao municipal law, 12
Thomas, Judge Wm., 173-174
Thompson, Glen B., 453
"Three Thirteen," (See Compulsory patrol)
Timber and Stone Act (Fed.), 59, 114, 161

Timber Culture Act (Fed.), 73, 97, 113, 140,
143, 161
Timber estimate, 67-68, 71-73, 281, 297
Timber exportation forbidden, 28
Timber famine, 71-72, 78, 281, 341
Timber industry, (see Lumber industry)
Timber: Mine or Crop?, 469

Timber utilization, 100, 123, 202, 413; (see
Cal. For. Committee)

Tjmberman, The, 407, 418, 430, 437, 445,
463, 465, 474, 482, 513, 574, 590
Towle, George, 172
Townsend, E. W., 88
Toyon, (see Christmas berry)
Trabuco Forest Reserve, 144
Trespass, timber and lire, 65-67, 74, 79-82, 86,

101, 103, 121, 123, 125, 137-138, 149,
155-156, 275-276, 402, 435, 581, 605

Tn-Counties Reforest. Committee, 268, 270,
275, 290-291, 544, 561, 596
Tulane Co., 366, 422
Tuolumne Co., 63, 422
Turpentine cutting laws, 66-67
"Two cent limit law," 214, 274-275, 362

U
Union Lumber Co., 346, 480

U. S. Forest Service, (see Forest Service, see
Nat. Forest)
U. S. Sen. Committee on Reforestation, 534,
5 59-5 60

University of Cal., and Board of For, property,
147, 156; to supervise fire work, 183; Forestry Club, 363; (see School of Forestry,
see Extension Forester) University of So.
Cal., 106

Wage, firefighting, (See Fire suppression)
Wagoner, Luther, 99, 104, 258
Walker, Clinton, 343
Walker, T. B., 212, 318, 343, 488
Walker, Willis, 493
Walsh, P.M., 192, 218
Wardeil, Justin, 600
Water and Forest Assoc. (Cal.), and Water and
Forest magazine, 173-176, 179-181, 186,
190-191, 199-200, 212, 218-219, 234,

240-241, 257, 267, 272, 279, 289-290

Water Assoc. of L. A., 173
Water Commission Act, 348
Water Conservation Assoc. Inc., 269
Water Control Board, 330
Water Storage Convention, 173
Waterman, Gov., 109, 110, 130, 131

Watersheds, their importance and measures to
protect, 30, 83, 88, 96, 98, 103-104, 121,
123, 126, 140, 148, 175, 183, 261-262,
280, 309-312, 334, 364, 371, 411, 436437, 521-527, 556-557, 582-583, 590-591,
596-598; Southern Cal. interest in, 152,
172, 198, 200, 244, 268-270, 457; State
purchase proposed, 445, 455, 577, 582;

influence in creating reserves, 84, 144;

dams in Nat. Forests proposed, 412
Weather, (see Fire behavior)
Webb, U. S., 238, 273, 296, 306, 573
Weeks Law, 279, 306, 309-312, 320-321, 358,
364, 368, 407, 450, 557, 562, 565-568
Wendling, George, 289
Wendling, Joseph, 343, 346

Werder, Bert L., 483

Western Fire Fighters Manual, 461
Western Forestry and Conservation Assoc., 248,
318, 356, 461, 484
Western Pine Assoc., 318
Wheeler, Benj Ide, 174, 191, 197, 303
Wheeler, Wm., 571, 575
Whipsaws, 13-14, 22-23, 29, 35
White, Col. John R., 493

White, J. R., Jr., 471
White pine blister rust, 426, 484, 577, 591-592,
605

'White, Stewart Bdward, 488-489
Whiting, Sur.-Gen., 61
Whitney, J. D., 86
Wickson, E. J., 108, 174, 191, 285
Willey, Sur.-Gen., 102-103

Williams, Solon H., 443, 470, 476-477, 513,
532, 546-547; biog., 467
Wolf, Edward I., 179, 188, 193, 277
Wood, early use, 13, 15, 21; utilization service,
427
Woodbnidge, Cora, 584, 604
Woodbury, T. D., 237, 104-305, 500
Woodruff, F. L., 454
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Young, Gov., 506, 519, 530, 599-601
Yount, George, pioneer, 5, 23-25
Yost, Jack P., 454
Yuba Co., 423

Wolfskil, Win., pioneer, 19
Womens Club of Lodi, 477; (see Federation)
Wright, C. C., 107, 109
Wyman, H. E., 371

z

Yolo Co., 423

Zaca Lake Forest Reserve, 177

Yosemite Nat. Park, 142, 148, 162, 173

Yosemite Val. State Park, 67, 69-70, 81, 96,
128, 162, 217, 222
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